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INTRODUCTION 

This volume's predecessor, Political Writings (1910-1920) (sPw I), 
contained a selection from Gramsci's political journalism during the 
First World War and in the two stormy years of revolutionary upsurge 
in Italy which followed the War. It closed on the eve of the January 
1921 founding congress of the Italian Communist Party (pcl) al 
Livorno, with Gramsci at the age of twenty· nine already a well·known 
figure on the revolutionary left in his country , through the key 
animatin g role which his weekly journal L 'Ordine NuoW) had played in 
the factory-council movement in Turin - Italy's "Petrograd". The 
present volume (spw II) spans the six brief years of the PCI'S legal 
existence, before the Italian fascist dictatorship became total. The first 
piece translated here was written on the morrow of the Livorno 
Congress, the last a few days before Gramsci's  own arrest and entry 
into the darkne ss of Mussolini's prisons, from which he was to be 
released eleven years later only in lime to die - aged forty-six. 

If the period covered by SPW I was the crucial political watershed of 
this century - encompassing the Great War, the October Revolution, 
the debacle of the lind International and the creation of the Illrd - the 
years that fo llowed were hardly less momentous. They saw the 
reslabilization of the bourgeois order where it had been most threatened 
in the wake of the War, and a crushing succession of defeats for the 
forces of revolution. They saw a growing bureaucratic involution ofthe 
young Soviet regime, in the conditions so harshly imposed by foreign 
intervention , civil war and imperialist blockade; Stalin 's increasing 
domination of the Bolshevik Party ; and in turn the increasing 
domination of the laUer over the Communist International as a whole. 
Finally , they saw the rise to State power of fascism, first and most 
notably in Italy - an ominous prelude to the black tide of the thirties 
and to the Second World War. 

It was in late 1920 and early 1921 that sections of the Italian ruling 
class - fir'st landowners in central and northern Italy, followed closely 
by powerful industrial and financial forces - began to turn to the 
hitherto insignificant fascists as an appropriate instrument with which 
to prosecute their class interests. Perhaps the foremost consideration 
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which led them to do so was an awareness of the extreme weakness of 
the traditional Stale institutions and party-system created in the 
half-century since national unification. In Italy, by this time the 
revolutionary upsurge had already passed its peak, and the defeats 
inflicted upon the working class in April and September 1920 had been 
decisive ones; bul this was not perceived to be the case by the Italian 
bourgeoisie and landowning classes as a whole. Even those who did 
grasp the significance of the victory that had been achieved in 1920 
wished to ensure that the opportunity would now be seized to eliminate 
once and for all any possibility for their opponents to regroup for a new 
trial of strength. 

So the fascist squadr;sti were financed and equipped for the task of 
destroying the material resources and the political morale accumulated 
in four decades of working--class struggle. They burned and looted, 
bludgeoned and killed; and the mass socialist and trade-union 
organizations put up no adequate defence. Fascism acquired mass 
proportions; it also took on a dynamic of its own, with a considerable 
degree of autonomy from those sections of the traditional political class 
and of the State apparatus who had encouraged and thought 10 use il. 
In October 1922. the March on Rome brought Mussolini to full 
governmental power. In the ensuing four years, the rascists perrected a 
novel type of bourgeois class rule, characterized by the following main 
elements: tOlal destruction of all independent working--class institu
tions; permanent mobilization of a mass political base, initially at 
least of a predominantly petty-bourgeois nature: suppression of all 
independenl rorms or political organization. including of the ruling class 
itselr. outside the rascist institutions; derence, rationalization and 
development of Italian capitalism. in harmony with the essential 
interests of big capital; a militarist and expansionist ideology, facili
tating imperialist adventures. 

The PCt too was founded after the revolutionary moment had passed. 
Although, on paper, it emerged from the Socialist Party (pst) in January 
1921 with 60.000 members - one third of the total - its real strength in 
1921 was about 40,000. Moreover, its popular support, as reRected in 
electoral results. was far weaker in relation to that commanded by the 
PSI than the balance of forces at the laller's Livorno Congress had 
suggested. The Communist Party was. of course, from the beginning a 
prime target for fascist repression, and its membership figures reftect 
this: some 2.5,000 in late 1922; perhaps no more than .5,000 active 
members in early 1923; a slow build·up to around 8,.500 in November 
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of that year and to 12,000 in the spring of 1924 (with .5,000 more in the 

youth organization); expansion to 2.5,000 members by the end of 19�4, 
in the less repressive conditions which followed the murder of the soclal

democratic deputy Matteoui, when the fascist leadership's confidence 

temporarily faltered in face ofthe upsurge of opposition which the crime 

provoked; 27,000 members at the end of 192.5, despite renewed 

repression - a figure which probably did not alter much in the year that 

remained before the party was finally driven into total clandestinity in 

October 1926. 
Thus the PCI. despite a significant implantation in the most combative 

�tors ofthe working class, was always a relatively small party prior to 

fascism - although, of course, the extent to which different policies 

might have changed this remains open to debate. Certainly, the party's 

refusal to accept the Comintern's united front policy elaborated in late 

1921 _ a refusal which was intransigent under its first leadership headed 

by Bordiga (see. e.g. Rome Theses, Part Two below). and which was 

only imperfectly rescinded under Gramsci's leadership in 1924-6 (see, 
e.g. Lyons Theses, Part Five below, especially pp. 338, 3.59 and 372-4) 
_ was a grave handicap. The history of the party in the first six years of 

its existence was the history of a revolutionary organil.8tion of modest 

proportions, formed and initially led on an extremely sectarian basis, 

striving - in notably adverse conditions, dominated by a new form of 

reactionary violence at first countenanced by and subsequently 

mastering the Italian bourgeois state - to work out a strategy and 

tactics that would allow it to maintain and extend its mass base and 

mobilize against ascendant fascism a working class and peasantry 

dominated by other political forces (social and Christian democrats). 

These aims, of course, were tragically not to be achieved. 

In this context, the coordinates goveming the concerns of an Italian 

Communist leader such as Gramsci during this period were clearly 

defined: I. the imperative need to analyse the novel form of reactionary 

organization that was fascism, and to find an adequate response to it; 2. 
the insertion of this theoretical and practical task into an international 

framework, in which the Comintern was seeking to assess the historical 

significance of social-democracy's continuing strength and of the 

ebbing of the post-war revolutionary upsurge (especially after October 

1923) and to work out a line capable of meeting these unforeseen 

circumstances; 3. the complex relations with other political forces on 

the Italian leO, above all the PSI, given the contradictory pressures of on 

the one hand the Comintem united front policy and on the other the 
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PC]'S 
,
s�ctarian formation; 4, the intense inner-party struggle that was 

conditIOned by the foregoing problems, as by more direct forms of Comintern intervention and by the course of eVents in the Soviet Union, The�e then provide the master themes of the present volume, What is 
faSCism, what Italian historical specificity had produced it and how to 
combat it? How to defeat reformism and destroy its influence over t he 
masses? What �ind

,
of revolu�ionary party could carry out these tasks, 

and how could It gain a mass Implantation? How to evaluate and relate to events in the Soviet Union and the evolution of the Comintern? 
Whe� the Ita�ian �om�unist Party w�s founded in January 1921, 

Gramsci - despite L Ordtne Nuoro's earher-mentioned key role in the central 
,
revolutionary experience of the post-war period _ was in a 

totally Isolated 
,
poSition ,on its first ce

,
ntral committee. Bordiga had 

begun to organize a natIonal commUnist faction within the PS] in the autumn of 1919 long before any of the Ordfne Nuoro group recognized the need for an autonomous organization of communists. It was only in May 1920, �n,er �he ��feat of the April general strike had exposed the :S
,
I . Ie�der

,
shlp s I�ablhty �r �nwillingness to take a revolutionary initiative m practice despite Its fiery rhetoric ,  that Gramsci finally u�derstood the need for such an organization. Then, however , he found 1 1Im:;dr unable to persuade Bordiga that parliamentary abstentionism �hould not be th� programmatic basis for the faction, so could not join It. At the same lime, he was rorced to break with most of his Ordine NU

,
o�'ocomrades- Tasca , Togliatti and Terracini foremost among them - smce they had not yet drawn the same conclusions a s  he had rrom the 

PSI'S passivity in April. Gramsci was thus almost entirely alone in the summer of 1920. And. a,
lthough by the autumn orthat year the other members t?O of the ongmal Ordine Nuovo group had come to accept the necesSity or a new organization and like Ora ' . . d ' , .  . '  msci now Jome Bordlga s national c�mmunlst raction, by that time the unity of the group was shattered; mdeed, Terracini and TogliaUi fell for a time more completely under the political dominance or Bordiga than Gramsci was ever t� do. The absence or any least element of the Ordine Nuo�'O thematiC rrom the October 1 920 maniresto or the communist faction was a cI�ar enough

, 
reflection or the political basis upon which the embryonlc Communist Party was being rormed. 

Thus
.
Grams�i's article s or 1921 and 1 922 (see Part One below) in the n<;w

,
dally C?rdme Nuow:, �ow an official party organ, were written Within conSiderable subjective and objective constraints, On the one hand . democratic centralist norms - as then interpreted, at least _ 

INTROOUCTION xiii 
permitted only limited room ror individual expression of views, certainly 
once a party line had been established, But more importantly, despite 
genuine differences which were indeed to grow throughout this period, 
and unlike Tasca who by the March 1922 Rome Congress had formed 
an opposition tendency based on the line of the International. Gramsci 
did not have an autonomous overall political outlook at the time, 
distinct from that of the Bordiga leadership. On the central question of 
policy towards the PSI - the question which was to govern the party 
leadership's refusal to apply the united front policy - Gramsci was at 
one with Bordiga. It was only years later (see p. 380 below) that he was 
to understand Lenin's dictum to Serrati: "Separate yourself from 
Turati, and then make an alliance with him," The sole - though 
crucially important -issue on which Gramsci began to develop specific 
and articulated di sagreements with the pany leadership in 1921 and 
1922 was on the nature and significance of fascism, and to some extent 
- though less than was the case for Tasca - on the centrality ror 
revolutionaries in such a situation of the struggle against fa scism. 

In May 1922. Gramsci went to Moscow as PCI delegate to the 
Comintern; he was to remain there ror eighteen months. He was very ill 
for part or the time; he learnt Russian; he rell in love and married - an 
unhoped ror experience movingly recounted in Fiori's biography; h e  
auended the second Enlarged Executive meeting orthe International in 
June 1922, the Fourth World Congress in November of the same year. 
and the third Enlarged Executive in June 1923. Bcyond this, little is 
known about Gramsci's life in Moscow; his own writings are 
frustratingly uninformative on the subject. What is, at all events, clear is 
that he remained, at least until mid-1923, in substantive agreement with 
Bordiga on the main issue which divided the PC] rrom the Comintern 
Executive - the united front, and relations with the PSI - and only 
differed from him on tactical questions (though it is true Gramsci did 
subsequently on one occasion - see p. 196 and n. 112 below - claim 
already to have been "in ravour of the united rront right through to its 
normal conclusion in a worker's government" even at the time or the 
Rome Congress), Moreover, though such tactical differences on 
occasion took a sharp form - notably at the Fourt h World Congress
Gramsd did not question Bordiga's leadership of the party as such at 
this time: despite quite explicit encouragement from Rakosi to do so 
with Comintern approval . (Nevert heless, though only Tasca and a 
relatively small minority around him opposed his leadership and line in 
this period. Bordiga did in fact begin to lose his grip on the party in 
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1923. This was partly due to his arrest and imprisonment for most of 
the year. It was partly a result of the fragmentation of his majority when 
some of its members were persuaded by Gramsci at the June 1923 

Enlarged Executive meeting to participate in a provisional leadership 
against Bordiga's advice. But most of all it was because, in the long run, 
his intransigent policy - of principled non-participation in leading 
bodies, given his disagreement with the International line - precisely 
condemned him to passivity.) 

It was only aner Gramsci moved to Vienna at the end of 1923, as a 
first step towards his return to Italy, that he began - in a series of letters 
(see Part Three below) to former members of the original Ordine Nuovo 

group now belonging like himself to the Bordigan majority - to 
construct explicitly a potential alternative leadership. Although this 
involved breaking up the existing majority, it did not initially exclude 
reaching agreement with Bordiga on a new basis. For Gramsci was still 
far more hostile to Tasca and the Right, whom he viewed as 
tendentiaJly liquidationist of the party that had been created at 
Livorno. But he was determined both to end the long conflict with the 
International and to combat the doctrinaire immobilism which 
characterized the party under Bordiga's guidance. In the event, 
predictably, these objectives led him inexorably towards a break with 
Bordiga. By the time of the consultative party conference which took 
place clandestinely near Como in May 1924 a few days aner his return 
to Italy, Gramsci had welded together a Centre current with a slender 
majority over the Right in the central committee (the hard core of the 
Bordigan majority had followed their leader's advice and resigned from 
the body some months earlier) - though, of course, in the party 
apparatus and in the membership as a whole Bordiga's dominance was 
still overwhelming. 

Gramsci led the party from May 1924 until his arrest in October 
1926. Despite the hopes of 1924 itself, when the Matteoui Affair 
seemed to jeopardize the fascist hold on power and when the party was 
rebuilt to something approaching its strength prior to the violent 
repression of late 1922 and early 1923, the period as a whole formed a 
bleak prelude to the total dictatorship which Mussolini finally 
established at the end of 1926. The party's existence in 1925 and 1926 
was at best semi-legal, subject to continual harassment and the arrest or 
assassination of its cadres, who were increasingly driven underground 
or forced into exile. In Gramsci's internal documents and newspaper 
articles of this period (see Parts Four, Five and Six below), historical 
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analysis, and study of the internal contradictions of the ruling class in 
general and fascism in particular, more and more came to predominate 
over immediate strategic and tactical perspectives, other than of an 
essentially party-building kind. Such strategic perspectives as were 
developed - above all, the need to forge an alliance of Northern workers 
and Southern peasants - were of an "epochal" nature (though it is 
certainly true that the PCI did have some limited success in this period in 
creating base organizations in the factories and in its greatly intensified 
work among the peasants). 

Perhaps not surprisingly, in this situation of growing impotence, 
under impossible conditions, the internal struggle which raged in the PCI 

in 1925 and 1926 - and which saw Bordiga's overwhelming domination 
in May 1924 at all levels below the Central Committee totally reversed 
within eighteen months - was hardly focused on the situation in the 
country at aiL Instead, it was centred on "Bolshevization" and on 
relations with the Comintern (see especially Part Five below). At the 
same time, particularly after the Lyons Congress in January 1926, it is 
plain that Gramsci was increasingly concerned more with the future 
than with the present. The last thing he wrote before his arrest, following 
his famous letters on the situation in the CPSU (see pp. 426-40 below)
themselves notable for their freedom from tactical considerations, at 
such a moment - was the never-to-be-completed essay on "The 
Southern Question" which concludes this volume. It is hardly necessary 
to stress the extent of its detachment from a situation ofthe party which 
Gramsci was subsequently to liken to a shipwreck - with himself as the 
captain unable to leave while there were still passengers on board (see 
Quaderni del Carcere- QC - pp. 1762-4, quoted in the Introduction to 
SefeclionsJrom the Prison Notebooks - SPN - p. Ixxxvii). 

The texts translated here represent perhaps one quarter of Gramsci's 
identified political writings and internal reports for the period 1921--6. 

Pending a critical edition at present in preparation under the auspices of 
the Instituto Gramsci, most of these can be found in the following 
collections: Socialismo e Jascismo: I'Ordine Nuovo 1921-2, Turin, 
1966; LaJormazione del gruppa dlrlgenre del PCI ne11923-1924 (ed. 
Togliatti), Rome, 1962; La costruzione del partito comunista: 

1923-1926, Turin, 1971; Per la Verita, Rome, 1974. Although the title 
of the pr�sent volume does not imply a similar restriction to that 
operating in SPW I, since all Gramsci's output during these years can be 
broadly classified as political, the selection is nevertheless once again 
not a represemative one. First of all, it is unbalanced in favour of 
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substantive texts. This has meant excluding from Part One virtually all 
Gramsci's numerous articles on international events and polemical 
pieces on the PSI and other left forces, and from Parts Four and Six most 
of his shorter contributions to the 1925-6 faction struggle, even though 
these categories account for a considerable proportion of his total 
production. Obviously, too, primarily literary or historiographical 
criteria would have resulted in a very different choice. But the present 
volume does contain as many as possible of Gramsci's considered 
political texts of the period, on the most important issues which faced 
him. Moreover, any reader will quickly discover that the writings 
included here deal with many of what continue to be central political 
questions today: organs of working-class power; bourgeois, 
parliamentary democracy and proletarian, soviet democracy; the 
revolutionary party, its nature and its functioning; proletarian 
internationalism and the evolution and nature of Soviet society; fascism 
and its specificity as a form of bourgeois class rule; the fight against 
reformism and at the same time for unity of the working class in action 
and hegemony over other oppressed layers; the nature of the epoch; and 
so on. At least, this conviction has fundamentally governed the 
selection made. 

• • • • 

In the fifteen months between June 1919 and September 1920, 
Gramsci and L 'Ordine Nuo\IQ established a uniquely dialectical and 
intimate relationship to the revolutionary Turin proletariat, theorizing 
its experience and at the same time stimulating and seeking to channel 
that experience by means of its own theoretical work. Gramsci's articles 
from this period, the most important of which are translated in SPW I, 

provide an unmatched record and systematization of, reflection upon. 
and set of programmatic prescriptions for emerging organs of 
proletarian power. The actual forms of such power, both prior to and 
succeeding the revolutionary seizure of power, have probably never 
been written about so concretely or with such force and passion. In 
addilion. Gramsci began in this period to theorize the relationship 
between, on the one hand, "voluntary" organizations such as unions or 
parties and, on the other, councils which potentially could become 
organs of the whole working·class - indeed after the revolution the 
foundations of its Slate and instruments for the exercise of its class rule. 

What is clear from the writings collected in the present volume is that 
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there is a very great degree of continuity between the 1919-20 Ordine 

Nuo\IQ and Gramsci's positions right up to the time of his arrest (see, for 
example, pp. 372, 393-4 and 410 below). Even some of the earlier 
debates with Bordiga and Tasca (see spw I, pp. 199-236 and 239-98) 
were repeated at the Lyons Congress, with the same protagonists. But 
more importantly, the fundamental orientation of the PCI under 
Gramsci's leadership was towards the creation of autonomous class 
organs at the base: "workers' and peasants' committees", "agitational 
committees of proletarian unity", etc. Insofar indeed as Gramsci did 
come to accept the united front other than "from below" - and it was his 
misfortune to move in this direction only at the moment when the 
Comintern, under Zinoviev's erratic direction, was itself becoming 
increasingly ambiguous about what the united front really involved (the 
ill-starred formula of social-democracy being the left wing of the 
bourgeoisie, for instance, was consecrated by the Fifth World Congress 
in 1924) - he tended to see it as based on such grass-roots organizations 
(see, for instance, the PCI proposal in late 1926 of a "Republican 
assembly on the basis of workers' and peasants' committees"). At the 
same time, Gramsei was himself to emphasize, in the last piece he wrote 
before his arrest (see pp. 441-2 below), that the highly original and 
concrete approach to relations between workers and pea:sants in Italy 
that was so characteristic of the PCt under his leadership was 
demonstrably foreshadowed in the Ordine Nuovo positions of 1919-20. 

However, just as Gramsci's positions in 1919-20 had been flawed by 
his failure to integrate within them any real conception of the role and 
nature of the revolutionary party, similarly - after the foundalion of the 
Communist Party - it can be argued that any adequate articulation of 
the relation between party and organs of workers' power continued to 
elude Gramsci.ln 1919, the mistake had been in effeet to downgrade the 
central role of the party in making the revolution. Now, the error was to 
accept as generally valid the one-party system which had been arrived 
at pragmatically, and without conscious intention or accompanying 
theorization, under the force of circumstances in the Soviet Union 
(though Gramsci was, of course, never to formulate the notion of 
party/state fusion in practice or party pre-eminence as Bordiga had so 
crudely in 1920). This inevitably had its effect upon the fertile path of 
theorization of the nature of proletarian power which L 'Ordine Nuo�'o 

had embarked on in 1919, and which Gramsci was to continue to tread 
until he died. As with the linked question of proletarian democracy. 
acceptance (however critical) of Soviet reality as a universal model, at 
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least in this important respect, was to represent a real barrier - and the 
genuine anguish of Gram sci's writings on party unity, both here and in 
the Prison Notebooks. is related to his partial awareness of this. To say 
this, of course, is not at all to dismiss what Gramsci did write on the 
party, either before or after his arrest; but it does argue that, for all its 
originality and force, there was a crucial limitation to it. 

The question of the Soviet model was, manifestly, at the very centre 
of what was termed the "Boishevization" of communist parties called 
for by the Fifth World Congress in 1924 and applied throughout the 
International in the following year. This process - around which so 
much of the Italian inner-party struggle was to revolve _ had two 
proclaimed objectives: to proletarianize the party, and to homogenize 
it. Both aims are in themselves valid enough, within carefully defined 
limits. Thus in the somewhat confusing debate between Gramsci and 
Bordiga (see Part Five below) on whether the party was an "organ" of 
the working class, as the latter argued, or a "part" of it as the former 
held. there was a substantive issue at stake on which Gramsci was 
entirely right; and the eloquent passages in the Lyons Theses on this 
subject are related immediately to Gramsci's subsequent preoccupation 
in prison with the formation of working-class intellectuals. Similarly, a 
concern to homogenize the political consciousness of the PCI. given its 
recent formation and disparate origins, was also legitimate; and the 
conception of an internal party school functioning by correspondence 
which Gramsci advanced in 1925 (see pp. 285-92 below) shows clearly 
that his own aim in this respect was far from being merely factional. 

Nevertheless - and it is a major qualification - the Bolshevization 
campaign cannot possibly be interpreted simply as a process aimed at 
�chieving more proletarian and more unified parties. It was evidently 
hnked centrally with the Russian inner-party struggle, and with the 
elimination of international allies for the Russian opposition. After all, 
the Comintern had been dominated by Zinoviev organizationally since 
its foundation, while Trotsky and Radek had played central roles in its 
first congresses. Furthermore, all questions of inner-party functioning 
involve issues of principle which transcend the particular conjuncture in 
which they arise. Now it is undeniable that repressive conditions such as 
e�isted in Italy in 1924-6 rendered a nourishing inner-party democracy 
dIfficult to sustain, and that in fact, despite the bitterness of the faction 
fight and some undoubted centralist e)(cesses, there was a remarkable 
degree of real discussion in the circumstances. However. just as 
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measures which the Bolsheviks took under the pressure of 
circumstances in the Civil War became enshrined later after Lenin's 
death as permanent and unchallengeable aspects of Soviet party 
functioning, so too did the Bolshevization process introduce a 
qualitative change into the lives of the other Comintern parties (and one 
whose consequences remain to this day, to a greater or lesser degree, 
not just in the contemporary Communist Parties, but in all political 
organizations whose roots lie in the IIIrd International). Gramsci's 
acceptance of Bolshevization at face value was no doubt sincere; but it 
was to reinforce that aspect of his thought which was always to remain 
locked to the Soviet model - even at the very time when, in prison, he 
was developing a comple)( conception of the (different) relations 
between State and civil society in the West, and of the role of the party 
in the transition to communism, which departed radically from what he 
knew to be the course adopted in the USSR. 

Something similar can be said more generally with respect to events 
in Russia and the evolution of the Comintern as a whole. After some 
initial sympathy with the Left Opposition in 1923-4 (see, for example, 
pp. 191-2 below), Gramsci aligned himself increasingly firmly with the 
majority in the CPSU from mid� 1924 on. He was genuinely convinced by 
the charge levelled against the Opposition by Stalin and Bukharin that 
its positions neglected the peasants. Perhaps more importantly, he 
made repeated comparisons - from as early as May 1924 (see pp. 
252-3 below) - between the danger to the unity of their respective 
parties represented, as he saw it, by Trotsky and by Bordiga. But aside 
from these two aspects of the inner-party struggle in the Soviet Union, 
themselves not in any substantive sense primary, Gramsci surprisingly 
does not seem to have concerned himself seriously with the full range or 
issues under discussion within the Russian party, or - despite his long 
stay in the Soviet Union and command of the Russian language - to 
have reflected critically, at least prior to his arrest, on the overall 
development of the Russian revolution. Yet the course of events in the 
USSR. of course, was of central importance for each and every party of 
the IlIrd International - and it is here alone, perhaps, that Bordiga 
showed a superior awareness to Gramsci in the mid-twenties. 

It is difficult to avoid the judgement that from 1924 on Gramsci, 
confronting in exceptionally grave and difficult conditions the respon
sibility of leading his party, made an a priori choice of unconditional 
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alignmen! with the Comintern leadership. As he
. 

said in Ja
.
nuary 

1924, while still striving to construct a new leadmg group m the 
party: '" will .. . take the doctrine and tactics of the Comintern as the 
basis for an action programme for our activity in the future." This 
choice was perhaps not surprising, since one of the principal motives 
which had impelled Gramsci to challenge Bordiga's leadership oflhe PCI 
was his delermination to end the damaging conflict with the Com intern. (Moreover, Bordiga was in fact to align himself in 1925-6 with the 
Russian Opposition.) Nevertheless, it was to have serious conse
quences, even upon his writings in prison. For even then, although 
he was to move into clear opposition 10 the policies of the Third Period 

(as we know from his brother's testimony, and from the publication in 
1964 by the PCI weekly Rinascila of a memoir by a communist fellow

prisoner, Athos Lisa, who unlike Gramsci had supported the line in 1931-2), he never wen! back 10 attempt any general analysis of the 
COurse of events in the Soviet Union which had made the Third Period possible - although it is certainly possible to in!erpret many individual 
passages in the Prison Notebooks as a critical reflection upon Soviet 
development. 

Paradoxically, it was Gramsci's very qualities as a political leader, one might argue, which led him uncharacteristically astray on the crucial terrain of relations between italian and Russian developments. He was right to be dismayed at the passivity of the italian party's policies in its first years; right to see that these bore a heavy responsibility in weakening the working·class resistance to fascism; right to feel the urgency - as Bordiga certainly did not _ of sinking roots in the working class, fighting in the front line with it around even partial demands, exploiting divisions within the ruling class. But precisely because he felt so strongly - and so correctly _ that Bordiga's leadership was disastrous, and also because he certainly felt a considerable measure of co-responsibility for the policies of the first years and above all for the prolonged resistance to the united front, Gramsci SWung over in 1924 to base his new orientalion for the PCI on a full acceptance of Comintern policy - just as the latter was more and more coming to reflect primarily Soviet concerns and the Russian innerparty conflict. 

On the question of fascism, the debate between Gramsci and Bordiga was equally fierce; but this time there can be no doubt of Gramsci's superiority. Even under Bordiga's leadership, his articles on fascism 
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the foundation of the workers' State; (c) to place before the proletariat 
and its allies the problem of insurrection against the bourgeois State and 
oflhe slru�le for prolelarian dictatorship, and to guide them politically 
and materially towards their solution, through a series of partial 
struggles:' Moreover, there is no real doubt that there is a substantive 
continuity bet�een this position and Gram5Ci's later views in prison. The Athos Lisa report, alluded to earlier, recounts how Gramsci developed the following themes. inter alia, in the course of discussions 
with other co�munist prisoners: the need for a military organization capab.le o.f takmg o� the power of the bourgeois State _ but a military 
organization conceived of not in narrowly technical terms, but in 
essentially political ones; the importance of the intermediate slogan of a 
"constituent assembly", first as a means of winning allies for the 
prol�tariat in it

.
s struggle against the ruling class and subsequently as a terram on 

.
whlch to fight against all projects of peaceful reform, dem�nst�atmg to �he Italian working class how the only possible solutl�n I� Italy reSides in the proletarian revolution; the existence of all the �bJectl�e conditions for a conquest of power by the proletariat, but the Impe

.
r�llve urgency - as a precondition of such a conqueSI of power - of reahzmg the proletariat's hegemony over the peasantry. 

Wha� Ihen, fin
.
ally, was Gramscis' view on the "nature of the epoch" al the tl

.
me of hIS arrest? What was his assessment of the degree of bourge?ls restabilization which had taken place since the poSt-war revolutionary upsurge? What was the meaning of the famous passages in the Prison Notebooks on war of man�uvre and war of position'" There is no place here either to attempt any full answer to this crucia

'
l question, nor to try to chart the elements of continuity and discontinuilY between Gramsci's positions before and aner his arrest. This essential task o�lextual analysis far transcends the limits of this introduction. But on� thmg can nevertheless be said. It is certainly necessary to give full weight �o the passages translated in SPN on "passive revolution". Gramscl was prepared to look even the worst eventuality in the face. But there is no justification at all for concluding, as some have done, that Gr�msc

.
i considered revolution to be no longer on the agenda, for a wh?l

� 
hlstoncal �poch; or that it involves only cultural and ideological actiVIty: or that It no longer requires confronting in the final resort the repressive apparatus of the bourgeois State. (On these questions there was no break in continuity between the writings collected in the p�esenl volume and the Prison Notebooks.) 

INTRODUCTION xxiii 

What is true is that Gramsci- more than any other Marxist -was led 

by the working·c1ass defeats of the early twenties to tum the focus of 

his attention to the specific ideological and institutional mechanisms 
whereby a ruling class seeks to secure and organize the consent of the 
exploited and oppressed masses to the existing order. This did not 
prevent him from perceiving clearly the dialectic of coercion and 
consent which characterizes all forms of class rule. He never neglected, 
for example, the role of violence in maintaining bourgeois dominance 
even under conditions of parliamentary democracy, or reciprocally the 
importance of means of ideological control even under a fascist 
dictatorship. But it is no doubt his unique preoccupation with the 
political and ideological hegemony over civil society which is the 
dominant mode of class rule under "normal" conditions of bourgeois 
democracy that in part explains Gramsci's compelling attraction for 
socialists of the most widely differing persuasions. Moreover, this 
emphasis long pre-dated his imprisonment. Even some of the most 
important theoretical formulations of the Prison Notebooks were 

essentially elaborations of conclusions he had reached in the period of 

his active involvement in the class struggle. A striking example is 
provided by the passages on pp. 199-200 and 408-9 below, in which 
Gramsci expresses in embryonic form the vcry ideas which were later to 
be SO powerfully developed precisely in the momentous notes on "war 
of position". 

The eloquent texts collected in the present volume, like the best of 
Gramsci's writings in prison, reveal at the same time - on almost every 
page - what it is that constitutes the other major factor in Gramsci's 
contemporary standing. Even today, when world capitalism appears 
more vulnerable - both in the imperialist heartlands themselves and in 
the former colonies of Asia and Africa - than for a long time, socialists 
have to contend not just with the present class enemy, but also with the 
legacy of past defeats. Gramsci lived a defeat for most of his adult life, 
from 1920 until his death in 1937. Yet in defeat, he neither abandoned 
hope, nor withdrew from struggle (militant organizational struggle until 
his arrest, militant intellectual struggle thereafter), nor ceased to think 
for himself. He turned defeat into a preparation for future victory - not 
his own as an individual, but that of the working class. Saved by a 
fascist prison from the terrible dilemma posed by Stalin's ascendancy 
for other communists of his generation; saved in that prison by his 
confidence - or rather determination - that black reaction would not 
last for ever, and that the proletarian revolution remained historically 
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on the agenda, in an epochal sense; Antonio Gramsci can today be seen 
ror what he was - the greatest Marxist Western Europe has produced in 
this century, and the one rrom whom there is most to be learned. 

OUTLINE CHRONOLOGY, 1 921-1 926 

1921 
January 

March 

April 

PSI Livorno Congress; party splits when Serrati 
leadership, organized as "unitary communist raction", 
reruses to expel rerormists; PCI rounded. 
L 'Ord;ne Nuovo becomes a daily organ of the new 
party. 
Miirzaktfan in Germany. 
Tenth Congress or Bolshevik Party. 
Gramsci seeks a meeting with D'Annunzio. 
General elections, in which PCI wins 290,000 votes, 
PSI over a million and a hair. 
A rd;(; del Papalo begin to rorm, as rascist terror 
continues unabated. 

June Gioliui government ralls, Bonomi becomes prime 
minister. 
Third World Congress of the Communist Inter
national. 

August Conciliation Pact signed between PSI deputies and 
Fascists in parliament. 

September Maffi and Lazzari form a "Third-internationalist" 
tendency, against the Serrati leadership of PSI. 

October PSI Milan Congress; Serrati majority for withdrawal of 
application to join IIIrd International. 

December Comintern Executive formulates the united front 
policy. 

1922 

February 

Maret.. 

Bonomi resigns. Facta becomes prime minister. 
A lleanza del LavoN> founded. 
First Enlarged Executive meeting of the Cominternj 
Italian delegates vote against leadership on the United 
Front. 
USI Congress decides against joining the Red Trade
union International. 
Second Congress or PCI at Rome; minority emerges, 
led by Tasca. to fight for acceptance or Comintern line. 
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Conference of the three Internationals in Berlin. Gramsci goes to Moscow as delegate to Comintern. Second Enlarged Executive meeting of Com intern. Facta government falls; political crisis temporarily resolved by formation of new weak Facta administration. 
August 
September 

Failure of the "Iegalitarian" general strike in Italy. PSI hOlds Rome Congress, expels reformists who form Unitary Socialist Party (PSU), led by Turati, Momigliano and MatteaUi. October March on Rome. Mussolini administration formed. with participation of individuar right-wing popolari and Liberals. 
November Fourth World Congress of the Communist International; PCI delegates. under preSSure from international leadership, accept principle of fusion with PSI. 

1923 

January 

February 
March 

April 

May 

June 

July 
September 
October 

November 

In PSI. former Republican Nenni forms National Committee of Socialist Defence, to fight against fusion with PCI. now favoured by Serrati as well as Maffi and Lazzari. 
Bordiga arrested. 
Comintern convenes European anti-fascist conference at Frankfurt. 
Popular Party congress in Turin launches idea of "Freedom Blocs"; pro-fascist right wing breaks away. PSI COngress in Milan produces a majority Opposed to fusion. 

Twelfth Congress of the BolShevik Party. find and Two-and-a-half Internationals merge in Hamburg. 
Third Enlarged Executive meeting of Comintern; this installs provisional "mixed" leadership of PCl majority and minority. fOllowing Bordiga's arrest. PCI majority decides to form a faction. 
Defeat in Bulgaria. 
Platform of the FOrly-Six iSSued in the Soviet Union. Defeat in Germany. 
Gramsci moves to Vienna. 

December 
1924 

January 
February 
March 
April 

May 

June 

July 
August 
September 

October 
November 

December 

1925 
January 

February 

March 

April 
May 

June 

OUTLINE CHRONOLOGY xxvii 

New Course discussion launched in Soviet Union. 

Lenin dies. 
L 'Unilil founded. 
L 'Ordine Nuovo relaunched as a fortnightly. 
General elections, in which the PCI wins 270,000 votes, 
the PSI 340,000 and the PSU 415,000. 
Thirteenth Congress of Bolshevik Party. 
Gramsci returns to Italy . • 
Consultative conference of PCI near Como. 
PSU deputy Matteotti murdered by high-up fascists; 
opposition parties secede from parliament to meet in a 
separate assembly on Aventine Hill in Rome. 
Fifth World Congress of the Communist International 
calls for "Bolshevization" of the communist parties. 
Fourth Enlarged Executive meeting of Comintem. 
Third-internationalists from PSI fuse with PCI. 
PCI launches stogan of "Workers' and Peasants' 
Committees". 
Trotsky publishes "Lessons of October". 
Communist deputies leave Aventine, after refusal of 
other opposition parties to convert assemb.ty into 
permanent "anti-parliament", and return to parliament. 
Amendola creates National Union of Democrats and 
Liberals. 
Stalin launches attack on the theory of "permanent 
revolution". 

Mussolini speech gives signal for fascist counter-attack 
which puts an end to the Matteotti crisis. 
First discussion of the "Russian question" in the 
Central Committee of the PCl. 
Fifth Enlarged Executive meeting of Com intern, which 
reviews the progress of the Bolshevization campaign. 
PCI initiates correspondence school. 
Anglo-Russian Trade-union Committee forme�. 
Gramsci addresses parliament for the only time, on 
freemasonry. 
PCI opens pre-congress discussion. 
Bordiga's supporters form the Comilato d '/mesa. 
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National Union holds its only congress; pro-fascist 
right wing breaks away. 

July 
November 

Popular Party expels left wing led by Miglioli. 
ComilalQ d'[nlesa dissolved. 
Attempt on Mussolini's life by former PSU deputy 
Zaniooni fails; fascist regime intensifies repression of 
opposition forces. 

December 
1926 

January 
February 

Fourteenth Congress of Bolshevik Party. 

Third Congress of PCI at Lyons. 
Sixth Enlarged Executive meeting of Comintern; 
Bordiga main pole of opposition to leadership. 

April 
M.y 

Joint Opposition begins to form in Soviet Union. 
British General Strike. 

October 
Pilsudski comes to power in Poland. 
PCI Political Bureau sends letter to the Central 
Committee of the CPSU. 

COL 

USI 
PSU 
PSI 
UIL 
PCI 

CPSU 
PCF 

Gramsci begins lengthy essay on "The Southern 
Question", but is arrested before it is completed. 
New attempt on Mussolini's life is taken as pretext for 
making fascist dictatorship total. 

ABBREVIA TJONS 

Confederazione Generale del Lavoro (General Confederation 
of Labour) 
Unione Sindacale Italiana 
Partito Socialista Unitario 
Partito Socialista Italiano 
Unione Italian a del Lavoro 
Partito Comunista d'lta!ia (after 1943. Partito Comunista 
Italiano) 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
Parti Communiste Franyais 

I 

Socialism and Fascism 
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1 .  CAPORETTO AND 
VITTORIO VENETO 

The period we are passing through can be defined the Caporetto of 
Italian maximalism.1 The Communist Party, which is born and has to 
organize itself in the travails and among the perils of this exceptionally 
difficult moment, must express the working class's precise, cold 
determination to have its battle on the Piave and its Vittorio Veneto. So 
our slogan can be this alone: organization, maximum effort of 
organization, maximum speed in ordering and organizing the fabric of 
the new party. Certainly, the existence of a strong political organism of 
the working class would have been necessary today. Certainly, it would 
have been necessary to be able already to speak of action, and no longer 
of preparation. But the birth of the Communist Party is precisely linked 
to the conviction which has taken root in the proletariat's most 
intelligent vanguard, that we would have arrived at the present situation 
inevitably, given the incapacity of the Socialist Party to carry out its 
historical task. And that it was therefore indispensable to change 
course, and to begin the positive and definitive work of preparation. The 
present situation thus causes no surprise or demoralization among the 
Communists. It does not cast them down, or make them regret the 
tactics they followed at the Livorno Congress. 

Maximalism, which is today in full flight, indeed decomposing, 
applied in the civil war the same tactics which General Cadorna applied 
in the national war. It wasted the proletarian forces in a multiplicity of 
disorganized and chaotic actions; wore the masses out; deluded them 
about the ease and speed with which victory would come. Italian 
maximalism and General Cadorna had precursors: the Chinese Boxers, 
who thought they could dislodge the English and Germans from their 
forts by advancing against the machine-guns in a turbulent mob, 
preceded by paper banners on which horrible, frightening monsters 
were painted. 

The ce�Hral idea of maximalism was not that of the Communist 
International: i.e. that all the activity and effort of the proletariat should 
be turned and directed towards the conquest of political power and the 
foundation of the workers' State; that all the specific problems of the 
working class can be effectively solved through the solution of the first 
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and most important problem - that of winning political power and 
having armed force in its own hands. The central idea of maximaJism 
was given it by the reformists: 10 govern without having direct 
responsibility for government; to be the eminence grise oflhe bourgeois 
government; to compel the bourgeois government - through terror (the 
monsters of the Chinese Boxers) and through the strength of the unions 
and the parliamentary group - to implement that limited degree of 
socialism which can be impiememed in Italy, given the country's 
economic condition and the danger of a blockade. This vulgar 
Machiavellianism has been the effective programme of Italian 
Maximalism. and has produced the present situation, the Caporetto of 
the working class. The hasty organization of a few thousand fascists 
was enough to knock down the castJe that had been built with the 
revolutionary phraseology of the Bologna Congress.1 And thus 
something recurred in twentieth-century Italy, after the cruel 
experiences of the War and the Russian, Hungarian, Bavarian and 
German revolutions, which had seemed only conceivable in the . . .  
eighteenth century. when 45 Hungarian knights succeeded in 
dominating all of Flanders for six months, simply because the 
population did not succeed in arming itself and counterposing a 
defensive and offensive organization to that organization of 45 men.J 

It is in such conditions of chaos and collapse that the Communist 
Party is born. Its militants must show that they are truly capable of 
dominatina events; that they are truly capable of filling every hour and 
every minute with the activity which that hour and that minute require; 
that they are truly capable of welding together the links in the historical 
chain which must end with the victory of the proletariat. We are in the 
midst of the Caporeuo of verbal, verbose revolutionism. The first tink 
to be forged is the Communist Party. If our will is strongly dedicated to 
this patient work of organization. then we shall succeed also in forging 
and welding together the other links. And the working class will have its 
battle on the Piave; it will have its Vittorio Veneto. 

Unsigned, L 'Ordine Nuovo, 28 January 1921 .  

2. WAR IS WAR 

Understanding and knowing how to assess accurately one's enemy 

means that one already possesses a necessary condition for victory. 

Understanding and knowing how to assess one's own forces and their 

position in the field of struggle means that one possesses another 

extremely important condition for victory. 

In Turin too, the fascists clearly want to carry through the general 

plan of action which has secured easy triumphs in other cities. 

Contingents have been called in from outside - units from Bologna. 

picked HOOpS, well-trained. Demonstrative parades have been stepped 

up. with the fascist forces organized and drawn up into columns in 

military fashion. Their supporters are continually assembled without 

warning. under orders to come to the meetings armed. This serves to 

create an expectation of mysterious events. and thus to create a war 

psychology. Alarmist rumours are spread in great profusion ("the first 

10 be killed will be a socialist studtnt, we will burn L 'Ordine Nuo�Y). we 

will burn the Chamber of Labour, we will burn the Cooperative Alliance 

bookshop"). This expedient has two aims: to disintegrate the 

proletarian forces through panic and the unnerving uncertainty of the 

wait. and to familiarize the fascists with the objective to be achieved. 

Will the fascists have the easy triumph in Turin which they have had in 

other cities? 
Let us first observe that to have asked for help from outside is a proof 

of the organic weakness of Turin fascism. In Turin the fascists base 

themselves upon - and can base themselves upon - only one category 

of the petty-bourgeois class: the category of shopkeepers, certainly not 

famous for its sublime martial qualities. The Turin working class is 

certainly morally superior to the fascists and knows that it is morally 

superior. The counter-revolutionaries of the General Confederation of 

Labour (in order to dishearten the masses and strip them of all capacity 

for attack or defence) 8re saying that the workers. since they did not 

fight in the' war, cannot combat and defeat fascism on the terrain of 

armed violence. As far as Turin is concerned, this defeatist and counter

revolutionary assertion is objectively untrue. The Turin workers have 

had the following "war" experiences : general strike of May 1 9 15. 
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armed insurrection lasting five days in August 1 917, manoeuvres 
involving broad masses on 2-3 December 1919, general strike with 
episodic use of Irish tactics and development of a unitary strategic plan 
in April 1 920, occupation of the factories last September with the 
accumulation of a wealth of experience in the military sphere. Another 
incontestable fact: after August 1917, the workers most Suspect of 
revolutionarism had their exemption lifted and were sent to the front in 
the most exposed positions. The Turin proletariat gave more soldiers to 
the trenches than any other. and from this point of view too has 
accumulated military experience which has already borne fruit 
precisely during the occupation of the factories. The accusation or 
"peace-mongering"� is ridiculous and absurd if addressed to the Turin 
workers, who have shown, especially in August 19 I 7, that they are not 
afraid of bullets or blood. The same cannot be said of the Turin fascists: 
despairingly called upon for help by 0' Annunzio, they were 
characteristically stingy with their heroism - despite their claim to have 
organized themselves to save ItaJy from the dishonour of the "thick. 
lipped executioner.'" They limited themselves to letting off a bomb 
und�r the windows of La Stampa. The fascists (especially those from 
Turm, who only fought the war in newspapers and offices) are aware 
of this inferiority of theirs, just as the workers are perfectly aware of 
their superiority. 

These conditions of a psychological and moral nature are 
supplemented by others of a practical, organizational kind. What has 
bee� most painfully surprising, in the cities that have fallen prey to the 
fascIsts, has been the absence of any spirit of initiative among the mass 
of workers. In these cities, all revolutionary energy was concentrated in 
the offices of the Chamber of Labour. Once the Chamber of Labour 
wa� hit. the .worki�g class was decapitated and became incapable of any 
actIon. But In Turin, the very great centralization of the movement does 
not deprive the working class of its energy and capacity for action. Even 
during the War, the Internal Commissions had become the centre 
around which the revolutionary forces crystallized. They kept the class �t��g�le going. and preserved an unbroken spirit of autonomy and 
inItIatIve even In th� darkest periods of capitalist and state oppression, 
when the trade-Union organizations joined committees of industrial 
mobilization and abdicated all freedom and independence. This meant 
that it was possible for the workers in August 1917, although the 
Chamber of Labour had been occupied by the police and the centres 
were all widely scattered. to maintain for five days a bitter struggle with 
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. hand and more than once threaten conquest of the city's central 
arms m  f 2 3  

ints. It also made possible the admirable manoeuvres o . � 
po 

mber 1919, when the working-class forces left the factones m 
Dece . .  d l·k · . k t 
order and under disclphne, an I e an Imm�nse c�nverglng ra e �wep 

h city from the outskirts to the centre. Agam, dunng the occupatIon of 
t e . . d 
the factories. it made poSSIble the autonomous, yet unltar� an 

naturally centralized development of a whole r�nge of revolullonary 

,tions and initiatives of incalculable and unpredIctable scope. a . h The movement of factory councils and communist groups as 
perfected this articulation of the working-class movement in .Turin, 
which can no longer be decapitated and paralysed by any reacllOnary 
gale. One may say this: while in the other industrial cities the working 
clasS has not yet gone beyond the stage of mass frontal attacks - the 
tactics of General Cadorna which led to Caporetto - in Turin this stage 
has been definitively left behind. In the campaign for the factory 
councils, the communists always reminded the Turin workers of what 
had happened in Barcelona.6 They always spoke to the workers in the 
rough. sincere language which must be that of the revolutionary 
proletariat. They never hid the ract that perhaps Italy would pass 
through a period of reaction and that, as in Barcelona, the possibility 
was not cl(cluded that the Chamber of Labour and tradc unions would 
be dissolved or placed in conditions where they could not function. So it 
was necessary to mUltiply the revolutionary centres and organizations. 
So it was necessary to stimulate among the masses the spirit of initiative 
and aUlOnomy; necessary to replace the bureaucratic and bestial 
centralization which characterized the trade unions by a democratic 
centralization, an agile and Ilexible articulation, that would allow the 
proletarian body to continue to live whatever blows might be inflicted 
either on it as a whole or on its individual members. This realistic 
propaganda was begun as early as 1919. At that time. the present 
repentant Magdalenes of maximalism called the Turin council 
movement "reformist", because it proposed to "qualify" and "instruct" 
the workers. while the maximalists merely preached great frontal 
actions and inserted the noun "violence" after every third word in their 
speeches. Today, one can see how necessary that propaganda was and 
how only through that work of preparation could the future of the 
proletariat truly be defended. 

This objective presentation of the conditions in which the struggle 
will take place is in no way aimed at diminishing the gravity of the 
danger. The Turin working class certainly finds itself in a good war 
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position; but no good position can, in itself, save an army from defeat. 
The good position must be exploited in all its possibilities. Woe to the 
working class if it even for a single instant permits the fascists to put 
their plan into execution in Turin, as they have done in other cities. The 
least weakness, the least hesitancy could be fatal. The first fascist 
attempt must be followed by a swift, decisive, pitiless response from the 
workers, and this response must be such that the memory of it will be 
handed down to the great-grandchildren of the capitalist gentlemen. 
When fighting a war one must act accordingly, and in war blows are not 
given by agreement. However, the Turin working class has already 
stated, in a resolution from its political party, that it considers the 
fascists to be merely the instruments of an action whose instigators and 
main principals are to be found in very different circles. La Slampa too 
wrote (on 27 January, just five days ago): "The present powerful 
organization [of the fascists! is encouraged by businessmen, 

industrialists, farmers." In war and revolution, to take pity on ten 
means to be pitiless with a thousand. The Hungarian working class 
wanted to be gentle with its oppressors: today it is paying, and the 
women of the working class are paying and the children of the working 
class are paying, for its gentleness: pity for a few thousand has brought 
misery, grief, despair to millions of Hungarian proletarians. 

Blows are not given by agreement. All the more implacable must the 
workers be, in that there is no comparison between the damage which 
the working class suffers and the damage which the capitalists suffer. 
The Chamber of Labour is the product of the efforts of many working
class generations. It cost hundreds and hundreds of thousands of 
workers sacrifice and privation, it is the sole property of a hundred 
thousand proletarian families. If it is destroyed, those efforts, those 
sacrifices, .I�ose privations, that property are annihilated. They want 
todeslroy It 10 order to destroy organization, in order to take away from 
th� worke� the security of his bread, his roof, his clothes, to take away 
thiS secunty from the worker's wife and his child. Mortal danger to 
whoever touches the Chamber of Labour, mortal danger to whoever 
encourages and promotes the work of destruction ! A hundred for one. 
All the houses of the industrialists and businessmen cannot save the 
ca.sa �e� popolo [house of the people I, because the people loses every
thmg If It loses its house. 

Mortal danger to whoever touches the worker's bread, or the bread of 
the worker's son. War is war: whoever seeks adventure must feel the 
iron jaws of the beast which he has let loose. All that the worker has 
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created at the cost of his sacrifices, all that generations of workers have 
slowly and painfully wrought with blood and with sorrow, must be 
respected as something sacred. The tempest and the hurricane break 
when sacrilege is committed, and carry away the guilty like straws. 
Mortal danger to whoever touches the property of the worker, of the 
man condemned 10 have no property. War is war. Woe betide whoever 
unleashes it. A militant of the working class who has to pass into the 
next world. must have a first-class accompaniment on his journey. Iffire 
dyes red the patch of sky over one street, the city must be provided with 
many braziers to warm the women and children of the workers who 
have gone to war. Woe betide whoever unleashes war. If Italy is not 
used to seriousness and responsibility, if Italy is not used to taking 
anyone seriously, if bourgeois Italy happens to have acquired the sweet 
and facile conviction that the Italian revolutionaries are not to be taken 
seriously either, let the die be cast: we are convinced that more than one 
fox will leave his tail and his cunning in the snare. 

Unsigned, L 'Ordine NuolJ(), 31 January 1921. 
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3. WORKERS' CONTROL 

Before we examine the configuration of the draft bill presented by Han. 
Gioliui to the Chamber of Deputies, or the possibilities which it opens 
up. it is essential to establish the viewpoint from which the communists 
approach discussion of the problem.' 

For the communists, tackling Ihe problem of control means tackling 
the greatest problem of the present historical period; it means tackling 
the problem of workers' power over the means of production, and hence 
that of conquering State power. From this point of view, the 
presentation of a draft bill, its approval, and its execution within the 
framework of the bourgeois State, are events of secondary importance. 
Workers' power has. and can only have, its raison d'elre and its source 
within the working class itselr; in the political capacity or the working 
class: in the real power that the working class possesses, as an 
indispensable and irreplaceable ractor or production and as an 
organization or political and military rorce. Any law in this respect 
which emanates rrom bourgeois power has just one significance and 
just one value: it means that in reality, and not just in words, the lerrain 
or the class struggle has changed. And insorar as the bourgeoisie is 
compelled to make concessions and create new juridical institutions on 
the new terrain, it has the real value or demonstrating an organic 
weakness of the ruling class (classe dominanteJ.8 

To admit that entrepreneurial power in industry can be subjected to 
limitations, and that industrial autocracy can become "democracy" 
even or a formal kind, means to admit that the bourgeoisie has now 
effectively fallen rrom its historical position as the leading class [classe 
dirigentel and is effectively incapable of guaranteeing the ]X)pular 
masses their conditions of existence and development. In order to shed 
at least a part or its responsibilities and to create an alibi for itself, the 
bourgeoisie allows itself to be "controlled" and pretends to let itself be 
placed under supervision. It would certainly be very userul, for the 
purposes of bourgeois self-preservation, if a guarantor like the pro
letariat were to take upon itself to testify berore the great mass of the 
population that nobody should be held responsible for the present 
economic ruin. but that everyone's duty is to suffer patiently and work 
tenaciously, while waiting for the present cracks to be repaired and ror a 
new edifice to be built upon the present ruins. 
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The field of control is thus the field upon which bourgeoisie and 
proletariat struggle ror class leadership over the great mass or the 
population. The field of control is thus the basis upon which the working 
clasS. when it has won the trust and consent of the great mass of the 
population, can construct its State, organize its governmental 
institutions with the participation of all the oppressed and exploited 
classes, and initiate the positive work of organizing the new economic 
and social system. Through the fight for control - which does not take 
place in Parliament, but is a revolutionary mass struggle and a 
propaganda and organizational activity of the historic party of the 
working class, the Communist Party - the working class must acquire, 
both spiritually and as an organization, awareness of its autonomy and 
historic personality. This is why the first phase of the struggle will 
present itself as the fight for a specific form of organization, This form of 
organization can only be the Factory Council, and the nationally 
centralized system of Factory Councils. The outcome of the struggle 
must be the constitution of a National Council of the working class, to 
be elected at all levels - from the Factory Councils to the City Councils 
and the National Council - by methods and according to a procedure 
determined by the working class itself, and not by the national 
Parliament or by bouraeois power. This struaale must be waged in such 
a way as to show the great mass of the population that all the existential 
problems of the present historical period - the problems of bread, 
housing, light, clothes - can be resolved only when all economic power, 
and hence all political power. has passed into the hands of the working 
class, In other words, it must be waged in such a way as to organize all 
the popular forces in revolt against the capitalist regime around the 
working class, so that the latter really becomes the leading class and 
guides all the productive forces to emancipate themselves by realizing 
the communist programme. This struggle must equip the working class 
to select the most able and energetic elements from its own ranks and 
make them into its new industrial leaders, its new guides in the work of 
economic reconstruction. 

From this point of view, the draft bill presented to the Chamber of 
Deputies by Hon. Giolitti represents merely a means for agitation and 
propaganda. It must be studied by the communists in this light: for 
them, not only is it not a final goal, it is not even a point of departure or a 
launching-pad. 

Unsigned, L 'Ordine Nuovo, 10 February 1921,  
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4. THE GENERAL 
CONFEDERA nON OF LABOUR 

The communists will not have the majority at the ConfederatIon's 
forthcoming congress at Livorno:' indeed it is almost certain that in 
spile of all their efforts of propaganda and organization, the 
communists will not have a majority at future congresses either. The 
silUation presents itself in the following terms: to win a majority at a 
congress. the communists would have to be able to carry out a radical 
revision of the rules; but to change the rules, it is necessary already to 
have the majority. If the communists were to let themselves become 
bogged down in this vicious circle, they would play into the hands of the 
trade-union bureaucracy. It is therefore necessary for the opposition to 
have a precise approach and method capable of breaking the present 
state of affairs. 

The General Confederation of Labour (in other countries there exists 
an identical situation to the Italian one) is a mechanism of government 
which cannot even be compared 10 Ihe bourgeois parliamentary Stale. 
Its models can only be found in the ancient Assyrian and Babylonian 
State organizations or in the martial associations which still emerge and 
develop today in Mongolia and China. The explanation for this is a 
historical one. The masses entered the trade-union movement for fear of 
being crushed by an adversary whom they know to be very powerful 
I .  . .  phrase missing . . .  J and whose blows and initiatives they are not 
able to foresee. Disturbed by their condition of absolute inferiority, 
lacking any constitutional education, the masses abdicated completely 
all sovereignty and all power. The organization became identified for 
them with the organizer as an individual,just as for an army in the field 
the individual commander becomes the protector of the safety of all. the 
guarantor of success and victory. 

It should have been the task of the Socialist Party to give the 
proletarian masses the political preparation and constitutional 
education which they lacked. It should have been the task of the 
Socialist Party gradually to renew the organizational forms and transfer 
as much power as possible into the hands of the masses. The Party did 
nothing in this direction. The organization was left entirely at the mercy 
of a small group of officials, who carefully built up the machine which 
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oday gives them absolute power. Seven years without a congress have �\lowed even more: a whole swarm of officials has been echeloned in the 

most important positions. and a fortress has been constructed that 

cannot be taken or penetrated even by the most tenacious and willing. 

The Socialist Congress at Livorno can only be explained by this state of 
affairs which exists in the trade-union field. The Socialist Party has 

entirely fallen into the hands of the trade-union bureaucracy. whose 

human and organizational resourc� secured a majority for the unitary 
tendency. The Socialist Party has been reduced to the roleofajanissary 
for the mandarins and condottieri who are at the head of the union 

federations and Confederation. 

The Communists must recognize this state of affairs and act in 
consequence. The communists must consider the Confederation in the 
same light as the parliamentary State, i.e. as an organism whose 
conquest cannot take place by constitutional means. Moreover, in 
considering the question of the Confederation, the following postulates 
must also be borne in mind: that we want to achieve pn"letarian unity, 
and that we want to pose the problem of control of production in a 
revolutionary way. The field of activity of the Communist Party is the 
whole mass of workers and peasants. The Confederation is the scene of 
the greatest degree of propaganda and activity only because 
numerically it embraces most of the organized workers and peasants in 
Italy. i.e. of those who are most conscious and experienced. 

We believe the struggle for the creation and development of factory 
and enterprise Councils to be the specific struggle of the Communist 
Party. II must enable the party to graft itself directly on to a centralized 
organization of the working·c1ass masses, an organization which must 
be above all the other existing ones and which must be recognized by the 
masses as the only one competent and authorized to issue slogans for 
general action. Through the struggle for the Councils, it will be possible 
to win the majority of the Confederation i,t a stable and permanent 
fashion: thereafter. if not in the pre·revolutionary period then certainly 
in the post-revolutionary period. it will be possible also to win the 
leading positions. This process has already been seen in Russia; in the 

revolutionary days of November 1917, the proclamations and 
manifestoes of the Bolshevik Party did not carry the signature of the 
AII·Russidn Federation of Trade Unions. but that of the All-Russian 
Central Eltecutive Committee of the Factory Councils. to 

II is certainly important to have a strong communist minority. 
organized and centralized, within the Confederation. All our efforts of 
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.
ganda and activity must be directed 10 Ihis end. Bul both historically and tactically it is mOTe important that no effort should be 

spar� to ensure that, immediately after the Congress at Livorno, it is 
posslbl� 

,
to convene a congress of the Councils and Internal 

Co�mlsslons of ,all Italian factories and firms, and that a Centre is nomma�� �Y this c?ngress that will embrace the entire proletarian mass within Its organizational framework. 

Unsigned. L 'Ordine NUOIlO, 25 February 1921.  

5. REAL DIALECTICS 

Events arc the real dialectics of history. They transcend all arguments, 
all personal judgements, all vague and irresponsible wishes. Events, 
with the inexorable logic of their development, give the worker and 
peasant masses, who are conscious of their destiny, these lessons. The 
class struggle at a certain moment reaches a stage in which the 
proletariat no longer finds in bourgeois legality, i.e. in the bourgeois 
State apparatus (armed forces, courts, administration), the elementary 
guarantee and defence of its elementary right to life, to freedom, to 
personal safety, to daily bread. It is then forced to create its own 
legality, to create its own apparatus of resistance and defence. At 
certain moments in the life of the people, this is an absolute historical 
necessity. transcending every desire, every wish, every whim, every 
personal impulse. Events present themselves as a universal fatality, with 
the overwhelming momentum of natural phenomena. Men, as 
individuals and en masse, find themselves placed brutally before the 
following dilemma: chances of death one hundred, chances of life ten, a 
choice must be made. And men always choose the chances of life, even 
if these are slight, even if they only offer a wretched and exhausted life. 
They fight for these slight chances, and their vitality is such and their 
passion so great that they break every obstacle and sweep away even 
the most awesome apparatus of power. 

This is the situation which the real dialectics of history creates fOT 
men at certain moments - the decisive moments in the painful and 
bloody development of mankind. No human will can create situations 
of this kind; no little man, even ifhe puffs out his cheeks and distils from 
his brain the words which most touch hearts and stir the blood, can 
create situations of this kind. They are the blazing brazier in which !'tow 
together all the passions and all the hatreds which only the sight of 
violent death can aTouse in the masses. Only this can be considered as a 
revolutionary situation in this historical period. which has as its 
immediate past experience the deeds of the Spartacists. Hungary, 
Ireland, Bavaria. In this situation, there is no middle term to choose; 
and if one fights, it is necessary to win. 

Today, we do not find ourselves in such a situation. Today, we can 
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still choose with a certain freedom. The freedom of choice imposes 
certain duties upon us, absolute duties which concern the life of the 
people and are inherent in the future of the masses who suffer and hope. 
Today, there exists only onc form of revolutionary solidarity: to win. It 
therefore demands of us that we should not neglect any single element 
thai might put us in a condition to win. Today, there: exists a party that 
truly expresses the interests of the proletariat; that expresses the 
interests not only of the Italian proletariat, but of the workers' 
International as a whole. Today, the workers must have and can have 
faith. The Italian workers, maintaining an iron discipline, without a 
single exception, in response to the slogans of the Communist Party, 
will finally show that they have emerged from the state ofrevolutionary 
infantilism in which their movement has hitherto floundered. They will 
show that they are worthy and capable of victory. 

Unsigned, L 'Ordine Nuovo, 3 March 1921.  

6. OFFICIALDOM 

The Confederation's Livorno Congress is finished. No new slogan, no 

line has come out of this congress. In vain have the broad masses of the 

Italian people waited for an orientation. In vain have they awaited a 

slogan that would enlighten them, that would succeed in calming their 

anguish and giving a form to their passion. The congress has not 

confronted or resolved a single one of the problems which are vital for 
the proletariat in the present historical period: neither the problem of 
emigration, nor the problem of unemployment, nor the problem of 

relations between workers and peasants. nor the problem of the 

institutions which can best contain the development of the class 
struggle. nor the problem of the material defence of working-class 
buildings and the personal safety of working-class militants. The sole 
concern of the majority at the congress was how to safeguard and 
guarantee: the position and the power (powerless power) of the Socialist 

Party. 
Our struggle against trade-union officialdom could not have been 

better justified. In many regions of Italy the workers had entered the 
field en masse to defend their elementary right to life, freedom of 
movement on the streets, freedom of association. freedom to hold 
meetings and to have their own premises for the purpose. The field of 
struggle swifily became a tragic one: fire and flame, cannonades. 
machine·gun fire. many dozens killed. The majority of the congress was 
not moved by these events. The tragedy of the popular masses 
defending themselves desperately from cruel, implacable enemies was 
not able to render serious this majority made up of men with withered 
hearts and shrivelled brains, or inspire it with a sense of its own 
historical responsibilities. These men no longer live for the class 
struggle. no longer feel the same passions. the same desires, the same 
hopes as the masses. Between them and the masses an unbridgeable 
abyss ha

'
s opened up. The only contact between them and the masses is 

the account-ledger and the membership file. These men no longer sec 
the enemy in the bourgeoisie, they see him in the communists. They are 
afraid of competition: instead of leaders they have become bankers of 
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men in a monopoly situation, and the least hint of competition makes 
them crazy with terror and despair. 

The ConCederal Congress at Livorno was an awesome experience for 
us; our pessimism was outstripped by this experience. We of L 'Ordine 
NUQII() have always seen the trade-union problem, the problem of 
organizing the broad masses and selecting the leading personnel for 
their organization, as the central problem of the modern revolutionary 
movement. But never as today have we felt the full gravity and extent of 
the problem; never, as today, have we felt the full scale of the gangrene 
which is eating away at the movement. At the congress, the articles of 
L 'Ordine Nuovo were read, annotated, commented on, they filled the 
hall with clamour and tumult. Yet these articles did not convey even the 
tenth part of our pessimistic judgement on the inadequacy of those men 
and institutions. 

Moreover, this judgement has become still harsher since the 
congress. Yes, because while the workers were fighting in the streets and 
squares, while fire and flame were striking terror into the hearts of the 
people and driving them in despair to individual acts of fury and the 
most terrible reprisals, we could never have imagined that the so-called 
delegates of these popular masses would lose themselves in the swampy 
nnd miasmatic marshland of private feuds. The masses were spilling 
their blood in the streets and squares, cannon and machine-guns 
were appearing on the scene; and these leaders. these men at the top. 
these futu,e administrators of society. raged and foamed because of a 
newspaper article, a caricature, a headline. 

And they would like to convince us, these people. that we have done 
wrong; that we have committed a crime in separating ourselves rrom 
them. They would like to convince us that it is we who are light-minded, 
that it is we who are irresponsible, that it is we who seek "miracles", that 
it is we who are not capable of understanding and weighing the 
difficulties of historical situations and revolutionary movements. They 
would like us to become convinced that in them are realized the wisdom, 
the competence, the skill, the good sense, the political and 
administrative capability accumulated by the proletariat in the course 
of its struggles and historical experiences as a class. Come, away with 
them! The Con federal Congress rehabilitates Parliament, rehabilitates 
the worst assemblies of the classes which in the past have shown 
themselves most corrupt and putrefied. 

Our pessimism has increased, our will has not diminished. The 
officials do not represent the base. The absolutist States were precisely 

SOCIALISM AND FASCISM 1 9  

officials' States, States of the bureaucracy. They did not represent the 

popular masses and were �eplaced �y �arliamentary States. The 

Confederation represents, In the histOrical development of the 

roletariat. what the absolute State represented in the historical 

�evelopment of the bourgeois classes. It will be replaced by the 

organization of the Councils, which are the working-class parliaments, 

which have the function of eating away bureaucratic sediments and 

transforming old organizational relations. Our pessimism has 

increased. but our motto is still alive and to the point: pessimism of the 

intelligence. optimism of the will. II 

Unsigned, L 'Ordine Nuovo, 4 March 1921. 
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7. UNIONS AND COUNCILS 

The end of the CGL's Livorno congress opens a new period in the 
history of the Italian working class. A new system of forces has now 
been established: two conceptions are ranged against each other 
embod

,
ied i� two distinct parties, and each can only develop and 

consohdate Itself at the other's expense. The new period will be one of 
bitter struggles and polemics, and one does nOI need to be a prophet to 
forsee that the biggest struggles and bitterest polemics will rage over the 
factory councils, and control of production. 

The Communist Party of Italy has a body of political doctrine on 
t�ese q�estion�, an� an i�mense store of historical cltperience. The very 
dLScusslon whIch IS takmg place today in the Russian Communist 
Party, on the functions or trade unions in the period or the proletarian 
dictatorship, shows how the problem or union organization does not 
cease to be actual or important simply because the working class has 
bec,orne tIlt:: �uting c

,
lass; simply because, in its struggle against the 

natl
,
onal �nd 1Oternatlonal bourgeoisie, it has rar stronger battle organs 

at Its 
,
dl�posal, such as the Red Army and the Extraordinary 

Commission to Combat Counter-revolution, II The trade-union 
question continues to remain a central question ror the workers' state, 
The g�eater or lesser solidity or the general organization or 
revolutlona�y rO

,
rces - and hence, in the last analysis, the solidarity or 

the revolution Itselr - may depend upon the solutions which the 
Communist Party gives to it. 

The theses or the Second Congress or the IIIrd International repre
sent the body or doctrines specific to our party. These theses state 
that in this historical period a new problem races the proletariat, the 
problem or control ; and they state that the natural and specific organs or the struggle ror control are the ractory councils. The councils 
represent the only possible rorm or organization or the industrial 
proletarian vanguard, They stand in the same relation to the unions as docs big industry to the capitalist economy in general. Hence, the councils are those most interested in control and in the nationalization or indu�try. They �rg,anize the mass or workers employed in the big plants. 10 the capitalist rormations which represent the transitional 

SOCIALISM AND FASCISM 2 1  

hase between private property and communism, and i t  i s  they who 
P

ost keenly reel the urgency or the historical thrust towards radical 

:onomic transrormations, From the Marxist point or view, the ractory 

councils are the new economic organization which presses at the flanks 

orlhe old organization, and which tends to break the latter's structures 

as it comes into being and develops, 
The question orthe councils interests the party at present not just as a 

new type or industrial organization, but also as a means or organizing 
the broad mass or workers directly creating a mechanism that can 
produce a new working-class leading stratum

, 
and train a n�w 

administrative personnel. Because they runctlon as a selectIVe 
mechanism in this way, the ractory councils are especially disliked by 
the old union bureaucracy, Wherever the councils have emerged - in 
Italy. in Russia, in England, in the United States - the same 
phenomenon has occurred : in the councils, the working class always 
selects a predominantly revolutionary leading personnel, and supports 
the positions and the representatives or the Communist Party; by 
contrast, in the old union bodies, the positions and the representatives or 
rerormism prevail. In October 1 9 1 7  in Russia, the General 
Conrederation or Labour was in the hands or the Mensheviks, the 
Central Executive Commitlee orthe f�\;tory councils was in the hands 
or the Bolsheviks; the council organization provided the basis ror the 
action orthe Russian masses who rollowed Bolshevik slogans. 

The ractory councils must ruse with the unions, but the moment ror 
this rusion cannot be fixed a priori, According to the theses or the 
Moscow congress, rusion must take place naturally, spontaneously, 
and the unions must base themselves firmly upon the councils, 
becoming the means ror their centralization. A new type or trade 
organization will thus be created, specific to the period or the 
dictatorship and capable or rulfilling the tasks imposed by the needs or 
the workers' state, In Russia, the rusion or the unions with the ractory 
councils took place about six months after the October Revolution, 
Today, after three years or the workers' state, there is a new discussion 
on whether the time has come to pay great attention once more to the 
councils, in order to prevent new rorms or syndicalism and to combat 
the new bureaucratic sedimentations that have been rorming ror three 
years. 

The Livorno congress makes it necessary ror the Italian communists 
today to examine this question and study it deeply, so that communist 
sections and groups can carry out a really coordinated and centralized 
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overall activity. For the broad mass of Italian, th hi . 
. ' e pro em IS an almost entirely new

, 
one. It is vitally urgent today to find a solution to it quickly' how�ver, thIS must be done without sacrificing revolutionary precisio� or Wisdom. 

Unsigned, L 'Ordine NuolJO, 5 March 1921 .  

8. IT AL Y AND SPAIN 

What is fascism, observed on an international scale? It is the attempt to 

resolve the problems of production and exchange with machine-guns 
and pistol-shots. The productive forces were ruined and dissipated in 
the imperialist war: twenty million men in the flower of their youth and 
energies were killed; another twenty million were left invalids.1l The 
thousands upon thousands of ronds that united the various world 
markets were violently broken. The relations between city and 
countryside. between metropole and colonies, were overturned. The 
streams of emigration, which periodically re·established the balance 
between the excess population and the potential of the means of 
production in individual countries, were profoundly disturbed and no 
longer function normally. A unity and simultaneity of national crises 
was created. which precisely makes the general crisis acute and 
incurable. But there exists a stratum of the population in all countries
the petty and middle bOurgeoisie - which thinks it can solve these 
gigantic problems with machine·guns and pistol-shots; and this stratum 
feeds fascism, provides fascism with its troops. 

In Spain, the organization of the petty and middle bourgeoisie into 
armed groups occurred before it did in Italy; it had already begun in 
1 9 1 8  and 1919.  The world war cast Spain into a terrible crisis before 

other countries: the Spanish capitalists had in fact already looted the 
country and sold all that was saleable in the first years of the 
conftagration. The Entente paid better than the poor Spanish 
consumers were able to do, so the owners sold all the wealth and goods 
which should have provided for the national population to the Entente. 
By 1 9 16, Spain was already one of the richest European countries 
financially. but one of the poorest in goods and productive energies. The 
revolutionary movement surged forward; the unions organized almost 
the entirety of the industrial masses; strikes, lockouts, states of 
emergency, the dissolution of Chambers of Labour and peasant 
associations. massacres, street shootings, became the everyday stuff of 
political life. Anti·Bolshevik fasces (soma/en) were formed. Initially, as 
in Italy, they were made up of military personnel, taken from the 
officers' clubs (juntas). but they swiftly enlarged their base until in 
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Barcelona. for example, they had recruited 40,000 armed men. They 
followed the same tactics as the fascists in Italy: attacks on trade-union 
leaders, violent opposition to strikes, terrorism against the masses, 
opposition to all forms of organization, help for the regular police in 
repressive activity and arrests, help for black legs in agitation involving 
strikes or lockouts. For the past three years Spain has floundered in Ihis 
crisis: public freedom is suspended every forlnight, personal freedom 
has become a myth, the workers' unions to a great extent function 
clandestinely, the mass of workers is hungry and angry, the great mass 
of the people has been reduced to indescribable conditions of savagery 
and barbarism. Moreover, the crisis is intensifying, and the stage of 
individual assassination attempts has now been reached. 

Spain is an exemplary country. It represents a phase through which 
all the countries of Western Europe will pass, if economic conditions 
continue as they are today, with the same tendencies as at present. In 
Italy, we are passing through the phase which Spain passed through in 
1919: the phase of the arming of the middle classes and the introduction 
into the class struggle of military methods of assault and surprise. 
attack. In Italy too, the middle class thinks it can resolve economic 
p�oblems by military violence. It thinks it can cure unemployment by 
pistol-shots; it thinks it can assuage hunger and dry the tears of the 
women of the people with bursts of machine-gun fire. Historical 
experience counts for nothing with petty bourgeois who do not know 
history. Similar phenomena are repeated and will continue to be 
repeated in other countries, apart from Italy. Has not the same process 
affected the Socialist Party in Italy, as had already occurred several 
years earlier in Austria, Hungary and Germany? Illusion is the most 
tenacious weed in the collective consciousness; history teaches, but it 
has no pupils. 

Unsigned, L 'Ordine Nuovo. I I  March 1921. 

9. SOCIALISTS AND COMMUNISTS 

Each successive event which occurs in the present period shows more 

clearly the features of the two parties which emerged from the Livorno 

Congress: communist and socialist. To many at the time, it appeared 
idle to distinguish between communists and socialists on the basis of 
their general statements. But unfolding historical events, in so far as 
they require a critical interpretation and oblige one to take up a clear 

and precise position towards them, have on the contrary highlighted the 
mutually opposed methods of the two parties. The Livorno split should 
have come about at least a year earlier, for the communists to have had 
the time to give the working class the organization required by the 
revolutionary period in which it is living. Many things, however, have 
happened since Livorno, things which are certainly serious and which 
have revealed clearly the substantive difference between communists 
and socialists. 

The difference lies in their respective methods and in their 
interpretation of historical facts. The socialists have never understood 
the spirit of the period through which we are passing in the class 
struggle. They have not understood that the class struggle may be 
converted at any moment, at any provocation, into an open war which 
can only be concluded with the seizure of power by the proletariat. The 
fact that the socialists lack any method of orienting the working class 
and peasantry towards new forms of rule also derives from the fact that 
they have not understood the spirit of this historical period. The 
socialists believe that the terms of the struggle between the two classes 
are the same as before the War. For the socialists, the War and the 
Russian revolution have no value. They therefore continue to trust in 
their old methods and see socialism as a distant goal. 

But there are, it is said, also communists inside the Socialist Party; 
there are those who assert that we are living in a revolutionary period. 
The communists - that is to say the former revolutionary maximalists
would indeed like to be the majority of the Socialist Party. But the 
difference is only one of words. In reality, they have shown that they are 
the same as the others. In reality, they have not been able to establish a 
method of their own, different from that of the non-communist 
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socialists. The Socialist Party has moved steadily rightwards, in spilcor 
all the generic revolutionary declarations which some of them still have 
the hypocrisy to make before the masses. The communists who have 
remained insi�e

. 
th� Socialist Party have followed the right-wing 

current. No dlstmctlOn can thus be made inside the Socialist Party. 
There are only two methods existing today: that of the communists in 
the Third International and that of lhe socialists. 

The socialists. still face to face with history, have now confirmed their 
inability to organize the working class as a dominant class. The events 
of Emilia, Apulia, Tuscany and the most recent ones in the Casalese 
precisely make it clear that the socialists have entirely lost sight of the 
problems and needs of the workers.l� They show that the socialists have 
a horror of civil war. as if one could reach socialism without civit war. 
The �ialists still believe they can oppose the bourgeois class. which 
org�nlzes and unleashes its violence everywhere. with protests in 
:arh.ament and resolutions deploring fascist barbarities. U Nor is it only 
In th

.
ls sphere that t.he socialists are distant from the working class. In 

the bfe of the factOries and trade unions things are no different 
. The serious �roblem of the industrial crisis which threatens � lockout 
In every �Iant I.S also seen by the socialists with the mentality of before 
the War, I.e. WIth the menlality which lends them to think that one can 
continue with a policy of compromises and middle roads. Faced with 
the problem .of power, as with that of production, the socialists are 
equally devoId of a method or a clear idea. It is for this reason that 
where they still hold sway over the masses, the latter are as if disorienled 
and slow in finding the road to counter-attack. But there are 
responsibilities which must one day be paid for. There are problems 
whIch cannot always be postponed. History will in the end pass 
sentence on the inept and the errors they have committed. Under the 
preSSure of even.ts,. the masses will one day see that they have been 
betrayed. and WIll In the end orient themselves towards the historical 
party. the Communist Party. Provided, however. it is not already too 
late . .  " 

Unsigned, L 'Ordine Nuovo, 12 March 1921.  

[ 0. ENGLAND AND RUSSIA 

The trade agreement between England and Soviet Russia, considering 

the moment in which it has been concluded, represents an undoubted 
political victory for the Moscow workers' government.16 The Kronstadt 
revolt. staged by international reaction to wreck the negotiations, failed 
to induce Lloyd George's government to change direction. The Soviet 
State has been recognized by England as the sole legitimate authority, 
alone capable of giving permanent guarantees for the fulfilment of 
international contracts. But this political victory of our Russian 
comrades must not encourage over-rosy illusions or engender 
indolence. It is not international communism which stands to gain by 
this agreement, but capitalism and imperialism. 

The fact that England recognizes politically the stability of the 
workers' government, and comes to accept the idea of trading with it, is 
an event in the realm of common sense; but it does not change by one 
hair's breadth the existing economic relations between communism and 
capitalism. England, an eminently industrial nation, maintains its 
superiority over Russia, an eminently agricultural nation. The peasant 
class in Russia will indeed be enabled to restore its economy, ruined by 
six years of war and destruction. But it will not be the Russian 
proletariat which offers the peasants the possibility of restoring 
production; it will be capitalism - and a foreign capitalism at that. The 
vcry foundations of the workers' State are damaged and corroded by 
this fact. and the Russian comrades do not hide it - either from 
themselves or from others. They hoped in the world revolution; they 
hoped that the aid necessary to their existence would be fraternally 
offercd them by the international Commune, rather than usuriously by 
a capitalist state; and they have not yet lost that hope. For the Russian 
comrades. until the world revolution, the question is one of surviving, 
gaining a breathing-space, and preserving the elementary conditions for 
Communism - i.c. political power in the hands of the workers. It cannot 
be one of deep or permanent achievements. 

The agreement with England does not have and cannot have any 
other significance. Having won power, the working class has succeeded 
in showing that it is the only social force capable of saving the Russian 
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nation from foreign bondage. and the Russian economy from total ruin. 
But the strength of the Russian proletariat has been diminished 
economically by the agreement. Only in the world revolution, and in the 
solidarity oflhe workers' International become arbiter orthe productive 
forces, can the Russian and other proletariats hope for a resolution of 
the conlHcts and crises which are rending society today, and for their 
salvation from utter ruin. 

Unsigned, L 'Ordine Nuovo, 18 March 1921.  

1 1 . THE ITALIAN PARLIAMENT 

It now seems certain that Hon. Gioliui intends to renew the Chamber of 
Deputies, and the poor representatives orthe people's will are in great 
distress and greal anguish. The deputies who represent the socialist will 
of the Italian people are the most disturbed and anguished. How will 
they succeed in convincing the electoral masses yet again that 
Parliament must be taken seriously, and that social progress and the 
emancipation of the oppressed can only be expressed through 
parliamentary action? Today, the Italian people has experimentally 
gained its own political education. Today, even the most agile 
mountebanks of parliamentary cretinism, such as Hon. Treves, ifasked 
by a worker: What power and real influence does Parliament exercise 
over the State? what importance and what political function does the 
Italian Parliament have at the present moment? - would not know 
what to reply, since demagogic charlatanry can too easily be refuted 
by the data of direct experience. 

But what is happening today is not a novelty. In Italy, even before the 
War. Parliament never exercised a constitutional function and power. 
In Italy, there has never existed a parliamentary regime, only a despotic 
regime, somewhat tempered before the War by periodic consultation of 
popular opinion. From the point of view of constitutional law, the 
Italian political regime is characterized by the absence of an 
independent judiciary power, with its personnel recruited strictly, to 
which the armed forces of the country are subordinated. I n  Italy, 
judiciary power does not exist, but merely a judiciary order; the armed 
forces depend directly on the government. which can use them at will 
against the people and against Parliament itself. Since no judiciary 
power exists. Parliament legislates for the archives. No guarantee exists 
that its laws will be applied and respected. The people has no means of 
control over the government, or of defence against the arbitrary acts of 
the government, other than armed insurrection. 

The present situation of impunity for massacres and a magistrature 
in headlong flight is not a novelty. Even before the War, there existed no 
legal guarantee in Italy of the liberty and personal safety of the citizens. 
Even before the War, it was possible to hold citizens in custody for an 
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unlimited period by a simple administrative decision. Even before the 
War. massacres of those in custody occurred. Even before the War, 
every agent of the police force, �very armed functionary of the 
government. felt that he was invested not merely with the executive role 
of executioner, but also with the roles of legislator and judge: he could 
reslore the dealh penalty, pronounce the verdict and carry out the 
sentence on the spot. Even before the War, the situation had got so bad 
in Italy that to prevent massacres, which had become an everyday 
occurrence, the Italian people in June 1 9 1 4  rose against the government 
in an armed insurrection, seeing the impotence of parliamentary 
action.17 

The cast of the Italian political regime can also be easily eltplained 
from the historical point of view. Parliamentarism, characterized by the 
separation of powers and the subordination of the police forces to the 
judiciary power, is a product of the struggle between the capitalist class 
and the landowning class. with the industrialists prevailing over the 
landowners. In Italy, this class struggle has nOt been decisive: Italian 
history is nothing but a compromise between the State and the 
landowners. The landowners have continued to hold the power of life 
and death over the poor peasants, and the magistrature is to a great 
elttent recruited from the petty bourgeoisie of peasant origin, especially 
in southern Italy. In such conditions, it was impossible for a strong and 
independent judiciary power to arise and impose itself through 
parliamentary struggle, hence parliamentarism could not emerge. Thus 
Parliament in Italy has always been a mere consultative body, without 
any real influence on the governmental machine, without power of 
initiative or control. Even elections have never had any significance or 
value, other than that of allowing a despotic and paternalist government 
to sample opinion, and reassuring it that its arbitrary acts and its abuses 
would not provoke irreparable ruptures in the established order. 

The new elections too, if Hon. Giolitti decides to call them, can have 
no other significance. Hon. Giolitti wants a Parliament that will appear 
as the popular eltpression of a reactionary will turned against the 
industrial workers and poor peasants. His desire will be abundantly 
satisfied. The petty bourgeoisie, which in November 1919 was 
convinced of the inevitability of a socialist government, has today 
aligned itself openly against the proletariat and against socialism. It is 
the petty bourgeoisie, especially in the country areas, which provides 
the forces for fascism. It is the petty bourgeoisie which has armed itself 
and organized itself militarily. before the proletariat and against the 
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It is certain that the SOCialist Party, as It IS composed today, Will be 

smashed by the new popular consultation. To save itself politically, it 

would have to accept a programme of collaboration with the bourgeois 

government and repression against the working class. The right wing of 

the party, stimulated by the need for self-preservation. will end up by 

accepting this point of view, dragging the majority behind it. The 

Socialist Party will be smashed, because it is not capable of 

understanding Italian reality and the complicated play of the class 

struggle. It is unable to say a single concrete word to the industrial 

workers, the majority of whom have in fact abandoned it and gone over 

to the Communist Party. It is unable to orient the poor peasants who 
lire hit hardest and most directly by fascism. 

The present situation can be understood and politically exploited 

only by the anti-parliamentary and anti-democratic forces. By the 

bourgeois government, which knows what elections amount to, since it 

manipulates them and seeks to make use of them only in order to bring 
about a state of demoralization in the revolutionary proletariat, by 

putting it into a minority. And by the communists, who can make use of 
them as an agitational instrument to educate the working-class masses 
in a precise understanding of what proletarian dictatorship means, and 
to organize the sole popular institution capable of controlling and 
reducing to impotence the industrial and agrarian bourgeoisie: the 
people itself in arms, united in its system of Councils, which has 
incorporated in its revolutionary Councils the three powers of the State 
in order to use them as an axe to cut down its enemies. 

Unsigned, L 'Ordlne NuoWJ, 24 March 1 92 1 .  
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Unsigned, L 'Ordlne NuoWJ, 24 March 1 92 1 .  



1 2. THE COMMUNISTS AND 
THE ELECTIONS 

The Communist Party is the historically determined political pllrty of 
the revolutionary working class. 

The working class was born and organized itself on the terrain of 
bourgeois democracy, in the framework of the constitutional and 
parliamentary regime. Tied to the fate of large-scale modem industry, 
with its great factories and immense cities. teeming with diverse, chaotic 
multitudes. the working class has only become aware of its own unity 
and class destiny slowly and by way of the cruellest experiences and 
most bitter disappointments. 

This is why, in the various phases of its development, the working 
class has supported the most widely differing politica1 parties. It began 
by supporting the liberal parties: in other words, it united with the urban 
bourgeoisie and struggled to annihilate the remnants of economic 
feudalism in the countryside. The industrial bourgeoisie thus succeeded 
in breaking the monopoly of food-supplies, in introducina into the 
countryside too a little economic liberalism, and in bringing down the 
cost of living. But this whole enterprise turned out disastrously for the 
working class. which saw its average wages cut. In a second period the 
working class supported the petty-bourgeois democratic parties and 
struggled to enlarge the framework of the bourgeois State: to intro
duce new institutions and develop the existing institutions. It was 
tricked a second time. The whole of the new ruling personnel which had 
been formed in this struggle went over with their weapons and 
equipment to the camp of the bourgeoisie, renovating the old ruling 
class and furnishing new ministers and high functionaries for the 
bureaucratic parliamentary State. The State was not even transfonned. 
It continued to exist within the limits fixed by the Albertine Statute; no 
real freedom was won by the people. II The Crown continued to remain 
the only real power in Italian society since, via the government, it 
continued to keep the magistrature, Parliament and the armed forces of 
the country subordinated to its every wish. 

With the creation of the Communist Party, the working class has 
broken all its traditions and asserted its political maturity. The working 
class no longer wishes to collaborate with other classes in the 
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velopment or transformation of the bureaucratic parliamentary d
S
' 

t It wishes to work positively for its own autonomous development ta e. . h " clasS. It submits its candidature as a ruhng class, and asserts t at It 
'' ',xercise this historical function only in an institutional context that -

d " h" . different from the existing one: in a new state system, an not Wit 10 " 
" \" S h framework of the bureaucratic par Lamentary tate. t , k" \ With the creation of the Communist Party, the wor 109 c ass 

presents itself in the political stru�le as an initiator, as a leader, and no 
longer as an inert mass of troops dlrected and led by the general staff of 

ther social class. The working class wants to govern the country. It ano 
. h "  asserts that it is the only class capable, with its

. 
own means and Wit ItS 

national and international institutions, of solvlOg the problems placed 
on the agenda by the general historical situation. What are the real 
forces of the working class? How many proletarians in Italy have 
gained a precise consciousness of the historical

. 
mission that �Iong� to 

their class? What following does the CommUnist Party have 10 Itahan 
society? In the present confusion and chaos, do the main lines of the 
new historical configuration already exist? In this continuous process of 
disintegration and reintegration, decomposition and recomposition of 
the social forces, classes and strata of the Italian population, has there 
already been formed an initial nucleus, compact and solid, permanently 
loyal 10 the ideas and programmes of the Communist International and 
the world revolution, around which the new and definitive political, 
governmental, organization of the working class can take place? 

These are the questions which will be answered by the elections. In 
order to obtain a positive, concrete answer which can be verified and 
documented historically, the Communist Party is contesting the 
elections. The Communist Party, in the procesS whereby social forces 
are drawn up into battle units by the electoral programmes, wants to 
identify its own units and to count its forces. This is a necessary phase of 
the historical process which must lead to the dictatorship of the 
proletariat and the foundation of the workers' State. The elections, for 
the communists, are one among the many forms of political 
organization characteristic of modern society. The party is the higher 
organizational form: the trade union and the factory council are 
intermediary organizational forms, in which the most conscious 
proletarians enrol for the daily struggle against capital. and in which the 
enrolment takes place on a trade·unionist platform. In elections. thc 
masses declare themselves for the highest political goal. for the form of 
the State, for the assertion of the working class as a ruling class. 
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The Communist Party is essentially the party of the revolutionary 
proletariat, i.e. of the workers engaged in urban industry; but it cannot 
reach its goal without the support and consent of other layers. of the 
poor peasants and the intellectual proletariat. That is the statement of 
principle. What is the force of expansion today of the revolutionary 
proletariat? How many elements from the other toiling classes 
recognize in the proletariat the future ruling class and henceforward, 
notwithstanding the terrorism exercised by reaction, intend to support it 
in its labour of mobilization and organization? The Communist Party 
does not harbour any illusions about the results - especially since it has 
already shown that it is seeking to get away from the methods of 
fairground demagogy whereby the Socialist Party "drew a crowd" in 
the past. But the more the Italian population has plunged into chaos and 
disorientation, and the more the forces dissolving the past alignment of 
revolutionary forces have operated and continue to operate, the more 
evidently ne<:essary it appears to bring about a new alignment of loyal 
and trusty soldiers of the world revolution and of communism. The 
murkier the situation, and the scantier the resources of the new party 
presenting itself in the field of general Italian politics, the greater will 
appear the dynamic and expansive value of this new alignment. 

Unsigned, L 'Ordine Nuovo, 1 2  April 1921.  

13 .  THE ELECTIONS AND 
FREEDOM 

The real. concrete terms of bourgeois equality are progressively being 

laid bare in all their naked reality, and they cannot fail to be und�rstood 

even by the most benighted and backward layers of the proletanat. 

The indumial and landowning bourgeoisie possesses thousands and 

thousands of newspapers and printing-presses: all the paper·mills are at 

its disposal. The proletarians can only print very few newspapers with 

their own resources. The acts of destruction which have occurred, and 

the threats which rain down on printing works which accept orders 

from the working-class parties, make the inferiority of the propertyless 

class even more grotesque. Not one of the thousands upon thousands of 
bourgeois papers has yet been destroyed by the proletarians. Out of the 
small number of working-class papers, however, the destruction has 
already taken place of If LaWJratore from Trieste, of If Proletario from 
Pula. of La Difesa from Florence, of La G;ust;z;a from Reggio Emilia, 
and of Al'onti! in both its Milanese and its Roman editions. 

The industrial and landowning bourgeoisie possesses tens of 
thousands of meeting-halls, theatres and cinemas, where it can 
assemble its supporters peacefully and carry out all the propaganda it 
deems useful. But the premises of the working class, the Chambers of 
Labour and the Socialist and Communist sections, have been burned 
down in their tens and their hundreds. Even the streets are denied to the 
popular masses: the natural place where the proletariat can assemble 
without cost has become a field for surprise·attacks and ambushes. To 
keep its domination of the streets, the working class would have to 
remain mobilized day and night, neither going to the factory to work 
nor going home to rest. A hundred armed individuals - guaranteed 
impunity for any violent act they may commit and the unconditional 
assistance of the forces of public order in case of need; with no 
obligation to carry out productive work; and able to move about from 
one spot �o another in the execution of an overall plan - is sufficient to 
hOld the proletariat in check and deprive it of its freedom to come and 
go, its freedom to meet and to discuss. 

What value could a Parliament elected in such conditions have? How 
could it be seen as representing the "free" will of the nation? What could 
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it reveal about the real political position of the social classes? If simply 
posing these questions were enough to produce a widespread 
conviction, a universal stale of awareness and an impulse towards the 
foundation of a new order of things, the political struggle would already 
long since have concluded in the victory of the working people over the 
bourgeois class. The insurrection of the oppressed and exploited classes 
againsl their dominators, with their false and hypocritical liberty and 
equality, would long since have taken place. 

The truth is that words and propaganda are not enough to cause the 
broad masses 10 rise up, or to determine the necessary and sufficient 
condilions for the foundation of a new order of things. The historical 
process is accomplished through a real dialectic: not through education 
?r verbal polemics, but through the violent counter-position of 
lncontest�ble states of affairs, which are manifest to the great popular 
masses with the utmost ctarity. It is certain that the forced resignations 
of the s�cialist municipal councillors did more than two years of 
demagogic propaganda from the Socialist Party to render the notion of 
proletarian dictatorship comprehensible. It is certain that fascism, in a 
few months, has contributed more to illustrating the theses of the 
Communist International empirically in the proletarian consciousness 
than two years of A van/if and the entire output of its publishing house 
hav� done. It is certain that these elections will definitively extirpate 
Parha.ment and all the other bourgeois institutions from the popular 
conSCiousness; and that they will make the emergence of a new 
rep�esentative system , in which the will of the people and the new ideals 
of liberty and equality are asserted and ensured protection, historically 
necessary and irresistible. 

That is why the Communist Party is not abstaining from the 
elections. Because it wants the experiment to be carried out with full 
effectiveness and educative force. Because the Communist Party is the 
party not just of the proletarian vanguard, but of the great popular 
masses -even those who are most backward and benighted. It wants to 
re�ch and de�eat the democratic socialist illusion even in its deepest lair. 
Will the electIOns. staged as they are in the environment of freedom and 
equality w�ich is specific to bourgeois democracy, give the working 
class even Just one deputy? This single one will then represent thewhole 
oppres.sed class. His voice will be heard by the whole class. A slogan 
proclan�ed by this single deputy, under the mandate of the proletarian 
party . WI)] be accepted and put into practice by the whole class. 

Such a situation will inexorably provoke the explosion of new 
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representative institutions, which will counterpose themselves to 
Parliament and replace it: no popular layer will regret it or fight for it. 
This real process has already taken place in Russia. It is quite 
understandable why the Soviet government, even a few months after the 
November Revolution, should have convened the Constituent 
Assembly.I' If the Constituent Assembly had not been convened. many 
popular layers would have remained supporters of parliamentarism in 
Russia. Yet its dissolution provoked no discontent or rebellion. It  had 
beCome obvious, even to the most backward peasant masses, that the 
Constituent Assembly, elected as it was on the basis of lists for parties 
which no longer occupied those specific positions, did not represent the 
people -did not represent the interests of the majority of the nation. The 
Bolsheviks wanted the experience to be gone through. They wanted the 
popular consciousness to be formed materialistically. They wanted no 
regret or vague illusion to persist among the broad masses. 

Let us make the revolutionary hypothesis that a popular insurrection 
sweeps away the next Parliament and replaces it with a Congress of 
workers' and peasants' deputies. Certainly not even Filippo Turati will 
still dare to maintain then that bourgeois democracy is the "city" and 
the Soviets the "horde" . . . .  20 

Unsigned, L 'Ordine Nuovo, 2 1  April 1921. 
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Unsigned, L 'Ordine Nuovo, 2 1  April 1921. 



14. ELEMENTAL FORCES 

In an interview with the Le Temps correspondent, Han. Giolitti has 
solemnly declared that he wants order to be re-established at all costs. 
The government has summoned the general who commands the 
carabinieri. the commander of the royal guards, the chief orthe general 
stalT, and all the army corps commanders: the matter has been 
discussed. the necessary measures will be taken. With what means'? 
Within what limits? Is it possible for the government, even ifit wanted. 
to take the necessary measures? The circulars and meetings of the 
government are accompanied by orders, appeals and 
excommunications from the fascist authorities. who are also seriously 
concerned by the turn which events 8rc taking and by the inevitable 
counter·blows. But it does not seem that even these authorities, highly 
"respected and feared" though they be, are succeeding in winning much 
obedience from the rank and file of their followers. Just as there does not 
exist a political State. just as there no loneer exist any cohesive bonds of 
morale or discipline in the organisms and between the individllals who 
make up the State machine, so there exist no cohesion or discipline in 
the fascist "organization" either - in the unofficial State which today 
can at will dispose of the lives and propeny of the Italian nation. 

It has now become obvious that fascism can only be partially 
interpreted as a class phenomenon, as a movement of political forces 
conscious of a real aim. It has spread, it has broken every possible 
organizational framework, it is above the wishes and proposals of any 
central or regional Committee. it has become an unchaining of 
elemental forces which cannot be restrained under the bourgeois system 
of economic and political government. Fascism is the name of the far
reaching decomposition of Italian society, which could not but 
accompany the decomposition of the State, and which today can only 
be explained by reference to the low level of civilization which the 
Italian nation had been able to attain in these last sixty years of unitary 
administration. 

Fascism has presented itself as the anti-pany; has opened its gates to 
all applicants; has with its promise of impunity enabled a formless 
multitude to cover over the savage outpouring of passions, hatreds and 
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d sires with a varnish of vague and nebulous political ideals. Fascism 

h:S thuS become a question of social mores: it has become identified 

with the barbaric and anti-social psychology of certain strata of the 

Italian people which have not yet been modified by a new tradition, by 

education, by living together in a well-ordered and well administered 

State. To understand the full force of these assertions. it is enough to 

recall : that Italy holds first place for murders and bloodshed; that Italy 

is the country where mothers educate their infant children by hitting 

them on the head with clogs - it is the country where the younger 

generations are least respected and protected: that in certain Italian 

regions it seemed natural until a few years ago to put muzzles on grape
pickers, so that they would not eat the grapes; and that in certain 

regions the landowners locked their labourers up in sheds when the 

workday was over. to prevent meetings or attt.ndance at evening 

classes. 
The class struggle has always assumed an extremely harsh character 

in Italy. as a result of this "human" immaturity of certain strata of the 
population. Cruelty and the lack of simpatia are two traits peculiar to 
the Italian people. which passes from childish sentimentality to the most 
brutal and bloody ferocity, from passionate anger to cold-blooded 
contemplation of other people's ills. The State, though still frail and 
uncertain in its most vital functions, was with difficulty gradually 
succeeding in breaking up this semi-barbaric terrain. Today, after the 
decomposition of the State. every kind of miasma pullulates upon it. 
There is much truth in the assertion of the fascist papers that not all 
those who call themselves fascists and operate in the name oftheJasci 

belong to the organization. But what is to be said of an organization 
whose symbol can be used to cover actions of the nature of those which 
disgrace Italy daily? The assertion, moreover, endows these events with 
a very much more serious and decisive character than those who write 
in the bourgeois papers would like to accord them. Who will be able to 
check them. if the State is incapable and the private organizations are 
impotent? 

Thus we can see that the communist thesis is justified. Fascism, as a 
general phenomenon, as a scourge which transcends the will and the 
disciplinary means of its exponents - with its violence, with its 
monstrous and arbitrary actions. with its destruction at once systematic 
and irrational _ can be extirpated only by a new State power, by a 
" restored" State in the sense which the communists understand this 
term. in other words by a State whose power is in the hands of the 
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proletariat, the only class capable or reorganizing production and 

thererore all the social relations which depend on the relations or 

production. 

Unsigned, L 'Ordine Nuovo, 26 April 1921 

1 5 .  THE OLD ORDER IN TURIN 

AI'Onli!"s correspondent, the archangel with the clyster, signor Mario 
Guarnieri, is right:21 the old order has triumphed in Turin.22 It is certain 
that even the 22,323 socialist votes cannot be considered as an 
affirmation or revolutionary will. The Turin socialists have moved so 
rar to the right, they have shown such a rrenzied desire to ruin 
the proletarian organization, that they have permanently secured the 

sympathies and the political support or the petty bourgeois - and the 
latter certainly do not want the proletariat to instal a new order. 
The 22.323 socialist votes can be added in with the 10, I 50 votes ror 
the Popular Party, not with the 1 2,509 communist votes. And the 
significance or the Turin elections clearly emerges: a majority asserted 
by the middle parties (32.473 votes) against rascist capitalism (31,555 
votes ror the bloc), to protest against the uncivilized "excesses" orthose 
who burned the Chamber or Labour and, by means or the civilized 
weapon or the ballot, to proclaim the possibility ror the magnificent and 
progressive destiny or the working people to be realized within the 
rramework or bourgeois legality and the old capitalist order. 

The Popular Party, since the share-croppers' strike, has lost the 
Support or the old landed nobility!) The socialists, since the split rrom 
the communists, have lost the support orthe revolutionary prOletariat. 
Together. they have given political expression to the reelings or share
croppers, sacristans. shop-keepers, roremen, clerks and a percentage 
(around 20 per cent or more skilled workers. who want to blackleg while 
still claiming to be socialists. It is noteworthy that the socialists 
achieved respectable votes in the wards or the city centre; and it is still 
more noteworthy that Han. Casalini should have won 250 write-in 
Votes on the Popular list. The links or the chain which now bind Turin 
SOCialism to the bourgeoisie have been revealed: Turin socialism _ 
Casalini (250 write·in votes on the Popular list) - Popular Party (400 
write-in votes ror Hon. Facta and Hon. Rossi on the Popular list) _ 

Giolittism.l� La Slampa did not oppose the socialist list and only gave 
the bloc tepid support. All La S/ampa's propaganda during the 
municipal election campaign against the Communists; the ract that in 
the last rew days La Slampa has been arguing that it was only dueto the 
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wisdom of the reformists that the occupation of the factories did not 

culminate in "Bolshevik madness"; the fact that La Slampa has always 

maintained (including in the last few days) that since the split the 

Socialist Party has become a party of right-thinking men and model 
citizens - these factors combined to produce the 22,323 votes for the 
socialists. 

The communists were defeated. We do not hesitate to acknowledge 
it. Of the 48,000 votes won in the last administrative elections, 40,000 at 
least were cast by communist proletarians and could have been cast in 
these elections too. Why was there such a high degree of abstention in 
the proletarian camp? It is not hard to explain such abstention, even ifit 
is not justified from the point of view of a high level of political 
education, such as might have been presumed and hoped for in an 
industrial centre like Turin. In Turin, we are passing through a terrible 
crisis of discouragement and demoralization. The communists are 
persecuted in the factories, two thirds of the members in the section 
have been subjected to "reprisals" . The electoral struggle, because of 
the general interpretation given it by popular sentiment, had the 
significance of an affirmation of bourgeois legality against fascist 
barbarism and ferocity; the Turin proletariat believed that such an 
affirmation was of no interest to it. This apathy is not a sign of political 
capacity, it is a sign of dissolution and mental confusion. An electoral 
result has the same value as a big rally; it serves as a demonstration of 
numerical strength and a document of the popular consent to an 
idea and a programme. Just as occurs with big rallies and public 
meetings, so too the results of an election can have the virtue of raising 
the spirits and the enthusiasm of the popular masses - hence the results 
of an election can even become a revolutionary factor. Not to 
understand this little truth of political life means not to know the ABC 
of political struggle. That is why abstention cannot ever be viewed as 
proof of political capacity, but is only proof of dissolution and moral 
degradation. 

The small enthusiasm of the masses is justified by the small 
enthusiasm and the lassitude of the organized communists. A huge job 
of reorganization must be carried out by the best and most conscious 
elements. However, the communists must not get tangled up in 
investigations to determine the formal responsibility. The best way of 
establishing who was responsible is to construct a more solid 
organization. The best way of eliminating the weary, the hesitant and 
the undisciplined is by mobilizing the energetic, the decisive, the 
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d· ciplined, and those who are aware of the immense work of 
"

anizatiOn and propaganda which lies before the Communist Party, if 
org 
. wishes to become the party of the broad masses and to be capable of 

:�ading the revolutionary proletariat to accomplish its historic mission. 

Unsigned, L 'Ordine Nuovo, 1 8  May 1921. 
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1 6  SOCIALISTS AND FASCISTS 

The political position of fascism is determined by the following basic 
circumstances. 

I. The fascists, in the six months of their militant activity, have 
burdened themselves with an extremely heavy baggage of criminal acts 
which will only remain unpunished as long as the fascist organization is 
strong and feared. 

2. The fascists have been able to carry on their activities only because 
tens of thousands of functionaries of the State, especially in the public 
security forces (police, royal guards, carabinien) and in the 
magistrature. have become their moral and material accomplices. 
These functionaries know that their impunity and their careers are 
closely linked to the fortunes of the fascist organization, and they 
therefore have every interest in supporting rascism in whatsoever 
attempt it may make to consolidate its political position. 

3. The rascist. .. possess. spread throughout the national territory, 
stocks or arms and ammunition in such quantities as to be at least 
sufficient to create an army or haIr a million men. 

4. The rascists have organized a military-style hierarchical system 
which finds its natural and organic apex in the general staff. 

It stands to reason that the rascists do not want to go to prison, and 
that instead they want to use their strength - all the strength which they 
have at their disposal - to remain unpunished and to achieve the 
ultimate aim or every movement: to hold political power. 

What do the socialists and the leaders or the Conrederation intend to 
do to prevent the Italian people rrom being subjected to the tyranny or 
the general staff. the great landowners and the bankers? Have they fixed 
upon a plan? Do they have a programme? It does not appear so. Might 
the socialists and the leaders or the Conrederation have fixed upon a 
" clandestine" plan? This would be ineffective, because only an 
insurrection or the broad masses can break a reactionary coup deforce; 
and insurrections or the broad masses, though they do need clandestine 
preparation, also need legal, open propaganda to give them direction, 
orient the spirit or the masses and prepare their consciousness. 

The socialists have never seriously raced up to the possibility or a 
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up d'etat. or asked themselves what provision they should make ror 
� rending themselves and going over to the offensive. The socialists. e 

customed as they are to stupidly chewing over a rew little pseudo�arxist rormulae, reject the idea or " voluntarist" _ revolutions. 
" hoping ror miracles". etc. etc. But irthe insurrection orthe proletariat 
were imposed by the will or the reactionaries. who cannot have 
" Marxist" scruples. how should the Socialist Pany conduct itselr'? 
Would it. without resistance. leave the victory to reaction? And irthe 
resistance was victorious. ir the proletariat rose in arms and dereated 
reaction. what slogan would the Socialist Party give: to hand over their 
arms. or to carry the struggle through to the end? 

We believe that these questions, at this moment. are rar rrom being 
academic or abstract. It may be, it is true, that the rascists. who are 
Italians. who have all the indecisiveness and weakness or character or 
the Italian petty bourgeoisie, will imitate the tactic rollowed by the 
socialists in the occupation orthe ractones: that they will draw back and 
abandon to the punitive justice or a government dedicated to the 
restoration or legality those or their own who have committed crimes 
and their accomplices. This may be the case. However. it is bad tactics 
to put one's trust in the errors or one's enemies, and to imagine one's 
enemies to be incapable and inept. Whoever has strength, uses it, 
Whoever reels that he is in danger or going to prison. will do the impos
sible to keep his rreedom.u A coup d'etat by the rascists, i.e. by the 
general staff. the landowners and the bankers, is the menacing spectre 
which has hung over this legislature rrom the stan. The Communist 
Party has its line: to launch the slogan or insurrection and lead the 
people in arms to their rreedom. guaranteed by the workers' State. What 
is the slogan or the Socialist Pany? How can the masses sti1l trust this 
party, which confines its political activity to groaning, and proposes 
only to ensure that its deputies make "magnificent" speeches in 
Parliament? 

Unsigned, L 'Ordlne Nuovo. I I  June 1921. 
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1 7. REACTIONARY 
SUBVERSIVENESS 

The largely irrelevant interplay of combinations between the various 
parliamentary groups, favourite subject-matter for the astrological 
predictions of the Rome correspondents, was followed in the Chamber 
yesterday by the debut of the man who likes to present himself and to be 
presented as the leader of Italian reaction: MussolinL2' And Mussolini 
in his debut thought good to recall, almost as a badge of merit, his 
subversive origins. Is this a pose or is it a desire thereby the better to win 
the favours of his new master? Both motives no doubt play their part, 
and it is indeed tTue that the past subversiveness of the newest 
reactionary is an element which contributes not a little to delineating his 
image. It is, however, necessary to discuss it impartially, and to strip a 
little of the foliage away from this Mussolinian myth, so dear to the 
leader of the former revolutionary wing of the Socialist Party. 

Is it a merit of the greater maturity of consciousness which the 
concrete revolutionary experience of the past years has brought if, 
reconsidering the attitudes and events of that time, we cannot but see 
them reduced to proportions very different from those which appeared 
to us then? When speaking in the Chamber, Mussolini perhaps said just 
one true thing, when with reference to his way of conceiving political 
conflicts and acting he spoke of Blanquism.17 This admission provides 
us with the best vantage-point from which to grasp and precisely define 
what we instinctively perceive today as illogical, clumsy, grotesque in 
the figure of Mussolini. Blanquism is the social theory of the roup de 

main; but, if one really thinks about it, Mussolinian subversiveness only 
took over its material aspect. It has also been said that the tactics of the 
IIIrd International have points of contact with Blanquism; but the 
theory of proletarian revolt that is disseminated from Moscow and that 
was realized by the Bolsheviks is simply the Marxist theory of the 
dictatorship of the proletariat. Mussolini took over only the superficial 
aspects of Blanquism. Or rather, he himself made it into something 
superficial, reducing it to the materiality of the dominant minority and 
the use of arms in a violent attack. The incorporation of the minority'S 
actions within the mass movement, and the process which makes 
insurrection the means for transforming social relations - all this 
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disappeared. The Red Week in Romagna, the typical Mussolin!an 

movement, was thus most accurately defined by those who called It a 

revolution without a programme. 

But this is not all: one may say that for the leader of the fascists things 

have not changed from that time to this. His position, at bottom, is still 

what it was formerly. Even today he is nothing but a theorist, if that is 

the word, and a stage-manager of coups de majn. Blanquism, in its 

materiality, can be subversive today, reactionary tomorrow. However, 

it is always revolutionary and renovatory only in appearance, 

condemned to lack continuity and development, fated to be incapable of 

welding one coup de main to the next in a linear historical process. 

Today the bourgeois. half terrified and half stupefied. regard this man 

who has placed himself at their service as a kind of new monster, a 

revolutionizer of real situations and a creator of history. Nothing is 

further from the truth. The inability to weld together the links of a 

historical construction is as great in the Blanquism of this epileptic as it 

is in the Mallhusian subversiveness of people like 0' Aragona and 

Serrati. They are all members of the same family. They represent, the 

rormer and the latter alike, a common impotence. 
Ir Italian reaction today appears to have consistency and continuity. 

this derives from other elements, from other fa.ctors, of a character 
which is not just national but common to all countries and of a very 
different nature rrom what this bombastic self-praiser would like people 
to believe. The struggle against working-class demands and resistance 
to working-class resurgence have a very much more concrete basis. But 
it is no doubt significant, for the seriousness of Italian political life, that 
at the apex ofa construction that is held together by a massive system of 
real forces. there should be found this man who amuses himself with 
trials or strength and verbal masturbation. 

The politicians of the bourgeoisie, who judge by their own impotence 
and their own fear. speak of Mussolini's reactionary subversiveness. 
But we - like all those who understand anything about the trial of 
strength constituted by politics - only see a coach-fly.1I 

Unsigned, L 'Ordfne Nuovo, 22 June 1921.  
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disappeared. The Red Week in Romagna, the typical Mussolin!an 
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1 8. REFERENDUM 

The working-class trade-union association can function in three ways: 
by a general assembly of the membership, by "referendum", or by an 
assembly of shop-floor delegates. Which of these three forms best 
expresses the conscious will of the mass of union members? 

Questions concerning the structure and functioning of working-class 
trade-union associations aroused no interest and attracted no attention 
in the period before the imperialist war of J 9 1 4-18. because the unions 
then only organized a tiny part of the working masses. Aner the 
Armistice, there was a sudden gigantic growth of the workers' unions. 
In Turin, for instance. the FlOM section organized between 30 and 
35,000 metalworkers. and the problem was at once posed: how could 
one enable a membership on this scale to participate in the union's 
internal life? How could one enable it to express its will and exercise its 
sovereign right of deliberation? 

The problem was an extremely important one, vital for the 
communists. For what is communism in essence? It is the spontaneous, 
historically determined movement of the broad working masses, who 
want to free themselves from capitalist oppression and exploitation, and 
to found a society organized in such a way that it is able to guarantee 
the autonomous and unlimited development of men without property. 
The communists thus have every interest in ensuring that the broadest 
masses take a direct interest in general questions, in political discussion, 
in administrative and organizational problems. The indifference of the 
broad masses means the stagnation and death of communism; the 
interest and enthusiasm of the broad masses means the development 
and the victory of communism. But how does one go about enabling 30 
or 35.000 workers to take part in the life of their union? Even if it were 
possible to get them all into one hall, would so gigantic an assembly 
have any deliberative value? It would be a rally, not a deliberative 
assembly. The speeches would have to be shouted through a mega
phone. The proceedings would not even be understood by everybody. 
All educative utility would be annihilated by the impossibility of serious 
argument or discussion. 

These problems did not interest the trade-union mandarins or the 
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reformists in general - or rather, they interested them negatively. For 
the reformists, just like the bourgeois, do not want the intervention of 

the broad masses. Oh yes, they want the broad masses tojoin unions, to 

pay dues. to be �r�er�y and obedient. But they fear enthusiasm and a 

revol utionary Sptrlt like the plague, and always seek to avert any 
participation in discussion by the popular masses. The trade-union 

mandarins have the same mentality as the great war bankers: they see 

themselves as "bankers of men". The masses for them are a means, an 

instrument, not an end. They say: we, trade-union mandarins, stand 

politically for the hundreds of thousands, the millions of workers who 
are organized in the union federations and the Confederation. Just as a 
banker overturns a government by manipulating his millions, 
corrupting and depraving the political personnel of parliament and the 
bureaucracy. so we mandarins overturn a government by manipulating 
the masses organized in the trade unions. But ifthe workers participate 
directly in union life ;  if they want to see clearly in all things; if they want 
to control; if they want to have all the deliberative power and only 
leave the administrative. executive, bureaucratic function to the 
mandarins - how, under these conditions, is it possible to carry on 
manipulating? The mandarins would no longer be mandarins. 

So thus it is that the mandarins seek by every means to prevent the 
broad masses from participating in discussion. The assemblies are 
rigged: when a critic speaks. the little groups of rerormists resort to 
systematic heckling ;  but when a reformist takes the floor, bursts of 
applause punctuate his speech. The reformists deliver interminable 
orations, seek to divert attention rrom the main problems, provoke 
incidents. etc., etc. When the moment comes for discussion, the 
assembly has dwindled in size, because many have grown impatient and 
decamped. Those who have remained feel suffocated, bewildered, 
stupefied by all the manoeuvres: so the rerormists win a majority. 

The rerormist cliques are so strong and well·organized in some 
centres, that the communists are denied any possibility or making 
propaganda. Let us give an example. Once last year. at the invitation or 
the young socialists, comrade Togliatti went to Milan to give a meeting 
on the Factory Councils. The young socialists advertised the meeting in 
A�'anti! and notified the Internal Commissions. The rerormists put 
about a rumour in the Internal Commissions that the meeting was 
POStponed ror three days. Still Dot sure or having done enough to 
sabotage the meeting, they managed to get the municipal council -
Which they controlled -to interrupt the tram service for two hours on all 
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lines leading to the hall where it was taking place. This is how the Milan 
reformists took care to prevent the "Turin contagion" from infecting the 
Milanese proletariat. And what did Giuseppe Bianchi, secretary of the 
CGL, do at the psr National Council meeting in Florence? He asked 
the party leadership to establish a cordon sanitaire around Piedmont 
to prevent Factory Council propaganda from spreading _ which 
would have endangered the economic and political positions of the 
�anda�ins. Had the general assembly then become physically 
ImpossIble, because orthe immense dimensions attained by the unions? 
What was to be done? Resort to the "referendum"? But the referendum 
cannot be a normal method of government. it can only be an 
exceptional method. If one had to have recourse to a referendum for 
every vote, the unions would cease to function. The communists are 
also on principle opposed to referendums, since they place the most 
advanced and active workers, who make the greatest sacrifices, on the 
same plane as the lazy, ignorant, idle workers. If one wants direct 
individual consultation, then this must take place in assemblies after a� 
organized debate, and the vote must presuppose knowledge of �hat is at 
�take and.a sense. of responsibility. A referendum can only be called for 
In excepbonal CIrcumstances, if one wishes to avoid appearing as 
saboteurs and disrupters. 

The communis.ts worked out the system of workshop delegates, as a 
reasonable solutIon to the present organizational problems. The 
delegates' assembly is an assembly performing the function of a 
referendum. The. delegate is elected by a work squad, imperatively 
mandated, and Instantly recallable. The delegates' assembly thus 
represents the whole mass of workers, and can be assumed to be made 
up of the best elements from that mass. Since the mandate is imperative 
and revocable, i� �an also be assumed that the delegates' assembly 
represems the opInion of the mass of workers at all times. 

The general membership assembly has the same relation to the 
delegates' assembly as the gathering of a Roman or Germanic tribe has 
to a bourgeois parliament. The representative principle was a great 
step forward in the practice of government, for every class. In Rome, 
the people or plebs ��k pa� in the running of public affairs by gathering 
t�gether and appomtlng tribunes. In the Middle Ages, the Germanic 
tribes too gather� in great assemblies to discuss, beating their lances on 
the ground. Parhaments replaced these barbaric and irrational forms of 
poPul�r g�vernment. The same thing has occurred in the working-class 
orgamzatlons. When general membership assemblies were cailed, they 
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were deafened by words. swindled by reformist demagogy, and ruled by 

the clapping of hands and the raising of arms. The delegates' assembly, 

embryonic form of the soviet, is the natural form of representation of 

the working class. It is working-class "parliamentarism", which seeks 

to abolish monarchic absolutism in the trade unions,just as the national 

parliament abolished monarchic absolutism .in the State. T�e 

communists wanted the whole mass of workers to mterest themselves m 

union problems, and at the same time wanted to retain those elements 

contained in the general assembly that were beneficial from an 

educative point of view. They succeeded in solving the problem in a 

historically concrete manner with the system of delegates, which 
synthesizes the referendum and the general membership assembly. 

The reformists, with the offensive they have launched in combination 

with that of the industrialists, are aiming to wreck the workers' 
organizations - which today can only live and develop in soviet-type 
forms. One of the reformists' weapons is the cominual demand for 
referendums. The aim of these is to reduce the masses once more to the 
conditions of apathy and indifference which characterized the period 
preceding the imperialist war, and thus to restore the absolute power of 
the mandarins. The reformists frequently and readily accuse the 
communists of being ambitious and arriviste. The reply is !i:imple: it may 
very well be that the communists are ambitious (ambition has always 
been one of the great forces in history); but at least the "ambitious" 
communists, as they rise, seek to raise the broad popular masses with 
them. But you, people who have already "arrived", in order to keep 
your positions you press the masses down and degrade them. The 
ambition of the communist, who knows he cannot rise without raising 
the mass of workers, is a noble thing. Yours, 0 mandarins, is not even 
ambition; it is an ignoble imitation of the bourgeois methods whereby 
one man oppresses another. 

Unsigned, L 'Ordine NuoWJ, 29 June 1921.  
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1 9. LEADERS AND MASSES 

The peace treaty which is about to be drawn up between socialist and 
fascist members of parliament will have considerable importance in 
Italian political life.29 It will mark the failure of fascism as a political 
movement; and it will reduce socialist coltaborationism to its objective 
and real terms, in other words will mark the beginning of the political 
failure of the Socialist Party. 

The treaty will only have any meaning in parliament: it will be 
binding on the leaders, but will have no value for the masses. Hon. 
Mussolini, who aspires to the role ofa highly shrewd and skilful deputy, 
will appear in his true colours: a coach-fly, a sorcerer's apprentice who 
has learnt the formula to call up the devil but does not know the one to 
send him back to hell again. The fascists will be preached at and 
disavowed as "false fascists" from the benches of parliament and the 
columns of If Popolo d'/falia. The workers who put up a resistance to 
reactionary violence will be massacred as "communis' criminals". And 
the treaty will be effective insofar as it allows Armando Bussi to be 
friendly to Benito Mussolini and TilO Zaniboni to shake hands with 
Farinacci or De Vecchio 

The peace between fascists and socialists is the result of a state of 
mind to which the two political failures contribute. Fascist tactics, 
insofar as they corresponded to a predetermined political plan, aimed to 
oblige the socialist leaders to return to constitutional legality and to 
persuade them to collaborate. Hon. Giolini encouraged the fascist 
movement in order to direct it towards this precise goal. The masses were massacred with impunity, the Chambers of Labour, the Case del 
popolo and the cooperatives were burnt and sacked with impunity, in order to persuade the socialist leaders to reflect. A pedagogic method 
formerly employed in the English royal family was applied on a large 
seale: the young prince was always accompanied by a boy of humble 
rank who took his thrashings for him; pity for the sufferings and cries of 
this wretched creature was supposed to induce the prince, subject to freaks, whims and indolence, to mend his ways. Thus to induce the trade-union leaders and socialist deputies to drop their "intransigence" and collaborate with the government and the capitalists, Hon. Giolini 
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ed fascism to martyrize whole regions, to terrorize millions upon alloW . . . 
H ·lIions of citizens, to orgamze 400,000 armed men for CiVIl war. on. 

Grn� litti's plan was a Machiavellian one. But reality is fuJI of 10 
• •  r S h tradictions: only too often, the loutish Jeers 0 tenterello screec con 

beside the cynically pensive face of Machiavelli.lO Fascist tactics ��� Giolittian political pedagogy have had the following result: Italian 

trade-union organization has fallen apart, and the masses no longer 
obey the leaders by whom they were basely abandoned at the moment 

of danger and carnage. 
. 

What purpose would socialist collaboration with the governm:nt �tlll 

have? The socialists and union leaders are only o f  any usc to capltaiJsm 
when their slogans are accepted by the masses organized in the trade 
unions. The union leaders, as individuals, are considered worthless. 
Their ignorance is universally known; their administrative incapacity is 
proverbial. It is one thing to draw up industrial agreements, quite 
another to govern a country. The union leaders are only valued insofar 
as they are held to enjoy the confidence of the broad working masses; 
only insofar as they are able to prevent strikes and persuade the workers 
to accept with resignation the exploitation and oppression of capitalism 
"in order to save the nation from ruin". Today, the socialists and trade· 
union leaders have lost al1 control over the working class. Even if they 
wanted to, they could do nothing. This is what the result of fascist 
tactics and Hon. Giovanni Giolitti's political pedagogy has been. 
Replacing Labriola by Bruno Buozzi today would only mean replacing 
one coach-fly by another coach-fty.H 

It is therefore natural that the fascists should become reconciled with 
the socialists: the intrinsic weakness of both will be less apparent. Both 
no longer have a function to fulfil in the country: they have therefore 
rightly become government parties, "practical" parties. Giovanni 
Giolitti is their representative figure: and we shall see, if the tutelary 
deities allow it because the masses have not yet found a revolutionary 
orientation and organization - we shall see Giovanni Giolitti head a 
government of Socialist, Fascist and Popular coach-flies. 

Unsigned, L 'Ordine Nuovo, 3 July 1921.  
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ed fascism to martyrize whole regions, to terrorize millions upon alloW . . . 
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Unsigned, L 'Ordine Nuovo, 3 July 1921.  



20. BONOMI 

The new Prime Minister, Han. Bonomi. is the true organizer of Italian 
fascism.ll As War Minister. he did not merely allow officers to 
participate actively in political factions, he organized this participation 
minutely. When he demobilized the officers, he did not follow a 
technical plan but a reactionary political one, whereby the demobilized 
officers were systematically to become the cadres of a white guard. 
Stocks of arms and ammunition were put at the disposal orlhe fascists. 
The army and divisional staffs had orders to study the strategic position 
in case of civil war, and to draw up detailed plans of aUack. Senior 
officers were sent off to tour the country, making reports and 
suggestions. Hon. Bonami is the {fUe representative of Ihis bloody 
phase or bourgeois history. Like Noske. MilJerand and Briand. he 
comes rrom the socialist ranks. The bourgeoisie places its trust in these 
men precisely because they have been militants and leaders in the 
working-class movement; they thus know its weaknesses and how to 
corrupt its members. 

Bonomi's arrival in power, after the entry or the rascists into 
Parliament. has the rollowing significance: Italian reaction to 
communism wil l become legal rather than illegal. To be a communist. to 
fight ror the coming to power or the working class, will not be a crime 
merely in the judgement or a Lanrranconi or a Farinacci. it will be a 
crime "legally"; it will be systematically persecuted in the name orthe 
law. and no longer merely in the name or the local Fascist squad. The 
same process will take place in Italy as has taken place in the other 
capitalist countries. The advance or the working class will be met by a 
coalition or all reactionary elements, rrom the rascists to the papa/or; 
and socialists: the socialists will indeed become the vanguard or anti
proletarian reaction, because they best know the weaknesses or the 
working class and because they have personal vendeuas to pursue. 

The communists have never had any illusions on this score. They 
know they must wage a struggle to the death, a struggle without quarter. 
Bonomi is the first link in the chain or crimes which social-democracy is 
girding itselr to commit in haly. This organizer or militarized rascism 
has the mission or concentrating in a single movement all the anti· 
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I tarian and anti-communist currents which pullulate in our 
pro e . 

ntry. ror a desperate attempt to check the ever more threatemng 

�ou 
,ection or the masses against destructive capitalism. But 

Insur . .  . 
sacres and attacks on rreedom WIll not be able, m Italy either, to 

:��e the economic crisis or to re-erect the social edifice ruined by the 

imperialist war. 

Unsigned. L 'Ordine NUQ\'O. 5 July 1921. 
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2 1 .  THE "ARDITI DEL POPOLO" 

Han. Mingrino's declarations to the press about his joining the Ardili 
del Pop% JJ serve magnificently to highlight the Communist Pany's 
statement on the same subject. Mingrino's declarations correspond to 
the obsolete. worn-oul psychology of the Socialist Pany. which on 
other occasions we have baptiZed as neo-Malthusianism. If this �on�eption were accepted, the Ardili del Popolo movemenl would 
mevltably lead to a repetition oflhe events of September 1 920. when the 
mC

,
taJ-":orking pr�letarial was led on to the terrain of illegality , placed in 

a Situation where It could not resist without arming itself and violating 
the most sacred privileges of capitalism, and then, suddenly, everything �ame to an end because the occupation of the factories only set 
Itself . . .  trade-union objectives. 

. 
�on

: Mi�grino is joining the Arditi del Papa/o. He is giving that 
institution hl� name. his rank as a socialist deputy. his personal prestige 
as some.one liked by the revolutionary proletariat for his conduct during 
the faSCist attack on comrade Misiano.J� But what is the mission of the 
ArdiN de/ Popa/o, according to Hon. Mingrino? It should be limited to 
ac�ievir.g a

. 
coumer-weight to fascist violence; it should be one of pure 

resistance; In short. it should have purely . . .  trade-union objectives. 
D�s �on. Mingrino then believe that fascism is a superficial 

mamfestatlon of post-war psychosis? Has he not yet been persuaded 
that fascism is organically linked to the present crisis of the capitalist 
order and will only disappear with the suppression of that order? Has he �ot yet been convinced that the patriotic, nationalistic, reconstructionis! Ideology of Mussolini and Co. isof purely marginal significance? That 
instead fascism must be seen in its objective reality. outside aU 
predetermined schemas or abstract political models. as a spontaneous 
puJtulation of reactionary energies which coalesce. dissolve and come 
together again. foJtowing the official leaders only when their directives 
correspond to the inner nature of the movement? For this is what it is 
notwithstanding Mussolini's speeches, PaseJta's official statemems and 
the hurrahs of atl this world's idealists. To launc�. �r jo�n, a movemem of popular resistance. while setting in advance a limit to Its expansion. is the most serious error of tactics that 
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be committed at this moment. It is essential not to sow illusions can 
the popular masses. who are suffering cruelly and are led by 

among . '  
ir sufferings to delude themselves. to believe that lhey can alleViate 

��:ir pain simply by shifting their position. It is essential not to make 

h m believe thal a little effort will be enough to save them from the 

�a�gers which loom over the entire working people today. It is essentia1 

make them understand, it is essential to compel them to understand. 
t�at today the proletariat is confronted nOljusl by a private association, 

�ut by the whole State apparatus. with its police. its courts. its 

newspapers which manipulate public opinion as the government and the 

capitalists please. I t  is essential to make them understand what they 

were not made to understand in September 1920: when the working 

people leaves the terrain oflegality but does not find the necessary spirit 

of sacrifice and political capacity to carry its actions through to the end, 

it is punished by mass shootings. by hunger. by cold. by inactivity 

which kills slowly. day by day. 

Are the communists opposed lo the Ardili del Popaio movement? On 

the contrary : they want the arming orthe proletariat. the creation of an 

armed proletarian force which is capable of defeating the bourgeoisie 

and taking charge of the organization and development of the new 

productive forces generated by capitalism. 
The communists are also of the opinion that when one wishes to 

launch a struggle. one should not wait for victory to be guaranteed by a 
notary·s certificate. On many occasions in history. peoples have found 
themselves at a crossroads: either to languish day by day in starvation 
and exhaustion, strewing their paths with a few deaths each day -
which. ho ..... ever, in the course of weeks, months and years become a 
host; or else to take a chance. This could mean to die fighting in an all
out elTort: but it could a1so mean to win. to halt the process of 
dissolution at a single blow and initiate the enterprise of reorganization 
and developmem which will at least ensure a liule more tranquillity and 
well-being for future generations. Those peoples who had faith in 
themselves and their own destinies, and who faced up to the struggle 
with audacity, were the ones who saved themselves. 

But if the communists are of this opinion - as regards the objective 
elements of the situation; as regards the relation of forces with the 
enemy; as regards the ways in which the decadence and chaos created 
by the imperialist war can be overcome: as regards all those elements 
which cannot be inventoried. and concerning which it is not always 
POssible to make an accurate calculation of probabilities - they 
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nevertheless al least want the political objectives to be clear and 
concrete. They do not want what happened in September 1920 to be 
repeated today. at least so far as what can be foreseen is concerned -
what can be assessed. and predetermined by political activity organized 
in a party. 

The workers have the means to express their opinions. The socialist 
workers, who arc revolutionaries and have drawn certain lessons from 
the experience of these last months, have the means to exert pressure on 
the Socialist Party, forcing it to abandon equivocation and ambiguity, 
and obliging it to take up a clear and precise position on this problem in 
which the actual physical safety of the worker and the peasant is at 
Slake. Han. Mingrino is a socialist deputy. Ir he is a sincere man, as we 
believe, let him take the initiative in bringing the masses which still 
rollow his party out or their torpor and indecision. But let him not put 
limits on their expansion. irhe does not wish to bear the responsibility or 
having brought the Italian people a new dereat and a new rascism, 
compounded by all the vengeance which reaction implacably wreaks 
upon the waverers and hesitaters, after it has massacred the assault 
troops in the vanguard. 

Unsigned, L 'Ordine Nuovo, 15 July 1 9 2 1 .  

22. THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
FASCISM 

The events or Grosseto, Viterbo and Treviso are the initial phase or a 
new and definitive development or rascism.H Punitive expeditions by 
small bands are giving way to actions by veritable army units. armed 
with machine-guns. In some areas rascist cavalry is making its 
appearance. In Siena, thousands upon thousands ofrascists assembled. 
on the pretext or a provincial congress, to parade in military order with 
their own cavalry. 

It would be roolish to believe that all this has only a choreographic 
significance. It is clear. in ract, that the local rascist rormations are 
obeying a central directive and applying a minutely prearranged plan. 
Berore long the Treviso episode, which so greatly stirred public opinion. 
will be surpassed by Quite other sensational events. It seems that Turin 
is to be the scene or the next grandiose rascist exploit. It is said that 
between len and fifteen thousand rascists will be demobilized, rrom all 
over the Po valley, to attack Turin and definitively crush its proletarian 
movement. Those in charge or public security allegedly know something 
about it: the Milan chier or police, Commander Gasti, who concerns 
himselr so "lovingly" with L 'Ordine Nuom, allegedly knows something 
very definite about it. 

There is every guarantee that these rumours are serious. and the 
working masses must be seriously concerned. The revolts against 
rascism which are now mUltiplying throughout the country contain the 
hope or a rebirth or popular energies; but they should also cause the 
weight or responsibility to be more keenly relt. The more it is shown that 
the people are not prepared to submit to white terror, the more it is 
necessary to roresee that rascism will extend, intensiry and organize its 
activity. The very probability or socialist collaboration with the 
government increases the danger or a rascist coup de main. It is certain 
that the socialists will give their support to the government only ir the 
government gives assurances that it will repress rascism. And it is also 
cerlain that rascism will not want to lose the position or predominance 
Which it occupies in so many regions today. "Pacification")' is only a 
thin mask designed to allow them to continue with impunity the 
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preparation and military organization of veritable armies to counter. 
pose to the government and to the socialists. 

After the episodes of Grosseto and Treviso, which have remained 
unpunished, a fascist attack on the great working-class cities is to be 
expected. We once again ask the General Confederation of Labour 
whether it has prepared a plan of defence, that will permit the local 
populations to be aided and assisted in any efforts they may make to 
resist the reactionary offensive - which undoubtedly also has "trade
union" consequences and implications. We ask the same queslion of the 
Railwaymen's Union. 

The local populations, however, do not have much to hope for from 
th:se bodies, which have completely lost any sense of historical reality. 
It IS up to the local forces to give thought to their own defence. Viterbo 
and Sarzana have given the example of what must be doneY We hope 
that in the big cities, another force too will come into play: the soldiers. 
w

.
�o have everything to fear from a fascist government. A fascist coup 

d ela( would mean a war. and not only in the East. The popular masses 
who want peace, freedom and bread must, in this period of dark onrush 
of events, always hold themselves ready to spring up as one man against 
every danger of new carnage and suffering threatened by the so heroic 
exploits of fascism. 

Unsigned, L 'Ordine Nuovo, 2 1  July 1921.  

23. AGAINST TERROR 

The invitation which the Communist Trade-union Committee has 

addressed to the Italian working·class organizations for concerted 
action against the employers' offensive also refers to the need to check 

the brigandry of the white guards.lI It is necessary to stress this point 
particularly. in the propaganda which communists must carry out 
among the working masses, if we are to obtain the best possible 
outcome from the initiative of our trade·union committee. It has now 
become obvious that the tactic of compromises applied by the Socialist 
Pany and the General Confederation of Labour I'is·a-�'is fascism. has 
only benefited the latter. The popular masses, tormented. continuously 
exposed to mortal danger from the punitive expeditions, without 
protection from the legal authorities, were rising violently against the 
white terror. Automatically, precisely be<:ause fascism had become a 
national scourge. an uprising of a national character was maturing, 
which would have had very great revolutionary significance. The 
Socialist Party and the General Confederation of Labour, with their 
pacifist attitude, succeeded in achieving: on the one hand. a collapse of 
the revolutionary energies which were developing progressively among 
the broad popular masses; on the other hand, an internal crisis of 
fascism. which is one not of decomposition but of reorganization and 
imprOVed reactionary functioning. 

By centring itself on Bologna in place of Milan.l9 fascism is in faCI 
freeing itself from elements like Mussolini - always uncertain, always 
hesitating as a result of their taste for intellectualist adventures and their 
irrepressible need for general ideologies - and becoming a 
homogeneous organization supporting the agrarian bourgeoisie. 
without ideological weaknesses or uncertainties in action. Compromise 
tactics must be adopted by revolutionaries to procure moments of 
respite for the proletariat, and to permit reorganization and improved 
use of the working·cla� forces. Social·democratic pacifism, however, 
only benefited the fascist movement. Ir procured a respite for the fascist 
movement. It permitted the fascist movement to reorganize itself and 
eliminate from its own commanding body the uncertain, wavering 
elements who, at the moment of action, endanger victory by their 
OPpositional altitude. 
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The situation has become objectively clear. The preaching of non
resistance 10 evil by the Socialist Party after the Livorno Congress had 
created many illusions among the working-class masses. The working
class masses, who conceive of the function of the political party 
concretely and positively and who continued to put their trust in the 
SociaiiSI Party after the Livorno Congress. were convinced that the 
preaching of non-resistance to evil was a tactical camouHage, designed 
to allow meticulous and thorough preparation of a greal strategic 
initiative against fascism. This explains the great enthusiasm with which 
the first appearances of the Arditi del popolo were greeted. It was 
believed by many workers thaI the preaching of non-resistance to f!'I!ff 
had precisely sen'ed to aI/ow the Socialist Party and the Colffederatlon 
to organize meticulously the/orees o/the Arditi del popolo, and thus 
gh't the popular insurrection a solid andcompact/orm. This illusion has 
now vanished. The great mass or the people must by now be convinced 
that behind the socialist sphinx there was nothing. 

It is true that socialists too (even perhaps the most right-wing) took 
part in the creation of the first nuclei of the Arditl del papa/o. It is 
nevertheless certain that the lightning speed with which the initiative 
spread was not the result of a general plan prepared by the Socialist 
Party. but was simply due to the generalized state of mind in the country 
- the dcsire to rise up in arms which was smouldering among the broad 
masses. This was resoundingly demonstrated by the pacification pact, 
which could not but cause the movement of proletarian resurgence to 
stagnate, and could not but bring about a reorganization of the 
reactionary elements and a new strategy on their part. 

By now, the great mass of the Italian people must understand this. All 
the more so today. after the new events which have occurred in the 
fascist camp. The assembly of fascists opposed to the concordat at 
Bologna and the disavowal of Mussolini aTe clear indications of a 
renewal of the reactionary offensive on a large scale. Is it possible still to 
think of continuing with the tactic of non· resistance to evil? The broad 
proletarian masses must answer this question. What the Communist 
Party proposes to do is consult the will of the Italian workers and 
peasants. 

There can be no doubt about the reply: battle or death; struggle or 
annihilation. This is how the problem is inescapably posed. 

Unsigned. L 'Ordine Nuo�'O, 1 9  August 1 9 2 1 .  

24. THE TWO FASCISMS 

The crisis of fascism, on whose origi�s and cau� so muc� is 
.
being 

written these days, can easily be explamed by a senous exammatlon of 

the actual development of the fascist movement. 

The Fasci di combaltimento emerged, in the aftermath of the War, 

with the petty-bourgeois character of the various war-veterans' 

Ssociations which appeared in that period.40 Because oftheir character 
• h . 
of determined opposition to the socialist movement - partly a entage 

of the conflicts between the Socialist Party and the interventionist 

associations during the War period - the Fascl won the support of the 

capitalists and the authorities. The fact that their emergence coincided 

with the landowners' need to form a white guard against the growing 

power of the workers' organizations allowed the system of bands 

created and armed by the big landowners to adopt the same label of 

Fasci. With their subsequent development. these bands conferred upon 

that label their own characteristic feature as a white guard of capitalism 

against the class organs of the proletariat. 

Fascism has always kept this initial flaw. Until today. the fervour of 

the armed offensive prevented any exacerbation of the rin between the 

urban petty-bourgeois nuclei, predominantly parliamentary and 

collaborationist, and the rural ones formed by big and medium 

landowners and by the farmers themselves: interested in a struggle 

against the poor peasants and their organizations; resolutely anti-trad�· 

union and reactionary; putting more trust in direct armed action than in 

the authority of the State or the efficacy of parliamentarism. 

In the agricultural regions (Emilia. Tuscany, Veneto. Umbria), 

fascism had its greatest development and, with the financial support of 

the capitalists and the protection of the civil and military authorities of 

the State. achieved unconditional power. If. on the one hand. the 

ruthless offensive against the class organisms or the proletariat 

benefited the capitalists, who in the course of a year saw the entire 

machinery of struggle of the socialist trade unions break up and lose all 

efficacy. it is nevertheless undeniable that the worsening violence ended 

up by creating a widespread attitude of hostility to fascism in the middle 

and popular strata. 
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The episodes at Sarzana, Treviso, Viterbo and Roccastrada 
shook the urban fascist nuclei personified by Mussolini, and these 
to see a danger in the exclusively negative tactics of the Fasci in 
agricultural regions. On the other hand, these tactics had already 
excellent fruit, since they had dragged the Socialist Party on to 
terrain orflexibility�l and readiness to collaborate in the country and 
Parliament. 

From this moment. the latent rift begins to reveal itself in its 
depth. The urban, collaborationist nuclei now sec the objective 
they sel themselves accomplished : the abandonment of 
intransigence by the Socialist Party. They 8rc hastening to �;:�:�:':�;: 
victory in words with the pacification pact. But the agrarian 
cannot renounce the only tactic which ensures them "rree" 
or the peasant classes. without the nuisance or 
organizations. The whole polemic raging in the rascist camp between 
those in ravour or and those opposed to pacification can be reduced 
this rin. whose origins are to be sought only in the actual origins 
rascist movement. 

The claims orthe Italian socialists to have themselves brought about 
the split in the rascist movement, through their skilrul policy of 
compromise, are nothing but a rurther proor or their demagogy. I n  
reality. the rascist crisis is not new, it has always existed. Once the 
contingent reasons which held the anti-proletarian ranks firm ceased to 
operate. it was inevitable that the disagreements would reveal 
themselves more openly. The crisis is thus nothing other than the 
clarification or a pre-e-:.isting de/acto situation. 

Fascism will get out orthe crisis by splitting. The parliamentary part 
headed by Mussolini, basing itselr on the middle layers (white-collar 
workers. small shop-keepers and small manuracturers), will attempt to 
organize these politically and will necessarily orient itselr towards 
collaboration with the socialists and the popoiari. The intransigent part, 
which expresses the necessity ror direct, armed derence or agrarian 
capitalist interests. wilt continue with its characteristic anti-proletarian 
activity. For this latter part -the most important ror the working class 
the "truce agreement" which the socialists are boasting or as a victory 
will have no validity. The "crisis" will only signal the exit rrom the Fasd 
movement or a raction orpeuy bourgeois who have vainly attempted to 
justiry rascism with a general political "party" programme. 

But rascism, the true variety. which the peasants and workers or 
Emilia. Veneto and Tuscany know through the painrul experience ofthe 
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tWO years or white terror. will continue - though it may even 
past 
change its name. 

The internal disputes or the rascist bands ha�e brought about a 

'00 or relative calm. The task or the revolutionary workers and 
pen antS is to take advantage or this to inruse the oppressed and 

"'d �s
ncc1ess masses with a clear consciousness orthe real situation in the ele r ' 81· 

claSS struggle, and or the means needed to deleat arrogant caplt 1St 

rcaction. 

Unsigned. L 'Ordjne NUQI'O. 25 August 1921.  
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25.  THE AGRARIAN STRUGGLE 
IN ITALY 

As the: policy being pursued by the landowners in Italy becomes 
and more clearly defined, its significance for the workers 
accordingly. The landowners are not just arbiters of the situation in 
countryside: indeed. this precisely serves them for other 
which are less well known, but far more importam from the point 
view of their class interests. II is a fact that the landowners today own 
the banks. To own the banks means, in a word, to hold in one's hands 
also the destiny ofindustry. This is how the working class is directly tied 
to the peasant class, and why the city proletariat must follow attentively 
all that happens among the workers on the land. The landowners, 
crushing the peasantry, aim also to obtain the SUbjugation of the city 
workers. 

In this sense, when speaking of the rural fascism which is centred on 
the Bologna region, we have always maintained that the workers cannot 
be indifferent to the way in which the crisis of fascism is resolved. If the 
peasants continue to be terrorized in the countryside. the workers in 
their turn will feel the effects oithis state of affairs. On the other hand, it 
is not just violence in the countryside which determines the crisis in the 
cities. Industry will only be able to lake on a normal development, when 
il is freed from the influence of Ihese adventurers from the land who 
have become captains of industry, without any specific merit of their 
own. Can this take place through an evolution of the State's intemal 
policies. i.e. without causing violent clashes and conflicts? The attempt 
of the Popular Party to modify the relations between peasants and 
landowners. by seeking to associate labour with capital. can only be 
doomed to failure. The affair of the cancelled agricultural contracts too 
shows the impotence of the Popular Party - and of any other party 
which may follow in its tracks.': 

In comparison with the papa/ari, the landowner deputies only 
represent a small minority. But the effective strength of the landowner 
depUlies in the actual spheres of government surpasses that of the 
papa/ar;. This is not the place to speak again of the weakness of 
parliamentary institutions. It is enough to demonstrate that what counts 
today is not the number of deputies one may have, but the organized 
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'sth which one possesses in the country. The landowners are, in this 
stre . . 

peet. far stronger than the papa/arl. Does the Trevlso episode not tell 

'e:that the papa/an' are prisoners of the landowners or, if not prisoners, 

� potent in the face of their activity? I n  Treviso, a Popular newspaper 

:s destroyed; the actual headquaners of the Popular organizations 

were stormed and sacked. But thepopolari, although they have se\'eral 

ministers in what is supposed to be the cabinet, including to cap it aU, 
the minister of justice. did not dare take even the usual measures that 

are adopted for the most ordinary crimes. Thus the popo/ar; can only 

defend the interests of the peasants up to a certain point. They can do so 

only transitorily, i.e. until they come up against the interests of the 

landowners. This is precisely the case with the cancellations. 

Minister Micheli has granted a postponement. This postponement is 

also supported by the socialists. The attitude of the landowners may 

drive the two parties - Popular and Socialist - to adopt a clearer 

position in the sphere of parliamentary collaboration. But this will not 

stop the landowners from having a preponderant weight in determining 

the direction of domestic policies. The landowners have direct means at 
their own disposal for organizing their defence against the working 
class. They have given proof of this with the organization of fascism in 
the countryside. They can thus still impose their will upon the peasantry 
when they want to, even when this means opposing govemfT'ent 
decisions. Socialists and popolar; may, for electoral purposes, show 
that they are very concerned for the welfare of the peasants. But they do 
not realize they cannot point to any concrete way of preventing the 
landowners from carrying through their plans. 

The problem of the land is now coming back on to the agenda of 
Italian politics. Everywhere. the peasant classes are in ferment. A 
revolutionary party alone (and in Italy that means only the Communist 
Party) can today understand this problem and fight for a solution to it. 

The problem of the land is the problem of revolution, which in Italy is 
only possible if it coincides with the interests of the peasants and 
workers. This coincidence is present today. As in April 1920, today 
once more workers and peasants are united by a common interest in the 
struggle against exploitation by the employers. The problem of the 
Italian revolution, therefore, is one of worker and peasant unity. It is 
essential chal this important aspect of the revolution in Italy should not 
escape the communists. 

Unsigned, L 'Ordine NUOl'O, 31  August 1921. 
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Unsigned, L 'Ordine NUOl'O, 31  August 1921. 



26. THOSE MAINLY 
RESPONSIBLE 

Ifin September 1920 the Turin communists had been anarchists 
of communists, the factory occupation movement would have had very different outcome from the one it actually did have: this is essence of an article from Turin in Umanila Nova, which ,ea,,,,rt, m .. heavy responsibil ity for the failure to make a revolution'" What a The Turin communists. in September 1920, were in fact 
and not anarchiSIS. Even then, they believed that 
revolution -, means and can only mean creation of a 
government. Even then, they believed that a revolutionary 
can only be created if there exists a revolutionary party, 
organized{ which is capable of leading a mass action towards 
historically concrete objective. 

The Turin communists belonged to the Italian Socialist Party, were members of its Turin section; the reformist leaders of 'he' G'en"'� ' Confederation of Labour also belonged to that party and that ,,,"oo,n. The movement had been launched by the reformists. The weekly 
L 'Ordine Nuoro of I S  August 1920 clearly shows that the Turin communists were opposed to the action initiatied by FIOM - because ohhe way in which it had been initiated; because of the fact that it had not been preceded by any preparation; and because of the fact that it had no concrete aim.�� Given these concrete conditions, the movement could only culminate in a revolution on condition that the reformists continued to lead it. If the reformists, once the action had begun and taken on the dimensions and the character which it did, had led it forward to its logical conclusion, certainly the great majority of the proletariat, and broad layers of the peuy bourgeoisie and peasantry as well, would have followed their slogans. 

If, on the other hand, the Turin communists had begun the insurrection on their own initiative, Turin would have been isolated, proletarian Turin would have been pitilessly crushed by the armed forces of the State. In September 1920. Turin would not even have had the solidarity of the Piedmont region. as it had had in the previous April. The evil campaign which the trade-union officials and Serratian opportunists had waged against the Turin communists aOer the April 
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. d had its effect. especially in Piedmont. The comrades from stn�e ha 
ld not even approach those from the region. Not a word of Tunn C

h
OU 

said was believed; they were always asked if they had an "",hat t ey . Th h i  ' I  ndate from the party leadership. e w o e reglona expre�� �a
n built up from Turin had completely fallen to pieces. The rgamzllt10 

h 
o . orrespondent of Uman;ta No�'a, who perhaps knows t e Tunn . 

c 
,'onal efforts that were made in that period, certainly does not rgamza 1 

T ' o 
an,' other things. The communists sought to put the unn know m  . . f b bl , , 'n ,he best conditions from the polOt of view 0 a pro a e Proletana I . . 

, ,'on They knew however that elsewhere nothlOg was being IOsurreC I . " . 
I d Y 'logan being circulated They knew that the umon ea ers done. nor an . . . . n,,'ble for the movement had no warlike intentions. respo . I d For a very brief period of time, three or four days. the un�on ea ers 

were extremely favourable to an insurrection, they called Wildly for an 
insurrection. Why? Apparently Giolitti, under pressure from the 
industrialists, who were openly threatening to overthrow the 

overnment by a military pronunciamento, wanted to go over from �homeopathY" to "surgery". He evidently made certain threats. The 
union leaders lost their heads. They wanted an " outrage", a !ocal 
massacre which would justify their reaching an agreement at national 
level in accordance with reformist traditions. Were we right or wrong

.
to 

refuse to take part in this infamous game, which was to be played Wlt� 
the blood of the Turin proletariat? By dint of repeating from Apnl 
onwards that the Turin communists were irresponsible hotheads. 
"Iocalists" and adventurers, the reformists had actually ended up b� 
believing this _ and by believing that we would lend ourselves to their 
game. They were not easy, those days of September 1920. 1� t�osedays 
we acquired. perhaps belatedly, a precise and resolute conviction of the 
need for a split. How could men who mistrusted each other, who 
precisely at the moment of action saw that it was necessary to protect 
their backs from their own fellow-members. possibly remain together in 
the same party? . This was the situation. and we were not anarchists but commUnists, 
i.e. convinced of the need for a national party if the proletarian 
revolution was to have the least chance of a successful outcome. But 
even if we had been anarchists, would we have acted differently? There 
is a point of reference for answering this question: in September 1920 
there did indeed exist anarchists in Italy. there existed a national 
anarchist movement. What did the anarchists do? Nothing. If we had 
been anarchists we would not even have done what was done in Turin , 
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in September 1920 - i.e. carried oul preparations thai were ","'n'; 
very considerable. seeing that they were accomplished by purely I 
effort, without assistance, withoul advice and without any n,,;ol', 
coordination. 

If the anarchists reflect well upon the events of September 1920. 
cannot fail to reach a single conclusion: the need for a str,onl�; 
organized and centralized political party. Certainly the Socialist 
with its incapacity and its subordination to the trade-union officials, 
responsible for the failed revolution. But precisely for that 
must exist a party which puts its national organization at the 
the proletarian revolution, and which -through discussion and 
an iron discipline - prepares capable men who can see ahead, and 
do not know hesitation or wavering. 

Unsigned, L 'Ordine Nuovo, 20 September 1921. 

27. PARTIES AND MASSES 

The constitutional crisis in which the Italian Socialist Party is 
floundering interests the communists, insofar as it is a reflection of the 

deeper constitutional crisis in which the broad mass of the Italian people 

is floundering. From this point of view, the crisis of the Socialist Party 

cannot and should not be viewed in isolation: it is part of a more 

comprehensive picture which embraces the Popular Party and fascism. 
politically, the broad masses only exist insofar as they are organized 

within political parties. The changes of opinion which occur among the 
masses under pressure from the determinant economic forces are 
interpreted by the parties, which first split into tendencies and then into 
a multiplicity of new organic parties. Through this process of dis
articulation, neo-association, and fusion of homogeneous entities, a 

more profound and intimate process of decomposition of democratic 
society is revealed. This leads to a definitive alignment of conflicting 

classes, for preservation or for conquest of power over the State and 
productive apparatus. 

In the period which lasted from the armistice to the occupation of the 
factories. the Socialist Party represented a majority of the Italian 
working people, made up ofthree basic classes: the proletariat, the petty 
bourgeoisie and the poor peasants. Of these three classes, only the 
proletariat was essentially and therefore permanently revolutionary. 
The other two classes were "occasionally" revolutionary: they were 
" war socialists", who accepted the idea of revolution in general because 
of the sentiments of anti-governmental rebellion which germinated 
during the War. Since the Socialist Party was predominantly made up 
of petty·bourgeois and peasant elements, it could have made the 
reVolution only in the first period after the armistice, when those 
sentiments of anti-governmental revolt were still alive and active. 
Furthermore, since the Socialist Party was predominantly made up of 

pettY·bourgeois and peasant elements (whose mentality is not very 
different from that of urban petty bourgeois), it could not fail to waver 
and hesitate, without any clear or precise programme, without a line of 

march. and especially without an internationalist consciousness. 

The Occupation of the factories. basically proletarian, found the 
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Socialist Party - only partially proletarian and already. under the 
blows of fascism, undergoing a crisis of consciousness in its 
constitutive parts - unprepared. The end of the occupation of 
faclories threw the Socialist Party into total confusion. Its infantile 
sentimental revolutionary beliefs were utterly confounded. The pains 01 
war had been partly deadened (a revolution is not made because 
memories of the past!). Bourgeois rule still appeared strong 
person of Giolitti and in the activity orthe fascists. The ref""mi,st lea,j", 
asserted that 10 think of communist revolution at all was insane. 
asserted that it was insane to think of communist revolution in Italy, . 

that period. Only a minority of the party, made up of the most ad""""d 
and educated part of the industrial proletariat, did not change 
communist and internationalist viewpoint: was not demoralized 
what was occurring daily; and did not allow itself to be taken in by 
bourgeois State's apparent strength and energy. Thus the Cc,mm,mist 
Party was born, first autonomous and independent organization 
industrial proletariat - the only class of the people that is "",",ti"II, al,d 
permanently revolutionary. 

The Communist Party did not at once become a party of the b",adl,st 
masses. This proves only one thing: the conditions of 
demoralization and dejection into which the masses had been pl,on"ed 
after the political failure of the occupation of the factories. In a 
many leaders. faith was extinguished. What had previously 
vaunted was now derided. The most intimate and sensitive feelings 
the proletarian consciousness were vilely trampled on by these ' 
officers of the leadership, who had become sceptical, corrupted 
repentance and remorse for their past of maximalist demagogy. 
popular masses, who immediately after the armistice had aliil,n.d 
themselves around the Socialist Party, became dismembered. 
dispeTS(:d. The petty bourgeois who had sympathized with i 
now sympathized with fascism. The peasants, now without support 
the Socialist Party. tended to give their sympathies to the popullar 
Party. 

This confusion of the former forces of the Socialist Party with 
fascists on the one hand and the papa/ari on the other was not willhe,ut 
its consequences. The Popular Party drew closer to the Socialist Party. 
In the parliamentary elections. Popular "open" slates in every 
constituency were filled with hundreds and thousands of names 
socialist candidates.·' In the municipal elections which have taken 
in some country districts since the political elections. the socialists have 
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nen not put forward a minority slate but advised their supporters to 
o te for the Popular one. In Bergamo, this phenomenon took a 
VOnsational form: the popo/are left-wingers split away from the white 
�ganiz.ation and fused with the socialists, founding a Chamber of 
�abOur and a weekly respectively led and written by socialists and 
papa/od together. . . . Objectively, Ihls process of Popular-Socialist rapprochement 

represents an advance. The peasant class is becoming united; acquiring 
consciousness and the idea of overall solidarity; breaking the religious 
carapace in the Popular camp; and breaking the carapace of petty
bourgeois anti-clerical culture in the Socialist camp. As a result of this 
tendency among its rural members, the Socialist Party is becoming 
further and further detached from the industrial proletariat, making it 
seem that the strong unitary bond which the Socialist Party appeared to 
have crcated between city and countryside is being broken. However, 
since this bond did not really exist. no real damage has derived from the 
new situation. On the contrary, a real advantage is becoming clear: the 
Popular Party is undergoing an extremely powerful swing to the left and 
becoming increasingly secular. The final result will be that its right wing. 
made up of big and medium landowners, will split off. In other words, it 
will decisively enter the field of the class struggle, with a consequent 
tremendous weakening of bourgeois rule. 

The same phenomenon is beginning to appear in the fascist camp. 
The urban petty bourgeoisie, politically strengthened by all the 
defectors from the Socialist Party, had sought after the armistice to put 
to advantage the skill in military organization and action which it had 
acquired during the War. The Italian war was led. in the absence of an 
effective general staff. by the junior officers, i.e. by the petty bourgeoisie. 
The disappointments suffered during the War aroused extremely 
powerful sentiments of anti-governmental rebellion in this class which, 
having lost the military unity of its cadres after the armistice, became 
fragmented among the various mass panies and infused them with the 
ferment of rebellion - but also with uncertainty. wavering and 
demagogy. 

When the strength of the Socialist Party declined after the occupation 
of the factories, this class, with lightning speed, under pressure from 
that same general staff which had exploited it during the War, 
reconstructed its cadres militarily and organized itself on a national 
SCale. Extremely swift evolution; extremely swift appearance of a 
constitutional crisis. The urban petty bourgeoisie. a toy in the hands of 
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allied itsetfwith the landowners and broke the p i 
their behalf. The Rome pact between fascists and socialists marked 
halting-point of this blind and politically disastrous policy of the 
petty bourgeoisie, which came to understand that il was selling 
"birthright" for a mess of pouage.46 If fascism had gone on 
punitive expeditions of the Treviso, Sarzana or Roccastrada type, 
population would have risen en masse. Moreover, even in the event of. 
popular defeat. it is certainly not the petty bourgeoisie who would have 
caplured power. but rather the general staff and the big landowners. The 
fascists arc once again drawing closer to the socialists; the petty 
bourgeoisie is seeking to break its links with large-scale landed 
property. and to have a political programme which ends up by strangely 
resembling that of Turati and D'Aragona. 

This is the present situation of the Italian popular masses _ 
confusion. replacing the artificial unity created by the War 
personified by the Socialist Party. A great confusion which has 'o,ond ill 
points of dialectical polarization in the Communist Party, independent 
organization of the industrial proletariat; in the Popular Party, 
organization of the peasantry; and in fascism, organization of the petty 
bourgeoisie. The Socialist Party, which from the armistice to the 
occupation of the factories represented the demagogic confusion 
these three classes of the working people, is today the major exponent 
and the most notable victim of the process of disaniculation (towards . 
new. definitive order) which the popular masses of Italy are undergoin& 
as a consequence of the decomposition of democracy. 

Unsigned. L 'Ordine NUOl'O, 25 September 192 J .  

28. MASSES AND LEADERS 

The struggle which the Communist Pany has launched to form a trade

union united front against the capitalist offensive has had the merit of 

creating a united front or all the trade·union mandarins. Against the 

"dictatorship" of the Communist Pany and the Moscow Executive, 

Armando Borghi finds himself in agreement with Ludovico D'Aragona, 

Errico Malatesta finds himselr in agreement with Giacinto Menolli 

Serrati. Sbrana and Castrucci find themselves in agreement with 

Guarnieri and Colombino.41 This does not surprise us communists at 

all. The worker comrades who followed the campaign waged for the 
Factory Council movement in the weekly Ordine NUOl'O no doubt 

remember how we roresaw that this phenomenon would appear in Italy 
too. For it had already appeared in other countries and could therefore 
already be seen as universal - as one of the most characteristic features 
of the present historical period. 

Trade-union organization, whether it had a reformist, anarchist or 

syndicalist label, had brought about the emergence or a whole hierarchy 
of lesser and greater leaders, whose best·known characteristics were 
vanity, a mania for wielding uncontrolled power, incompetence and 
unrestrained demagogy. The most ridiculous and absurd role in this 
whole comedy was that played by the anarchists. The more they 
shrieked at authoritarianism, the more authoritarian they were. The 
more they howled about wanting rreedom, autonomy and spontaneous 
initiative, the more they sacrificed the real will or the broad masses and 
the spontaneous flowering or their libertarian tendencies. Especially in 
haly. the union movement reli low and became a fairground hubbub: 
eVeryone wanted to create his own " movement", his own 
"organization", his own "real union" of workers. Borghi represented 
one registered trade-mark. De Ambris another registered trade·mark, 
O'Aragona a third, Sbrana and Castrucci a fourth and Captain 
Giulieui a fifth.·· All these people, naturally, showed themselves hostile 
to the interference of political panics in the trade·union movement, 
asserting that the union is self-sufficient: that the union is the "true" 
nUcleus of the future society; that in the union are to be round the 
Structural elements of the new economic and political order or the 
proletariat. 
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proletariat. 
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In the weekly Ordine Nuol'O, without parti pris and with a 
I::�;:���� 

method. i.e. without letting ourselves be diverted by I ( 
preconceptions (hence with a Marxist method, given that Marx is 
greatest libertarian 10 have appeared in the history of the human 
we examined whal the real nature and structure of the trade union 
We began by showing thai it is absurd and puerile to maintain that 
trade union in itself possesses the capability to overthrow I 
Objecth'ely, the trade union is nothing other than a 
company, of a purely capitalistic type, which aims to secure, in 
interests of the proletariat, the maximum price for the �:

e
::�:��= 

labour, and to establish a monopoly over this commodity in 
and international fields. The trade union is distinguished from 
mercantilism only subjectively, insofar as, being formed necessarily 
workers. it tends to create among the workers an awareness that it 
impossible to achieve industrial autonomy of the producers within 
bounds of trade-unionism; an awareness that for this it is necessary 
take over the State (i.e. deprive the bourgeoisie of State power) 
utilize its power to reorganize the entire apparatus of production 
exchange. 

We then showed that the trade union cannot be, or become, t�;,�:: 
cell of the future society of producers. The trade union. in fact, ! 
in two forms: the general assembly and the leading bureaucracy. 
general assembly is nel'er called upon to discuss and deliberate 
problems of production and exchange, or upon technical ;n(!u!,triol 
problems. It is normally convened to discuss and decide 
relations between entrepreneurs and labour-force, i.e. O:i��:���� 
which are specific to capitalist society and which will be 
fundamentally by the proletarian revolution. Nor does the 
trade-union officials take place upon the terrain of industrial 
A metal-working trade union does not ask a would-be official if he 

. 

competent in the metal-working industry, or whether he is capable 
administering the metal-working industry of a city, a region, or 
entire country. It simply asks him if he is capable of arguing 
workers' case in a dispute, if he is capable of drawing up a report and 
he is capable of addressing a meeting. 

The French syndicalists of Vie OUliriere tried before the War 
create industrial skills among trade·union officials. They promoted 
whole series of research-studies and publications on the tet:h,,;e,d 
organization of production. (For example: how does it come about 
hide from a Chinese ox becomes the shoe of a Paris CQ,rolte:r \\/h," ,oute 
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docS this hide follow? How is the transport of this commodity 

organized? What are the costs of transport? How does the manufacture 

of international "taste" operate, so far as leather goods are concerned? 

elc.) But this attempt sank without trace. The trade-union movement, as 

it has expanded, has created a body of officials who are completely 

detached from the individual industries, and who obey purely 

commercial laws. A metal-workers' official can pass on indifferently to 

the bricklayers, the bootmakers or the joiners_ He is not obliged to know 

the real technical conditions of the industry, just the private legislation 

which regulates the relations between entrepreneurs and labour force. 
One may assert, without fear of being contradicted by any 

experimelllai demonstration, that the theory of syndicalism has now 

been revealed as an ingenious castle in the air constructed by politicians 

who only hated politics because, before the War, politics meant nothing 

eJlcept parliamentary activity and reformist compromise. 
The trade-union movement is nothing but a political movement. the 

union leaders are nothing but political leaders who reach the posts they 

fill by appointment rather than by democratic election. In many 
respects a union leader represents a social type similar to the banker. An 
experienced banker. who has a good business head and is able to foresee 
with some accuracy the movement of stocks and bonds. wins credit for 
his institution and attracts depositors and investors. A trade-union leader 
who can foresee the possible outcome as conflicting social forces clash. 
attracts the masses into his organization and becomes a banker a/men. 

From this point of view. D'Aragona, insofar as he was backed by the 
Socialist Party which called itself maximalist. was a better banker than 
Armando Borghi, distinguished confusionist. a man without character 
or political direction. a fairground pedlar more than a modern banker. 

That lhe Confederation of Labour is essentially a political movement 
can be seen from the fact that its greatest expansion coincided with the 
greatest expansion of the Socialist Pany. Its le3ders, however. thought 
that they could ignore party policy. i.e. that they could follow individual 
POlicies without the nuisance of controls or disciplinary obligations_ 
This is the reason for that noisy revolt of the union leaders against the 
"dictatorship" of the Communist Party and the notorious Moscow 
Executive. The masses instinctively understand that they are powerless 
to COntrol the leaders or force them to respect the decisions of 
assemblies and congresses_ Therefore, the masses want the trade-union 
movement to be controlled by a party. They want the union leaders to 
�Iong to a well-organized party which has a definite line. which is able 
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to see that ils discipline is respected and which will uphold 
contracted commitments. 

The " dictatorship" of the Communist Party does not terrify 
masses. because the masses understand that this "terrible d�;� '��"��.'�''''.�I 
is the best guarantee of their freedom, the best guarantee 
betrayals and intrigues. The united front which the �:�:::�!�: 
mandarins of every subversive variety form against the 
Party shows just onc thing: that our party has finally become 
of the broad masses. and that it truly represents the permanent interesta 
of the working class and the peasantry. To the united front of all 
bourgeois strata against the revolutionary proletariat there corresponda 
the united frOnl orall union mandarins against . l' 
in order to defeat the workers. has made peace with Mussolini and given 
arms to the fascists. Armando Borghi. in order not to lose his position as 
the Grand Senusso of revolutionary syndicalism. will reach an 
agreement with D'Aragona. the High Bonze of parliamentary 
rerormism. 

What a lesson for the working class. which must follow not men, but 
organized parties that can subject individual men to discipline, 
seriousness and respect for voluntarily contracted commitments! 

Unsigned. L 'Ordine Nuo�'O. 30 October 1921.  

29. ONE YEAR 

The whole history of Italy since 1900 (i.e. since the assassination of 

U bertO I and the failure of the idiotic doctrinaire attempts to create a m
,titutiOnal State with a rigid corpus of written laws),49 and perhaps -

. . 
h h even the whole of our country's modern history smce t e ac levement 

of national unity, would be an enigma if one neglected to take as the 

central focus of one's historical vision the ceaseless endeavours of 
certain governmental strata to incorporate into the ruli�g cl

.
ass the m�st 

eminent personalities from the working-class orgamzatlons. Itahan 
democracy. as created after l 8 70,lacked a solid class structure because 
of the failure of either of the two propertied classes - the capitalists and 
the landowners - to become predominant. In other countries. the 
struggle between these two classes represented the �errain on which t�e 
modern liberal. parliamentary State was organized. In Italy, thiS 
struggle was almost entirely missing, or to be more accurate it took 
place in an equivocal manner as a bureaucratic and plutocratic 
subjugation of the central and southern regions of the country, 
inhabited by the rural classes, to the northern regions. where industrial 
and finance capital had developed. 

The need to maintain a democratic regime, which was at once rule by 
bourgeois minorities and domination by a small part of the nation of the 
greater part of its territory, ceaselessly drove the representatives of 
northern industrialism and plutocracy to seek. to broaden their own 
cadres as a ruling class. by integrating the working-class masses and 
eliminating the class struggle in their own area. Up to 1900, the 
northern capitalists in alliance with the big southern landowners sought 
to extinguish simultaneously the class struggle of the industrial 
proletariat and the violent eruptions of the poor peasant classes in the 
SOuth. But it became clear that this alliance in the long run would have 
reversed the situation, giving Slate power to the big landowners and 
causing the North to lose the privileged position it had won with 
national unity. 

The attempt by Umbeno and Sonnino to give the State a rigid 
constitutional structure, removing from parliament the de faCIO 
prerogatives which it had succeeded in winning. was the decisive 
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watershed in these struggles. With the assassination of Umberto, 
capitalism definitively got the upper hand. It sought 10 replace the 
alliance on a national scale of the propertied classes by a system 
alliance with the urban proletariat, on the basis of which it could 
develop a true parliamentary democracy as in other capitalist countries. 
Giolitti is the typical representative of this tendency, and the whole 
history of the socialist movement from 1900 till today has simply been a 
result oflhe successive combinations thought up by Giolittism to secure 
the support of the working classes. In no country have the emergence 
and articulation of trade-union and cooperative organizations been 
encouraged as they have in Italy. Through the consolidation of these 
established interests, a whole stratification of petty-bourgeois officials 
was to emerge from within the working class, ready to lend a favourable 
ear to the seductive words of bourgeois statesmen. This twenty-year 
plan of the most intelligent part of the Italian bourgeoisie has today 
reached full maturity_ In his extreme old age, Giolitti sees himself at last 
on the point of reaping the fruits of his long and patient labours. And 
this conclusion is being reached precisely in the days which mark the 
anniversary of the Livorno Congress. 

One year ago, it was clear to the communists what the real line or 
development of Italian political life was. Despite the extreme difficulty 
of the moment, and despite the fact that their action might seem reckless 
and premature to <I great part of the working class, the communists did 
not hesitate to adopt a clear position, separating off their own 
responsibility - and thus in the last analysis that of the entire Italian 
proletariat - from the polilical actions which were inevitably going to be 
carried out by the petty-bourgeois stratum which, for twenty years of 
history, had been forming and organizing powerfully within the 
working class. 

The so-called unitary maximalists, with that ignorance of the social 
history of their country which has always distinguished them, believed 
instead that holding the class-collaborationist tendencies imprisoned in 
a verbally revolutionary party formation was sufficient to prevent the 
historical act from being accomplished. The maximalists maintained 
that the predetermined and daily preached collaboration was simply a 
question of will. They always refused, with the obstinacy of blinkered 
mules, to recognize that the whole of Italian history, because of its 
particular premisses and because of the way in which the unitary State 
was founded, necessarily had to lead to collaboration. 

But Oiolitti knew the history of the Italian socialist movement 

SOCIALISM AND FASCISM 8 1  

than the maximalists. H e  knew (because to a great extent he was its 

creator) that the system of cooperatives and all the other organizations 

of resistance. insurance and production of the Italian working class 

were not born out of some original and revolutionary creative impulse, 

but dcpended on a whole series of compromises in which the strength of 
the govcrnment represented the dominant element. What the 
govcrnment had created, the government could destroy. What thc 
government had created without officially compromising the authority 

of the State, could be destroyed by the government by the same method. 
Thus fascism became the instrument for blackmailing the Socialist 

Party: for producing a split between the petty-bourgeois elements, 
encrusted like barnacles upon the established interests of the working 
class. and the rest of the Socialist Party - which limited itself to feeding 
on ideological formulae, since it had shown itself incapable of leading 
the revolutionary upsurge of the proletariat to a conclusion. Once 
again. economics prevailed over ideology. Today, the representatives of 
established interests - i.e. of the cooperatives. the employment agencies, 
the shared land-tenancies, the municipalities and the providential 
societies - although they are in a minority in the pany, have the upper 
hand ovcr thc orators, the journalists, the teachers and the lawyers, who 
pursue unattainable and vacuous ideological projects. 

In one year, intensifying to the point of absurdity the policy of 
compromise which is traditional for the Italian ruling classes, the 
bourgeoisie has succeeded in obtaining what it had patiently been 
preparing for twenty years. The great Socialist Party, which in 1919 
seemed to have become the unifier of all the tendencies to revolt that 
were smouldering even among the lowest strata of the Italian 
population, has completely disintegrated. Two political forces have 
thereby resulted. neither of which is capable of dominating the 
�ituation: on the one hand, the reformist tendency, which will swiftly be 
IOcorporated within the bourgeoisie; and on the other, the Communist 
Party. 

But these objective results of the Livorno Congress are not such as to 
diScourage the communists. Indeed, the latter are strong precisely 
because they do not refuse to look the situation in the face and assess �he real relationship of forces. For the proletariat to become an 
Independent class. il was necessary for the edifice of false economic �i�ht that had been built up in twenty years of compromise to 
dlSlOtegrate. A collapse of such a kind could not fail to have very serious 
Consequences that would weaken the proletariat itself. The communists 
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had the courage to face up to the situation and bring it on. He,w':v.", ,� 
this courage had been lacking, the collapse would have occurred just 
same; but then not even the present strength preserved by the 
tariat would have been saved from the catastrophe. 

It is a necessary precondition for revolution that the 
dissolution of parliamentary democracy should occur in Italy 
proletariat will become a dominant class and put itself at the head 
the revolutionary forces of the country only when experimentally, as 
fresh proof of historical reality, the collaborationist tendencies 
that they are incapable of resolving the economic and political crisis. 
Livorno. the maximalists did not want to be convinced of this 
which flows from the whole of Marxist doctrine. They believed that 
the ideological coercion of an empty party d:': :�;�;:�'
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the historical process from being realized integrally in all its 
and that a link in the chain could be leaped over. They were punished 
their pride and belief in miracles. As a result of their lack of all political 
capability or understanding of the real history of the Italian people, they 
only achieved the wretched success of artificially postponing an 
experiment which, by now, would already have been liquidated by 
own results. Thus to the pain and suffering imposed on the workins 
class by capitalist oppression. they added new pains and new sufferings 
which could have been avoided. 

Unsigned. L 'Ordine Nuol'o. 15 January 1922. 

3D, THE "ALLEANZA DEL 
LAVORO" 

The leaders of the five most important trade-union organizations 
among which the Italian proletariat is divided have reached an 
agreement to set up a united national committee, with the task of 

realizing a programme of action drawn up on the basis of the minimum 
demands which form the most elementary connective substance of 
working-class organization.5(I The Alleanza del Lal'Oro. thus 

constituted. represents an undeniable advance over the original 
conception. which sought to make it into r. coalition not just of the 
various trade-union organizations, but also of the various so-called 
subversive parties - and which thus sought to create in Italy a 
monstrous simulacrum of the English Labour Party. But despite this 
advance. for us communists the Alleanza only represents a first step 
towards realization of the united front programme. 

The fact that the official leaders ofthe trade-union movement should 
reach agreement. and decide to give a permanent organizational form to 
their agreement by setting up a unitary national committee, is a 
historical fact whose importance for Italy we do not wish to belittle. But 
what would the agreement between the leaders be worth, if it were not 
based solidly on the agreement of the masses who fill the union ranks? 
In the case in question, we have seen that both the minority in the 
Confederation of Labour and the minority in the Unione sindacale 
;taliana - i.e. in each, the supporters of their organization's adherence 
to the Red Trade-union International - were excluded from the 
constitutive meeting in Rome (and hence probably also from the 
committee that will be elected). The committee will have the following 
complexion : 5 reformists for the Confederation; I reformist and I 
anarchist for the Railwaymen's union: 2 anarchists for the Unione 
Sindacale: 2 syndicalists for the Unione italiana deiial'Oro: I reformist 
and I syndicalist for the Port-workers' Federation. In other words, the 
A lIeallza del Lal'Oro will be made up of 7 reformists, 3 anarchists and 3 
syndicalists. The communists, who certainly represent larger masses in 
the Italian workers' movement than do the anarchists or syndicalists, 
will have no representative in the Alleanza del LQ)'OTO. The reformists, 
on the other hand. will have a majority from the first day. A rational 
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had the courage to face up to the situation and bring it on. He,w':v.", ,� 
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Unsigned. L 'Ordine Nuol'o. 15 January 1922. 
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distribution of mandates, in line with congress results. would give one 5 
reformists. 2 communists. 2 anarchists and 4 syndicalists. 

The fact that it produces situations of this kind is an additional reason 
why the agreemcni between the leaders can thus only be Ihe beginning, 
the first step in an organizational activity that will culminate in the 
creation of the proletarian united front. Agreement among the leaders 
mUSI be followed by agreement among the masses: whal has happened 
at the leadership level must be reproduced at the bottom. in the heart of 
the proletariat. in all the centres where the working class and peasantry 
are struggling for their existence and their freedom. The naliona] 
cornmiltee of Ihe Alleanza del Lal'Oro must. if it wishes to live and 
develop. seek its organizational base in a system of local committees. 
directly elected by the masses organized in the various union 
federations. Only the formation of this new organizational system, in 
which all ideological tendencies which inhabit the working masses can 
find just representation, will signal the historical phase of the prolctarian 
united front. This is the objective set for communist trade-union 
activity by the theses which the party's Central Committee will present 
to the next congress. To achieve it, the communists will work with all 
their energy as propagandists and organizers. 

Unsigned, L 'Ordine NuOl'O. 2 1  February 1922. 

3 1 . A CRISIS WITHIN THE 
CRISIS 

No solution was found yesterday either." The crisis is certainly 
becoming daily more complex. Is any solution possible. given the 
existing Chamber? To pose the problem in this way means in a sense to 
shift it. Whatever government emerges from the present crisis, it can 
only be a transitional one. For a new element has entered the interplay 
of parliamentary combinatkms. and until this has been successfully 
inserted into its natural place, it cannot fail to unbalance things. This 
element is the socialist group - although the newspaper editorialists do 
not seem to be paying it much attention in their comments on the 
evolution of the crisis. The motion put to the vote yesterday in Rome,H 
protesting about the fact that this wretched country is still unable to give 
itself a government, shows that the parliamentary situation cannot be 
clarified if the socialist parliamentary group does not take the decision 
to abandon its habitual methods. The mUddying of the parliamentary 
waters is due to the fact that the parties threshing about in them have 
not yet succeeded in finding their own equilibrium. Among these 
parties. the most uncomfortable. we repeat, is the Socialist Party. 

Now that it has openly entered the orbit of legality and ceased to call 
itself a revolutionary party even by simple definition. it cannot fail to 
reach the ullimate consequences of its new auitude, which began with 
its abstention in Parliament. The Socialist Party. in other words. must 
collaborate not just in the corridors of Montecitorio. but in power.H 
This decision can only come to fruition through a series of crises. First 
of all. the Socialist Party must free itself from the last fetters of apparent 
intransigence. and must find its ally on the terrain of parliamentary 
combinations. But the socialist collaboration which was yesterday 
desired by all, today has greater obstacles to overcome. because of the 
shift of interests it would bring about. Not that Socialist col1aboration is 
not still desired today; but the results which landowners and 
industrialists were hoping for from it have now been partially achieved. 
The treachery of the socialist union leaders, one might say. was a kind 
of indirect collaboration. 

Thus today, the landowners and industrialists no longer even need 
the assistance of the social·reformists. So their participation in power is 
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tess straightforward today. But il is inevitable. The socialisis must rise 
to power. They will do so even with the proletariat's worst enemy, but to 
power they will rise, because today this is their only wish. Now. until 
this process of Italian political life has been completed, the situation will 
remain obscure and complicaled for aU who seek a solution to it within 
the limits of ParliamCni. No government can achieve a siable existence 
withoul socialist collaboration. This is why the social-democratic 
government which is beginning to take shape on Ihe horizon of Italian 
political life too, far from being Ihe "best government" as the socialists 
are dishonestly saying, will be the worst that the proletariat could hope 
for. 

Unsigned, L 'Ordine NUOI'O, 24 February 1922. 

32. LESSONS 

The conclusions to be drawn from the way in which this year's First of 
May demonstration went are comforting. 

The demonstration succeeded as an intervention by the masses and 
an extension of working-class solidarity. It showed that the Italian 
proletariat is still red, despite reaction. And it also succeeded as a proof 
of the spirit of combativity reawaker.ing among the ranks of the toilers. 

The fascists were concerned to show by their attitude. and by their 
actual statements, that this was an anti-fascist demonstration. And such 
indeed was the meaning of the fact that large masses stayed away from 
work and turned out for the rallies, from one end of Italy to the other, 
without excepting the areas most hit by fascism. If there were no 
processions. this was due to the government ban. Had it been possible to 
hold them, today we would be counting a greater number of working
class dead. but also a greater number of fascist dead. 

However, we must accompany this comforting recognition of the 
huge size and impressive character of the demonstration. and the high 
morale of the masses, with a recognition too of what its organization 
generally left to be desired. 

This was not accidental: the united front tactic adopted on this First 
of May by all the proletarian organisms, as a test of the Italian A lIeanza 
del Im'oro. has had one good result and at the same time one 
disadvantage. Both must be carefully considered by the communists. 
We shall limit ourselves here to a brief allusion to the question, in 
connection with the statement put out by the Alleanza del la�'Oro's 
Committee after the First of May. 

By means of the united front tactic. it was possible to draw great 
masses of workers to the First of May rallies, even where it was 
perfectly clear to every individual attending that what was involved was 
not the habitual and tradition choreography, but a day of struggle. But 
Ihis demonstration of the proletariat's aversion to reaction and to 
fascism., and of the class spirit which still animates the broad mass of 
tOilers. is not enough in itself to overcome fascism and reaction. 
Fascism will nOt be stiHed by platonic expressions of unanimity. Pistols 
and fists will not be rendered powerless by throwing a mattress over 
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them. Fascism does nOI have the numbers, but it has organization, 
united and centralized. and in this lies its strength. inlegrated into the 
centralization oflhe official bourgeois power. 

The AI/eunza del IUI'Oro. which has today made it possible to 
assemble vast masses. must become able to organize these and give 
them a unitary discipline. This is the task of the communists: to achieve 
this result. IOwards which only the first step has been taken. When it is 
possible for major rallies to count on a mass proletarian attendance, 
and at the same lime on a rational preparation of our forces. then the 
proletariat will be able to dominate its enemies. On this First of May, it 
was evident that the meelings and demonstrations arranged by the 
allied organizations suffered from the absence of a little organizational 
preparation. even simply for the purpose of protecting them from 
enemy attacks. This circumstance was due to the fact that it was not 
really clear who had organized the meetings. or worked out the detailed 
plan for how they should proceed. The local committees of the Alliance 
have only recently been formed, and they do not have either a clear 
organizational structure or adequate powers. 

Nevertheless. it is already a great advantage to have been able to hold 
united gatherings of the masses. because this raises proletarian morale 
and permits the communists to reach the whole proletariat with their 
plain speaking. If there is a whole further development of this interesting 
Italian experience of the united front tactic, it will have the effect of 
complementing this first undeniable advantage by a second: 
organizational unity of a real and intimate kind. 

Some extremely important considerations arise in relation to this 
question. For the time being. we will only note that the trade.union 
terrain upon which the Alfeanza has been set up allows the communists 
to press for it to become tighter and tighter organizationally. until it 
achieves the proletarian trade-union unity which we have always 
invoked and which the programme of the Communist Party alone can 
and must fill with revolutionary content. 

For the present. it is necessary to react against the indolent and 
wavering character which the leadership of the A /leanza del lavoro has 
had up to now. The communists have already formulated. precisely and 
concretely. proposals for the development. revitalization and 
s�rengthcning of the AlleaflzQ - which could. if this campaign is not 
vIgorously prosecuted in parallel with the eloquent experiences of 
proletarian action. degenerate into bureaucratic and cumbersome 
diplomacy on the part of hesitant. opportunistic leaders. The urgency of 
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II communist proposals is shown by the A lIeallzo's passive attitude in 
t
h� face of the extremely serious provocations to which the working

t
lass masses were subjected on the First of May. It is also shown, in 

C
ite of the invitations to action which reached it from all sides, by its 

�P
sensitivitY 10 the pressure coming today from the Italian proletariat, 

:hich is ready to proceed rapidly along the path ofa counter-oH""ensive. 

And it is shown by that extremely eloquent document, the statement put 

out by the national comminee, which with its flat, banal phrases rejects 

what the masses panting for struggle suggest. We do not wish to make 

any further comment on the statement, confident that since the question 

is now irrevocably placed before the masses, the laner will not fail to 

make their own comment and judgement - and will draw from this fresh 

disappointment a new reason to proceed along the arduous but certain 

road to their resurgence. 

Unsigned. L 'Ordine Nuol'O. 5 May 1922. 
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33. THESES ON THE TACTICS 
OF THE PCI ("ROME THESES")"

BORDIGA; TERRA CINI 

Organic Nature orlhe Communist Party 

J .  The Communist Party, political party of the proletarian class, 
presents itself in its action as a collectivity operating with a unitary 
approach. The initial motives which lead the elements and groups orlhis 
collectivity to incorporate themselves into an organism with a unitary 
action are the immediate interests of groups orlhe working class. arising 
out of their economic conditions. The essential characteristic of the 
Communist Pany's function is utilization of the energies incorporated 
in this way for the attainment of objectives which are common to the 
enlire working class and situated 8t the culmination of al1 its struggles; 
objecti\'cS which thus transcend - by integrating them - the interests or 
single groups. and such immediate and contingent aims as the working 
class may proposc. 

2. The integration or all elemental thrusts into a unitary action occurs 
by virtue ortwo main ractors: one orcritical consciousness, rrom which 
the party draws its programme; the other or will. expressed in the 
instrument with which the party acts, its disciplined and centralized 
organization. It would be wrong to see these two ractors or 
consciousness and will 8S raculties which can be obtained rrom or 
should be demanded or individuals, since they are only realized through 
the integration or the activity or many individuals into a unitary 
collective organism. 

3. The precise definition or the theoretical-critical consciousness of 
the communist movement, contained in the programmatic declarations 
of individual parties and or the Communist International, just like the 
Organization or both or thesc. has been and is being arrived at through �xamin ation and study ofthe history of human society and its structure 
In the present capitalist epoch. carried out on the basis of data. on the 
basis of experience. and in the course of active participation in the real 
proletarian struggle. 

4. The proclamation of these programmatic declarations, like the 
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designation of the men 10 whom the various levels of the party 
organizations are entrusted, take place formally with a democratic form 
of consuhation of representative assemblies of the party. But in reality 
they must be understood as a product of the real process which 
accumulates elements of experience and carries out the preparation and 
selection of leaders. thus giving form to both the programmatic content 
and the hierarchical constitution of the party. 

II 

The Communist Party's Process of Development 

5. The organization of the proletarian party takes form and develops insofar as there exists - because of the level of maturity to which the 
social situation has evolved - the possibility of a unitary collective 
consciousness and action in the direction of the general and ultimate 
interests of the working class. On the other hand, the proletariat appears and acts as a class in history precisely when the tendency to construct a programme and a common method of action, and hence to organize a party, takes form. 

6. The process offormation and development of the proletarian party does not present a continuous and regular course, but is susceptible both nationally and internationally of highly complex phases and periods of general crisis. Many times there has occurred a process of degeneration whereby the action of the proletarian parties has lost, or has moved away from rather than towards, that indispensable character of a unitary activity inspired by the highest revolutionary aims. It has become fragmented in pursuit of the satisfaction of interests of limited groups of workers, or in achieving contingent results (reforms) at the cost of adopting methods which have compromised the work for revolutionary objectives and the preparation of the proletariat for such objectives. Thus the proletarian parties have often ended by extending the frontiers of their organization to the spheres of elements that could not yet place themselves upon the terrain of unitary and maximalist collective action. This process has always been accompanied by a deforming revision of doctrine and programme, and by such a slackening of internal discipline that instead of having a general staff of capable leaders resolute in the struggle, the proletarian movement has been placed in the hands of hidden agents of the bourgeoisie . 
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8. The development of the Communist Party after the �e

.
solutlon of 

such a crisis. allowing for the possibility of subsequen
.
t cnllcal phases 

produced by new situations. can to facilitate analYSIS be defined as 

"normal" development of the party. By displaying the maximum 

continuity in upholding a programme, and in th� life of its leading 
hierarchy (apart from individual replacem�nt of dlsloya� or worn out 
leaders). the party will also perform the maxImum ofeff�tlve and useful 
work in winning the proletariat to the cause of revolutionary struggle. 
This is not simply a question of exerting a didactic effect upon the 
masses: and even less is it a desire to exhibit an intrinsically pure and 
perfect party. It is rather a question of achieving the maximum yield in 
the real process whereby - as will be seen better below - through the 
systematic work of propaganda, proselytism and above all active 
participation in social struggles, the action of an ever increasing number 
of workers is caused to shift from the terrain of partial and immediate 
interests to the organic and unitary terrain of the struggle for the 
communist revolution. For only when a similar continuity exists is it 
possible. not merely to overcome the proletariat's mistrustful 
hesitations with respect to the party, but rapidly and effectively to 
channel and incorporate the new energies gained into a common 
thought and action, thus creating that unity of movement which is an 
indispensable revolutionary condition. 

9. For all the same reasons, the aggregation to the party of other 
parties or parts detached from parties must be seen as entirely 
abnormal. A group which up to that moment was distinguished by a 
different programmatic position and independent organization does not 
bring with it an ensemble of elements that can be effectively assimilated 
en bloc: on the contrary. it impairs the solidity of the old party's political 
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designation of the men 10 whom the various levels of the party 
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II 
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6. The process offormation and development of the proletarian party does not present a continuous and regular course, but is susceptible both nationally and internationally of highly complex phases and periods of general crisis. Many times there has occurred a process of degeneration whereby the action of the proletarian parties has lost, or has moved away from rather than towards, that indispensable character of a unitary activity inspired by the highest revolutionary aims. It has become fragmented in pursuit of the satisfaction of interests of limited groups of workers, or in achieving contingent results (reforms) at the cost of adopting methods which have compromised the work for revolutionary objectives and the preparation of the proletariat for such objectives. Thus the proletarian parties have often ended by extending the frontiers of their organization to the spheres of elements that could not yet place themselves upon the terrain of unitary and maximalist collective action. This process has always been accompanied by a deforming revision of doctrine and programme, and by such a slackening of internal discipline that instead of having a general staff of capable leaders resolute in the struggle, the proletarian movement has been placed in the hands of hidden agents of the bourgeoisie . 
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position and !nlernal Structure, so that the increase in overall numl"", io far from corresponding to an increase in the party's strength potential - indeed could on occasion paralyse its work of organizing masses rather than facilitate it. 

It is desirable that as soon as possible it should be de.ell."", inadmissible within the world communist organizalion to depart two fundamental principles of organization: in each country, there can only be a single communist party; and it is only possible to join Communist International by individual admission to the communist party of the country in question. 

111 
Relations between the Communist Party and the Proletarian Class 
10. The specification and definition of the characteristics of the class party, which is the basis for its constitutive structure as organ of the most advanced part of the proletarian class, does not mean that the party need not be bound by close relations with the remainder of the proletariat - indeed it demands that it should be. 

. 
I I: The nature of these relations derives from the dialectical way of vleWl�g 

,
the formation of class consciousness and a unitary orgamz�tlon of the class party, which transports a vanguard of the proletanat from the terrain of partial, spontaneous movements provoke:ct by �he interests of groups on to the terrain of general proletanan acllon; and which does not achieve this by rejecting those elemental movements, but accomplishes their integration and tran

,
sce�dence 

,
throu�h living experiences, by pushing for their reahzatlOn, takmg actlYe part in them, and following them attentively throughout their development. 

12. Th
,
e work of propagating its ideology and proselytizing for its ranks �hlch the party continuously carries on is thus inseparable from the realny

, 
of the proletariat's activity and movement in all its myriad forms, It IS a banal error to see as contradictory: participation in struggles for contingent and limited objectives, and the preparation of the final and general revolutionary struggle. The very existence of the party's unita

,
ry �r�anism, with its indispensable conditions of clarity of programmatIc VISion and solidity of organizational discipline, gives a �uarantee that partial demands will never be accorded the value of ends m themselves. and that oniy the struggle to fulfil them will be seen as a 
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f experience and training for useful and effective revolutionary means 0 
reparation, . '  . a1 P 13. Hence, the Communist P�rt� participa�es m th� or�amzallOn > f II forms of the proletarian economic orgamzatlon open to hfe 0 a 

'I > 
k of all political faiths (unions. factory counci s, cooperatives, wor ers 

Jr ' I » f d . 1  elc,), If the party is to carry out its work e�l ectJ\le y, It IS a un �men � > > '0 maintain that all organs of thiS nature must be umtary, m pOSlllon , words must include all those workers who are 10 be found m a olher , , ' h  I>' f h >ft economic situation, The party partiCipates m t e lie 0 suc ,� e 
h > by o'ganizing those of its members who belong to I em mto organs , , 

or cells linked to the party organlzauon, These groups, groupS . 
participating in the front line in the actions of the �onomlc organs to 
which they belong, draw to themselves - and hence mto t�e ranks of�he 
political party -those ele�enls �h� become ready for t�IS as th

,
e
,
actl�n 

develops, They aim to Wlfl maJoTlty support and leadmg pasltlo
,
ns

, 
Ifl 

h 'r organizations, thus becoming the natural vehicle for transmltlmg t el 
, d h' h '  f the party's slogans, A whole acti,vit� is thus 

,
ca:Tle on. W IC IS one 0 

conquest and organization; thiS IS not IIl
�
I1Ited , to propaganda , or 

proselytism or internal electoral c,am�81gns tn
, 

the proletanan 
assemblies, but above all involves entenng IOtO the thick of struggl� and 
action and helping the workers to derive the most useful expenence 
from them, , ' 14, The entire work and organization of the commuOlst groups IS 
designed to give the party definitive control over the leadi�g bodies. of 
the economic organisms, and first and foremost over national uOion 
executives which seem the most secure mechanism for leading 
movemen;s of the proletariat not integrated in the ranks of the party, 
The Communist Party - seeing it as its primary interest to avoid splits in 
the unions and other economic organs, so long as their leadership 
remains in the hands of other parties and political currents - will not 
enjoin its members to comport themselves, in the field of execution of 
movements led by such organisms, in contrast with the laller's 
directives as regards action, though they must express the most open 
criticism of the action itself and the work of the leaders, 

1 5, Apart from taking part in this way in the life of those proletarian 
organisms that have arisen naturally through the pressure of real 
economic 'interests. and facilitating their extension and reinforcement, 
the party will strive to bring to the fore through its propaganda those 
problems of real interest to the workers which, in the evolution of social 
situations, can give life to new organisms of economic struggle, 8y all 
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these means, the party expands and strengthens the inRuence which a thousand bonds stretches from its organized ranks to the P';�:;,:: as a whole, taking advantage of all ils manifestations and 
manifestations in social activity. 

16. Any conception of the party organism that was based 
requiring a perfect critical consciousness and lotal spirit of :;:�:��: from each of its members considered individually, and that rc 
the layer of the masses linked to the party to revolutionary unions workers constituted in the economic field by a i " 
including only those proletarians who accepted given methods action, would be totally erroneous. On the other hand. one cannot 
that by a given time, or on the eve of undertaking general actions, party m

.
us! have realized the condition of incorporating under leadership - or actually in its own ranks - the of proletariat. Such a postulate cannot be put forward 

abstracting from the real dialectical course of the process development. And it is quite meaningless, even the abstract, to co�pare the number of workers incorporated into the disciplined and umtary organization of the party, or following the lauer, with the number of those who are unorganized and dispersed or attached to corporati�e organisms incapable of linking them together organically. The �e
.
malnder o� the present exposition will be an attempt to define the conditions to whl�h relations between the party and the working class must correspond, 10 order to render given actions possible and effective. and how those conditions may be established. 

IV 

Relations between the Communist Party and other Proletarian Political 
Movements 

. 1 7 .  One part of the proletariat is especially resistant to incorporation 
IOto t�e ra�ks of the Communist Party or into its periphery. because it is 
orgamzed 10 other political parties or sympathizes with them. All the 

.
bourgeois parties have proletarian supporters, but here we are above all 

IOterested in the social·democratic parties and syndicalist and anarchist 
currents. 

I 8. Faced with these movements, an incessant criticism of their 
programmes must be carried out, demonstrating their inadequacy for 
the purposes of proletarian emancipation. This theoretical polemic will 
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all the more effective if the Communist Pa�y can show th�t t�e 
be 

. . . .... long made by it of such movements, In accordance With Its cnU CIS", 
I . 

own programmatic conc�ptions, 
.
are �nfi�m�

. 
by pr? etanan 

'ence For this reason, In polem]cs ofth]s klnd ]t ]s essential not to 
expeTl . . ' . 
hide the conflict between our respective methods - IncludlOg that part 

h· h does not apply solely to problems of the moment, but reflects . 'c , . 
h b�""'uent developments of the proletariat s action. 

t e SU """ . ' 19. Such polemics must, moreover. be reflected 10 the field of action. 

communists taking part in struggles in prole�arian economic organis�s 

led by socialists, syndicalists or anarchists wdl not refuse to follow their 

(ons unless the masses as a whole, in a spontaneous movement, '" 
h h· . 

should rebel against it. But they will demonstrate ow t IS action, at a 

erlain point in its development, was rendered impotent or utopian 

�cause of the incorrect method of the leaders, whereas with the 

communist method better results would have been achieved, serving the 

aims of the general revolutionary movement. In their polemics the 

communists will always distinguish between leaders and masses, 

leaving the former all responsibility for their errors and faults; 

moreover. they will not omit to denounce with equal vigour the activity 

of those leaders who, albeit with sincere revolutionary feelings, propose 

dangerous and incorrect tactics. 
20. If it is an essential aim of the Communist Party to win ground 

among the proletariat by increasing its strength and influence at the 

expense or proletarian political parties and currents with which it 

disagrees. this aim must be achieved by taking part in the reality of the 
proletarian struggle upon a terrain which can be simultaneously one of 
common action and of mutual conflict - always on condition that the 
programmatic and organizational physiognomy of the party is never 
compromised. 

21. In order to draw to itself those proletarians who support other 
political movements, the Communist Party cannot follow the method of 
constituting within them organized groups and fractions of communists 
or communist sympathizers. In the trade unions. this method is 
logically applied to carry out penetration work. without any aim of 
causing the communist groups organized in the unions to leave them; 
with political movements, a method of this kind would compromise the 
party's organic unity, for the reasons already mentioned with respect to 
the development of the party's organization. 

22. In propaganda and polemics. it is opportune to bear in mind that 
many workers who are militants in the syndicalist and anarchist ranks 
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were ready to understand the unitary revolutionary struggle, but 
set on the wrong path solely through a reaction to the past de.,,,,,,.,;"; of the political parties led by social-democrats. The bitterness polemics and struggle directed against the socialist parties will be an element of prime importance in bringing these workers back on to the revolutionary terrain. 

23. The obvious incompatibility for a member of the Communise Party with simultaneously being a member of another party extends beyond political panies. to other organisms which, though they do not have Ihe name or organization of a party, nevertheless have a political character, and 10 all associations which base their acceptance or members on political theses: the most important of these is freemasonry. 

v 
Elemen!S of the Communist Party's Tactics derived from Study of the 

Situation 

24. With the preceding elements, the general criteria which govern organizational relations between the Communist Party and other proletarian organisms have been established, in accordance with the former's essential nature. Before coming to the more properly tactical terms of the question. it is necessary to dwell on those elements for resolving any tactical problem that are provided by examination of the momentary situation through which one is passing. The Communist Party's programme contains a perspective of successive actions related to successive situations. in the process of evolution which is generally attributed to them. There is, therefore. a close connection between the programmatic directives and the tactical rules. Study of the situation thus appears as an in!egrating elemen! for the solution of tactical problems. insofar as the party in its consciousness and critical experience had already foreseen a certain evolution of situations. and hence determined the tactical possibilities corresponding to the action to be followed in the various phases. Examination of the situation will be a check on the accuracy of the party's programmatic positions. Theday that it necessitates any substan!ial revision of them. the problem will be far more serious than any that could be resolved by means of a simple tactical switch. and the inevitable rectification of programmatic outlook cannot but have serious consequences on the party's organization and 
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th The latter must therefore. strive to foresee the devdopment of streng . ' .  . 
'bl d � . (ons in order to exercise the max:amum POSSI e egree SltUa l . . . . . d h 'II · ,h o n nce in them' but waltmg for SituatiOns, an t en .0 owmg e In ue ' 

r · h o  I ,o . d  . d. ,,·ons and su" estions they urms 10 an ec ec IC n 10 ICA . . . d . . n,·,nuous manner is a method charactenstlc of soclal- emocratlc diSCO • 
tunism. If communist parties were forced to adapt themselves to oppor . ' r h °d I 0 I d Tt t this. they would underwnte the rum 0 t e l  eo oglca an mil an 

construction of communism. 
. . . 25. The Communist Party succeeds iO possessmg ItS character of 

. ,,, and its tendency to realize a whole programmatic process. only unl , . . 
h' h b  insofar as it assembles in its ranks that part of the proletanat w IC • Y 

beComing organized, has overcome the tendency to move only under 
the direci impulses of limited economic situations. The influe�ce of the 
sitUAtion on general movements of the party ceases to be dlre

.
ct and 

deterministic. becoming a rational and voluntary dependence. iOsofar 
as critical consciousness and the initiative of will, which �ave onl� t

.
he 

most limited value for individuals. are realized in the orgame CO
.
IIe<:tIVlty 

of the party. This is all the more true in that the Commumst :a
.
rty 

presents itself as the forerunner of those forms of hum
.
a� aSSOCiation 

which wiJI draw from their transcendence of the eXisting formless 
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capricious direction or to an arbitrary degree; the limits within which It 
must and can fix both of these are imposed upon it precisely by its 
programmatic directives, and by the possibilities and opportunit�es for 
movement which can be deduced from an examination of contmgent 
situations. 

27. From examination of the situation. a judgement must be drawn 
about the party's strength and the relation between it and the strength of 
enemy movements. Above all, it is necessary to take care to assess th

.
e 

breadth of that layer of the proletariat which would follow th� party If 
the latter undertook an action or engaged in a struggle. ThiS means 
forming a precise idea of the repercussions and spontaneous actions 
which the economic situation produces among the masses. and of the 
possibility of developing these actions. as a result of the initatives of the 
Communist Party and attitude of the other parties. The rorms of 
inl1uence or the economic situation on the class combativity of the 
proletariat are very complex. depending on whether we are passing 
through a period of growing prosperity of the bourgeois economy. orof 
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crisis with sharpening consequences. The effect of these phases on activity and organizational life of the proletarian organisms is com�'I." and cannot be considered simply by embarking on an examination the economic situation at one given moment. and deducing from it tbe proletariat's level of combativity. For it is necessary to take 'co,",,", ;,; the influence of the whole course of previous situations. in all oscillations and variations. For instance, a period of prosperity CIUI produce a powerful trade-union movement, which in a subsequent crisis of immiseration can be rapidly drawn on to revolutionary positions. while preserving the breadth of its mass organization and thlll favouring the success of the revolution, Or a period of progressive immi,seration can disperse the trade-union movement, in such a way that m a subsequent period of prosperity it finds itself at a stage 01 construction that does not offer a sufficient framework for revolutionary organization. These examples, which could equally weD be reversed, go to prove that "the curves of the economic situation and of class combativity are determined by complex laws, the latter by the former, but do not resemble each other in form'." To the rise (or fall) of the former, there may correspond in given cases indifferently a rise or a faJJ of the latter. 
28: �he inte�r�tive elements of this study are extremely varied, They conSist In exammtng the effective tendencies involved in the constitution and development of the proletariat's organizations, and in the reactions - including psychological reactions - produced upon it on the one hand by economic conditions, and on the other by the specific attitudes and social

, 
an� political initiatives of the ruling class and its parties. Exa�lna�lon of the situation is completed in the political field by examtnatlon of the positions and forces of the various classes and parti,es in relation to the power of the State. From this point of view, it is posSible to classify into fundamental phases the situations in which the Communist Party may have to operate and which. in their normal succession. lead it to grow stronger by extending its membership and at the same time to define ever more precisely the limits of its tactical field, These phases can be specified as follows: Absolutist feudal power _ �emocratic bourgeois power - social·democratic government _ Interregnum of social war in which the bases of the State become unstable - prolctarian power in the dictatorship of the Councils. In a c

,
ertain sense, the problem of tactics consists, not just in choosing the ng�t.course for an effective action, but also in preventing the party's activity from overspilling its appropriate limits and falling back upon 
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hods that correspond to situations now transcended - which would met 
Ihe consequence of halting the party's process of development and have 

h 'd ' h' h 'ng revolutionary preparation to regress. T e consl eratlons w IC causl 
" ' h d d h' d r  follOW will refer above all to the party s action In t e Stton an t Ir 0 

the above-mentioned political phases. . 
' . 

29. The Communist Party's possession of a cntlcal method and a 
consciousness which lead to the formulation of its programme is a 

ndition of its organic life. For that very reason. the parly and the 
�ommunist International cannot limit themselves to establishing the 

eatest liberty and elasticity of tactics. by entrusting their execution to 
��e relevant leading bodies, subject to examination of the situation. in 
their judgement. Since the party's programme docs not have the 
character of a simple aim to be achieved by whatever means. but rather 
that of a historical perspective of mutually related routes and 
destinations, tactics in successive situations must be related to the 
programme ; hence the general tactical norms for successive situations 
must be specified within certain limits, which though not rigid are ever 
more precise and less oscillating as the movement gains in strength and 
approaches its general victory, Only such a criterion makes it possible 
to draw ever closer to the maximum of effective centralization in the 
panics and the Inlernational with respect 10 leadership of the action, so 
that the execution of central directives is accepted without any 
reluctance not just within the communist parties, but also in the mass 
movement which these have succeeded in organizing. This is not 10 
forget that at the base of such acceptance of the movement's organic 
discipline there lies a faclor of initiative on the part of individuals and 
groups - depending on the influence and development of the siluation
and a continuous logical progress of experience and rectifications oflhe 
course to be followed for most effective action against the conditions of 
life imposed on the proletariat by the existing system, Therefore. the 
party and the International must set out in a systematic manner the 
corpus of general tactical norms for whose application they may call the 
ranks of their members, and the layers of the proletariat which rally 
around them. to action and to sacrifice; and they must demonstrate how 
such norms and perspectives for action constitute Ihe inevitable route 
leading to victory. It is, therefore, a practical and organizational 
necessity/and not the desire to theorize and schematize the complexity 
of the movements which the party may be called upon to undertake, 
which leads us to establish the terms and limits of the party's tactics, 
And it is for Ihese entirely concrete reasons that the latter must take 
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decisions which appear to restrict its possibilities for action, but 
alone give a guarantee of Ihe organic unity of its activity in 
proletarian struggle. 

VI 

"Indirect" Tactical Activity of the Communist Party 

30. When the conditions are lacking for a tactical activity that can be 
defined as direct, having the character of an assault on bourgeois power 
with the forces at the Communist Party's disposal, and which will be 
discussed below, the party can and must - far from restricting iI5el[lo. 
pure and simple work of proselYlism and propaganda - exert an 
influence on events through its relations with and pressures upon other 
parties and political and social movemenlS, with the aim of determining 
developments of the situation in a direction favourable to its own 
objectives. and in such a way as to hasten the moment when resolutive 
revolutionary action will be possible. The initiatives and attitudes to 
adopt in such a case constitute a delicate problem, and for this reason 
the condition must be laid down that they must on no account be or 
appear in contradiction with the longer-term requirements of the party', 
specific struggle in accordance with the programme of which it is the 
sole proponent, and for which the proletariat must struggle at the 
decisive moment. Any attitude which causes or involves demotion to a 
secondary level of the integral affirmation of that propaganda, which 
does not merely have theoretical value, but is above all drawn from the 
daily positions taken up in the real proletarian struggle, and which must 
continuously highlight the necessity for the proletariat to embrace the 
communist programme and methods; any attitude which can be seen to 
make the conquest of given contingent strong points an end in itself 
rather than a means to proceed further; any such attitude would lead to 
a weakening of the party's structure and influence on the revolutionary 
preparation of the masses. 

3 1 . In the historico-political situation which corresponds to the 
democratic bourgeois power, there generally takes place a division in 
the political ficld into two currents or "blocs" - one of the lell, the 
other of the right - which contest leadership of the State. The lell bloc is 
normally supported more or less openly by the social-democralic 
parties, which favour coalitions on principle. The unfolding of this 
contest is not a matter of indifference to the Communist Party. both 
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because it revolves around points and demands which interest the 

proletarian masses and demand their attention, and because its 

resolution through a victory of the len really can smooth the path to the 

proletarian revolution, In examining the problem of the tactical 

advisability of coalitions with the lert political elements - and wanting to 

a\'oid all falsely doctrinaire or stupidly sentimental and puritanical 

apriorism - one must above all bear in mind that the Communist Party 

enjoys freedom of movement insofar as it is capable of pursuing with 

continuity its process of organization and preparation, from which it 

drawS that influence upon the masses which permits it to call them to 

action. It cannot propose a tactic with an occasional and transitory 

criterion. reckoning that it will be able subsequently, at the moment 

when such a tactic ceases to be applicable, to execute a sudden switch 

and change of front. transforming its allies of yesterday into enemies. If 

one does not wish to compromise one's links with the masses and their 

reinforcement at the very moment when it is most essential that these 

should come to the fore, it will be necessary to pursue in all public and 

official declarations and attitudes a continuity of method and intention 

that is strictly consistent with the uninterrupted propaganda and 
preparation for the final struggle. 

32. The Communist Pany'sessential task in preparing the proletariat 
ideologically and practically for the revolutionary struggle for 
dictatorship is a ruthless criticism of the programme of the bourgeois 
lcll, and of any programme that seeks to derive the solution of social 
problems from the framework of bourgeois parliamentary democratic 
institutions. The content of the disagreements between the bourgeois 
right and lell for the most pan affects the proletariat only by virtue of 
demagogic falsifications. which naturally cannot be demolished 
through a pure process of theoretical criticism. but must be met and 
unmasked in practice, in the thick of struggle, In general, the political 
demands of the left - which do not at all include in their objectives that 
of taking a step forward and placing a foot upon some intermediary 
rung between the economic and political system of capitalism and that 
of the proletariat - correspond to conditions of greater freedom for and 
more effective defence of modern capitalism, both in their intrinsic 
value, and because they tend to give the masses the illusion that the 
eXisting institutions can be utilized for their process of emancipation. 
this is true of the demands for extension of the suffrage and for 
gUarantees and improvements of liberalism, as it is of the anti-clerical 
struggle and the whole baggage of "masonic" politics. Legislative 
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reforms in the �onomic or social fields have a similar value: either they 
will nOI be carried through, or they will be carried through only insofar 
as they create an obstacle to the revolutionary dynamic of the masses_ 
and with that intention. 

33. The advent of a len bourgeois government, or even of a social
democratic government, may be seen as a preliminary to the definitive 
stTuggle for proletarian dictatorship; but not in the sense that their 
operation would create useful preconditions of an economic or political 
kind. and certainly not with the hope that they would accord the 
proletariat greater freedom for organization, preparation, and 
revolutionary action. The Communist Party knows and has the duty to 
proclaim. by force of critical reason and of bloody experience. that such 
governments would only respect the freedom of proletarian movements 
until such lime as the proletariat recognized these and defended them .. 
its own representatives. while before an assault by the masses against 
the machine of the democratic State they would respond with the most 
ferocious reaction. It is thus in a very different sense that the advent of 
such governments may be useful: in other words. insofar as their 
activity will allow the proletariat to deduce from the facts the real 
experience that only the installation of its dictatorship constitutes 
a real defeat of capitalism. It is evident that the utilization of such 
an experience will be effective only on condition that the Com· 
munist Party has denounced the government's failure in advance., 
and preserved a solid independent organization around which 
the proletariat can regroup when it is forced to abandon the groups 
and parties which it has partly supported in their experiment a. 
government. 

34. Thus not only would a coalition of the Communist Party 
with parties of the bourgeois left or of social·democracy damage 
revolutionary preparation and make it difficult to utilize a left 
government experiment, but also in practice it would normally postpone 
the victory of the left over the right bloc. These are rivals for the support 
of the bourgeois centre, which moves to the left because it is rightly 
convinced that the left is no less anti�revolutionary and conservative 
than the right, proposing concessions that are largely apparent and only 
minimally effective in order to brake the pressing revolutionary 
movement against the identical institutions accepted by right and left 
alike. Thus the presence of the Communist Party in a left coalition 
would lose the latter more support. above all on the terrain of electoral 
and parliamentary struggle, than it would bring it through its backing, 
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and the whole experiment would probably be delayed rather than 

accelerated by such a policy. 

35. On the other hand, the Communist Party will not ignore the 

undeniable fact that the demands around which the left bloc centres its 

agitation draw the interest of the masses and, in their .c0nnulation
: o

ften 

correspond to their real demands. The Communist Party will not 

uphold the superficial position of refusing such concessions on the 

grounds that only the final and total revolutionary �onquest 
.
m�rits �e 

sacrifices of the proletariat. There would be no sense 10 proclalmmg thIS, 

since the only result would be that the proletariat would certainly move 

behind the democrats and social-democrats, and remain enslaved to 

them. The Communist Party will thus call upon the workers to accept 

the left's concessions as an experiment; but it will emphasize in its 

propaganda its pessimistic forecast as to that experiment's outcome, 

and the necessity for the proletariat, if it is not to be ruined by this 

venture, not to stake its independence of organization and political 

influence upon it. The Communist Party will ask the masses to demand 

of the social-democratic parties - who guarantee the possibility that the 

promises of the bourgeois left can be realized - that they keep their 

commitments. And with its independent and uninterrupted criticism it 

will prepare to cull the fruits of the negative result of such experiments, 

by showing how the entire bourgeoisie is in fact arrayed in a united front 

against the revolutionary proletariat, and how those parties which call 

themselves workers' parties but support the coalition with a part of the 

bourgeoisie are merely its accomplices and agents. 

36. The demands put forward by the len parties, and especially by the 

SOCial-democrats. are onen of such a kind that it is appropriate to call 

upon the proletariat to move directly to implement them. For if the 

struggle were engaged, the insufficiency of the means with which the 

social-democrats prOjX)se to arrive at a programme of benefits for the 

proletariat would at once become apparent, The Communist Party will 
then raise high those same demands, underlining them and making them 

more precise, as a banner of struggle for the entire proletariat, urging 

the latter forward to compel the panies which speak of them only 
through opportunism to engage themselves and commit themselves on 
the path to win them. Whether it is a question of economic demands, or 
Whether they have a political character, the Communist Party will 
propose them as objectives for a coalition of trade-union organisms, 
avoiding the setting-up of committees to direct the struggle and 
agitation in which the Communist Party would be represented and 
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and the whole experiment would probably be delayed rather than 

accelerated by such a policy. 
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: o

ften 
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.
m�rits �e 

sacrifices of the proletariat. There would be no sense 10 proclalmmg thIS, 
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engaged alongside other political parties. The party's purpose in this is 
always to keep the attention of the masses on the specific communist 
programme, and 10 keep its own freedom of movement for the choice of 
moment in which to enlarge the platform of action, by-passing the other 
parties who have shown themselves impotent and been abandoned by 
the masses. The trade-union united front, understood in this way. offers 
the possibility of combined actions of the whole working class from 
which the communist method cannot fail to emerge victorious. For it 
alone is capable of giving content to the unitary movement of the 

proletariat. and free from any share in responsibility for the activity of 
the parties which express verbal support for the proletariat's cause 
through opportunism and with counter-revolutionary intentions. 

37. The situation we are.considering may take the form of an assault 
by the bourgeois right upon a democratic or social-democratic 
government. In such a case too, the attitude of the Communist Party 
cannot be one of proclaiming solidarity with governments of this kind. 
For one cannot present to the proletariat as a gain to be defended, a 
political order whose experiment one has greeted and followed with the 
intention of accelerating in the proletariat the conviction that it is not 
designed in its favour but for counter-revolutionary ends. 

38. It may happen that the left government allows right-wing 
organizations. bourgeois white bands, to carry out their actions against 
the proletariat and its institutions: and that not only does it not ask for 
the proletariat's support, but claims that the latter does not have the 
right to respond by organizing armed resistance. In such a case. the 
communists will demonstrate that what is involved can only be an 
effective complicity. indeed a division of functions. between liberal 
government and reactionary irregular forces. The bourgeois is then no 
longer discussing whether the method of democratic and reformist 
lullabies or that of violent repression suits it best. but utilizes them both 
at the same time. In this situation, the true - and the worst - enemy of 
revolutionary preparation is the liberal element in government. It 

deludes the proletariat that it will take up its defence in the name of 
legality. in order to find it weaponless and disorganized and to be able to 
lay it low. in full accord with the whitcs, the day that the proletariat finds 
itself compelled by the force of events to struggle against the legal 
apparatus which presides over its exploitation. 

39. Another hypothesis is that the government and the left-wing 
panics which compose it invite the proletariat to take part in armed 
snuggle against the right-wing assault. This invitation cannot fail 10 
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relude a snare, and the Communist Party will greet it by proclaiming 

;hat the arms in the hands of the proletariat mean the advent of the 

proletarian power and State, and the disarmament of the traditional 

bureaucratic and military machinery of the State. For this will never 

carry out the orders of a left government which has reached power by 

legalitarian means if it calls the people to armed struggle; and only the 

proletarian dictatorship could give a victory over the white bands 

a stable character. As a consequence, no "Ioyalism" should be 

proclaimed or practiced towards such a government, and it will above 

a[1 be necessary to indicate to the masses the danger that consolidation 

ofits power. with the help of the proletariat, against the right-wing rising 

or attempted coup d'etat, would mean consolidation of the very 

organism that will combat the revolutionary advance of the proletariat 

when this becomes inevitable as the only way out. This will be the 

danger if control over the armed organization of the State has remained 
in the hands of the democratic parties in government; in other words, if 
the proletariat has put down its arms without having used them to 
overturn the e)tisting political and state forms. against all the forces of 

the bourgeois class. 

VII 

'"Direct" Tactical Acitivity of the Communist Party 

40. We have considered the ease in which the attention of the masses 
is engaged by objectives which the parties of the bourgeois len and 
SOCial-democracy have formulated as strong points to be conquered or 
defended, and in which the Communist Party proposes the same 
objectives in its tum, with greater clarity and energy, at the same time as 
it openly criticizes the insufficiency of the means proposed by others to 

realize them. I n  other cases, however. immediate and pressing demands 
of the working class, whether for conquest or for defence. find the left 
and social-democratic parties indifferent. Not having at its disposal 
Sufficient forces to call the masses directly to those conquests, because 
of the influence upon them of the social-democrats, the Communist 
Party _ avoiding offering any alliance to the social-democrats, indeed �roclaiming that they betray even the contingent and immediate 
Interests of the workers - in formulating these objectives of proletarian 
struggle will invoke a proletarian united front realized on the trade
union terrain for their attainment. The implementation of this front will 
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find at their posts the communist militants in the unions: but at ,h,,,, ... 
lime it will leave the party the possibility of intervening when 
struggle takes a further development, against which the 
democrats will inevitably come out - and at times the syndicalists 
anarchists 100. On the OIher hand, the refusal of the other p",le,,,'. 
parties to implement a trade·union united front for these objectives 
be utilized by the Communist Pany to ,,,Ik,, d"wn ,hel' I,ofl,,,,,ce-,,,, 
merely with criticism and propaganda which shows how what 
involved is real complicity with the bourgeoisie. bUI above all 
participating in the front line in those partial actions of the p«,lelan. 
which the situation will not fail to provoke, by doing so on the basis 
those precise strong points for which the party had proposed the 
union united front of aU laeal organizations and all categories, and 
drawing from this a concrete demonstration that ,h, ,,,)CII.I·,d,,noc"'lia 
leaders by opposing the extension of activity are preparing its 
Naturally, the Communist Party will not limit itself to this task 
pinning the responsibility for an incorrect tactic on ,h., o,.he, POl'.\"'; bol 
with extreme caution and tight discipline it will study whether 
moment has not arrived to overcome the resistance of the :::::::� 
revolutionaries. when in the course of the action a situation is p 
among the masses such that they would follow a call to 
Communist Party against any resistance. An initiative of this kind 
only be a central one. and it is never admissible for it to be taken 
by organisms of the Communist Party or trade unions controlled 
the communists. 

4 1 .  The expression "direct" tactics is applied more specially to the 
activity of the party in a situation which suggests to it that it ,h,,"II, 

j 
",k. 

the independent initiative of an attack on bourgeois power. in order to 
bring it down or to strike it a blow which will gravely weaken it. 
party, in order to be able to undertake an action of this kind. must have 
a solid internal organization at its disposal, which will give absolute 
certainty of strict discipline to the orders of the central leadership. It 
must. in addition, be able to count on the same discipline from the union 
forces which it leads. so as to be sure of the support of a broad segment 
of the masses. It also needs a military type of organization of a certain 
degree of efficiency. and all the equipment for illegal activity - above aU 
for communications and forms of contact that cannot be checked by the 
bourgeois government - that will allow it to preserve its leadership 01 
the movement securely in the predictable situation of being outlawed 
under emergency provisions. But above all. in taking a decision for 
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.r sive action upon which may depend the fate of a whole, extremely allen . 
b . Ir labOur of preparation, the Commumst Party must sse Itse on a 

long 
. ' h d' . r fth dy of the situation which does not Just ensure It t e ISCIP me 0 e Sl" 

ed b · h ·  h d · ., r. es directly organized and I y It; w IC oes not Just encourage I ,� 
I . redict that the links which bind it to the best of the pro etanan 

�a�ses will not break in the struggle; but which gives it confidence that 

h P",y's support among the masses and the breadth of the , e . I . Ictariat's participation in the movement will grow progressive y 10 

� . . . . d the course of the action, smce the order for thiS will serve to awaken an 

set in operation tendencies naturally diffused in the deepest layers of the 
masses. 

42. It will not always be possible for a general movement initiated by 

the Communist Party for an auempt to overturn bourgeois power to be 

announced as having this open objective. The directive to engage the 

struggle may (other than in the case of an exceptional precipitation of 
revolutionary situations stirring the proletariat) rerer to strong points 

which are something less than the conquest of proletarian power, but 

which are in part only to be realized through this supreme victory - even 
though the masses merely see them as immediate and vital demands: 
objectives which to a limited extent, insofar as they can be realized by a 
government which is not yet that of the proletarian dictatorship, leave 
open the possibility orhalting the action at a certain point which leaves 
the le\'el of organization and combativity of the masses intact, ir it 
appears to be impossible to continue the struggle to the end without 
compromising, through the outcome, the conditions for resuming it 
effectively in subsequent situations. 

43 . It is not even to be excluded that the Communist Party may find it 
Opportune to give the word for an action directly even though it knows 
that there is no question of arriving at the supreme revolutionary 
conquest. but only of waging a battle from which the enemy will emerge 
with his prestige and his organization damaged, and the proletariat 
materially and morally strengthened. In such a case, the party will caU 
the masses to struggle by rormulating a series of objectives which may 
either be the actual ones to be achieved, or appear more limited than 
those which the party proposes to achieve ifthe struggle is crowned with 
Success. Such objectives. above all in the party's plan.of action. must be 
arranged in progression. so that the attainment or each of them 
Constitutes a position of possible reinforcement through a halt on the 
path towards successive struggles. It is necessary to avoid as rar as 
POssible the desperate tactic or launching oneself into struggle in 
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conditions such that only the supreme triumph of the revolution 
constitutes the favourable alternative, while in the opposite event there 
is a certainty of defeat and dispersal of the proletarian forces for a 
period impossible to foresee. Partial objectives are thus indispensable to 
maintain safe control over the action, and to formulate them does not 
conflict with criticism of their specific economic and social content. 
insofar as the masses might welcome them not as opportunities for 
struggle which are a means and a preliminary to the final victory, but as 
ends of intrinsic value with which to be satisfied once they have been 
won. Naturally, it is always a delicate and terrible problem to fix these 
goats and limits to action ; it is through the exercise of its experience and 
the selection of its leaders that the party tempers itself for this supreme 
responsibility. 

44. The party must avoid harbouring or spreading the illusion that, in 
a situation of stagnation of the proletariat's combativity. it is possible to 
bring about the awakening of the masses for struggle through the simple 
effect of the example given by a group of brave men launching 
themselves into combat, and attempting coups de main against 
bourgeois institutions. The reasons why the proletariat may lift itself out 
of a situation of depression are to be sought in the real unfolding of the 
economic situation; the party's tactics can and must contribute to this 
process, but with work that is far more profound and continuous than 
the dramatic deeds of a vanguard hurled into the attack. 

45. The party, however, will use its strength and organization for 
actions that are properly controlled both in their conception and in their 
execution, on the part of armed groups, working-class organizations 
and street·crowds, which have a demonstrative and defensive value in 
giving the masses concrete proof that it is possible with organization 
and preparation to confront certain forms of resistance and offensive 
sallies by the ruling class, whether in the form of terrorist outrages by 
reactionary armed groups or in the form of police obstruction of given 
types of proletarian organization and activity. The aim will not be to 
provoke a general action, but to raise the depressed and demoralized 
masses up again to the highest level of combativity. with a series of 
actions designed to reawaken within them sentiments and a need of 
revolt. 

46. The party will absolutely avoid. in such local actions, any 
infraction of the internal discipline of the trade· union organisms on the 
part of the local organs and the militants within them who are members 
of the Communist Party, since these must never be allowed to break 
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with the national executive bodies led by other parties. For as has 
already been stated, they must serve as indispensable footholds for 
winning those bodies to the party. The Communist Party and its 
members will. however, follow the masses actively and offer them all 
their help when they respond through a spontaneous impulse to 

bourgeois provocations, even if they go beyond the limits of discipline to 

the criteria of inaction and passivity of the reformist and opportunist 

union leaders. 
47. In the situation which is characteristic of the moment in which the 

power of the State is shaken to its foundations, and is about to fall, the 
Communist Party. amid the full unfurling of its forces and of the 
agitation of the masses around its banner of maximum demands, will 
not miss the possibility ofinftuencing moments of unstable equilibrium 
in the situation by taking advantage of all such forces as may 
momentarily be acting in harmony with its own independent activity. 
When it is quite certain that it will win control ofthe movement as soon 
as the traditional State organization has collapsed, it can have recourse 
10 transitory and contingent agreements with other movements which 
have forces at their disposal in the field of struggle - but without raising 
such alliances to themes of propaganda or slogans addressed by the 
party to the masses. Success will in any case be the sole yardstick. for 
assessing the correctness of having yielded to such contacts, and for 
judging what calculations are to be made in this respect. The entire 
tactics of the Communist Party is not dictated by theoretical 
preconceptions or by ethical and aesthetic preoccupations, but solely 
by the real appropriateness of the means to the end and to the reality of 
the historical process, in that dialectical synthesis of doctrine and action 
which is the patrimony or a movement destined to be the protagonist of 
the most immense social renewal, the commander of the greatest 
revolutionary war. 

VIII 

The Italian Communist Party and the Present Moment 

48. The phase, and thus the problem, of the party's formation has 
now been completely surmounted in Italy. With the Socialist Congress 
of Milan - prior to which, the possibility was not definitively excluded of 
a substantive modification of the constitutive basis of the Italian 
Communist Party, through fusion with a left faction of the Socialist 
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with the national executive bodies led by other parties. For as has 
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VIII 

The Italian Communist Party and the Present Moment 
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Party, which would have assumed the significance of an essential and 
integrative elcmenl - with the Milan Congress and its decisions this 
possibility has vanished entirely. It now seems evidenl that only the far 
left faction which split away at Livorno could constilute the party's 

creative nucleus. And it is now equally clear that its normal progressive 
development will, in future, not proceed through a rapprochement with 
organized groups splitting off from other political formations: instead, it 
will proceed solely through individual recruitment of single persons 
who. as they enter its ranks designed precisely to receive them. will nOt 
introduce disorder or changes, but simply greater strength - in 
numbers, and hence in action. 

49. The Party. therefore, freed from the cares inherent in every period 
of initiation, must devote itself completely to its work of ever more 

extensive penetration among the masses, establishing and multiplying 
the linking organs between them and itself. No field of proletarian 
activity must remain unknown to the communists: the trade unions, the 
cooperatives, the savings trusts, must be penetrated ever more deeply 
- with the establishment of communist groups and their linking together 
- and won to the Party's directives. While the various Aid Committees, 
for political victims, for Russia, etc., must see the communists 
represented and enjoy their collaboration. This. however, is simply 
because the party must not remain indifferent to any instrument which 
will put it in closer contact with the proletariat; and because it must take 
care to satisfy the laller's contingent necessities. It is never in order to 
establish lasting relations with other political panies. even subversive 
ones. 

50. With respect to the latter, the polemics aimed at clarifying their 
attitude in the eyes of the workers, and at breaking the ambiguity or 
their programmatic declarations, must continue unftaggingly. Socialists 
and libertarians pursue the weakening of the proletarian class in two 
different ways in Italy today: the former with their tactics of submission 
and disarmament in the face of capitalism's attack; the laller with their 
struggle against the Republic of Soviets and against the principle of 
dictatorship of the proletariat, to which they counterpose the empty and 
theoretical apotheosis of an abstract freedom. 

The present Italian situation, characterized by the ever vaster and 
more complete offensive of the bourgeoisie, daily offers a thousand 
unhappy documents for our polemics against the anarchists and social
democrats. who give manifest proof of their lack of understanding of the 
moment. For this. rather than representing anything exceptional and 
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ansitory, is in reality a natural and predictable stage of development of 

��e capitalistic order: a
. 
specific manifestation of the function and 

purposes of the democratIc State. 
. . . . . 

5 1 .  Today, in Italy,one can perceIve a charactenStlc mvoluuon ofthe 

State with respect to its mode of functioning. The constitutive period of 

the bourgeois State, which marked a progressive centralization of all the 

functions of rule within the organization of a central authority. finds its 

counterpart and its negation in the present period, in which the stable 

unity of all powers - previously removed from the arbitrary decision of 

individuals - now crumbles and scatters. The powers of the State are 

once again exercised individually by each private person. And it would 

no longer even be necessary for the State to place its organs explicitly 

though it does so - at the disposal of bourgeois conservation :  from the 

army to the magistrature, from Parliament to the functionaries of the 

executive power. For each of these, in the person of its practitioners, 

uses its own powers to the same end, in an autonomous and 

uncontrollable manner. 

In order then to prevent an unexpected halt in this crisis of dissolution 

from allowing the State to regain any control over the activity of 

individuals, the bourgeois class proceeds hastily to the establishment of 

supplementary organs. These, perfectly in agreement with the statutory 

organs when these function according to the explicit desires of 

conservation, instead counterpose themselves to those organs and 

replace them whenever they show signs of moving away from the most 

supine acquiescence (Civil Committees, Defence Committees, etc.). 

To invoke, as the social-democrats do, a return to the authority of the 
State and to respect for the law shows that, even though they do assen 

that the democratic parliamentary Slate is a class State, they do not 

succeed in understanding that precisely for this reason it is today 

carrying out its essential task - by violating the written laws which were 

necessary to its progressive consolidation, but which would 

henceforward damage its conservation. 
52. The present Italian situation contains synthetically within itself 

all the constitutive elements ofthe coup d'etat, even though the external 

probative fact of the military deed has not occurred. The progressive 

occurrence of episodes of violence which successively annul the normal 

conditions of social life for a whole class of citizens; the superposition of 
the capricious will of groups and individuals over the dispositions of the 

written law; the immunity guaranteed to such groups and individuals; 
and the persecution ordained for their enemies - all this has produced 
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the same results as would have been produced by a more grandiose 
more violent single act. which set morc numerous forces in 
simultaneously. 

The bourgeois class is perfectly aware of this stale of affairs, but 
interests require that the outward appearance of a formal d"noc,",cy 
should nOI be destroyed; and that the general economy should not 
deeply shaken by a violent change which ultimately would nOI offer 
grealer safeguard for its privilege than that which it enjoys today. It 
thus probable that divided as it is on its evaluation of the necessity 
and still being powerful enough to break it. the bourgeois class 
Oppose a disruptive military putsch motivated almost solely by personal 
ambitions. No new form of government could have more contempt than 
the present one for freedom; for rights already won and sanctioned; for 
the lives of the workers. Only in a further perfecting of the democratic 
State, rendering it more able to conceal the real substance of the 
bourgeoisie's dictatorial regime. can it find its goal. This will be achieved 
with the formation of a social-democratic government. 

53. The present Italian situation engendcrs and brings to fruition 
precisely this further stage in the martyrdom of the proletariat. Work is 
proceeding towards this result from two sides: a strong current in the 
Socialist Party and the left parties of the bourgeoisie are alike testing the 
ground, in order to find the most favourable spot for a meeting and an 
alliance. Both. in fact, motivate their actions solely by the necessity of 
finding and constructing a defence against destructive fascist violence. 
And on this terrain they seek the assent of all the subversive parties, 
demanding an end to polemics and mutual anacks. 

If a social-democratic government would have the strength to fight 
and defeat fascism - which we strongly doubt, both through our 
theoretical convictions and because of the examples of recent history
and it therefore becomes necessary to prepare a terrain favourable to its 
formation, this will be all the more easily and rapidly constituted insofar 
as the communists continue their present determined and unflagging 
polemic against the Socialist Party. The communist attack gives the �ialist Party credit in bourgeois eyes, as a target of revolutionary 
v10lence and as an impediment and obstacle 10 the unfurling of the class 
struggle, and thus makes more probable an agreement and an alliance 
between them. For it must not be forgonen that left groups of the 
bourgeoisie began to present socialist collaboration as attainable in 
Italy from Ihe time that the Livorno split liberated the Socialist Party 
from any communist current. A quietening down of the struggle 
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(ween communists and socialists would restore the latter
. 
to the 

:tensible. though false. position of being favourable to the doctnneand 

ctice of the IIIrd International; it would thus impede the 
pra . . d· · .. · f h  
reinforcement of that trust wh1ch IS the precon IlIon lor creallon 0 t e 

social-democratic bloc. . 

Hence. the most absolute intransigence towards the subverSIve 

rties should be practised in the field of political struggle, even allowing 
p' f . 
the perspective - which for us is fallacious - that a change 0 men In a 

formally unchanged State could conceivably occur in a sense that 

would favour the proletarial. 

54. As for fascism, the PCI. though considering it as an inevitable 

consequence of the regime's development, does not draw the conclusion 

that an attitude or inert passivity should be taken up with respect to it. 

To combat fascism does not mean to believe that it is possible to annul 

one function of bourgeois society without destroying the latter's 

existence: nor to delude oneself that fascism can be defeated in itself, as 

an episode cut off and isolated from the overall offensive activity of 

capitalism. It aims instead at rendering less serious and painful the 

damage which enemy violence inflicts upon this combative and 

unyielding spirit. 

55. The PCI does not exclude but indeed bears in mind the possibility 

that from the present unstable situation there may arise the opportunity 

for violent action by a part of the bourgeoisie. Preparing, therefore, a 

minimum or means necessary to confront and overcome this, it takes up 

with respect to the problem of direct action an attitude of preparation. 

The world crisis of the capitalist economy has had a negative 

influence on the advance of the proletariat. which has seen its most solid 

organizations broken. For they had not foreseen the crisis, and hence 

had not prepared themselves to surmount it victoriously. The party 

believes that today it is necessary to reconstruct that former solidity, 

guided by the conviction that in a situation analogous to the one 

recently traversed, a proletariat solidly organized and led by a 

revolutionary party could justly go over to the attack. Thus to construct 

this party and enlarge its influence over the masses: to give its own 

members coherence, discipline and preparation; to draw behind it ever 

broader layers of the working class: these are the essential tasks of the 

Italian Communists, who will accomplish them taking as their norm the 

theses on the various questions (trade union, agricultural. etc.) which 

wilJ be approved and discussed by the present Congress. 
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34. CONGRESS INTERVENTIONS 

Gramsci argues that the creation of the AUear/to del IOI'oro has 
considerably modified the Italian trade-union silUation. It is therefore 
necessary to include in the Theses some new programmatic points." 
These will be contained in three theses to be inserted afier the present 
number 10, and will be inspired by the following principles. 

The creation of the A fleanta del lavoro is an attempt to resolve in a 
purely bureaucratic fashion the problem of the Italian trade-union 
movement's unity of action. For some time, as a result of the 
unfortunate outcome of the last strikes and the practical impossibility of 
embarking upon others with any hope of success, the organized masses 
had been asking that the problem of united trade-union action should be 
tackled and resolved. With the Alleanza del lal'Qro. the leaders of the 
mass organizations had proposed and implemented a purely 
bureaucratic form of unity. in order to discharge in the eyes of the 
masses the responsibility which weighed upon them. Tomorrow. these 
leaders will say to the masses: "You see. we have achieved unity, we 
have created the A lIeanza del lavoro, and not even that has done any 
good." 

At first, a tendency seemed to be taking shape to set up a kind of 
labour party. with the adherence of political and trade-union 
organizations to a single name and organism. It is no exaggeration to 
assert that this attempt failed as a resull of the criticism and action of the 
communist minority - which every attempt was made to immunize. 
Unity has now been achieved in the trade-union domain. but in an 
exclusively bureaucratic form. 

Having recalled the organic formation of the Alleanza del /amro, 
comrade Gramsci said that the attitude of the Communist Party must 
now be motivated by a dual order of considerations. In the first place, 
tbe following problem arises: can we say that in the Alleanza dellavoro 
a basis exists for resolving the problem of the organizational unity of the 
Italian proletariat? This is not to be excluded, and there are some 
interesting indications in this respect. Two articles appeared in Umanila 
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/'Iol'a. one by Angelo Faggi and one by LU
.
igi Fa�bri, in

. 
which .

opinions 

e e"pressed which sC(:m favourable to thiS thesiS." It IS certam that at a�e present moment, small union organizations which till yesterday t 
aintained themselves on the terrain of competition with the General �onfederation of Labour, can see that their competition has less and 

lesS prospect of success. The possibility of an agreement cannot be ex

cluded. Armando Borghi claims that he is nearer to D' Aragona than to 

the communists, and perhaps personal approaches have already taken 
lace." These are symptoms of a change of position which tomorrow �ight create a new situation, in which the organizational basis for the 

trade-union unity of the Italian proletariat might cease to be the General 
Confederation and become the A lleanza dellal'Oro itself. 

In the second place, the communists must seek in what way the 
present bureaucratic unity might be the point of departure for a process 
of development that would be revolutionary in character. If the political 
situation grows worse and the Italian state returns once again to the 
conditions of disintegration of 1919, it might be that the tactic of unitary 
committees like the Alleanza del lol'OTo. but elected directly by the 
proletariat, could become more appropriate than that of Factory 
Councils, especially because of the impossibility in which we now find 
ourselves to carry on propaganda for the councils. and because of the 
disappointments which the tactic of council s has caused in more than 
one case. The Communist Party has already requested that local 
committees of the A lleanza dellal'Oro should have a wider formation, in 
closer contact with the masses. It is not excluded that the problem may 
arise of inducing the unorganized masses too to join these committees_ 
It is true that today the number of organized workers is falling, but that 
occurs in part because the masses have lost faith in the form of 
organization by dues and by assemblies, while the interest of the masses 
would be reawoken by an organization of an elective kind. An instance 
of this is provided by the active participation of the masses in the 
nomination of leading commiuC(:s for such elective organizations as 
already exist at present, like the Unemployment Funds, Cooperative 
Savings Trusts. etc. 

If a situation arises in which propaganda for elective committees of 
the Alleanza del /al'oro becomcs appropriate, these will become 
formations of a quasi-Soviet type, and within this organization the 
tendencies at present existing in embryo form in the working class could 
be unified. 

The theses on the Alleanta de/lal'OTO will set out these fundamental 
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orienting ideas. However, it is not thought necessary at once to change 
the content of Ihe lenth thesis, in which il is slated that the basis of the 
Italian proletariat's organizational unity is considered by the 
communists to be the General Confederation of Labour. since for the 
moment it is only a Question of tendencies that have not yet been 
clarified. Similarly, it is held that the posilion of our comrades within the 
union organizations should remain unaltered. even if at the forthcoming 
Paris Congress the USI decides to detach itself definitively from the Red 
Trade-union International.'9 

L 'Ordine NUOI'O, 25 March 1922. 

II 

Gramsci states that he is in agreement with the theses presented by 
comrades Bordiga and Terracini, and wishes to present the congress 
with a problem. 

If the congress of the Communist Party accepts generic formulae in 
contradiction with the theses presented by the Party Executive and in 
which the possibility of a political united front is admitted, it will be 
believed that our thinking is in line with that which is widespread among 
the masses, according to which the political united front would be one 
that stretched as far as the Popular Party. It would be a good idea for 
there to be some discussion on this point. I am convinced that not just 
the Popular Party, but also a part of the Socialist Party must be 
excluded from the proletarian united front, in accordance with the 
conception of the theses approved by the Enlarged Executive 
Committee,60 because to make an agreement with them would mean 
making an agreement with the bourgeoisie. The Popular Party is 
essentially based upon the peasant class. Now it is true that the peasants 
are prepared to engage in struggle against the State; but they arc willing 
to struggle to defend their property, not to defend their payor working 
hours. The struggle they wage is inspired by motives which belong to 
the sphere of the bourgeois civil code. 

We too often confuse the workers with the peasants. They are two 
different classes. The Socialist Party based itself on both these classes, 
and that was why two spirits coexisted within it. The working class and 
the peasantry can reach agreements in an organic form. such as is 
proposed by the Communist Party in its theses on the agrarian 
question. but it must not be believed that the peasants can become 

THE ROME CONGRESS 121  

ommunists. The Communist Party must maintain its physiognomy as 
c workers' party, with centres of action in the countryside. a Then it is necessary to bear in mind the Italian political situation. In 

Germany. the movement tending towards the establishment of a social

democratic government is based on the working-class masses; but the 

tactiC of the united front has no value except for industrial countries, 

where the backward workers can hope to be able to carry on a defensive 

activity by conquering a parliamentary majority. Here, the situation is 

different. If we launched the slogan of a workers' government and tried 

to implement it, we would return to the socialist ambivalence, when that 
party was condemned to inactivity because it could not decide to be 

either solely a party of workers or solely a party of peasants. If we 

launched the slogan of a political united front, we would have against us 

the left faction of the Socialist Party, the Maffisli, based in the big cities 

where an industrial proletariat exists and in those regions where the 

category of rural workers prevails.6L It is, therefore, necessary that the 

congress does not make generic assertions, which could give rise to 

extremely serious ambiguities, given the dark Italian situation and the 

scanty political culture in our country. The trade-union united front, by 

contrast, has an aim which is of primary importance for political 
struggle in Italy. 

Certain speakers have asserted that the working class has become 
reformist. I think it is necessary to protest against this assertion. The 
workers today are dispersed. lack leaders, lack an organization which 
would permit them to utilize their strength. They are therefore 
opportunist through necessity; and the problem which faces the 
Communist Party is how to restore to the working class an organization 
in which its forces may be reconstituted. This organization is the 
product of a whole complex of factors and bonds which have been 
destroyed, and which the communists must create anew. 

Concerning the bitterness of our polemics against the socialists, I 
think it is necessary for me to make some statement, since I am one of 
those responsible for it. I believed that carrying on so harsh a polemic 
against the social-democratic leaders was something necessary to the 
Very interests of the working class. At the moment when reaction was 
descending on the workers, destroying all their hopes, it was necessary 
at least 10 manage to persuade the masses that blame for the defeat did 
not lie with them, so that they would not lose faith in themselves. And 
this had to be done above all in the big cities, where one can get a 
Complete view of what the workers' needs are. Moreover, it is not true 
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that the masses have abandoned the Communist Party. They afe for the 
Communist Party and know that only thc communists will be able to 
lead them. Our Party has won a solid position in their consciousness. 
The problem which faces us is rather, how 10 reconstitute an 
organization through which Ihe masses can return to being a dominant 
force in the political situation. 

L 'Ordine NIIOVQ, 28 March 1922. 

35. REPORT ON THE NATIONAL 
CONGRESS TO THE TURIN 

COMMUNIST SECTION 

Comrade Gramsci reported on the question of tactics. He began by 
stressing thc origin and character of the opposition that had arisen on 
Ihis question, and the reasons upon which it was based. U He showed the 
inconsistency of thc principal objections raised by the opposition, 
according to which the theses presented by the Central Committee 
should not have been discussed or voted upon, simply because there 
were points of divergence between them and those voted at the Enlarged 
Executive meeting in Moscow. He explained, therefore, in what this 
divergence consisted: it does not have a substantive value or one of 

principle. but only one of detail. concerning the modalities of practical 
implementation of the single principle of the united front accepted by 
everyone. 

He stressed the special character of the Italian unions, which are 
infused with a far greater political spirit than is the case abroad, for 
example in Germany. This expresses itself unambiguously in the 
different effects which have been produced in different countries by the 
influence of events on these organisms. This is one of the main reasons 
why in haly the united front has taken on a trade-union aspect, without 
thereby at all falling into the syndicalist error. He explained the reasons 
why the same practical application of the united fronl as was 
implemented in other countries. where it is extended 10 the political field, 
10 the point of launching the slogan of a workers' government, is not 
possible in haly. Here, launching the slogan of a workers' government 
Would mean provoking confusion and chaos - without, moreover, 
having any possible practical significance. These, among others, are the 
reasons why the Communist Party has asserted the need 10 limit the 
united front to the trade-union sphere, through which in Italy il is 
POssible 10 auain the aims the Communist International has proposed 
with the united front tactic_ 

The reporter then went on to explain another argument which makes 
the implementation of the political united front impossible in Italy, 
which is the relation of forces existing in Italy between workers and 
peasants. He explained the differing political value of the industrial and 
agricultural workers and the peasants, and the differing revolutionary 
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character of the particular movements of these different categories of 
toilers. who although they do not both have a communist character can 
nevertheless join for a common purpose: the destruction of bourgeois 
power. When one speaks of a political united front, and hence of a 
workers' government, one must understand a "united front" between 
parties whose social base is furnished only by industrial and agricultural 
workers, and not by peasants (small-holders. share-croppers, 
husbandmen, etc.). 

In Italy there do not exist, as in Germany, exclusively workers' 
parties between which a political united front too can be conceived. In 
Italy. the only party which has such a character is the Communist 
Party. Moreover. this was one of the principal reasons for its emergence 
- to give an independent character to the political organization of the 
working class. Even the Socialist Party is a party whose social base is 
not exclusively working·class (industrial or agricultural). but also 
peasant. Forming a united front with the Socialist Party would mean 
going as far as the Popular Party, which bases ilself exclusively upon 
the peasants. This would be absurd. We must have relations with the 
peasants. and we must struggle together. But one thing is indispensable: 
to maintain the independence and primacy of the political organization 
of the working class (industrial and agricultural), which is the sole class 
whose revolutionary movement can be communist. 

When we say that the peasants cannot have a communist movement, 
but only a revolutionary movement which is resolved in the sphere of 
property rights. we are speaking of the peasant class and not of 
individual peasants. who as individuals can be and become good 
communists - like all men who are sincere and in good faith. of 
whatever social class. Thus the principle remains firm that the working 
class must be the one to lead the revolutionary movement, but that the 
peasants too must take part in this movement. since only with the help 
of the workers will they be able to free themselves from the exploitation 
of the big landowners; while on the other hand. without the consent or at 
least neutrality of the peasants in the struggle against capitalism. the 
workers will not be able to accomplish the communist revolution. 

The speaker then reviewed the points in the theses on tactics which 
had encountered a more or less opportunist opposition - relations with 
the Socialist Party: the A rditi del popolo - stressing the inconsislency of 
this opposition and the inadequacy of Ihe motives on which it was 
based. 

The speaker concluded by inviting the assembly to approve the 

THE ROME CONGRESS 12S 

niwde of the Cenlral Committee, which at the congress had asked that 
�he theses presented �hould be discussed and a vote taken upon them. 
The purpose of thIS was to demonstrate that the new Central 
Commillce rcally represents the great majority of party members. 

L 'Ordine Nuol'O. 6 April 1922. 
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36. ORIGINS OF THE MUSSOLINI 
CABINET 

Signor Gioliui's Policy - the Peasants - the Socialist Party - the 
Capitalist Offensive of March 1920 

The elements of the Italian crisis, which was violently resolved when 
fascism came to power. can be brieRy resumed in the following way. 

The Italian bourgeoisie succeeded in organizing its State not so much 
through its own intrinsic strength, as through being favoured in its 
victory over the feudal and semi-feudal classes by a whole series of 
circumstances of an international character (Napoleon Ill's policy in 
1852-60: the Austro-Prussian War of 1866: France's defeat at Sedan 
and the development of the German Empire after this event). The 
bourgeois State thus developed more slowly, and followed a process 
which has not been seen in many other countries. The lIalian reg,ime on 
the eve of the War did not go beyond the limits of a pure consti
tutional monarchy. Nu separation of powers had yet taken place; 
parliamcntary prerogatives were very limited; there did not exist large
scale parliamemary political parties. At that time, the Italian 
bourgeoisie had to defend the unity and integrity of the State against 
repeated anacks by reactionary forces. represented above all by an 
alliance between the big landowners and the Vatican. The big industrial 
and commercial bourgeoisie, led by Giovanni Gioliui, sought to resolve 
the problcm with an alliance between all the urban classes (the first 
proposal for governmental collaboration was made to Turati in the first 
years of the twentieth century) and the class of agricultural wage
labourers. What was involved, however, was not some parliamentary 
progress. It was rather a question of paternalist concessions of an 
immediate kind, which the regime made to the toiling masses organized 
in trade unions and agricultural cooperatives. 

The world war swept away all these endeavours. Giolilti, with the 
agreemcm of the Crown. commiued himself in 1 9 1 2  to act alongside 
Germany in the 1914 War (the military trealy signed in Berlin in 1912 
by Gencral Pollio, the Italian Chief of Staff, came into force precisely on 
2 August 1914: the General commined suicide during the period of 
Italian neutrality, as soon as the Crown showed itself favourable to a 
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new pro-Entente political orientation). Giolitti was violently set aside by 
the new ruling groups, representing heavy industry, big landed property 
and the General Staff{which went so far as to inspire a plot to have him 
assassinated). 

The new political forces which were 10 make their appearance aner 
the Armistice consolidated their existence during the War. The peasants 
were grouped in three extremely powerful organizations: the Socialist 
Pany, the (catholic) Popular Party, and the War-veterans' Association. 
The Socialist Pany organized more than a million agricultural 
labourers and share-croppers in central and northern Italy: the Popular 
Party grouped as many small-holders and middle peasants in the same 
regions: the veterans' associations developed above all in southern Italy 
and in the backward regions without political traditions. The struggle 
against the big landowners quickly became very intense throughout 
Italian territory. The land was occupied, the owners had to emigrate to 
the provincial capitals of the agricultural areas - to Bologna, Florence, 
Bari and Naples. From 1919 on, they began to organize bourgeols 
squads to fight against the " peasant tyranny" in the countryside. But 
this immense uprising of the toiling classes in the countryside lacked 
any clear and precise slogan; any common, resolute. specific 
orientation; and any concrete political programme. 

The Socialist Party should have dominated the situation: but il 
allowed it to slip from its grasp. Sixty per cent of the Party's members 
were peasants; of the 150 socialist deputies in Parliament, 1 1 0 had been 
elected in the countryside: of 2,500 local councils won by the Italian 
Socialist Pany, 2,000 were exclusively peasant; four fifths of the 
cooperatives administered by the socialists were agricultural 
cooperatives. The Socialist Pany. in its ideology and its programme, 
reflected the chaos which reigned in the countryside; its entire activity 
consisted in maximalist rhetoric. in noisy pronouncements in 
Parliament. in sticking up posters, and in songs and fanfares. All the 
attempts made from within the Socialist Party to bring working-class 
issues or proletarian ideology to the fore were combated ferociously, 
with the most unfair methods. For instance. in the session of the 
Socialist National Council held at Milan in April 1920. Serrati went so 
far as to say that the general strike which i)ad broken out at that 
moment in Piedmont. and which was supported by all categories of 
workers. had been artificially provoked by irresponsible agents of the 
Moscow government. 

In March 1920. the propenied classes began to organize their 

TOWARDS A NEW LEADINO OROUP I I I  

counter-offensive. On 7 March, the first National Conference of 

industrialists was convened. which created the General Confederation 

of Italian Industry. In the course of this conference, a detailed overall 
plan of united capitalist action was worked out. In it, everything was 
provided for. from the disciplined and methodical organization of the 
manufacturer and merchant class to the most minute study of all 
instruments of struggle against the working-class unions, and to the 
political rehabilitation of Giovanni Giolitti. In the first days of April, the 
new organization was already obtaining its first political success: the 
Socialist Pany branded the great Piedmont strike, which had broken 
out in defence of the Factory Councils and to win workers' control of 
industry. as anarchic and irresponsible- The Pany threatened to 
dissolve the Turin section. which had led the strike. 

On 15 June, Giolitti formed a government of compromise with the 
landowners and the General Staff (represented by Bonomi, the War 
Minister). A feverish activity of counter-revolutionary organization 
then began. before the threat of the occopation of the factories - which 
was foreseen even by the reformist leaders assembled for the 
Conference of the Metalworkers' Federation (FIOM), held in Genoa in 
the same year. In July. the War Ministry under Bonomi's direction 
began the demobilization of some 60,000 officers in the following way: 
the demobilized officers kept four fifths of their pay, and for the most 
part werc sent to the key political centres, under an obligation to join the 
Fasci di combauimenlo. The latter had previously remained merely a 
small organization of socialist, anarchist. syndicalist and republican 
elements who had been favourable to Italian participation in the Waron 
the Entente side. The Oiolitti government made immense effons to bring 
the Confederation of Industry closer to the landowners' associations, 
especially those of central and nonhern Italy. It was in this period that 
the first armcd fascist squads appeared. and that the first episodes of 
terrorism occurred. Bot the occupation of the factories by the metal. 
workers took place at a moment when all this activity was in gestation; 
th� Giolitti government was compelled to take up a conciliatory 
atlltude, and to reson to a homeopathic cure rather than a surgical 
Operation. 

Signed A. Gramsci. La Correspondance Imer
nationale, 20 November 1922. 
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37. TOGLlATTI TO GRAMSCI 
(Rome, I May 1 923) 

Dearest Antonio, 
Comrades Terraeini and Scoccimarro will cltplain to you the ",,"on. 

why it has not been thought advisable to send me up there for 
meeting of the Enlarged EC.61 But I feel it is necessary to write and 
you my views on the most important questions concerning us which 
have to be decided up there. 

The comrades will also explain to you how I have been absent 
the parlY's life for almost a month. Now I have been brought up to 
by them on many issues which have arisen and been resolved in 
period. and on others which still remain 10 be resolved, and my ,,,,,,U 
impression is that the internal conditions of the party are, if not s",;ou� 
certainly very delicate, such as to require active assistance and 
good will from everyone in order to overcome this phase without 
much damage. 

Little is being done here at present other than organizational 
but keeping the organization on a secure basis demands tenacity 
sacrifice. and it is unnecessary to remind you of the great 
importance that such work has today. However, it cannot 
that open political struggle too may shortly begin in Italy. 
of an anti-fascist state of mind in certain layers of the 
population has been clearly demonstrated by the 
this state of mind will provide a footing for the attempts by some 
political groups to prevent even the "formal" reforms of the 
Constitution which the fascists have in mind to put through. M",o.,,,. 
the industrial classes are fairly mistrustful of the new regime, for fear 
unforeseen developments of the class struggle via the fascist "",;""� 
There is also a widespread scepticism, which the fascists do not 
they justify more each day by their actions. Finally, I do not think i 
of the question that - quite independently of new ;n"","";o,,aI 
developments - the Italian political situation may grow unstable 
and the strength of the proletariat once more come to play a s;;;,,;fi<, .. <l 
and positive role at the present time. If this happens, it is essential 
the party of the proletariat should find itself at that moment not 
strongly organized. but also politically oriented so as to be 
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provide the workers with steady leadership, a leadership which enables 

them to obtain the maximum results from use of their strength. 

I fear that this will not happen if we do not succeed in resolving 

correctly all the questions which confront us now, and which can really 

be reduced to one single question: our relations with the Communist 

International and with the PSI. The comrades will let you know about 

the invitation which Amadeo has addressed to us from prison. He wants 

the political group which has up to now exercised leadership in the PCI, 

which has had responsibility for its formation and for the action it has 

developed in these past three years, to address itself to the proletariat 

with a manifesto. This manifesto should declare that the action pursued 
by the Communist International towards the PSI has prevented this 
political group from carrying out successfully the historic task which it 
had set itself - i.e. the task of destroying the old pseudo-revolutionary 
tradition represented by the PSI, clearing this corpse out of the way and 
at the same time founding a new tradition and a new organization of 
struggle. 

The merit of what Amadeo proposes is that it conforms to a rigorous 
logic (rigorous to excess) and I will not hide from you that for this 
reason his proposal is such as to exercise a great attraction on the most 
intelligent comrades. especially when one adds the weight of his 
personal ascendancy. In practice, given the present conditions, doing 
what Amadeo says will mean putting ourselves in open conHict with the 
Communist International; placing ourselves outside it; finding 
ourselves thus deprived of a powerful material and moral support; and 
being reduced to a tiny group, held together by links that are almost 
purely personal and condemned before long, if not to be scattered to the 
winds. certainly to lose all real and practical direct influence on the 
development of the political struggle in Italy. Is this immediate practical 
damage compensated for by the value of an absolute and intransigent 
statement of principles such as Amadeo would like to make? I confess 
to you that I am still somewhat perplexed as to what to reply. 

I think that by initiating in 1 9 1 9  and 1920 an action of revision and 
criticism in the interests of the Italian proletarian movement, which at 
the time was entirely represented by the PSI, we began a task that was 
historically necessary, an action that had to culminate in the foundation 
of a party which would stand for - and have the ability to give the 
prOletariat _ a radically different leadership than that which it had had 
before. On the other hand, it is also true that the link with the 
Communist International is what has allowed us to give our action an 
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impact which it otherwise would not have had, and has indeed �'n ... 
of its essential elements. To maintain this element, can we ""m,,,, .. 
even partially, the other, which is the logical conclusion from 
premisses? 

This way of expressing myself will tell you that I think 
maintenance of ambiguous relations with the PSI is making us 
advantages of the creation of the Communist Party. and tending to 
us back into analogous conditions to those from which we set out. 
tactic of the International is tending, in other words, in my view, to 
us to the PSI in the same way as we were bound 10 it before L;,'on"" 
and even worse. There will no longer be a Right with its own 
programme (although lacking the ability to apply it), but there 
always be the dead weight of the Centre, i.e. of all the traditional 
of the socialist movement, which will prevent us and the workers 
general from doing or accomplishing anything worthwhile. 
would have allowed us to eliminate this dead weight - but a "h'_," ,';0. 
a party which will always refuse to merge with us will not allow it. 

Have you seen how Avon/if has presented the question of 
"freedom blocs"?� In a very dangerous way, which it is ("''' '0.>10;01 
the possibility of a struggle for a "workers' government", but which also 
contains the possibility of collaborationism of the kind the PSI engaged 
in after 1 900. vis-a-vis reactionary, Giolittian democracy. This second 
possibility could only be excluded by the constitution, or rather the 
"tradition", of a communist party. But if you consider the fact that 
those people have refused to adopt such a tradition, and if you consider 
the fact that their leaders are Vella and Nenni, you can very well 
understand that the second hypothesis is the only real one, while the 
former is purely abstract. 

There is the question of the masses. But I do not think that the SP haa 
any greater following among the masses today than we do. The old 
traditions are falling to pieces, and why should it be us - ourselves and 
the Communist International - to hold them together, since whenever 
we have wanted to do something which had to be done, we have found 
them like shackles round our feet? The state of mind of the workers is 
that of a person who physically cannot express a political opinion; but 
this does not mean that they do not have any, or that they have different 
ones than we do. A while back, II Lavoratore printed some articles on 
the life which the future leaders of the Russian CP were leading before 
the revolution. I cannot teU you how many workers spoke to me with 
emotion of those arlicles: workers with jobs, who no longer take any 
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'n ,ither party or union life, and who nevertheless feel that the part 1 
, Y of their class today can only be safeguarded by a nucleus, desl1n . . . . 

however small. of militants who at the pnce of whatever
. 
sacTl�ces h�ld 

ther the revolutionary parly, and guarantee the Integnty of Its 
lOge . .  f "  A h . ciples and tactics and the continUIty 0 Its eXistence. not er 
pn�worthY example: ask for an explanation of how the publication by 
no 

f a trade-union bulletin calling for a strike on the First of May went. �S
h; thing conflicted with our tactics and we disapproved of it. And yet, 

. numerable workers have told me that this appeal was excellent, 

�cause "it was high time that the Communist Parly distinguished itself 

from the socialists". 
Generally, in my view, the movement and alternation of the masses' 

sympathies obey motives which are profoundly logical and rational, 

beyond whatever our attempts may be to draw them to us. I mean that, 

in order to lay down the basis of a future mass party, it may be more 

important to stick to the orientation which has made us known and 

given us a "personality", than to run after . . .  the supposedly high 
circulation of A�'antiJ Apropos this, the 1 May issue of Avanti! had a 
print run of around 50,000 copies, which means a normal run of around 
26,000; not very many, when you compare it with the 16,000 of our 
Lal'oratore published in Trieste. 

Then il is not worth even speaking of organizational questions. The 
SP does not even have anything more than a fictitious organization 
now: and above all, its members do not have an "organizational 
mentality". They have remained in the epoch of rallies, meetings, etc. 
You can imagine to what advantage, given the conditions or today lind 
those of tomorrow! In the whole of their party, there does not exist a 
group whose authority is accepted by everyone, and which has a stable 
political authority. And there are so many other things too, which are all 
summed up for me in the need for the renewal of the Italian proletarian 
movement to take place outside, and even if possible against, the 
tradition embodied by the PSI. 

If, through discipline to the International. we have agreed in the past 
to abandon this poin! of view (man�uvring to win masses, at a time 
when this was not the problem of the hour), we can continue to do the 
same today - but not to the point where we can no longer develop 
the programme which was the very reason for the emergence of the 
Communisl Party of Italy. It is this programme which allowed us to 
emerge as a living organism. Not to be able to realize it would deprive us 
oflife. 
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I have thought long about these matters and think I am not rar 
of the mark. Consider, too, that the fact I have not been ono :';h:

,
":�:���c� 

bodies except in this last period renders me immune to that 5j i 
affection for the organization which those bodies have created -
sentiment which is perhaps prevalent in other comrades. I 
therefore. I can judge objectively. 

Well. we do not really know what people think up there, bUI what 
do know. and the way in which many questions are dealt with, BOd ,Ite 
proposals which have been made regarding our attitude to the ";,��a:��: as a party. make us fear that the International sees things in a v 
is too different from ours - so much so that onc cannot go on in 
way. Some comrades are more pessimistic than I am. Scocci is 
optimistic. Amadeo is catastrophic and wants to break off at once. I 
have already told you that I think doing this would very soon d;;,p",o 
us. But the same thing, in my view, will happen if we do not reach 
agreement with the International which allows our political group 
continue in substance along the path it has followed up to now. In 
words, what will happen is that little by little we will be d,;', P""o� j,,,,tlte 
same, either into an organization which will not be that which 
moment requires, or outside it. The fruits orthree i 
organization and struggle will be lost. If we foresee having 
"disappear" in this way, is it not perhaps better to agree to 
Amadeo says, i.e. at least to assert to the last our own personality 
the political will which has animated us from the first moment? 

Apart from this general problem, there are many others of practical 
importance but no less serious. To mention them briefty. 

- Amadeo's personal ascendancy and personal willpower 
strength for the party which must not be 10Slo 

- It is also important that all misunderstanding should d;, .. �,p''': 
between you and Umberto." Do not forget it is largely to him that 
owe the speed with which the party reorganized its ranks after the 
blows. At moments like these, I do not know if we are so rich in 
wills as to be able to allow ourselves the luxury of neglecting those 
which we are certain. 

- I think that not just those comrades who hold the o,gaoo;,.,;ooll 
threads of the party, but also some real "political leaders" must 
in Italy rather than outside. If there is an external political centre, 
must be in closer contact with the centre based inside Italy than will 
possible if outside they make use of comrades who have not p",,;ou�Y 
become leaders of the party because they were not capable of oc,og _ 
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In other words, I am afraid that repression and the International's 

ontrol (correct and wished for, be it said) may make us carry out a kind 

�f selection-process in reverse, absurd and damaging. _ You must come closer to Italy. You need very frequently to see 

comrades who have lived and still live in continuous contact with our 

reality. You need to be informed ahout everything better than is possible 

nO"'. And we too need your guidance to make itself widely felt once 

again. I think you should live in Switzerland. very close to us, and that if 

there is an external political bureau, it should be headed by you, who 

together with Amadeo are one of the few who exercise an inftuence -
including of a personal nature - on the mass of our party which is fully 

justified. _ Other questions of minor importance, but which are still not to be 
neglected. will be explained to you by the comrades. 

Dear comrade Gramsci, you will excuse me if I write to you with 
such blunt and perhaps brutal frankness. I feel licensed to do so by the 
memory of our fraternal friendship, and by my awareness that the work 
we began then with such mutual enthusiasm is now threatened by a 
grave danger. It is necessary to do all that can be done to avoid any of 
what has been accomplished being lost. 

Scocci will tell you how I think the Italian situation should bejudged. 
But all forecasts aside, you must do whatever you can to ensure that the 
organizational and political activity of the party is not either truncated 
or seriously diminished. You can inftuence the International, and those 
comrades in the majority who are even more concerned and angry than 
I am. I am convinced that with ajoint effort the crisis will be overcome. 
1fit were not. the consequences would be too serious. I hope to see you 
again soon. 

J embrace you affectionately, 
Palmiro 
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38. GRAMSCI TO TOGLIA TTl 
(Moscow, 1 8  May 1 923) 

Dear Palmira, 
I will answer your letter at some length and set out my "c." .... : 

opinion on the situation in the party, and on the perspectives which 
be drawn up for its future development and for the attitudes of 
groups which make it up. In general, I will tell you at once that you 
100 optimistic; the question is much more complex than would 
from your letter. During the Fourth World Congress, l had a few 
with Amadeo which make me think that an open and d,fin ;t;, •• 
discussion between us is necessary, on certain questions which 
seem, or may seem, intellectual bickering, but which I think could, in 
context of a revolutionary development of the Italian situBtion,l><>'otne 
the cause of internal crisis or decomposition of the party. The basic 
issue today is the following (in other words, it is the one you posed 
yourself): it is necessary to create within the pany a nucleus - which il 
nOi a faction - of comrades who have the highest deg",,,,r;d.olc'g;"oJ 
homogeneity. and are therefore able to impress upon our practical 
activity the greatest possible unity of leadership. We, the old Turin 
group. have made many errors in this field. We avoided taking to 
final consequences the ideal and practical differences which had 
with Angelo, we did not clarify the situation, and today we 
ourselves up against the following problem: the fact that a little band of 
comrades is exploiting for its own ends the tradition and forces 
we created in Turin has become a document against us." 

In the general sphere, as a result of the revulsion we felt in 19119-·20 
against the idea of creating a faction. we remained isolated 
individuals or little more than that; while in the other gro�p, 
abstentionist one, the tradition of work in common, as a faction, left 
deep traces which still have very considerable ideal and practical 
repercussions on the life of the pany today. But I wilJ write to you II 
length and in detail. I also want to write another. more general letter for 
the comrades of our old group, like Leonetti, Montagnana, ctc., 
which J will explain to them too my attitude at the Founh 
Congress - which, if they recall, exactly reproduced my 1922'O

�
�:;:::��: 

in Turin. when I did nOi want to enter the electionist CI 
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faction, but argued for the necessity of a closer understanding precisely 

with the abstentionists.n 

I think that today, up here, it is easier - given the general conditions 

of the movement in Europe - to resolve the questions that have arisen in 
a way that is favourable to us, at least so far as the substance is 
concerned. Formally, crude mistakes have been made on our part, 
which have done us enormous harm and made us appear infantile,light

minded. disruptive. But the situation is favourable to us all along the 

line. For HaJy J am optimistic - provided of course, that we are able to 
work and remain united. The question ofthe PSI, in my opinion, should 
be viewed by us in a more realistic way, giving thought - indirectly -to 
the period after the seizure of power. Three years experience has taught 
us, not just in italy, how deeply·rooted social-democratic traditions are, 
and how difficult it is to destroy the residues of the past simply through 
ideological polemics. An immense and at the same time painstaking 
political action is necessary, that can break down this tradition day by 
day. by breaking down the organism which embodies it. The tactics of 
the International are adequate for this purpose. In Russia, of 350.000 
members of the CP only 50.000 are old Bolsheviks, the other 300.000 
are Mensheviks and Social-Revolutionaries who have come over to us 
as a result of the politicaJ activity of the original nucleus. The latter has 
nevertheless not been submerged by this element, but continues to lead 
the party and indeed is continually being strengthened in terms of 
representation at congresses and in the general movement ofthe leading 
stratum. 

In the German pany, the same thing occurs: the 50,000 Spanacisu 
have incorporated the 300,000 Independents completely; at the Founh 
Congress. out of20 German delegates only 3 were former Independents 
(and note that the representatives were mainly chosen by the local 
bodies).�8 

I think that there has been too much anxiety on our part. and if I 
examine its psychologicaJ roots I can only find one explanation: we are 
conscious of the fact that we are weak and could be submerged. Note 
that this has enormously imponant practicaJ repercussions. In Italy, we 
have cultivated in a hot-house an opposition barren of any ideals or 
clear vision. What situation has been provoked? The mass of the pany 
and its sympathizers forms its opinions on public documents which are 
On the line ofthe International and, indirectly, of the opposition. We are 
becoming separated from the masses. Between us and these masses a 
clOUd of ambiguity, misunderstanding and obscure squabbles is being 
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formed. At a cerlain point, we will appear like mcn who want to 
their positions at any price, i.e. the role that should properly belong 
the opposition will be turned 10 our disadvantage. I believe that we, 
group. must remain at the head of the party, because we are really in 
line of historical development; because, despite all our errors, we 
worked positively and created something. The olhers have 
nothing. and today want to act so as to liquidate communism in Italy 
and lake our young movement back into the traditional course. But 
we continue to take up the formalistic positions which we have taken up 
hitherto (note that these 8rc formalistic for me, for you, for Bruno, for 
Umberto, but not for Amadeo), we shall obtain the opposite result tothe 
one we want. The opposition will de facto become the party', 
representative, and we will remain cut off. We will suffer a defeat in 
practice, one that is perhaps irremediable and that will undoubtedly 
mark the beginning of our disintegration as a group and of the defeat or 
our ideas and politics. Well, we should not be too concerned about oW' 
leadership function. We should move ahead, developing our political 
activity, without too much looking in the mirror. We are in the flow or 
the historical current and will succeed, provided we "row" well and keep 
a firm grasp on the rudder. If we can operate correctly, we shall absorb 
the Socialist Party and resolve the first and basic problem of revolution: 
to uniry the proletarian vanguard and destroy the demagogic populist 
tradition. 

The comment you make on the socialist congress did not satisry me 
from this point of view. In it, you appear like a communist looking in the 
mirror. Instead or disintegrating the Socialist Party, your comment 
amounts to reinrorcing it, placing the entire socialist movement in 
insuperable counter-position to us. As rar as the leaders, Nenni, Vella. 
etc .• arc concerned, this cannot be doubted; but is it true of the mass of' 
party members, and more importantly orthe party's sphere ofinfluence 
in the proletariat? Certainly not, and we are convinced that the 
proletarian vanguard will in its overwhelming majority be attracted and 
assimilated by us. So what must be done? 

I. We must not continue to make en bloc counterpositions. but must 
distinguish between leaders and mass base. 

2. We must find all the elements or disagreement between the leaders 
and the mass base and deepen these, enlarge them, generalize them 
politically. 

3. We must develop a discussion of present politics and not a study of 
general historical phenomena. 

TOWARDS A NEW LEADING GROUP 1 4 1  

4. We must make practical proposals and indicate to the masses 

actical paths of action and organization. 
pr 

I will give an example so that you will understand better, and will 
large the question to the Popular Party congress, which was not en 

loited politically by us although (together with the development or exp . . . p 
) 

. t:r _-' .1. . t" 
the situation in the Sardlfllan Acuon arty It oJlercu us u,e terralfl ,or 

essential statements or position on the problem or relations between 

proletariat and rural classes. 
. .  . . 

The socialist problem was the rollowmg: to hlghhght the glanng 

contrast between the words and the deeds of the socialist leaders. When 

the International advised us to adopt the watchword ofthe right·wing 

socialists, for a bloc between the two parties, it did so because it was 

easy to rorescc that, in the general situation, rusion had become 

impossible and it was necessary to imprison the Vellas and Nennis in 

their own paddocks, with the requisite confidence that their attitude was 

demagogic and their line different rrom ours. This was indeed shown by 

their response to our proposal. In our comments on the congress, we 

shculd have begun to note this: the prohibition barring the rusionists 

from organizing, their exclusion rrom the central leadership, the 

dissolution or the youth rederation, were political elements or the first 

importance, to be exploited. The socialist masses should have been 

conrronted by this precise fact. Vis-Q-I'is these masses, it was necessary 

ror us 10 take the trouble to disentangle, rrom the welter or polemics and 

verbalism, the concrete master-lines, and set them out in a clear and 

comprehensive fashion. 
The same for the Popular Party congress. I think that every 

movement or the Popular Party, in view or the links which connect this 

organization with the Vatican, has a special importance for us. The 
Popular Congress had the rollowing significance. in my view. There 
exists a widespread discontent among the peasant masses with the 
party's policies, a discontent caused especially by the new tax on 
agricultural transporters. This state or mind is spreading from the 
Countryside to the city, among wide layers or the petty bourgeoisie. The 

composition orthe PP is the rollowing: a reactionary and rascist right 
wing. based on the clerical aristocracy, a left wing based on the 
countryside and a centre made up or urban intellectual elements and 
Priests. The campaign by /I Carriere and La Stampa is reinrorcing the 
PopUlar Party's centre.69 The elements who are detached rrom rascism 
by this wily campaign necessarily orient themselves towards the PP, the 
sole existing organization that offers a hope or being able, with its 
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flexible. opportunisl tactics, 10 counter-balance fascism an,j ",;;, ""cd,,,,,, 
governmental competition in the parliamentary sphere - i.e. liberty 
liberals understand it. 

Fascist laetics towards the Popular Party are very risky, and 
necessarily result in making the party more leftist and in causing 
to the len. The same situation confronts the Popular Party a,du,;n, tl. 
War. but immensely more difficult and risky. During the War, 
catholics were neutralist in the parishes and villages, while the ca1.holllo 
press and the top circles of the Church vociferously supported the 
Then the government did not compel the centre to oppose 1he, p''';p,hory 
or 10 homogenize it. But the fascists do not want to behave like 
They want to have open agreement and declarations of 
responsibility, especially before the masses in the basic cells of the 
parties. This is impossible to obtain from the PP, withou11 ;�I���:� 
demanding its death. It is obvious that we must heighten and e I 
crisis of the Popular Party, by stimulating - including in our own 
- statements by lert-wing elements, as we once did in Turin 
Giuseppe Speranzini.10 

The letter has turned out to be longer and more complex than I had 
thought. Since I want to deal with some of these questions at greater 
length, I will stop for today. 

Warm greetings to the comrades and yourself. 

39. REPORT BY THE MINORITY OF 
THE ITALIAN DELEGATION TO 

THE ENLARGED EXECUTIVE 
MEETING OF JUNE 1 923" 

1 .  When a battle is lost (and the Milan congress of the PSI certainly 

has been that for us), it is natural for a discussion about the 
responsibility to be unleashed. n But the battle lost at Milan cannot and 
must not bring about an end to the campaign, nor a cessation of the 
struggle to achieve the ends which the Fourth Congress fixed. The 
considerable vote obtained at Milan by the fusionists (3,908 votes, as 
against 5,361) indicates that the shin required was not very great; 43 
per cent orthe PSI aligned itself openly with the mrd International and 
for fusion with the PCI. 

2. The majority of the Italian delegation to the Fourth Congress, 
once defeated on the question of fusion, turned all its efforts to imposing 
on the PSI the heaviest possible ransom for its entry into the mrd 
International; and the whole discussion, instead of pursuing the means 
to succeed. continued for almost two months on the terrain of 
"guarantees". This made us lose sight orthe most important task, which 
was to hguarantee" fusion above all clse. And while we were wasting 
our time drawing up protocols, our enemies - aided by the new wave of 
lerrorism deliberately unleashed by Mussolini from February onwards 
speedily look advantage of our mistakes and of the situation to seize 
cOnlrol of A mnti! and the party. The Socialist Defence Committee did 
not go to war against us by counter-posing a rival plan for the future 
organization. It instead limited itself to general formulae, which allowed 
it to concentrate all its efforts in the present and to collect around itself 
the forces of inertia which the situation of terror has spawned within the 
party and al its edges. They defeated us because they understood beuer 
than we did what was most important: 10 get hold of the party 
apparatus. We became convinced of this too lale. We found the real 
field of battle after a series of retrcats which brought us there too late, 
and which weakened us. 

3. I thi�k I can assert that if the Italian delegation, after simply having 
fixed ceTlain general lines for our future work, had returned in the 
second fortnight of December to Italy, the battle was won. But even at 
the end of January, even in the situation of lotal practical 
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not go to war against us by counter-posing a rival plan for the future 
organization. It instead limited itself to general formulae, which allowed 
it to concentrate all its efforts in the present and to collect around itself 
the forces of inertia which the situation of terror has spawned within the 
party and al its edges. They defeated us because they understood beuer 
than we did what was most important: 10 get hold of the party 
apparatus. We became convinced of this too lale. We found the real 
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immobilization in which we found ourselves, it was Slill possible to win
if the line of retreat that was (0 be fixed up in haste with Lazzari at the 
Milan Congress (when it only brought us a few hundred votes) had been 
fought for in the month preceding the congress. Comrade Rakosi, 
realizing the situation, had recognized at once upon his arrival in Italy 
the need for an immediate change of tactic. Ifthe seclions ofthe PSI had 
had to declare themselves on a resolution proclaiming " unconditional" 
adherence to the IIJrd International and an immediate bloc with the 
PCI as "preparation" for fusion, we would certainly have won and 
made it impossible for the Vella-Nenni grouping to do any harm . . . .  

The proposal for a bloc was made too late, and the PSI sections and 
federations did not know about it before the congress. We followed the 
policy of "asking a lot" in order to "obtain somewhat less" (this was the 
tactical formula dear to the majority comrades on the pel's Executive 
Committee, and supported by comrade Manuilsky). We thus IQst sight 
of the masses. and played into the hands of the "Defence Committee". 
If. instead of concentrating our efforts on objectives which were 
changed and re-ordered under pressure from the situation, we had at 
once, from the first moment, adopted the slogans of "unconditional 
adherence" and " bloc" with the communists, we would have 
transformed the relationship of forces. But the change of tactics only 
occurred when the sections had already stated their positions: in other 
words, when there was no longer any advantage to be drawn from it, 
since the members of the "Defence Commiuee" - who alone knew 
about it - were naturally not moved by it and openly declared that "it 
did not fool them". 

4. As for the pel's responsibilities in these results, one may observe 
that if the Executive Committee of the Italian Communist Party had 
been convinced of the need for fusion and had worked in this direction, 
by mobilizing its forces immediately after the Rome Congress, the 
"public opinion" of the masses today grouped around the PSI would 
have been drawn behind it, at least to a degree sufficient to give us 
victory. 

I have already indicated how the position taken up by our comrades 
in the majority of the Italian delegation to the Fourth Congress put the 
entire work of the commission appointed by the congress on the wrong 
track. In the period in which the "fusion commission" worked in Italy, 
the EC of the PCI maintained its attitude of reservation and some 
distrust towards the fusion activity. But when the commission entered 
italy. the situation was already such that the attitude of the PCI could 
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not and did not play any great role. It would be unjust to make it the 

scapegoat for a defeat whose roots lie in the tactics adopted - in 
MosCOW and in Italy alike - by the fusion commission, and for which 

the commission as a whole bears responsibility: some for having 

imposed those tactics, the rest for not having opposed them as was 
necessary. 

5. The attitude of the PCI since the Milan Congress must be 
denounced as clearly sabotaging fusion. The EC of the PCI is proposing 
to the PSI a bloc for joint action, since the halian situation "imposes 
upon all those who claim to remain faithful to the principle oflhe class 
struggle to unite all their efforts for defence against the capitalist 
offensive and against the disintegrative manoeuvres of reformism" (II 
Lal'QralOre.2 May). 

The pel's letter was published in Jl Lal'OrOlQre without 
commentary; no preparation was made, no wide distribution organized. 
The proposal for a bloc was an act of prime importance, which should 
have been given the widest publicity, to win the broadest consent among 
maximalist workers. On the contrary, it was made almost secretly; we 
published the letter, and then waited passively for whatever might 
ensue. What was. however. done was to publish an editorial which, after 
making a very detailed analysis of the faults of the Socialist Party, 
concluded: "No one can hold us responsible for the fact which, today as 
yesterday. makes us judge that they (the maximalist socialists) are 
bound to a corpse (the Socialist Party) which must be cleared out of the 
way" (If Lavoratore, 8 May). 

The only words which the PCI uttered to clarify its proposal for a 
"bloc" thus consisted in declaring that the PSI (this party with which 
the Fourth Congress had decided we should fuse) was a " corpse" to be 
cleared out of the way. One can well understand what advantage the 
ami·fusionists and anti-communists of the PSI were able to draw from 
that. by playing on the "patriotism" of workers who feel a certain 
attachment to their party and setting them against us and the 
International. 

The PSI leadership replied that: "the two movements (maximalist 
and communist) are naturally indicated as those which should 
COllaborate and form the first active nucleus of class unity. but the 
indispensable basis for collaboration is trust. Without that. there is only 
trickery. lies and polemical ruses. (fwe lack that. it is better for each to 
go his own way" (A�'Qnli!. iO May). In the same letter. the PSI 
leadership disavowed the attacks against the Socialist Party. and stated 
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its intention of "extending" the united front to the parties which "really" 
want to realize it. 

In other words, while the PCI was proposing a "bloc" of the two 
parties. the PSI replied by speaking of the "united front". It was 
necessary 10 stress that the question was one of a " bloc" and not a 
"united front" , given the relations. Quite the contrary. In Sindacalo 
rosso, the communist trade-union organ, the letter proposing the bloc 
was explained in these terms: "With this letter, the CP resolutely takes 
the initiative to form a united front between classist elements!" (28 
April ), And in the PCI answer to the PSI leadership's reply one may 
read: "We conceive the tactic of blocs and orlhe united front as a means 
to pursue the struggle against those who betray the proletariat on a new 
level. . . .  That is why we have proposed it" (/1 La�'Oralore, 18 May). 

No mention is made or the specific reasons which determine the 
tactics or the Communist International (which should also be the tactic. 
or the PCI) towards the PSI. In the LovoralOre anicle on 8 May, an 
attempt was made to deny that the Rome Congress had any 
imponance. But even irit were true that the Milan Congress had revised 
it (which even Vella and Nenni have had to deny). it is in our interests to 
use the Rome resolutions to strike at the enemies or the IlIrd Inter
national and the anti·rusionists. 

What is more. an anicle in /I La�'Oratore on 23 May contained the 
rollowing: "We do not ask ror testimonials or good conduct, and still 
less ror promises, rrom Messrs Vella or Serrati or Nenni." Now Serrati 
at that very moment was in prison because he had rallied to the IIIrd 
International and ravoured rusion. Language or this kind, ir one did not 
know the comrade responsible ror it, is what might be employed by an 
agent prol'OCoteur or the Vella-Nenni gang. and has certainly created 
some difficulties ror the rusionists within the pany. 

The reality is that the comrades or the PCI Executive Committee 
have sought to create a fait accompli between the PSI and the 
International. which by playing the game orthe anti·communists in the 
Socialist Party would deliver these comrades once and ror all rrom the 
nightmare which the rusion orthe two parties represents ror them. 

6. It is now necessary to consider two aspects or the situation in the 
Socialist Party : international relations; and the rusionist-maximalists. 

So rar as international relations are concerned. it will be userul to 
assemble here the most striking statements or the anti·rusionists in the 

PSI. The motion voted through at Milan, at the first meeting or 
Derence Committee (14 January), rejects the "14 points" which 
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conditions ror rusion and states that "in relations between the IIIrd 

International and the PSI, the latter has accepted the conditions which 
MosCOW had hitheno posed ror its admission and has proceeded at its 
Rome Congress to expel its centrist right wing" (AI'onli!, 16 January). 
In other words, the expulsion or the rerormists at the Rome Congress is 

presented as a "necessary and sufficient" condition ror admission to the 

JIIrd International. 

P. Nenni. in his speech to the Milan section. states that: "No one in 

the SP aims to withdraw rrom adherence to the IUrd International" 

(AI·onti!. 2 February); but the maniresto or the Derence Committee 
simply accepts "the spirit or the programmatic positions or the IIIrd 
International", while rerusing to make the SP into "a headless section or 
the International. without a will or its own, and without !X)wer or 
decision. instead or an autonomous and rree cell. which nevertheless 
respects the discipline or the rederation or the world's workers (1)". 

At the Milan Congress. P. Nenni declared: "the conclusions or the 
Rome Congress are not susceptible or any revision, and the Derence 
Committee absolutely docs not intend to go back on the vote or 
adherence to the International" (A l'Onlil, 17 April). The motion on 
international questions approved at the congress sums up the attitude or 
the anti·rusionists in the rollowing terms: "'to act on the doctrinal and 
problematic terrain or the IIIrd International, supporting its actions 
against the capitalist offensive and against the social·democratic 
International. and committing itselr as or now to suppon all attempts to 
unite the international proletarian and revolutionary rorces . . . .  The SP 
is confident that the IIIrd International will very soon recognize that in 
the proceedings or the Fourth Congress in Moscow it demanded a 
sacrifice which the PSI could not and cannot consent to" (AI'ontif, 18 
April). 

. It is necessary to underline this adherence to "all attempts to unite the 
International proletarian and revolutionary rorces", which reminds us 
of certain dreams entertained by comrade Serrati in 192 J and on the 
OCcasion or the Berlin conrerence.1J This attitude is also close to that or 
the French "dissidents·'.74 It is interesting in this connection to note that 
the PSI leadership replied to a letter or invitation to the Saint·Ouen �ongress as rollows: "Comrade Vella has transmitted to us your 
CIrcular or the 1 6  inst. with the relative documents. In the meantime, 
YOu will certainly have learnt orthe results or our Milan Congress. As a ��sult o

.
r

.
the positions adopted, I have the duty to tell you rrankly that 

e POSitIon or our party. with respect to the conditions established ror 
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its admission by the Fourth Congress of the Communist i 
must in no way be interpreted as an expression of hostility towards 
International itself, to which all our congresses since 1 9 1 9  

confirmed our adherence. And even the motion approved in 
asserts our loyal intention of following the actions of the C()mm,mi. 
Inlcrnalianal" (Egalile, 3 May). In the same letter, the intention 
repeated of backing all attempts to achieve working-class unity. 

In any case, it is certain that the meeting of the two i 
in Hamburg has completely demolished the plans which 
Vella-Nenni-Sacerdote grouping had for international o'I!",i,o'i,o",. 
and the articles published on the subject in A I'anti! show the extent 
which those people have been thrown off course. 7J 

On I I  May, the leadership of the Italian Socialist Party decided 
send the motion approved at the Milan Congress to Moscow. with an 
explanatory report. 

7. From the documentation which we have thought it w(>rtihwhil. 
assembling, it is clear that the leadership of the PSI, although formed 
anti-fusionist and anti-communist elements. is obliged not to put 
openly against the IIJrd International and even to make 
statements of "loyalty". Why is this? Have Vella and Nenni 
converted? Obviously, they have had to do this not just because 
are the 43 per cent offusionists in the PSI, but because even oOIO"g .:he 
others and among the working-class layers who follow the 
Al'tmlf! the prestige of the IIIrd International has been ���h,::;:'��� 
The leadership of the Socialist Party will seek every means to 
complete and unequivocal adherence. But if we operate correctly. i 
break its head between our pressure and the wall of the unb",.k.oblt 
loyalty of the Italian workers to the IJIrd International. To achieve 
end. we propose that: 

1 .  the International takes note: (a) that at the Milan Congress 43 
cent of PSI members declared themselves for fusion and for .dh"",,,,. 
to the Il Ird International; (b) that the congress did not mean 
according to the statements of the Socialist Defence Committee 
revision of the Rome Congress; 

2. the International asserts. and demands recognition of the fact, 
the coexistence of two member parties in the same country would 
possible for long, since such coexistence is absurd and ;",dn,iS!;ibl. 
from a political and organizational point of view: 

3. the only conditions which should be posed to the Socialist 
for its admission. even 8S a "sympathizer" - to use com. Z;,o,i.v� 
formula - are the two following: (a) formation of an action bloc with 
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Communist Party and between the two youth organizations; (b) 
freedom for the fusionists within the PSI to continue, within the bounds 

of discipline, their propaganda. 

8. The comradeS of the PCI Exeeutive Committee are highly 

concerned by the ;'conditions" to be imposed on the PSI for its 

admission to the CI. They say that this is not with the aim of 

"sabotaging" fusion, to which they are resigned, but in order to 

safeguard the "quality" of the new party. We believe that there is only 

one way of achieving this safeguard in the present situation: by 

breaking the cordon sanitaire which the PSI leadership is trying to 

establish between its members and the PCI; and by bending all our 

effortS to making possible a certain period of joint work between 

maximalist and communist workers - after which no force, neither 

fascist terror nor the manoeuvres of the anti-communist socialists, will 

again be able to separate them. Whoever knows the Italian situation 

knows that if the maximalist and communist workers can really work in 

the same organs of struggle for a certain time. the anti-communists and 

the enemies of the Illrd International will be rendered impotent. 

M US! we fear unfortunate consequences for the ideological clarity of 

the party which will emerge from this process? I think that the danger is 

not so great as is supposed: 1 .  because the Italian workers are quite 

capable of assimilating communist conceptions; 2. because in the new 

joint struggle organs the communists will certainly win a preponderant 

influence. The contact of our party apparatus with that of the PSI 

cannot fail to result in a marked superiority on our part. Our style of 
work. our methods of organization and even our ideological 
preparation will certainly give us the advantage. The "guarantees" 
which it would be vain to seek elsewhere can only be found in ourselves, 
in our determination to win over the maximalist masses. We will only 
have to mobilize all our efforts to that end. and the result cannot be in 
doubt. 

This is why we believe that the most important condition to pose for 
the psrs admission is precisely the formation of a "bloc" or "alliance", 
which must find their expression in the creation of networks of joint 
comminees, both national and local (but above ali locaJ), through which 
we can make contact with broader proletarian layers and draw them 
deCisively into the communist current. The pressure of the fusionists 
(who must be given the possibility of exercising it) within the PSI will 
accompany this activity and profit by it_ The struggle will thus be able to 
develop with the greatest possible likelihood of success. 
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Communist Party and between the two youth organizations; (b) 
freedom for the fusionists within the PSI to continue, within the bounds 
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9. The comrades of the EC of the PCI have proposed (a) to break 

with the existing leadership of the Italian Socialist Party; (b) to consider 
the fusionist faction within the PSI as the latter's "official" 
representative in the International; i.e. to push the fusionist faction into 
a biuer struggle against the present leadership of the PSI, while 
supporting it from our side with an offensive in the same direction. What 
result would the application of this tactic have? The exodus or expulsion 
in the near future of a few hundred fusionists from the PSI, and their 
"individual" entry inlo the PCI. This is precisely what our comrades of 
the EC of the PCI want 10 arrive at; but it would be precisely the 
opposite solution 10 the one towards which the Fourth Congress 
considered we should proceed. 

10. Does the Socialist Party have the possibility ofliving on for a long 
time in Italy as an "independent party"? From the point of view orthe 
experience of all countries, which was strikingly confirmed at Hamburg, 
it is true that it is not possible for any party to remain for long in a 
cemrist position between the communists and the reformists. 
Nevertheless, the situation is such that it could allow a situation of this 
kind for some time. As the possibilities for action are very limited, it will 
be possible for the maximalists orthe PSI to continue to remain in that 
position of purely verbal "intransigence", demagogic and passive at the 
same time, which was characteristic of the party throughout the whole 
period from 1 9 1 8  to 1 922. 

But even. if the rapid dissolution of the Socialist Party was possible, 
only a part of the masses which follow it would come with us: perhaps a 
third. perhaps less. The others either would go with the reformists, or 
would become disgusted by all activity. We assert that given the Italian 
situation such a solution is in no way desirable. and that our interests 
lead us to try to draw along with us troops who are already assembled 
and ready to fight, rather than scattered elements of a routed army. 

I I . The Italian situation demands a close collaboration, a perfect 
articulation between the communists and the maximalists in the period 
which will precede fusion. The situation which II Lavoratore is in anows 
us to think, even if the news of its legal suppression is not confirmed, 
that Amnti! even after the fusion could only be the . . .  legal organ of an 
illegal party. In this respect, it is necessary to examine a whole aspect of 
illegal activity which our party has not yet seriously considered. 

In a situation of terror such as fascism has created in Italy. the 
problem of illegality is not just a problem of technical organization. but 
also and above all one of general political tactics. The slogans for 
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action, the forms of propaganda, must be such as to allow us not to lose 

contact with the terrorized masses, making clear to them that the new 

tactic employed does not represent a weakening in our opposition to 

fascism. 
To give a negative example, the formula "red against tricolour" (red 

flag against national ftag), launched by the Communist Party at a 

moment in which all the inertial forces of the bourgeoisie and petty 

bourgeoisie were being galvanized and activated by nationalism, 

represented an absurdity. This is so true that our party had hardly 

launched it before it quickly dropped it and spoke of it no more. Well, 

the combat slogans which we adopt must be such as always to represent 

possibilities for development. They must not be mere rockets set off to 

"frighten the bourgeois" who, in this case, counterpose to our empty 

words solid arguments in wood and iron. For this, it is necessary that 

our slogans can be understood by the masses as concrete and 

practicable. If the opposite is the case, one becomes responsible for a 
greater demoralization of the masses themselves. 

In a country in which all freedoms have been removed, in which the 

working class has been reduced to a state of slavery, in which even the 
marginal classes who had given a certain support to fascism (war 
veterans, petty bourgeoisie, small farmers) have had their interests 

seriously hurt, it will be easy to find agitational issues which can gain the 
agreement of very broad social layers. 

12. The EC of the PCI has made a fairly detailed analysis of the 
Italian political situation in its report. So without repeating what has 
already been said, we stress that no serious improvement in this 
situation is probable with respect to our possibilities for action for a 
certain time to come. The internal conflicts within fascism do not for the 
moment express a development of " contradictions" inherent in the 
social composition of fascism. The confticts between the "political" and 
the " military" elements do not as yet have great importance. There is no 
fascist "trade-unionism" developing a serious activity of resistance 
within the fascist party to the government's reactionary and anti
proletarian policies. Fascism will never decide to weaken its military 
apparatus, which constitutes its most certain bulwark, both against the 
"reds" and against the "attempts" of certain bourgeois groupings to get 
the direct administration of power in their hands. The liberal opposition 
and the tendencies towards a "return to legality" do not take up and will 
not take up a position of open struggle against fascism. Certain 
bourgeois layers are interested in eliminating fascism, which they 
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wanted to utilize as a machine whose controls they would keep entirely 
in their hands. But fascism (Le. the politico-military organization ofthc 
fascist party ) will not accept giving up the direct administration of 
power. 

On the other hand fascism is abandoning and will increasingly 
abandon the baggage of demagogic formulae which has accompanied it 
in its bloody progress. Its policy does not depart from the routine 
framework of the programmes and solutions worked out by the 
bourgeois governments which preceded it. What constitutes the 
" novelty" of fascism is its combat apparatus organized into a political 
party and controlling the State. It is precisely this apparatus which will 
permit fascism to continue its domination for a long time to come, 
before the underground working of the economic contradictions which 
it has unleashed can sap its foundations. 

The only opposition to fascism on which one can count in the months 
which separate us from the Fifth Congress is that of the proletariat. 
While not losing sight of the interplay of conflicting interests within and 
around fascism, all efforts must be directed to the constitution of a 
united front of the working class and peasantry on the elementary 
problems of their existence. The centre of this front must be represented 
by the communist-maximalist nucleus. But it must seek to extend itself 
to all parties which represent social layers directly interested in the 
struggle against fascism: Unitary Socialist Party (democratic petty 
bourgeoisie and peasants of the Po valley); Catholic Popular Party 
(artisans and small farmers). So far as the latter party is concerned, it is 
nOi practically possible to enter into relations to this end with the centra] 
organs; but one could well do so locally with the proletarian or semi
proletarian elements which it includes. 

13.  Our activity should thus be directed to two successive tasks: (a) 
formation of the communist-maximalist bloc; (b) united front with other 
political formations of the working class and peasantry. For this, it is 
necessary that our party be led by comrades who really want to achieve 
these ends. The unhappy experience of the years 1921-2 and the 
systematic sabotage applied by the leaders of our party to all practical 
and serious united front action; the experience of the same EC's 
attitude towards fusion-these give us the very firm conviction that the 
comrades in question are not capable, from the political point of view, of 
bringing our party to make the maximum effort towards the tasks of 
which we have spoken. 

14. There is a further problem, which it is our duty to make clear to 
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he comrades of the International. The comrades who make up the 
�xeculive Committee of our party have remained entirely on the 
pOlitical line expressed in the Theses on Tactics approved by the Rome 
Congress and clearly rejected by the Fourth World Congress. They have 
not been converted; they still think today that it is the International 
which was and is mistaken. In this belief. they have thought it their duty 
to keep the leading bodies of the party strictly composed of those who 
agree with them. They have given themselves the role of vestal virgins 
charged with guarding the sacred fire, which the Fourth Congress 
merely covered over with a few cinders. They have therefore divided the 
party into two categories: the chosen and the rejected. . The conception which these comrades have of the party and Its 
relations with the masses is perfectly designed to maintain the "secf' 
mentality which is one of the most serious defects of our organization. 
These comrades have systematically excluded from leading positions in 
the party those who were not in agreement with the Rome Theses. As a 
result of this same sect mentality, comrades who were wholly unworthy 
or incapable have been kept in positions of responsibility (Moscow, 
Berlin. trade-union movement);" comrades have ceased to be good 
comrades thc moment they allowed themselves to make any criticisms; 
there has even been recourse to systematic defamation of those whose 
influence in the party they could fcar. The comrades of the Executive 
Committee have abused the power entrusted to them by the whole party 
and by the International for factional and sectarian ends, and this not in 
" few occasional episodes, but in a systematic, constant and organized 
manner. 

This sect mentality, in relation to the political attitude which it 
expresses, as in relation to the internal organization of the party, is one 
of the most serious obstacles which hinder the application of a truly 
Communist tactics. We have thought it our duty, aside from all personal 
questions, to assert that it is absolutely necessary to break in a definitive 
fashion, both from the point of view of principle and from the point of 
view of organization, this anachronism of a communist party which 
continues to be led in the anti-Marxist spirit of the Rome Theses (March 
1922) and which the leadership wants 10 organize with a view to 
preserving this spirit. We have spoken clearly. because it was our duty 
to do so, because we think that the possibilities for serious communist 
Work in Italy depend on the radical liquidation of such a past. 
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40. WHAT THE RELATIONS 
SHOULD BE BETWEEN THE PCI 

AND THE COMINTERN 

Up till now, we have adopted an attitude towards the Comintem that 
has appeared equivocal. While we have proclaimed the utmost formal 
discipline and used language more appropriate for inferiors speaking to 
their superiors than for use between equals, we have acted in such a way 
as to give the impression thai we were ready to do anything effectively 
to evade the directives established by the International Congresses and 
by the Executive Committee. It is a principle of orientation that has now 
become fundamental that every local attitude must have an 
international reflection. and can lead to an international process of 
organization, or at least a movement, that will bring about the 
emergence of factions within the Comintern. It is certain that the 
Executive will combat sharply any manifestation of such a kind. One 
procedure which the Executive regards as being of the highest 
importance is that there should always be unanimity in votes. This is � 
simply a formal question. From the entire experience of the Russ� 
revolution it is clear that the absence of unanimity in important pubhc 
votes produces quite specific attitudes among the broad masses: 
political enemies are polarized towards the minority, enlarging and 
generalizing its positions; they clandestinely publish manifestoes and 
programmes, etc., perhaps even signed by the oppositionists or b� • 
group of their friends; and they carry out a whole agitational actiVity 
which may become extremely dangerous at a certain juncture. A 
defensive approach to such manreuvres is unanimity in voting, whicb 
appears in the eyes of the public as an agreement reached and as proof' 
of the most open unity. From this principle, which has become 
fundamental for the communist parties insofar as they must take up 
positions today with an eye to tomorrow, there flow corollaries whi�b 

are relevant to our altitudes too: for example, the assertion that we will 
observe discipline even if we are not convinced, the threat "! 
resignations, etc. Indeed, this attitude is more dangerous insofar as it 

gives rise to, or can give rise to rumours and whisperings, and can lead 
to pseudo-revelations from behind the scenes which can have vert 
grave repercussions in the international arena. It is therefore better. 

10 
raise questions in their full dimensions in private discussions. upholdln, 
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one's own point of view proudly and showing that one is also ready to 

struggle. Naturally, such questions can arise only within the limits of the 

statutes and of the decisions already taken by the various Congresses 

and Conferences. 

We are in a questionable position, in view of the international 
situation. The tactic of the united front, laid down with considerable 
precision by the Russian comrades. both technically and in the general 
approach to its practical application, has in no country found the party 
or the men capable of concretizing it. Germany, where it seemed until 
recently that exemplary things had been achieved. has been strongly 
criticized. The great majority of the German party has not understood 
this tactic. and the minority is the expression of this widespread state of 
mind. n The Frankfurt delegation sent to Amsterdam was only capable 
of pursuing a bureaucratic practice, and for that reason was recalled." 
Obviously. all this cannot be accidental. There is something not 
functioning in the international field as a whole, there is a weakness and 
inadequacy of leadership. The Italian question must be seen in this 
framework. not as something which depends on the ill-will of 
individuals and which can be modified by the good will ofthe first rough 
fellow who decides to become a Marcellus.lt We must argue that we 
want to pose the problem to the other parties in this way, and must 
utilize whatever elements are available to us if there is a refusal to 
recognize our good will and correct conduct. 

The present majority of the CP intends to defend to the last its 
oosilion and historical role in Italy. where the unified CP must be 
constituted with an ideological centre which is neither the traditional 
Socialist one nor a compromise with that. We are defending the future 
of the Italian revolution. The situation of the Socialist Party to a great 
extent depends upon a similar attitude in a group of Socialist leaders. 
They defend and will defend to the last and with every means their 
political profile and their future. We may have made mistakes and we 
arc willing to amend them, but we are not willing to allow the centre of 
attraction and assimilation of new elements entering the Italian section 
of the Comintern to be shifted onto a new basis - represented by 
individuals who want to make a compromise with the Socialists on the 
fundamental issue.)O The altitude of the Comintern and the activity of 
its representatives is bringing disintegration and corruption into the 
Communist ranks. We are determined to struggle against the elements �ho Would liquidate our Party and against the corrupt elements. The 
SItuation of illegality and exile makes this obligatory. We do not want 
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what happened in Hungary and in Yugoslavia to be repeated in ltaly.I' 
If the Comintern too receives a few blows as we strike back, we should 
nol be blamed for that: it is a mistake to ally oneself with untrustworthy 
elements. 

Handwritten notes, probably written in Moscow in June 
1923. 

4 1 .  FACTION MEETING 
( i  2 July 1 923) 

(Fragment of the minutes),l 

PRESENT: Umberto ITerracini/. Bruno IFortichiaril, Leonetti, Ravera, 
Palmiro {Togliatti/ 

UmberlO thinks we should first establish that we accept the decisions 
of the International, then begin factional activity designed to draw from 
these decisions the greatest possible advantage for our group. It will 
therefore be necessary to examine all the technical organizational 
questions, and take a series of decisions which will have the result of 
guaranteeing that the work of the new Executive Committee will be 
carried out in a way that conforms to our perspectives, and that we will 
keep positions such as to assure us control of the party and the political 
situation. We should make use of these positions to carry out an organic 
factional activity. 

Palmiro wants us to treat it as a political question rather than a 
technical one of organization. He thinks that, if one does not clarify the 
position of the 'majority' political group with a series of open actions, 
acceptance is impossible - even if it is accompanied by a group 
agreement of the kind referred to by Umberto. Acceptance in these 
conditions would put us on the same level as the minority, i.e. would 
begin the transformation of our political group into a personal coterie. 
whose existence and whose positions would be unknown or 
misunderstood by the masses and which would sooner or later be 
condemned to fragment. Instead it is necessary, even if we accept, to do 
so in a way that guarantees that we continue to be what we have been up 
to now, i.e. a group that can be recognized by the masses for its 
theoretical physiognomy and its tactical conduct. We have made the 
mistake of not taking up earlier a position of open polemic vis-a-vis the 
International. before the whole party and the working-class masses. No 
organizational expedient can put us in a correct position, before the 
party and the masses, if we do not come 10 such an open polemic. He 
POses two conditions : I .  that the group should organize itself in such a 
Way that all responsibilities are joint ones, and that members of mixed 
bodies are responsible to it; 2. that an open polemic is begun with the 
International and with the minority of the party, by way of a series of 
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statements of principle and polemics. which must be not jult 
communicated to the International but disseminated among the masses. 
If on Ihis basis, or one that is not substantially different. an agreement or 
concrete conclusion is arrived at. he will accept, otherwise not. 

(In code for Amadeo): 

Basis of the agreement: 
- polemical actions will be taken collectively, but you will have a key 
role above all in the drawing up of the basic statement. We think that it 
must be done leaving aside the contingent questions of the moment 
(fusion. mi"ed Executive, etc.), or at least only dealing with them in 
relation to and as a consequence of the theoretical and tactical positions 
which our group has taken and maintained since its origins. 

42. THREE FRAGMENTS 
BY GRAMSCI" 

To comrade Paolo Palmi Icopy to Scoccimarro, Leonetti. Montagnana. 

Fortichiari, Platone, Terraeini, Ravera, Pelusol 

Dear comrade, 

I am replying to your letter, setting oul my point of view for you on 
the silUation created for our party as a result of the decision of the 

Enlarged Executive. and suggesting to you a plan of general action 

whose realization, in my opinion, could offer a real. concrete solution to 

the situation itselr. I am absolutely convinced that today Bny discussion 
on our part that is limited to the organizational and juridical aspects of 
the italjan question can have no useful result. It could only mak.e things 
worse and make our task morc difficult and dangerous. Instead, it is 
necessary to work concretely and show, through a general party 
activity and political work that is adequate to the ltaJian situation. that 
we are what we claim to be, instead of continuing any longer with the 
attitude of "misunderstood geniuses" which we have adopted hitherto. 

I. You think that the discussion here in Moscow has revolved around 
fusionism and anti-fusionism. This is only apparently the case. 
Fusionism and anti·fusionism were the "polemical terminology" of the 
discussion. but not its substance. The discussion was the following: 
whether the PCI has understood the overall ltaJian situation, and 
whether it is capable of giving a lead to the proletariat; whether the PCI 
is capable of developing a vast political campaign, i.e. whether it is 
ideologically and organizationally equipped for a specific activity; 
whether the leading group of the PCI has assimilated the politicaJ 
dOCtrine of the Communist InlernationaJ. which is Marxism as it 
developed into Leninism, i.e. into an organic and systematic body of 
Organizational principles and tactical viewpoints . . . .  

II 

The Italian socialist movement of the last thirty years has been an 
apparatus for selecting new leading elements for the bourgeois State. 
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The same goes for thepopo/ari. Fascism is the last and most decisive of 

these movements, whch seeks to absorb the whole new social stratum 

thai has been formed. by dissolving the bonds between leaders and 

masses. 
The crisis of the SP was nothing other than an aspect of the 

proletariat's mighty effort to recover its unity and class homogeneity, 
and simultaneously to put itself at the head of the other classes of the 
population who cannot win fr�om except by accepting the leadership 
of the revolutionary proletariat. What should the Cp's attitude be to the 
present crisis of the SP? It must help the healthy elements to overcome 
il. and to overcome it in a way that is beneficial for the working 
class . . . .  The (S.) party is today still struggling. It is disintegrating. This 
means disintegration of the masses. The masses organize around 

political parties. They shift and take up position in accordance with the 
"signals" of the party which they follow. If the p. instead of shining 
disintegrates, then in the present period its mass following disintegrates 

(00. 
Political value of fusion. Reaction has set itself the aim of forcing the 

proletariat back into the conditions in which it found itself in the initial 
period of capitalism: dispersed; isolated; individuals. not a class which 
feels that it is a unity and aspires to power. The Livorno split (the 
separation of the majority ofthe Italian proletariat from the Communist 
International) was without a doubt the greatest triumph of reaction . . .  

III 

Fascism aims 10 become an integral movement, of a new class. which 
has never been independent in the Italian State: the rural bourgeoisie, 
allied to the big landowners, against the peasants and against the 
workers. 

The urban petty bourgeoisie, which had constituted the original 
fascist movement. is detaching itself today : the Jasci of the towns are 
collapsing; D' Annunzio's attitude is highly symptomatic of this 
situation.14 

43. GRAM SCI TO THE EXECUTIVE 
COMMITTEE OF THE PCI" 

Vienna, 12 September 192) 
Dear Comrades. 

At its last session, the Presidium decided that a workers' daily should 

be published in Italy under the direction of the Executive Committee, as 
an organ with which the U lrd-Internationalists expelled from the 

Socialist Party can collaborate politically. I want to give you my 
impressions and views on this matter. 

Given the present situation in Italy, I think it is very important, 

indeed necessary. that the paper should be put together in such a way as 

to ensure its legal existence for as long as possible. So not only should it 

not carry any party identification, it should also be edited in such a way 

that its actual dependence upon our party does not appear too clearly. It 
should be a newspaper of the left: of the working-class left that has 

remained loyal to the programme and tactics of class struggle. It should 
publish the proceedings and discussions of our party. and possibly also 
those of the anarchists, republicans and syndicalists. It should give its 
judgements with a dispassionate tone, as if it had a position above the 
struggle and viewed things from a "scientific" point of view. I know that 
it is not very easy to lay down all of this in a written programme; but the 

important thing is not to lay down a written programme, but rather to 
ensure that the party itself - which historically holds a dominant 
position in the sphere of the working-class left - has a legal platform 
which will allow it continuously and systematically to reach the 
broadest masses. 

The Communists and the followers of Serrati will contribute publicly 
to the paper. In other words, they will sign articles, as individuals who 
are known, and they will do so according to a political plan that takes 
a

.
ceount. month by month and I would say week by week, of the general 

sltu
.
ation in the country and the relations developing among the Italian 

SOcIal forces. It will be necessary to watch the Serratians, who will tend 
to transform the paper into a factional organ in their struggle against the 
PSI leadership. It will be necessary to be very strict about this, and to 
prevent any degeneration. A polemic will. of course, be carried out, but 
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in a political rather than a sectarian spirit and within cenain limits. It 

will be necessary 10 be on one's guard against attempts to create an 
"economic" situation for Serrati, who is unemployed and wiU in all 
probability be proposed by his comrades as a full-time member of the 
editorial slaff. Serrati will contribute both signed and unsigned material; 

his signed articles. however, should be kept to a certain number, and the 
unsigned ones should be approved by our Executive Committee. It will 
be necessary 10 carry out principled polemics against the socialists, or 
rather againsl the socialist spirit of Serrati, Maffi, etc. These will help 

10 reinforce the communist consciousness of the masses, and to 
prepare the unity and homogeneity of the Party that will be necessary 

ater the fusion. if we are to avoid a return to the chaotic situation of 
1920. 

I propose the name L 'Unila pure and simple; this will mean 

something to the workers, and will also have a more general meaning. 

For since the decision of the Enlarged Executive on the workers' and 
peasants' government. I think we must pay special attention to the 
Southern question - in whieh the problem of relations between workers 

and peasants is posed not simply as a problem of class relations, but 
also and especially as a territorial problem, Le. as one of the aspects of 
the national question. Personally, I think that the slogan "Workers' and 
Peasants' Government" should be adapted in Italy as follows: hFederaJ 

Republic of Workers and Peasants". I do not know if the present 

moment i!; suitable for this; but I think that the situation which fascism 

is creating, and the corporative and protectionist policy of the 
Confederation leaders. will bring our party to this slogan. A propos this. 
I am preparing a report for you to discuss and study. If it would be 

useful. after a few issues we might start a debate in the paper under 
pseudonyms and see what impact it has in the country - especially 
among the left layers of the Popolari and bourgeois democrats, who 
represent the real tendencies of the peasant class and have always had in 

their programmes the slogan of local autonomy and decentralization. If 

you accept the proposal to call it L 'Unira, you will leave the field free for 

the solution of these problems; the name will be a guarantee against 
autonomistic degenerations, and against reactionary attempts to give 

tendentious, authoritarian interpretations of the campaigns we may 
wage. Moreover. I believe that the soviet regime. with its political 
centralization provided by the Communist Party and its administrative 
decentralization and coloration by local popular forces. will be 
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ideologically prepared in excellent fashion by the slogan: Federal 

Republic of Workers and Peasants. 

Communist greetings, 
Gramsci 
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44. OUR TRADE-UNION STRATEGY 

In the 15 September issue of Sindacalo rosso, comrade Nicola Vecchi 
put forward once again an old thesis of his: "It is necessary to create . 
national class trade-union body, autonomous and independent from aU 
panies and for the time being independent from all Jnternationals."·' 

What should be our attitude to this proposal? What should be the 
propaganda orientation of the communists, in order to block possible 
currents of opinion among the masses agreeing with the theses 
comrade Vecchi? What is, concretely. in the present situation, our 
trade-union strategy. How, in other words. do we intend ourselves to 
keep in contact with the broad proletarian masses, to interpret their 
needs. to focus and concretize their will. to aid the process of the 
proletariat's development towards its emancipation - which continues., 
in spite of all the repression and violence of the disgraceful fascist 
tyranny? 

We are, as a mailer of principle, against the creation of new trade 
unions. In all capitalist countries. the trade-union movement developed 
in a particular way, resulting in the creation and progressive 
development of a specific great organization which embodied the 
history. the tradition. the customs and the ways of thinking of the great 
majority of the proletarian masses. Every attempt made to organize 
revolutionary union members separately has failed in itself, and haa 
served only to reinforce the hegemonic positions of the reformists in the 
major organization. What advantage did the syndicalists in Italy draw 
from the creation of the Unione sindacale? They only succeeded in 
influencing partially and episodically the mass ofindustrial workers. i.e. 
of the most revolutionary class of the working population. During the 
period which lasted from the assassination of Umberto I to the Libyan 
war. they won the leadership of broad rural masses in the Po valley and 
in Apulia. with one sole result. These masses. who had only just entered 
the sphere of the class struggle (in that period there was precisely . 
transformation of agriculture which increased the mass; j�o::r'I����; 
labourers by about 50 per cent). distanced themselves i( 
from the factory proletariat. Anarchist syndicalists up to:
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war. i.e. during the period in which the proletariat became 
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they subsequently became reformists. After the armistice and up till the 
oCcupation of the factories, they made up the passive cannon-fodder 
lI'hom the reformist leaders at every decisive juncture threw beneath the 
feet of the revolutionary vanguard. 

The American example is still more typical and significant than that 

of Italy. No organization has reached the level of abject, counter
revolutionary servility reached by Gompers's AFL. But does this mean 
that the American workers were abject slaves of the bourgeoisie? No, 
certainly not. And yet they remained attached to the traditional 
organization. The IWW (revolutionary syndicalists) failed in their 
attempt to win the masses controlled by Gompers from outside. 
Detaching themselves from those masses, they were massacred by the 
white guards. By contrast, the movement led by comrade Foster within 
the AFL. with slogans which interpreted the real situation of the 
movement and the deepest feelings of the American workers, is winning 
one union after another and showing clearly how weak and unstable the 
power of the Gompers bureaucracy is. 

Hence. we are as a matter of principle against the creation of new 
unions. The revolutionary elements represent the class as a whole, they 
are the most highly developed form of its consciousness, on condition 
that they remain with the mass of the class and share its errors, illusions 
and disappointments. If a decree of the reformist dictators compelled 
the revolutionaries to leave the CGL and organize themselves 
separately (which. of course, cannot be excluded), the new organization 
would have to present itself as being - and really be -guided by the sole 
aim of achieving its reintegration; of achieving once again unity 
between the class and its most conscious vanguard. 

The CGL as a whole still represents the Italian working class. But 
what is the present system of relations between the working class and 
the Confederation? Answering this question accurately, in my view, 
amOUnts to finding the concrete basis for our trade-union work and 
hence establishing our function and our relations with the broad 
masses. The CG L, as a trade-union organization, has been reduced to a 
bare minimum. to perhaps one tenth of its numerical strength in 1920. 
But the reformist faction which leads the Confederation has kept its 
�rganizational cadres almost intact, and has kept its most active, 
Intelligent and capable militants in the workplace: militants who -let us 
S�ak the truth openly _ know how to work better than our comrades, 
WIth greater tenacity and perseverance. By contrast, a great part, indeed 
almost all. of the revolutionary elements who in past years had acquired 
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war. i.e. during the period in which the proletariat became 
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they subsequently became reformists. After the armistice and up till the 
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organizational and leadership capabilities and the habit of systematic 
work have been massacred or have emigrated or have been dispersed. 

The working class is like a great army which has suddenly been 
deprived of all its junior officers. In such an army, it would be 
impossible to maintain discipline, cohesion, the will to fight, and unity of 
purpose, solely by virtue of the existence of a general staff. Every 
organization is an articulated whole, which only functions irthere exists 
a proper numerical ratio between the mass base and the leaders. We do 
not have the cadres, we do not have the links, we do not have the 
services to spread our int1uence over the broad mass of union members, 
to strengthen it and to make it once again an effective instrument of 
revolutionary struggle. The reformists are in a far better condition 
that we are from this point of view, and they exploit their situation 
skilfully. 

The factory continues to exist and naturally organizes the workers, 
groups them. puts them into contact with one another. The process or 
production has kept its 1919-20 level, characterized by a more and 
more obstructive role of capitalism and hence by a more and more 
decisive importance of the worker. The increase in cost prices, caused 
by the need to keep 500,000 fascist thugs permanently mobilized, is 
certainly not a brilliant proof that capitalism has won back its industrial 
youth. The worker is thus naturally strong inside the factory; he is 
concentrated and organized inside the factory. He is, however, isolated, 
dispersd. weak outside the factory. 

In the period before the imperialist war, it was the opposite 
relationship which existed. The worker was isolated inside the factory 
and was socialized outside. He exerted pressure from outside to obtain 
better factory legislation, to win shorter working hours and conquer 
industrial freedom. 

The working-class factory is today represented by the internal 
commission.81 The question is at once asked: why do the capitalists and 
fascists. who sought to destroy the trade unions, not also destroy the 
internal commissions? Why, while the trade union has lost ground 
organizationally under the pressure of reaction, has the internal 
commission by contrast enlarged its organizational sphere? It is a fact 
that in almost atl Italian factories the following has occurred: there is 
one single internal commission. and atl the workers - not just the 
unionized ones - vote in elections ror it. The entire working class is 
therefore organized today by the internal commissions. which have thus 
definitively lost their strictly corporate character. This. objectively, is a 
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reat achievement of the most far-reaching significance. It serves to 

� dicate that, despite everything, in pain and beneath the oppression of 

:�c mailed heel of the fascist mercenaries, the working class - even if in 

a molecular fashion - is developing towards unity and a greater 

organizational homogeneity. 
Why have the capitalists and rascists allowed, and why do they 

continue to allow, such a situation to arise and persist? For capitalism 

and fascism, it is necessary that the working class should be deprived of 
its historical function as leader of the other oppressed classes or the 
population (peasants, especially in the South and the Islands; urban and 
rural petty bourgeois). It is necessary, in other words, to destroy 
organizations that are external to the factory and territorially 
centralized (unions and parties), since they exercise a revolutionary 
influence on all the oppressed and remove from the government the 
democratic basis of its power. But the capitalists. for industrial reasons, 
cannot want all forms of organization to be destroyed. In the factory. 
discipline and the smooth flow of production is only possible if there 
exists at least a minimum degree of constitutionality, a minimum degree 
of consen! on the pan of the workers. 

The most intelligent fascists, such as Mussolini, are the first 10 be 
convinced that their "supra-class" ideology is incapable of expanding 
beyond the sphere of that petty-bourgeois stratum which, having no 
function in production, has no consciousness or social antagonisms. 
Mussolini is convinced that the working class will never lose its 
revolutionary consciousness. and believes it is necessary to allow a 
minimal degree of organization. Holding the trade-union organizations 
within very narrow limits through terror, means giving power in the 
Confederation to the reformists. It is necessary that the Confederation 
should exist in embryonic form, and be grafted onto a scattered system 
of internal commissions, in such a way that the reformists control the 
whole working class. are the representatives of the whole working class. 

This is the Italian situation, and this is the system of relations which 
exists today in our country between the proletarian class and its 
organizations. The implications for our tactics are clear: 

I. To work in the factory to build revolutionary groups which 
control the internal commissions and push them continually to 
enlarge their sphere of activity; 

2. To work to create links between factories. and to impress upon the 
present situation a movement which marks the natural course of 
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development of factory organization : from 
commission to the factory council. 

Only in this way will we remain on the terrain afreality, in close contact 
with the broad masses. Only in this way, through effective work in the 
hottest crucible of working-class life, will we succeed in recreating our 
organizing cadres; in drawing forth from the broad masses the capable, 
conscious elements, filled with revolutionary ardour because they are 
aware of their own value and importance - which cannot be eliminated 
- in the world of product ion. 

Signed Antonio Gramsci, Lo StalO operaio, 18  
October 1923. 

45. WHAT IS TO BE DONE? 

Dear Friends o f  the Voce. 
[ have read in Voce, no. 10 (15 September) the interesting discussion 

between comrade G.P. of Turin and comrade S.V." Is the discussion 
closed? Might one ask that the discussion remain open for many more 
issues. and invite all young workers of good will to take part in iI, 
expressing Iheir opinions on the subject sincerely and with intellectual 
honesty? 

1-1011' {he Problem should be Posed 

I shall start off, and I shall certainly say that, at least in my view, 
comrade S. V. has not posed the problem properly and has fallen into 
certain errors that are extremely serious from his own point of view. 

Why was the Italian working class defeated? Because it was not 
united? Because fascism succeeded in defeating the Socialist Party, the 
traditional party of the toiling population, not only physically but also 
ideologically? Because the Communist Party did not develop rapidly in 
the years 1921-2. and did not succeed in grouping around itself the 
majority of the proletariat and the peasant masses? 

Comrade S.V. does not pose these questions. He replies to all the 
anguished concern expressed in comrade G.P.'s letter with the assertion 
that the existence of a true revolutionary party would have been 
enough. and that its future organization will be enough in the future, 
when the working class has recovered the possibility of movement. But 
is all that true, or at least in what sense and within what limits is it true? 

Comrade S.V. suggests to comrade G.P. that he should not go on 
thinking in fixed schemas, but should think in other schemas- which he 
does not specify. But it is in fact essential to specify. So here is what 
seems immediately necessary to do. Here is what the "beginning" of the 
Working class's task must be. II is necessary to carry out a pitiless self
criticism of our weakness, and to begin by asking ourselves why we lost. 
who We were, what we wanted, where we wished to go. But there is also 
sOmething else which must be done first (one always finds that the 
be

.sinning always has another . . .  beginning!): it is necessary to fix the 
cnteria. the principles. the ideological basis for our very criticism. 
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Does the Working Class hal'e its own Ideology? 

Why have the Italian proletarian parties always been weak from a 
revolutionary point of view? Why have they failed. when they should 
have passed from words to action? They did not know the situation in 
which they had to operale, they did nOI know the terrain on which they 
should have given battle. Just think: in motc than thirty years orlife, the 
Socialist Party has not produced a single book which studies the socio
economic strUClure of Italy. There does nol exisl a single book which 
studies the lIalian political parties, their class links. their significance. 
Why did reformism sink such deep rools in the Po valley? Why is the 
Catholic Popular Party mOTC successful in northern and central than in 
southern Italy. where the population after all is more backward and 
should therefore more easily follow a confessional party? Why are the 
big landowners in Sicily separatists but not the peasants, whereas in 
Sardinia the peasants are separatists and not the big landowners? Why 
did the reformism of De Felice, Drago. Tasca di Cuto and their ilk 
develop in Sicily and not elsewhere?" Why was there an armed struggle 
betwccn fascists and nationalists in southern Italy which did not occur 
elsewhere? 

We do not know Italy. Worse still: we lack the proper instruments for 
knowing Italy as it really is. It is therefore almost impossible for us to 
make predictions. to orient ourselves, to establish lines of action which 
have some likelihood of being acurate. There exists no history of the 
Italian working class. There exists no history of the peasant class. What 
was the importance of the 1898 events in Milan?90 What lesson did they 
furnish? What was the importance of the 1904 strike in Milan?" How 
many workers know that then. for the first time, the necessity of the 
proletarian dictatorship was explicitly asserted? What significance has 
syndicalism had in Italy? Why has it been successful amon, 
agricultural workers and not among the industrial workers? What is the 
importance of the Republican parly?9f Why are there republicans 
wherever there are anarchists? What is the importance and the meaning 
of the phenomenon of syndicalist elements going over to nationalism 
before the Libyan War. and the repetition of the phenomenon on _ 
larger scale with fascism? 

It is enough to pose these questions 10 perceive that we arc 
completely ignorant, that we are without orientation. It seems that no 
one in Italy has ever thought, ever studied. ever done any research. It 
seems that the Italian working class has never had its own ,0,,,,,pI;ono( 
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the life. the history, the development of human society. And yet the 

working class does have its own conception: historical materialism. 

And yet the working class has had great teachers (Marx, Engels) who 
have shown how to examine facts and situations, and how to draw from 
one's examination guides to action. 

This is our weakness, this is the main reason for the defeat of the 
Italian revolutionary parties: not to have had an ideology; not to have 
disseminated it among the masses; not to have strengthened the 
consciousness of their militants with certitudes of a moral and 
psychological character. What wonder that some workers have become 
fascists? What wonder ifS.V. himself says at one point: "who knows, 
even we. if we were convinced, might become fascists"? (Such 
statements should not be made even asjokes, even as hypotheses for the 
sake of argument.) What wonder, if another article in the same issue of 
Voce says: " We are not anti-clerical"? Are we not anti·clerical? What 
does that mean? That we are not anti-clerical in a masonic sense, from 
the rationalist point of view of the bourgeois? It is necessary to say this. 
but it is also necessary to say that we, the working class, are indeed anti
clerical, inasmuch as we are materia lists; that we have a conception of 
the world which transcends all religions and all philosophies born 
hitherto on the terrain of class-divided society. Unfortunately . . .  we do 
not have that conception, and this is the reason for all these theoretical 
errors, which also have their reflection in practice and have so far led us 
to defeat and to fascist oppression. 

The Beginning . . .  oflhe Beginning! 

What is to be done then? Where to begin? Well: in my view it is 
necessary to begin precisely from this. From a study of the doctrine 
which belongs to the working class, which is the philosophy of the 
working class. which is the sociology of the working class: from a study 
of hislOrical materialism, from a study of Marxism. Here is an 
immediate task for the groups of friends of the Voce: 10 meet. buy 
books. organize lessons and discussions on this subject, form solid 
criteria for research and study. and criticize the past - in order to be 
stronger in the future and win. 

The Voce should. in every possible way, help this attempt - by 
publishing courses of lessons and discussions. by giving rational 
bi

.
bliographical information, by replying to readers' questions, by 

Stimulating their good will. The less that has been done up till now,the 
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more it is necessary to do, and with the greatest possible rapidity. 
Destiny is pressing in upon us: the Italian petty bourgeoisie, which had 
placed its hopes and its faith in fascism. is daily seeing its house of cards 
collapse. Fascist ideology has lost its capacity to expand, and indeed is 
losing ground. The first dawn of the new proletarian day is appearing 
anew. 

Signed Giovanni Masci. Voce della Giovenlu, I 
November 1923. 

46. GRAMSCI TO SCOCCIMARRO 
(Vienna, 5 January 1 924) 

Dear Negri, 
I have received your letter of25 December and Palmi's orthe 29th.9l 

I will reply to both together. Show this letter to Palmi, and ifpossibJe 10 
Lanzi [Tressol and Ferri [Leonetti] as well. 

I will Olliline to you the reasons why I persist in regarding it as 
impossible that I should sign the manifesto. even after having read the 
second draft of it. For the manifesto, there exists neither the Enlarged 
Executivc of February 1922, nor that of June 1922. nor the Fourth 
World Congress, nor the Executive of June 1923. For the manifesto. 
history finishes with the Third World Congress, and it is to the Third 
Congress that we must attach ourselves in order to proceed. All this 
may be plausible as the personal opinion of a single comrade and as the 
expression of a little group. It is simply crazy as the line of a majority 
faction which has administered the party since the Third Congress and 
still continues to administer it. It is crazy and absurd because at all the 
Enlarged Executives and at the Fourth Congress the representatives of 
the majority have always made the most extensive declarations in 
favour of cenlralism, of the single international party, etc. At the Rome 
Congress it was stated that the Theses on Tactics would be voted. on a 
consultative basis, but that after the discussion at the Fourth World 
Congress they would be annulled and not spoken of again. In the first 
half of March 1922. the Comintern Executive published a special 
statement in which the party's theses on tactics were refuted and 
rejected, and an article in the Statutes of the International says that 
every deliberation of the Executive must become law for the individual 
sections. That is what needs 10 be said on the formal and juridical aspect 
of the question. Which has its importance. Indeed, after the publication 
of the manifesto the majority could be totally disqualified and even 
expelled from the Comintern. If the Italian political situation did not 
preVent it .. 1 think that expulsion would come. By the standards of the 
conception of the party which derives from the manifesto, expulsion 
should be obligatory. If one of our local federations did only half of 
What the majority of the party wants to do vis-a-vis the Comintern, its 
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dissolution would be immediate. I do not want, by signing 
manifesto. to appear a complete clown. 

Bul I do nOI agree with the substance ofthe manifesto either. J have a 
different conception of the party, its function, and the relations which 
should be established between it and the masses outside any party. i.e. 
between it and the population in general. I absolutely do not believe that 
the tactics which have been developed by the Enlarged Executive 
meeting and the Fourth Congress are mistaken. Neither in their general 
approach. nor in significant details. I think the same is true for you and 
for Palmi. and therefore I cannot understand how you can so light· 
heartedly set sail in a vessel that is so unsafe. It seems to me that you are 
in the same Slate of mind that I was in during the period of the Rome 
Congress. Perhaps because in the meantime I have been far away from 
the party's internal work, Ihis state of mind has disappeared. In reality, 
it has disappeared for other reasons as well. And one of the most 
important is this: one absolutely cannot make compromises with 
Amadeo. He is too forceful a personality, and has such a deep 
conviction of being in the right that to think of ensnaring him with a 
compromise is absurd. He will continue to struggle. and at every 
opportunity wilt always represent his theses unchanged. 

I think that Palmi is wrong to believe that the moment is nol 
propitious for us to begin an independent activity and create a new 
formation which only in a " territorial" sense would appear to be of the 
centre. It is undeniable that the conception of the party's function which 
has been the official one up till now has led to a crystallization in purely 
organizational debates, and hence to a real political passivity. Instead or 
centralism. we have managed to create an unhealthy minority 
movement; and if one speaks to comrades in exile, to persuade them to 
participate more actively in the party's external activity. one gets the 
impression that the party is really very little to them. and that they 
would be willing to give very little for it. The experience of the Petrograd 
School is very tetting." In reality, I am convinced that the main force 
which holds the party together is the prestige and ideals of the 
International, not the bonds which the specific action of the party has 
succeeded in creating. And we have created a minority precisely on this 
terrain. and allowed the minority to be the one to adorn itself with the 
title of true representative of the International in Italy. 

It is precisely today. when it has been decided to take the discussion 
before the masses. that it is necessary to lake up a definitive position and 
specific lineaments of our own. So long as the discussions took place 

TOWARDS A NEW LEADING GROUP 175 

within a tiny circle, and the problem was one of organizing five, six, ten 

individuals into a homogeneous body, it was still possible (although 

even then it was not entirely correct) to reach individual compromises 

and leave aside certain questions which were not immediately relevant. 
Today it is a question of going before the masses, discussing, bringing 
mass formations into being which will not just live for a few hours. Well, 
it is necessary that this should be done without ambiguity. without 
leaving anything unsaid; that these formations should be organic ones, 

that can develop and become the whole party. Therefore, ) will not sign 
the manifesto. 

I do not know yet exactly what to do. It is not the first time that I have 
found myself in this situation, and Palmi must remember how I split 
even with him and Umberto, in August 1920. Then it was I who wanted 
10 maintain relations with the lcn rather than with the right, whcreas 
Palmi and Umberto had rejoined Tasca. who had already split with us 
in January. Today it seems that the opposite is happening. But in reality 
the situation is very different. And just as then within the Socialist Party 
it was necessary to depend on the abstentionists if one wished to create 
the basic nucleus ofthe future party, so today it is necessary to struggle 
against the extremists if one wishes the party to develop and stop being 
nothing more than an external faction of the Socialist Party. In fact, the 
two extremisms, that of the right and that of the len, by imprisoning the 
party in a single and solitary discussion on relations with the Socialist 
Pany, have reduced it to a secondary role. Probably I shall remain 
alone. I will write a report in which ) will combat both of them, in my 
capacity as a member of the CC of the party and of the Comintern 
Executive. I will accuse both of them of the same fault. and take the 
doctrine and tactics of the Com intern as the basis for an action 
programme for our activity in the future. That is what I wanted to say. I 
assure you that no arguments from all of you will succeed in shining me 
from this position. Naturally, ) want to go on collaborating closely with 
you and I think that the experience of the past years has been of use to 
all of us _ at least to teach us that within the ambit of the party one may 
have different opinions and nevertheless go on working together with 
the highest degree of mutual trust. 

Urge those comrades who are within your reach to hurry up and send 
the articles I have requested.9l Palmi should immediately do me a 
"Battle of Ideas" of at least three columns (the whole of the back page). 
I do not know what book or set of books or other publications to 
prOpose to him. He could make a critique of the viewpoint upheld by 
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Gobetti's R;I'o/uzione liberale,% showing how in reality fascism has 
posed a very crude, sharp dilemma in Italy: that of the permanent 
revolution, and of the impossibility not only of changing the form of the 
State, but even of changing the government, other than by armed force. 
And he could examine the new current that has emerged among the 
war-veterans and crystallized around ilalia libera.91 I think that the 
war-veterans' movement, in general, since it is really the formation of the 
first secular party of the peasantry especially in central and southern 
Italy, has had an immense importance. I t  has helped to overturn the old 
political structure of Italy and to bring about an extreme weakening of 
the bourgeoisie's parliamentary hegemony, and thus the triumph of the 
fascist petty bourgeoisie - reactionary and inconclusive, and yet full 
of utopian aspirations and dreams of palingensis. What precise signifi
cance does the birth of the Italia Iibera movement have in this general 
context? This is beyond me, and I would be really glad for Palmi to 
enlighten me too about it. 

Naturally Palmi will have to be one of the pillars of the review and 
send general articles which make the rebirth of the old Ordine Nuollo 
possible in a substantive sense too. I have still omitted to make any 
proposals for Valle's ITasca's l collaboration, because I think that he 
will want to have a free hand in this. Tell him, however, that I would like 
to have a synthetic article by him on the question of the Gentile school 
reform. Synthetic has, of course, a logical meaning, and does not refer 
to the length in metres. The article could even be one oftive columns and 
become the central nucleus of an issue. 

And what is Lanzi doing? He too should contribute. Especially on 
the trade-union question. Write to him and warn him that I want to 
know something about his activity and his opinions on what is going on. 

Greetings 
Gramsci 

47. GRAMSCI TO TERRACINI 
(Vienna, 1 2  January 1 924) 

Dear Urbani, 
I am replying more specifically to your letter in which you pose the 

question of my position in terms which are very exaggerated and to a 
great extent incorrecl. 9S 

1. Your memory seems very fallible. In private conversation with 
you. I told you that I was "as a matter of principle" opposed to the 
publication of a manifesto polemicizing with the International. You 
assured me that the amendments made to the original which I had read 
were so numerous and of such a character as to completely change its 
nature. making it into a simple historical account of the events which 
have taken place in the last years, as a necessary and indispensable 
basis for any fruitful discussion. 

2. I only saw the amended manifesto here. Not having the original to 
hand. I am not able to give a philological judgement on the extent of the 
amendments that have been made. Politically, the amendments have 
not altered the situation much. The absolute rejection of the 
development in the Comintern's tactics since the Third Congress 
remains. The position taken up by our party as a potential centre for all 
the lefts which may be formed in the international field remains, 
objectively. unaltered. There remains the spirit of fundamental 
opposition to the tactic of the united front, of the workers' and peasants' 
government and of a whole series of deliberations in the organizational 
field prior to the Third Congress or approved by the Third Congress 
itself. 

3. From what I told you in the conversation we had immediately after 
your arrival in Moscow, it was clear that I would not be able to sign the 
second draft of the manifesto either. Your astonishment, therefore. 
seems to me very out of place. There is mueh more justification for my 
great astonishment at the extremely simple terms in which you and 
Negri. who were present at the June Plenum and made public 
statements. view the future. You must remember that in Moscow. in the 
conversation we three had with Tasca, we developed the following line 
of argument with him: the internal life of a communist party cannot be 
Conceived as the arena for a parliamentary type of struggle, in which the 
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various factions fulfil a function which is determined, like that of the 
different parliamentary panies, by their different origins, which in turn 
depend on the different classes in society. In the party, one single class is 
represented and the different positions which from time to time become 
currents and factions are determined by divergent assessments of the 
events which are taking place; they therefore cannot become solidified 
into a permanent struclUrc. The CC of the party may have had a given 
position in given conditions of time and context; but it can change 
this position if the lime and the context are not what they were 
previously. 

The minority presents the conflicts as something permanent, and 
seeks to reconstruct a general mentality characteristic of the majority 
which explains this permanent process. It has thus posed, poses and will 
continue to pose the majority as being in continuous conflict with the 
Comintern - i.e. with the majority of the revolutionary proletariat. and 
especially with the Russian proletariat which has made the revolution. 
In reality. it is raising the first elements of a question which should lead 
with certainty to the expulsion of the majority of the party from the 
Comintern. But we deny any basis for this abstractly dialectical 
procedure of the minority, and demonstrate by our actions that we are 
on the terrain of the Comintern; that we apply and accept its principles 
and its tactics; that we are not becoming crystallized in an attitude of 
permanent opposition, but know how to change our positions as the 
relation of forces changes and the problems to be solved are posed on 
another basis. 

If. despite this. the minority continues to adopt the same attitude 
towards the majority as it has done hitherto, it will be we who will have 
to see whether there is not a basis there for showing that the minority 
is a result of the liquidatory tendencies which appear in every 
revolutionary movement after a defeat. and which are inherent in the 
waverings and panic characteristic of the petty bourgeoisie, i.e. of a 
class that is nOI that upon which our party is based. It will not be 
difficult to show how the minority's orthodoxy vis-a-vis the Comintern's 
tactics is only a mask in order to get the leadership of the party. An 
examination of the make-up of the groups which form the minority 
gives us an easy way of showing that it is basically opposed to the 
Comintern. and that it will not be long before it shows this true nature. 

This is how we spoke to Tasca, and I remember that I said several 
times to you and Negri that I considered this line of argument not as a 
manoeuvre to intimidate Tasca momentaril y  and weaken him at the 
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Plen um. but as a new platform on which the majority of the party 

should resolutely place itself, in order to liquidate the past honourably 

and enable itself to solve its internal problems. And I remember that you 

and Negri were in agreement on this. 
4. I think that you are still in agreement, and therefore I cannot find 

any explanation for your present position. The truth is that we are at a 
great historical turning-point ofthe Italian Communist movement. This 
is the moment in which it is necessary, with great determination and 
extreme precision, to lay the new basis for the party's development. The 
manifesto certainly does not represent this new basis. It provides every 
justification for viewing the minority as a faction which saw things 
correctly at the Fourth Congress and the Plenum, mistrusting the 
goodwill and sincerity of the majority and making the laller appear like 
a grouping of petty political adventurers who time and again save their 
positions by wretched tricks. Not even the most recent events in our 
party (the Bombacci affair authentically interpreted by the statements 
of Belloni and Remondino)99 will succeed in saving us, In the present 
situation, which continues to be objectively revolutionary in Germany 
while it is extremely confused in Italy, the Comintern cannot peacefully 
allow there to be formed in the international sphere a majority of parties 
which are in opposition and which demand a re-discussion of all the 
decisions taken since the Third Congress. To anow this would mean 
strengthening enormously the extremist tendencies which have emerged 
in the German Communist Party, and would thus delay the latter's 
reorganization. You too often forget that our party has responsibilities 
of an international character, and that every position we take up has 
repercussions in the other countries. often in unhealthy and irrational 
forms. 

S. I persist in my attitude, because I consider it the most appropriate 
and correct. Your letter only confirms me in this decision, especially 
because of what you say about the bridge which you three have 
represented in this last period. It is necessary for you, Negri and Palmi 
to decide in favour of clarity too; to decide on the position which is 
nearest to your innermost convictions and not to your role as 'bridges', 
In thai way, we shall be able to accomplish a great deal together and 
give our party all the development which the situation permits. It is 
useless to wish 10 preserve a formal factional unity which continually 
constrains us to equivocation and half measures. If Amadeo wants to 
persist in his altitude, as he certainly will, perhaps that will be a good 
thing, on condition that his stance is that of a single individual or a small 
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Plen um. but as a new platform on which the majority of the party 
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group. If, on the other hand, with your agreement it becomes the stanCe 

of the majority, this would compromise our party irretrievably. 

I have received the two packets of material which you sent mc. They 

were open. I would therefore ask you to provide better wrappings, so 
that there are no losses. Try to send me the rest as quickly as possible; if 
nOI all at once, at least in small successive doses. You have certainly 
seen the proposal I made to the Exec. for the publication of a quarterly 
journal in a large format (250-300 pages every three months) which 
could be called Crilica proleraria.loo I think that the proposal will be 
accepled, and that it could be carried oul within a few months. I have 
worked out the contents of the first issue as follows: 

1 . Programmatic manifesto (which I could write) 
2. Bordiga: problems of proletarian tactics 
3. Graziadei: the accumulation of capital according to Rosa 

Luxemburg 
4. Tasca: the problem of the schools and the Gentile reform 
5 .  Scoccimarro: perspectives for a workers' and peasants' 

government in Italy 

6. Longobardi or Pastore: the Italian industrial structure 
7. Terracini: the programme of the Communist International 
8. Togliatti: the problem of the Vatican 
9. News reports: economic, financial, political. military. inter

national. trade-union. on working-class life 
10. Book reviews (The authors of the various articles should also 

send a criticallbibliographical survey of publications on the 
subjects with which they are dealing.) 

I 1. Political diary 

12. Index of reviews and newspapers. 

You should immediately set to work to write your article, which must 
consist of at least twenty pages in the format of a review like Nuol'O 
AII/ologia. In it. you must make a study of the draO programmes that 
have been presemed and the discussions which these provoked. I warn 
you that especially in Russia there has been a prelty extensive 
discussion. You could get the necessary references from Bukharin, and 
get the Russian material translated by the Press Office. It would be a 
good idea for the translations to be made in several copies and sent to 
parties which have set up commissions to discuss the programme. but 
which lack the basic elements for the discussion. One could pose the 
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question to the secretariat. But your article will have to be ready within 

twO months at most. 

Warm greetings to yourself and to Alma 
Masci 

P.S. It would be a good thing to have your article on the situation in 

Germany at once, to be the main item in the first issue of L 'Ordine 
Nuo)'O. 
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48. GRAMSCI TO TOGLIA TTl 
(Vienna, 27 January 1 924) 

Dear Palmi. 
Since the letter you sent mejusl afier leaving prison. J have received 

nOlhing morc from yoU.IOI I think that you have been shown my two 
letters. one to Negri and the other to Urbani, in which I expressed at 
greater length my views on the presen! situation in the party and on the 
solutions which I consider appropriate to resolve its problems. I am still 
waiting for a letter from you that will refute me or say that I am right. 
Today J want to talk to you about a specific problem which I consider 
fundamental in the present situation, and which provides me with a 
touchstone for judging all the party's activity and the methods which 
have characterized the comrades who have Jed it up till now: the activity 
which (so that we may understand one another) I shall call that 
belonging to comrade Tho. 102 

Two key episodes justify me in asserting that in this field there has 
existed. and still does exist. a great confusion and lack of organization. 
Well. if it is theoretically correct to accuse the minority of being. at least 
partially. liquidatory, because it does not understand and enormously 
underestimates the importance of this work in the present situation, it is 
nevertheless necessary (for the sake of truth. and because only by 
knowing the truth precisely can one remedy the errors and deficiencies 
and restore the organization to health) to say that neither has the 
majority - in the person of those members of it who have had the 
responsibility - been able to do what was necessary, so that de/aclo 
even if not in theory it too has been liquidatory. 

So far as the first episode is concerned, I think you know the 
disagreeable events ofJast March in Moscow. which had consequences 
for me personally which were far from brilliant. After the Executive had 
been arreSted in the persons of Amadeo and Ruggero [Grieco], we 
waited in vain for about a month and a half for information that would 
establish precisely how things had gone, what limits the police action 
had had in destroying the organization, and what series of measures the 
Executive remaining at liberty had taken in order to renew 
organizational links and reconstitute the party apparatus. Instead. after 
a first letter written immediately after the arrests and in which it was 
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said that all was destroyed and that the central leadership of the party 
had to be reconstituted ab imis.I01 we received no further concrete 

information, but merely polemical letters on the question of fusion, 
written in a style which seemed all the more arrogant and irresponsible 
in that the author had with his first letter created the impression that the 
party only continued to exist in his person. lOt 

There was a stormy session of the commission for technical work, 
with the participation of a member of the Russian Central Committee 
who had been in Italy from a month before the fascists came to power to 
a fortnight afterwards. 105 The question was brutally posed of what the 
Italian party's central leadership was worth, and of the measures to be 
taken in view of its absence and its failure to make provision for 
rl!organization. The letters which had been received were harshly 
criticized. and I was asked what I was going to propose. I will not hide 
from you that I too shared the disastrous impression caused by the 
letters. and since I did not have any other material at my disposal, I 
could not but recognize that the criticisms were justified and more than 
justified. I therefore went so far as to say that ifh was thought that the 
situation was really such as it objectively appeared from the material 
available. it would be better to finish things once and for all and 
reorganize the party from outside. with new elements nominated by the 
International. I can tell you that in another similar situation I would 
again make the same proposal, and would have no fear of unleashing all 
the thunderbolts in the universe. 

In reality. the Russian comrades are less centralist than it sttms. 
Perhaps too they had. by OIher means. more information than I did, and 
were merely manoeuvring to produce a particular situation. Thus the 
upshot was that it was merely decided to send a letter to the party 
which. on the basis or the correspondence from Italy. indicated the 
measures to be taken and the course to be followed. This leiter was 
answered by Tito with a long account from which it emerged: that the 
party's internal apparatus had remained completely intact; that the 
centre represented by Tito had not ceased functioning even for an 
instant: and that through its liaison. the entire organization had 
remained alive and vigorous. The scandal became still greater. Whom 
to believe? Tito. who represented a subordinate and only partially 
COntrolled activity. and who could therefore unless known personally be 
taken for just some confidence-trickster; or those who held the main ":Dlitica] posts in the party, who presumably could not be ignorant of the 
Situalion and were therefore more believed when they said that all was 
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destroyed? It is also necessary to consider Ihal, in the history 
revolutionary parties. the aspect represented by Tilo's activity is alway. 
that which remains most obscure and lends itself most easily to 
blackmail. waste and swindles. When Tilo came to Moscow, he WII 

clearly furious aboUl lhe leiter he had received; but his fury abated when 
he was given the party's correspondence to read. and it was shown him. 
pencil in hand. that the phrases considered by him as offensive and 
without substance had been taken word for word from that 
correspondence. Il lhcn became clear- and Tilo admilted -that the two 
centres operated independently of each other : without any liaison; 
without the one knowing at least the general lines of the other's activity; 
and thus with one defaming and discrediting the other. Since my 
statements had been placed in the minutes. and they had mortified Tho 
who thought that they were directed at him personally, it was not hard 
for me to show that allhough I had from time to time participated in 
commissions in which his activity was discussed. I had never had any 
information about it. did not have at my disposal any concrete elemenl 
to criticize the information of the political centre, and therefore coukl 
not have taken any other attitude from the point of view oft he narrower 
interests of the Italian movement. 

Unfortunately. this situation has not changed much since. Recently, 
replying to a reprimand from the budget commission because the party 
had not handed over to the U.l. [Clandestine Bureau] the full amount 
which had been allocated to it, the Executive replied that it looked after 
a great part of the Bureau's activity itself and therefore spent its funds. 
All that is absurd. and against the most elementary norms of good 
organization. I have become convinced to my own cost that the so
highly praised and lauded centralism of the Italian party comes down 
in reality to a very ordinary lack of any division of labour, or precise 
allocation of responsibilities and spheres of authority. In the 
conversations I had with Tito, l got the definite impression that he too to 
a great extent shared this assessment, and is not a little demoralized by 
the scant regard with which his activity is treated and maltreated. 
Everyone takes initiatives without warning the centre responsible, 
which has often already initiated work along the same lines which it has 
to discontinue. All continuity of initiatives ends by disappearing. Too 
many people end up knowing the most highly confidential matteTS; 
every possibility of control or checking vanishes. People are introduced 
into the movement whose seriousness and responsibility have not been 
checked out in advance in any way. I had the impression that Tito was 
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enormously tired and disheartened by this whole state of affairs, which 

's why he has tried so persistently to get himself put on leave. The 

1 uestion is a very serious one, and if it is not resolved according to good 

�rgan;zational criteria the situation could become catastrophic. 

I am convinced that the situation of our party from the point of view 

f its legal existence will get worse and worse. The more the 
o 

onstitutional opposition to fascism, centred upon the Reformist party, 

�ndangers the real basis of Mussolini's government. the more the lives 

of our leaders and the security of our organization will be in danger. The 

fascists will seek to resolve every situation by a hunt for communists. 

and by raising the spectre of a revolutionary uprising. Constructing a 

good technical apparatus - with its cogs made up of picked
. 

elements, 

highly experienced, highly disciplined, tried and tested. suffiCiently cool 

of nerve not to lose their heads in any emergency - is becoming a matter 

of life or death for us. To achieve this. it is really necessary to liquidate 

much of the party's past situation, with its habitual devil-may-care 

attitudes. failure to fix responsibilities precisely and clearly. failure to 

check and immediately punish acts of weakness and irresponsibility. 

The party must be centralized; but centralization means first and 

foremost organization and demarcation. It means that when a decision 

has been taken it cannot be mooified by anybody, even one of those 

attached to centralism, and that no one can create/ails accomplis. 

I will not hide from you that in these two years J have spent out of 

Italy. I have become very pessimistic and very wary. I have myselfoften 

been in a very difficult situation because of the general state of the party: 

not so far as my personal position is concerned (about which J really do 

not give a damn. and which anyway J do not think has suffered very 

much: at most I have involuntarily won the reputation of being a fox of 

devilish cunning), but in my position as representative of the party, 
Often called upon to resolve questions which would have an immediate 
effect upon the Italian movement. Having gone to Moscow without 
being briefed on even one tenth of the questions of the day, I had to 
pretend to know. and had to carry out unheard of acrobatic feats in 
order not to demonstrate how irresponsibly representatives were 
nominated. without any provisions for the journey other than Doctor 
Grillo's motto: "May God send you all the best".I06 

I tolerated many things because the situation in the party and the 
movement was such. that even the least appearance of a split in the 
ranks of the majority would have been disastrous and would have given 
OXygen to the disoriented. directionless minority. My conditions of 

1 
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heallh 100, which did not allow me to work intensively or with intensive 
continuity, prevented me from taking up a position which would have 
required, apart from the burden of a general political responsibility, also 
the necessity for an intensive activity. The situation today has greatly 
changed. The questions have been brought oul into the open, certainly 
not through my rault. but partly because people were not willing to 
follow in time certain suggestions I made and so resolve things 
automatically. Therefore, I thought it necessary 10 take the stand I have 
taken and which I will maintain to the end. I do not know what you are 
doing at the presenl time. Once you wrou= to me that as soon as I arrived 
here you would try to make a trip so that we could exchange ideas. If, as 
I think, you are now provisionally replacing Tho, it would be a good 
idea if you could find the time to come. There are so many things we 
could talk about and it might perhaps not be useless. 

I have not yet received any definite information concerning the 
publication of D.N., and although I have written to many comrades I 
have not yet had any articles as contributions. However, I will start 
sending the material this week. If necessary, I will put the first issues 
together entirely myself, while waiting for the contributors to stir 
themselves. The first issue will be largely devoted to comrade Lenin. I 
will write the main article. and try to bring out the main features of his 
personality as a revolutionary leader. I will translate a biography, and 
make a little anthology of his principal views on the Italian situation in 
1920. In the last letter I sent to Negri, I wrote that I was counting not 

just on your general collaboration, but on a specific contribution from 
you that would consist in supplying material in each issue for the rubric 
;;Battle of Ideas" . I suggested Gobetti's journal and the /ralia libera 
movement as the two first subjects to be dealt with. J now think that for 
the first issue it would be more appropriate for you to make a survey for 
the rubric of Lenin's books and pamphlets published in Italian, 
incorporating this survey within an assessment of the function which 
Lenin's work and prestige have had in Italy over the last years. In any 
case, I will inform Ruggero that you are permanently in charge of 
putting this rubric together, and that your material can be put to press 
without having to make the return journey between here and Italy. Iff 
have any material for the rubric, I will send it you so that you can see it 
and arrange your work accordingly. I am waiting for a letter from you 
giving your opinions on the various questions I have discussed in this 
letter and the others whieh have been passed on to you. 

Fraternal greetings 
Gramsci 
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p.s. Naturally, I do not think that, in all I have outlined to you, only 
questions of organization are involved. The situation of the P., which is 
reRected in its organization. is the consequence of a general political 
conception. The problem is thus a political one, and involves not just the 
present activity but that in the future. Today, it is a problem of relations 
on the one hand between the party leaders and the mass of members, on 
the other between the party and the proletariat. Tomorrow, it will be a 
vaster problem, which will inRuence the organization and solidity of the 
workers' State. Not to pose the question to its full extent today would 
mean going back to the Socialist tradition, and waiting to differentiate 
oneself until the revolution is at the door. or even until it is already in 
course. We made a serious mistake in 1 9 1 9  and 1920 in not attacking 
the Socialist leadership more resolutely, even if this meant running the 
risk of expulsion. by constituting a faction that could move out from 
Turin and be something more than the propaganda L 'Ordine Nuo�'O 
could make. Today, it is not a question of going to such extremes; but, 
with the relationship reversed, the situation is almost identical and must 
be confronted with determination and courage. 
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49. GRAMSCI TO LEONETTI 
(Vienna, 28 January 1 924) 

Dear Ferri, 
Your letter pleased me very much, because it showed that I am not 

alone in having certain anxieties and in considering certain solutions to 
our problems necessary. I agree almost completely with the ana1ysia 
which you have made. Unfortunately, however, the situation is much 
more serious and difficult than you could imagine. and therefore I think 
that a certain prudence is necessary. I am convinced that Amadeo is 
capable of going to the utmost extremes, if he sees that the situation ie 
the party is becoming unfavourable to his cause. He is strongly and 
reSOlutely convinced of being in the right and of representing the most 
vital interests of the Italian proletarian movement, and he will not 
retreat even before the possibility of being expelled from the 
International. But something nevertheless must be done, and will have 
to be done. by us. 

I do not share your view that we should revive our Turin group formed 
around O.N. In the last two years, I have seen how the campaign waged 
by A I'anti! and the socialists against us has influenced and left deep 
traces even among the present members of our party. In Moscow, the 
exiles were divided into two camps on this point, and at times the 
arguments turned into actual brawls or scuffies. Moreover, Tasca 
belongs to the minority - having taken to its ultimate conclusions the 
position he assumed back in January 1920, and which culminated in the 
polemic between me and him.101 Togliatti cannot make up his mind. as 
was always somewhat his way: the " forceful" personality of Amadeo 
has strongly affected him and keeps him in a half-way position, in a state 
of indecision which seeks justification in purely juridical quibbles. 
Umberto I believe to be fundamentally even more extremist that 
Amadeo. because he has absorbed his conceptions but does not possess 
his intellectual strength, practical sense or organizational ability, How 
then could our group come back to life? It would appear nothing bul a 
clique assembled round me as an individual for bureaucratic reasons. 
The basic ideas themselves which characterized O.N:s activity are 
today. or would be. anachronistic. Apparently, at least today, the 
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tion takes the form of problems of organization and especially of ques 
o,sanization I say apparently. because in fact the problem is still party · . 

"ne' that of relations between the central leadershIp and the mass the s . . 
of the party. and between the party and the classes of the worktng 

populat ion. 
In 1 9 1 9-20. we made extremely serious mistakes which ultimately 

we arc paying for today. For fear of being called upstarts and careerists. 

, did nOl form a faction and organiz.e this throughout haly. We were •• 
d· . 

nOI ready to give the Turin factory councils an autonomous lreCllve 
centre. which could have exercised an immense influence

. 
throughout 

the country. for fear of a split in the unions and of betng e�pelled 
rematurcly from the Socialist Party. We should. or at least I wJlI have �o. say publicly that we made these mistakes, which have undoubtedly 

had grave repercussions. In reality. if after the April split we had taken 
up the position which I actually thought was necessa�y, �rh�ps we 
would have arrived at the occupation of the factoTles 10 different 
conditions. and would even have postponed this to a more propitious 
moment. Our merits are very much less than we have had to proclaim 
for propaganda and organizational reasons; we only succeeded - of 
course it is not a small thing - in bringing into being and organiz.ing a 
strong mass movement. which gave our party the only real base which it 
has had in the past years. Today. the perspectives are different. and it is 
necessary scrupulously to avoid laying too much stress on the fact of 
the Turin tradition and the Turin group. One would end up in polemics 
of a personalized nature. aimed at securing an elder son's rights over an 
inheritance of words and memories. 

From a practical point of view. I think I can innuence the situation in 
the fol1owing way. If the manifesto of the so-called communist Left is 
published. and perhaps at this very moment it has already been 
published in the first issue of the revived Slaro Operaio. I will write an 
anicle or a series of articles to explain why my signature docs not 
appear on it. and to outline a short programme of practical tasks which 
the party must accomplish in the present situation. If a party conference 
is prepared and the discussion takes place internally. with only a 
minimal degree of publicity. I will draw up a kind of report ror party 
fUnctionaries and organizers. in which I will be more explicit and fuller. 
In any case. I consider it indispensable to avoid sharpening the polemic. 
I have seen how easy it is. with our temperament and with the sectarian 
and One.sided spirit proper to Italians. to arrive at the worst extremes 
and al a total rupture between the various comrades, 
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I would be grateful if you would write again to let me know about the 
main currents prevailing in the party and Ihe altitude oflhe comrades 
whom I know. especially those from Turin. 

50. GRAMSCI TO TOGLIATTI, 
TERRACINI AND OTHERS 

(Vienna, 9 February 1 924} 

Dear Comrades. 
I willingly accept the invitation addressed to me by com. Urbani to 

define. at leasl in broad outline, the reasons why I think it is necessary at 
this moment to bring about not merely a fundamental discussion before 
the mass of party members on our internal situation, but also a new 
alignment of the groups seeking leadership of the party. Reasons of 
eKpcdiency will, however. oblige me nOI 10 go too deeply into certain 
questions. I know the psychology that is widespread in our movement, 
and I know how the absence up till now of lill internal polemics and of 
any vigorous attempt at self-criticism has left us too with an excessively 

obstinate and irascible cast of mind, which gets angry about every little 

thing_ 
The intemal situation in the International. I am not at all convinced 

by the analysis made by Urbani concerning the new orientations 
supposedly emerging in the Comintern after the German events. Just as 
I did not believe a year ago that the International was moving to the 
right. as was the general view on our EC. so I do not believe today that it 
is moving to the left. The political nomencialUre itself which com. 
Urbani uses seems to me absoh�tely mistaken and, to say the least, 
extremely superficial. So far as Russia is concerned. I have always 
known that in the topography of the factions and tendencies, Radek, 
Trotsky and Bukharin occupied a left position, Zinoviev. Kamenev and 
Stalin a right position, while Lenin was in the centre and acted as arbiter 
in the whole situation. This, of course, in current political language. 

The so-called Leninist nucleus,lOI as is well known, maintains that 
these "topographic" positions are absolutely illusory and fallacious, 
and in its polemics it has continually demonstrated how the so-called 
lefts are nothing but Mensheviks, who cloak themselves in 
revol utionary language but are incapable of assessing the real relations 
of concrete forces. It is well known, in fact, that throughout the history 
of the Russian revolutionary movement Trotsky was politically to the 
left of the Bolsheviks, while on organizational questions he onen made a 
blOc with or actually could not be distinguished from the Mensheviks. 
II is well known that in 1 905, Trotsky already thought that a socialist 
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and working-class revolution could lake place in Russia. while the 
Bolsheviks only aimed to estab lish a political dictatorship of the 
proletariat allied to the peasantry thai would serve as a framework for 
the development of capitalism. which was not to be touched in its 
economic structure. It is well known thai in November 1917. while 
Lenin and the majority oflhe party had gone over to Trotsky's view and 
intended 10 take over not merely political power but also economic 
power. Zinoviev and Kamenev remained in the traditional party Vlew 
and wanted a revolutionary coalition government with the Mensheviks 
and Social- Revolutionaries. They therefore left the CC of the party, 
published statements and articles in non-Bolshevik papers and came 
very close to a split. It is certain that if the coup d'etat had failed in 
November 1917.  as the German movement failed last October, 
Zinoviev and Kamenev would have detached themselves from the 
Bolshevik party and probably have gone over to the Mensheviks. 

In the recent polemic which has broken out in Russia. it is clear that 
Trotsky and the opposition in general, in view of the prolonged absence 
of Lenin from the leadership of the party. have been greatly preoccupied 
about the danger of a return to the old mentality. which would be 
damaging to the revolution. Demanding a greater intervention of 
proletarian elements in the life of the party and a diminution of the 
powers of the bureaucracy. they want basically to ensure the socialist 
and proletarian character of the revolution. and to prevent a gradual 
transition to that democratic dictatorship - carapace for a developing 
capitalism - which was still the programme of Zinoviev and Co. in 
November 1 9 1 7. Th· .. seems to me to be the situation in the Russian 
pany. which is far more complicated and more substantive than is seen 
by Urbani: the only novelty is the passage ofBukharin to the Zinoviev. 
Kamenev_ Stalin group. 

So far as the German situation is concerned too. it seems to me that 
things happened rather differently from what Urbani has described. The 
two groups which are competing for the party leadership are both 
inadequate and incapable. The so-called minority group (Fischer
Maslov) undoubtedly represents the majority of the revolutionary 
proletariat: but it has neither the necessary organizational strength to 
lead a victorious revolution in Germany. nor a firm. stable line which 
can safeguard against still worse catastrophes than those of October. It 
is made up of elements who are new to party activity. who find them
selves at the head of the opposition only because of the absence of 
leaders that is characteristic of Germany. The Brandler-Thalheimer 
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group is stronger than the first ideologically and from the point of view 

of revolutionary experience, but it too has its weaknesses which are in 

certain respects much greater and more damaging than those of the 

other group. Brandler and Thalheimer have become revolutionary 

Talmudists. Wanting at all costs to find allies for the working class,they 

have ended up by forgetting the function of the working class itself. 

Wanting to win the labour aristocracy controlled by the social

democrats, they have thought they could do so not by developing a 

programme of an industrial nature. based on the Factory Councils and 

on workers' control, but by seeking to compete with the social

democrats on the terrain of democracy and thus leading the slogan of a 

workers' and peasants' government to degeneration. 

Which of the two groups is on the right and which on the len? The 

question is rather Byzantine. It is natural that Zinoviev, who cannot 

attack Brandler and Thalheimer individually as incapable nonentities, 

should pose the question on a political level and seek in their errors the 
motives for accusing them of rightism. Moreover, the question becomes 
hellishly complicated. In certain respects, Brandler is a putschist more 

than a rightist - and one may even say that he is a putschist because he 
is a rightist. He had assured everybody that it was possible to carry out 
a coup d'etat in Germany last October; had assured them that the 
party was technically ready for that. Zinoviev. however. was very 

pessimistic and did not think that the situation was politically ripe. In 
the discussions which took place on the Russian central leadership, 
Zinoviev was put in a minority and there appeared instead Trotsky'S 
article: " C an the revolution be made on a predetermined day?".lot ln a 
discussion which took place at the Praesidium. this was said pretty 
clearly by Zinoviev. 

Well. what is the nub oflhe question? Back in the month of July aner 
the Hague Peace Conference. Radek came back to Moscow from a 
reconnaissance-trip and made a catastrophic report on the German 
situation. From this it appeared that the CC, led by Brandler, no longer 
enjoyed the confidence of the party; that the minority. although made 
up of incapable and in some cases shady elements. had the majority of �he party with it and could have won a majority 811he Leip1.ig Congress 
If Centralism and Comintern support had not prevented this; and that 
t�e CC was only carrying out Moscow's decisions in a formal sense. 
Since no systematic campaign had been waged for the united front or the 
Workers' government, but merely newspaper articles of a theoretical 
and abstruse nature which were not read by the workers. It is obvious 
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If Centralism and Comintern support had not prevented this; and that 
t�e CC was only carrying out Moscow's decisions in a formal sense. 
Since no systematic campaign had been waged for the united front or the 
Workers' government, but merely newspaper articles of a theoretical 
and abstruse nature which were not read by the workers. It is obvious 
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that aller this report from Radek, the Brandler group started to mOVe 
and in order to prevent the minority getting control prepared a new 
March 1921.  If there were errors, they were committed by the 
Germans. The Russian comrades, i.e. Radek and Trotsky, made the 
mistake of believing the confidence tricks orBrandler and company: but 
in fact even in this case their position was not a right-wing but rather a 
left-wing one, laying them open to the accusation of putschism. 

I have thought it worthwhile going inlo this subject at some length, 
because it is necessary to have a pretty clear orientation in this sphere. 
The Statutes of the International give the Russian party de faCIO 
hegemony over the world organization. It is, therefore, certain that one 
must know the different currents which appear in the Russian party in 
order to understand the orientations which at one time or another are 
imposed upon the International. It is, furthermore, necessary to take 
account of the more advanced situation of the Russian comrades, in 
that they have at their disposal not only the mass of information 
available to our organization. but also that which is available to the 
Russian State - which in certain areas is more abundant and more 
accurate. Their orientations are therefore grounded on a material basis 
which we will only be able to have after a revolution, and this gives their 
supremacy a permanent character which can hardly be eroded. 

The manifesto of lhe communist Left. I now come to the questions 
which are more directly our own. Comrade Urbani writes that I have 
exaggerated a great deal in my judgments on the character of the 
manifesto. I still maintain that it is the beginning of an all·out fight 
against the International. and that it demands a revision of the entire 
tactical development since the Third Congress. Among the concluding 
points of the manifesto, the one under letter (b) says that it is necessary 
to bring about a discussion in the competent bodies of the International 
on the conditions of proletarian struggle in Italy during the last years, of 
wide scope and outside all contingent and ephemeral systematizations 
which often stifle the examination and solution of the most important 
problems. What does this mean. except that one is asking for, and 
considers possible. a revision not only of the Com intern's tactics in Italy 
since the Third Congress, but also a discussion on the general principles 
upon which this tactic has been based? 

It is not true that since the Third Congress. as is asserted in the last 
sentence of this section ('Communist Tactics in Italy'), the International 
has not said what it wanted to be done in Italy. In. No. 28 of the review 
Inrernozionole comuniSla there is published an open letter from the 
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Intcrnational Executive to the CC of the PCI: a letter written towards 

the middle of March 1922. i.e. after the February Plenum.llo In this 

leiter. the entire conception of the theses on tactics presented to the 
Rome Congress is refuted and rejected and declared to be in complete 

disaccord with the resolutions of the Third Congress. In the letter. the 

following points in particular are dealt with: I. the problem of winning 

the majority: 2. the situations in which battle becomes necessary and 

the possibilities for struggle; 3. the united front: 4. the slogan of a 

workers' government. 
On the third of these points, the queslion of the united front in the 

trade-union field and in the political field is settled. In other words. it is 
said explicitly that the party must participate in mixed committees for 
struggle and agitation. On the fourth point. an attempt is made to Irace 
an immediate tactical line for the Italian struggle, designed to lead to a 
workers' government. The letter ends with the following sentence: "It is 
preferable that the party should accept the theses worked out by the 
Third Congress and the February Plenum and renounce its own theses, 
rather than present the theses in question, which would compel the 
Executive to fight openly and in the most energetic fashion the 
conceptions of the Italian c.c." I do not know if after this letter from 
the Exec . .  which has a very precise significance and meaning, onc can 
ask. as is done in the manifesto, for the whole discussion to be reopened 
at II more general level than that of contingent events. This would mean 
saying openly that the Italian party. since the Third Congress. has 
systematically and permanently found itself in disagreement with the 
line of the Comintem. and that it wants to begin a struggle on questions 
ofprincip!e. 

The lradition of lhe pari)'. I deny emphatically that the party's 
tradition is that which is renected in the manifesto. What we see here is 
the tradition. the conccptions, of one of the groups which inilially 
formed our party. and not a party tradition. In the same way. I deny 
that there exists a crisis of confidence between the International and the 
pany as a whole. This crisis only exists between the International and a 
pan of the party leadership. The party was formed at Livorno not on the 
basis of a conception which then continued to exist and develop. but on 
a concrete and immediate basis: separation from the reformists, and 
from those who took the part of the reformists against the International. 
The wider basis. that which brought the Imola provisional committee 
the sympathies of a section of the proletariat. was loyalty to the 
Communist InternationaL III One may. therefore. assert precisely the 
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opposite to what the manifesto maintains. Its signatories could. quite 
justifiably, be accused of not having known how 10 interprel and or 
having abandoned the tradition of the pany. 

But Ihis question is purely verbal and Byzantine. We arc dealing with 
a political fael: Amadeo. finding himself in the leadership of the party. 
wanted his views to prevail and become those oflhe party. Today, with 
the manifesto. he would stitl like that. That we should have allowed Ihis 
attempt to succeed in the past is one thing: but to continue to want it 
today, and by signing the manifesto to sanction the whole situation and 
imprison the party in it. is quite another. In reality we never. in an 
absolute sense, allowed this situation to become consolidated. I, at least 
before the Rome Congress, in the speech I made to the Turin assembly, 
said clearly enough that I was accepting the theses on tactics only for a 
contingent motive of party organization. and declared myself in favour 
of the united front right through to its normal conclusion in a workers' 
government. I II Moreover. the theses as a whole were never discussed 
thoroughly by the party. and at the Rome Congress the question was 
clear enough: if the Executive had not reached a compromise with the 
Comintern delegates. whereby the theses were only presented 
consultatively and would be changed after the Fourth Congress. it is not 
very likely that the majority of delegates would have sided with the 
Executive. The tatter. moreover, faced with an ultimatum from the 
Comintern. would not have hesitated to follow its tradition of 
international loyalty. Certainly I would have acted thus and with me the 
Piedmontese delegations. with whom I had had a meeting after 
Kolarov's speech and with whom J found myself in agreement on the 
following points: to prevent the minority from winning the party by 
surprise. but not to give the vote a significance which went beyond the 
question of organization. 

The cOllceprion of rhe mallifesro. Aside from these more or less 
juridical questions. I consider that the moment has come to give the 
party a different orientation from the one it has had up till now. A new 
phase is beginning in the history not just of our party but of our country 
too. It is. therefore. necessary that we should enter a phase of greater 
clarity in relations within the party, and in relations between the party 
and the International. I do not want to run on too long, I will simply deal 
with a few points in the hope that they will suffice to illuminate also the 
questions left on one side. 

One of the most serious errors which have characterized and 
continue to characterize our party's activity can be summed up in the 
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same words as those used in the second of the theses on tactics: .. It 

would be wrong to see these two factors of consciousness and will as 

faculties which can be obtained from or should be demanded of 

individuals. since they are only realized through the integration of the 

activity of many individuals into a unitary collective organism. "I ll This 

concept. correct if it refers to the working class, is mistaken and 
extremely dangerous if referred to the party. Before Livorno. it was the 
conception of Serrati. who maintained that the party as a whole was 
revolutionary even if socialists of various shapes and colours cohabited 

within it. At the split congress of Russian social-democracy, this 
conception was upheld by the Mensheviks. who said it was the party as 
a whole that counted. not its individual members. So far as the latter 
were concerned. it was enough that they should declare themselves to be 

socialists. In our party, this conception has been partly responsible for 
the opportunist danger. For one cannot deny that the minority was born 
and won disciples as a result of the absence of discussion and polemic 
within the party, i.e. as a result of our failure to give importance to 
individual comrades or to seek to orient them a little more concretely 
than can be done through decrees and peremptory orders. 

In our party, we have had another aspect ofthe danger to lament: the 
withering of all individual activity; the passivity of the mass of 
members: the stupid confidence that there is always somebody else who 
is thinking of everything and taking care of everything. This situation 
has had the most serious repercussions in the organizational field. The 
party has lacked the possibility of choosing, with rational criteria, the 
trustworthy elements to whom particular tasks could be assigned. The 
choice has been made empirically, according to the personal knowledge 
of individual leaders. and has most often fallen on elements who did not 
enjoy the confidence of the local organizations and therefore saw their 
work sabotaged. And it should be added that the work carried out has 
only been controlled to the most minimal extent, and that in the party 
there has therefore been produced a real separation between the 
membership and the leadership. 

This situation still continues and seems to me to contain innumerable 
dangers. In my stay in Moscow, I did not find a single one of the 
pOlitical exiles, though they came from every different part of Italy and 
Were among the most active elements, who understood the position of 
OUr party or did not criticize the CC harshly (while, of course. observing 
fully the norms of discipline and obedience). The eITor of the party has 
been to have accorded priority in an abstract fashion to the problem of 
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party organization. which in practice has simply meant c'''II" 
apparatus of functionaries who could be depended on 
orthodoxy towards the official view. It was believed, and it is 
believed. that the revolution depends only on the existence of such 
apparatus: and it is sometimes even believed that its existence can 
about the revolution. 

The party has tacked any organic activity of agitation 
propaganda. although this should have had all our attention 
involved the formation of genuine specialists in Ihis field. NI CO� :::::: 
has been made to stimulate the masses, at every opportunity. tl 
themselves in the same direction as the Communist Party. Every 
every anniversary of a local or national or world-wide nature 
have served to agitate the masses by means of the communist 
putling through resolutions; distributing leaflets. This has not 
accidental. The Communist Party has even been against the fm·m.,,"'" 
of factory cells. Any participation of the masses in the activity 
internal life of the party, other than on big occasions and following 
formal decree from the centre, has been seen as a danger to unity 
centralism. The party has not been seen as the result of a dl"'ecllco! 
process. in which the spontaneous movement of the revolutionary 
masses and the organizing and directing will of the cenlre converge. 
has been seen merely as something suspended in the air: so,melhl."g wl'lh 
its own aUlOnomous and self-generated development: something 
the masses will join when the situation is right and the crest of 
revolutionary wave is at its highest point, or when the party 
decides to initiate an offensive and stoops to the level of the masses ' 
order to arouse them and lead them into action. Naturally. since 
do not work out in this way, areas of opportunistic infection 
formed without the centre knowing anything about them. These 
had their reflection in the parliamentary group. and subsequently. in 
more organic form_ in the minority. 

This conception has had its influence on the fusion issue. 
question that was always put to the Comintern was the following: 
you think that our party is still at the nebular stage. or Ihat Its ,fo'm''''I)!! 
has been completed?" The truth is that historically a party is 
definitive and ncver will be. For it will become definitive only when it 
become the whole population. in other words when it h,s dll"'Pf .. ""I. Until it disappears because it has achieved the ultimate aims 
communism, it will pass through a whole series of transitory ph"'·� 
and will from time to time absorb new elements in the two forms which 
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e historically possible: through individual recruitment, or through the " Th · ·  d cefuitment of smaller or larger groups. e sItuatIon was rna e even 
f ore difficult for our party, as a result of its disagreements with the 
�omintern. If the International is a world party, even taking this with 
many pinches of salt. it is obvious that the development of the party and 
the forms it can take depend on two factors and not just on one. They 
depend. in other words, not just on the national Executive, but also and 
especially on the International Executive. which is the stronger. To 
repair the situation, to succeed in impressing the orientation which 
Amadeo waniS on the development of our party. it is necessary to 
conquer the International Executive. in other words to become the hub 
of a general opposition. Politically this is the result one arrives at, and it 
is natural that the International Executive should seek to break the back 
of the Italian Executive. 

Amadeo has a whole theory about this, and in his system everything 
is logically coherent and consistent. He thinks that the tactic of the 
International reflects the Russian situation, i.e. was born on the terrain 
of a backward and primitive capitalist civilization. For him, this tactic is 
extremely volunlaristic and theatrical, because only with an extreme 
effort of will was it possible to obtain from the Russian masses a 
revolutionary activity which was not determined by the historical 
situation. He thinks that for the more developed countries of central and 
western Europe. this tactic is inadequate or even useless. In these 
countries. the historical mechanism functions according to all the 
approved schemes of Marxism. There exists the historical determinism 
which was lacking in Russia. and therefore the over-riding task must be 
the organization of the party as an end in itself. 

I think that the situation is quite different. Firstly, because the 
political conception of the Russian communists was formed on an 
international and not on a national terrain. Secondly. because in  central 
and western Europe the development of capitalism has not only 
determined the formation of the broad proletarian strata, but also -and 
as a consequence _ has created the higher stratum, the labour 
aristocracy. with its appendages in the trade-union bureaucracy and the 
SOcial-democratic groups. The determination. which in Russia was 
direct and drove the masses onto the streets for a revolutionary 
uprising. in central and western Europe is complicated by all these 
POlitical super�structures. created by the greater development of 
capitalism. This makes the action of the masses slower and more 
prudent, and therefore requires of the revolutionary party a strategy 
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as a consequence _ has created the higher stratum, the labour 
aristocracy. with its appendages in the trade-union bureaucracy and the 
SOcial-democratic groups. The determination. which in Russia was 
direct and drove the masses onto the streets for a revolutionary 
uprising. in central and western Europe is complicated by all these 
POlitical super�structures. created by the greater development of 
capitalism. This makes the action of the masses slower and more 
prudent, and therefore requires of the revolutionary party a strategy 
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and tactics altogether morc complex and long-term than those which 
were necessary for the Bolsheviks in the period between March and 
November 1 9 1 7. 

But Ihe fact that Amadeo has this conception, and that he seeks to 
achieve its victory not merely on a national scale but also 
internationally, is one thing. He is a convinced man, and struggles with 
great skill and great elasticity to obtain his objective; to avoid 
compromising his theses; to postpone any Comintern sanctions which 
might prevenl him from continuing until the historical period in which 
the revolution in western and central Europe deprives Russia of the 
hegemonic position it holds today. But that we, who aTe not convinced 
of the historical truth of this conception, should cominue to ally 
ourselves with it politically and thereby give it the international status 
which it at present enjoys, is quite another thing. Amadeo approaches 
things from the viewpoint of an international minority, but we must 
approach things from the viewpoint of a national majority. 

We cannot, therefore, wish the leadership of the party to be given to 
representatives of the minority on the grounds that they are .i n 
agreement with the International, even if after the discussion opened up 
by the manifesto the majority of the party remains with the present 
leaders. This in my view is the central point, which must determine our 
attitude politically. If we agreed with Amadeo's theses, of course, we 
ought to ask ourselves whether, having the majority of the party with 
us. it would be beller to remain in the International, with a national 
leadership drawn from the minority, taking our time and waiting for a 
reversal of the situation to prove us correct theoretically ;  or whether it 
would be beller to break away. But if we do not agree with the theses, to 
sign the manifesto means taking futl responsibility for the following 
equivocal alternatives: either, if there is a majority for Amadeo's theses, 
to accept a Minority leadership - we who do not agree with the theses, 
and could therefore resolve the situation organically; or else to remain 
in a minority, when by virtue of our ideas we are in agreemem with the 
majority which would align itself with the International. This would 
mean our political liquidation; and to split from Amadeo after such a 
state of affairs would appear extremely distasteful and odious. 

Suggestions for our future work. I do not wam to go very deeply 
into this subject, because it would require a great deal of space to deal 
with it adequately. I will content myself with a few suggestions. The 
future work of the party will have to be renewed both organizationally 
and politically. 
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In the organizational field, I think it is necessary to give a greater role 
10 the CC and make it do more work, insofar as this is possible given the 
situation. I think it is necessary to establish more clearly the relations 
which should exist between the various party bodies, fixing more 
precisely and strictly the division of labour and the allocation of 
responsibilities. Two new bodies and activities must be created. A 
control commission, made up predominantly of old workers, should in 
the last instance adjudicate litigious questions which do not have 
immediate political repercussions, i n  other words which do not require 
an immediate intervention by the Executive. It should also keep the 
statuS of party members under continuous review, through periodic 
checks. And an agitation and propaganda committee should collect all 
such local and national material as is necessary and useful for the 
party's agitational and propaganda activity. It should study local 
situations, propose forms of agitation, and compose leaflets and 
programmes to orient the work ofthe local bodies. It should be based on 
a whole national organization, whose constitutive nucleus will be the 
ward in the big urban centres and the rural district in the countryside. It 
should begin its work by a census of party members who should be 
divided up for organizational purposes according to their seniority and 
the posts which they have held, the abilities they have shown, and of 
course their moral and political talents. 

A precise division of labour must be established between the 
Executive and the Clandestine Bureau. Precise responsibilities and 
functions established, which cannot be violated without serious 
disciplinary sanctions. I think that this is one of the weakest sides of our 
party. demonstrating most clearly how the centralism installed has been 
more a bureaucratic formality and banal confusion of responsibilities 
and functions than a rigorous system of organization. 

In the political field, it is necessary to draw up detailed theses on the 
Italian situation and the possible phases of its further development. In 
1921-2. the party had the following official conception: that the advent 

of a fascist or military dictatorship was impossible. II. With great 
difficulty. I managed to get this conception removed from the theses 
and prevent it from being written down, securing basic modifications in 
theses 51  and 52 on tactics.m Now, it seems to me that the party is �alling into another error, closely linked to the previous one. Then, no 
Importance was accorded to the silent, latent opposition to fascism of 
the industrial bourgeoisie. and a social-democratic government was not 
thought possible. but only one of these three solutions: dictatorship of 
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the proletariat (Ieasl probable); dictalorship of the general staff 
behalf of the industrial bourgeoisie and the court; dictatorship 
fascism: this conception bound our political action and Jed us into 
mistakes. 

Now, once again, no account is being laken of the 
opposition of the industrial bourgeoisie - especially that which 
beginning to take shape in the South, with a more explicitly territorial 
character and thus presenting certain aspects of a national question. It 
is morc or less believed that a proletarian revival can and must 
benefit our party. I think. however, Ihat if there is a revival our p.,rty wil 
still be in a minority: Ihat the majority of the working class will go with 
the reformists ; and that the liberal-democratic bourgeois will still have a 
great deal to say. That the situation is actively revolutionary. I do 
doubt: and that therefore within a given space of time our party 
have the majority with it. But if this period will perhaps not be 
chronologically, it will undoubtedly be packed with 
phases. which we will have to foresee with some accuracy in order 
able to manoeuvre and avoid making mistakes which would prolong 
trials of the proletariat. 

I believe. moreover, that the party should tackle in a practical sense 
certain problems which have never been confronted, and whose 
r�olution has simply been left to such elements of the party as were 
directly affected by them. The problem of winning the Milanese 
proletarillt is a national problem for our party. which should be solved 
wi�h all means the party has at its disposal. rather than just with 
Mllanese means. If we do not have with us, in a stable fashion. the 
overwhelming majority of the Milanese proletariat. we cannot carry out 
or keep going the revolution in Italy as a whole. It is. therefore, 
necessary to bring worker elements from other cities into Milan' to 
introduce them to work in the factories: to enrich the legal �nd 
clandestine organization in Milan with the best elements from all Italy. 
Thus. I think it is roughly speaking necessary to inject into the Milanese 
working class at least a hundred comrades willing to work themselves to 
death for the party. 

Another problem of this kind is that of the seamen. closely linked to 
the problem of the military fleet. Italy lives from the sea: to fail to 
concern oneself with the problem of the seamen. as one of the most 
important questions and worthy of the party's maximum attention. 
would mean not to think concretely about revolution. When I think that 
for a long time the leader of our work among seamen was a boy like 
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earoli's son. it makes me shudder. LL' Another problem is that of the 

ailwaymen. which we have always looked at from a purely trade-union �int of view, whereas it transcends that definition and is a national 

political problem of the first order, 
Fourth and last of these problems is that of the South. which we have 

misunderstood just as the socialists did, considering that it could be 

solved within the normal framework of our general political activity. I 

have always been convinced that the South would become the grave of 
fascism. but I also think that it will be the greatest reservoir and the 

marshalling-ground for national and international reaction if, before the 
revolution. we do not adequately study its problems and are not 
prepared for everything. 

I think I have given you a fairly clear idea of my position. and of the 
dilferences which exist between it and what comes out from the 
manifesto. Since I think that to a great extent you are more in agreement 
with my position. on which we found ourselves together for some 
considerable time. I hope that you still have the possibility of deciding 
otherwise than you were on the point of doing. 

With the most fraternal greetings. 
Masci 
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5 1 . EDITORIAL: March 1 924 

L 'O,dine NUOl'O is resuming publication in the same format and with 

the same intentions as when it was first printed in Turin on I May 

1 9 [9. L 11 Its activity as a weekly in the years 1919-20 and as a daily in 

the years 192 1-2 len extensive. deep traces in the history of the Italian 
working class. This was especially true with respect to the Turin 
proletariat. which helped it more directly through its sacrifices. followed 

its propaganda more closely and carried out its directives. The situation 
appears much changed from those years; but in reality, it has changed 

more on the surface than in substance. The problems to be solved have 

remained the same, though they have become more difficult and 

complicated. 
Then. it was a question of forming an independent party of the 

revolutionary working class. at the same time as it was urgently 
necessary to organize the broad masses into a movement capable of 
overlhrowing the rule of the bourgeoisie and selling up a new State: the 
dictatorship of the proletariat and of the toiling masses in the 

countryside. In the years 191 9-20, L'Ordine NUOl'O saw the two 
problems as closely inter-related. By directing the masses towards the 
revolution: by pushing for a break with the reformists and opportunists 
in the factory councils and the craft unions; by revitalizing the life of the 
Socialist Party with discussions of the most genuinely proletarian 
problems. in which ordinary workers thus had the advantage over the 
lawyers and demagogues of reformism and maximalism - L 'Ordine 
Nuol'Q aimed also to create the new party of the revolution. as an 
imperative necessity of the existing situation. 

But our forces were too tiny for so immense a task. It is also 
necessary to confess that sometimes we lacked the courage to carry 
things through to the end. Attacked from every side as arriloistes and 
careerists. we were not capable of rejecting with scorn the malicious 
accusations. We were too young, and still retained too much political 
naivety and too much formal pride. Thus we did not dare, in 1919, to 
create a faction with ramifications throughout the country. Thus we did 
not dare. in 1920, to organize an urban and regional centre of the 
factory councils. which could have addressed itself as an organization 
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of the totality of Piedmontese workers to the Italian working class and 
peasantry - over the heads. and if necessary against the directives. 0( 
the General Confederalion of Labour and Ihe Socialist Party. 

Today, the situation has changed. The independent party of the 
revolulionary proletariat exisls, and has carried out an immense work 
since the Livorno Congress, drenching every city and every village with 
the blood of ils most loyal and dedicated militants. Other struggles, in 
other forms from those of 1 9 1 9-20, now confront the working class. 
And though it may appear scattered and disorganized. the lauer 
nevertheless relains a strength which is perhaps stilt greater than that 
which il possessed in those years - if one takes into account its politiCal 
education. its clarity of ideas. and its greater historical experience, 

L 'Ordine Nuol'o is resuming its battle to deepen this education, to 
organize and revitalize this experience, As it resumes publication, il 
salutes the comrades who have fallen throughout haly, and in particular 
salutes the memory of those who fell in Turin in December 1922, 
comrades Ferrero and Berruti, who were among its warmest friends and 
supporters in the first, hard moments. 

Unsigned. L 'Ordine Nuo\JQ, March 1924. 

52. "LEADER" 

E\'ery State is a dictatorship, Every State cannot avoid having a 
government. made up of a small nu�ber of men, -:vho in their t

,
�rn 

organize themselves around one who IS endowed With greater ablhty 
and greater perspicacity. So long as a State is necessary. so long as it is 
historically necessary to govern men. whichever the ruling class may be, 
the problem will arise of having leaders. of having a "leader" , The fact 
that socialists. even ones who call themselves Marxists and 
revolutionaries. say they want the dictatorship of the proletariat but not 
the dictatorship of leaders; say they do not want command to be 
individualized and personalized; in other words. say they want 
dictatorship. but not in the form in which it is historically possible -
merely reveals a whole political stance, a whole "revolutionary" 
theoretical formation. 

In the question of proletarian dictatorship, the key problem is not the 
physical personification of the function of command. The key problem 
consists in the nature of the relations which the leaders or leader have 
with the party of the working class, in the relations which exist between 
this party and the working class, Are these purely hierarchical. of a 
military type. or are they of a historical and organic nature? Are the 
leader and the party elements of the working class. are they a part ofthe 
working class, do they represent its deepest and most vital interests and 
aspirations. or are they an excrescence or simply a violent 
superimposition? How was this party formed. how did it develop. 
through what process did the selection of the men who lead it take 
place? Why did it become the party of the working class? Did this occur 
by chance? 

The problem becomes that of the whole historical development of the 
working class. which is gradually formed in struggle against the 
bourgeoisie. winning a few victories and suffering many defeats: the 
historical development. moreover, not just of the working class of a 
single country. but of the entire working class of the world - with its 
SUperficial differentiations, which are nevertheless so important at any 
Single moment in time, and with its basic unity and homogeneity. The 
problem also becomes that of the vitality of Marxism; of whether it isor 
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is not the most certain and profound interpretation of nature and of 
history ; of whether it can complement the politician's inspired intuition 
by an infallible method, an instrument of the greatest precision for 
exploring the furure, foreseeing mass events, leading Ihem and hence 
controlling them. 

The international proletariat has had, and still has, the living example 
of a revolutionary party exercising working-class dictalorship. It has 
had, and unfortunately no longer has, the most typical and expressive 
living e"ample of what a revolutionary leader is - comrade Lenin,ltl 

Comrade Lenin was Ihe initiator of a new process of development of 
history. But he was this, because he was also the exponent and the last, 
most individualized moment of a whole process of development of past 
history, not just of Russia but of the whole world. Did he become the 
leader of the Bolshevik Party by chance? Did the Bolshevik Party 
become the leading party of the Russian proletariat, and hence of the 
Russian nation, by chance? The selection process lasted thirty years; it 
was extremely arduous; it often assumed what appeared to be the 
strangest and most absurd forms. It took place, in the international field, 
in contact with the most advanced capitalist civilizations of central and 
western Europe, in the struggle of the parties and factions which made 
up the Second International before the War. It continued within the 
minority of international socialism which remained at least partially 
immune from the social-patriotic contagion. II was renewed in Russia in 
the struggle to win the majority of the proletariat; in the struggle to 
understand and interpret the needs and aspirations of a numberless 
peasant class, scattered over an immense territory. It still continues, 
every day, because every day it is necessary to understand, to foresee, 
to take measures. 

This selection process was a struggle of factions and small groups; it 
was also an individual struggle; it meant splits and fusions, arrest, exile, 
prison, assassination attempts; it meant resistance to discouragement 
and to pride; it meant suffering hunger while having millions in gold 
available; it meant preserving the spirit of a simple worker on the throne 
of the Tsars; it meant not despairing even when all seemed lost, but 
starting again, patiently and tenaciously; it meant keeping a cool head 
and a smile when others lost their heads. The Russian Communist 
Party, with its leader Lenin, bound itself up so tightly with the entire 
development of its Russian proletariat, with the whole development 
therefore of the entire Russian nation, that it is not possible even to 
imagine one without the other: the proletariat as a ruling class without 
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the Communist Party being the governing party; hence without the 

Central Commiuee ofthe party being the inspirer of government policy: 

and hence without Lenin being the leader of the State. 

The very attitude of the great majority of Russian bourgeois, who 

used to say "our ideal too would be a republic headed by Lenin without 

the Communist Party", had great historical significance. II was the 

proof that the proletariat no longer merely exercised physical 

domination, but dominated spiritually as well. At bottom, in a confused 

way. the Russian bourgeoisie too understood that Lenin could nOI have 

become and could not have remained leader of the Stale without the 

domination of the proletariat, without the Communist Party being the 

government party. Its class consciousness prevented it as yet from 

acknowledging, beyond its physical, immediate defeat. also its 

ideological and historical defeat. But already the doubt was there, 

expressed in that typical sentiment. 

Another question arises. Is it possible, today, in the period of the 

world revolution, for there to exist "leaders" outside the working class: 

for there to exist non-Marxist leaders, who are not linked closely to the 

class which embodies the progressive development of all mankind? In 

Italy we have the fascist regime, we have Benito Mussolini as fascism's 

leader. we have an official ideology in which the "leader" is deified, 

declared to be infallible, prophesied as the organizer and inspirer of a 

reborn Holy Roman Empire. We see printed in the newspapers, every 

day. scores and hundreds of telegrams of homage from the vast local 

tribes to the "leader". We see the photographs: the hardened mask of a 

face which we have already seen at socialist meetings. We know that 

face: we know that rolling of the eyes in their sockets, eyes which in the 
past sought with their ferocious movements to bring shudders to the 

bourgeoisie, and today seek to do the same to the proletariat. We know 

that fist always clenched in a threat. We know the whole mechanism, 
the whole paraphernalia, and we understand that it may impress and 
tug at the heart-strings of bourgeois school-children. It is really 
impressive, even when seen close to, and has an awesome effect. But 
·'leader"? 

We saw the Red Week of June 1 9 1 4.119 More than three million 
Workers were on the streets, called out by Benito Mussolini, who for 
about a year since the Roccagorga massacre had been preparing them 
for the great day, with all the oratorical and journalistic means at the 
disposal of the then "leader" of the Socialist Party, of Benito Mussolini 

- from Scalarini's lampoon to his great trial at the Milan Assizes.I1O 
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Three million workers were on the streets: but the "leader", Benito 
Mussolini, was missing. He was missing as a " Ieader", not as an 
individual: for people say that as an individual he was courageous, and 
defied the cordons and the muskets of the carabinieri in Milan. He was 
missing as a "leader". because he was not one. Because, by his own 
admission. within the leadership of the Socialist Party he could not even 
manage to get the beneT of the wretched intrigues of Anuro Vella or 
Angelica BalabanofT. 

He was then, as today. the quintessential model of the Italian petty 
bourgeois: a rabid, ferocious mixture of atl the detritus left on the 
national soil by the centuries of domination by foreigners and priests. 
He could not be the leader of the proletariat; he became tht' dii<',,,o'rci ' 
the bourgeoisie, which loves ferocious faces when it becomes Bourbon 
again. and which hoped to see the same terror in the working class 
which it itself had felt before those rolling eyes and that clenched fist 
raised in menace. 

The dictatorship of the proletariat is expansive. not repressive. A 
continuous movement takes place from the base upwards, a continuous 
replacement through all the capillaries of society, a continuous 
circulation of men. The leader whom we mourn today found a 
decomposing society, a human dust, without order or discipline. For in 
the course of five years of war, production - the source of all social life 
had dried up. Everything was re-ordered and reconstructed, from the 
faclOry to the government. with the instruments and under the 
leadership and control of the proletariat. i.e. of a class new to 
government and to history. 

Benito Mussolini has seized governmental power and is holding onto 
it by means of the most violent and arbitrary repression. He has not had 
to organize a class, but merely the personnel of an administration. He 
has dismantled a few of the State's mechanisms more to see how it is 
done and to learn the trade than from any primary necessity. His ideas 
are all contained in the physical mask, the eyes rolling in their sockets, 
the clenched fist ever raised in menace. 

Rome has seen these dusty scenarios before. It saw Romulus, it saw 
Augustus Caesar, and at its twilight it saw Romulus Augustulus.IU 

Unsigned. L 'Ordine Nuovo, March 1 924; republished 
with the title Lenin, rl!\'Olulionary leader. signed 
Antonio Gramsci, L 'UnitiJ. 6 November 1924. 

53. AGAINST PESSIMISM 

There can be no bener way of commemorating the fifih anniversary of 

the Communist International, of the great world association of which 

we Italian revolutionaries feel ourselves more than ever to be an active 

and integral part, than by carrying out a self-examination: an 

examination of the little we have achieved and of the immense amount 

that remains to be accomplished. In this way we will help to clarify our 

situation. I n  particular we will help to dissipate the dark cloud banks of 

heavy pessimism which are today oppressing even the most experienced 

and responsible militants. and which represent a great danger - perhaps 

the gravest at the present moment - because of the political passivity, 

the intellectual torpor and the scepticism towards the future which they 

produce. 
This pessimism is closely linked to the general situation in our 

country: the situation explains it, but of course does not justify it. What 

difference would there be between us and the Socialist Party, between 

our will and the tradition of that party, if we too were only capable of 

working and were only actively optimistic in the periods of the fat kine: 

when the situation is propitious, when the working masses move 
spontaneously through irresistible impulse, and when the proletarian 
panics can fall comfortably back into the brilliant role of the coach
Ry"?Lll What would be the difference between us and the Socialist Party 
if we too - even though for different reasons and with a different 
viewpoint; and even though we had a greater sense of responsibility, 
and showed that this was the case by our active concern to prepare 
adequate organizational and material forces to meet any eventuality -
abandoned ourselves to fatalism? If we cherished the sweet illusion that 
eVents cannot fail to unfold according to a fixed line of development (the 
one foreseen by us), in which they will inevitably find the system of 
dykes and canals which we have prepared for them, be channelled by 
this system and take historical form and power in it? This is the central 
knot of the problem, which appears tangled in the most complicated 
way because passivity has the outward appearance of brisk activity; 
because there appears to be a line of development, a seam which 
Workers are meritoriously swealing and toiling away to excavate. 
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The Communist International was founded on 5 March 1919, but its 

ideological and organic formation occurred only at the Second 
Congress. in July-August 1920. with approval of the Statutes and with 
the 2 1  Conditions. h was aOer the Second Congress that the campaign 
to restore the Socialist Party to health began in haly - began on a 
national scale that is, since it had already been initiated in the previous 
March by the Turin section with the resolution drawn up for the pany's 
imminent National Council meeting scheduled to be held precisely in 
Turin, but had produced no significant repercussions.1ll (The Florence 
Conference of the abstentionist faction, held in July 1920 before the 
Second World Congress. rejected the proposal made by a 
representative of L 'Ordine NuoW) to enlarge the basis of the faction by 
making it a communist one, without the abstentionist precondition 
which in practice had lost much of its raison d'elre.)IU 

The Livorno Congress, and the split which occurred there, were 
related to the Second World Congress and its 2 1  Conditions. They were 
presented as a necessary conclusion of the "formal" proceedings of Ihe 
Second Congress. This was an error. and loday we can appreciate its 
full extent by the consequences which it has had. In reality, the 
proceedings of the Second World Congress were a living interpretation 
of the halian situation, as they were of the world silUation in general. 
But we, for a whole series of reasons. did not determine our actions by 
what was happening in Italy: by the halian events which proved the 
Second Congress correct; which were a part, and indeed oneoflhe most 
important parts. of the political reality which animated the decisions 
and organizational measures taken by Ihe Second Congress. Instead, 
we limited ourselves to putting the emphasis on the formal questions. 
those of pure logic and pure consistency. And we were defeated, 
because Ihe majority of Ihe politically organized proletariat disagreed 
with us and did not come with us - even though we had on our side the 
authority and prestige of the International, which were very great and 
on which we had relied. 

We had not been capable of conducting a systematic campaign. of a 

kind that could have reached all ihe nuclei and constitutive elemenlS of 

the Socialist Party and forced them to reflect. We had not been capable 
of translating into language that could be understood by every Italian 
worker and peasant, the significance of each of the llalian events of the 
years 1 9 1 9  and 1920. We were not capable, after Livorno, of 
confronting the problem of why the congress had had the outcome it 
did. We were not capable of confronting the problem in practice, in such 
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(I Ivay as to find the solution; in such a way as to continue our specific 

mission. which was to win the majority of the Italian people. We were 

it must be said - overtaken by events. Without wanting to be, we were 

an aspect of the general dislocation of Italian society, which had 
become a burning crucible in which all traditions, all historical 
formations, all prevailing ideas were melted down. sometimes leaving 
no ttace. We had a consolation - which we embraced with all our 
strength - in the thought that no one was escaping, bUI that we could 
claim to have foreseen mathematically the cataclysm, while the others 
I'''ere cherishing the most blissful and idiotic of illusions. 

After the Livorno split, we entered a state of necessity. This is the 
only juslificalion we can give to our attitudes and activity after Livorno: 
the ncressity which was crudely posed, in the most intense way, in the 
dilemma of life or death. We had to organize ourselves into a party in 
Ihe flames of civil war, cementing our sections with the blood of the 
most dedicated militants. We had to transform our groups. in the very 
act of Iheir formation and recruitment, inlo detachments for guerrilla 
war - for the most atrocious and difficult guerrilla war that a working 
class has ever had to fight. Yet we succeeded: the party was created and 
created strongly. It is a phalanx of steel, too small certainly 10 go into 
battle against the forces of the enemy, but enough to become the 
framework for a broader formation: for an army which, to use Italian 

historical language, can ensure that the battle on the Piave will follow 
the rout of Caporctto. m 

This is the problem which faces us today, inexorably: how to form a 
great army for the forthcoming battles, based on the forces which from 
Livorno 10 the present day have shown that they are capable of 

resisting. without wavering or retreating, the attack so violently 
unleashed by fascism. The developmenl of the Communist 
International since the Scrond Congress has provided us with the 

appropriate terrain for this. It has interpreted once again - with the 
proceedings of the Third and Fourth Congresses, supplemented by 
those of Ihe Enlarged Plenums of February and June 1922 and of June 
1923 - the Italian situation and its needs. The truth is that we, as a 
party. have already taken several steps forward in this direction: it only 
remains for us to take note of them and to proceed boldly. 

What is the real significance of the events which have taken place 
Within the Socialist Party, first with the splil from the reformislS, 
secondly with the expulsion of the Pagine Rosse editorial group. and 
thirdly and finally with the attempt to expel the entire third-
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internationalist faction?126 They have the following precise meaning. 
While our party as the Italian section was forced to limit its activity to 
the physical struggle of defence against fascism, and to the preservation 
of its primordial structure, as an inlern81ionai party it was operating_ 
continuing to operate -to open new paths towards [he future; to enlarge 
the sphere of its political influence; and to shift a part of the masses. who 
at first stood looking on indifferently or hesitantly, from their position 0( 
nculrality. The activity of the International was for a time the only 
activity which allowed our party to have an effective contact with the 
broad masses. and which preserved a ferment of discussion and the first 
stirrings of movement in significant strata of the working class -
something which it was impossible for us to achieve otherwise in the 
given situation. It was undoubtedly a great success to have torn blocks 
away from the Socialist Party matrix; and at the very moment when the 
situation appeared worst to have managed to create nuclei, from the 
amorphous socialist jelly, who declared that despite everything they 
had faith in the world revolution: nuclei which, in action ifnot in words 
(which are it seems more painful than action), recognized that they had 
been wrong in 1920-21-22. This was a defeat of fascism and reaction: 
it was, if we want to be sincere. the only physical and ideological defeat 
of fascism and reaction in the last three years of Italian history. 

It is necessary to react forcefully against the pessimism of certain 
groups within our party, including some of the most responsible and 
experienced comrades. This represents the most serious danger today, 
in the new situation which is emerging in our country and which will find 
its sanction and clarification in the first fascist legislature. Big struggles 
are imminent. perhaps yet more bloody and arduous than those of the 
last years. The maximum of energy is therefore necessary on the part of 
our leaders: the maximum degree of organization and centralization of 
the mass of party members; a great spirit of initiative and a very great 
swiftness of decision. Pessimism mainly adopts the following refrain: 
we are going back to a pre-Livorno situation; we shall have to carry out 
once again the same work which we carried out before Livorno. and 
which we thought was definitive. It is necessary to show every comrade 
how incorrect this position is, both politically and theoretically. 
Certainly, it will still be necessary to fight hard. Certainly. the task of the 
basic nucleus of our party formed at Livorno is not yet finished, and will 
not be for a while yet - it will still be a vital and present task even aOer 
the victory of the revolution. But we shall not find ourselves again in a 
pre·Livorno situation. because the world and Italian situation in 1924 is 
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54. GRAMSCI TO TOGLIATTI, 
SCOCCIMARRO, LEONETTI, ETC. 

(Vienna, 2 1  March 1 924) 

Dearest Friends. 
I have not yel received any reply from you to my last letter, indicating 

at least in generai lerms the practical steps you have decided to lake. So 
in this letter too J shall have to concern myself solely with general 
questions. about which I do not know whether you have already 
discussed, or in what terms. 

Among others. I have received two letters which have greatly moved 
me. and which seem to me [Q be the sign of a general situation about 
which we must think very seriously. STaffa has written to me - you will 
read part of his letter, appropriately commented on, in the third issue of 
O.N. - and so has Zino Zini. m Both write thai they arc still with us, but 
bOlh 8rc extremely pessimistic. STaffa is moving towards a position 
which seems to be precisely that of the maximalists. Zini remains in 
principle with the communists, but writes that he is old. tired, no longer 
has faith in anything or anybody, and has completely devoted himself
outside his academic work - to arranging his thoughts into a book 
which. to judge by the allusions contained in his leiter, will be a pure 
reflection of this state of political passivity. Sraffa will collaborate with 
the Journal, and rrom things he has written I think his collaboration will 
be very interesting. III In his case, I do not think the problem is very 
difficult. He has remained isolated since the contacts he had with us in 
Turin. he has never worked among workers, but he is certainly still a 
Marxist. It will only be necessary to keep in contaci once again in order 
to resuscitate him and make him an active element or our party. to 
which he will be able to render much useful service today and in the 
ruture. 

In his letter. there is a passage which will not be published that is 
extremely interesting. A propos the trade-union question, he asks me 
how it is that our party has never thought of creating unions of the same 
type as the American IWW. which was precisely suited to the situation 
of lawlessness and violent repression on the part of the State and the 
private capitalist organizations. He has promised me an article on 
trade·union bureaucracy in which. I think. he will also develop this 
argument, which seems to me to merit our closest attention. It is certain 
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hat we have not yet i n  practice considered the question of whether it is 

t ssible to create a clandestine, centralized trade·union movement that 

�uld work to bring about a new situation in the working class. Our 

local groups and trade-union committee have retained a purely party 

character. as party rractions within the CGL - which must exist. but 

which do not resolve the question entirely. Nor could it be resolved by 

taking as a model the IWW, which was in effect the organization of the 

so.called "migratory" workers. But the IWW's organization may, 

nevertheless, give some indication and clariry the nature of the question. 

After the June Executive meeting, I had proposed - and Negri and 

Urbani were in agreement (Tasca was totally against) - to try to 

organize clandestinely a little conference of representatives
. 

rrom
. 

the 

biggest italian factories: twenty or thirty workers from Turin. MI�an, 

Genoa. Pisa, Livorno. Bologna. Trieste. Brescia. Bari. Naples, MesSlfla. 

The idea was that these, as representatives of their factories and not in 

the name of the party, would study the general situation. pass 

resolutions on various problems, and before they dispersed nominate a 

Central Committee or Italian factories. The conference would naturally 

have a purely agitational and propagandistic value. Our party, which 

organizes it, will prepare the necessary ideological material, and make 

certain that the decisions taken have the maximum impact on the 

masses. The CC elected will be a useful transmission·belt for industrial 

aClion. and ir we can sustain it will become the embryo of a future 

organization of Factory Councils and Internal Commissions. which 

will become a rival to the COL in a changed overall situation. 

I think that on this basis an excellent work of reorganization and 

agitation can be carried out. The party must systematically avoid 

appearing the inspirer and leader of the movement. in the present 

situation. The organization must be clandestine, both in its national and 

its local centres. The national conference. once its decisions have been 

made known through posters and through our press. should be followed 

by local conferences, at city. provincial and regional level. In this way, 

the activity of our party groups will be revitalized. We shall have to 

study the question or whether it is not possible to get some small dues 

paid. ror the national CC, for general propaganda, etc. Naturally, the 

problem will arise that we shall be accused of trying to create a rival 

organization. So it will be essential: I .  simultaneously to inlensify the 

campaign ror a return to the Confederation unions; 2. to stress the ract 

that what is involved is not new unions. but a factory movement like the 
Councils or Internal Commissions. 
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This. broadly speaking, was my plan, which was accepted by Negri 
and Urbani, bUI which has remained in the realm of good intentions SO 

far. I do nOl lhink that it has now become out of date. quite the contrary. 
A letter from Losa (Turin), which will appear in the third issue orO.N., 
shows that since the take-over of the land workers' federation. the 
masses are even more rcsistanl to joining unions. fearing that the union 
lists may become black lists. u, The situation, already favourable for a 
clandestine trade-union movement, has thus become yet more 
favourable. The important thing is to be able to find an organizational 
solution which fits the circumstances and gives the masses the 
impression of an overall enterprise, a centralization. The question. in 
my view, is extremely important; I would therefore like you to discuss it 
in detail among yourselves and send me your opinions. your 
impressions, the perspectives which you consider to be probable or 
possible. 

That is what Sraffa's letter made me think about. Zini's made me 
think about a different problem. Why. among the intellectuals who were 
actively with us in 1919-20, has this passive and pessimistic state of 
mind become widespread today? r think it is at least in part because our 
party does not have an immediate programme, based on perspectives of 
the likely solutions which the present situation may have. We are for the 
workers' and peasants' government, but what does that mean 
concretely in italy? Today? No one would be able to say, because no 
one has bothered to say. The broad masses, whose spokesmen the 
intellectuals automatically become, do not have any precise orientation, 
they do not know how to get out ortheir present straits, so they accept 
the path of least resistance: the solution provided by the constitutional. 
reformist opposition. Sraffa's letter is clear on this point. Zini is more of 
an old militant, he certainly does not believe in the possibility of fascism 
being displaced by Amendola or Giolitti or Turati or Bonomi : he does 
not believe in anything. For Sraffa, we are in the same situation as in 
1915-17; for Zini, we are barely in 1 9 1 5 ,  when the War had just broken 
out (this is literal), when everything was confusion and thick darkness. 
So I think a great deal of work needs to be done in this direction : 
involving political propaganda, and study of the economic basis of the 
situation. We must explore all the likely solutions which the present 
situation may have, and for each of these likely solutions we must work 
out a line. 

. 
For example, 1 have read Amendola's speech, which I consider very 

Important; there is a remark in it which could have consequences. 
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Amendola says that the constitutional reforms ventilated by the fascists 
pose the problem of whether in Italy, too, it is not necessary to separate 

constituent activity from normal legislative activity. It is probable that 
Ihis remark contains the germ of the opposition's political line in the 
next Parliament. Parliament, already discredited and deprived of any 
authority by the electoral mechanism which produced it, cannot discuss 
constitutional reforms, which could only be done by a Constituent 
Assembly. Is it likely that the demand for a Constituent Assembly will 
once again become relevant? If so, what will our position be on it? In 
short: the present situation must have a political resolution; what is the 
most likely form for this resolution to take? Is it possible to believe that 
we will pass directly from fascism to the dictatorship of the proletariat? 
What intermediate phases are possible and likely? We must carry out 
this task of political study, both for our own sake and for the mass of 
party members and for the masses in general. I think that in the crisis 
which the country will undergo, that party will gain the upper hand 
which has best understood this necessary transition process, and thus 
impressed its seriousness on the broad masses. From this point of view, 
we are very weak, undoubtedly weaker than the socialists - who, well or 
badly. do carry out some agitational work, and what is more have a 
whole popular tradition to sustain them. 

It is in the light of this general problem that the question affusion too 
is posed today. Do we think it possible to arrive at the eve of revolution 
with a situation like the present one? With three socialist parties? How 
do we think this situation can be eliminated? By the maximalists fusing 
with the reformists? it is possible thai may happen, but I do not think it 
very probable. Maximalism will want to remain independent, in order to 
exploit the situation on its own account. Well then? Will we make an 
alliance with the maximalisls for a Soviet government, as the Bolsheviks 
did with the Left Social-Revolutionaries? I think that if the situation 
arises, it will not be so favourable to us as it was to the Bolsheviks. It is 
necessary to bear in mind the tradition of the SP, the thirty·year links it 
has had with Ihe masses. Those cannot be resolved either with machine
guns or with petty manoeuvres on the eve of the revolution. This is a 
great historical problem, which can only be resolved if we begin 
Studying it today in its full dimensions. and initiating a solution to it. 

I think'that if we establish our group solidly, and if we accomplish a 
POlitical and organizational work thai succeeds in keeping the present 
majority of our party compact. neutralizing the unshakeable leftists and 
the liquidalory rightists, we can accept and automatically develop the 
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Comintern's tactics for winning the majority of the SP. This is an 
ultimate objective, an orientation, certainly not something which can be 
achieved in immediate practical terms. The question is to extend our 
influence over the majority of the masses influenced today by the SP. 
The question is to ensure that if there is a new revolutionary working
class upsurge, it will organize itself around the CP and not around the 
$P. How can we achieve this'? It is necessary to press the SP until its 
majority either comes over to us or goes over to the reformists. This 
involves a whole process. which must bedirectcd by us and must give us 
all the profitable results; it is not a mechanical thing. So I think your 
latest positions are very dangerous. We are falling back into the same 
situation as eltisted from the Fourth Congress up till June. The episode 
of the circular letter is very instructive. 110 Circular leuers of such a kind 
should only be sent to a few extremely trustworthy comrades, not to 
organizations as such. In the present situation. to organizations one 
should only send "political". "diplomatic" circulars. 

Did the Rome trial teach us nothing? And have you not considered 
the fact that in many centres the I I Ird-internationalists have become the 
true leaders of our movement?!)] And have you not considered the fact 
that Vella and Nenni may have tried to introduce some of their own 
agents among the IIIrd-internationalists who have len the SP? I am 
convinced of it, sure of it. Nenni used to be in the Republican Party, 
where they have some eltperience of intrigue. and in addition he has 
learnl the organizational methods of the Comintern for his own ends. In 
192 1-2. I visited many of our party organizations: in Como. for 
example. the centre of a fairly industrial region. we did not have a single 
organizing element; the federation had to be run from Sondrio. In 
Como. because of the position which Roncoroni had taken up at 
Livorno. the mass of communists had remained with the SP and they 
subsequently became III rd-internationalisl. I would swear that in 
Como, just as an eltample. our party is in Ihe hands of the II Ird
internationalists, morc or less directly. and that among those IIIrd
internationalists there are agents of Momigliano. That this is happening. 
I have proof. The section of Tortona has been reorganized. Who has 
been put in charge of the reorganization? A IIIrd-internationalist. 
believed to be a communist. who enjoys no sympathy among the rank 
and file members. At least. that is what a well-informed friend has 
written to me. In practice. the II Ird-internationalist has had to turn to a 
communist for the reorganization, but the episode shows: J. that the 
party has an organizational apparatus that is very defective; 2. that the 
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cntry into the party of socialist agents who may leak documents is 

pOssible. . . 
I hope that the mail will bring me some commumcatlon from you, to 

which I will reply at once. 
Affectionate greetings. 

Masci 

If yOU have the chance. send me a copy of this letter and another to 
Urbani. In the new apartment where 1 am no,:, I

.
cannot use the 

typewriter very much, which causes a lot of comphcatlOns. 
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cntry into the party of socialist agents who may leak documents is 

pOssible. . . 
I hope that the mail will bring me some commumcatlon from you, to 

which I will reply at once. 
Affectionate greetings. 

Masci 

If yOU have the chance. send me a copy of this letter and another to 
Urbani. In the new apartment where 1 am no,:, I

.
cannot use the 

typewriter very much, which causes a lot of comphcatlOns. 
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55.  THE PROGRAMME OF 
L'ORDINE NUOVO 

Let us begin with a material observation: the first two issues already 
published of L 'Ordine Nuol'O have had a circulation (a real circulation) 
greater than the highest circulation achieved in the years 1919-20. 
Several conclusions could be drawn from this observation. We will refer 
just to two: I . the fact that a journal of the Ordine Nuol'O type 
represents a need that is strongly felt by the Italian revolutionary 
masses in the present situation ; 2. the fact that it is possible to ensure 
for L 'Ordine Nuol'o conditions of existence that make it financially 
autonomous from the general budget of our party - for which it is 
necessary only to organize the consent that has been spontaneously 
given. in such a way that it can continue to express itself even ifreaction 
(as is likely) seeks to intervene to stifle it; to prevent any link between 
L 'Ordine Nuol'o and its readers; or even, at a certain point, to prevent 
the journal from being printed in lIaly any longer. 

The circulation reached by the first two issues can only be due to the 
position which L 'Ordine Nuol'O occupied in the first years of its 
publication. which consisted essentially in the following. I .  In having 
been able to translate into the historical language of Italy the main 
postulates of the doctrine and tactics of the Communist International. 
In the years 1 9 1 9-20, this meant puuing forward the slogan offactory 
councils and workers' control of production : i.e. the organization of the 
mass of all producers for the expropriation of the expropriators. and for 
the replacement of the bourgeoisie by the proletariat in the government 
of industry - and hence, necessaril y, of the State. 2. In having supported 
within the Socialist Party, which at that time mean! the majority of the 
proletariat. the integral programme of the Communist International 
and not just some part of it. For this reason. at the Second World 
Congress. comrade Lenin said that the Ordine Nuol'o group was the 
only tendency of the Socialist Party which faithfully represented the 
International in Italy. For this reason too, the theses compiled by the 
Ordine NIIOI'O editors and presented to the Milan national council 
meeting of April 1920 by the Turin section, were indicated explicitly at 
the Second Congress as the basis for revolutionary reorganization in 
italy.lJ2 
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Our present programme must reproduce, in the situation which exists 
on Italy today, the position taken up in the years 1919-20. It must �eflect the objective situation of today, with the possibilities which are 

ffered to the proletariat for autonomous action, as an independen! ;Iass. It must continue. in present political terms, the tradition offaithful 

and integral {nterpreter of the programme of the Communist 
International. The urgent problem. the slogan that is necessary today is 

that of the workers' and peasants' government. It is a question of 
popularizing it; fitting it to concrete lIalian conditions: showing how it 
springs from every episode in our national life. and how it resumes and 
contains in itself all the demands of the mUltiplicity of parties and 
tendencies into which fascism has disin!egrated the political will of the 
working class. and above all of the peasant masses. This. of course, does 
not mean that we should neglect the more properly working·class and 
industrial issues, quite the contrary. Experience - including in Italy -
has shown how important the factory organizations have become in the 
present period, from the party cell to the internal commission. i.e. to the 
representation of the whole mass of workers. We believe, for example. 
that today there does not exist even a reformist who would argue that in 
factory elections only unionized workers should have the right to vote. 
Anyone who remembers the struggles which it was necessary to wage 
on this question, has a yardstick 10 measure the progress that experi· 
ence has compelled even the reformists to make. All the problems of 
factory organization will therefore be brought back into discussion by 
us. since only through a powerful organization of the proletariat, 
achieved with all the methods that are possible under a reactionary 
regime. can the campaign for a workers' and peasants' government 
avoid becoming transformed into a repetition of the . . .  occupation of 
the factories. 

In the article ';Against Pessimism" which was published in the 
last issue, we referred to the line which our party should follow in its 
relations with the Communist International. This article was not the 
expression of a single individual, but the result of a whole process of 
agreement and exchange of opinions among the former editors and 
friends of L 'Ordine Nuol'O. Thus before it became a beginning, it was 
the end·result ofthe thinking of a group of comrades who must certainly 
be acknowledged 10 know the needs of our movement through direct 
experience and long practice in active work. The article provoked some 
reactions which did not surprise us, because it is unavoidable that three 
years of terrorism, and hence of absence of major discussions. should 
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have created a certain sectarian and factional spirit. even 
excellent comrades. This observation could lead to a whole series 
conclusions: the most important seems to us the fact that a great deal 
work is necessary, in order to bring the mass of our party members up 
to the same political level as has been achieved by the major parties in 
the International. We are today, in relative terms. as a resuli of the 
conditions created by white terror, a little party. But we must consider 
our present organization, given the conditions in which it exists and 
develops. as the element that is destined to provide the framework for . 
great mass party_ It is from this point of view that we must see all 
our problems and judge even individual comrades. 

The fascist period is often compared to that of the War. Well: one 0( 

the weaknesses of the Socialist Party was the fact that during the War it 
did not attend to the nucleus of 20 or 25.000 socialists who remained 
faithful; that it did not consider them as the organizing element for the 
great masses who would flood in afier the Armistice. It thus occurred 
that in 1919-20 this nucleus was submerged by the wave of new 
elements: and the organizational practice, the experience. which had 
been won by the working class in the blackest and hardest years were 
submerged with it. We would be criminals if we fell into the same error. 
Each of the present members of the party. because of the selection 
process which has taken place, and because of the strength of sacrifice 
which has been shown. must be personally dear to us. He must be 
helped by the central leadership to improve himself. and to draw from 
the experience undergone all the lessons and all the implications which it 
contains. In this sense L 'Ordine Num'Q aims to carry out a special 
function in the general framework of the party's activity. 

It is, therefore, necessary to organize the agreement which has 
already been demonstrated. This is the special task of the oid friends of 
L 'Ordine Nuo�'(). We have said that it will be necessary to collect 50.000 
/ire in the next six months, the sum necessary to guarantee the review's 
independent existence, To this end, it is necessary to form a movement 
of 500 comrades. each of whom will seriously aim to collect 100 /ire 
over the next six months among his friends and acquaintances. We will 
keep a detailed list of all those elements who are willing to collaborate in 
our activity: they will be as it were our trustees. The collection of 
subscriptions can be made up as follows: I .  ordinary subscriptions. 
whether amounting to a few soldi or to many /ire: 2. supporting 
subscriptions: 3. dues to meet the initial expenses of a correspondence 
course for party organizers and propagandists: these dues must not be 
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han 10 /ire and will give the right to have a number of lessons 
lesS t · . . 
d rmined by the overall cost of pontlng and postage. 

e�l/e think that through this system. we will be able to recreate an 

aratUS to replace that which existed in 19 19-20 under the 

���ocratic regime, by means �f which L '?rdine Nuo''Q k
.
ept itself in 

close contact with the masses In the factones and workers clubs. The 

rrespondence course must become the first phase of a movement to 
COeate small party schools, designed to create organizers and 
C�opagandists who are Bolsheviks and not maximalists: who in other 
p 

rds have brains as well as lungs and a throat. We will therefore 
- . maintain constant contact by letter with the best comrades - to Inlorm 

them about the experiments which have been made in this field in Russia 

and other countries; to orient them; to advise them on books to read and 
methodS to apply. We believe that in particular the comrades in exile 
should do a lot of work of this kind. Wherever there exists a group often 
comrades in a forcign country, a party school should be created. The 
older and more skilled elements should be the instructors in these 
schools. They should bring the younger comrades to share in their 
experience, and thus contribute to raising the polilical lcvel of the mass 
of members. 

Certainly. it is not with these pedagogic methods that the great 
historical problem of the spiritual emancipation of the working class 
can be resolved. But it is not some utopian resolution of this problem 
which we are aiming to achieve. Our task is limited to the party, made 
up as il is of elements who have already - simply by the fact of having 
joined the party _ shown that they have reached a considerable level of 
spiritual emancipation. Our task is to improve our cadres; to make them 
capable of confronting the forthcoming struggles. In practice these 
struggles, moreover. will present themselves in the following terms. The 
working class. made prudent by bloody reaction, will for a certain time 
generally distrust the revolutionary elements. It will want to see them 
engaged in practical work, and will want to test their seriousness and 
competence. On this terrain too, we must render ourselves able to defeat 
the reformists, who are undoubtedly the party which today has the best 
and most numerous cadres. If we do not seek to achieve this. we will 
never take many steps forward. 

The old friends of L 'Ordine Nuol'o, especially those who worked in 
Turin in the years 19 19-20, understand very well the full importance�f 
this problem. For they remember how. in Turin. we succeeded tn 
eliminating the reformists from their organizational positions only pari 
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passu as worker comrades. capable of practical work and nOI just 
shouting " Long live the revolution", were formed from the factory 
council movement. They also recall how in 1921 il was not possible to 
seize certain import3m positions, such as Alessandria. Biella and 
VeTcelli, from the opponunists, because we did not have organizina 
elements who were up to the job. OUT majorities in those centres melted 
away, as a result of OUT organizational weakness. By contrast in certain 
centres, Venice for example. onc capable comrade was enough to give 
us the majority, after a zealous work of propaganda and organization of 
factory and trade-union cells. Experience in all countries has shown the 
following truth: that the most fa ... ourable situations can be re ... ersed as a 
result of the weakness of the cadres of the re ... olutionary party. Slogans 
only ser ... e to impel the broad masses into mo ... ement and to gi ... e them a 
general orientation. But woe betide the party responsible if it has not 
thought about organiz.ing them in practice; about creating a structure 
which will discipline them and make them permanently strong. The 
occupation of the factories taught us many things in this respect. 

To help the party schools in their work. we propose to publish a 
whole series of pamphlets and a number of books. Among the 
pamphlets. let us mention : I. elementary expositions of Marxism; 2. an 
explanation of the workers' and peasants' go ... ernment slogan applied to 
Italy: 3. a propagandist's manual, containing the most essential data 
concerning Italian economic and political life. the Italian politica1 
panics. etc. - in other words, the indispensable materials for simple 
propaganda to be carried out through collecti ... e reading of the 
bourgeois press. We would like to publish an Italian edition of the 
Communist Manifesto, with comrade Ryaz.ano ... ·s notes: taken 
together. these notes are a complete exposition in popular form of our 
doctrines. We would also like to publish an anthology of historical 
materialism. in other words a collection of the most significant passages 
from Marx and Engels. to gi ... e a general picture of the works of these 
our two great teachers. 

The results so far achie ... ed authorize us to hope that it will be possible 
to continue confidently and successfully. To work then! Our best 
comrades must become convinced that what is involved is a political 
statement. a demonstration of the vitalily and capacity for development 
of our movement. and hence an anti-fascist and revolutionary 
demonstration. 

Antonio Gramsci on behalf of the editors. L 'Ordine 
Nuol·o. I and 1 5  April 1924. 

56. PROBLEMS OF TODAY 

AND TOMORROW 

old s,bscriber and friend of L 'Ordine Nuo\'O, we have received 
From al-
the following letter:1H . '  • 

'"It seems to me that our disagreement IS especially of a chrOno�oglcai 

d I accep . .  great deal of what you write to me. but as solutions to 
or er. . I '  " I to  
problems which will arise after Ihe fall of faSCism. I IS very use.u 

slUdy them and prepare oneself to confront them; but the pr��lems of 

,odal' are very different. Let us discuss this. t. s.land.bY my optnlon that 

the �'orking class is totally absent from political life. A�d I can only 

nelude that the Communist Party, today, can do nothtng or almost 

�:thing positi ... e. The situation is strikingly si,:"ilar to that of 1 9 1�17; 

and so tOO is my state of mind. which you say IS shared by other fne.
nds 

who write to you. My political opinions are unchanged - o� worse sll
,
lI. 1 

have become fixed in them: just as up till 1917, 1 was fixed Ifl th,e paCifist 

, I' r 1 9 1 - 1 5  which 1 was shaken out of by the discovery. socia Ism 0 - -

ade after Caporetto and the Russian Revolution of November. that ;uns were precisely in the hands of the worker-soldier�. Unfortunately. 

the analogy does not extend so far. But just as at that tIme. although we 

knew rationally that the War would have to end one day. we all " fe1t� 
that it would never end and could not see how peace could come - so It 

is today with fascism, It is quite easy for me to accept you,r op�nion t
,
h�t 

this state of affairs cannot last. and that major e ... ents are Immlflent:IIIS 

perfectly logical. but one cannot "fee]" it or " see" i�.
, . 

There will be no possibility of working-class pohucal actIon. so long 
as the concrete problems which present themselves to each worker ha ... e 
to be resolved individually and privately, as is the case today. He has to 
preserve his job, his pay. his house and his famil�. The uni�n and the 
party cannot help in any way. indeed the reverse IS true. A .l

Ittle 
,
peace 

can only be won if one makes oneself as sm
,
all as pos�lble. If one 

scatters, One can only increase one's pay a bIt by workmg a lot or 
lOOking for supplementary jobs. competing with the other �ork�r�. etc. 
The very �egation of the party and the union. �h� economic CnslS �as 
now diminished so that if there was e ... en a mlfllmum of trade-umon 
freedom and pU

'
blic order. union organization. industrial action. �tc., 

Could start up again (as in England. for example). The urgent questIon. 
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Nuol·o. I and 1 5  April 1924. 

56. PROBLEMS OF TODAY 

AND TOMORROW 

old s,bscriber and friend of L 'Ordine Nuo\'O, we have received 
From al-
the following letter:1H . '  • 

'"It seems to me that our disagreement IS especially of a chrOno�oglcai 

d I accep . .  great deal of what you write to me. but as solutions to 
or er. . I '  " I to  
problems which will arise after Ihe fall of faSCism. I IS very use.u 

slUdy them and prepare oneself to confront them; but the pr��lems of 

,odal' are very different. Let us discuss this. t. s.land.bY my optnlon that 

the �'orking class is totally absent from political life. A�d I can only 

nelude that the Communist Party, today, can do nothtng or almost 

�:thing positi ... e. The situation is strikingly si,:"ilar to that of 1 9 1�17; 

and so tOO is my state of mind. which you say IS shared by other fne.
nds 

who write to you. My political opinions are unchanged - o� worse sll
,
lI. 1 

have become fixed in them: just as up till 1917, 1 was fixed Ifl th,e paCifist 

, I' r 1 9 1 - 1 5  which 1 was shaken out of by the discovery. socia Ism 0 - -

ade after Caporetto and the Russian Revolution of November. that ;uns were precisely in the hands of the worker-soldier�. Unfortunately. 

the analogy does not extend so far. But just as at that tIme. although we 

knew rationally that the War would have to end one day. we all " fe1t� 
that it would never end and could not see how peace could come - so It 

is today with fascism, It is quite easy for me to accept you,r op�nion t
,
h�t 

this state of affairs cannot last. and that major e ... ents are Immlflent:IIIS 

perfectly logical. but one cannot "fee]" it or " see" i�.
, . 

There will be no possibility of working-class pohucal actIon. so long 
as the concrete problems which present themselves to each worker ha ... e 
to be resolved individually and privately, as is the case today. He has to 
preserve his job, his pay. his house and his famil�. The uni�n and the 
party cannot help in any way. indeed the reverse IS true. A .l

Ittle 
,
peace 

can only be won if one makes oneself as sm
,
all as pos�lble. If one 

scatters, One can only increase one's pay a bIt by workmg a lot or 
lOOking for supplementary jobs. competing with the other �ork�r�. etc. 
The very �egation of the party and the union. �h� economic CnslS �as 
now diminished so that if there was e ... en a mlfllmum of trade-umon 
freedom and pU

'
blic order. union organization. industrial action. �tc., 

Could start up again (as in England. for example). The urgent questIon. 
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which conditions all others. is that of "freedom ., and " order": the 
will come later. but for now they cannot even interest the workers. 

Now, I do nOI think that a relaxation of fascist pressure can 
secured by Ihe Communist Party; today is the hour of the demo<"lt� 
opposilion. and I think it is necessary to let them proceed and even 
them. What is necessary, first of all. is a "bourgeois revolution", 
will then allow the development of a working·class politics. 8",;",11". � 
seems to me thal -just like during the War - there is nothing to be 
except to wait for it to pass. I would like to know your opinion on 
subjecl. I do not feel that my own is incompatible with being 
Communist (though a non-active one). For the function which 
attribute to the "lefts .. will be accomplished very quickly, l lxlieve. 
it would certainly not be right for the Communist Party IOCOml)"m;� 
itself with them. since in any case it could not make any 
contribution to a campaign of such a kind. But I also think that it 
error to set oneself openly against them, and to spend too much time 
L 'Unitti does. for example) deriding bourgeois "freedom", Fair or 
it is what the workers feel most keenly the need for today. and it is 
precondition for any further advance. Just as during the W"" ""tr,�;"", I 
was certainly not a socialist policy, but it was certainly the best 
for the Socialist Party out of those which were possible. because ' 
meant most to the masses. 

The Communist Party cannot - beeause of the contradiction it 
involve - wage a campaign for freedom and against dictatorship ' 
general. But it commits a grave error when it gives the impression it 
sabotaging an alliance of the opposition forces - as i;1 d;d w;llh ;I", su,jdl:n I 
declaration that it would participate in the electoral struggle, when 
other parties pretended to threaten abstention. Its function, for now, 
that of a coach-tty. since qflerwards it will be necessary for a mass 
to have distinguished itself in the struggle against fascism: again, just 
in the War.IH Meanwhile, it would be a good thing to take advantage 
this experience to prepare a concrete programme for afterwards: then. 
cenainly. the Southern question and that of unity will be in 
foreground. But not today, I do nol think that the fascists' fight to 
Orlando and Co. on their slate has the significance you attribute to it. It 
can be explained more simply as an obvious electoral expedient. 
necessary to avoid a fiasco, This explanation is also more worthy of tile 
prefect of Naples and of Mussolini. You say that fascism is precisely 
destroying the unity of the State, hence the question is urgent and 
relevant today: but I do not think it is of the kin'd you say. It seems tomf 
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ore ofa police question than a social one. The fact is that fascism 
tO be lTl . '  

b f S  
ayS its supporters not SO much With money as With crum s 0 tate 

p 
hority: with permission to swagger and strut, for amusement and for 

au
.
t 

Ie interest. The remedy will lie in an efficient police·force 
pnva . 

. " ed 
. d pendent of the local chieftains, no matter whether It IS centra tZ or 
'" " 

'" short it comes back to a question of public order, not to a 
loea . ' 
territolial one. . ,  

. 
I was really moved at the sight of the first Issue of L Ordme NU�l'O .. 1 

hope that. as in 1919. it will succeed in finding 
.
the

. 
slogan which IS 

lacking today and which is n«de<!.. I hope toathat It will be able to �raw 

a balance·sheet of the past: not to determine the blame or ment of 

individuals or parties; not to repeat "�I told you so" ; above all. not to 

draw a balance-sheet of your enemies. but rather of yourselves and 

our own comrades - which is more useful. and alone can make 

�)(perience useful. You certainly need great courage to carry out an 

autopsy on yourselves. but the old Ordine Num'O will perhaps have 

that courage." S. 

Liquidator), Elements 

This letter contains alt the necessary and sufficient elements to 

liquidate a revolutionary organization such as our party is and must�. 

And yet. this is not the intention of our friend S .. who even though he IS 

not a member, even though he is only on the fringes of our movement 

and our propaganda, has faith in our party and considers it the �nly �ne 

capable of permanently resolving the problems posed and the Situation 

created by fascism. Is the position adopted in the letter purely pe�sonal? 

We do not think so. It cannot but be the position of a large Circle of 

intellectuals who, in the years 1 9 1 9-20, sympathized with . the 

proletarian revolution and who subsequently refused to prosutute 

themselves to triumph;nt fascism. It is also, unconsciously. the position 

of a part of the proletariat itself. even of members of our part�, who 

have not succeeded in resisting the tonuring daily drip of reactionary 

e\'ents, in the state of isolation and dispersal created for them by fascist 

terror. This is clear from a whole series of facts, and is openly confessed 

in private correspondence. Our friend S. does not adopt the viewpoint �f 

an organized party. So he does not perceive the consequences 
.
of hiS 

views or the numerous contradictions into which he falls, but arrives at 
an abSurd position and thus himself highlights the weakness and falsity 
of his argument. 
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S. believes that the future will belong 10 our party. But how could 
Communist Party continue to exist, how could it develop, how in 
words could it become capable of dominating and guiding events 
the faU of fascism, if it annihilated itself today in the altitude of 
passivity proposed by S. himself? Predestination does not exist 
individuals. and even less does it do so for parties. All that exists is 
concrete activity, the ceaseless work, the continuous contact 
developing historical reality that give individuals and parties a 
of preeminence, a role of guide and vanguard. Our party is an 
fraction of the proletariat and of the peasant masses, i.e. of the I 
which are today oppressed and crushed by fascism. Jf our party did 
find lor today independent solutions of its own to the overall 
problems, the classes which are its natural base would turn e� 
towards those political currents which give some solution to 
problems that is not the fascist one. 

. I� that occurred, the fact would have an immense historical 
slg�lfi�ance: It would mean that the present is not a revolutionary 
socialist penod, but we are still living in an epoch of bourgeois capitalist 
development. It would mean that not only the subjective conditions 
organ�zation ��d political preparation are lacking. but also the objective 
matenal conditions for the proletariat to attain power. Then, indeed, we 
too w�uld face the problem of taking up not an independent 
revolutionary position, but that of a mere radical fraction of the 
constit�tio�al .0Pposition, called �y 

,
history to realize the "bourgeois 

revolution - I.n olh
,
er words, an indispensable and inevitable stage in 

the process which will culminate in socialism, Does the Italian situation 
perhaps authorize one to believe this? S, himself does not believe it 
because h� writes that the task of the constitutional opposition will � 
chronologically very brief, without any direct development other than 
towards a proletarian revolution, 

S. refers to the period of the War. and presents the stance of the �ialist Party during the War as exemplary. How absurd this reference 
IS, and.how much il proves its author wrong, is at once clear from even 
the bnefest and most hasty analysis, Socialist neutralism was an 
essentially opportunist tactic, dictated by the tradititional need to 
b

,
alance t�e three tendencies making up the party (which we will indicate 

slmpl
,
Y

. 
With

. 
the three names ofTurati. Lanari and Bordiga). It was not 

a political hne established after an examination of the situation and of 
the relationship of forces which existed in Italy in 1914-15. Instead. it 
was a result of the conception of "party unity above all else. even above 
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he revolution" which still characterizes maximalism. The fact that our 

�riend S. only discovered that arms were in the hands of the worker

soldiers after the November revolution and the defeat at Caporetto. 

merely demonstrates the way in which this opportunist tactic had left 

the Socialist masses in the dark about the discussions which had already 

taken place on this subject at the international leve!' The Zimmerwald 

Left had made this "discovery" back in 1915, and it had determined the 

tactiCS of the Russian Bolshevik Party. For that reason, the defeat of the 

Russian armies, after the offensives imposed on the Kerensky 

gO\'ernment by the Entente. was followed by proletarian revolution and 

transformation of the imperialist war into a civil war. The defeat at 

Caporeno. however, was only followed by a resolution which confined 

itself to reasserting parliamentary opposition to the government and the 

rejection of war credits. 

The attitude which the Socialist Party maintained during the War 

also illuminates subsequent events up to the Livomo Congress, the 

Socialists' Rome Congress and the formation of the Unitary Socialist 

Party. It is the same tactic, basically. taking on a new aspect for each 

new situation: the same tactic of passivity: "neutralism"; unity for 

unity'S sake: the party for the party's sake; faith in the predestination 

of the Socialist Party to be the party of the Italian workers. The results 

which this altilude has today, when there exist the Unitary Socialist 

Party to the right and the Communist Party to the left, are clear even to 

our friend S.: permanent internal crises and split after split, none of 

which ever resolve the situation, because the communist tendency 

continually re-emerges and the right (favourable to fusion with the 

Unitary Socialists) is continually reinforced. 

Residlles alOld Ideologies 

Our friend S. has not yet succeeded in destroying in himself all the 

ideological traces of his democratic-liberal intellectual formation, 

normative and Kantian rather than dialectical and Marxist. What 

meaning do his statements have that the working class is "absent"; that 

the situation is against unions and parties; that fascist violence is a 

problem of" order", i.e of "police", and not a "social" problem? 

The it!rtian situation is certainly complicated and contradictory. but 

nOI so much so that one cannot grasp definite unitary lines of 

development in il. The proletariat, i.e. the revolutionary class par 

excellence. is a minority of the toiling population oppressed and 
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exploited by capitalism, and is mainly concentrated in a single zone 
that of the North. In the years 1919-20, the proletariat's political 
strength consisted in finding itself automatically at the head of all the 
working population; and in centralizing Objeclillf!ly - by its direct and 
immediate action against capitalism - all the revolts of the other 
popular strata. amorphous and directionless. Its weakness was revealed 
in its failure to organize these revolutionary relations; and in the fact 
that it did nOI even consider the problem of the need to organize these 
relations into a concrete political system and a government programme. 
Fascist repression, following the line of least resistance. began with 
these other social strata and came to the proletariat last. 

Today, systematic and legal repression is kept up against the 
proletariat. But it has by contrast diminished at the periphery, against 
those strata who in 1920 were only objectively the proletariat's allies

and which are becoming reorganized; entering partially into struggle 
again: revealing the softer features of a constitutional opposition. i.e. 
their most markedly petty-bourgeois features. What then docs it mean 
that the working class is 'absent'? The 'presence' of the working class, in 
the sense our friend S. understands this. would mean revolution: 
because it would mean that once more, as in 1919-20. not democratic 
petty bourgeois are standing at the head of the working population. but 
the most revolutionary class of the nation. But fascism is precisely the 
negation of such a state of affairs; fascism was born and developed 
precisely in order to destroy such a stale of affairs, and to prevent it 
from reappearing. 

How then is the problem posed today? It seems to us that it is posed 
in the following terms: the working class is, and will remain, " absent" to 
the extent that the Communist Party allows the constitutional 
opposition to monopolize the reawakening to struggle of the social 
strata which are historically the proletarial's allies. The emergence and 
consolidation of the constitutional opposition is infusing the proletariat 
with new strength. so that it is once again flocking into the party and the 
unions. If the Communist Party intervenes actively in the process 
whereby the opposition is formed. works to bring about a class 
differentiation in the social base of the opposition. and ensures that the 
peasant masses orient themselves towards the programme of a workers' 
and peasants' government, then the proletariat is no longer " absent" as 
before. Then there is a line of political work in which both the problems 
of today and those of tomorrow are resolved, and in which tomorrow is 
prepared and organized, not just awaited from the lap of fate. 
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This line of political work is thus opposed as much to the 

nSlilUtional opposition as it is to fascism - even if the constitutional 
,o

positiOn upholds a programme of freedom and order which would be 
op . . d ' Th h '  

referable to faSCIsm's one of Violence an arbitrary power. e trut IS 
P
hat the constitutional opposition will never realize ils programme, 

�'hich is a pure instrument of anti-fascist agitation. It will not realize it. 

beCause to do so would mean that so great a "catastro�he"
. 
wo�ld occ�r 

so soon: and because the entire development of the SituatIon In Italy IS 

controlled by the armed force of the national militia. Nevertheless, the 

development of the opposition and the features which it assumes are 

extremely important phenomena. They are the proof of fascism's 

powerlessness to resolve 
.
the

. 
vital p�oblem

.
s of the nation. �hey are a 

daily reminder of the objective reahty which no volley of Insults can 

annihilate. For us. they represent the environment in which we must 

move and work. if we wish to remain in contact with historical reality, 

and not become a meditational sect; the environment in which we must 

seek the concreteness of our slogans and our immediate programmes 

for action and agitation. 

Three PoinlS 10 Summarize 

We can sum up the main features of our conception of the present 

needs and tasks of the proletarian movement, in counter·position to that 

of our friend S., as follows: I .  to give our party a sharper awareness of 

the concrete problems which the situation created by fascism has posed 

for the working class, in such a way that organization becomes not an 

end in itself, but an instrument for spreading revolutionary slogans 

among the broadest masses; 2. to work for the political unity of the 

proletariat under the banner of the Communist International. hastening 

the process of decomposition and reeomposition that was begun at the 

Livorno Congress; 3. to establish concretely the meaning in Italy of the 

workers' and peasants' government slogan. and to give this slogan a 

national political substance - which can only happen if we study the 

most crucial and pressing problems of the peasant masses, and 

therefore first and foremost those specific problems which are summed 

up in the general term " the Southern question". 

Intellectuals like our friend S. who have not allowed themselves to be 

Carried away by fascism, and who in one way or another have not been 

prepared to disavow their attitudes in the years 1919 and 1920. can 
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once again find in L 'Ordine Nuovo a centre of discussion 
regroupment. 

Unsigned. L 'Ordine NuollQ, I and 1 5  April 1924. 

57.  GRAMSCI TO ZINO ZINI 
(Vienna, 2 April 1 924) 

I 100 received your reply only after a long delay, and it gave me great 
pleasure to get news of you directly,m I had the most varied and 
contradictory reports about you, as about so many other friends. so 
Ihal I could not get any idea of how you 8TC thinking and how you see 
Ihe future. I think our disagreement today depends a lot on the fact lha! 
in 1920 I was very pessimistic about how the events thcn taking place 
would be resolved. Fascism's rise to power, and the destruction which 
preceded and followed this. only surprised me moderately. Another 
thing which has certainly contributed to creating my present state of 
mind is the facl that I did not remain in Italy during this last period. so 
that I escaped the terrible spiritual pressure exerted on many comrades 
and friends by the torturing daily drip of violence and abasement. The 
daily spectacle which I. by contrast, had in Russia -ofa people which is 
creating a new life. new customs. new relationships. new ways of 
thinking and confronting all problems - makes me today more 
optimistic about our country and its future. Something new exists in the 
world. and is working in a subterranean, one might say molecular 
fashion. but irresistibly. Why should our country be left out of this 
process of general renewal? 

The attitude of many of the Italian workers who have emigrated to 
Russia shows that in 1920 we would not have held on to power. even if 
we had won it. They do not understand how the Russian workers. after 
six years of revolution, are able to suffer in good spirit the many travails 
to which they are still condemned. They. the italians, want to avoid 
these. and try to ward them off by every means. Fascism. from this 
point of view, has transformed our people. and we have proof of this 
every day. It has given it a more robust temper. a healthier morality. a 
resistance to ill fortune which was previously unsuspected. a depth of 
feeling that had never existed before. Fascism has truly created a 
Situation that is permanently revolutionary. as Tsarism once did in 
Russia. The' pessimism which dominated me in 1920, especially during 
the occupation of the factories. has vanished today. Naturally. this does 
not mean that I see the Italian situation in rosy colours. Indeed. I think 
that much pain and struggle still awaits our proletariat, of a yet more 
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bloody kind than those it has already experienced. But today there is 
sure line of development, and this seems to me to be a i 
thing to say of OUT country. Today, predictions can be made 
confidence. and it is possible to work wilh greater stamina than 
1 9 1 9-20. There, you see, is my optimism, which I would like 
communicate 10 ail ihe friends and comrades with whom I am makin. 
contact again. and who appear to me to be crushed by the spiritual 
pressure orrascism. 

I see that the masses are less pessimistic than the intellectuals. But 
they are looking for a point of reference. a centre. The most importanl 
question in our country today is to give the masses their point 
reference. The intellectuals of the old generation, who have so much 
historical experience, who have seen the whole tormented development 
of our people over these last decades. would fail in their duty and 
mission if. precisely in this culminating phase. they stood aside and were 
unwilling to contribute to clarifying, organizing and centralizing the 
ideal forces which already exist - which, in other words. do not need to 
be brought into existence (that would be utopian). but merely to be 
centralized and given a direction. See what is happening with the 
periodical. It is printing double the number of copies today that it was in 
1920. This is documentary evidence of what J am saying. In 1920, the 
situation appeared enormously propitious, but it was a quartan fever. 
Today. there is more depth. more solidity, even if the landscape is one 01' 
cataclysm. 

I would be very happy to be able to recreate the community of work 
which was formed around the periodical in 1919-20. I think that your 
collaboration would be precious for that. Naturally. you would have to 
sign with a pseudonym, because we have already too often made the 
mistake of throwing our forces into the fray unarmed or virtually $0 
against a well-equipped and implacable enemy. The idea too of your 
collaboration with Russian journals could be taken up again. and I 
could help to arrange it. In Russia, a whole number of great literary. 
artistie and philosophical journals are published, which would like to 
have regular contributions from Italy on all our cultural and intellectual 
movements. The articles or reports would also be very well paid, 
because the Russians value literary activity very highly (perhaps even 
too highly). This would in any case allow you to get hold of Russian 
books and periodicals. which are being produced in gigantic quantities 
in all fields. but especially in the natural sciences and the philosophy of 
Marxism. 
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I wanted to reply at once to your leuer, so I have only touched on 

of the things I should have liked to write about. I would be 
many . . 

f I if you would write to me agam at the same address as last time, 
grate u ' . I h d  

nd also tell me something about Prof. Cosmo. WIth whom a an 
a . . B ] . . 

M 1922 U6 
. teresting conversation m er m m ay . 

In Please accept my most cordial and affectionate greetings. 
Gramsci 
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58. GRAMSCI TO TOGLIATTI, 
SCOCCIMARRO, ETC. 

(Vienna, 5 April 1 924) 

Dearest Friends, 
I have received comrade Silvia's letter, but I must confess it has 

greatly embarrassed mc. III The situation is still totally confused. and I 
am unable to understand exactly what you all want me to do. What is 
the agenda for the CC meeting? To what specific issue, or item of 
discussion, should the resolution I am to write refer? I thought of 
writing an open letter to the CC to make a personal statement, but I 
abandoned the idea, fearing that I might in some way become separated 
from you and thus allow the resulting situation 10 be exploited. The 
article I wrote in the second number of ON can be taken as my 
statement to the meeting and as an indication of my positionY* Please 
make a statement in my name to this effect, jfit is necessary. 

There is still too little coordination in our work. To tell the truth, l still 
do not know exactly what you concretely want. Do you accept all my 
proposals en bloc? But may there not still be disagreement on some 
detail, which could nevertheless be crucially important? How can 1 
draw up a resolution under these circumstances? I think you know my 
point of view fairly fully. but I only know yours very imperfectly. If 
anybody can draw up a resolution, given that we want to produce 
something global and organic. then it is among you who can discuss and 
reach an understanding that this somebody exists. In general, if the 
meeting is going to discuss tactical questions and the orientation of the 
party, as you indicate is the case, I think it is necessary to take up a 
position, decisively and without hesitating: the one I have indicated, if 
you accept it in /0/0. In that case I think that a short resolution is 
enough. at the end of a speech by Palmi. for instance. outlining our 
attitude from the Rome Congress up till today. 

At Rome, we accepted Amadeo's theses because they were presented 
as an opinion for the Fourth Congress and not as a line of action. We 
thought we would thus keep the party united around its basic nucleus. 
and considered that this concession could be made to Amadeo. given 
the very great role he had had in organizing the party. We do not regret 
this. Politically, it would have been impossible to lead the party without 
the active participation of Amadeo and his group in work at the centre. 
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Events which have occurred since have modified the situation. '!'Ie face 
a new upsurge, which is reflected in Italy as well. At that time, ,":e 

.. hdrew and had to do so in such a way that the retreat took place Ifl ." 
f l' ' h' oOd order, without new crises or new threats 0 sp liS Wit Ifl our mo:e-g 

, without ever adding new disintegrative ferments to those which men . 
Too defeat itself was producing in the revolutionary movement. ay. 

. ·s necessary to lay the foundations of a great mass party, and to Lt l 
. aI ' . W h ' d clarify fully our own theoretical and practlc poslt.Lons. e ave loun 

elves in partial disagreement with the Commtern, not so much ours . . . . f • UT assessment of the general Italian Situation. as Ifl our evaluatLon 0 ," 0 
h · ·d the repercussions which the measures proposed would ave IflSL e our 

party. whose weakness and constitutive fragil ity we knew. We have 
been somewhat sectarian, as occurs when the movement 

.
ebbs. p.artly as 

a reaction against the excessive optimism of the precedlflg penod. On 
questions of principle. we have always bee� in agr�ment with the 
Comintern. But our attitude has had repercusSions which have ma�e �s 
reflect. At the same time, we see that a clarification has occurred wlthlfl 
the minority, and this has helped to orient us.u, Two tendencies have 
now emerged within the minority, one of which has shown its true 
liquidatory charactor, foreseen by us and which had frightened u.s. With 
this wing. we could never have anything in common; we WLII fight 
against it. The other part, represented by comrade T�s�a. has �ha�ged 
its nature and in practice accepted many of our posLtlons. With Lt, or 
with the policy which it claims to represent, it is possible to work. 
fruitfully. With the len. many discussions will still be needed to se,e 
exactly where the difference lies. But we must censure Amadeo s 
attitude. which has damaged the party. 

We differ from the len on cenain organizational principles. and it will 
be necessary to explore these to see how far they go. The attitude taken 
up by Amadeo implies denying the world party in practice, I.e. in the 
only Way in which it could be concretized in the present situation. uo In 
the national sphere, the party's development is hampered and it tends 
towards political passivity. But we continue to believe that Amadeo's 
COllaboration in the work of the party is necessary. We believe that a 
man like him cannot become a simple mililant, a rank-and-file 
member. l.l In practice, that would mean a perpetual state of unease 
among the party's membership; the perpetual existence of a non· 
organized faction. For at every moment, before every difficulty, each 
member of the party would wonder: "What does Amadeo think? Ifhe 
was there, things would perhaps go better." The assertion that a leader 
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can remain in the ranks like an ordinary member is 
theoretically and in practice. If Amadeo insists on this. we can do 
nothing to help him, but must envisage the need to struggle against him 
to prevenl a wasting sickness in the party. 

II will be necessary to be clear on these points and extremely open. 
Only in that way will it be possible to extricate the party from the toils in 
which it is caught and give it an orientation. If you agree. you can say 
thai my article in ON roughly represents our orientation. and that Our 
subsequent statements will develop points touched upon in the article: 
I .  our desire to put an end 10 the crisis and liquidate factionalism: 2. OUT 
intention of working in practical agreement with the International 
Executive Committee. whose deliberations we accept en bloc (i.e. not 
excluding that they could be improved in part): 3. our campaign to 
make the party capable of confronting the grave tasks which await it. If 
you are in agreement, you can yourselves draw up a short resolution 
based on these elements, putting my signature on it too and saying that 
it completely represents my point of view as well. 

Warm greetings, 
Sardi 

I have rc�ceived Negri's letter, which persuades me even more that there 
is insufficient coordination between you. His comments should, I think, 
be taken into consideration, at least so far as our group and its 
organization is concerned, because a lot of time has now been lost. With 
respect to the minority, I do not agree with him. I think it is absolutely 
indispensable, vital, to try to detach Tasca from the minority, at the 
price of any formal concessions whatsoever. You do not trust Tasca's 
words: yet another reason to detach him from the others. I'l Greetings. 

59. THE COMO CONFERENCE: 
RESOLUTIONS '" 

The majority of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of 
Italy. at the moment in which the discussion on tBCtiCS and the internal 
situation in the party is being initiated, in order to clarify its position: 

I . Declares that it feels itself to be and is continuing the activity of the 

groups which, by creating the Communist Party in Italy, laid the basis 

for resolving the historical problem posed for the class of workers and 

peasants in Italy by the defeat and disintegration of the movement 

which. for more than thirty years, had been led by the Italian Socialist 

Party. 
2. Recognizes that after the split Congress at Livorno. all the party's 

activity had to take account of, and suffered the consequences of: the 

need to resolve before all else the problem of how to root in the 
consciousness of the masses the necessity for the Communist Party's 
existence: the need to give the Communist Party a definite personality 
and physiognomy; and the need to create a complete. solid 
organizational and political apparatus which would allow it to fulfil its 
tasks in a normal fashion. 

3. As for the differences which have arisen between the party and the 
International. it asserts that these have not been the result of conflicting 
assessments of the general Italian situation, but have concerned the 
repercussions which the measures proposed by the International would 
have upon the party's internal constitution, upon its process of 
formation and evolution, and upon the position which it was slowly 
winning in the consciousness of the Italian working masses. as against 
the Other proletarian or so-called proletarian parties. 

4. Repeats that the theses of the Rome Congress were voted as an 
orientation for the discussion at the Fourth Congress, and not as an 
action programme; and that in voting for them the majority of the party 
had in mind the need to keep the entire party united around its 
f�ndamental nucleus, avoiding any differentiation which might have 
dIminished and perhaps destroyed its capacity for development or for 
action. This was all the more the case because al the Rome Congress the 
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I . Declares that it feels itself to be and is continuing the activity of the 
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need to resolve before all else the problem of how to root in the 
consciousness of the masses the necessity for the Communist Party's 
existence: the need to give the Communist Party a definite personality 
and physiognomy; and the need to create a complete. solid 
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tasks in a normal fashion. 

3. As for the differences which have arisen between the party and the 
International. it asserts that these have not been the result of conflicting 
assessments of the general Italian situation, but have concerned the 
repercussions which the measures proposed by the International would 
have upon the party's internal constitution, upon its process of 
formation and evolution, and upon the position which it was slowly 
winning in the consciousness of the Italian working masses. as against 
the Other proletarian or so-called proletarian parties. 

4. Repeats that the theses of the Rome Congress were voted as an 
orientation for the discussion at the Fourth Congress, and not as an 
action programme; and that in voting for them the majority of the party 
had in mind the need to keep the entire party united around its 
f�ndamental nucleus, avoiding any differentiation which might have 
dIminished and perhaps destroyed its capacity for development or for 
action. This was all the more the case because al the Rome Congress the 
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existence of Iiquidationisl tendencies inside the party had already 
become clear. grouped in the form of an artificial. improvised 
minority. 

5. Recognizes Ihat from the time of the Fourth Congress and th' Jun. 
Plenum. the majority of the party has begun to revise and rework its 
positions. and that this has allowed the party as such to apply the 
Comintern's decisions loyally and in a disciplined way. It asserts (hI( 
today. having overcome the period of greatest demoralization. in which 
every activity had to be designed to reduce the dispersal of our forces to 
the minimum, the party is in a position to arrive at a dispassionate and 
serene judgement of its past, acknowledging the errors and weaknesses 
there have been in its activity. However, it considers that it would be 
very damaging to deliver such a judgement on the party's work and 
positions without taking into account what the needs and vital 
requirements of our organism were in the past. Only in this way can 
examination of the past be a preparation for working out a political 
programme for the future. The deep political error of the comrades who 
at the Enlarged Executive meeting presented themselves at the head of 
the so-called minority group consists precisely, in our view. in having 
expressed judgements whereby they placed themselves and remained 
outside the essential continuity of our organism, and encouraged 
tendencies towards its liquidation. 

6. Appeals to those comrades who have not accepted to collaborate 
in applying the Communist International's tactics in Italy, or its specific 
recommendations about relations between the Communist Party of 
Italy and the Italian Socialist Party, to draw back from their present 
auitude and to feel the duty of collaborating with the present majority of 
the Central Committee in leading the party; and asserts that 
collaboration with them must take place on the basis of a complete and 
loyal acceptance of the Communist International's programme, both as 
regards the united front tactic and as regards the action which the 
Comintern is carrying out to endow the sections of the International, 
conceived of as the world party of the revolutionary working class. with 
organizational solidity. theoretical awareness and a common line of 
action. 

7. Hopes therefore that in pursuit of the struggle against tendencies 
and individuals who continue to question in practice the fundamental 
principles which the Communist Party must observe in its work. and 
who a:e recalcitrant to its discipline of thought and action, the 
formation of any faction within the Communist Party will be 
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eliminated; and that under the guidance of the International Executive 

committee, the work of reinforcing and developi�g a great mass party 

,II be carried forward, a party capable of leadmg the workers and 

�asants of Italy towards the struggles upon which their liberation 

depends. 

Signed: Egidio Gennari, Palmiro Togliatti, Mauro 

Scoccimarro, Ennio Gnudi. Vittorio 

Flecchia, Isidoro Azzario, Camilla Ravera, 

Alfonso Leonetti, Antonio Gramsci, 

Umberto Terracini 

II 

The minority ofthe Central Committee: 

I .  Indicates the great importance of the discussion which is about to 

open up inside the party, which for the first time since it was founded is 

being called upon to give its opinions on key problems of the 

international and Italian communist movement. 

2. Considers that such a discussion must provide an organic and 

rational solution to the disarray and grave damage which have been 

infticted on the party's activity and on the destiny of the proletarian 

movement in Italy by the disagreement between the former Executive 

Committee of the party - and the majority established at the Rome 

Congress in general - and the Communist International. 

3. Points to the responsibility of the present majority of the Central 

Committee which, although not being in agreement with the Rome 

Theses, has guided the views of the party as a whole in their spirit, even 

when some of its members as they later claimed did not entirely agree 

with them' and which made those Theses the basis for its political 

position a; the Fourth Congress. thus continuing and aggravating an 

artifical and arbitrary dispute between the Italian Communist Party and 

the Communist International, and reducing the effectiveness of the 

party's activity among the masses. 
4. States that in such a discussion, the necessary examination of the 

Communist' Party's political and organizational activity in Italy. and of 

the tactics followed by it in the years 1921-4, must be carried out - in 
COnjunction with an examination of the situation in the various sections 
of the Communist International - in the spirit and with the aim of 
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deriving from it the lessons needed to determine the party's 
tactics and future programme of work. 

Signed: Angelo Tasca, Antonio Graziadei. 
Giovanni Roveda. Giuseppe Vota 

III 

Following the passing 9f1he well-known resolution from the majority of the party's Central Committee, since there does not exist within the party anything resembling a conSUluled faction, and in view of the sho" period within which the debate authorized by the leadership is to take place. I have thought it appropriate to simply draw up a resolution which reflects the thinking of those comrades who have followed the same course of action that I have with respect to the leadership oflhe party in recent years, without even having the time to consult them in advance. In the course of the debate, short though it will be, it will be possible to prepare theses which are a little less. incomplete than this resolution, and in which the opinions of comrades who are prepared to support the resolution will be taken into acount. 

Amadeo Bordiga 

I .  The group of comrades who led the party in the period following the Livorno Congress considers the need to render the theoretical and political consciousness of the part precise and complete. and its organization well·defined and solid, not to be just a preliminary and occasional task, but a permanent necessity for communist parties, which cannot be in contradiction with the development of the best tactical activity,just as the laller cannot come inlo in contradiction with the former. This is in accordance with the criteria formulated at length in the Theses on Tactics of the Rome Congress, which faithfully represent the opinions of the group in question. 
2. The differences which have arisen belween the Communist Party of Italy and the Communist International had their source in a different evaluation of the problems inherent in the tactics, in the internal organization, and in the leadership work of the International as a whole; only as a specific aspect of the overall difference were they reflected in the evaluation of the Italian situation and the task of the PCI. 3. The old Executive of the PCI was able to apply the line of action which corresponded 10 ils views up till the strike of August 1922.1 .... 
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That strike, with all the activity to which it led. amounted LO an exa�ple 

of the application of the tactic of winning the massc� thr�ug� the u
.
mt� 

' as set out in the Rome Theses. And the Situation In which It fran . . h ·  I-,·nated with the defeat of the proletariat. for which the ot er parties cu ,,· , 
. 

·bl d roups which took part in and led the stnke were responsl e. '
h
" 

l
i
d have been further developed - despite the general retreat of the • •  . . b Italian working class - with a period of totally auton�mous activity y 

the PCI. denouncing in the most explicit manner as mcapable of cl�ss 
'·on all the other above-mentioned parties and groups, and makmg ac I . 

h itself the centre of proletarian resistance and resurgence agamst t e 
victorious capitalist offensive. 

. 
4. At such a culminating moment, it appeared La the Co�mumst 

International that the path to win greater forces in It�y �as, I�stead, 
through splitting the PSI and through fusion ofthe max

�
m�hsts w\lh our 

' Y From that moment the International, as was Its Incontestable par . 
. . . 

I I right. in practice abrogated 10 itsel� le�dership of our actIVIty In ta y 
and directed it towards the new obJective. At once, 

.
the leade�s of t

.
he 

PCI feil ihemscives and proclaimed themselves to be incompatible With 
conducting such a policy. with which they did not agree. At the Fourth 
Congress. after having once again upheld their point of view in �he 
commission-meetings. they made clear their attilUde by not speakmg 
against the new policy in the Plenary Session of the Congress. They 
pledged the most total discipline of the whole party, and of themselv

.
es 

as militants of that party. but they explicitly declined the task of Its 
political leadership. 

5. The most important question which arose in this field after t�e 
Fourth Congress was not the PCl's sabotage of the Com

.
mu�lst 

International's decisions. The old leaders loyally respected the hne Just 
indicated which did not consist in taking responsibility for achieving 
fusion. �hich they believed to be in the first place har

.
mful ·a

.
nd -

secondarily _ impossible. but in demanding that they be I�medlately 
replaced. Fusion did not take place. as a result of the attitude of the 
m8ximalists. and in any case the lnternational COUld, ifit had so wished. 
have proceeded to the requested replacement of the party leaders before 
the Enlarged Executive of June 1923. No action against fus!on can be 
cited on the part of the old leaders, as the documents bear witness. 

6. The '
experience of the party's activity in that period. i.e. after 

August 1922 _ although it cannot be denied that the change of course 
Occurred at a moment which makes very problematical any judgement 
on the respective resultS of the old and of the new policy - while it does 
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not show a balance-sheet of speedy conquest of new forces and political 
positions, other than along the lines advocated by the old leaders, did 
not lead to any organic elaboration of a new political consciousness and, 
pract

,
icc. The oscillating attitudes towards the PSI and its left wing, the 

blurnng of the boundary between the Communist forces and the others., 
the creation of dual political or press organisms. eiC. - all these things 
show that to the method in question, Ihere corresponded .. ""hn;"g .J( 
the party's precise orientation and organizational discipline, leading to 
an undeniable stale of disarray and discontent among the comrades.. 
Nevertheless, possibilities for successful activity continued to present 
themselves to the party. which in the material which composes it and in 
its old structures continues to show its revolutionary capacities, in 
contrast with the continual criticisms with which some people have 
sought to teach it the best course - often factually mistaken. and 
sometimes fatuous and light-minded. 

7. The problems of the PCI's activity can only be resolved on the 
basis of international discussions and decisions concerning the whole 
orientation of the Communist International. The Left of the PCI can 
formulate an action programme for the party for today and tomorrow, 
but only if it bases this on the premise that its own opinions on the 
tactics. organization and leadership of the Communist International 
will prevail in the international meetings. thus maintaining its classical 
programmatic postulates in full force, just as they are engraved in the 
founding documents provided by Lenin and inspired by the most 
powerful current of revolutionary Marxism. 

8. Only if in such a discussion a totality of concordant views is 
achieved, and the PCI Left comes to find itself on the terrain of the 
Communist International majority in the deliberations in question. will 
the Left be able to participate in the new leadership of the party. 

9. The minority of the PCI. i.e. its right wing, corresponds in part to 
the tendency which places itself on the present tactical terrain of the 
Communist International. but in part too it represents the survival of 
immature elements which retain a centrist mentality. Such a group 
could play the role of liquidating the tradition of the party. if it were to 
coincide with the activity of groups aiming to liquidate the glorious 
political tradition of the Communist International. Against this danger, 
the Left of the PCI will be the most energetic and resolute in the 
struggle. 

10. It is undeniable that in the International. functioning as the world 
communist party. organic centralization and discipline exclude the 
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existence of factions or groups able to either take on the leadership of 

national parties or not, as now occurs in all countries. The PCI Len is 

for the most speedy attainment of this objective; but it considers that it 

cannot be achieved by mechanical decisions and fiats, but only by 

ensuring the correct historical development of the international 

communist party, which must involve a parallel clarification of political 

ideology. unambiguous definition of tactics and organizational 

consolidation. 
The International without factions will be one in which there will 

prevail criteria of politicaJ coherence and continuity which make 
impossible: dual local organizations; fusions; the admission of 
members not according to the statutory provisions, but with a sudden 
allocation of important leading functions through negotiations and 
compromises; politicaJ blocs; agitation for unclear demands which may 
come into conflict with the content of our programme, like that for a 
workers' government, and so on. If the International were to threaten to 
evolve in the opposite direction, the emergence of an international left 
opposition would be an absolute revolutionary and communist 
necessity. The Left of the PCI is confident that this unhappy eventuality 
will. by clear decisions of the forthcoming Congress, be unequivocally 
excluded. for reasons of principle and as a consequence of the most 
recent experiences of international communist activity; and that the 
communists will continue, without the compromises and mamxuvres of 
an illusory political diplomacy, a simultaneous pitiless struggle against 
bourgeois reaction, and against the opportunism of all kinds which 
comes to nestle among the workers, as a necessary and natural ally of 
the former. 

Signed: Amadeo Bordiga, Bruno Fortichiari, Ruggero 
Grieco. Luigi Repossi 

Resolutions published in Lo Stato Operaio, 1 6  May 1924. 
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60. GRAMSCI'S INTERVENTION AT 
THE COMO CONFERENCE 

I have observed that the mood of comrades has above all been ",'''ssod 
against the so·called "Centre" of the party, and find it strange that 
question of nomenclature should have such importance within 
Communist Party. It is necessary to study the problems from a 
serious and more concrete point of view. 

Comrade Sardiga states that he has not even tried to constitute a real 
faction inside the party_ But it is undeniable that when a comrade with. 
per�nality

.
like that of Bardiga stands apart, and no longer takes any 

active part In the work of the party, this fact alone is enough to create . 
factional mentality among the comrades. It is necessary to take account 
Oflhis fact in judging our attilUde in the present debate. Moreover, we 
do not have to make any very great efforts to find what our origins were. 

In 1919-20, there were three tendencies which later united to form 
the Communist Party: that represented by L 'Ordine NUOl'O of Turin 
the abstentionists, and finally a third, which is only now tending t� 
clarify its positions, and which included all those comrades who entered 
t�e party at the time of the Livorno split without having belonged to 
eIther of the two tendencies I have already mentioned. Weofthe OrdiIW 
Nuovo tendency have always believed it necessary - even before the 
party was established - to ally ourselves with the left rather than with 
the right. Any other course, in our view, would have led to promotin, 
tendencies from which we feel very distant. 

In this connection, I recaJithat in Turin, immediately before and after 
the general strike of April 1920, we were led to break with the group 
h�aded by comrade Tasca. '46 Seeing the opportunist danger of the 
RIght. we preferred to aJiy ourselves with the abstentionists and at a . . 
certain moment, even leave the whole leadership of the section in their 
hands. 

According to many comrades, the occupation of the factories 
represented the highest point in the revolutionary development of the 
Italian proletariat. For us, that event initiated the period of decline of the 
working-class movement. Well, making an estimate at that time of 
which forces in the socialist movement were most capable of limiting the 
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defeat. we were once again with the Left. And we thought that without 

he abstentionists, the Communist Party could not be established. t 
We still maintain that point of view today. But on the other hand, we 

cannot ignore the errors which the Left has made. In this respect, it is �s 

well to remember that the VOle on the Rome Theses had a purely genenc 

and consultative character, and that those Theses should have been re

presented to the party - with certain modifications, perhaps - after the 

fourth Congress of the Third International. Unfortunately, this could 

not be done because of the deterioration of the overall situation. But 

today the situation is no longer the same as that which existed in 1921 
and 1922_ There are the first signs of a recovery of the workers' 

movement. How will this develop? It is certain that it cannot fail to 

undergo the influence of the experience which all classes and political 

parties have acquired in the last few years. This experience has given 
every group its own physiognomy. 

In 1919 and 1920, the whole working population - from the white

collar workers of the North and the capital to the peasants of the South _ was following, albeit unconsciously, the general movement of the 

industrial proletariat. Today the situation has changed, and only 
through a long, slow process of political reorganization wil l  the 
proletariat be able to return to being the dominant factor in the 
situation. We consider that this work cannot be carried Ollt, if we 
continue to follow the orientation which comrade Bordiga would like 
the party to continue to follow. The recent electoral performance of our 
party certainly has great significance. but it is undeniable that our 
movement lacks the support of the majority of the proletariat. 

Bordiga. We would have it, jfwe had not changed our tactics towards 
the Socialist Party! In any case, we are in no hurry. 

Gramsci. Well we are in a hurry! There are situations in which "not 
being in a hurry" leads to defeat. In 1920, for instance, it was necessary 
to be in a hurry. J recall that in July of that year, I attended the 
Abstentionist conference in Florence to propose the creation and 
establishment of a national communist faction.141 Comrade Bordiga 
then too "was in no hurry" and rejected our proposal, so that the 
Occupation of the factories took place wilhout there existing an 
organized communist faction in Italy, capable of giving the masses who 
followed the Socialist Party a national slogan. The 'time" factor is also 
important. Sometimes it is of capital importance. 

I have the impression that the comrades who have so far expressed 
their opinions have forgonen what the fundamental problem which 
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faces OUf party today is: ils relations with the CommuniSl lnternationaJ. 
Comrade Bordiga's attitude too can be useful, in a certain sense; but his 
error lies in not taking account of the party's need to resolve the 
problem of relations with the International. Bordiga's attitude besides 
can only result in the emergence of a group of heterogeneous elements 
who will be able to find a measure of unity and consistency in the fact of 
declaring IhelT,selves 'for the International', This result, which we have 
already had to lament once, serves to prove how intrinsically incorrect 
Bordiga's attitude is. The origin of the 'minority' should be ascribed to 
il. 

Wilh respect to the comrades orthe minority, the situation has been 
partly altered as a result of the statement they have produced; but not 
all the differences have disappeared. On the present political 
programme, the minority asserts that no disagreement exists. In reality, 
I recall that in Moscow, for example, comrade Tasca opposed the 
formula of replacing the unions within the factory. Today, this problem 
is one of the most important which confront our party. It is posed in the 
following terms: how must the Communist Party - effective centre of 
the revolutionary vanguard - lead the trade-union struggles of the 
working class? Create factory cells, very well: but what work must 
these carry out? We are convinced that now the Internal Commissions 
have disappeared, if not formally at least in a functioning sense, the 
workers will turn to the Communist cells not just for questions of a 
political character, but also for their trade· union defence; and that it is 
therefore necessary that comrades should be prepared to carry out this 
work 100. It will be necessary for these problems to be fully studied and 
thought through. all the more because we are at a decisive turning-point 
in the history of the Italian workers' movement. 

The comrades of the Left protest their disciplined altitude to the 
International. We say to them: "It is not enough to say that one 
is disciplined. It is necessary to situate oneself on the terrain of 
activity indicated by the International." If the International, for reasons 
known to all, has up to now made concessions, this cannot continue in 
the future, since this would lead to the fragmentation of the 
International itself. What has occurred recently inside the Russian 
party must serve as valuable experience for US.141 Trotsky's aUitude, 
initially, can be compared to comrade Bordiga's at present. Trotsky, 
although taking pari "in a disciplined manner" in the work of the party, 
had through his attitude of passive opposition - similar to Bordiga's 
created a state of unease throughout the party, which could not fail to 
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h'ff of this situation The result was a crisis which lasted several ct a w i ' . �onths. and which only today can � �aid to �a:e been overco�e: �IS 
ws that opposition -even kept wlthtn the !tmlts of a formal dlsclphne sho 

he part of exceptional personalities in the workers' movement can _ on t . . .  
b not merely hamper the development of the revolUII?nary situation. ut 

"t in danger the very conquests of the revolution. can pu . 
\923 A few words more on the workers government

: 
At the June

. 
Enlarged Executive meeting, comrade Trotsky predicted the creatl?n of 
h Carlei des Gauches in France, and posed the problem of the atl1tude t e  

' h " I" At which the French communists should adopt tn sue a Situation. 
the time. not much importance was given to this problem. Well. today 
we can see that the French workers have only given 8.50 thousand votes 
to the communists, while they have ginn millions to the Carlei des 
Gauches."o And ir the communists at least won these 8.50 thousand 
votes. it was due to the fact that they presented the communist slate as 

the slate or a Workers' and Peasants' Bloc. 
Bordiga. Yet a good third orthe communist votes were won in Paris. 

where there are no peasants. 
Gramsci. That is true, but one must not forget that all the revolutions 

of Ihe Paris proletariat have been dereated because of the isolation in 
which it round itselr, and that thererore the Paris workers understand 
perfectly the need to unite with the peasantry. 

Bordiga. But why call it a "bloc" and not simply Communist Party? 
Does the Communist Party not have the alliance between workers and 
peasants in its programme? 

Gramsci. Let us not quarrel about words. It is necessary to present 
things in the way one considers most effective to move even the most 
backward sections or the masses. Not all the workers can understand 
the whole development of the revolution. Today. ror example. the Italian 
workers or the South are undoubtedly revolutionaries, yet they continue 
to swear by Di Cesaro and De Nicola. "I We must take account orsuch 
states of mind and seek means to overcomethem. lrthe communists go 
among the pe�sants or the South and speak of their programme. they 
afe not understood. Ir one or us went to my village to talk about 
"struggle against the capitalists'" he would be told that "capitalists" do 
nOI exist in Sardinia. Yet even these masses must be won over. We 
have the pdssibility. given precisely the conditions created by fascism. 
10 initiale a mass anti-reactionary movement in the South. But it is 
necessary to win over these masses. and this can be done only by 
participating in the struggles which they launch for partial victories and 
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partial demands. The "workers' and peasants' government" slog ... 
must serve to bring together and synthesize the content of these partial 
struggles. in a programme which can be understood even by the most 
backward masses. 

These are our ideas on the problems of today. I repeat that the 
comrades must not make an issue of nomenclature: in 1919 Buozzi 
rebuked us for carrying out activity - through the Factory Councils_ 
that was too reformist.lH We laughed at the time, and the facts have 
shown who was reformist and who was revolutionary. Let comradel 
pose concrete questions, and let them remember that at the present time 
the most important question is that of our party's relations with the 
Communist International. 

Lo Siaia Operaia, 29 May 1924: L 'Unila. S June 
1924. 

6 1 .  THE IT ALlAN CRISIS 

The radical crisis of the capitalist order, which i n  Italy as in the entire 

world began with the War, has not been cured by fascism. Fascism, 

with ils repressive method of government, had made very difficult and 
indeed almost tOlally prevented the political manifestations of the 
general capitalist crisis. However, it has not succeeded in halting this 

crisis: and even less has it succeeded in renewing and developing the 
national economy. It is generally said, and even we communists are 
accustomed to asser!, thai the present Halian situation is characterized 

by the ruin of the middle classes. This is true. but it must be understood 
in all its significance. The ruin of the middle classes is damaging, 
because Ihe capitalist system is not developing but inSlead is undergoing 

a contraction. It is not a phenomenon apart, which can be examined -
and whose consequences can be provided against - independently from 
the general conditions of the capitalist economy. It is precisely the crisis 
of Ihe capitalist order. which no longer succeeds and will not again 
succeed in satisfying the vital requirements of the Italian people; which 
does not succeed in guaranteeing bread and a roof over their heads to 
the great mass of Italians. The fact that the crisis oflhe middle classes is 
in the foreground loday, is merely a contingenl political fact. It is merely 

the form of the period, which precisely for that reason we call "fascist". 

Why? Because fascism arose and developed on the terrain of this crisis 

in its initial phase. Because fascism struggled against thc proletariat and 

rose to power by exploiting and organizing the lack of consciousness 
and the lack of spirit of the petty bourgeoisie, drunk with haired for the 
working class - which. through the strength of its organization, was 
SUcceeding in attenuating the repercussions upon it of the capitalist 
crisis. 

For fascism is becoming exhausted and dying precisely because it 
has not kept any of its promises, has not satisfied any hopes, has not 
alleviated any misery. It has broken the revolutionary impetus of the 
proletariat, dispersed the class unions, lowered wages and increased 
hOurs: but this was not enough to guarantee even a limited vitality to Ihe 
ca

.
pitaliSI system. For that, a lowering of the living-standards of Ihe 

m1ddle classes was also necessary; the looting and pillaging of the 
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petty-bourgeois economy; hence the stifling of all freedoms and 

of proletarian freedoms: and hence a struggle not just against 
working-class parties. but also and especially at a g;i; �:�s�:g;�:;g::

i
�:�� 

the non-fascist political parties, against all associations not 

controlled by official fascism. 
Why has the crisis of the middle classes had more 

consequences in haly than in other countries? Why has it ere .. " .. 
fascism and carried it to State power? Because in our country. given 

scanty development of industry and the regional character of 

industry there is. not only is the petty bourgeoisie numerous. but 
is also the only class that is "territorially" national. Th" ,"�,ita,lis, c,risi .. 
in the years following the War, had also taken the acute form of 
collapse of the unitary State and thus encouraged the rebirth of 

confusedly patriotic ideology, so that there was no other solution 
the fascist one - once the working class had in 1920 fa;.':�: ���'�s :'�:,�� 
creating by its own means a State capable of also satisfying 

national needs of Italian society . 
The fascist regime is dying because it has not merely failed to 

but has actually helped to accelerate the crisis of the middle 

initiated afier the War. The economic aspect of this crisis consists in 

ruin of small and medium firms: the number of bankruptcies 
multiplied rapidly in the last two years. The monopoly of credit, 
fiscal regime and legislation on rents have crushed the small c�:

;
�e;

;
�:� 

and ind:Jstrial enterprise. A real transfer of wealth has taken I 
the small and medium to the big bourgeoisie, without any development 
of the productive ar;laratus. The small producer has not even become 
proletarian. He is simply permanently hungry; a desperate man without 

prospects for the future. Nor has the application of fascist violence to 
compel savers to invest their capital in a particular direction brought 
much advantage to the small industrialists. When it has been successful, 
it has only ricocheted the effects of the crisis from one stratum to 

another, increa�ing the already great discontent and distrust amona 
savers caused by the existing monopoly in the sphere of banking, and 
further aggravated by the coup de main tactics which the bi, 
entrepreneurs have to resort to in the general distress in order to secure 
credit. 

In the countryside. the development of the crisis is more closely 
linked with the fiscal policy of the fascist State. From 1920 to today. the 

average budget of a family of share-croppers or small-holders has 
undergone a deterioration of some 7.000 lire. through tax increases. 
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"cd contractual conditions, etc. The crisis of the small farm in worse 
hern and central Italy is now typical. In the South new factors are nort . 

' h b  f "  d h  . rvening, the maIO one bemg t e a  sence 0 emigratIon an t e mte . 
Th" ' d b  Iting increase in demographic pressure. IS IS accompame y a "su 

10 ' diminution of the cultivated area and hence of the harvest .
. 

e
.
gram 

harvest last year was 68 million quintals in the wh?le of Italy, I.e. It was 

abOve average taking the country as a whole, yet It was below average 
. the South. This year, the harvest was below average throughout Italy; :� faited completely in the South. The consequences of this situation 
have not yet shown themselves in a violent fashion, because in the South 
there exist backward economic conditions which prevenl the crisis from 

at once revealing itselffully as happens in advanced capitalist countries. 

Nevertheless, in Sardinia serious episodes of popular discontent 

brought about by economic hardship have already occurred. 
The general crisis of the capitalist system has thus not been halted by 

the fascist regime. Under the fascist regime, the existential possibilities 
of the Italian people have diminished. A restriction of the productive 
apparatus has taken place. at the very time when demographic pressure 
was increasing due to the difficulties of overseas emigration. The limited 
industrial apparatus has only been able to save itself from complete 

collapse by lowering the living standards of the working class, squeezed 
by smaller wages. longer working hours and the high cost of living . The 
result has been an emigration of skilled workers, in other words an 
impoverishment of the human productive forces which were one of the 
greatest national riches. The middle classes. who placed all their hopes 
in the fascist regime, have been overwhelmed by the general crisis; 

indeed they themselves have beeome precisely the expression of the 
capitalist crisis in this period. 

These elements. briefly alluded to, serve only to recall the full 
Significance of the present situation, which contains within it no 
possibility of economic revival. The Italian economic crisis can only be 
resolved by the proletariat. Only by participating in a European and 
World revolution can the Italian people regain the ability to utilize fully 
its human productive forces. and to restore development to the national 
productive apparatus. Fascism has merely delayed the proletarian 
reVOlution, it has not made it impossible. Indeed, it has helped to enlarge 
and enrich the terrain of the proletarian revolution, which after the 
rasicst experiment will be a truly popular one. 

The social and political disintegration of the fascist regime had its 
first mass demonstration in the eJections of 6 April. IH Fascism was put 
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;
�e;

;
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clearly into a minority in the Italian industrial zone. in other 
where the economic and political power which dominates the 
and the State resides. The eJections of 6 April , showing that the " .im.,', 
stability was only apparent. gave heart again to the masses; stirn,>!", ... 
a cerla;n movement among them; and marked the beginning of 
democratic wave which came to a head in the dayS

c
::�:

,
�;:�:� 

following the assassination of Mattooni, and which still 
the situation loday .• ,. Aner the elections. the opposition 
acquired an enormous political importance. The agitation they 
on in the press and in parliament, contesting and denying tho 1",i'i,maCYI 
of the fascist government, acted powerfully to dissolve all the 
organisms conlrolled and dominaled by fascism. It had .:�:����::::! 
wilhin lhe national Fascist Party itself. and it cracked the p 
majority. This was the reason for the unprecedented campaign 
threats againsl the opposition, and for the assassination oflhe U'''''''Y 
Socialisl deputy. The storm of indignation provoked by the crime 
lhe Fascist Party by surprise, and it shivered in panic and was lost. 
three documents written at that painful moment by Finzi. FilipelJi 
Cesar;no Rossi (and made known to the opposition) show how tht", .... 
highest levels of the party had lost all confidence and were piling 
upon error. From Ihat moment, the fascist regime entered its 
agony. It is still sustained by its so-called fellow-travelling forces, 
is sustained in the way that the rope supports the hanged man. 

The Maueoui murder gave the irrefulable proof thai the fascist party 
will never succeed in becoming a normal govemment party. and th. 
Mussolini possesses nothing of the statesman or dictalor other than a 
few picturesque external poses. He is not an element of national life, he 
is a phenomenon of rustic folklore, destined to be remembered in stora 
like one of those mask-characters from the Italian provinces rather than 
like a Cromwell, a Bolivar or a Garibaldi. 

The popular anti-fascisl upsurge provoked by the Maueoni 
assassination found a political form in the Stx:ession of the opposition 
parties from the chamber of Parliament.1" The opposition Assembly. in 
reality. became a national political centre around which the majority cl 
the country was organized. The crisis which had exploded in the 
emotional and moral sphere thus acquired a distinCI institutional 
character. A Slate was created within the Slate, an anti-fascist 
governmenl against the fascist government. The Fascist Party w" 
powerless 10 check the situation. The crisis had tOlally overwhelmed it. 
devastating the ranks of its organization. The first attempt to mobilize 
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Ihe national militia failed uuerly, with only 20 per cent answering the 

call: in Rome. only 800 militiamen presented themselves al the 

barracks. The mobilization only produced substantial results in a few 

rural provinces. such as Grosseto and Perugia. which made it pos

sible to bring down to Rome a few legions ready to face a bloody 

struggle. 
The opposition forces still remain the fulcrum of the popular anti

fascisl movement. Politically, they represent the upsurge of democracy 

which is characteristic of the present phase of the Italian social crisis. In 

the beginning. the opinion of the great majority of the proletariat was 
also oriented towards these opposition forces. It was the duty of us 

communists to seek to prevent such a state of affairs from becoming 

permanently consolidated. Therefore, our parliamentary group joined 
the Opposition Committee. accepting and emphasizing the main feature 
which the political crisis was assuming with the existence of two powers 
and IWO parliaments. If they had wanted to carry out their duty, which 
was indicaled by the masses in movement,the opposition forces would 
have had to give a definite political form to the state of affairs Ihat 
existed objectively - but they refused. It would have been necessary to 
launch an appeal to the proletariat. which is alone capable of giving 
substance to a democratic regime. It would have been necessary 10 
intensify the spontaneous strike movement which was beginning to 
emerge. The opposition forces were afraid of being overwhelmed by a 
possible working-class insurrection. Hence, they did not want to leave 
the purely parliamentary terrain to enter upon polilical questions. They 
did not want to leave the terrain of a trial for Matteotti's assassins to 
enter upon a campaign 10 keep the agitation alive throughout the 
country. The communists, who could not accept the form of a bloc of 
parties which the opposition forces gave to the Committee. were 
ejected. 

Our participation in the Comminee in an initial stage. and our exit 
from it at a subsequent stage. have had the following consequences. J .  
They have allowed us to survive the most acute phase of the crisis 

�ithout losing contact with the broad working mases. lfit had remained 
ISOlated. our party would have been overwhelmed by the democratic 
Upsurge. 2. We have broken the monopoly of public opinion which the 
OPPOsition forces threatened to establish. A greater and greater part of 
the working class is becoming convinced that the bloc of opposition 
forces represenu a semi-fascism which wants 10 reform and soften the 
fascist dictatorship. without causing the capitalist syslem to lose any of 
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the benefits which terror and illegality have secured for it in the 
years. with the lowering of the Italian people's living standards. 

The objective siluation. after two months, has not changed. 
stilt de/aclo exist two governments in the country. figh"'

;
i:n::g��i:�:i

:�h�;': 
competition for Ihe real forces of the bourgeois State 0 i 
outcome of the struggle will depend on the repercussions of the 
crisis within the national Fascist Party. on the definitive attitude of 
parties which make up the opposition bloc. and on the actions 
revolutionary proletariat led by our party . 

In what does the crisis offascism consist? To understand it, ,o,nesa. 
that it is first necessary to define the essence of fascism. But the truth 
that there does not exist any essence of fascism as such. The essence 
fascism in 1922-3 was provided by a particular system of relations 
force that existed in Italian society. Today, this system has chanll'" 
profoundly. and the " essence" has evaporated to some extent. 
characteristic feature of fascism consists in the fact that it 
succeeded in creating a mass organization of the petty bourgeoisie. It·  
the first time in history that this has happened. The originality 
fascism consists in having found the right form of organization for 
social class which has always been incapable of having any cohesion 
unitary ideology : this form of organization is the army in the 
militia is thus the fulcrum of the national Fascist Party: one 
dissolve the militia without also dissolving the party as a whole. 
does not exist a Fascist Party that can turn quantity into quality: 
an apparatus for political selection of a class or a stratum. There 
exists a mechanical aggregate, undifferentiated and impossible 
differentiate from the point of view of intellectual and 
capabilities. which only lives because it has acquired in the . 

extremely strong esprit de corps, crudely identified with the na,iOt.d 
ideology. Outside the sphere of military organization. fascism has 
contributed and cannot contribute anything; and even in this ,plh"e,' 
what it can contribute is very relative. 

The product of circumstances in this way, fascism is not capable 
realizing any of its ideological premisses. Fascism today says that 
aims to conquer the State: at the same time. it says that it aims 
become a prevalently rural phenomenon. How the two assertions 
be reconciled is hard to understand. To conquer the State, it i" ",,.,,81, 
to be capable of replacing the dominant class in those functions 
have an essential importance for the government ofsociety. ln, :::%

,

; 
in all capitalist countries, to conquer the State means first and fc 
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o conquer the factory; it means to have the capability of taking over 

� orn the capitalists in governing the country's productive forces. This 
r 

be done by the working class, it cannot be done by the petty :rgeoisie. which has no essential function in the productive field; 

which in the factory, as an industrial category, exercises a function 

hat is mainly of a police nature, not a productive one. The petty bour
t 

eoisie can conquer the State only by allying itself with the working 
, 

k' I 
. 

claSS. only by accepting the programme of the wor 109 c ass: SOVIet 

system instcad of parliament in the State organization; 
.
commu�ism 

and not capitalism in the organization of the national and mternatlOnal 

economy. 
The formula "conquest of the State" is empty of meaning in the 

mouths of the fascists. or has only one meaning: to devisc an electoral 

mechanism which gives a parliamentary majority to the fascists for 

ever. and at all costs. The truth is that all of fascist ideology is a toy 

for the state nurseries : a dilettantesque improvisation, which in the 

past under favourable circumstances was able to delude its followers. 

but which today is destined to become an object of ridicule even among 

the fascists themselves. The only active residue offascism is the military 

espril de corps cemented by the danger of an outburst of popular 

vengeance. The political crisis of the petty bourgeoisie, the passage of 

the overwhelming majority of this class beneath the banner of the 

opposition forces. the failure of the gcneral measures announced by the 
fascist leaders can considerably reduce the military effectiveness of 
fascism. but they cannot annul it. 

The system of democratic anti-fascist forces draws its main strength 
from the existence of the parliamentary Opposition Committee. which 
has SUcceeded in imposing a certain discipline on a whole spectrum of 
parties which goes from the maximalists to the popo/ari. The fact that 
maximalists and popo/ad obey the same discipline and work within the 
same programmatic plan - that is the most characteristic feature of the 
Situation. This fact makes the process of development of events slow 
and painful. and determines the tactic of the opposition forces as a 
whole: a waiting tactic, of slow encircling manceuvres and patient 
POunding away at all the positions of thc fascist government. The 
maximalists. with their membership of the Committee and their 
acceptance of its common discipline. guarantee the passivity of the 
proletariat. They assure the bourgeoisie, still hesitating between fascism 
and democracy, that autonomous action of the working class will no 
longer be possible _ exccpt much later, when the new government has 
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already been set up and strengthened, and is already able to crush 
uprising of the masses disillusioned both by fascism and by demo�,," 
anti-fascism. The presence of the popolari is a guarantee against 
intermediate fascist-popoiart! solution like that of October 1922. 
solution would become very likely, because imposed by the Vatican, 
the event of a detachment of the maximalists from the bloc and 
alliance on their part with us. 

The main efron of the intermediate parties (reformists 
constitutionalists), assisted by the left popolari, has so far been 
towards the following aim: to hold the two extremes '�:'�::�':.:::�:� .� 
same bloc. The servile spirit or the maximalists has adapted 
role orthe fool in the theatre: the maximalists have accepted to count 
the same as the peasants' party or the Ril'O/uzione Liberate 
within the opposition bloc. 1.!6 

The main forces have been contributed to the opposition by 
papo/ari and the reformists, who have a considerable following in 
cities and in the countryside. The influence of these two parties 
complemented by Amendola's Constitutionalists, who bring to the 
the adherence of broad strata of the army, the war-veterans and 
Court. The agitational division of labour between the various 
is made according to their traditions and social roles. The 
stitutionalists. since the tactics of the bloc aim to isolate f".O;.M 
have the political leadership of the movement. The popa/arl' wage 
moral �ampaign based on the trial and its interconnections with 
fascist regime; with the corruption and criminality that have flou,;sh,otI 
around the regime. The reformists combine both these positions, 
make themselves ever so tiny, so that everybody will forget 
demagogic past; so that everybody will believe that they ,.""ed,:on," 
themselves and become indistinguishable from Hon. Amendola 
Senator Albertini. 

The solid and united stance of the opposition forces has chalked 
some considerable successes. It is undoubtedly a success to 
provoked the crisis of "fellow-travelling"; in other words, to 
compelled the liberals to differentiate themselves actively from fasd ... 
and pose conditions to it. This has had, and will have even 
repercussions within fascism itself; and it has created a duaa�li;t

i
Y
;
�:�;';:: 

between the Fascist Party and the central war-veterans' 0 i 
But it has shined the centre of gravity of the opposition bloc 
further to the right; in other words, it has accentuated 'h,' e.,",;o" ,,';'" 
character of anti-fascism. The Maximalists have not noticed this' , 
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dy '0 provide the coloured troops not only for Amendola and arc rea 

Albertini. but also for Salandra and Cadorna. 
. H w will this duality of power be resolved? Will there be a 

P
O
romise between fascism and the opposition bloc? And if a 

co'" 
I ' A Promise is impossible. will we have an armed strugg e .  

com . . I·k I Promise cannot be totally ruled out; however, It IS very un L e y. 
com . ' 

ft · 1  The crisis which the country is passmg through IS not
. 
a supe� Cia 

phenomenon, curable with li�tle
.
measu

.
res and little expedle

.
nts. It IS t�e 

historic crisis of Italian capitalist society, whose �nomlc s�stem IS 

shown to be insufficient for the needs ofthe population: All relall�ns are 

exacerbated. Immense masses of people await somethmg very different 

than a petty compromise. If such a thing occurr�, it woul
.
d me�n the 

'cide of the maJ'or democratic parties. An armed msurrectlon With the .' 
f . I most radical aims would at once be placed on the agenda 0 natlona 

life. Fascism, by the nature of its organiz.ation, does not tolerate 

collaborators with equal rights; it only wants chained slaves. There 

cannot exist a representative assembly under a fascist regime. Every 

assembly at once becomes a legionaries' encampment, or 
.
the 

antechamber of a brothel for drunken junior officers. Thus the chromcle 

of each day's events only records a succession of political episodes 

denoting the disintegration of the fascist system; the slow but inexorable 

detachment from the fascist system of all peripheral forces. 
Will there be an armed clash then? Any struggle on a grand scale will 

be avoided equally by the opposition forces and by fascism. What will 
happen will be the opposite to the phenomenon of October 1922. when 
the March on Rome was the choreographic parade of a molecular 
process through which the real forces of the bourgeois State (army, 
magistrature. police. press, Vatican, free-masonry, court, etc.)

. 
ha� 

passed over to the side offascism. Iffascism were 10 attempt to reslst,lt 
would be destroyed in a long civil war in which the proletariat and the 
peasants could not fail to take part. The opposition bloc and fascism do 
not want an all-out struggle to break out, and will systematically avoid 
one. Fascism will instead seek to preserve the basis of an armed 
organization, which il can put back into the field as soon as a new 
revolutionary upsurge appears on the horizon - something which is 
Very far from displeasing the Amendolas and Albertinis of this world,or 
even the Turatis and Treves. 

The drama will unfold, in all likelihood, on a fixed date; it is arranged 
for the day when the Chamber of Deputies should reopen. The military 
Choreography of October 1922 will be replaced by a more sonorous 
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i
Y
;
�:�;';:: 
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democratic choreography. If the opposition forces do not return 
Parliament. and the fascists - as they are saying - convene the m',jo,jh 
as a fascist Constituent Assembly, then we shall have a meeting 
opposition bloc and a show of struggle between the two assemblies. 

However, it is possible that the solution will be found in parliament chamber itself, where the opposition forces will return in very likely event of a split in the majority putting Ihe 
government clearly into a minority. In Ihat case, we shall have formalion of a provisional governmenl of generals, senators and 
Prime Ministers. the dissolution of Parliament and a state o� ':

,
e

;
��::,

,
�� The terrain upon which the crisis evolves will continue to be 

for MatteOlti's murder. We shall see further highly dramatic ph""" ", this, when the three documents of Finzi. FilipeUi and Rossi are public and the highest personalities of the regime are swept away popular indignation. All the real forces of the State, and especially a�med 
. force�. which are already beginning to be the subject dISCUSSIon. WIll have to align themselves clearly on one side or the imposing the SOlution that has already been mapped out and 

upon. 
What sho�ld � the political attitude and the tactics of our party in the present situatIon? The situation is "democratic", because the broad working masses are disorganized, dispersed and fragmented into the undifferentiated people. Hence, whatever the immediate evolution of the crisis may be. we can only foresee an improvement in the po.I;,;.,oI posi�ion of the working class, not a victorious struggle for power. cruCl3l task of our party consists in winning the majority of the workin, class. The phase which we are passing through is not that of a direct struggle for power, but rather a preparatory phase, of transition to the struggle for power: in short. a phase of agitation. propaganda and organization: This, of course, does not rule out the possibility thai savage confliCts may take place. And it does not mean that our party must not at once prepare itself and be ready to confront these. Quite the contrary. But these conflicts too must be seen in the context of the Iransiti�n�1 phase, as elements of propaganda and agitation for winnin, the maJ.orny .

. 
If there exist within our party fanatical groups and tendenCies whIch want to force the situation, it will be necessary to s�ruggle against these in the name of the entire party, in the name of the VItal and permanent interests of the Italian proletarian revolution. The Mantolli crisis has offered us many lessons in this respect. It has taught us that the masses. after three years of terror and oppression. have become very prudent and want to cut their coat according to their 
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h This prudence is called reformism, it is called maximalism, it is 
" 0,1 d "opposition bloc". It is destined to disappear, certainly, and in the 
cal C . .  d l be  tOO distant future. But for the moment It eXists, an can on y 
110t • d , orne if at all times. on every occasIon an at every momen • O\'erc . . . . I 
although moving forward. we matntam c�nt�ct WIth the wO�ktng C ass 

a whole. Thus we must combat every rtghtlst tendency which seeks a 
as 

romise with the opposition bloc. and which seeks to obstruct the cOmp 
f . 

revolutionary development of our tactics and our work 0 preparatiOn 

for the next stage. 
The first task of our Party consists in equipping itself to become fitted 

for its historic mission. In every factory and every village there must 
exist a communist cell, which represents the Party and the 
International; which knows how to work politically: which shows 
initiative. Hence, it is necessary to struggle against a certain passivity 
which still exists among our comrades, and against the tendency to keep 
the ranks of the Party narrow. On the contrary, we must become a great 
Party. we must seek to draw into our organizations the greatest possible 
number of revolutionary workers and peasants. in order to educate 
them for struggle. form them into mass organizers and leaders, and 
raise their political level. The workers' and peasants' State can only be 
built if the revolution has many politically qualified elements at its 
disposal. The struggle for the revolution can be waged victoriously only 
if the broad masses are. in all their local formations. organized and led 
by solid and capable comrades. Otherwise we are really going back. as 
the reactionaries clamour. to the years 1 9 1 9-20: in other words. to the 
years of proletarian impotence; to the years of maximalist demagogy : 
to the years of working· class defeat. We communists do not want to go 
back to the years 1919-20 either. 

The Party must carry out an enormous amount of work in the trade· 
union field. Without big trade·union organizations. there is no way out 
of parliamentary democracy. The reformists may want little trade 
unions. and may seek only to create guilds of skilled workers. We 
communists want the opposite from the reformists, and must struggle to 
re·unionize the broad masses. Certainly, it is necessary to pose the 
problem concretely and not just formally. The masses have abandoned 
the unions because the CGL although it has great political effectiveness 
(il is nothing other than the Unitary Socialist Party). is indifferent to the 
vital interests of the masses. We cannot propose to create a new body 
deSigned to make up for the Confederation's truancy. But we can and 
l1lUSt set ourselves the problem of developing a real activity through 
the factory and village cells. 
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The Communist Party represents the totality of the interests 
aspirations orlhe working class: we are not a mere parliamentary 
Our party therefore carries on a genuine trade-union activity. It 
itself at the head of the masses also in the little dai,ly '''''JgI:II,:s f'w wa.gco\ 
for working hours, for industrial discipline. for accommodation, 
bread. Our cells must push the internal commissions to iinconlO,ate .. 
proletarian activities within their operations. It is. therefore. n�"" • .., 
to create a broad factory movement Ihat can develop until i 
to an organization of city-wide proletarian 
by the masses. These committees, in the social crisis thai is looming, 
become the strongholds of the general interests of the entire w,,,ki"l 
people. This real activity in the factories and villages will revive 
trade union and give it back some content and effectiveness. if in 
all the vanguard elements go back into the organization. for ,he, ''''ugglo 
against the present reformist and maximalist leaders. Whoever 
his distance from the trade unions today is an ally of the reformists. 
a revolutionary militant. He will be able to produce anarchoid! �,�;::�:� 
but he will not shift by a hair's-breadth the iron conditions in "
real struggle is going on. 

The extent to which the party as a whole. in other words the 
mass of members, succeeds in fulfilling its essential task of wi,ming 
majority of workers and transforming in a molecular fashion the 
of the democratic State, will also be the extent to which we 
advance along the path of revolution, and will permit us to pass on 
subsequent phase of development. The whole party, in all its bodies, 
especially through its press, must work in a united way to secure 
maximum benefit from each comrade's work. Today, we are f",min< u. 
for Ihe general struggle against the fascist regime. We reply to the 
campaigns of the opposition press by showing our real d",,,mi,na<,io,, ,,,; 
overthrow, not merely the fascism of Mussolini and Farinacci. but I 
the semi-fascism of Amendola, Sturzo and Turali. To achieve this. it 
necessary to reorganize the broad masses and become a great 
the only party in which the working population sees the e::: ;:"�i

i
::

�
�::� 

political will; the citadel of its immediate and permanent 
interests. 

Signed Antonio Gramsci. L 'Ordille NuOl'o. 
September 1924. Previously published with the title 
" The crisis of the middle classes" in L 'Vnila. 26 
August 1924 . 

62. DEMOCRACY AND FASCISM 

In what sense should one say that fascism and de�ocracy
. 
�re two 

aspects of a single reality. t
.
wo different 

.
forms of a smgle actiVity: !he 

tivity which the bourgeoiS class cames out to halt the proletanan 

��ass on its path? The assenion ofthis truth is contained in the theses of 

the communist International, but only in Italy does the history of the 

last few years gives an unambiguous proof of il. In Italy, in the last few 

years. there has been a perfect division of labour between fascism and 

democracy. 

It became clear after the War that it was impossible for the Italian 

bourgeoisie to go on ruling with a democratic system. Yet before the 

War. Italian democracy had already been a fairly singular system. It 
was a system which knew neither economic freedom nor substantial 

political freedoms; which strove through corruption and violence to 

prevent any free development of new forces. whether they committed 

themselves in advance to the existing framework of the State or not; and 

which restricted the ruling class to a minority incapable of maintaining 

its position without the active assistance of the policeman and the 

rorabiniere. In the Italian democratic system, before the War, each 

year several dozen workers fell in the streets: and peasants were sent to 

pick grapes in some places with muzzles on, for fear they might taste the 

fruit. Democracy, for the peasants and workers, consisted only in the 
fact that al the base they had the possibility of creating a network of 
organizations and developing these, strand by strand. to the point where 
they included the majority of decisive elements of the working class. 
Even this very simple fact implied a death·sentence for the democratic 

system. The post-war crisis made it explicit. 
The existence and development of a class organization of the workers 

create a state of affairs which cannot be remedied, either through the 
State violence which every democratic order permits itself, or with a 
systematic use of the method of political corruption of leaders. This 
Could be' seen in Italy after the first elections held under universal 
SUffrage and with proportional representation. U1 After these. the 
democratic bourgeoisie felt impotent to solve the problem of how to 
preVent power slipping from its grasp. Despite the wishes of the leaders, 
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and nOlwithstanding the absence of conscious the wc"k,� movement could not fail to advance and achieve 
The handclasps for Filippo Turati. Ihe winks al D'Aragona, and favours done on the sly for the mandarins oflhe cooperalive mC'''meq were no longer sufficient to contain a movement which was impelled Ihe pressure of millions of men integrated. in however illogical elementary a manner. in an organization: millions of men moved 
stimulus of elementary needs which had increased and been unsatisfied. At this juncture. those democrats who wanted to consistent posed themselves the problem of how to "make the loyal to the Stale" , An insoluble problem. so long as Ihere did not exist Slate for which the masses would be flesh and blood; a State which emerged from the masses through an organic process of creation which was bound to them. In reality. at this juncture 

• 
understood that it must draw aside. leaving the field to a different Fascism's hour had come. 

What service has fascism performed for the bourgeois class and "democracy"? It set out to destroy even that minimum to which democratic system was reduced in Italy - i.e. the concrete possibility create an organizational link at the base between the workers. and extend this link gradually until it embraced the great masses movement. It set out too to annihilate the results already achieved thi� �eld. Fascism has accomplished both these aims, by means of activity perfectly designed for the purpose. Fascism has manoeuvred. as the reactionary State might have done in 1 9 1 9  19�O, when faced with a massive movement in the streets. Rather, waited to move until working-class organization had entered a of passivity and then fell upon it, striking it as such. not for what i i b
,
ut

. 
for what it "was" - in other words. as the source of links capable glvmg Ihe masses a form and physiognomy, The strengt['h�

,
a�:o;

;
d�;�,

:���;� for struggle of the workers for the most part derive from II �hese links. even if they are not in themselves apparent, What is involved IS
,
the p?ssibiJity of meeting; of discussing: of giving Ihese meetings and dls�usslons so�e regularity: of choosing leaders through them: or laymg t�e baSIS for an elementary organic formation. a league. a c�perallve or a party section. What is involved is the possibility or glVmg

.
these organ

.
ic formations a continuous functionality: of makin, them IOta the baSIC framework for an organized movement. Fascism has systematically worked to destroy these possibilities. 

Its most effective activity has. therefore. been that carried on in the 
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,> >es' at the base of the organizational edifice of the working class; 
.' " , > > > r > h provinces, rural centres, workshops and factones. The sackmg 0 
ut t e , . . .  r k > d 

b rsive workers; the eXlhng or assaSSination 0 wor ers an su ve 
h hOb> > > 's' "leaders'" the ban on meetings: t e pro I Itlon on staYing 

pc:asan ' . 
utdoars after working hours; the obstacle thus placed In the way of 

o 
"social" activity on the part of the workers; and then the W r > d , uction of the Chambers of Labour and all other centres 0 organic ,S ' 

d> > d . of the working class and peasantry. and the terror Issemlnate uOity 
h ,> > , , 08 the masses - all this had more value t an a po Itlca strugg e antO 

' r h " > h " h> h h  h ough which the working class was stnpped 0 t e ng ts w IC t e 

��nstitution guarantees on paper. After three years
. 
o

.
f th

.
is kind of 

action. the working class has lost al1 form and all orgamclty; It has been 

reduced to a disconnected, fragmented. scattered mass. With no sub

stantial transformation of the Constitution, the politica1 conditions of 

the country have been changed most profoundly, because the strength 

of the workers and peasants has been rendered quite ineffective. 

When the working class is reduced to such conditions, the political 
situation is ·'democratic". In such conditions. in fact, so-called liberal 
bourgeois groups can, without fear offatal repercussions on the internal 
cohesion of State and society: I .  separate their responsibilities from 
those of the fascism which they armed. encouraged and incited to 
struggle against the workers: 2, restore "the rule of law", i.e. a state of 
affairs in which the possibility for a workers' organization to exist is not 
denied. They can do the first of these two things because the workers. 
dis�rsed and disorganized, are not in any position to insert their 
strength into the bourgeois contradiction deeply enough to transform it 
into a general crisis of society, prelude to revolution. The second thing is 
possible for them because fascism has created the conditions for it, by 
destroying the results of thirty years' organizational work. The freedom 
to organize is only conceded to the workers by the bourgeois when they 
are certain that the workers have been reduced to a point where they 
can no longer make use of it, except to resume elementary organizing 
work -work which they hope will not have political consequences other 
than in the very long term. 

In shoTt, "democracy" organized fascism when it felt it could no 
longer resist the pressure of the working class in conditions even of only 
formal freedom. Fascism, by shattering the working class, has restored 
to "democracy" the possibility of existing. In the intentions of the 
bourgeoiSie, the division of labour should operate perfectly: the 
alternation of fascism and democracy should serve to exclude for ever 
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any possibility of working-class resurgence. But not only the bou'l!". 
see things in this way. The same point of view is shared 
reformists. by the maximalists. by all Ihose who say that 
conditions for the workers of Italy are analogous to Ih,,,, of'Ih;n,rY'�" 
ago. those of 1890 and before, when the working-class movement 
taking its first steps among us. By all those who believe that 
resurgence should take place with the same slogans and in the 
forms as al that lime. By all those, therefore. who view the co"fl.", 
between " democratic" bourgeoisie and fascism in the same way 
they then viewed the conflicts between radical and i 
bourgeois. By all those who speak of "constitutional freedoms" or 
"freedom of work" in the same way that one could speak of these at 
outset of the workers' movement. 

To adopt this point of view means to weld the working 
inexorably within the vicious circle in which the bourgeoisie wishes 
confine it. To hear the reformists. the workers and peasants of 
today have nothing more to hope for than that the bourgeoisie 
itself give them back the freedom to reconstruct the!r organization 
make it live; the freedom to re·establish trade unions. peas�n:I�J::��� 
party sections. Chambers of Labour, and then 
cooperatives. labour exchanges, worker-control offices. 
designed to limit the boss's freedom inside the factory, and so on and 
forth - until the pressure of the masses reawoken by Ih�� O;!::���,�:::� 
and that of the organizations themselves, to transcend the 
bourgeois society becomes so strong that "democracy" can 
resist it nor tolerate it. and will once again arm an army ofbJ'lCksh;n,,,,, 
destroy the menace. 

How is the vicious circle to be broken? Solving this problem 
solving. in practice, the problem ofrevolution. There is only one way"'" 
succeed in reorganizing the great mass of workers during the 
development of the bourgeois political crisis, and not by concession 
the bourgeois. but through the initiative of a revolutionary minority 
around the latter. The Communist Party, from the day in which 
fascist regime went into crisis, has not set itself any other task than 
Is it a task of an "organizational" nature in the narrow sense of 
word. or is it a "political" task? What we have said above serves 
show that only insofar as the Communist Party succeeds in I 
will it succeed in modifying the terms of the real s;�'�:;:

1
�
;
� 

" Reorganizing" the working class, in this case, means in 
" creating" a new force and causing it to intervene on the political 
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r ' which today is not being taken into account, as if it no longer 
a orc . 

. d Organization and politics are thus converted one mto the other. 
eXlste . ' p ' f 'J' ed b f d  I J  The work of the Communist any IS aCl ltat y two un amen a 

ditions. I. By the fact that the shattering of the working class by 
'
f
on 

'sm has left the Communist Pany itself surviving, as the organized aSCI • .  
f J '  " d  fraction of the class; as theorgamzatlon a a revo ullonary mmonty an 

f he cadres ofa great mass pany. The whole value of the line followed 0 1  
f " h' d by the communists in the first years 0 �he pany �on�lsts m t

. 
IS. as oes 

the value of the activity of purely technical organization cam� on for a 

ear after the coup d'etat. 2. By the fact that the alternation from y r ' , fascism to democracy and from democracy to asclsm IS not a process 

abstracted from other economic and political facts, but takes place 

simultaneously with the extension and intensification of the general 

crisis of the capitalist economy, and of the relations of force built upon 

it. There thus exists a powerful objective stimulus towards the return of 

the masses to the field, for the class struggle. Neither of these conditions 

exists for the other so·called workers' parties. They in fact all agree, not 

just in denying the value of conscious party organization, but in 

accepting the bourgeois thesis of the progressive stabilization of the 

capitalist economy after the wartime crisis. 
But the political function of the Communist Party is revealed and 

develops with greater clarity and more effectively because of the fact 
that it alone is capable of calling for the creation of an organization 
which. transcending at one and the same time the limits of narrowly 
party organization and of trade· union organization. realizes the unity of 
the working class on a vaster terrain: that of preparation for a political 
struggle in which the class returns to the field arrayed for battle 
autonomously. both against the fascist bourgeois and against the 
democratic and liberal bourgeois. This organization is provided by the 
"workers' and peasants' committees" for the struggle against fascism. 

To find in the history of the Italian movement an analogy with the 
"workers' and peasants' committees", it is necessary to go back to the 
factory councils of 1919 and 1920 and to the movement which emerged 
from them. In the factory council, the problem of the class's unity. and 
that of its revolutionary activity to overthrow the bourgeois order, were 
considered and resolved simultaneously. The factory council realized 
the organizational unity of all workers. and at the same time carried the �lass struggle to an intensity such as to make the supreme clash 
Inevitable. Not only the fable of collaboration and the utopia of social 
�ace, but also the foolish legend of an organization developing with 
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bourgeois permission inside capitalist society until it transcends the 
latter's limits and empties it gradually of its content, found a total 
negation in the factory council. Working-class unity was achieved on 
the lerrain of revolution. breaking the economic and political 
organization of capitalist society from below. 

To what extent can the revolutionary function once fulfilled by the 
factory councils be carried out today by the workers' and peasants' 
comminees? L 'Ordine Nuo�'O. which in the first period of its existence 
devoted itself in particular to developing theses relating to the councils 
movement and to encouraging the spontaneous creation and the 
development of these organisms, is now basing its propaganda and 
agitational work on this other problem, to which the Communist Party 
is devoting itself today. The continuity between the two, whatever the 
points of similarity and difference between councils and committees 
may be, lies in the effort to induce the resurgent movement of the broad 
masses to express itself in an organic form. and to find in it the germs of 
the new order of things which we want to create. The odious alternation 
and the base division of labour between fascism and democracy will 
come to an end only insofar as this effort produces a result. 

Unsigned. L 'Ordine Nuo)·o. I November 1924. 

63. THE FALL OF FASCISM 

First: there is a contingent political problem, which is how to overthrow 
the government headed by Benito Mussolini. The bourgeois opposition 
forces. who have posed this problem in the most limited conceivable 
fashion. thinking that this would make their task easier to accomplish. 
have been trapped since June in a blind alley. For to think one can 
reduce the crisis of the Mussolini government to a normal governmental 
crisis is quile absurd. In the first place. there is the mil itia which obeys 
Mussolini alone, and puts him absolutely beyond the reach of a normal 
political manoeuvre. A struggle has been going on for several months to 
overcome the obstacle of the militia, but on an inadequate terrain. The 
Army has worked at it, the King has come into the open. But in the end 
they have found themselves just where they were at the beginning. 
Mussolini will not go. 

In addition, even supposing it were possible to settle with the militia at 
no great cost, as soon as the question of Mussolini's elimination from 
the government is posed concretely, a problem arises that is not only 
more serious but also more decisive in character: who will hold the 
Matteoui trial? A Mussolini government cannot allow the MatteaUi 
trial to be held. The reasons are welt known. But neither can or will 
Mussolini go. until he is certain that the trial will not be held. either by 
him or by anybody else. Again. the reasons are known to everybody. 
NO! to hold the trial. however - in other words to free. sooner or later 
and perhaps sooner rather than later, those at present under arrest 
means to risk an open revolt of public opinion. It means placing the 
government at the mercy of any blackmailer or purveyor of confidential 
documents. and thus walking on a razor's edge. Not to hold the trial 
means to leave an ever-open wound. with the possibility of a "moral 
OPPOsition" that can be far stronger and more effective. in certain 
circumstances. than any political opposition. 

Now. there can be no doubting that every fraction of the bourgeoisie 
Would be willing never to speak again either of the crime or of the trial. if 
that would restore the stability of the bourgeois order. It is said that this 
theme has indeed already been developed. at meetings ofthe opposition. 

But il is equally true that the campaign on the crime. and for a trial. 
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cannot simply be bequeathed to anti-bourgeois ,"'UIPS ·-[,or iinsl.''',., 10 
a proletarian party. To consign things to silence would by no 
mean Ihat 39 million halians would forgel them. So nothing new 
achieved by normal means. The policies of fascism and Ihe ""otii, >n'". 
bourgeoisie - from the day when public opinion unanimously rose 
against the Maueotti assassination, and Mussolini was overwhelmed 
this revolt 10 the point of making certain moves which were bound 
have. and will have, incalculable consequences - have been blocked 
an unmovable obstacle. As a result of something similar, but much 
serious. at the time of the Dreyfus Affair French society and the ',,'ne • • 
Siale were brought to the brink of revolution. But. people say, what 
involved there was something deeper than a moral question: what 
involved was the rotation of classes and social categories 
government. But the same is true in Italy, and moreover with 
appropriate aggravating features. 

So we come to the second aspect of the problem. to the problem 
substance: not of the Mussolini government. or of the militia, or of the 
trial. and so on; but of the regime which the bourgeoisie has had to 
utilize. in order to break the strength of the proletarian movement. Thil 
second aspect, for us and for everybody, is the essential one; but it is 
indissolubly linked to the former. Indeed. all the dilemmas and 
uncertainties and difficulties which make it impossible to foresee any 
solution of a limited character, as the opposition and indeed the whole 
bourgeoisie has in mind, are a symptom of very deep and substantive 
contradictions. At the basis of everything. there is the problem 
fascism itself: a movement which the bourgeoisie thought should be • 
simple "instrument" of reaction in its hands, bUI which once called 
and unleashed is worse than the devil ,  no longer allowing itself to 
dominated. but proceeding on its own account. The murder 
Matteotti. from the point of view of defending the regime. was a very 
grave error. The "affair" of the trial, which nobody can manage to 
liquidate decently. is a wound in the regime's flank such as no 
revolutionary movement, in June 1924, was capable of opening. It was. 
in fact. simply the expression and the direct consequence of fascism's 
tendency not to present itself as a mere "instrument" of the bourgeoisie. 
but in its continual abuses, violence and crimes to follow an inner 
rationale of its own - which ends up by no longer taking any account of 
the interests of conservation of the existing order. 

And it is this last point which we must examine and evaluate more 
carefully, to have a guide·line for resolving the problem we are 
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discussing. The tendency of fascism 
.
which we hav� attempted

. 
to 

haracterize breaks the normal alternallon between penods o� reactIon 

:od periods of "democracy" . in such a �ay as �ay at first Sight �� 
favourable 10 the maintenance of a reactionary hne and to a more ngld 

defence of the capitalist order, but which in reality may resolve itself 

into the opposite. For there are. in facl. elements influencing the 

situation in a way that runs directly counter to any plan for preservation 

fthe bourgeois regime and the capitalist order. There is the economic 
o . h 
crisis: there is the hardship suffered by the broad masses; there IS t e 

anger provoked by fascist and police repression. There is a situation 

such that. while the political centres of the bourgeoisie are not 

succeeding in bringing off their salvage manoeuvres. there is a growing 

possibility of intervention in the field by the forces of the working class. 

Thus the dilemma fascism/democracy is tending to become converted 

inlo another: fascism/proletarian insurrection. 
The thing can also be translated into very concrete terms. In June. 

immediately after the assassination of Matteoui, the blow suffered by 
the regime was so strong that immediate intervention by a revolutionary 
force would have put its fate in jeopardy. The intervention was not 
possible, because in majority the masses were either incapable of 
moving or oriented towards intermediate solutions. under the inHuence 
of the democrats and social-democrats. Six months of uncertainty and 
crisis. without any way out, have inexorably accelerated the process 
whereby the masses are becoming detached from the bourgeois groups 
and coming to support the revolutionary party and its positions. The 
complete liquidation of the opposition's position. which seems daily 
more certain. will give a definitive impetus to this process. Then, in the 
eyes of the masses too. the problem of the fall of fascism will present 
itself in its true terms. 

Unsigned. L 'Ordine Nuol"O. 15 November 1924. 
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64. REPORT TO THE CENTRAL 

COM MITTEE: 6 February 1 925 ". 

Polilical Situation 

AI the last meeting of the Central Comminee. it was said that the 
political and general situation was such as to permit the conclusion that 
the slogan of workers' and peasants' committees might be transformed 
from an agitational into an action slogan: in other words, it might enter 
the phase of concrete reaJization.I�9 We stated that the activity of the 
party and all pany bodies must be concentrated on realizing it; but so 
far we have not achieved any great results in this field. 

How then has the political situation developed in this period of time? 
The opposition forces genuinely thought to bring about an anti-fascist 
movement, planned 10 culminate in Milan, which was to overthrow 
fascism and instal a military dictatorship. But when it became a 
question of facing up concretely to the execution of this plan, 
divergences and disagreements appeared within the Committee 
Opposition, these were naturally hard to overcome, and in i 
nothing serious was accomplished. Fascism, aware of this plan of the 
oppositicn forces, reacted with an activity whose culminating point was 
Mussolini's famous speech. 1M! And the government, with new preSi 
measures which made it impossible to publish the sensational 
documents which the opposition had utilized for its campaign amon. 
the popular masses, stripped the Aventine of its only strength and 
beyond any question liquidated the opposition.161 

The opposition forces had placed hopes in the king; but through their 
actions, they in fact drove the king to link himself more closely with 
Mussolini. For the king was afraid of the situation which the opposition 
was bringing about, so much so that some court elements even advised 
against the publication of the Rossi Memorandum, which marked the 
beginning of the fascist counter·offensive. With the hopes of 
oppositions thus dashed, their activity was taken over by 
Salandra and Orlando, who took up a position against the electoral law 
and around whom there was formed a great democratic·Popular 
headed by GioHui. 

Today. the Aventine has finished its historical function. 
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bOurgeois part of it is adopting a new position of its own. and creating a 

liberal-constitutional centre with its own physi�gnomy and political 

rogramme. Within the Aventine, there still rema," elements who want 

P different outcome. These elements know that the constitutional forces 
, 
oflhe Aventine only want to succeed Mussolini, and that they will make 

use of the Action Comminee of the Opposition only as a committee of 

provocation (which. however. will do very, very little. since Giolitti 

wantS to avoid any violent action). But they think they can remain with 

the constitutional opposition forces, in order to make use of their 

financial and malerial resources. and in order conspiratorially to 

enlarge and intensify their activity. so as to channel it towards different 

solutions from those which the constitutional forces are aiming al. Such 

elements have spoken with us in these terms. and even made us some 

proposals. We have no confidence in these elements. However. we 

think it necessary to follow their activity closely. to confront them with 

concrete problems. and to put to them clearly what our platform of 

action could be. The forces at the command of these groups are in any 

case \·ery scanty. consisting of a few republicans, the supporters of 

ltalio libera. the Migliolisti, and a few Unitary Socialists.ll2 

The aim of fascism, or rather ofMussolini, is to gain by means of the 

new electoral law an electoral result similar to that of6 April last. but in 

a peaceful manner and on a Mussolinian rather than a fascist platform. 
Mussolini is relying today. not so much on the extremist elements of his 
party. as on a reorganization of the General Confederation oflndustry 
which will modify the situation. He really accepts the programme of the 
fellow·travellers. even if he has separated himself from them in the 
parliamentary sphere. Freeing himself from the extreme squodristo 
elements. Mussolini will form a conservative party and, with the new 
electoral law. will succeed without difficulty in forming a Mussolinian 
rather than a fascist majority. without physical violence and replacing 
such violence by fraud. 

Among the anti·fascist forces. those of the Confederation are 
certainly the largest ; but the entire tactic of the Confederation is aimed 
at eliminating the revolutionary forces. in order 10 give the impression 
they have disappeared. The tactic of the Confederation, moreover. is 
making it increasingly clear to the masses how necessary it is that the 
Workers.' and peasants' committees should become a reality. since the 
Working·class masses as a class cannot but seek organs and forms in 
which they can find a political expression of their own. When in 1919 
the unions abandoned the class terrain. the masses found their political 
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expression in the Factory Council s; through these, they asserted a will 
that was different from that which the union leaders expressed through 
their trade-union bodies. Today, the leaders of the Confederation are 
once again compelling the workers to seek their own way and means of 
expression. and for this reason OUT slogan of workers' and peasants' 
committees is becoming more vital and real lhan ever. 

The tactics of the Confederation is also creating a tendency nol to be 
unionized, which helps to direct all our work, including in the trade
union field, towards the organization of workers' and peasants' 
committees_ 

The general economic situation, and above all the increase in the 
price of bread, give us the major themes for our propaganda and our 
campaign. 

In the course of this last period, the party has not been given an 
opportunity to make proposals to the opposition. In general, the masses 
no longer believe in the opposition, yet at the same time they have felt 
that somebody among the opposition forces would be doing something. 
This is what has produced the state of uncertainty and disintegration 
which has characterized the recent period, and which has provided 
unfavourable terrain for any initiative. 

An identical situation has also been produced in the parliamentary 
field. We returned to Parliament in the manner you all know. and then 
with Grieco's speech, which disproved many legends circulated about 
us by the opposition and had positive repercussions among the 
masses. IU Nevertheless. our last intervention did not have the same 
success as our first intervention in the Chamber. Parliament has now 
lost all importance in the eyes of the country. and the very moment of 
our return had lost much of the dramaticity of the first moment when 
Parliament reopened. Moreover, the fascists - including even the least 
intelligent of them - have learnt during this period to become 
politicians; in other words. they have learnt how to swallow the bitterest 
of pills inlorder to achieve particular political ends. This increased the 
difficulties of our intervention, which from the parliamentary point of 
view, and as regards the way in which it occurred, did not have great 
success. We are not yet very skilled in parliamentary techniques. 

In conclusion, we may say that this last period has had the value of 
leading to a greater clarification of the situation and of political 
positions. Today. we are faced with the formation of the conservative 
party which will allow Mussolini to remain on in power; with the 
formation of a liberal-constitutional centre. grouping all the 
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.tutional opposition forces; and with a left represented by our 
consu . '  

h All the other groups are gradually losmg any Importance: t ey 
part

d
Y. 

p""'aring and they are destined to disappear. The Aventine has 
are Isa 1' - • _ . 

nted though it continues to remam ahve more than anythmg else 
fragme , . 

ollection of blocs. The popofari have fragmented the Aventme 
as a c . f . h th"ir assertion that programmatic statements and statements 0 WII � 

h 
. . 

. ·ple may be made by every individual party among t e OppoSItion 
pnncI • 1 , , Th' Unitary Socialists have situated themselves entire y upon L oree . . . 
h terrain of constitutionality. As for the maxlmahsts, they can sense 

t '  . h . d , h I the opposition would like to dnve t em out, m or er to orm an 
t " I· · 1 I ctoral bloc which would naturally exclude those po luca groups 

�v�ich make anti-constilUtional statements - even if only of a verbal 

nature. But the maximalists will do everything possible to find a 

compromise and remain inside the opposi
.
tion. 

. . 
We must maintain relations with those 10 the opposItion who want an 

insurrection. First of all, because to do so is useful from an 

informational point of view; but also because it is as well to follow 

certain emerging currents, which come up with statements like the 

following: there is no longer any middle way between fascism and 

communism, and we choose communism. Statements of this kind, apart 

from having a real value, are also indications not to be ignored of the 

fragment ion which is taking place - and intensifying - within the 

Aventine. 
We are particularly interested in the positions of Miglioli an

.
d 

LUSSU.16� MigHoli is resuming publication of his newspaper, and by hIS 

request for funds from us is binding himself to us. He is accepti�g a.n 
editorial board partly composed of our elements. In this paper. which IS 

for the moment remaining a far-left Popular organ, MiglioH will carry 
on a campaign in favour of joining the Red Peasants' International. In 
the organizational field, he will convene peasants' assemblies, in whi�h 
representatives from us and from the Red Peasants' International Wll! 
take part. Lussu's attitude too - he is asking to go to Moscow and 
making interesting statements _ indicates a shifting of forces among the 
mass of peasants that is putting pressure on their leaders; and that is of 
significance for us. 

In general. the disintegration or the Aventine has strengthened the 
reVOlutionary tendencies, and reveals a shifting of the masses at the 
base. In the past months, it has not been possible to obtain evidence of 
this shift in any organizational form; but it has occurred, and in our 
direction. It has been molecular in form, but it has occurred. 
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What practical work must the party carry out on the basis of this 
examination of the shuation? We must intensify activity designed to 
iIIustrale to the masses Ihe significance and value of our slogan of 
workers' and peasants' committees. We musl develop polilical struggle 
in a form thai is clearer 10 all workers. We must place on the agenda (as 
concrete preparation and not as an immediate solution) the problem of 
preparing for insurrection. The last political events mark the beginning 
of a phase in which insurrection is becoming a possibility. In which it is 
becoming the only means of expression for the political will of the 
masses. who have been stripped of every other form of expression. The 
party has the duty of equipping the masses with the appropriate 
means. 

We must therefore enlarge the bases of our organization. We must 
organize street cells, which must also have the task of controlling the 
entire life of the population in the big cities. in such a way that at the 
right moment we shall be in a position to give those decisive blows 
which will ensure the success of the insurrection. We must confrontlhe 
problem of arms. which should be considered from two points of view: 
the organization of men. and the necessary preparation for acquiring 
and storing arms (this second part of the problem can be resolved more 
easily if the party. as a whole. works properly in the street cells). We 
must 

.
indica

.
te to

. 
the str�t cells the political work which they must carry 

out. mcludmg In relation to the slogan of workers' and peasants' 
committees - which cannot be created solely by the factory workers. 
but must become mass organisms. with the participation of all the 
population nO! grouped in the factories, and with the inclusion of 
women. 

In all our political work. we must observe the fundamental principle: 
never advance slogans which are too distant from the forces at our 
disposal: ensure that to every slogan there corresponds real preparation 
and adequate material. 

In addition, it is necessary to enlarge the party centre. It is necessary 
that the party should be able to have a political Executive Committee at 
its 

.
d

.
isposal (in the sense that it should devote itself mainly to the 

po
.
htlcal work which it is necessary to carry out today). and also 

SUitable bodies for organizational work. Our organizational forces are 
inadequate. and we must tackle the problem of increasing them. The 
Comin�ern would like the party to provide a full-timer for every 
federation. This will not be possible for us at present: but we must at 
least succeed in creating regional secretaries for all the regions in Italy. 
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d especially for those where the movement is least developed and 

��nce a greater effort and greater sustained activity is necessary. 

ihe work of the cells is inadequate. It is necessary to ensure that 

e\'ery cell makes a report each week to its area; the area should report 

� rtnightly to the federation; and the federations should send the 

:"ccutive at least monthly detailed reports on the political work carried 

ut and on the local situation. On the basis of these reports, the 

�J(.ecutive Committee should continually dispatch to the federations 

instructions, information and suggestions aimed at making the work in 

each locality more extensive. complete and fruitful. This should be the 

main political work of the Executive within the party membership. 

Work of an organizational character should be entrusted to other 

bodies. 
When an important slogan such as that ofthe workers' and peasants' 

committees is launched, one passes through a whole succession of 

interpretations. Between the phase of agitation and propaganda and the 

phase of realization of such a slogan, there lies what one might term a 

twilight period, which is precisely thai which we have defined as one of 

"little success", but which does not at all mean that the slogan of 

workers' and peasants' committees has been. or should be. abandoned. 

After the last events, it has indeed become more radical, and remains 

our slogan. the centre of our activity. around which we must naturally 

carry on all the work of agitation to which comrade Valle ITascal has 

referred. I have already given instructions to our federations in this 

respect. All federations and sections must indeed be charged to study 

the local situation and the specific needs of the workers in the various 

localities. This preliminary examination constitutes the party's 

preparatory work. Next, our local organisms must organize factory 

assemblies. in which the problems of working-class life can be pointed 

out: these can then be summed up under the general organizational 

slogan calling for the creation of workers' and peasants' committees 

mass organizations _ charged with leadership of working-class 

struggles and demonstrations. All our work must be carried out in 

aCcordance with this orientation. 
Certainly. we must stress the needs of the masses - but in order to 

Organize them in a form which synthesizes them. which is that of the 

workers' and peasants' committees. We must be the motors of this 

formation; the process is slow, but it is taking place. Already. even now, 

Our propaganda and agitation are coinciding with some first examples 

of realization, even though these are still uncertain. 
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.
indica

.
te to

. 
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.
d

.
isposal (in the sense that it should devote itself mainly to the 

po
.
htlcal work which it is necessary to carry out today). and also 
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As for our trade-union activity among the masses, I consider that it 
should also be carried out among the non-unionized masses. This 
us with the threat of a trade-union spIll, which formally we must avoid.. 
but which should not immobilize us. Indeed, we will succeed 
overcoming it to the extent that we succeed in ensuring that the 
movement is led by the workers' and peasants' commiuees, in the 
factories and urban I word missing!. 

As regards the Maximalisl Party. comrade Serrati has done the 
pamphlet. which will be published and distributed.'u It is certain that 
we must do something to illustrate the position orthe Maximalist Party. 
In order to bring about great activity on the lert of the party, and hasten 
the party's disintegration, I consider that we should attack the left itself. 
Serrati is exaggerating when he says that the situation has been tot31ly 
reversed since the last Central Committee meeting. The opposition bloc 
did have mass influence; but we know. and have always said, that the 
bourgeoisie is attached to fascism. The bourgeois and fascism stand in 
the same relation to each other as do the workers and peasants to the 
Russian Communist Party. 

Serrati. J said totally reversed in the sense of the hopes that were 
widespread among the masses. 

Gramsci. Even this is not true. 
Serra/i. At least it is more true. 
Gramsci. The masses were influenced by the bourgeoisie, but with a 

great deal of obscurity and confusion. Now, compared with one 
hundred measures of confusion. ten of clarity represent an advantage 
for us. 

Serrati. You are righe. 
Gramsci. Today the classes have taken position on a nalional scale. 

Fascism has restored to the bourgeoisie class consciousness and 
organization. In this process of homogenization which has taken place. 
the working class too has made progress and achieved greater 
uniformity. The alliance between workers and peasants has taken a step 
forward: the attitudes of Miglioli and Lussu are an indication of this. 
and in this sense they have value and merit our attention. Insofar as a 
new disposition of the country's social forces has been created. we must 
recognize that there has been progress. 

The party's activity has had weaknesses. But one cannot but 
recognize a notable improvement in the party generally. a greater 
degree of initiative in the local organizations. The party today is a better 
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. strument of struggle than in the past, and will improve as the 
tn 

ovement develops and activity is intensified. 

rn comrade Longo asks for precise information about the creation of 

rkers' and peasants' committees and the function of cells. He who 
wo .. . 
does not wish to work says: " Give me a precise model and I WIll start 

work." In reality, the cells were formed from the moment they began to 

work. Any definition would only lead to passivity and inaction. 

The present silUation is one which requires general agitation: the 

inadequacy of our organization, of course, prevents this. It is necessary 

to step up our work in all fields of organization and agitation. 

As regards the Maximalist Party. I agree with Serrati: we will 

describe the situation in the Socialist Party to the masses. but for 

purposes of agitation. as agitation and nothing else. 

Trade-union Question 

The Trade·union Committee must become a mass organism, leading 

the working-class masses organized in the General Confederation of 

Labour and those outside it. A voiding. of course. splits and clashes with 

the Confederation. but without renouncing any action for fear of such 

clashes. We must make use of our trade-union apparatus to generalize. 

sharpen and lead every moment, until workers' and peasants' 

committees have been created. 
The present rules of the Confederation are designed to prevent any 

member of the Confederation from becoming a leader of a mass 

movement. We must thwan this design. The rules of the Confederation 

will never allow us to conquer this organism : as in Russia, we must 

create a centralized organization of factory councils which will replace 

the present trade-union organization for mass mobilization and action. 

Our ' Trade-union Committee will be modified in the sense that 

comrade Azzario will be replaced by comrade Germanetto. We must 

say to comrade Azzario that his resolution violated party discipline. or 

rather party directives. 1iW> Certainly, the Confederation of Labour was 

only waiting for a pretext 10 expel us, and perhaps any resolution would 

have had the same result as that which was presented. But the first part 
of that resolution was cenainly in contradiction 10 Ihe directives given 
by the Trade·union Committee. 

We must react against the tendency not to be unionized which the 
General Confederation of Labour's action has certainly helped to 
encourage among the workers. 
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Trolsky Question 

The resolution should refcr to Ihequestion of Boishevizing all parties, 
a question put on the agenda for the Enlarged Ex-eeulive meeting. l67 II 
should contain an exposition of Trotsky's thought: his predictions 
about American super-capitalism, which will apparently have a 
European arm in England and bring about a prolonged enslavement of 
the proletariat under the dominance of American capital. 161 We reject 
these prediclions. which by postponing the revolution indefinitely 
would shift the whole tactics of the Communist International. which 
would have to go back to mere propaganda and agitation among the 
masses. They would also shift the tactics of the Russian Stale, since if 
one postpones the European revolution for an entire historical phase 
if. in other words. the Russian working class will not for a long time be 
able to count on the support of the proletariat of other countries - it is 
evidence that the Russian revolution must be modified. This is why the 
democracy advocated by Trotsky meets with so much favour. 

The resolution should also say that Trotsky's conceptions. and above 
all his attitude. represent a danger inasmuch as the lack of party unity. 
in a country in which there is only one party. splits the State. This 
produces a counter-revolutionary movement; it does not. however, 
mean that Trotsky is a counter-revolutionary, for in that case we would 
ask for his expulsion. 

Finally. lessons should be drawn from the Trotsky question for our 
party. Before the last disciplinary measures. Trotsky was in the same 
position as Bordiga is at present in our party: he played a purely 
figurative role in the Central Committee. His position created a 
tendentially factional situation. just as Bordiga's altitude maintains an 
objectively factional situation in our party. Although Bordiga is 
formally correct, politically he is wrong. The Italian Communist Party 
needs to regain its homogeneity. and to abolish this potentially factional 
situation. Bordiga's attitude. like that of Trotsky. has disastrous 
repercussions. When a comrade with Bordiga's qualities withdraws, a 
distrust of the party is created among the workers. which leads to 
defeatism. Just as in Russia. when Trotsky took up this attitude. many 
workers thought that everything was in danger in Russia. Fortunately. 
it became clear that this was nOI true. 

65. INTRODUCTION TO THE 

FIRST COURSE OF THE 

PARTY SCHOOL 

Which specific need of the working class and its party, the Communist 

Party. has stimulated the initiative of a correspondence school. now 

finally beginning to be realized with the publication of the present batch 

of study notes?'" 

For almost five years. the Italian revolutionary workers' movement 

has been plunged into a situation of illegality or semi-legality. Freedom 

of the press. the rights of assembly. association and propaganda - all 
these have been virtually suppressed. The formation of leading cadres of 

the proletariat can. therefore. no longer take place in the ways and 
.
by 

the methods which were traditional in Italy up to 1921.  The most active 

working-class elements are persecuted; all their movements and all their 

reading is controlled; the workers' libraries have been burnt or 

otherwise dispersed; the great mass organizations no longer exist. and 

great mass actions can no longer be carried out. Militants either do not 

take part at all. or only do so in the most limited way, in discussions and 

the clash of ideas. An isolated existence, or the occasional gathering of 

liny restricted groups; the possibility of becoming habituated to a 

political life which in other times would have seemed exceptional: these 

engender feelings, states of mind and points of view which are often 

incorrect. and sometimes even unhealthy. 

The new members whom the party gains in such a situation, clearly 

sincere men of vigorous revolutionary faith, cannot be educated in our 

methods by the broad activity, wide-ranging discussions and mutual 

checking which characterize a period of democracy and mass legality. 

Thus a very serious danger threatens. The mass of the party - growing 

acCustomed in the illegal conditions to think only of the expedients 

necessary to escape the enemy's surprise attacks; growing accustomed 

to only seeing actions by little groups as possible and immediately 

organizable; seeing how the dominators have apparently won. and kept, 

POwer through the action of armed and militarily organized minorities 

draws slowly away from the marxist conception of the proletariat's 

revolutionary activity. And while it seems to become radicalized. in that 

extremist statements and bloodthirsty phrases are often heard on its 

lips. in reality it becomes incapable of defeating the enemy. 
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The history of the working class, especially in the epoch through 

which we are passing. shows that this danger is not an imaginary one. 

The recovery of revolutionary parties. after a period of illegality, is often 
characterized by an irresistible impulse to action for action's sake: by 
the absence of any consideration of the real relation of social forces. the 

stale of mind of the broad mass of workers and peasants. the degree to 
which they are armed. etc. It has thus 100 often occurred that the 
revolutionary party has lei itself be massacred by a Reaction not yet 
deslToyed. whose resources had not been correctly assessed. while the 
great masses - who after every reactionary period become extremely 
prudent. and are easily seized by panic whenever a return to the 
situation which they have only just left threatens - have remained 
indifferem and passive. 

It is difficult. in general, 10 prevent such errors from being made. It is. 
therefore. incumbent on the parly to be on its guard. and to carry out 
specific activity designed to improve the situation and its own 
organization. and 10 raise the intellectual level of the members in its 
ranks during Ihe period of white terror. For these are destined to 
become the central nucleus. most able to sustain every trial and 
sacrifice. of the party which will lead the revolution and administer the 
proletarian State. 

The problem thus appears bigger and more complex. The recovery of 
the revolutionary movement. and especially its victory. pour a great 
mass of new elements into the parly. They cannot be rejected. especially 
if they are of proletarian origin, since precisely their recruitment is one 
of the most symptomatic signs of the revolution which is being 
accomplished. But the problem is posed of how to prevem the central 
nucleus of the parly from being submerged and fragmented by the 
mighty new wave. We all recall what happened in Italy after the War. in 
the Socialist Parly. The central nucleus, made up of comrades who 
had remained faithful to the cause during the cataclysm. was reduced to 
only about 16.000. Yet at the Livorno Congress 220.000 members were 
represented: in other words. the parly contained 200.000 members who 
had joined since the War. without political preparation. lacking any or 
almost any nolion of marxist doctrine, an easy prey to the rhetorical. 
pelly-bourgeois blusterers who in the years 1919-20 constituted the 
phenomenon of maximalism. It is not without significance that the 
present leader of the Socialist parly and editor of A Mrlli! should be 
precisely Pietro Nenni. who entered the Socialist Party after Livorno 
but who nevertheless sums up and symhesizes in himself all the 
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ideological weaknesses and distinctive characteristics of post-war 

maximalism. . 

It would really be a crime if the same thing were to occur In the 

Communist Party with respect to the fascist �riod, as oc�urred in the 

SoCialist Party with respect 10 the war �T1od .
. 

Bu
.
t th�s would � 

inevitable, if our party were not to have an onentatlon In thiS field 100: If 

it did not take care in good time to reinforce its present cadres and 

members ideologically and politically, in order to make them
. 
capable of 

bsorbing and incorporating still greater masses. Without the 

�rganization being too shaken and without the party's profile being 

thereby altered. 

We have posed the problem in its mo:;t important practical terms. But 

it has a basis which goes beyond any immediate contingency. We know 

that the proletariat's struggle against capitalism is waged on three 

fronts: the economic, the political and the ideological. The economic 

struggle has three phases : resistance to capitalism, i.e. the elementary 

trade-union phase; the offensive against capitalism for workers' control 

of production; and the struggle to eliminate capitalism through 

socialization. The political struggle too has three principal phases: the 

struggle to check the bourgeoisie's power in the parliamentary State, in 

other words to maintain or create a democratic situation, of equilibrium 

between the classes, which allows the proletariat to organize; the 

struggle to win power and create the workers' State, in other words a 

complex political activity through which the proletariat mobilizes 

around it all the anti-capitalist social forces (first and foremost the 

peasan! class) and leads them to victory; and the phase of dictatorship 

of the proletariat, organized as a ruling class to eliminate all the 

technical and social obstacles which prevent the realization of 

communism. The economic struggle cannot be separated from the 

political struggle, nor can either of them be separated fr:)m the 

ideological struggle. 
In its first. trade-union phase. the economic struggle is spontaneous; 

in other words, it is born inevitably of the very situation in which the 

proletariat finds itself under the bourgeois order. But in itself, it is not 

revolutionary; in other words. it does not necessarily lead to the 

Overthrow of capitalism. as the syndicalists have maintained - and as 

with less success they continue to maintain. So true is this, that the 

reformists and even the fascists allow elementary trade-union struggle; 

indeed. they assert that the proletariat as a class should not engage in 

any kind of struggle other than trade-union struggle. The reformists 
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only differ from the fascists in thallhey say that, ifna! the proletariat as 
a class. at least proletarians as individuals and citizens should also 
struggle for "general democracy", i.e. for bourgeois democracy: in 
other words. should struggle only to preserve or create the politiCal 
conditions for a pure struggle of trade�union resistance. 

For thc trade-union struggle to become a revolutionary factor. it is 
necessary for the proletariat to accompany it with political struggle: in 
olher words. for the proletariat to be conscious of being the protagonist 
of a general struggle which touches all the most vital questions of social 
organization; i.e. for it to be conscious that it is struggling for socialism. 
The element of "spontaneity" is not sufficient for revolutionary 
struggle: it never leads the working class beyond the limits of the 
existing bourgeois democracy. The element of consciousness is needed, 
the "ideological" element: in other words, an understanding of the 
conditions of the struggle, the social relations in which the worker lives, 
the fundamental tcndencies at work in the system of those relations. and 
the process of development which society undergoes as a result of the 
existence within it of insoluble antagonisms, etc. 

The three fronts of proletarian struggle are reduced to a single one for 
the party of the working class, which is this precisely because it resumes 
and represents all the demands of the general struggle. One certainly 
cannot ask every worker from the masses to be completely aware of the 
whole complex function which his class is destined to perform in the 
process of development of humanity. But this must be asked of 
members oflhe party. One cannot aim, before the conquest ofthe State. 
to change completely the consciousness of the entire working class. To 
do so would be utopian. because class consciousness as such is only 
changed when the way of living of the class itself has been changed; in 
other words. when the proletariat has beeome a ruling class and has at 
its disposal the apparatus of production and exchange and the power of 
the State. But the party can and must, as a whole, represenl this higher 
consciousness. Otherwise, it will not be at the head but at the tail of the 
masses: it will not lead them but be dragged along by them. Hence, the 
party must assimilate marxism, and assimilate it in its present form as 
Leninism. 

' 

Theoretical activity, in other words struggle on the ideological front, 
has a�ways been neglected in the Italian workers' movement. In italy, 
MarXism (apart from Antonio Labriola) has been studied more by 
bourgeois intellectuals. in order to denature it and turn it to the purposes 
of bourgcois policy. than by revolUlionaries. We have thus seen 
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coexisting peacefully in the Italian Socialist Party the most disparale 

tcndencies. We have seen the most contradictory ideas being official 

opinions of the party. The party leaders never imagined that in order to 

struggle against bourgeois ideology, i.e. in order to free the masses fro
.
m 

the influence of capitalism. it was first necessary to disseminate Marxl�t 

doctrine in the party itselfand defend it against all false substitutes. ThIs 

tradition has not been, or at least has not yet been. broken with by our 

party; has not been broken with in a systematic manner and through a 

significant, prolonged activity. . 
People say, however, that Marxism has enjoyed good fortune In 

Italy, and in a certain sense this is true. But it is also true that this good 

fortune has not helped the proletariat: has not helped 10 create new 

means of struggle; has not been a revolutionary phenomenon. Marxism. 

or more precisely a few statements taken from Marx's writings, have 

helped the Italian bourgeoisie to show that it was an inevitable necessity 

of its development to do without democracy; that it was necessary 10 

trample on the laws; that it was necessary to mock freedom and justice. 

In other words, what the philosophers of the Italian bourgeoisie called 

Marxism was the description which Marx gave of the methods the 

bourgeoisie (without any need for Marxist justifications) uses in its 

struggle against the workers. 

The reformists, to correct this fraudulent interpretation. themselves 

became democrats, and made themselves into the incense·bearers for all 

the desecrated saints of capitalism. The theorists of tht: Italian 

bourgeoisie have had the astuteness to create the concept of the 

··proletarian nation": in other words. to claim that Italy as a wholt: was 

··proletarian", and that Marx's conception should be applied not to the 

struggle of the Italian proletariat against Italian capitalism, but to 

Italy's struggle against other capitalist states. The "Marxists" of the 

Socialist Party let these aberrations go without a struggle: indeed, they 

were accepted by one person - Enrico Ferri - who passed for a &reat 

Iheoretician of socialism."o This was the good fortune of Marxism in 

Italy: that it served as parsley in all the indigestible sauces that most of 

the reckless adventurers of the pen have sought to put on sale. Marxists 

of this ilk have included Enrico Ferri. Guglielmo Ferrero. Achille Loria. 

Paolo Orano, Benito Mussolini . . . .  111 In order to combat the confusion 

Which has been being created in this way. it is necessary for the party to 

intensify and systematize its activity in the ideological field; to make it a 

duty for the militant to know Marxist·Leninist doctrine. at least in the 

mOst general terms. 
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Our party is not a democratic party, at least in the vulgar sense 
commonly given to this word. II is a party centralized both nationally 
and internationally. In the international field, our party is simply I 
�lion of a larger party, a world party. What repercussions can this 
type of organization - which is an iron necessity for the revolution _ 
have. and has it already had? Italy itself gives us an answer to this 
question. As a reaction againsllhe usual custom in the Socialist Party 
in which much was discussed and liule resolved; where unilY was 
shattered into an infinity of disconnecled fragments by the continuOUI 
clash of factions. tendencies and often personal cliques - in our party 
we had ended up by no longer discussing anything. Centralization, 
unity of approach and conception, had turned into intellectual 
stagnation. The necessity of ceaseless struggle against fascism, which 
precisely at the moment of our party's foundation had passed over to its 
first active. offensive phase, contributed to this state of affairs. But it was 
also encouraged by the wrong conception of the party set out in the 
"Theses on Tactics" presented to the Rome Congress. m Centralization 
and unity were understood in too mechanical a fashion : the Central 
Committee. indeed the Executive Committee. was the entire party. 
instead of representing and leading it. 

If this conception were to be applied permanently. the parly would 
lost ilS distinctive political features and become. at best. an army (and 
a bourgeois type of army). In other words, it would lose ilS power of 
attraction and become separated from the masses. In order for the party 
to live and be in contact with the masses, it is necessary for every 
member of the party to be an active political element. a leader. Precisely 
because the parly is strongly centralized, a vast amount of propaganda 
and agitation among its ranks is required. It is necessary for the party in 
an organized fashion to educate its members and raise their ideological 
level. Centralization means. in particular, that in any situation 
whatsoever - even when the most rigorous Emergency Laws 8re in 
operation. and even if the leading committees are unable to function for 
a given period or are put in a situation where they cannot maintain 
contact with the local organizations - all members of the party. and 
everyone in its ambit. have been rendered capable of orienting 
themselves and knowing how to derive from reality the elements with 
which to establish a line, so that the working class will not be cast down 
but will reel that it is being led and can still fight. Mass ideological 
preparation is thus a necessity or revolutionary struggle. and one of the 
indispensable conditions ror victory . 
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This first course or lessons in the party school proposes, within the 

limits which the situation permits, to carry out a part or this general 

activity. It will contain three series or lessons: one on the theory or 

historical materialism; one on the rundamental elements of general 
polities: one on the Communist Party and its principles of organization. 

In Ihe first part, which will rollow - or simply give a translation or -
comrade Bukharin's book on the theory or historical materialism. 
comrades will find a complete treatment or the subject."} 

The second part, on general politics, will provide the most elementary 
nolions or the following series or subjects: political economy; the 
development or capitalism up to the epoch or finance capital; the War 
and the crisis or capitalism; the development or economic forms; 
communist society and the transitional regime; communist doctrine of 
the State; the 1st and lind Internationals; the mrd International; 
the history or the Russian Bolshevik Party; the history or the Italian 
Communist Party; soviet power and the structure or the republic or 
Soviets: the economic policies or Soviet power in the epoch or war 
communism; the origins and basis or the New Economic Policy; 
agrarian and peasant policy; trade and cooperation; financial policy; 
the trade unions, their functions and tasks; the national question. 

The third part will systematically set out doctrine concerning the 
party and the principles of revolutionary organization, such as are 
developed through the Communist International's activity of 
leadership. and such as were fixed in a more complete rashion at the 
Organizational Conference held in Moscow in March or this yearY· 

This will be the school's basic course. It cannot be complete, and 
hence could not satisry all comrades' needs. To obtain a greater 
completeness and organicity, it has been decided to publish each month, 
in the same format as the study-notes. separate dossiers on single 
subjects. One dossier will be devoted to the trade-union question, and 
will deal with the most elementary and practical problems or union life 
(how to organize a union; how to draw up rules; how to launch a wage 
struggle; how to rrame a work-contract; etc.), thus representing a real 
organizer's manual. Another dossier will be designed to assemble every 
idea about the economic, social and political structure or Italy. In other 
dossiers, other specific subjects or working-class politics will be dealt 
With, in accordance with the doctrine or Marxism·Leninism. 
Furthermore. in every batch of study-notes, in addition to the three 
lessons. there will be published informative - and rormative - notes 
designed to give direct backing to the lessons themselves; model 
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discussions: didactic advice for study carried out without the help or 
direct guidance of a teacher, eiC. 

The study-notes must be seen by the pupils as material to be actually 
studied. nOI just read as one reads a newspaper or a pamphlet. The 
pupils must study as if they had to pass an examination at the end ofthc 
course. In other words, they must force themselves to remember and 
assimilate the subjects dealt with, so as to be capable of deliverina 
reports or holding small meetings. The party will keep the list of pupils, 
and whenever it needs to will turn to them before anyone else. 

So pupils must not be worried if at first many of them have difficulty 
in understanding certain ideas. The study-notes have been compiled 
bearing in mind the average formation of the party membership at large. 
It may happen that for some they will represent things already known. 
while for others they will be something new and somewhat difficult to 
digest. Indeed. it is inevitable that this will happen. In these 
circumstances, the pupils must help each other as far as possible. The 
establishment of groups and joint recital of the lessons received, may 
sometimes eliminate this problem. In any case, all pupils are entreated 
to write to the school administration, explaining their situation. askin, 
for additional elucidation, and recommending other methods or forms 
of exposition. 

Signed "Agitation and Propaganda Department of 
the Communist Party". 

66. THE INTERNAL SITUATION IN 
OUR PARTY AND THE TASKS OF 

THE FORTHCOMING CONGRESS'" 

A I  its If.st meeting, the Enlarged Executive of the Communist 

International did not have to resolve any question of principle or of 

tacticS that had arisen between the Italian party as a whole and the 

International.1T6 This was the first time that such a thing had occurred, 

in the whole series of meetings of the International. For this reason, the 

most authoritative comrades of the Executive of the Communist 
International would have preferred there not even to have been any 
question of an Italian Commission: since there was no general crisis of 
the Italian party. there was no "Italian problem" either. 

Indeed. it should be said at once that our party, although even before 
the World Congress and especially afterwards it had modified its 
tactical positions in order to draw close to the Leninist line of the 
Communist I nlernational, nevertheless suffered no crisis in the ranks of 
its members or in relation to the masses: quite the contrary. Having 
defined its new tactical positions with respect to the general situation 
created in the country after the 6 April elections, and especial1y after the 
assassination of Giacomo Matteaui, the party succeeded in growing as 
an organization and in extending its influence notably among the 
working-class and peasant masses. Our party is one ofthe few. if not the 
only, party in the International which can claim such a success in a 
situation as difficull as that which has been being created in al1 countries 
(especially in Europe) in relation to the relative stabilization of 
capitalism and the relalive reinforcement of the bourgeois governments 
and or social-democracy - which has become an increasingly essential 
part or the bourgeois system. It is necessary to say, at least in 
parenthesis. that it is precisely because or the emergence or this 
Situation. and in relation to the consequences it has had not only among 
the broad working masses but also within the communist parties. that 
the problem or Bolshevization must be conrronted. 

The Present Siage of Del'elopment oflhe Parlies oflhe illlernaliollal 

The crises which all the parties or the International have passed 
thrOugh since 1921_  i.e. since the beginning or the period characterized 
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by a slowing down of the rhythm of revolution. have shown that 
overall composition of these parties was not ideologically very 
The parties themselves oscillated, with onen very violent shins 
right to far len; this produced the most serious repercussions on 
enlire organization. and general crises in relations between the Dartl,.1 
and the masses. The phase which the parties of the International 
passing through at present. on the other hand. is characterized by 
fael that. in each of them. there has been being formed through 
political experience of the last years - and there has been ':::::;I:�:�.�: 
a basic nucleus which is bringing aboul a Leninist stabilization 
ideological composition. thus ensuring that they will no longer 
shaken by crises of too deep or oscillations of too wide a nature. 
posing in this way the general problem of Bolshevization, both in 
sphere of organization and in that of ideological formation. 
Enlarged Executive has declared that our forces are on the point 
resolving the crisis. In this sense, the Enlarged Executive meeting is 
point of arrival. But at the same lime its recognition of the very 
progress achieved in consolidating the organizational and I· , "O" O'II"� 
bases of the parties is a point of departure. insofar as this progress 
be coordinated and systematized. in other words must become 
effective. generalized consciousness of the masses as a whole. 

In some ways. the revolutionary parties of Western Europe 
themselves today in the same conditions in which the Russian 
Bolsheviks found themselves from the moment of their 
foundation. In Russia before the War. there did not exist great wD,rk",,' 
organizations such as those which by contrast characterized the 
period of the pre· War Second International in Europe. In Russia 
party. not just as a general theoretical assertion but also as a practical 
necessity for organization and struggle. embodied within itself all the 
vital interests of the working class. Its factory and street cells guided 
masses both in struggle around trade-union demands and in political 
struggle for the overthrow ofTsarism. In Western Europe. by contrast. 
an increasing division of labour grew up between the trade-union 
organization and the political organization of the working class. In the 
trade-union field. the reformist and pacifist tendency developed at 
ever-increasing pace; in other words. the influence of the bourgeoisie 
over the proletariat grew steadily stronger. For the same reason. in the 
political parties. activity shifted increasingly towards the parliamentary 
sphere: in other words. towards forms which were in no way 
distinguished from those of bourgeois democracy. During the War. 
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. the period which followed it and which immediately preceded the to 
eation of the Communist International and the splits in the socialist 

c:mp that led to the formation of our panies. the syndicalist-reformist 

c ndency became increasingly consolidated as the organizational 
" . 

, . . be 
leadership of the trade URlons. Thus a genera sItuatIon came to 

reated. which precisely places the Communist Parties of Western 

�urope in the same conditions as those in which the Bolshevik Party 

found itself in Russia before the War. 

Let us look at what happened in Italy. Through the repressive activity 

offascism. the trade unions in our country came to lose all effectiveness, 

in terms alike of numbers and combativity. Taking advantage of this 

situation. the reformists gained complete mastery of their central 

machinery. and devised every conceivable measure and arrangement to 

prevent any minority from forming, organizing, developing or 

becoming a majority capable of taking over the central leadership. But 

the broad masses - rightly - want unity, and reflect this unitary 

sentiment in the traditional Italian trade-union organization: the 

General Confederation of Labour. The masses want to struggle and 
become organized, but they want to struggle with the General 
Confederation of Labour and to become organized in the General 
Confederation of Labour. The reformists oppose the organization of the 
masses. Recall O'Aragona's speech at the recent Confederation 
congress. in which he asserted that there should not be more than a 
million organized workers in the Confederation. If one bears in mind 
that the Confederation itself claims to be the unitary organism of all 
Italian toilers, i.e. not only of the industrial and agricultural workers but 
also of the peasants. and that there are at least fifteen million non
organized toilers in Italy, then it seems that the Confederation wishes. 
as a programme. to unionize one fifteenth. i.e. 7 · 5 per cent of Italian 
toilers. while we would like l OO per cent to be organized into unions and 
peasants' organizations. 

But if the Confederation, for reasons of its own internal politics, i.e. in 
order to keep the leadership of the Confederation in the hands of the 
reformists. Wants only 7·5 per cent of Italian toilers to be unionized. it 
also wants - for reasons of general politics. i.e. so that the reformist 
pany can collaborate effectively in a bourgeois-democratic government 
- the Confederation as a whole to have an influence over the 
disorganized mass of industrial and agricultural workers: it wants. by 
preventing the unionization of the peasantry, to ensure that the 
democratic panies with which it intends to collaborate preserve their 
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social base. It therefore manoeuvres especially in the field oflhe ;n'""." 
commissions. which are elected by the emire mass of unionized 
non-unionized workers. 

In other words. the Confederation would like to prevent 
organized workers, apart from those in the reformist tendency, 
presenli:1g lists of candidates for the internal commissions. They 
like Ihe communists, even where they are in a majority in the local 
union organization and among the unionized workers in il""lvlduol ! 
factories. to vote for lhe Iisls of the reformist minorities as a matter 
discipline. If this organizational programme were to be accepted by 
we would arrive de/aCID at the absorption of OUT party by the reformist 
party. and our sole activity would remain that in parliament. 

The Task of the "Celts" 

Moreover. how can we struggle against the application and 
organization of such a programme. without bringing about a split which 
we absolutely do not want to bring about? The only way to do so is 
through the organization of cells, and their development in the same 
way that they developed in Russia before the War. As a trade-union 
fraction. the reformists. holding the pistol of discipline at our throats. 
prevent us from centralizing the revolutionary masses either through 
trade-union or through political struggle. 

It is. hence. obvious that our cells must work directly in the factories 
to centralize the masses around the party : pushing them to reinforce the 
internal commissions where these exist. and to create agitation 
committees in the factories where no internal commissions exist or 
where they do not carry OUI their tasks: pushing them to seek 
centralization of the factory institutions. as mass organisms not simply 
ora trade·union kind. but for general struggle against capitalism and its 
political regime. It is cerlain that the situation in which we find ourselves 
is much more difficult than that i n  which the Bolsheviks found 
themselves. since we have to struggle not just against reaction as 
represented by the fascist State, but also against reaction as represented 
by the reformists in the unions. Precisely because the situation is more 
difficult. our cells must be organizationally and ideologically stronger. 
.1 n an� case. �olsheviza�ion as it is reflected in the organizational sphere 
IS an ImperatIve neCesslly. No one will dare to claim that the Leninist 
criteria for party organization are peculiar to the Russian situation and 
that their application to Western Europe is purely mechanical: To 
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pOse thc organization of the party by cells means to still be tied to old 
op 

ial.democratic conceptions. It means to be situated objectively on 

:ht.wing terrain. i.e. on terrain where there is no desire to fight against 

social·democracy. 

Bordiga's Failure to /nten'ene in Moscow 

On all these issues. there is no disagreement today between our party 

as a whole and the International. They were therefore able to have no 

repercussions on the work of the Italian Commission. which concerned 

itself solely with the problem of Bolshevization from the ideological and 

political point of view. with particular respect to the situation created 

within our party. Comrade Bordiga was insistently invited to 

participate in the work of the Enlarged Eltecutive. To have done so 

would have been his Sirict duty, insofar as he had accepted at the Fifth 

World Congress to become a member of the Eltecutive of the 

International. It was all the more incumbent upon comrade Bordiga to 

participate in the proceedings in that in an article (whose publication he 

had himself. however. made subject to the approval of the International 

Executive). he had laken up a position on the Trotsky question that was 

radically opposed not only to that of the International Eltecutive, but 

also 10 that adoptcd in practice by comrade Trotsky himself. In It is 

absurd and deplorable from every point of view that comrade Bordiga 
should not have been willing to take part personally in the discussion of 
the Trotsky question. That he should not have been willing to take sight 
directly of all the relevant material. That he should not have been willing 
to submit his opinions and information to the test of an international 
debate. 

It is certainly not with such attitudes that one can show one has the 
nttessary qualities and talents to embark upon a struggle which should 
have as its practical result a change. nOI only of policies. but also of 
personnel. in the leadership of the Communist International. 

Lenin's F;I'e Points for 0 Good Boishea'ik Party 

The Commission. which should have discussed specially with 
COmrade Bordiga. in his absence fixed the line which the party should 
fOllow in order 10 resolve the question of tendencies. and of the possible 
fa . . chons whIch may emerge from these: in other words. to ensure Ihat 
the Bolshcvik conception prevails in our parly. Let us examine the 
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general situation of our party by the yardstick of the five basic qualitiea 
which comrade Lenin posed as necessary conditions for the 
effectiveness of the revolutionary party of the proletariat in tho ",riod or 
revolutionary preparation, that is to say: 1 .  every communist must be .  
Marxist (today we would say: every communist must be a Marxist. 
Leninist); 2. every communist must be in the first line in the ",u •• I" or 
the proletariat; 3. every communist must abhor revolutionary poses and 
superficially scarlet phrases, in other words must be not only a 
revolutionary, but also a realistic politician : 4. every 
must feel that he is always subject to the will of his party. and must 
judge everything from the point of view of his party. i.e. must be 
sectarian in the best sense which that word can have; 5. every 
communist must be an internationalist. 

If we examine the general situation in our party by the yardstick 
these five points. we can see that, although one may say of our party 
that the second quality constitutes one ofi i 
cannot say the same so far as the other four are concerned. Our 
lacks any deep knowledge of the doctrine of Marxism. and hence also 
Leninism. We know that this is related to the traditions of the Italian 
socialist movement, which have not contained any theoretical 
discussion that has deeply interested the masses and contributed 
their ideological formation. It is also true, however. that our party up tiD 
now has not helped to destroy this state of affairs. Indeed co,m"odo 
Bordiga - confusing on the one hand, the reformist tendency 
substitute a generic cultural activity for the revolutionary 1 
action of the masses with, on the other. inner-party activity 
raise the level of all party members to a total awareness 
immediate and long-term aims of the revolutionary movement - has 
helped to preserve it. 

The Phenomenon of Extremism 

Our party has sufficiently developed the sense of discipline. In 
words. every member acknowledges his subordination to the party as 
whole. But one cannot say the same so far as relations with 
Communist International are concerned: i.e. so far as th., «)m,ci,,",m'" 
of belonging to a world party is concerned. In this sense, it is 
necessary to say that the internationalist spirit is not very 
practised. certainly not in the general sense of international sol;d"ri'ty. 
This was a situation which existed in the Socialist Party. and wh,kl, .·aJ 
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cfleCted to our disadvantage at the Livorno Congress. It continued to r 
ubsist partially, in other forms, due to the tendency which comrade �ordiga encouraged of considering it a particular badge of honour to 

cal1 oneself the adherents of a so-called "Italian Len". In this sphere, 
comrade Bordiga has re·created a situation resembling that created by 
comrade Serrati aner the �ond World Congress. which led to the 

exclusion of the Maltimalisls from the Communist International. In 

other words, he has created a kind of party patriotism which shrinks 

from becoming integrated into a world organization. I II 

But the greatest weakness of our party is that characterized by Lenin 

under point three. The love for revolutionary poses and for superficial 
searlet phrases is the most striking feature not of Bordiga himself, but of 
the elements who claim to follow him. Naturally. the phenomenon of 
Bordigan extremism is not suspended in mid air. It has a double 
justification. On the one hand. it is related to the general situation ofthe 
class struggle in our country; in other words. to the fact that the 
working class is the minority of the working population and is 
concentrated mainly in one area of the country. In such a situation, the 
party of the working class can be corrupted by infiltration from the 
pelly-bourgeois classes which, although they have interests which as a 
whole run counter to the interests of capital. nevenheless are not willing 
to take the struggle to its ultimate consequences. 

On the other hand. what also helped to consolidate Bordiga's 
ideology was the situation in which the Socialist Party found itself prior 
to Livorno. which Unin characterized as follows in his book "Ltift
wing" Communism -An In/anlile Disorder: "In a pany where there is a 
Turati. and a Serrati who does not fight against Turati, it is natural that 
there should be a Bordiga."I7' However. it is not natural that comrade 
Bordiga should have become ideologically crystallized even when 
Turati was no longer in the pany. when even Serrati was not there, and 
when Bordiga was in personal charge of the struggle against both of 
them. Obviously, the element of the national situation was 
preponderant in the political formation of comrade Bordiga. and had 
crystallh�.cd in him a permanent state of pessimism on the possibility for 
the proletariat and its pany to remain immune from infiltrations of 
pettY-�urgeois ideologies. without the application of extremely sectanan political tactics which made impossible the application and 
'
a
ealization of the two political principles which characterize 
olsh . 

h 
eVlsm: the alliance between workers and peasants. and the egemony of the proletariat in the anti-capitalist revolutionary 
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movement. The line to be adopted in order <o ooml'" <hes<, weakn,,,, .. 
of our party is that of the struggle for Boishevization. The campaign to 
be waged must be a mainly ideological one. However. it musl become & 
political one so far as the far left is concerned. i.e. the tendency 
represented by comrade Bordiga, which from lalent factionalism wiD 
necessarily pass over to open factionalism, and at the congress will 
to change the polilical line of the Internalional. 

The Question of Tendencies 

Do there exist other tendencies in our pany? What is their character 
and whal danger can they represent? I f  we examine the internal 
situation of our party from this point of view, we mUSI recognize that it 
not only has not achieved the level of revolutionary political maturity 
which we sum up in the term 'Bolshevization' but has not even achieved 
a total unification of the various parts which came together at the 
moment of its formation. This has been helped by the absence of any 
broad debate which has unfortunately characterized the party since its 
foundation. If we take account of the elements which came out for the 
Communist International at the Livorno Congress. we can say that 
the three currents which constituted the Communist Party - i.e. I .  the 
abstentionists of the Bordiga faction; 2, the elements grouped around 
L 'Ordine Nuol'o and the Turin AI'ant;!; 3, the mass elements who 
followed what we can call the Gennari·Marabini group. i.e. the 
followers of the most typical figures of the leading stratum of the 
Socialist Party who had come with us - only two. i.e. the abstentionist 
current and that of L 'Ordille Nuol'orrurin AI'anti!, had prior to the 
Livorno Congress carried on a certain autonomous political work, 
discussed among themselves the key problems of the Communist 
International. and thus acquired a certain communist political ability 
and experience. But these currents, although they succeeded in gettin, 
the upper hand in the leadership of the new Communist Party, did not 
constitute the majority of its base. Furthermore. of these two currents 
only one. the abstentionists. had since 1919 - i.e. for two years before 
Livorno - had a national organization and formed among its adherents 
a certain organizational party experience. But in the preparatory period 
it had exclusively concerned itself with internal party questions and the 
specific factional snuggle. without having as a whole passed through 
political experiences of a mass nature. other than on the purely 
parliamentary question. 
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The current which had formed around L 'Ordille Nuol'O and the 
Piedmont edition of Amnii! had created neither a national faction. nor 
even a real faction within the confines of the Piedmont region where it 
had arisen and developed. Its activity was prevalently of a mass nalure. 

Internal party problems were systematically related by it to the needs 

and aspirations of the general class struggle: general to the working 
pOpulation of Piedmont, and especially to the Turin proletariat. This 
fact. though it gave the members of the current a better political 
preparation and, as individuals, even at the base, a greater ability to lead 
real movements, nevertheless placed it in a condition ofinferiority in the 
general organization of the party. If one excepts Piedmont, the great 
majority of our party was made up of the elements who came out 
for the Communist International at Livorno. For a whole series of 
comrades of the old leading stratum of the Socialist Party remained 
with the Communist International : comrades like Gennari. Marabini, 
Bombacc1. Misiano, Salvadori, Graziadei, etc. The local absten· 
tionist groups were grafted onto this mass - which in its conceptions 
in no way differed from the maximalists - and gave it the form of 
organization of the new Communist Party. 

If one were not to take account of this real formation of our party. 
one would understand neither the crises through which it has passed nor 
the present situation. The origins of our party coincided with the most 
ferocious unleashing of fascist reaction, so that one can say that each 
part of the organization was baptized with the blood of our best 
comrades. As a result of exigencies of a struggle without quarter which 
were thus imposed on our party from its very beginnings, the experience 
of the Communist International - i.e. not just of the Russian party. but 
also of the other fraternal parties - did not reach us. and was not 
as�imi�ated by the mass of the party, other than in an irregular and 
�Plso(hc fashion. In reality. our party came to be detached from the 
International whole. It came to develop its own incoherent. chaotic 
ideology on the sole basis of our immediate national experience. In 
othe� words. there came to be created in Italy a new form of 
maxlmalism. 

This general situation was aggravated last year by the entry into our 
ranks of the I lIrd.internationalist faction.LIII The weaknesses which �ere �haracteristic of us existed in a still more serious and dangerous arm tn this faction. which for two and a half years had existed in an autonomous �o ' h' h M ' I' 
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Moreover. the IlIrd·internationaiist faction too. for two 
years. was completely absorbed by the internal struggle against 
leadership of the Maximalist Party: a struggle which was mainly of 
personal and sectarian nature, and only occasionally dealt . 

fundamental questions. whether political or organizational. 

Bo/shel,jzQlion 

It is thus obvious that the Boishevization of the party in the 
ideological field cannot solely take accouni of the situation which 
can sum up in the existence of a far left current and in the ".,so'nal 
attitude of comrade Bordiga. It must tackle the general situation of 
party ; in olher words. it must confront the problem of raising 
theoretical and political level of all OUf comrades. It is certain, 
example. that there is also a Graziadei question. in the sense thit 
must utilize his most recent publications to improve the 
education of our comrades, by combating the so-called ,,;,nll;f\c 
deviations defended in them"!' No one, however. can think 
comrade Graziadei represents a political danger; i.e. that on 
his revisionist conceptions of Marxism there can emerge a vast cu,,,", 
and hence a faction which endangers the organizational unity of 
party. On the other hand, it should not be forgotten either 
Graziadei's revisionism leads to support for the right-wing cu'"nU 
which eJCist in our party, even if only in a latent state. 

The entry into the party of the IIIrd-internationalist faction. i.e. 
political element which has not lost many of its maximalist 
which. as has already been said, automatically tends to prolong 
beyond its eJCistence as a faction within the Maximalist party -
bonds created in the previous period, can undoubtedly give 
potential right-wing current a certain organizational base. thus 
problems which must absolutely not be neglected. At all events, 
violent differences can arise on the following series of opinions. 
above-mentioned difficulties created by the original composition ofoUl' 
party face us mainly with ideological problems closely related to 
following two necessities: 1. that the old guard of the party sh"uld 
absorb the mass of new members who have come into the party 
the Malleotti affair. and who have tripled its numbcrs;I82 2. that 
create party organizational cadres who are able to resolve not just the 
daily problems of party life. both as an organization in itself and in . 

relations with the unions and olher mass organizations. but also the 
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Complex problems related to our preparation for winning power more 
and exercising that power once won. 

The Right-lI'ing Danger 

One may say that a right-wing danger potentially exists in our party. 
. linked to the general situation in the country. The constitutional 

It IS 
" h " h" " 1 opposition forces_ however much they may have faded In t 

.
elr I�tonca 

r Clion since they rejected our proposal to create an anll-parhament. ,n 
"d " h vertheless continue to subsist polilically side by Sl e Wit a ne . . h h consolidated fascism. The losses suffered by Ihe opposltlon. I oug 

they have reinforced our party, h�ve done so to the
. 

s�me extent to 
which fascism. which holds the entire Slate apparatus In Its hands. has 
been consolidated. It is therefore evident that within our parly a right
wing tendency could emerge. if it does not already exist. in 
counlerposition to a far-left tendency which believes at every moment 
that the time has come to go over to a fronlal attack on the regime. 
which cannm be disintegrated by the manoeuvres of the opposition. The 
elements of this right-wing tendency, demoralized by the apparently 
overwhelming power of the dominant party and despairing of the 
possibility that the proletariat may be able speedily to overthrow the 
regime as a whole. will begin to think that the best tactic is that which 
leads. if not straight to a bourgeois-proletarian bloc for the 
constitutional elimination offascism, at least to a tactic of real passivity. 
with no active intervention by our pany. thus allowing the bourgeoisie 
to use the proletariat as electoral cannon-fodder against fascism. 

The party must take account of all these possibilities and 
probabilities. so that its correct revolutionary line is not affected by 
deviations. It should consider the right-wing danger as a possibility. to 
be combated by means of ideological propaganda and normal 
disciplinary means whenever this proves necessary. But it should 
consider the far-left danger as an immediate reality : as an obstacle not 
merely to the ideological but to the political development of the party; 
as a danger which must be combated nOI just by means of propaganda. 
but also by means of political action - since it leads directly to the 
diSintegration even of the formal unity of our organization. and since it 
t�nds to create a party within the party. a discipline against the 
dISCipline of Ihe party. 

Does this mean that we want 10 break with comrade Bordiga and 
those who say they are his friends'? Does il mean that we want to modify 
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the fundamental basis of the party, such as II was constituted al the 
Livorno Congress and preserved at the Rome Congress? Certainly and 
absolutely not. But the fundamental basis of the party was not a purely 
mechanical facl: it was founded on unconditional acceptance of the 
principles and discipline of the Communist International. It is not we 
who have brought these principles and this discipline into question. It is 
nOI in us. therefore. that a desire to modify the fundamental basis of the 
party should be sought. Moreover, it is necessary 10 say that 90 per cent 
or more of the party members are ignorant of the questions which have 
arisen between our organization and the Communist International. If, 
especially arter the Rome Congress, the party as a whole had been 
enabled to know the situation of our international relations. it would 
probably not now be in the conditions of confusion in which it finds 
itself. In any case. we wish to assert most forcefully. in order to thwart 
the wretched schemes of certain irresponsible elements who seem to find 
their political satisfaction through exacerbating the wounds of our 
organization. that we believe it is possible to reach an agreement with 
comrade Bordiga. and we think that this is also the opinion of comrade 
Bordiga himself. 

The Framework oflhe Discussion 

We consider that the framework for our congress discussion should 
be defined in accordance with this general approach. In the period 
which we have passed through since the last parliamentary elections. 
the party has carried out a real political activity which has been agreed 
to by the great majority of our comrades. On the basis of this activity, 
the party has tripled its membership and notably developed its influence 
in the proletariat - to such an extent that one may say that our party is 
the strongest of those with a base in the General Confederation of 
Labour. 

We have succeeded in this last period in posing concretely the 
fundamental problem of our revolution: that of the alliance between 
workers and peasants. Our party, in a word. has become an essential 
factor of the Italian situation. On this terrain of real political activity. a 

certain homogeneity has been created among our comrades. This 
element must continue to be developed in the congress discussion. and 
must be one of the essential determinants of Bois he viz at ion. This means 
that the congress must not be conceived of solely as a moment of OUf 
general politics: of the process through which we bind ourselves to the 
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masses and arouse new forces for the revolution. The main nucleus of 
the congress activity must, therefore, be seen in the discussions which 
\\,;11 take place to establish through which phase of Italian and 
international life we are passing: in other words. what the present 
relation of social forces is in Italy: which are the motor forces of the 
situation : what the present phase of the class struggle represents. 

From this examination. two fundamental problems arise. 1 .  How we 
can develop our party so that it becomes a unity capable of leading the 
proletariat into struggle: capable of winning and winning permanently. 
This is the problem of Bolshevization. 2. What real political activity our 
party should continue to carry out. in order to bring about a coalition of 
all the anti-capitalist forces led by the (revolutionary) proletariat in the 
given situation: so as to overthrow the capitalist order in the first stage, 
and constitute the basis of the revolutionary workers' State in a second 
stage. In other words. we must examine what the essential problems of 
Italian life arc: and which solution to them will encourage and bring 
about the revolutionary alliance of the proletariat with the peasants. and 
accomplish the hegemony of the proletariat. The congress must, 
therefore. at least prepare the general outline of our government 
programme. 

This is an essential phase of our party life. To perfect the instrument 
necessary for the proletarian revolution in Italy - that is the major 
task of our congress. That is the work to which we invite all comrades of 
good wilL who put the unitary interests of their class before petty and 
sterile factional struggles. 

L 'Unito. J July 1925. 
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67. ELEMENTS OF THE 
SITUA nON '" 

The importance of the present political momenl derives from the fact 
that it allows us to draw certain general conclusions from the experience 
of the period of conflicts opened up by the 1924 elections. which 
reached their greatest degree of acuteness as a result of the Mattooui 
assassination. It is clear today that the political perspectives outlined by 
the Communist Party during the course of this period have been fully 
confirmed. and this confirmation is the best justification for the party's 
slogans. 

The"Matteotti" period - understood in a broad sense as the period of 
political crisis initiated by fascism after the March on Rome - is 
characterized by a conflict between the various groups of the 
bourgeoisie. and by the attempt of a part oflhe peny bourgeoisie itself 
to lead the struggle to overthrow the fascist regime, drawing behind 
itself the other classes mobilized for this struggle, in particular the 
proletariat and the peasantry. The Aventine policy was the ex.pression 
of this attempt. Its failure - which today no one can deny - gives fresh 
proof of the impossibility, in the period of imperialism, of the petty 
bourgeoi�ie leading a struggle against reaction, the form and instrument 
of the dominion of capital and the landowners. The collapse of the 
Aventine has allowed fascism to achieve a vigorous impetus for its 
policy, which should be seen from 11\'0 basic poinls oJlliew. 

On the one hand. fascism continues with ever greater determination 
to carry through its plan of organic unification oj all theJorces oJthe 
bourgeoisie under the COnlrol oj a single centre (leadership of the 
Fascist Party, Grand Council and government). and has achieved 
results in this sense which cannot be doubted. The activity aimed at 
'fellow-travelling' groups, to eliminate them as autonomous groups and 
incorporate their remnants into fascism, has now been successful. After 
the passage of the national-liberals to fascism. there no longer exists 
outside fascism a centre offorces openly calling themselves reactionary. 
At the same time, the struggle against the old leading groups continues 
with increasing bitterness. Its most notable aspect is the struggle against 
freemasonry. which in Italy was the organization of all the forces which 
supported and gave cohesion to the State. Fascism has understood the 
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need to arrogate this function integrally to itself. I'" The opposition 

presS. which 
.
guaranteed to the �mn�n�s of the old leadi�g groups a 

prestige and m
.
flue�ce upon p�bhc opmlo�, no longer carnes out that 

function. FaSCism IS systematically stormmg all centres of organized 
resistance - even partial and Platonic - to its activity. In the economic 
field. the plan of unification and centralization is being accomplished 
through a series of measures which aim to guarantee the unchallen
geable supremacy of an industrial and land·owning oligarchy. 
ensuring its control over the whole economy of the country (restoration 
of the duty on grain: unification of banking: changes in mercantile law; 
agreements for payment of debts to America, etc.). 

The s�ond aspect of fascist policy concerns the repression that is 
exercised upon the workers, in order to prevent any kind of 
organization of their forces and to exclude them systematically and 
permanently from any participation in political life. Particularly worthy 
of allention at present are the following: I .  fascism's new trade·union 
policy (the 'Fascist Trade·union Law'); 2. the law on associations, also 
approved by the Senate: 3. the reform of administrative structures (the 
institution of the podesta for rural municipalities. and the decision 
whereby municipal consultative bodies are nominated by the 
corporations: the exclusion of subversives from the municipal councils 
in the cities). 

It seems at first sight that fascism is chalking up only successes in the 
realization of its policy. But in fact, its actions are intensifying all the 
social conflicts more deeply day by day. and are bringing about new 
shifts and rcgroupments in which lie the preconditions for an inevitable 
prolctarian renewal. The end oflhe Aventine will certainly not close the 
serics of attempts by the old ruling classes to impede - even without 
merging into fascism - the rise of the proletariat to the position of 
dominant class. Indeed. we can see occurring today a vast phenomenon 
of adjustment and recomposition. The various groups and parties which 
made up the Aventine. or remained outside both it and fascism. are 
seeking the positions from which it will be easiest for them to continue to 
fulfil their counter·revolutionary function. For the proletariat and the 
Communist Party. the positions of the parties which chained the mass 
Working'class movements to the Aventine are particularly significant. 

The M . I· 
f '  

aXlma 1St Party, which was the first to take cognizance of the allure of <h A . . . . . If . .  e ventlfle, IS oTlentlflg Itse ever more deciSively for 
coufll

.
er.revolution. Witness the propaganda which its leaders are 

carrymg OUI against the Russian proletarian state. adopting as their 
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own the theses of the reactionary democrats of Western Europe; and 
wilness the adhesion given by A \'Onti! to the social-democratic point of 
view concerning the advantages of an 'intervention of American capital' 
in Italy. A complete eltamination of Ihe attitude of the Maltimalist 
leaders in all the other fields allows a full definition of their posilion. It 
corresponds in part, no doubt, to the tendency of certain layers of the 
working population to consider il sufficient to resiSI reaction passively, 
without making any systematic effort to reorganize their own forces. 
reconstitute a class front or prepare for revolution. The leaders of the 
Maximalist Party mask their inertia and passivity with empty 
revolutionary verbalism and extremist poses. The propaganda which 
they carry out for the constitution of a new political grouping that will 
assemble some of the debris of the Aventine is the latest form of this 
verbalism. It is accompanied by a negative activity in thosc fields in 
which the activity ofa working-class party ought to be carried on today. 

An activity analogous to that of the MaximaJists is carried on by the 
Unilary Socialists and Republicans among other strata of the working 
class and anti-fascist petty bourgeoisie; by the popolari among thc ruraJ 
population: by the Sardists among the agricultural masses of Sardinia; 
by the National Union and social democracy among those of the South 
and Sicily. In this way, the formation of a new 'centre' group is being 
prepared. which will have a function analogous to that which the 
Aventine had during the Malleolli crisis. For the revolutionary 
preparation of the proletariat, and the success of the struggle against 
reaction. it is indispensable that this new formation should be decisively 
unmasked. forced to reveal ils Irue nature before the masses. and 
rendered incapable of exercising any influence over them. 

The fundamental problem which the Communist Party must set oul 
to resolve in the present situation is that of leading the proletariat back 
to an autonomous position as a revolutionary class: free from all 
influence of counter-revolulionary classes. groups and p .. rties: capable 
of collecting around itself and leading all the forces which can be 
mobilized for the struggle against capitalism. The Communist Party 
must. therefore. intervene actively in all fields open to its activity. and 
must take advantage of all movements, all conflicts. all struggles, even 
of a partial and limited character, in order to mobilize the prolelarian 
masses and transport Ihe resislance and opposition to fascism of the 
Italian working population onto a class terrain. 

The CommuniSI Party must systematically combat and unmask 
those groups and political parties which are vehicles for Ihc inAuence on 
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thc proletariat of other classes. and of non-revolutionary social 
categories. It must strive to remove from their inAuence even the most 
backward strata of the working class. so that a united front of class 
forces may arise from below. This united front must have an organized 
form. and this is provided by the workers' and peasants' committees. 
All attempts to create representative mass organisms must be 
encouraged and developed with tenacity and constancy, as a fi"t step 
towards practical realization of the united front of workers' and 
peasants' committees. 

Unsigned, L ·Unila. 24 November 1925. 
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68. MINUTES OF THE POLITICAL 
COMMISSION NOMINATED BY 

THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE TO 

FINALIZE THE LYONS CONGRESS 
DOCUMENTS '" 

(Presen/: Gramsci, Bordiga. Ereoti ITogliauiJ. Rienzi ITasca!. Morelli 
IScoccimarrol. Massimo, Naples F. - not a delegate to the Congress, 
Calabria. Turin I. Turin 2. Milan. Emilia. Rome, Sicily. Naples. 
Veneto.) 
Chair: Milan: Minutes: Ereoli. 

After a brief exchange of views on the agenda, it was decided to preface 
an analytic examination of the draft theses presented by the Central 
Committee with a general discussion concerning the principles upon 
which these theses were based. 

Gramsci. Recapitulates the general principles on which the drafl 
theses presented by the Central Committee ofthc party to the Congress 
are based. Advances a historical justification of the value of the process 
of "Bolshcvization" of the proletarian parties that was begun after the 
Fifth World Congress and the Enlarged Executive meeting of April 
1925, There is a fundamental analogy between the process of 
'Bolshevization' being carried out today. and the activity of Karl Marx 
within the workers' movement. Today as then. it is a question of 
combating every deviation in the doctrine and practice of the 
revolutionary class struggle. This battle is fought in the ideological field, 
in the field of organization. and in that which concerns the tactics and 
strategy of the proletarian party. In our party. however. the fullest 
discussion has taken place on the terrain of organization. This is to be 
explained by the fact that, today, it is upon this terrain that the �onsequences of the different ideological and tactical positions appear 
Immediately evident to all comrades - even to those least prepared for a 
purely theoretical debate. 

All thf: points of disagreement between the central leadership of the 
party and the far left can be grouped around three fundamental 
problems: I . the problem of relations between the central leadership of 
the party and the mass of comrades enrolled in its ranks: 2. the problem 
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of relations between the central leadership and the working class; 3. the 

problem of relations between the working class and the other anti

capitalist classes. 
All these relations must be established accurately, if one wishes to 

auain the historical destination of the dictatorship orthe proletariat. In 

order to reach this destination, in fact, it is necessary for the working 

class to become the class that leads the anti-capitalist struggle; for the 

Communist Party 10 lead the working class in this struggle: and for the 

party to be struc{Ured internally in such a way that it can fulfil this its 

basic function. Each of the three problems alluded to is thus linked to 
the fundamental problem of the accomplishment of the Communist 

Party's revolutionary task. 
To the IWO first problems is linked the question of the nature of 

the party and the bodies which lead it. We consider that in defining the 

party, it is necessary today to underline the fact that it is a 'part' of 

the working class, while the far left ignores and undervalues this side 

of the definition of the party, giving fundamental importance instead to 

the idea that the party is an 'organ' of the working class. Our position 

derives from the fact that we consider one must put muimum emphasis 

on the fact that the party is united to the working class not merely by 

ideological bonds. but also by bonds of a 'physical' character. And this 

is closely related 10 the tasks which must be set for the party vis-Q-vis the 

working class. 
According to the far left, the process of the party's formation is • 

'synthetic' process. whereas for us it is a process of historical and 

political character. closely linked to the whole development of capitalist 

society. The difference of conception leads to different ways of 

determining the function and tasks of the party. All the work which the 

party must accomplish to raise the political level of the masses, to 
convince them and lead them onto the terrain of the revolutionary class 

struggle. is downgraded and impeded as a result of the far lefl', 

incorrect conception, because of the initial rift that has been created 

between the party and the working class. 
The incorrect conception which the far left has on the nature of the 

party undeniably has a class character. Not that. as occurred within the 
Socialist Party, there is any tendency to cause the influence of othct 
classes to prevail within the political organization of the proletariat; but 
in the sense that an incorrect evaluation is made of the weight which the 
various elements which make up the party should have in it. The 
conception of the far left. which places the workers and the elementl 
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whO come from other social classes on the same plane. and is not 

concerned to safeguard the proletarian character of the party, 
corresponds to a situation in which the intellectuals were the most 
politically and socially advanced elements. and were therefore destined 
to be the organisers of the working class. Today, in our view, the 
organizers of the working class must be the workers themselves. It is 
therefore necessary, in defining the party, to stress particularly that part 
of the definition which highlights the intimacy of the relations which 
exist between it and the class from which it arises. 

This problem of a technical nature has given rise to the discussion 
about organization by 'cells', in other words on the basis of production. 
Indeed. this is the point which has been taken up most. and by the 
largest number of comrades, in the pre-conference discussion. All the 
argumenls of a practical character which make it useful and 
indispensable to transform the party organization on the basis of cells 
have. therefore. been fully expounded and the comrades know them. 
The far left puts forward objections, of which the most important 
consist in an exaggeration of the problem of overcoming competition 
between different categories of workers; in other words, of the problem 
of class unification of the proletariat. It is certain that this problem 
exists. but it is an error to make it into a fundamental one. which 
determines the form the party gives to its organization. This problem. 
moreover. has been resolved for some time in Italy in the trade-union 
field. and experience has shown that organization on a factory basis 
ma

.
kes it possible to fight with the greatest effectiveness against every 

residue of corporatism and sectionalism. In reality, if the problem which 
the far left seems to present as fundamental. and which determines its 
anxieties. were really the essential problem of the present historical 
period in Italy. then indeed the intellectuals would be organizationally 
the Yanguard of the revolutionary movement. However. this is not the 
case. 

A second fundamental question is that of the relations which should 
be established between the working class and the other anti-capitalist 
classes Th' . bl . ' IS IS a pro em which can be resolved only by the party of the 
Workmg class. through the medium of its policies. In no country is the 
proletariat capable of winning power and keeping it with its own forces aro�e. It must therefore obtain allies: in other words. it must follow a �hey that will enable it to place itself at the head of the other classes w 0 have anti-capitalist interests. and guide them in the struggle to Overthrow bo " . . urgeOls society. The question IS of particular importance 
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for Italy, where the proletariat is a minority of the w�rking population 

and geographically distributed in such a manner, that It cannot presume 

10 lead a victorious struggle for power unless it has previously resolved 

very precisely the problem of its relations with the peasant class. OUf 

party must devote itself especially to tackling and solving this problem 

in the immediate future. Furthermore, there exists a reciprocity between 

the problem of the alliance between workers and peasants and the 

problem of the organization of the working class and its party. The 

latter will be more easily solved if the former has been brought near to a 

solution. 
The problem of the alliance between workers and peasants has 

already been confronted by the party leadership; but one cannot claim 

that all comrades have properly understood its terms, or have the 

capacity to work to resolve it - and this is especially the case in those 

regions where it would be necessary to work most and best, i.e. in t�e 

South. Thus the far left criticizes the entire activity of the leadership 

with respect to Miglioli, the representative of the peasant left in the 

Popular Party.IS6 These criticisms show that the far left docs not grasp 

the terms and the importance of the problem of relations between the 

proletariat and the other anti-capitalist classes. The party's activi�y with 

respect to Migholi was carried out precisely with the aim of openmg the 

path to an alliance between the workers and the peasa�ts, in the stru�gle 

against capitalism and the bourgeois State. The question of the Vallcan 

as a counter-revolutionary political force is posed on the same plane.. 

The Vatican's social base is precisely provided by the peasants, whom 

the clerical forces have always considered as a reserve army of reaction 

and whom they have always striven to keep under their control. The 

accomplishment of an alliance between workers and peasants in the 

struggle against capitalism presupposes the destruction of the Vatican'. 

influence over the peasants of central and northern Italy in particular. 

The tactics pursued by the party towards Miglioli were aimed precisely 

at achieving this. 
The problem of the relations between the proletariat and the other 

anti-capitalist classes is only one of the problems concerning the party'. 

tactics and strategy_ On other points too, there exists a profound 

disagreement between the leadership and the far left. The leadership 

considers that the party's tactics should be determined by the situation. 

and by the aim of winning a decisive influence over the majority of the 

working class, in order actually to lead it towards the revolution. The far 

left considers that tactics should be determined by considerations of. 
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formal character. and that the pany should not al every moment pose 
the problem of winning a majority, but for long periods of time should 

limit itself to simple propaganda activity for its general political 

principles. 
The beSI example of the nature and extent of the disagreement is 

provided by the tactics followed by the pany after the Matteolli 

assassination, and by the criticisms which the far left makes of these. It 

is certain that at first, i.e. immediately after Matteotti's murder. the 
constitutional opposition was the predominant factor in the situation, 
and that its forces were essentially provided by the working class and 
the peasaOiry. It was, therefore, in effect the working class which found 
itself on incorrect positions, and operated without being conscious of its 
own function. or of the political position which was appropriate for it in 
the context of the conflicting forces. It was necessary to see to it that the 
working class acquired consciousness of this function and position. 

What attitude should our pany have adopted to this end? Would it 
have been enough to emit propaganda slogans and conduct a campaign 
of ideological and political criticism directed both at fascism and at the 
constitutional opposition (Aventine)? No. this would not have been 
sufficient. The propaganda and political criticism which are carried in 
the party organs enjoy a very restricted circle of influence; they do not 
reach very far outside the membership at large. It was necessary to 
carry out a political activity, and this had to be different in the case of 
fascism and in the case of the Opposition. In fact. the far left too says 
that there were three factors in the situation at that time: fascism, the 
Opposition and the proletariat. This means that we had to make a 
distinction between the two former, and pose ourselves the problem 
not merely theoretically, but in practice - of how to disintegrate the 
Opposition. SOCially and thus politically, in order to deprive it of the 
base it had among the masses. The party's political activity with respect 
to the Opposition was directed to this end. 

It is certain that a fundamental problem existed at that time. for us 
and for the proletariat: that of overthrowing fascism. Precisely because 
they wanted fascism to be overthrown, by whatever means, the masses 
to a very great extent followed the Opposition. And. in reality. it must not be denied that if the Mussolini government had fallen. whatever the �ea

l
ns w.hich had caused it to fall, an extremely deep political crisis 

..ou d have . 
� opened up 10 Italy. whose development no one could have Oreseen or h i d B . . . 
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a te . ut the Opposlt10n forces too knew thiS. and they ere ore eXcluded right from the beginning 'one' way of bringing 
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fascism down. which was the only possible one. i.e. the mobilization and 
struggle of Ihe masses. By excluding this sole possible way to bring 
down fascism. the Opposition in reality kept fascism upright. and were 
the most effective prop of the regime in dissolution. Wen we, with the 
political activity we carried out in relalion to the Opposition (exit from 
Parliament: participation in the oppositional assembly: exit from that), 
succeeded in making this fact obvious to the masses: something which 
we would certainly not have been able to do by mere propaganda or 
critical activity, etc. We consider that the party's tactics must always 
have Ihe character that our tactics had then. The party must take 
problems to the masses in a real and political way. if it wants to obtain 
results. 

The problem of winning a decisive influence over the majority of the 
working class. and that of the alliance between the workers and the 
peasants, are both tightly bound up with the military problem of the 
revolution. This is posed for us today in a quite particular manner. given 
the disposition of the armed forces which the Italian bourgeoisie has at 
its command. First of all, there is a national army; however, this is 
extremely reduced in size. and contains a high percentage of officers 
controlling the mass of soldiers. It is. therefore. far from easy to exert 
any influence on the army, so as to have it as one's ally at a time or 
revolution. In the best eventuality - and to the extent that it is possible to 
foresee this today - the army could remain neutral. But apart from the 
army. there are very numerous armed corps (police. carabinieri. 
national militia). who can only be influenced by the proletariat with the 
greatest difficulty. In short. out of 600.000 armed men whom the 
bourgeoisie has in its service, 400,000 at least cannot be won to the 
policies of the working class. The relation of forces which exists between 
the prolctariat and the bourgeoisie can, therefore. only be modified as 
the result ofa political struggle which the party of the workingchiss has 
conducted. and which has enabkd it to gain sway over and lead the 
majority of the working population. The tactical conception of the left is 
an obstacle to the accomplishment of this task. 

All the problems which have arisen in the discussion between the 
party leadership and the far left are linked to the international situation. 
and to the problems of the proletariat's international organization, t�e 
Communist Intcrnational. The far left adopts a strange attitude in thIS 
domain. analogous in part to that of the Maximalists. insofar as it 
considers the Communist International as a de [acto organization to 
which it counterposes the 'true' International which still remains to be 
created. This way of presenting the issue cOnlain, within it. potentially. 
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he problem of a split. The stance adopted by the far left in Italy before �nd during the pre-congress discussion (factionalism) has. moreover, 
iven proof of this. 

g It is necessary to examine what our party's situation as an 
international organism is. In 1921 ,.our party was founded on the terrain 
indicated by the thes�s and resolutions of the first two congresses of the 
Communist InternatIonal. Who departed from these theses. to take up a 
position in conflict with those of the International? Not the party 
leadership - which is still basically the same one that was elected by the 
Livorno and Rome Congresses - but a group of party leaders. those 
who make up the far left tendency. The position of this group is 
incorrect_ and the party. in opposing and condemning it. is merely 
continuing its own political tradition. 

The broad scope of the discussion which has taken place and which 
will have to take place at the Congress with the comrades of the far left 
is a consequence of the fact that these comrades, in order to distinguish 
themselves in the party as a faction, have felt the need to differentiate 
themselves on all problems which could be brought under discussion, 
and at the same time have carried on an activity which could have led to 
the disintegration of the party's base. This activity must be condemned 
by the Congress. and the possibility of its being repeated in the future 
must be excluded. 

The discussion which will take place at this Congress has enormous 
importance, inasmuch as it touches on all the problems of the Italian 
revolution and hence profoundly interests the development of our party. 
The decisions which will be taken at it will characterize the party's 
activity for a whole historical period. It is. therefore. necessary for every 
comrade to be aware of the proletarian and revolutionary responsibility 
which rests upon him. 

Bordiga. Gramsci's exposition of the basic points of disagreement between the party's central leadership and the far left has convinced me of the need for a complete differentiation. The far left will. therefore. present ils own draft theses, completely opposed to those of the leadership, and which will serve to complete the part which has already been published in the party daily. lIT 
BaSically, there exists just one fundamental disagreement between us and the leadership and the International, and all the points of conflict Can be reduced to this. While reserving the right to develop a full exposition in the plenary session, I shall limit myself here to indicating the basic points. 
First of all. as regards ideology. we consider that we are on the line of 
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revolutionary Marxism. while it is the comrades of the leadership who 

have departed from it. aligning themselves with idealistic philosophical 

conceptions which the International itself condemns. 
With respect to the nature of the party, we maintain that it is an 

'organ' of Ihe working class. To maintain that the party is � 'pa�' and 
not an 'organ' orlhe working class indicates a concern 10 Identify the 
party and the class in a statistical manner, and is symptomatic of an 
opportunist deviation. The statistical identification of party and class 
has always been one of the characteristics of opportunistic labourism. 

We deny that organiz81ion by cells lends to give the party a 
proletarian spirit. Indeed, we assert that it tends to deprive it of that 
spirit. by causing a corporate spirit to prevail. It is incorrect to state that 
the problem of combating corporatism no longer exists in Italy. This 
problem does exist and only the party, as unitary organ of the workin, 
class. can resolve it. In debating this problem, we have seen a 
remarkablc example of the method which consists in presenting the 
positions of the left as right-wing positions. It has been said that we do 
not have faith in the proletariat. Well, we recall that this very argument 
was put forward against the revolutionaries by the reformists. Today: as 
in those times of the struggle against reformism, we are agamst 
demagogic workerist optimism and consider it a dangerous deviation. 

So far as tactics are concerned, in other words the party's activity in 
relation to specific situations, we consider that the formulations 
presenter! by the party leadership are very dangerous. For example, it 
is now said that the party must remain 'in all situations' in contact with 
the masses. in order :o exert a predominant inftuence upon them. This is 
no longer even Lenin's thesis. Lenin formulated the thesis of conquerin, 
the majority in a period that was considered as preceding a struggle for 
the conquest of power. Lenin counterposed this thesis to the thesis of the 
·offensive'. in other words to the thesis according to which it would be 
possible for the communist party to struggle for the conquest of power 
cven without having a decisive part of the masses under its control. We 
accept Lenin's thesis as he formulated it. i.e. for the period which 
precedes the conquest of power. But we reject the extension of it which 
is now being proposed. and indeed consider this extension as a step 
towards opportunism. It is. moreover, in contradiction with the history 
of Bolshevism. This history has shown that there are periods in which it 
is better to be few than many. This difference is viewed by us with alarm. 

With respect to international questions. which we deliberately put to 
the fore. we assert that there exists a crisis in the Commu-nist 
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International. This crisis has its source in the fact that the corrcet path 
haS not always been followed in building the communist parties. It has 
been forgoHen that sometimes one must be concerned not so much with 

immedi ate success. as with winni�g stable positions which will not ever 

be lost in the future. In a first penod, the sole concern was to assemble 

forces. without caring if these were truly communist forces. 
Subsequently. it became necessary to initiate a series of purges. and all 

the parties had to pass through deep crises. This state of affairs has 
repercussions upon the present situation in the International too. 

Questions of tactics were resolved with the same system : i.e. not in 
accordance with a clear. precise and immutable line, but with a 
deplorable 'eclecticism" which is justified by the aim of taking account 
of changes in the objective situation. The most obvious example 
concerns relations between the political movement and the trade-union 
movement. In a first period. organizations of a trade-union character 
were accepted into the ranks of the Communist International. in this 
way flouting fundamental principles of organization (IWW, Spanish 
syndicalists. etc.). Then the Red Trade-union International was 
founded. and a whole plan of action was drawn up to get the trade-union 
mm'emcnts of individual countries to join it; naturally, it was claimed 
that this was the only correct method. But at the Fifth Congress. and
which is more serious - without any adequate preparation or 
discussion. a third course was adopted : that of struggling for the 
organic unity of the international trade-union movement. It is this 
method of eclectic and 'politicking' analysis. dominated by the sole 
preoccupation of immediate success, which has led us to failure. We 
COunted on taking everything, but nothing went right and today we are 
weaker than before. 

This wrong approach to political problems and to general tactics 
goes together with a fundamental defcet in the internal method of work 
of the International. The system followed in creating leaderships for the 
individual parties is incorrect. as is the system whereby discussions for 
the World Congresses are imposed and directed. In this field. we accept 
the criticisms formulated by Trotsky of the International's method of 
WOrk. 

The idea now is to repair the crisis which exists in the International t�ro
.
ugh So-called Bolshevization. We reject this slogan. inasmuch as it Signifies an artificial and mechanical transposition to the Western ��rties of methods which were specific to the Russian party. With 

shevization. an attempt is being made to resolve questions which are 
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political with formulae of an organizational character. This is 

occurring, for example, with respect to factionalism. On this point, is 

there a direct counter-position between our position and that of the 

central leadership of our party? The leadership has waged a cam· 

paign against factionalism that was an out and out campaign of 

disintegration. The workers have been repelled by this campaign 

towards pure unilarism. which is an incorrect position. The question of 

factionalism cannot be resolved on the organizational and disciplinary 

plane, but only on the political and historical plane. Ifthe International 

is not led well, factionalism will perforce arise. because its origin lies 

precisely in the inadequacy of the international organization for 

resolving the historical problems of the proletariat at the presenl 

moment. A campaign against factionalism waged with the methods 

used by the central leadership of our party would have led to extremely 

grave consequences. if we had not been determined to avoid all danger 

to the integrity of the party. 

Another of the fundamental aspects of the Bolshevization campaign 

is that which concerns the organizational transformation by cells. We 

are against making organization by cdls a question of principle. 

Moreover. we consider that so far as the non-Russian parties are 
concerned the basis of organization must be territorial. and the cdls 

must be organs created by the party for work 10 be carried out in the 
factories. 

So far as tactics are concerned, we maintain our long-standin, 

criticisms of the united front and workers' government slogans. To 

these, we add new criticisms of the new tactical positions, of which we 

have seen the first examples in the tactics followed by the Italian 

leadership with respect to the Aventine; in the tactics recommended to 

the German party for the presidential elections; and in the tacticS 

followed by the French party in the municipal elections (Clichy).I. 

These new tactical attitudes are related to the evaluation of the objective 

situation. It is as well it be known that we are fundamentally in 

agreement with this evaluation (temporary stabilization of capitalism). 

but that the tactical and political deductions which it is proposed should 

be drawn from it alarm us. We consider that even in this period, there i. 

a revolutionary policy to be followed. By contrast, on the part of the 

current which is dominant in the International and in our party, 

policy of the party in this period is determined in accordance with 

artificial and non-Marxist counter-position of two fractions of 

bourgeoisie. The dualism between the bourgeois right and leO is 
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estimated. The spectre is invoked of a part of the bourgeoisie which 
\I'ishes 1 0  destroy the advances that have been made in the last decades; 
and the conclusion is drawn that the working class should manoeuvre to 
preserve these advances. We consider that an error made in this 

direction is more scrious than an error made in the opposite direction, 

i.e. in the direction of under-estimating the contradictions between the 

various fractions of the bourgeoisie. 

Gramsd. It was partly because of an error ofthis last kind made by 

our party that fascism was able to come to power so easily. 
Bordiga. Your error is precisely to overestimate the danger of the 

victory of a right-wing bourgeois group. The victory of fascism was 
mad!! possible by the policy of concessions to the workers' movement 
that was followed by the left bourgeoisie during the democratic period. 
Those concessions served to prevent the formation of working-class 
unity. The proletariat's freedom of movement in the democratic period 
was thus a counter-revolutionary condition. and we must prevent any 
return to the same situation by fighting from this moment against the 
illusion thai there exists a left bourgeoisie. You have not contributed to 
destroying that illusion. and have allowed the proletariat to fall under 
the influence of other classes. 

It is perfectly true that the party cannot limit itself to merely 
proselytizing. just as it cannot limit itself to leading partial actions. It 
mu�t. however, pose today the problem of tomorrow. fortifying itself 
agamst the counter-revolutionary influences of the two policies of the 
bourgeoisie. Hence, your tactics against the Aventine were 
fundamentally mistaken. In the proposal for an Anti-parliament. you 
posed the problem of freedom. etc., as a prejudicial problem ; in other 
wO�ds. you accepted the terrain of the opposition. This meant 
prejudicing our situation also with respect to a possible revolutionary �evelopment. We consider. in fact. that even if the opposition had 
aunched a struggle against fascism, we would only have been able 
usefully to int . 

h i " " ervene m t at strugg e and turn It to our own ends If the 
masses had . ' 
o ' . never seen any pomt of contact between us and the 

ppos�t�on. Any contact. or appearance of contact_ between us and the 
oPPOSIllon in f 'b d k 

" act contn ute to cepmg the workers under the latter's 
COntrol. 

it 
So far as the tradition of the party is concerned. the left considers that 
represents the d" " d " "  o . tra Itlon an contmulty of the struggle against 

PPOrtumst de ' . . . 
W 

Vlatlons and agamst centrism. 
e do not bel' h leve t at one can make proposals for action. or solve 
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political with formulae of an organizational character. This is 
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the problems of the Italian parly. if first the problems are not resolved at 
the inlernalional level. The fundamental problem for us is that of the 
Communist International. To resolve this problem. the method 
theorizing the experience of the Russian Communist Party is absolutely 
inadequate. Our opinion. on the contrary, is Ihat the questions of the 
Russian Communist Party themselves cannot be resolved today. other 
than on the basis of elements drawn from Ihe experience of the class 
struggle as it unfolds in other countries. 

A confirmalion of the accuracy of this opinion is provided by the 
recent discussion which has taken place in the Russian party.1., We 
only have minimal information on this discussion. but it is certain that it 
touches on problems which are related to the entire international 
situation. These problems must be discussed in all Sections of the 
international, and for this reason we were extremely astonished to read 
a leiter from the Russian Communist Party expressing the wish that the 
problems recently discussed at the Russian Congress should nOI be the 
subject of discussion in other parties. Apart from this. thc way in 
the recent discussion took place shows that the platform which 
presented to us as permitting a resolution of all the problems 
conrront the various parties in the present historical period (Leninism) 
a very unstable platrorm. inasmuch as even while holding to it on., co .. 
perrorm oscillations as violent as those which appeared during 
Russian discussion. 

In conclusion. we consider that the only way to resolvc ou",;,;",,111 
that or the International is by initiating a serious and 
discussion on the problems orthe International itselr. 

Rienzi ITasca I. Agrees that it is necessary to have a rull and 
discussion. 

With respect to the philosophical question alluded to b. 'Y� �����: 
asserts that the conception which the rar len has orthe party a 
or the working class is rar rrom being rully in accordance with 
doctrine or historical materialism. Moreover. there is an obvious 
between the conception which the rar len has orthe nature or the 
and its conception or the relations that the party must have with 
masses. 

There is no doubt that ir the party proposed to 'remain' at 
moment and in all situations a mass party. then 'situation ism' 
represent a danger. But the problem or winning a majority cannot 
achieved in this way. It must be conceived in the sense that in 
situation there must exist conditions or possibility ror the party to 
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he majority or the working class, and that there do not exist situations 

:n which this conquest is impossible. We win the masses when they have 
losl the capacity t� delude themselves ; but even at these moments, we 
only obtain results Irat no moment have we ever abandoned the masses. 
There is an identity or destiny between the masses and the party. In 
Italy. for example. ir the opposition rorces had overthrown rascism, 
would they have succeeded in lulling the masses with the democratic 
illusion? On the contrary, precisely the opposite would· have occurred. 

Assessment ofthe situation and the consequent determination orthe 
party's tacticS can never be separated rrom considerations or time. One 
may never abstract rrom time. The best example is provided by the 
tactics rollowed by the Communist I nternational to resolve the problem 
or relations between parties and unions. It is certain that in ' 1 9  and '20. 
it was right to make every effort to assemble the broadest possible 
masses under the International's control. It was ror this reason that even 
trade·union organizations were welcomed into the International: but 
this attitude was modified when the situation was seen to have changed. 
The policy rollowed by the International in this field cannot be 
understood irit is separated rrom the general situation. 

Bordiga is right when he asks that we discuss international problems: 
but only in the sense that it is necessary to accelerate the rhythm orthe 
political experience or the various parties, by util izing the experience 
which the individual Sections or the International have passed through 
in their recent past. In order to make a contribution to this process or 
formulating an international experience, the speaker passes in rapid 
review the problems which have raced the various parties in the last 
period. 

So far as France is concerned. our party has made errors in the way it 
has posed, and conducted. the campaign against the war in Morocco. 
The party has limited itselrto agitational propaganda based on clearly 
COmmunist slogans against the war and ror dereatism: it has not 
bothered to seek intermediate slogans which. without conflicting with 
the COmmUnist slogans. would make it possible to regroup the masses 
arOund us. This was an ultra·left error. and was responsible ror the ract 
�hat the French party. in a very ravourable situation, did not increase its 

h
lOfluence among the masses very greatly or obtain the successes it could 

aYe. 
Another error made by the French party is that or insisting 

bo
mCChanicallY on identirying rascism with the bourgeoisie and the 

u,. . . COlsle with social-democracy. These errors generate wrong 
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tactical positions. The question - comrade Rienzi states - is one 

general significance, and it is necessary to modify certain "p",ss;o,� 
which have become currently used in our parties. I do not accept 

point of the political theses in which it is denied that "";.'-d,rr"",,.,cy ;' 
the right wing of the working-class movement, and it is made ' 

into the left wing of the bourgeoisie. If this were the case, the tactic 

uniled front would be absurd. because it would be a tactic 

with an enemy class. By an assertion of this kind, one in 
the criticisms made of the united front tactic by the far left, It is 

social-democratic ideology is a reflection of the boUrgeoisie"SS
,
�:�:

�

: 
on the working-class movement. It is true that this influence, " 
very powerfully upon the leaders, also affects broad layers of 

masses. But this does not take away the class character or 
structure of the workers' movement. even when it follows 

democracy. This is especially true when social-democracy CO"Sljtu" � 

an historical phase as the next step for the whole working class, as 
the English "Labour Party": if that were not the case, the affiliation 
the communists to the LP would be an absurdity. I therefore ask 
this point in the Iheses should be reworked. SO as to avoid the base 
party being able to interpret a united front tactic of the CP with the 
of social-democralic workers as a united front tactic with the len 
of the bourgeoisie. 

Going on to speak of the German situation and the workers' 

peasants' government, comrade Rienzi observes that criticism of 
Saxon episode has not been directed at participation ofthe "::

;
7:'��:: 

in a government with the social-democratic len (a p 
authorized by the Communist International). but at the 
was not accompanied by any proper political or military p"'p'"'';o' '' 
the base. or by any serious mobilization for revolutionary struggle. 
considers that participation in an externally parliamentary form 
government is a possible episode - a transitory and very b,;er,p;sode, 

but a possible one -of the civil war in the context of which the tactic 
development of the workers' and peasants' government are located. 
this connection, he observes that if the worker-ss.

�
' 

"
.
�
"
�
d
� 
c:;::::;� 

government had been realized in Bulgaria to prevent Z 
power, it would have had to be realized on the parliamentary t" .. ;"."� 

In general, the speaker considers that the reasons for the failure 
German revolution of 1923 cannot be ascribed solely to an error 
in Ihe application of the united front and workers' government 
The reasons were far deeper and more complex, and it cannot be 
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hat a part of the responsibility lies also with the central leadership of the 

�ommunisl International. These reasons were not analysed at the Finh 

World Congress. for motives which I do not share. It is claimed that it 

was not possible to make this analysis fully at the Finh Congress. 

beCause the prime necessity was to avoid demoralization spreading 

among Ihe masses. These concerns no doubt have some value. but in 

addition to them one must also have a concern to clarify for the masses 
Ihemsclves what Ihe tactic of the proletariat's party is. This latter 

concern should not be pushed into the background by problems of an 

internal nature. 

As for Russia and the discussions which have taken place within the 
Russian pari)'. the speaker justifies the expression used in the RCP's 
leiter to Ihe western parties with the anxiety to avoid the same thing 
happening with this last discussion as occurred with the first and second 
Trotsky discussions. i.e. a mechanical transposition of the conflict into 

Ihe western parties. The problems of socialist construction in Russia are 

problems which must interest the whole proletariat. This, moreover, 
was clearly staled by Stalin in his speech to the Russian party Congress. 
The problems of Russia must be felt by all workers as their own 

problems. 
The speaker considers that the expression 'State capitalism' applied 

to the present situation in Russia is ambiguous. The socialist character 
of the prescnl Russian economic systcm consists in the fact that it 
allows the Russian revolution to ensure that conditions are produced. in 

which it will be possible for it to expand on a European and world scale. 
I! is certain thallhe possibility exists to give the proletarian dictatorship 

in Russia organic foundations. such as will enable it to resist until the 
revolulion breaks OUI in other countries. The workers must know that 
the concessions which Russia is having to make in the present historical 
period serve to link the Russian revolution to the revolution of the other 
COuntries. Resources are needed for this waiting-period. and these are 

created through a form of primitive accumulation made possible by the 
State's monopoly of foreign trade. 

With respect to the situation of the International in general. the 
Speaker stales thai the presentation of this problem which has been 
made by Bordiga is absolutely superficial and banal. It is necessary to 
SCe things from a far wider point of view. bearing in mind the 
cha�acteristics of the present historical period. of partial recovery of the 

capitalist order. It is further necessary to examine the situalion of the 

reVOlution from a world viewpoint, and to recognize Ihat - if one takes 
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account orthe progress it has made (movement orthe Eastern pc"pl,,,) 
and or the positions it has held onto (Soviet Russia) through the wo,k elf, 
the International - Ihen the balance·sheet or the International 
must be presented as positive. There is no doubl that Ihe work 
constructing parties presents great difficulties and is influenced by 
conditions in which the working maSSes find Ihemselves. The O55,"n";I1 · 
problem is that or creating a leading centre, and or rendering the 
capable at the periphery 100 orrulfilling well all the tasks which 
to the political organization or the proletarian vanguard. It cannot 
denied that this problem has been somewhat neglecled by 
International in certain parties. 

In our party, a political evolution has commenced. This m'''l becol1lO 
thorough-going and complete. Here the problem or the raction is 
The existence or the raction may mean that at the gravest moments 
part or the party, petrified on the positions or the rar left, will not be 
to move. Irthis occurs, the danger ror us will be very great. 

Naples F. (not a rormal delegate to the Congress). He states that 
discussion to prepare the party Congress was a discussion or 
names and insults and not an ideological discussion. The rar left 
to win the masses precisely through its tactical inflexibility. During 
Matteoui period, the party Centre did not know what to do. and it 
pre'Ssure rrom the periphery which imposed on it the little good that 
achieved. He protests because in the discussion published in L ,un"UI, 
the thinking or the left was distorted by editorial comments p",(,d". e. 
appended to its articles.ltl 

Morelli I Scoccimarro J. The essential problems under debate ':�::= 
the rar left and the party leadership are. no doubt, those which c 
the nature or the party and the tactics to be rollowed l'is-iH'is 
masses. in order to acquire a decisive influence over them. C"mcaelti 
Bordiga, however. in his intervention did not reply to those Ih;",,"'h;,:11 
the leadership maintains. but criticized assertions and points 
which no one has ever dreamed or maintaining. Perhaps in this way 
thought he would make his own task easier. 

None or us thinks that there exists a statistical coincidence bel.W'" 
the party and the working class, and that every worker because he 
worker should be a member orthe party. The criticisms made 
this point or view are thererore not made against us. and Bo,d;,a cc,uItI 
have spared us them. We. having defined the party as a 'part' 
working class. clearly define which is the part in question. i.e. 
vanguard. and say what the qualities are that this part must 
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comrade Bordiga, on the other hand, limits himselrto defining the party 

the 'association or those' who accept that specific programme. This is aS
non. Marxist definition, because it entirely under-estimates the mass 

;haracter or the party. Bordiga's definition, in that rorm, could be 

applied to
. 
any party. 

,. . . 
Nor is It true that we say that the party must LO all situations' be a 

masS party. However. we do say that in all situations it must 'aim' to be 
one. The twO things are very different, and it is against the latter opinion 
that Bordiga ought to polemicize. not against the rormer which ror 
polemical convenience he attributes to us. 

Another point or disagreement concerns the way in which the 
internal struggles and conflicts between different groups or the 
bourgeoisie should be evaluated and exploited by the party or the 
proletariat. This tactic does not exist and has never been applied in our 
party. What is certain is that we do not accept Bordiga's rormulation, 
according 10 which it is a matter or indifference whether Mussolini or 
Amendola is in power. 

Similarly. with respect to the united rront and the 'new tactics' orthe 
Communist International, nobody has ever maintained that the 
communist parties should carry out a tactic or alliance with the left 
bourgeois parties. as Bordiga claims. We distinguish between the 
different groups or the bourgeoisie, and regulate and modiry our tactics 
in accordance with these differences. in order to draw the maximum 
possible advantage rrom situations ror the interests or the proletariat 
and the class struggle. In this respect. what Lenin wrote and the tactics 
he persuaded the party to rollow at the epoch orthe Kornilov coup are 
of decisive importance. It is always necessary to take account or the 
repercussions which the party's slogans and political positions have 
among the masses. For example. when we made the proposal ror an 
Anti-parli ament. we immediately relt that the workers understood that 
this was a revolutionary slogan. I n  ract, that slogan served to get the 
masses to take a step rorward. detaching them rrom the Aventine in 
Which they had had raith. 

I From all the points which are under discussion between the party ;
.
aderShip and the rar leO. it is clear that there exists a rundamental 

d
�sagreement. Two ideologies are involved. which are tending to �v��e. It is i�possibl: to uni�y th� p�r�y and give it internal cohesion. 

th b 
g

. as two Ideologies CoeXist wlthm It. The party must be unified on 
ex

e tSIS or a single ideology. that or Leninism. Must we then proceed to Pc those Comrades who do not share this ideology? We do not think 
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so, because we still hope that they will be convinced and coone 0"" ()"" 
our terrain. 

The things which comrade Rienzi has said about the character 
social-democracy and the workers' and peasants' government "'" .... 
his personal opinion. but are not at all ihe opinion ofthe majority 
party's Central Committee. Comrade Rienzi has basically '''�., ... 
what was advanced by Graziadei at the Fourth World Congress 
respeci to the workers' government and the possibility of,,,,!;,in,, i' .. 
the parliamentary terrain. I consider that the position of Rienzi 
mistaken. It has. moreover, been condemned by the cong""se" of lito 
International themselves. The workers' and peasants' government 
Bulgaria. if it had been established, would have been a .o'mnm, .. 
created to direct the civil war and nOI a government of p"cliam',""� 
coalition. 

Milan. This Third Congress must create a new situation in 'h" p,ut] 
On the one hand, it must put an end to factionalism and signal the 
offactions: and on the olher. it must constitute a step fo"w.,,,' \()W,,", 
the acquisition of a greater political capacity by the party. The far 
by its activities and by the positions it takes. tends to create o�:::��;;:: 
the attainment of these two objectives. But there must exist a 
for the far left as well. 

With respect to the tactics which the party followed from 
Matteoni assassination onwards, the fact that they were correct 
shown by the actual results which were obtained among the 
Our influence grew and is still growing. We can work well among 
masses to extend it. This means that the tactics were correct. 

With respect to the party's ideology and its nature. the ,"'"." 0' 
Central Committee pose these questions in their precise terms. 
the assertions of the far left are such that if the tactics of the p"rty .... 
10 be fixed in accordance with them, our organization 
be damaged and see the development of its influence among 'he m .... 
checked. 

Calabria. States that once it is said that the comrades of the 
have a mistaken ideology. and uphold theses whose application 
damage the party. one should no longer demand that they enter 
Central Committee. indeed one should want them to remain outside 

During the Matteotti crisis. the peasants of the South were with 
and the party Centre. not understanding the situation. was ""able . 
take any advantage of this orientation on their part. 

Gramsci. The discussion being carried on between the 
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C nnl'lillee and the far left of the party is not a purely academic 

d'
o 

ussion. The far left. for example, gives a definition of Ihe party L�Ch leads it to make errors of tactics. This occurred when it was 

�ading the party. The same can be said with respect to its analysis of the e 
ovements and parties of the bourgeoisie. Of fascism, for instance. 

�hen fascism emerged and developed in italy, how was it to be seen? 

Was it only a combat organ of the bourgeoisie. or was it also a social 

movement? The far left which then led the party only considered the 

former aspect: and the consequence of this error was that we did not 

succeed in stemming the advance of fascism. as might perhaps have 

been possible. No political action was carried out to prevent fascism 
from coming 10 power. The leadership of that time committed the error 
of thinking that the situation of '21-'22 might continue and become 
consolidated, and that Ihe coming to power of a military dictatorship 
was neither necessary nor possible. This error of evaluation was the 
consequence of an incorrect system of political analysis, i.e. of Ihe 
system which Bordiga is counterposing today to that upheld by the 
Central Committee. which is the Leninist system. 

The Italian situation is characterized by the fact lhal the bourgeoisie 
is organically weaker than in other countries and maintains itself in 
power only insofar as it succeeds in controlling and dominating the 
peasantry. The proletariat must struggle to tear the peasants from the 
bourgeoisie's influence. and place them under its own political guidance. 
This is the central point of the political problems which the party must 
resolve in the immediate future. 

It is certain that il is also necessary to examine attentively the 
different stratifications of the bourgeois class. Indeed. it is necessary to 
examine the stratifications of fascism itself; for given the totalitarian 
system which fascism tends to instal, it will be within fascism itself that 
the confiicts which cannot express themselves in other ways will tend to 
re-emerge. The party's tactics in the Matteotti period always strove to 
take aCCOunt of the stratifications of the bourgeoisie. and our proposal 
for an Anti·parliament was made wilh Ihe aim of managing to make 
Contact with backward masses which had. until then. remained under 
'
h

he Control of layers of the big or petty bourgeoisie. It is certain that t ere are f . masses 0 peasants In the South who only when we made the �oposal ror an Anti-parliament came to know of the existence of a 
Ommunist Party. 

co With respect to the problem of cells. comrade Bordiga confuses the 
Tporate competition between different categories of worker with the 
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political division of the working class. Today, it is essential to 
the political division of the working class, and it is politic"a

�
I
O�i

l�
:�: which the fascists are seeking to keep open within the p I 

whereas the struggle against corporate competition, even i 
waged. is not an essential problem. 

It is certainly not true. as Bardiga asserts, that the problem nr,"".� 
organizalion is posed in essentially different terms for us than for 
Russian party. which was organized on the basis of i 
Bordiga asseriS that Tsarism was a reactionary form. and nOt 
capitalist force. This is not true. II is enough to know the history 
1905 revolution. and of the way in which capitalism developed 
Russia before and during the War, to be in a position to di"pr"" 
Bordiga's statement. 

The problem posed for us today, and which is basically the same 
was posed for the Russian party under the reaction, is that of 
political levelling and unification of the working class. To resolve 
problem. the party must be organized on the basis of factory cells. 
solution advocated by the far left of making the cells mere wc"kii" 
bodies of the party is absolutely inadequate. Today. there exist in 
party two working bodies - the trade·union commiltee and 
parliamentary group - and they are precisely the party's two 
points. There can be no working body which is not at the same 
political body. If we applied the solution advocated by the far left to 
problem of the cells. the only resull would be that either the cells 
no longer work politically, as they must however do. or they 
become the vehicle for a party deviation. 

Then it is untrue that the question of the cells. as Bordiga says, is 
a question of principle. In the organizational field. it is a questton 
principle. Our party is a class party. the political organization 
vanguard of the proletariat. The task of the vanguard of Ih" p"ol'"ri11 
is to lead the whole working class to the construction of socialism. 
in order to implement this task. it is precisely necessary for 
vanguard of the proletariat to be organized on the i 

As regards tactics, comrade Hordiga, when he is compelled to 
his criticisms a concrete form. limits himself to saying that there 
'dangers' in the application of Leninist tactics. But there equally 
very serious dangers as a resull of the application ofthe tactic which, b 
proposes. It is true that one must look at the consequences which 
party'S tactics have on the working·class masses. and it is also true 
tactics which induce the masses to passivity are to be condemned. 
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edsely this occurred in 1921-2. as a result of the party leadership's 
��titude on the question of the Arditi del Popo/a. 1.2 That tactic. even if 

n the one hand it corresponded to a need to prevent the party members 
�rom being controlled by a leadership thaI was not the party's 
leadership. on the other hand served to disqualify a mass movement 
which had started from below and which could instead have been 

llploited by us politically. e 
It is absurd to assert that there is no difference between a democratic 

situation and a reactionary silUation. and indeed that in a democratic 
situation the task of winning the masses is more arduous. The truth is 
that today. in a reactionary situation. we are struggling to organize the 
party. while in a democratic situation we would be struggling to 
organize an insurrection. 

Bordiga. But it is necessary for the masses to be ready to place 
themselves on that terrain. 

Grall/Sci. For that. it is necessary to destroy the intermediate 
formations. which cannot be achieved with the tactics you advocate. 

Bordiga has said that he is favourable to winning over the masses in 
the period which immediately precedes the revolution. BUI how does 
one know when one is in this period? It depends precisely on the work 
we are able to carry out among the masses whether Ihis period begins or 
nO(. Only if we work and achieve successes in winning over the masses 
will a pre-revolutionary situation be reached. 

Comrade Naples has protested against the way in which the cam
paign againsl the far left's factionalism has been conducted. I maintain 
that this campaign was fully justified. It was I who wrote that to 
create a faction in the Communist Party. in our present situation. was to 
act as agclIls prOI·ocateurs. and I still stand by that assertion today. If 
ractionalism is tolerated for some. it must be tolerated for all. And one 
of the methods the police may u�e to destroy revolutionary panics is 
precisely that of causing artificial opposition movements to appear 
Within them. 

Comrade Naples has also stated that if the leadership has done 
anything good. this was because of pressure from the localities. It is 
;:-y . �trange that if there was such a strong 'left' pressure in the 

h 
ahtles. all this left strength should subsequently have melted away. as �� result ?f a few comments attached to the articles in the discussion. 

th 
e reality is that a vast left movement at the base did not exist. and that 

th: eSt��IiShment of the faction was something entirely artificial. As for 
PDhtlcal orientation of the party at the base in Ihe Matleolti period. 
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this was far from being 10 Ihe left. The party leadership had to make 
effort to drag the party onto positions of opposition to bothfascis,m .... 
the Aventine. This. by the way, was a result of the situation in which 
party found itself in 1923, in which it had not carried out any pol;t;,,,, 
activity. Therefore, while it became isolated from the masses. at 
same time the party was subjecled to the influence of the 
themselves, who in their turn were under the influence of other 

On the present situation of the party, we cannot be pessimistic. 
party is in a phase of devdopment that is mOTe advanced than 
other parties of the International. It contains a basic stable P;;:;I���,: 
nucleus, and is establishing a homogeneous and solid central lj 
But precisely for this reason, it is necessary to ask more of our 
than is asked of other parties in the International, and the 
against factionalism can and must be waged within it with the 
determination. 

• • • • • 

After Gramsci's summing up, the draft political theses presented 
the Central Committee were put to the vote. The Commission 
to adopt this draft as a basis for the detailed discussion, with th,ee ''',. 
against (one of which was that of comrade Naples F. who is not 
Congress delegate), and to reject the draft presented by the far left. 

The Commission then proceeded to an analytic examination of 
individual sections of the draft theses presented by the 
Commiltee. 

Section I 
Introduction, Theses 1-3 

Bordiga. States that these sections do not accord adequate 
to the far-left tendency which had appeared in the Socialist Party 
prior to the War, and which was a genuine 'Marxist Left'. 

Gramsci. What is said in the theses is true, in the sense thai 
'Marxist Left' tendency did not exist in the Socialist Party in a 
manent fashion. 
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Section II 

Analysis of the Italian structure - Theses 4-9 

Bordiga. In this part, the importance of the industrial class is under
. ,ted and the weakness of Italian industrialism over-estimated. (Sum . 

Moreover. in the North too agriculture has had great economic and 
social importance. . . . . . 

Veneto. Also considers that the strength of Itahan mdustnahsm IS 

under-estimated. . . 
Rienzi. Considers that greater stress should be laid on the Importance 

which the movement of the rural proletariat had in the Po Valley. The 
rural proletariat is a force which must be inserted in the process of 
construction of the workers' State, and is a force which has dominated 
entire periods of social struggle in Italy. 

Gramsci. The weakness of industrialism is relative both to the 
strength which it has in other countries, and to the importance in Italy of 
other economic and social factors . 

Bordiga. In thesis 9. it would be better to make a reference to the 
phenomenon of emigration. Many peasants emigrate to become 
workers. When they return, they constitute a link between the peasantry 
and the proletarial. 

Section JJJ 

Policy of the Italian bourgeoisie - Theses 10-14 

Bordigo. Perhaps the crisis of the general staffs of the bourgeois 
panies is over-estimated in this part. This crisis was nOt always matched 
by an internal disintegration of the political groupings of the bourgeoisie. 

ErCOIi. What matters is to stress the disintegration of the State 
apparatus, provoked by the internal conflicts of the bourgeoisie and by 
� balance of forces between different groups in conflict. each pursuing 
Its own interests. This concept was already expressed in the Rome Theses. 

Bordiga. That point of the Rome Theses was not wriuen by me, but by Gramsci. 
RienZi. It is necessary to make clear that it was not fascism which, by 

Corning to power. defeated the revolution, but on the contrary the defeat 
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• • • • • 
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of the revolution which gave the vielory to fascism. With respecllo the 
disintegration of the State. brought about by the balance between the 
different groups in conflict. it is necessary to define more closely the 
concept of State. Apart from an instrument of class domination, the 
State is also an apparatus which serves to ensure the satisfaction 

elementary and universal needs. Now, the Italian experience 
1919-20 shows Ihat the bourgeoisie in its activity makes use of the fact 
that. with the Slate. it monopolizes also the satisfaction - however this 
is done - of certain elementary needs, which might be called 
physiological. of social life. In a period of revolutionary crisis, it is 
necessary to take account of the fact that the assault on the bourgeois 
State also disorganizes certain forms of social life. Thus the 
revolutionary struggle cannot be reduced to repeated stoppages in 

social life itself. unless one is aware that such activity may, if not 
directed to the seizure of power, change broad layers of the population 
from possible allies or neutrals into elements of revolutionary decline. 

Gramsci. The concept of State in an absolute sense as it has been 
expounded by Rienzi cannot be accepted. As for the crisis which the 
Italian State passed through in the 1920 period, this had the character 
of a real split between the leading elements of the State apparatus. 
Fascism carries out policies designed to prevent this situation bein, 
repeated in the future. In characterizing the situation after the fascist 

seizure of power. it is necessary to take account of the fact that for two 

years the proletariat continued to struggle against fascism arms in hand. 
even though it retreated from the positions it had held in the precedin, 
years. 

Section IV 

Fascism and its policies - Theses 15-18 

Bordiga. In selling out the results which the repressive action 
fascism tends to produce. the impression must not be given that 
situation might have some immediate resolution because of this. 

Milan. The party's thinking has never been that the situation 
have an immediate resolution. However. it is necessary to insist 
seuing out thc real consequences of the fascist policy of repression 
the masses. because this is an clement which scrves to oO',n'","" 
discouragement. 

Bordigo. h seems to me that in these paragraphs the error is m"d,of 
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utting the proletariat, as a revolutionary force. on the same level and ;hC same plane as the intermediate social layers. 

[rcoli. On this point. there is no under-estimation of the proletariat's 

function in bringing about a modification of the present political 

situation. 

Gramsci. The preeminent function of the proletariat derives from the 

very fact that fascism, while it seeks to exert the same pressure on the 
proletariat and on the peasants, in fact has more difficulty in repressing 

the workers. Hence. it is certain that the peasants. if they fought alone 

against fascism. would be beaten. Their victory is only possible if they 
fight under the leadership of the workers. 

Section V 

Motor forces and perspectives of the revolution - Theses 19-22 

Bordiga. It is necessary to stress the importance of the rural 
proletariat. from a political and organizational point of view. The 

organization of the rural proletariat should be dealt with by the party's 
Trade·union Section. not by the Agrarian Section. 

Gramsci. It is certain that from the political viewpoint there exists 

something like a series of interlocking links. whereby the rural 
proletariat is the vehicle for the proletariat's influence over the 
peasantry. 

Ercoli. Morelli and Massimo explain that both in the theses under 
discussion. and in the party's past practice. account has always been 

taken of the rural proletariat in the correct manner. It has always been 
the Trade·union Committee which has dealt with the organization and 

demands of the agricultural wage·labourers. 

Section VI 

Fundamental tasks of the Communist Party - Thesis 23 

Ercoli. Asks Bordiga if he accepts this formulation of the party's 
tasks. 

Bordiga. I accept it. 
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Section VII 

The construction of the Communist Party as a 'Bolshevik' party _ 
Thesis 24 

Section VIII 

The party's ideology - Theses 25-28 

Rienzi. Asks, in line with what he said in the general d;;: ::�:�:��':i 
the passage where it is asserted that social·democracy is the left 
the bourgeoisie should be changed. 

Gramsci. States that the modification asked for by Rienzi cannot 
accepted. If what he maintains were true, we would not be able, 
occasion. to fight social-democracy even with arms. 

Christophe [Humbert-Droz, delegate from the 
Executive!. It is true that social-democracy sometimes has a social 
in the proletariat. but it is a left wing of the bourgeoisie because 
political function which it fulfils, 

Bordiga. Rienzi is right, If one says that social-democracy is a 
wing of the bourgeoisie, one has to concede that the united front 
is a tactic of coalition with a bourgeois party. However, there is 
contradiction between what Rienzi says about so<:;."-dem'oc,,,:y� 
social base and what he says about the nature of the party. If it is 
that one judges the nature of a party from its social basis, then 
democracy is in fact a proletarian and revolutionary party . 

• • • • • 

After a brief discussion on the concept of the party, Rienzi's P"''''''' 
is rejected, 

Sections IX, X, XI - Theses 29-35 

Veneto. Asks comrade Bordiga to define the far left's thinking 
centralism in the party. 

Bordiga. For us, cenlralism is not a point of departure. but a point 
arrival : in other words, the result of the whole policy which the 
carries out. The speaker acknowledges that the majority system 
be accepted as a norm. In given situations. the party leadership can 
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the party even against the will of the majority. Hence, it would be beuer 
to substitute the formula of;organic centralism' for that of'democratic 

centralism',19l The essential condition for centralism 10 be applied is 

that there should be homogeneity of organizational criteria for the 

whole party. This has not been the case in our party. in the last period of 

its life. 
Morelli. It is clear what Bordiga's words mean. For him. centralism 

only exists when the party follows the political line which he approves 

of. The speaker explains what the limits of centralism and democracy in 

the party arc. 

Section XII 

Strategy and tactics of the party - Theses 36-44 

Veneto. Asks that the slogan and tactic of the workers' and peasants' 
government should be explained beuer. 
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69. THE ITALIAN SITUATION AND 

THE TASKS OF THE PCI ("LYONS 

THESES")'" - GRAMSCl; TOGLIA TTl 
I .  The transformation of the communist parties. in which the vanguard 
of the working class is assembled, into Bolshevik parties can be 
considered at the present moment as the fundamental task of the 
Communist International. This task must be related to the historical 
development orlhe international workers' movement. and in particular 
to the struggle which has taken place within it between Marltism and the 
currents which represented a deviation from the principles and practice 
of the revolutionary class struggle. 

In Italy. the task of creating a Bolshevik party takes on its fuD 
dimensions only if onc bears in mind the vicissitudes of the workers' 
movement since its origins. and the fundamental deficiencies which 
have revealed themselves therein. 

2. The birth of the working-class movement took place in d;fr,,,, .. 
forms in every country. What was common everywhere was 
spontaneous revolt of the proletariat against capitalism. This 
however, took a specific form in each nation, which was a�'��;�:i��;� 
consequence of the particular national characteristics of the 
which, originating from the petty bourgeoisie and 
contributed to forming the great bulk of the industrial proletariat. 

Marxism represented the conscious, scientific clement, superior 
the particularism of the various tendencies of a national ,h,,,,,,,, ,nd 
origin; and it waged a struggle against these, both in lh'''',,,.,,,k,oI !;,� 
and in the field of organization. The whole formative process of the 
International was hinged upon this struggle, which concluded with 
expulsion of Bakuninism from the International. When the 
International ceased to exist. Marxism had already triumphed in 
working-class movement. The lind International was. in r"". '"o"nol ai 
parties which all called themselves Marxist and took Marxism as 
basis of their tactics on all essential questions. 

Arter the victory of Marxism. the tendencies of a national ,h"",,, 
over which it had triumphed sought to manifest themselves in 
ways. re-emerging within Marxism itself as forms of revisionism. 
process was encouraged by the development oflhe imperialist phas< • •  

capitalism. The following three facts arc closely connected with 
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phenomenon: the disappearance in the ranks of the working-class 
movement of criticism of the Slate. an essential element of Marxist 
doctrine. and its replacement by democratic utopias: the formation of a 
labour aristocracy: and a new mass transfer of petty bourgeois and 
peasants into the working class, hence a new dissemination within the 
proletariat of ideological currents of a national character. conflicting 
with Marxism. The process of degeneration of the lind International 
thus took the form of a stru&gle against Marxism which unfolded within 
Marxism itself. It culminated in the collapse provoked by the War. 

The one party which escaped degeneration was the Bolshevik Party. 
which succeeded in maintaining itself at the head of the workers' 
mo\·ement in its own country, expelled the anti-Marxist tendencies from 
its own ranks. and through the experience of three revolutions evolved 
Leninism. which is the Marxism of the epoch of monopoly capitalism, 
imperialist wars and proletarian revolulion. Thus, the position of the 
Bolshevik Party in the foundation and at the head of the IIIrd 
International was historically determined, and the terms of the problem 
of forming Bolshevik parties in every country were laid down: it is the 
problem of recalling the proletarian vanguard to the doctrine and 
practice of revolutionary Marxism, overcoming and completely 
liquidating every anti-Marxist current. 

J. In Italy. the origins and vicissitudes of the workers' movement 
were such. that before the War there was never constituted a Marxist 
len current with any permanent or continuous character. The original 
character of the Italian working-class movement was very confused. 
Various tendencies converged within it, from Mazzinian idealism to the 
generic humanitarianism of the cooperators and proponents of mutual �elp: and to Bakuninism. which maintained that the conditions existed 
tn Italy - even before a development of capitalism -to pass immediately 
to SOCialism. The late origin and weakness of industrialism meant that 
the clarifying element provided by the existence of a strong proletariat ;as missing. One consequence was that even the split of the anarchists 
rOm the socialists took place aner a delay of twenty years (1892. 

Genoa Congress). 

h 
In the Italian Socialist Party as it emerged from the Genoa Congress. t erewerctw d . 0 

f. 
0 ommant currents. n the one hand. there was a group � mtellectuals who represented nothing more than a tendency towards 

�IllOcratic reform of the State: their Marxism did not go beyond the aIm of arousing d . . h r III k 
an orgaOLzmg t e orees of the proletariat in order to a e them serve to establish democracy (Turati. 8issolati. etc.). On the 
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other hand. there was a group more directly tied to the proletarian 
movement. representing a working-class tendency. but lacking any 
adequate theoretical consciousness (Lazzari). Up till 1900. the Party set 
itself no aims other than ones ofa democratic character. Afler 1900. 
once the freedom to organize had been won and a democratic phase 
began. the incapacity of all the groups which made it up to give it the 
physiognomy of a Marxist party oflhe proletariat was manifest. 

The intellectual element.� indeed detached themselves more and more 
from the working class. Nothing, moreover. came of the attempt by 
another layer of intellectuals and petty bourgeois 10 create a Marxist len 
in the shape of syndicalism. As a reaction to this latter attempt. the 
Party was conquered by the integralist raction. This was the expression, 
with its empty conciliationist verbalism. or a rundamental characteristic 
or the Italian working-class movement - also to be explained by the 
weakness or industrialism and the deficient critical consciousness or the 
proletariat. The revolutionism or the years preceding the War kept 
this characteristic intact. never managing to transcend the limits or a 
generic populism or to construct a party or the working class and apply 
the method orthe class struggle. 

Within this revolutionary current. even berore the War. a "rar leO" 
group began to separate itselr off; this upheld the theses or revolutionary 
Marxism. but in a spasmodic manner and without managing to exercise 
a real influence on the development orthe workers' movement. 

This is what explains the negative and ambiguous character which 
the Socialist Party's opposition to the War assumed: it also explains 
how the Socialist Party after the War round itselr conrronted by an 
immediately revolutionary situation, without having either resolved or 
so much as posed any or the rundamental problems which the political 
organization or the proletariat must resolve in order to rulfil its tasks: 
first or all. the problem or "choice or class" and the organizational rorm 
appropriate to it: then the problems or the party's programme and 
ideology: and lastly problems or strategy and tactics. whose solution 
could have grouped around the proletariat those rorces which are its 
natural allies in the struggle against the State. and could thus have led it 
to the conquest or power. 

The systematic accumulation or an experience which could 
contributc in a positive way to the resolution of these problems began in 
haly only after the War. Only with the Livorno Congrcss were laid 
down the constitutive bases or the proletariat's class party. which. ir it is 
to become a Bolshevik party and carry out its runction to the rull. must 
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liquidate all the anti-Marxist tendencies that traditionally characterize 
the working-class movement. 

AnalysiS of the Italian Social Structure 

4. Capitalism is the predominant element in Italian society, and the 
rorce which is decisive in determining its development. This 
rundamental ract means that there is no possibility or a revolution in 
Italy that is not the socialist revolution. In the capitalist countries. the 
only class 'oI.ttich can accomplish a real, deep social transrormation is 
the working class. Only the working class is capable or translating into 
action the changes or an econOlT'ic and political character which are 
necessary. ir the energies or our country are to have complete rreedom 
and possibility to develop. The way in which it will accomplish this 
revolutionary runction is related to the degree or development or 
capitalism in italy. and to the social structure which corresponds to it. 

5. Industrialism, which is the essential part orcapitalism. is very weak 
in Italy. Its possibilities ror development are limited, both because or the 
geographical situation and because or the lack or raw materials. It 
thererore does not succeed in absorbing the majority or the Italian 
population (4 million industrial workers exist side by side with 3t 
million agricultural workers and 4 million peasants). To industrialism, 
there is counterposed an agriculture which naturally presents itselr as 
the basis or the country's economy. The extremely varied conditions or 
the terrain. and the resulting differences in cultivation and in systems or 
tenancy. however. cause a high degree or differentiation among the rural 
strata. with a prevalence or poor strata. nearer to the conditions or the 
proletariat and more liable to be inftuenced by it and accept its 
leadership. Between the industrial and agrarian classes. there lies a 
rairly extensive urban petty bourgeoisie, which is or very great 
significance. It consists mainly or artisans, proressional men and State 
employees. 

6. The intrinsic weakness or capitalism compels the industrial class to 
adopt expedients to guarantee its control over the country's economy. 
These expedients are basically nothing more than a system or economic 
Compromises between a part or the industrialists and a part or the 
agricultural classes. specifically the big landowners. One does not, �herefore. find here the traditional economic struggle between tn�uStrialists and landowners. nor the rotation or ruling groups which thIS produces in other countries. The industrialists. in any case. do not 
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need to defend against the landowners an economic policy ensuring a 
continuous ftow of labour from the countryside into the factories, since 
this now is guaranteed by the abundant poor rural population which is 
characteristic of Italy. The industrial-agrarian agreement is based on a 
solidarity of interests between certain privileged groups. at the expense 
of Ihe general interests of production and of the majority of those who 
work. It produces an accumulation of wealth in the hands of the big 
industrialists, which is the result of a systematic plundering of whole 
categories of Ihe population and whole regions of the country. The 
results of this economic policy have in fact been: to create a deficit in the 
economic budget: to halt economic development in entire regions 
(South. Islands); to block the emergence and development of an 
economy beller fitted to the structure and resources of the country; 
growing poverty of the working population: and the existence of a 
continuous stream of emigration, with the resulting demographic 
impoverishment. 

7. Just as it does not naturally control the entire economy. so too the 
industrial class does not succeed in organizing single-handed the whole 
of society and the State. The construction of a national State is only 
made possible for it by the exploitation of factors of international 
politics (so-called Risorgimento). Its reinforcement and defence 
necessitate a compromise with the classes upon which industry 
exercises a limited hegemony: in particular. the landowners and petty 
bourgeoisie. Thence derives a heterogeneity and weakness orthe entire 
social structure. and of the State which is its expression. 

7 bis. There was a typical reflection of the weakness of the social 
structure. before the War. in the Army. A restricted circle of officers. 
lacking the prestige of leaders (old agrarian ruling classes. new 
industrial classes). had beneath it a bureaucratized caste of junior 
officers (petty bourgeoisie). which was incapable of serving as a link 
with the mass of soldiers. undisciplined and abandoned to themselves. 
During the War. the Army was forced to reorganize itself from the 
bottom up. after an elimination of the upper Tanks and a transform ation 
of organizational structure which corresponded to the appearance of a 

new category of junior officers. This phenomenon foreshadowed the 
analogous upheaval which fascism was to accomplish with respect to 
the State on a vaster scale. 

8. The relations between industry and agriculture. which are essential 
for the economic life of a country and for the determination of its 
political superstructures. have a territorial basis in Italy. In the North, 
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ricultural production and the rural population are concentrated in a 

::w big centres. As a result of this, all the confticts inherent in the 

country'S social structure contain within them an element which affects 

the unity of the State and puts it in danger. The solution of the problem 

is sought by the bourgeois and agrarian ruling groups throu�h a 

compromise. None of these groups naturally possesses a unitary 

character or a unitary function. The compromise whereby unity is 

preserved is . . moreover. such as to make th
.
e

. 
situation more serious. It 

gives the lOillng masses of the South a poSitIon analogous to that of a 

colonial population. The big industry of the North fulfils the function 

.-is.iHis them of the capitalist metropoles. The big landowners and even 

the middle bourgeoisie of the South, for their part. take on the role of 

those categories in the colonies which ally themselves to the metropoles 

in order to keep the mass of working people subjugated. Economic 

exploitation and political oppression thus unite to make of the working 
people of the South a force continuously mobilized against the State. 

9. The proletariat has greater importance in Italy than in other 
European countries. even of a more advanced capitalisl nature: it is 
comparable only to that which existed in Russia before the Revolution. 
This is above all related to the faci that industry. because of the shortage 
of raw materials. bases itself by preference on the labour force 
(specialized skilled layers). It is also related to the heterogeneity and 
conflicts of interest which weaken the ruling classes. In the face of this 
heterogeneity. the proletariat appears as the only element which by its 
nature has a unificatory function, capable of coordinating the whole of 
society. Its class programme is the only "unitary" programme: in other 
words. the only one whose implementation does not lead to deepening 
the conflicts between the various elements of the economy and of 
society. or to breaking the unity of the State. Alongside the industrial 
proletariat. there also exists a great mass of rural proletarians. centred 
�bove all in the Po valley: these are easily influenced by the workers in 
Industry. and hence easily mobilized for the struggle against capitalism 
and the State. 

In Italy. there is a confirmation of the thesis that the most favourable 
conditions for the proletarian revolution do not necessarily always 
OcCur in those countries where capitalism and industrialism have 
r�ached the highest level of development. but may instead arise where 
t e fabric of the capitalist system offers least resistance. because of its ���ural weakness. to an attack by the revolutionary class and its 
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The Policy o/the Italian Bourgeoisie 

10. The aim which the Italian ruling classes set themselves from the 

origin of the unitary State onwards, was to keep the great mass 

working people subjugated and prevent them from 

organizing around the industrial and rural proletariat - a 
force capable of carrying out a complete social and 

transformation, and giving birth to a proletarian State. The i 

weakness of capitalism, however, compelled it to base the 

disposition of the bourgeois State upon a unity obtained 

compromises between non-homogeneous groups. In a vast h;sto'ric.� 
perspective. this system is clearly not adequate to its purpose. 

form of compromise between the different groups ruling Italian roc;.,. 
in fact becomes an obstacle placed in the way of the development 
or other part of the country's economy. Thus new conflicts 
produced and new reactions from the majority of the population; 

becomes necessary to intensify the pressure on the masses; and 

result is a more and more decisive tendency for them to mobilize 

revott against the State. 
I I .  The first period in the life of the Italian State (1870--90) was 

of its greatest weakness. The two elements which composed the 
class, the bourgeois intellectuals on the one hand and the cap;, . • ];s .. 01 
the other. were united in their aim of maintaining unity. but 
on th� form to be given to the unitary State. There was no pos;ti" 

homogeneity between them. The problems which the State t .. :.,row." 

limited: they concerned rather the form than the substance 
bourgeoisie's political rule. Everything was dominated by, �'h�,e::.:���: 
of balancing the budget. which is a problem of pure c 
Awareness of the need to enlarge the basis of the classes which ruled 
State appeared only with the beginnings of "transform ism" .  L96 

The greatest weakness of the State in this period consisted in the 
that outside it, the Vatican grouped around itself a ':�::�:'�::'b::::::': 
State bloc made up of the landowners and the great 
peasants. controlled and led by the rich landlords and priests. 
Vatican's programme had two elements: it sought to struggle 
the unitary, "liberal" bourgeois State: and at the same time. it aimed 
form the peasants into a reserve army against the advance of 
socialist proletariat. stimulated by the development of industry. 
State reacted to the sabotage carried out by the Valican at its "pc''''" 
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with a whole quantity of legislation that was anli·clerical in content and 

aim. 
12. In the period from 1890 to 1900. the bourgeoisie boldly tackled 

the problem of organizing its own dictatorship, and resolved it through 

a series of political and economic measures which determined the 

subsequent history of Italy. 

First of all. the conflict between the intellectual bourgeoisie and the 

industrialists was resolved: Crispi's rise to power was the sign ofthis.lt7 

The bourgeoisie. thus strengthened. solved the question of its foreign 
relations (Triple Alliance), and so won the necessary security to try and 
enter the field of international competition for colonial markets. LH At 
home. the bourgeois dictatorship established itself politically by 
restricting the right to vote, so reducing the electorate to little more than 
one million voters out of a population of 30 million. In the economic 
field, the introduction of industrial-agrarian protectionism corre
sponded to capitalism's aim to obtain control of all the national 
wealth. Through it, an alliance was forged between the industrialists and 
the landowners. This alliance stripped the Vatican of a part of the forces 
it had grouped around itself, especially among the landowners in the 
South. and brought these into the framework of the bourgeois State. 
The Vatican itself. moreover, saw the need to put more stress on the part 
of its reactionary programme which related to resisting the working
class movement, and took position against socialism in the encyclical 
Rerum Nomrum. I" The ruling classes, however. reacted to the danger 
which the Vatican continued to represent for the State by giving 
tllemselves a unitary organization with an anti-clerical programme. in 
the form of freemasonry. 

The first real progress of the working-class movement in fact took 
p!ace in this period. The establishment of the industrial-agrarian 
dIctatorship posed the problem of revolution in its real terms. 
determining its historical conditions. In the North, an industrial and 
rural prolet . d h·, · h 

. 
anat emerge , w I e  m I e South the rural population, 

S�bJected to a "colonial" system of exploitation. had to be held down ��h a stronger �n� stronger .political repression. The terms of the 
uthern question ' were laLd down clearly in this period. And spontaneousl . h h · . . h 

y - Wit out t e mterventlon of any conscious factor. and 
Wit out the S . ,. r. . OCla 1St Party even drawing any indication from this fact Or Its strate h f · 

. . 
...... . gy as t e party 0 the workmg class - for the first time m this .... nOd there "'" . .  

,-,,-Curred II convergence of msurrectLonary attempts by the 
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Northern proletariat with a revolt of Southern peasants 
Fasci).lOO 

13. Once it had broken the first attempts by the proletariat and the 
peasantry to rise up against the State, the strengthened Italian 
bourgeoisie was able to adopt the external methods or democracy to 
impede thc progress of the working-class movement. The bourgeoiSie 
also used the political corruption of the most advanced part of the 
working population (labour aristocracy). in order 10 make the latter an 
accomplice to the reactionary dictatorship which il continued to 
exercise. and to prevent it from becoming the centre of popular 
insurrection againsl the Slate: (Giolittism). However. between 1900 and 
1910 there was a phase of industrial and agrarian concentration. The 
rural proletariat grew by SO per cent at the expense of the categories 
tied labourers. share-croppers and tenant farmers. 

The result was a wave of agricultural agitation. and a ",w ,,,ii, ,ntation 
of the peasantry which forced the Vatican itself to react. with 
foundation of Catholic Action and with a "social" movement w

,:i;i:::: its most advanced forms actually took on the appearance of a n  
reform (Modernism).!Ol This reaction on the part of the Vatican, I 
at maintaining its grip on the masses, was matched by an a,,,em'''' 
between Catholics and the ruling classes to give the State a

,
::�"��:

,
�: 

basis (abolition of the lion expedil, Gentiloni pact).lOI Again 
the end of this third period ( 1 9 1 4), the various partial movements 
proletariat and the peasantry culminated in a new unconscious a"m,p 
to weld the different mass anti-State forces into an insurrection i 
the reactionary State. This attempt already posed with great clarity 
problem which was 10 appear in its full dimensions after the War: i.e. 
problem of the proletariat's need to organize within itself a class 
which would give it the ability 10 place itself at the head of the in,;u" ec 
tion and give it leadership. 

14. The greatest economic concentration in the industrial 
occurred in the post-war period. The proletariat :

'

: :;��::�
:
:�::�:;

i

i:: 
of organization: and this corresponded to the maximum i 
of the ruling classes and the State. All the contradictions 
Italian social organism came to the surface with extreme violence. 
result of the reawakening 10 political life of even the mos:���:�� 
masses that was brought about by the War and its 
consequences. As always. the advance ofthc industrial and 
workers was accompanied by a massive agitation of the 
masses. both in thc South and in the other regions. The great strikes 
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the occupation of the factories took place simultaneously with 
occupations of the land. 

The resistance of the reactionary forces once again operated along 
traditional lines. The Vatican allowed a real party to be formed. 
alongside Catholic Action, which aimed to integrate the peasant masses 
intO the framework of the bourgeois State by apparently satisfying their 
aspirations for economic redemption and political democracy. 10) The 
ruling classes in their turn implemented in the grand style their plan to 
corrupt the working-class movement and destroy it from within, by 
dangling before the eyes of the opportunist leaders the possibility that a 
labOur aristocracy might collaborate in government, in an attempted 
"reformist" solution of the problem of the State (left government). But 
in a poor and disunited country like Italy, the appearance of a 
" reformist'- solution to the problem of the State inevitably provokes a 
disintegration of the cohesion of State and society; for this cannot resist 
the shock of the numerous groups into which the ruling classes 
themselves and the intermediate classes fragment. Each group has its 
own need for economic protection and political autonomy : and in the 
absence of a homogeneous class nucleus capable of imposing - through 
its dictatorship - a discipline of work and production on the whole 
country. routing and eliminating the capitalist and landowning 
exploiters. government is made impossible and the crisis of power is 
continuously open. 

The defeat of the revolutionary proletariat in this decisive period was 
due to political. organizational. tactical and strategic deficiencies of the 
workers' party. As a consequence of these deficiencies, the proletariat did not succeed in placing itself at the head of the insurrection of the great majority of the population. and channelling it towards the creation of a workers' State. Instead. it was itself influenced by other social classes. which paralysed its activity. The victory of fascism in 1922 must be seen. therefore_ not as a victory won over the revolution. but as a consequence of the defeat suffered by the revolutionary forces through their own intrinsic weakness. 

Fa . .scIsm and its Policy 

t �5. Fascism, as a movement of armed reaction which set itself the 
i: Of. �ragmenting and disorganizing the working class in order to 
pOI��blhze it, titled into the framework oftraditional ltalian ruling-class ICles, and into capitalism's struggle against the working class. It was. 
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therefore, favoured in its origins. in its organization and 
development by all the old ruling groups without exception 
especially by the landowners. who felt most threatened by the p"'''.'' 
of the rural populace. Socially, however, fascism found its base in 
urban petty bourgeoisie, and in a new rural bourgeoisie thrown up by 
transformation of rural property in certain regions (phenomena 
agrarian capitalism in Emilia; origin of a category of middlemen in 
counlryside; "land grants": new divisions of holdings), 

This circumstance- together with the fact that it found an i�'::��:� 
and organizational unity in the military formations in which 
tradition lives again (ardirismo), and which serve for guerrilla 
against the workers - allowed fascism to conceive 
of conquest of the State. against the old ruling strata. 
to call this a revolution. The new categories which are 
around fascism, however. derive from their origin a homogeneity 
common mentality of "nascent capitalism", This explains how it 
been possible for them to fight against the politicians of the past. 
how they have been able to justify thi� by an ideological oo,",","COOl 
which conflicts with traditional theories of the State at,d

�
:ii"�';:;��� 

with citizens. In substance, fascism merely modifies the 
conservation and reaction which has always dominated 
through a different way of conceiving the process of unification 
reactionary forces. It replaces the tactic of agreements 
compromises by the project of achieving an organic unity of all 
bourgeoisie's forces in a single political organism under the control 
single centre. which would simultaneously direct the party, 
governmem and the State. This project corresponds to 
determination to resist to the last against any revolutionary attack; 
thus allows fascism to win the support of the most d,<i,;iv<:Ii 
reactionary part of the industrial bourgeoisie and of the landowners. 

16. The fascist method of defending order. property and the 
tends. even more than the traditional system of compromises and 
policies. to shatter social cohesion and the political ,"pe"""'''"''" 
which go with it. The reactions which it provokes must be examined 
relation to its application in both the economic and in the political 

In the political field, first of all. the organic unity of the bo"",ooi,i.,. 
fascism was not achieved immediately after the winning of 
Centres of a bourgeois opposition to the regime remain outside ,,,d,1I 
On the one hand, the group which remains faithful to the Giolil.,i. 
solution of the problem of the State has nOI been absorbed. This group 
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. ked 10 a section of the industrial bourgeoisie and. with a programme h� .'laOOurist·' reformism. exerts an influence on layers of workers and o ny bourgeois. On the other hand. the programme of basing the State �pon a rural democracy. in the South and upon the "�e�l�hy" p�rt of 
Northern industry (Corrlere della sera, free-traders. Nltll) IS tendmg to 
beCome the programme of a political organization of opposition to 
fascism with a mass base in the South (National Union).l� 

Fascism is compelled to struggle very fiercely against these surviving 
groups. and 10 struggle even m�r� fiercely against freema��ry. which it 
rightly considers as the organlzmg centre of all the tradItIonal forces 
supporting the State. This struggle, which is the sign of a break in the 
bloc or conservative and anti-proletarian rorces. whatever the 
intentions. may in certain circumstances favour the development and 
self-assertion of the proletariat as a third and decisive ractor or the 
political situation. 

In the economic field, fascism acts as the instrument of an industrial 
and agrarian oligarchy. to concentrate control over all the wealth or the 
country in the hands or capitalism. This cannot fail to provoke 
discontent in the petty bourgeoisie. which believed that with the arrival 
orrascism the hour orits rule had struck. 

A whole series of measures are being adopted by rascism to 
encourage a new industrial concentration (abolition or death duties; 
financial and fiscal policy; heightening of protectionism). and to these 
there correspond other measures favouring the landowners and directed 
against small and medium rarmers (taxes; duty on grain; "the grain 
battle"). The accumulation which these measures achieve is not an 
increase in the national wealth. but the plundering or one class in ravour 
of another: in other words. that or the working and middle classes in 
favour or the plutocracy. The intention of favouring the plutocracy is 
�harnelessly revealed in the plan to legalize the prererence share system 
In the new commercial code; a little handful of financiers will in this way 
be enabled, without restriction. to dispose or vast masses or savings 
o�ginating rrom the middle and petty bourgeoisie. and thesecalegories 
will be stripped or the right to dispose of their wealth. 

On the same level. but with bigger political consequences. must be 
placed the plan to unite the issuing banks, i.e. in practice toeliminate the 
two big Southern banks. These two banks today rulfil the runction or ;�rb�n� the savings of the South and the remittances ortheemigrants 
b !Tuillon): in other words. the runction which in the past was fulfilled 

Y the State through issuing treasury bonds. and by the Banco di 
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Sconto in the interests of a part of Northern heavy industry. 
Southern banks have been controlled until now by the ruling classes 
the Soulh themselves, which have found in this control a rcal basis 
their political domination. The elimination of the Southern banks 
issuing banks will transfer this function to the Northern big i', ;�':�:i 
which controls. via the Banca Commerciale, the Bank or Italy. V 
thus see the "colonial" economic exploitation and impoverishment 
the South increased, and the slow process of delachmenl of 
Southern petty bourgeoisie from the State accelerated. 

The economic policy of fascism is completed by the measures 
at raising the value of the lira, stabilizing the trade balance, paying 
debts and encouraging the intervention of Anglo-American capital 
Italy. In all these fields, fascism is carrying out the programme of 
plutocracy (Nitti) and of an industrial landowning minority, 
expense of the great majority of the population, wt,osc condi'io"",flir. 
are being made progressively worse. 

All the ideological propaganda and the political and 
activity of fascism is crowned by its tendency to "imperialism". 
tendency expresses the need felt by the industrial/landowning i 
classes of Italy to find outside the national domain the elements 
resolve the crisis of Italian society. It contains the germs of a wa,, .,hi,� 
in appearance will be fought for Italian expansion, but in which 
Italy will in reality be an instrument in the hands of one orthe impe,iali� 
groups which are striving for world domination. 

1 7. As a consequence of fascism's policies, deep reactions 
provoked among the masses. The most serious phenomenon is 
sharper and sharper detachment of the rural populations of the 
and the Islands from the system of forces which rule the State. 
local ruling class (Orlando. Di Cesaro, De Nicola, etc.) no 
exercises in a systematic fashion its function as a connecting link 
the State. The petty bourgeoisie thus tends to draw closer to 
peasantry. The system of exploitation and oppression of the So,,,h'" 
masses is being carried to extremes by fascism: this facilitates 
radicalization of the intermediate categories too. and poses 
Southern question in its true terms, as a question which will only 
resolved by the insurrection of the peasants allied to the P"" ''',iat. " "  
struggle against both capitalists and landowers. 

The middle and poor peasants of the other parts of Italy too 
taking on a revolutionary function, although in a slower fashion. 
Vatican - whose reactionary function has been taken over by ras"is,,.· 
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, ,ger control s the rural populations completely through the priests, ,0 0 , 
C tholic Action and the Popular Party. There IS a part of the peasantry �ich has been reawoken to struggle in defence of its own interests, "'

reciSely by the organizations authorized and directed by the 
P clesiastical authorities. Now, under the economic and political 
�essure of fascism, this element is intensifying its own class orientation 
�nd begin ning to feel that its destiny cannot be separated from that of 
Ihe working class. A sign orthis tendency is the Miglioli phenomenon. A 
very interesting symptom of it is also the fact that the White 
organizations - which since they are a part of Catholic Action are 
directly controlled by the Vatican - have had to enter inter-union 
committees with the Red peasant leagues: an expression of that 
proletarian period which the catholics indicated from 1870 onwards 
was imminent for Italian society. 

As for the proletariat, activity to shatter its forces is finding a limit in 
the active resistance of the revolutionary vanguard. and in a passive 
resistance of the broad masses, who remain fundamentally class
conscious and give signs that they will begin to move again, as soon as 
the physical pressure of fascism is relaxed and the stimuli of class 
interest make themselves more strongly felt. The attempt via the fascist 
unions to split their ranks can be considered to have failed. The fascist 
unions. changing their programme, are now becoming direct 
instruments of reactionary repression in the service of the State. 

18. Fascism reacts to the dangerous shirts and new recruitment of 
forces provoked by its policies, by subjecting the whole of society to the 
weight of a military force and repressive system which hold the 
population riveted to the mechanical fact of production - without any 
possibility of having a life of its own, expressing a will of its own. or 
organizing to defend its own interests. 

.So-called fascist legislation has no purpose other than to consolidate 
thIS system and make it permanent. The new political electoral law, the 
modifications to the administrative structure with the introduction of 
the��eslti in rural communes, elc., are designed to mark the end of any i-�nJClpation by the masses in the country's political and administrative l

f
e. The Control over associations prevents any permanent "legal" form � organization of the masses. The new trade-union policy strips the onf�eql.tion of Labour and the class unions of any possibility of negOt13ting ' , agreements. 10 order to exclude them from contact wnh the :asses who had been organized around them. The proletarian press is Ppressed. The class party of the proletariat is reduced to a purely 
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illegal eltiSlence. Physical violence and police persecution are 

systematically. above all in the countryside. to strike terror ,n,d n""�'v, 
a situation of emergency. 

The result of this complex activity of reaction and repression is 

imbalance between the real relationship of social forces and 

relationship of organized forces, so that an return to 

and stabililY in fact corresponds to an 
. 

ready to break oul at any instant in new ways. 
18 his. The crisis which followed the Matteotti 

furnished an example of the possibility Ihat the apparent stability 

fascist regime might be shaken from below. by the sudden outb, .. lt aI 
economic and political conAicts which have grown sharper 

being noticed. At the same time, it furnished proof of the incapacity 

the petty bourgeoisie in the present historical period to lead 
against industrial/landowning reaction to any outcome. 

Motor Forces and Perspecth'es oflhe Rel'oiulion 

19. The motor forces of the Italian revolution. as is now clear 

our analysis. are in order oftheir importance the following: 

(a) the working class and the rural proletariat. 
(b) the pc;asantry of the South and the Islands, and the peasantry 

the other parts of Italy. 

The development and speed of the revolutionary process cannot 
predicted without an evaluation of subjective elements: . 
to which the working class succeeds in acquiring its own 
profile. a precise class consciousness and an independence from all 
other classes: and of the extent to which it succeeds in organizing 
own forces. i.e. in de facto exercising leadership over the 
elements and above all in concretizing politically its alliance with 

peasantry. 
One may in general assert. basing oneself moreover upon 

experience. that one will pass from the period of ,,,'ol,,,;,,n'lI1 
preparation to an "immediately" revolutionary period when 
industrial and rural proletariat of the North has succeeded in 
_ thanks to the development of the objective situation. and through 
series of specific and immediate struggles - a high level . 

and combativity. 
As for the peasantry. that of the South and Islands must be ;n.du,dO 
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'n Ihe front line among the forces upon which the insurrection against 

:he industrial/landownin� �ict�torship must rely, although one should 
not attribute to them deciSive Importance unless they are allied to the 
proletariat. The alliance between them and the workers is the result ofa 
natural and deep historical process, encouraged hy all the past 
experience of the Italian State. For the peasants of the other parts of 
Italy. the process of orientation towards an alliance with the proletariat 

is slower and will have to be encouraged by careful political activity on 
the part of the proletarian party. The successes already obtained in Italy 
in this field indicate. moreover. that the problem of breaking the alliance 
of the peasantry with the reactionary forces must be posed. to a great 
extent. in other western European countries too. as the problem of 
destroying the influence of Catholic organizations on the rural masses. 

20. The obstacles to the development of the revolution do not derive 
only from fascist pressure. but are also related to the variety of groups 
into which the bourgeoisie is divided. Each of these groups strives to 
exert an influence on a section of the working population, to prevent the 
influence of the proletariat being extended; or on the proletariat itself. to 
cause it to lose ils profile and autonomy as a revolutionary class. In this 
way a chain of reactionary forces is created, which starts from fascism 
and includes: anti-fascist groups which do not have a large mass base 
(liberals): those which have a base among the peasants and petty 
bourgeoisie (democrats. war-veterans. Popular Party. republicans) and 
in part also among the workers (Reformist Party): and those which 
have a proletarian base, and tend to maintain the working-ciass masses 
in a condition of passivity and to induce them to follow the policies of 
other classes (Maximalist Party). The group which leads the �onf�eration of Labour should also be considered from this point of 
Vlew, I.e. as the vehicle of a disintegrative influence of other classes upon 
the 

.
workers. Each of the groups we have mentioned holds a part of the 

hah
.an working population in its grip_ Modification of this state of atr�lrs can only be conceived of as the result of a systematic and 

�nlOterrupted political activity of the proletarian vanguard organized 
10 the Communist Party_ 

h
�articular attention must be accorded to the groups and parties w �ch have a mass base _ or seek to create one as either democratic or 

regIonal . 
lsi partIes - among the agricultural population of thc South and 

M 
a

l
�ds ( National Union: Sardinian Action Party : Action Parties of IJ:' ISe. irpinia. etc.). These parties do not exercise any direct influence 

n the proletariat: but they are an obstacle to realizing the alliance 
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between workers and peasants. Orienting the a
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South towards a rural democracy and towards regional 
solutions. they break the unity of the liberation process of the 
working people: prevent the peasants from bringing their 
against the economic and political exploitation of the bourgeoisie 
the landowners to an outcome: and prepare their transformation 
white guards of reaction. The political success of the working class 
this field 100 is dependent upon the political activity oflhe pr,ol"I";al 
party. 

21 .  The possibility that action by so-called democratic anl;-f'a�� 
groups might bring down the fascist regime would only exist 
groups succeeded in neutralizing the activity of the proletariat, and 
controlling a mass movement that would enable it to brake the 
development. The function of the democratic bourgeois I 
rather to collaborate with fascism, in preven!ing the reorganization 
the working class and the realization of its class programme. In 
sense. a compromise between fascism and bourgeois opposition i. 
train, and will inspire the policies of every "centre" formation 
emerges from the ruins of the Aventine. The opposition will only 
to become once again the protagonist of the capitalist regime's 
activity. when fascist repression itself no longer succeeds in �::�::� 
the unleashing of class conflict. and the danger of a p 
insurrection, welded to a peasan! war. appears grave and imminent. 
possibility that the bourgeoisie and fascism itself may resort to 
system of reaction concealed by the appearance of a hi ';�,����:;�;: 
must, therefore, be permanently present in our perspectives 
functions between fascism and democracy. Theses o/the Fifth 
Congress). 

22. From this analysis of the factors of revolution and 
perspectives. the tasks of the Communist Party can be deduced. 
criteria for the Party's organizational and political activity must 
related to the analysis. from which the basic coordinates of 
programme derive. 

Fundamemaf Tasks o/the Communist Party 

23. l'laving victoriously resisted the reactionary wave which 
to engulf it (1923): having contributed with its own actions loma,ki 
a first halt in the process of dispersal of the working-class forces 
elections): having taken advantage of the Matteotti crisis to ",,,,alii 
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roletarian vanguard which. with notable success. opposed the a �mpt to inslal a petty-bourgeois predominance in political life ;;ventine): and having laid the basis of a real peasant policy of the 
I alian proletariat - the party today finds itself in the phase of political I I . 

reparation of the revo utlon. 
p Its fundamental task can be indicated by these three points: 

(a) to organize and unify the industrial and rural proletariat for the 
revolution: 

(b) to organize and mobilize around the proletariat all the forces 
necessary for the victory of the revolution and the foundation of 
the workers' State: 

(c) to place before the proletariat and its allies the problem of 
insurrection against the bourgeois State and of the struggle for 
proletarian dictatorship. and to guide them politically and 
materially towards their solution, through a series of partial 
struggles. 

The ConstructiOll 0/ the Communist Party as a "Bo/shel'ik" Part)' 

24. The organization of the proletarian vanguard in a Communist 
Party is the essenlial feature of our organizational activity. The Italian 
workers have learnt from their experience (191 9-20) that where the 
leadership of a Communist Party. built as the party of the working class 
and as the party of revolution, is missing. no victorious outcome of the 
struggle to overthrow the capitalist order is possible. The construction 
ora Communist Party which really is the party of the working class and 
I�e party of revolution _ in other words. that is a " Bolshevik" party - is 
directly related to the following basic points: 

(a) the party's ideology : 
(b) its form of organization and degree of cohesion : 
(c) its capacity to operate in contact with the masses; (d) its strategic and tactical capacity. 

10 
�ach of these points is closely linked with the others, and cannot glcallY be s d f  . . 

co ' eparate rom them. Each of them, m fact. pomts to and ntams a s · r b . . 
Co enes 0 pro lems whose solutions are mutually mter-nnCCted and I ' E . .  h ""r I 'r"  over appmg. xammmg t em separately will only be u I It lS bo . . all be' rne m mmd that none of them can be resolved, without 109 tackled simultaneously and brought to a solution. 
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The Party's Ideology 

25. The Communist Party needs complete ideological unilY in 
to be able at all moments to fulfil its function as leader of the 
class. Ideological unity is an element of the Party's strength 
political capacity; it is indispensable, to make it into a Bolshevik 
The basis of ideological unity is the doctrine of Marxism and \�:��� 
this last being understood as Marxist doctrine adapted to the I 
of the period of imperialism and the start of the proletarian '�:��� 
(Theses on Boishel'izalion of the April 1925 Enlarged I 
meeting. numbers 4 and 6). 

The Communist Party of Italy formed its ideology in the 
against social-democracy (reformists) and against the political 
represented by thc Muimalist Party. However, it did not find in 
history of the Italian workers' movement any vigorous or 
current of Marxist thought that it could invoke. Moreover, there 
deep or widespread knowledge in its ranks of the theories 
and Leninism. Hence. deviations are possible. Raising the 
ideological level must be achieved by a systematic internal 
designed to ensure that all members have a thorough ;::;'�::��:��:yl 
immediate aims of the revolutionary movement. a certain 
Marxist analysis of the situation. and a corresponding capacity 
political orientation (party school). Any conception must be 
which asserls that factors of revolutionary consciousness 
awareness. which constitute ideology. can be realized in the 
without being realized in a vast number of the individuals who 
it up. 

26. In spite of the be:,;nn;n,.,of;"" UI"I" al!a;n" ,;,:ht;''' ,"�1 �'n.u 
degenerations of the workers' movement. the danger 
deviations is present within the Communist Party of Italy. 
theoretical field. this danger is represented by the attempts to 
Marxism made by comrade Graziadei. in the guise of a . 
refinement of some of the basic concepts of Marx's d.<uinc 
Graziadei's attempts certainly cannot lead to the creation of a 
and hence a faction. which endangers the ideological unity and 
cohesion of the party. However. they imply a support for ' 
currents and political deviations. In any case, they point to 
the party to carry out a deep study of Marxism and to acquire 
and more solid theoretical consciousness. 

The danger that a right-wing tendency might be created is 
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he general situation in the country. The very repression exercised by �ascism tends to nourish the view that, since the proletariat cannot soon 
overturn the regime. the best tactic is one whose aim is. if not an actual 
bOurgeois·proletarian bloc for the constitutional elimination of fascism, 
at least a passivity of the revolutionary vanguard and non·intervention 
of the Communist Party in the immediate political struggle, thus 
allowing the bourgeoisie to use the proletariat as electoral troops 
against fascism. This programme is expressed through the formula that 
the Communisl Party must be the " Ieft wing" of an opposition of all the 
forces conspiring to bring down the fascist regime. It is the expression of 
a profound pessimism concerning the revolutionary capacities of the 
working class. 

The same pessimism and the same deviations lead to an incorrect 
interpretation of the nature and historical function of the social· 
democratic parties at the present time. They lead to forgetting that 
social·democracy. although it still to a great extent conserves its social 
base in the proletariat. must so far as its ideology and the political 
function it fulfils are concerned be considered, not as a right wing of the 
working·class movement. but as a left wing of the bourgeoisie, and as 
sueh must be unmasked in the eyes of the masses. 

The right·wing danger must be fought through ideological 
propaganda. by countcrposing the revolutionary programme of the 
working class and its party to the right·wing programme. and by 
ordinary disciplinary means whenever the necessity arises. 

27. There is a similar connection between the origins of the Party and 
the

.
general situation in the country on the one hand, and the danger of a 

�cfhst deviation rrom Marxist and Leninist ideology on the other. This 
IS represented by the ultra·left tendency led by comrade Bordiga.This tendency was formed in the specific situation of disintegration and pr�grammalic. organizational. strategic and tactical incapacity in whICh the Italian Socialist Party found itself from the end of the War up �o the Livorno Congress. Its origin and rortunes are. moreover, related o th� fact that. since the working class 'is a minority in the Italian Workmg pop I · h . 
c U 8110n. t ere IS a constant danger that its party will be Ofrupted by · fi l . 
"- In I trallons from other classes. and in particular from the ..... ty bourg . .  
Wo k' eOISle. The far left tendency reacted to this condition of the 
P3�' mg cl�ss and to the situation in the Italian Socialist Party with a Icular Ideol ' . 
rUnc!" ogy. I.e. a conception of the nature of the Party and its Ion and tactic h· h 0· . h h f . 

(a) Th 
s W IC con ICtS Wit t at 0 MarXism and Leninism. 

C far left. ignoring or under·estimating the Party's social 
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content. defines it as an "organ" of the working class. 
.hrough the synthesis of heterogeneous elements. In reality. 
defining thc party il is necessary above all to stress that it is a 
the working class. The error in defining the party leads to an iincon,.. 
approach to organizational problems and problems of tactics. 

(b) For the far left. thc function or the Party is not to lead thc class 
all moments. striving to remain in contact with it through all ch,nl!" 
the objective situation. but to form and prepare cadres. who can 
masses when thc evolution of the situation has brought them to 
party and made them accept the programmatic and principled po,sil'" 
it has fixed. 

(c) As regards tactics. the far left maintains that these must not 
determined on the basis of the objective situation and the position 
masses, in such a way as always to be in line with reality and onovii" 
constant contact with the broadest layers of the working "':��:�:,: 
instead. they must be determined on the basis of formalist 
Ultra-leftism is characterized by the idea that deviations from 
principles of communist politics are not to be avoided 
construction of "Bolshevik" parties capable of carrying out. 
deviating. any political action required to mobilize the masses and 
the victory of revolution: but that they can be avoided only byirr,,,,,'" 
rigid formal limits of an external kind upon the party's tactics. (In 
organizational field: " individual recruitment" , i.e. rejection of" f,,,i,OOI 
- which can in fact. always given the right conditions. be a V'"'v "ffi,ctn 
means of extending the party's innuence. In the political 
misrepresentation of the terms of the problem of winning a m',jo,ril 
trade-union united front. but no political united front: no difference 
the way of combating democracy, according to the degree of 
support for counter·revolutionary democratic formations, or to 
imminence and gravity of a reactionary danger: rejection of the 
of workers' and peasants' government.) As a consequence. ,h, ,,i,lu,,tiG 
of mass movements is only examined in order to check the line 
has been deduced on the basis of formalistic and sectarian conco,", 
Thus. in determining the party's policy. the specific element is 
missing: the unity and completeness of vision which characterizes 
method of political enquiry (dialectic) is broken : the activity and 
slogans of the party lose their effectiveness and value. remaining 
propaganda activity and propaganda slogans. 

As a consequence of these positions. political passivity oflho, p,ny 
inevitable. "Abstentionism" was an aspect of this in the past. This 
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elate ultra·leftism to maximalism and to rightist deviations. It is. us w r . .  f ' , 
cover. like the right-wing tendenCies, the expression 0 a scepticIsm 

,"0' ,ning the possibility for the working-class masses to organize. conce . within themselves. a class party capable of leadlOg the broad from . . . k h bo d ' I ll ,s and at the same time stnvmg to eep t em un to It a a maSs . . . 
. s The ideological struggle agamst ultra-leftism must be waged time .  . . d Le "  ' f h counterposing to It the MarXist an nlllIst conception 0 t e by 

lelarian party as a mass party. And by demonstrating the need for p�� latter to adapt its tactics to situations in order to be able to modify 
:hem: in order not to lose contact with the masses: and in order to 
acquire continually new zon�s �f influence. . . 

Ultra· leftism was the offiCial Ideology of the Itahan party In the first 
period of its existence. It is advocated by comrades who were among the 
founders of the party and made a very great contribution to its 
construction after Livorno. There are. therefore, factors which explain 
how this conception was for a long time deeply rooted in the majority of 
comrades. It was not so much critically evaluated by them in any 
thorough·going manner. as it was the consequence of a widespread 
state of mind. It is thus evident that the lenist danger must be seen as an 
immediate reality: as an obstacle nOI only to ideological unification and 
refinement. but to the party's political development and the effectiveness 
of its activity. It must be combated as such. not just through 
propaganda. but through political action and. if necessary. through 
organizational measures. 

28. One element of the party's ideology is the degree of 
internationalist spirit which has penetrated its ranks. This is very strong 
among us as a spirit of international solidarity. but as the awareness of 
belonging to a world party it is not so strong. One thing which 
contributes to this weakness is the tendency to present the far left ·s 
conception as a national conception ("originality" and "historical" value 
of the positions of the "Italian Left·,). which is counterposed to the 
Marxist and Leninist conception of the Communist International and 
seeks to replace it. Hence. the origins of a kind of" party patriotism". 
which shrinks from becoming integrated into a world organiz.ation. in 
accordance with the principles which are proper to that organization 
(refusal of responsibilities. international faction struggle. etc.). This 
W�akness of internationalist spirit provides the terrain for an echo 
Within the party of the campaign which the bourgeoisie wages against 
�he Communist International. describing it as an organ of the Russian 

tate. Certain of the far left·s theses on this question coincide with 
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habitual Iheses of the coumer-revolutionary parties. They must 
combated with extreme vigour, and with propaganda designed to 
how Ihe Russian party historically plays a predominant and i 
function in the construction of a Communist I ntemationa!. and to 
what the position of the Russian workers' State - first and sole 
conquest of the working class in the struggle for power - is. with 
10 the international workers movement (Theses Oil Ihe 1",'","a"lo'� 
Situation). 

The Basis of Parry Organization 

29. All problems of organization are political problems. 
solution must enable the party to carry out its fundamental task. 
ensuring thallhe proletariat acquires complete political i::�:���:;: 
giving it a physiognomy, a personality and a precise 
consciousness: and preventing any infiltration or I 
influence from classes and elements which. even if they have ' 
contrary to capitalism, are not willing to take the struggle against 
latter to its ultimate consequences. 

First and foremost. there is a political problem: that of the basis 
organization. The party organization must be constructed on the 
of production and hence of the work-place (cells). This p,;i"",pk 
essential for the creation ofa "Bolshevik" party. It depends on 
that the party must be equipped to lead the mass movement of 
working class, which is naturally unified by the development 
capitalism in accordance with the process of production. By 
the organizational basis in the place of production. the party 
an act of choice of the class on which it bases itself. It proclaims that 
a class party and the party of a single class, the working class. 

All objections to the principle that bases party organization 
production derive from conceptions which are related to classes i 
the proletariat. even if they are presented by comrades and groups 
call themselves "far left". They are based on a pessimistic view 
revolutionary capacities of the worker and of the communist 
and are an expression of the anti-proletarian spirit of the 
bourgeois intellectuals. who believe they are the salt of the earth 
the workers as the material instrument of social transformation 
than as the conscious and intelligent protagonist of revolution. 

There arc being reproduced in the Italian party, with respect to 
the discussion and conflict which led in Russia to the split 
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h viks and Mensheviks, with respect to the same problem of choice 
801'

1 :s. of the party's class character, and the way in which non-
of c a · . . h Th' r h roletarian elements can !om t e party: 1� ac�, moreo�e�, as a ve

.
ry 

P .mportance in relauon to the Italian SituatIon. For It IS the SOCial g.reat I 
d· . d d" r 1" 1 ggJ clUre itself. and the can ltlons an tra Itlons a po llica stru e, st� 

h in Italy make the danger of building the party on the basis of a 

�s;�thesiS" of heterogeneous elements - i.e. the danger of opening the 
through these for a paralysing influence of other classes - far more W�ous than elsewhere. This danger. moreover, will be made all the 

:ore serioUS precisely by the policies of fascism. which will drive whole 
strata of the petty bourgeoisie on to the terrain of revolution. 

It is certain that the Communist Party can be solely a party of 
workers. The working class and its party cannot do without 
intellectuals. nor can they ignore the problem of grouping around 
themselves and giving a lead to all those elements who, in one way or 
another. are driven to rebel against capitalism. Thus the Communist 
Party cannot close its doors to peasants: indeed it must contain 
peasants and use them to tighten the political bond between the 
proletariat and the rural classes. But it is necessary to reject vigorously, 
as counter,revolutionary. any conception which makes the party into a 
"synthesis" of heterogeneous elements - instead of maintaining, with
out any concessions of this kind. that it is a part of the proletariat; that 
the proletariat must mark it with the imprint of its own organization: 
and that the proletariat must be guaranteed a leading function within 
the pany itself. 

30, There is no consistency in the practical objections to organization 
on the basis of production (cells). according to which this 
organizational structure would not allow us to transcend the 
competition between different categories of worker and would leave the 
pany at the mercy of functionarism. The practice of the factory 
movement ( 1 9 1 9-20) has shown that only an organization adapted to 
the place and system of production makes it possible to establish a 
Co�tact between the upper and lower strata of the working masses 
(skilled workers. unskilled workers and labourers). and to create bonds Of

.SOlidarity which eliminate the basis for any phenomenon of ' labour anstOcracy', 

I Organi4ltion by cells leads to the formation within the party ofa very arge layer of leading cadres (cell secretaries. members of cell Committees. etc.). who are part of the masses and remain within them even though they exercise leading functions - unlike the secretaries of 
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territorial branches, who were necessarily elements detached from 
working masses. The party must pay particular care to theeduc8tion 
these comrades, who form the connecting fabric of the o��:��.:;:: 
and are Ihe instrument for binding it 10 the masses. From 
point of view it is considered. the transformation of its structure on 
basis of production remains the party's fundamenlal task in the 
period. and the means to solve the most important of its problems. 
must insist upon it. and intensify all ideological and praclical 
relative to it. 

Solidity o/the Party Organization. Factionalism 

3 1 .  The organization of a Bolshevik Party musl at all moments i 
life of the party be a centralized organization, led by thh

.:
e

.o
��:'�: 

Committee not just in words but also in deed. An iron p 
discipline must reign in its ranks. This does not mean that the 
must be ruled from on high with autocratic methods. Both the 
Committee and the subordinate leading bodies are formed on the 
of election, and on the basis of a selection of capable elements 
out through the test of work and through the experience of 
movement. This second element guarantees that the criteria for 
formation of the local leading groups and of the central leading 
arc not mechanical. external and "parliamentary", but correspond to 
real process of formation of a homogeneous proletarian 
linked to the masses. 

The principle of election of the leading bodies - internal 
is not an absolute one, but relative to i 

. 

Even when it is restricted, the central and local organs must 
consider their power not as being super-imposed, but as springing 
the party's will, and must strive to accentuate their p""", .. i .. 
character and to multiply their links with the mass of comrades 
with the working class. This last necessity is felt particularly keenly 
Italy, where reaction has imposed and continues to impose 
limitation of internal democracy. 

Internal democracy is also relative to the degree of political C:,;:;��� possessed by the local bodies, and by the individual comrades \ 
in the localities. The activity which the centre carries on to increase 
capacity makes possible an extension of " democratic" �':�:

.

��;
�
::

�
'
n
: 

growing reduction of the system of "cooptation" and of i 
from above to sort out local organizational questions. 
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32. The centralization and cohesion of the party require that there 

should not exist organized groups within it which take on the character 

f factions. A Bolshevik Party is sharply differentiated in this respect 

�roln social·democratic parties. which contain a great variety of groups, 

and in which factional struggle is the normal method of working out a 

pOlitical orientation and selecting a leading group. The Communist 

Parties and International emerged after a factional struggle waged 

inside the lind International. Establishing themselves as the parties and 

the world organization of the proletariat, they chose as the norm of their 

inlernal life and development. in place of factional struggle, the organic 

collaboration of all tendencies through participation in the leading 

bodies. 
The existence of. and struggle between. factions are in fact 

incompatible with the essence of the proletarian party, since they break 
its unit)' and open a path for the inftuence of other classes. This docs not 
mean that tendencies may not arise in the party, and that these 
tendencies may not on occasion seck to organize themselves as 
factions: but it does mean that a vigorous struggle must be conducted to 
prevent this latter eventuality, by reducing tendency conflicts, theo· 
retical discussions and the selection of leaders to the form appropriate 
to communist parties, i.e. to a process of real and unitary (dialectical) 
evolution and not to "parliamentary" modes of debate or struggle. 

JJ. The working·class movement failed as a result of the impotence 
of the PSI. brought about by the faction struggle and by the fact that 
each faction. independently of the party. carried on its own policy. thus 
paralysing the activity of the other factions and that of the party as a 
whole. This experience provides a good terrain for creating and 
maintaining the cohesion and centralization which must characterize a 
BOlshevik party. 

Among the different groups from which the Communist Party of 
Italy drew its origin. there subsists some differentiation, which must 
disappear as the common Marxist and Leninist ideology strikes deeper 
rOOts. Only among the followers of the anti· Marxist ideology of the far 
lert

. have a homogeneity and solidarity of a factional kind been long 
mal�tained. Indeed. an attempt was made to pass from concealed 
factionalism to an open factional struggle, with the setting up of the so
Called ComilalO d'/ntesa.106 The intensity of the party's reaction to this 
�razy attempt to split its forces gives a sure guarantee that any attempt 
In this field to take us back to the habits of social·democracy will meet 
with no response. 
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The danger of factionalism to some extent also exists as a result of 
fusion with the l IIrd-lnternationalists from the Socialist Party. The 
Ilird-internation:llists do not possess a common ideology, but there 
exist links between them of an essentially corporate nature, created 
during the two years in which they were a faclion inside the PSI. These 
links have been steadily weakening, and it will not be difficult to 
eliminate them tOially. 

The struggle against factionalism musl above all involve propaganda 
for correci organizational principles. But il will not succeed until the 
Italian party is once again able to consider the discussion of its own 
current problems and those of the International as something normal, 
and 10 orient its tendencies in relation to these problems. 

The Functioning of the Party Organization 

34. A Bolshevik Party must be organized in such a way that it can 
function in contact wilh :he masses. whatever the conditions may be. 
This principle takes on the greatest importance among us, because of 
the repression exercised by fascism with the aim of preventing the real 
relation of forces from being translated into a relation of organized 
forces. Only with the greatest concentration and intensity of party 
activity can one succeed in neutralizing at least in part this negative 
factor, and in preventing it from hampering greatly Ihe revolutionary 
process. It is, therefore, necessary to take into account the following. 

(a) The number ofmembcrs and their political capacity: they must be 
enough to allow a continous extension of our influence. It is necessary 
to combat !he tendency artificially to restrict membership; this leads to 
passivity and to atrophy. Every member, however. mus! be a politically 
active element, capable of disseminating the party's influence and 
translating its directives into action on a daily basis, and leading a part 
of the working masses. 

(b) The utilization of all comrades in some practical work. 
(c) The unitary coordination of the various kinds of activity. by 

means of comminees in which the whole party is articulated as a 
working bedy among the masses. 

(d) The collegiate functioning of the party's central organs, seen as 
condition for the establishment of a homogeneous and 
'Bolshevik' leading group. 

(e) The capacity of comrades to work among the masses, to 
continuously present among them. to be in the first line in 
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struggle, to be able on all occasions to take and keep the position which 
is appropriate for the vanguard of the proletariat. This point is stressed 
because the need to work clandestinely, and the incorrect ideology of 
the " far left", have resulted in a limitation of our capacity to work 
among the masses and with the masses. 

(f) The capacity of the local organisms and of individual comrades, to 
confront unforeseen circumstances and take up correct positions even 
before directives arrive from the leading bodies. It is necessary to 
combat the form of passivity - once again a residue of the false 
organizational conceptions of ultra-leftism - which consists in only 
being able to "wail for orders from above". The party must be character
ized by " initiative" at the base; in other words, the base organs must be 
able to react immediately to every unforeseen and unexpected situation. 

(g) The ability to carry out "underground" (illegal) activity and 
defend the party from reaction of every kind, without losing contact 
with the masses - indeed making !hat very contact with the broadest 
layers of the working class serve as a defence. In the present situation, 
defence of the party and its apparatus that is achieved by confining 
onesclfto carrying on simply an activity of'internal organization' must 
be considered as an abandonment of the revolutionary cause. 

Each of these points must be considered with allention, because it 
indicates both a weakness of the party and a progress which it must 
achieve. They are all the more important insofar as it is to be foreseen 
that the blows of reaction will further weaken !he apparatus linking the 
centre and the local organizations, however great the efforts made to 
keep it intact. 

Strategy and Taclics oflhe Party 

35. The strategic and tactical capacity of the party is the capacity to 
organize and unify around the proletarian vanguard and the working 
class all the forces necessary for revolutionary viclOry: and to lead these 
in fact towards the revolution, taking advantage of objective 
circumstances and of the shifts in the balance of forces which they bring 
about, both among the working population and among the enemies of 
the working class. With its strategy and tactics, the party " leads the 
Working class" in major historical movements and day-to-day struggles 
alike. One form ofleadership is linked 10 the other and conditioned by it. . 36. The principle that the party leads the working class must not be 
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the party can lead (he working class through an external imposition 
authority. This is not true, either with respect to the period which 
cedes the winning of power. or with respect to the period which folllo,,, 
il. The error of a mechanical interpretation of this principle 

be combated in the Italian party. as a possible consequence of 
ideological deviations of the far left. For these devialions lead to 
arbitrary, formal over-estimation of the party. so far as its function 
leader of Ihe class is concerned. We assert that the capacity to II"d the 
class is related. not 10 the fact that the party " proclaims" itself 
revolulionary organ, bUl la the fact that it " really" succeeds. as a part 
the working class, in linking itself with all the sections of that class 
impressing upon the masses a movement in the direction desired 
favoured by objective conditions. Only as a resull of its activity 
the masses. will the party get the latter to recognize it as "their" 
(winning a majority); and only when this condition has been ,,,,II; ,,<� 
can it presume that it is able to draw the working class behind it. 
need for this activity among the masses outweighs 
"patriotism" . 

J 7. The party leads the class by penetrating intlCo�,a
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in which the working masses are assembled: and b 
through these. a systematic mobilization of energies in line with 
programme of the class struggle. and an activity aimed at winning 
majority to communist directives. 

The organizations in which the party works. and which tend by 
nature to incorporate the whole mass of workers, can never sulbSl;tutil 
for the Communist Party, which is the political organization 
revol utionaries, in other words of the vanguard of the proletariat. 
excludes any relationship of subordination, or of "equality" betw,,, 
the mass organizations and the party (Stuttgart trade·union pact; 
of alliance between the Italian Socialist Party and the G"",,,. 
Confederation of Labour).lo1 The relationship between trade i 
and party is a special one of leadership. which is realized through 
activity which the communists carry out inside the unions. 
communists organize themselves into fractions in the unions. and in 
the mass formations. and participate in the front rank in the life of"h," 
formations and the struggles which they wage. upholding their 
programme and slogans there. Every tendency to separate n",e�1f "I 
from the life of those organizations, whatever they may be. in which it' 
possible to make contact with the working masses. is to be coml"ted II 
a dangerous deviation. indicating pessimism and generating passivity. 
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38. In the capitalist countries, trade unions are the specific organs 
TOuping the working masses. Activity in the unions must be considered 

�sential for the accomplishment of the party's aims. The party which 

renounces the struggle to exercise its influence in the unions and to win 

leadership of them. de/aclo renounces winning the mass of workers and 

renounces the revolutionary struggle for power. 

In Italy. activity in the unions takes on particular importance; for 

such activity makes it possible to work with greater intensity, and with 
beller results. at that reorganization of the industrial and rural 
proletariat which must restore it to a predominant position �·is·a· ... js the 
other social classes. However. fascist repression, and especially 
fascism's new trade-union policy. are creating a quite particular slate of 
affairs. The Confederation of Labour and the class unions are finding 
themselves stripped of any possibility of carrying on an activity of 
organization and economic defence in the traditional forms. They are 
tending to become reduced to mere propaganda offices. At the same 
time. however. the working class is being driven by the pressure of the 
objective situation to reorder its own forces on the basis of new forms of 
organization. Thus the party must manage to carry out activity to 

defend the class union and demand freedom for it: and at the same time 
it must encourage and stimulate the tendency to create representative 
mass organisms adapted to the system of production. With the class 
union's activity paralysed, defence of the workers' immediate interests 
tends to be carried out through a fragmentation of resistance and 
struggle � by factory, by category. by workplace. etc. The Communist 
Party must be able to follow all these struggles and exercise a real 
leadership over them: ensuring that the unitary and revolutionary 
character of class conflicts is not lost in them. and indeed taking 
advantage of them to aid the mobilization of the whole proletariat and 
ilS organization along a fighting front (Trade-union Theses). 

39. The party leads and unifies the working class by taking part in all 
struggles of a partial nature. and by formulating and agitating around a 
programme of demands of immediate interest to the working class. 
Partial and limited actions are considered by it as necessary steps to 
achieving the progressive mobilization and unification of all the forces 
of the Working class. 

The party combats the conception according to which one should 
abstain from supporting or taking part in partial actions. because the 
problems which interest the working class can be solved only by the 
Overthrow of the capitalist order and by a general action on the part of 
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all the anti-capitalist forces. It is aware of the impossibility 
workers' conditions to be improved in a serious or lasting way, in the 
period of imperialism and before the capitalist order has been 
overthrown. However, agitation around a programme of immediate 
demands and support for partial struggles is the only way of reaching 
the broad masses and mobilizing them against capital. Moreover, any 
agitation carried out or victory won by categories of workers in the field 
of immediate demands makes the crisis of capitalism more acute, 
accelerates its fall subjectively 100, insofar as it shifts the "" ",bl" , 
economic equilibrium upon which it bases its power today_ 

The Communist Party links every immediate demand to a 
revolutionary objective; makes use of every partial struggle to teach the 
masses the need for general action and for insurrection against 
reactionary rule of capital; and seeks to ensure that every struggle of a 
limited character is prepared and led in such a way as to be able to lead 
to the mobilization and unification of the proletarian forces, and not to 
their dispersal. It upholds these conceptions inside the mass 
organizations leading partial movements, or against the political parties 
which initiate them. Or else it gives force to them by itself taking the 
initiative in proposing partial actions. either within the mass 
organizations or to other parties (united fronl tactics). In every case, the 
party utilizes the experience of the movement in question, and of the 
outcome of its own proposals, to increase its influence - demonstratina 
through facts that its action programme is the only one which 
corresponds to the interests of the masses and to the objective situation 
- and to transport a backward section of the working class onto a more 
advanced position. 

Direct initiatives by the Communist Party for partial actions 
occur when it controls a notable part of the working class through 
organisms; or when it is certain that one of its direct slogans i, 1'0 111 0.'00 

likewise by a notable part of the working class. The party will 
however, take this initiative unless - depending on the obi"""" 
situation - it leads to a shift in its favour of the balance of forces. 
represents a step forward in the unification and mobilization of the 
upon revolutionary terrain. 

It is excluded that a violent action by individuals or groups c"" ,,,n" 
to shake the working-class masses out of their passivity. if the party 
not closely linked with them. In particular. the activity of ",ne,d ,<o"P" 
even as a reaction 10 the physical violence of the fascists. only has 
insofar as it is linked to a reaction of the masses or succeeds 
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voking or preparing one. Then it can acquire the same value in the �r�d of mobilization of material forces that strikes and specific 
e 

"omic struggles have for the general mobilization of the workers' 
ceO.. . '  

energies in defence ofthclr cl�ss mtere�ts. 
. . 

39 bis. It is an error to beheve that Immediate demands and partial 

ctions can have a purely economic character. With the deepening of 
a
he crisis of capitalism. the capitalist and landowning ruling classes are 

�mpetled. in order to preserve their power, to limit and suppress the 

roletariat's organizational and political freedoms. Consequcntly, the 

�emand for these freedoms furnishes an excellent terrain for agitation 

and partial struggles which may lead to the mobilization of vast layers 

of the working population. All the legislation with which the fascists in 

Italy suppress even the most elementary freedoms of the working class, 

must therefore provide the Communist Party with themes for agitating 

among the masses and mobilizing them. It will be the Communist 

Party's task to link each orthe slogans it launches in this field with the 

general directives of its activity: in particular, with the practical 

demonstration of the impossibility for the regime installed by fascism 10 

undergo radical limitations and transformations in a "liberal" and 

"democratic" direction. without a mass struggle being unleashed 

against fascism that will inevitably culminate in a civil war. This con· 

viction must be disseminated among the masses insofar as we succeed, 

linking the partial demands of a political character with those of an 

economic character. in transforming " revolutionary democratic" 

movements into working-class, socialist revolutionary movements. 
This must be achieved in particular with respect to agitation against 

the monarchy. The monarchy is one of the props of the fascist regime; it 
is Italian fascism's State form. The anti-monarchic mobilization of the 
mass of the Italian population is one of the aims which the Communist 
Party must set itself. It will serve effectively to unmask certain of the so· 
called anti-fascist groups who have coalesced in the Aventine. It must, 
however. always be accompanied by agitation and struggle directed 
against the other basic pillars of the fascist regime, the industrial 
plutocracy and the landowners. In anti-monarchic agitation, the 
problem of the form of the State will. moreover, always be posed by the 
Communist Party in close connection with the problem of the class 
COntent which the communists intend to give the State. In the recent 
past (June 1925). the connection between these problems was achieved �y the party through basing its political activity on the slogan: 

R.epublican Assembly on the basis of Workers' and Peasants' 
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Committees; Workers' Control of Industry: Land to the Peasants," 
40. The task of uniting the forces of the prolelariat and all the work. 

ing class on a terrain of struggle is the "positive" part of the united 
(ront lactic : in Italy. in the present circumstances. this is the party', 
fundamental task. Communists must see the unity of the working class 
as a concrete. real result to be achieved, in order to prevent capitalism 
from implementing its plan of permanently fragmenting the proletariat 
and making all revolutionary struggle impossible. They must be 
capable of working in every way to achieve this end. Above all. they 
must become capable of drawing close to the workers of other parties 
and Ihose without a party, overcoming unwarranted hostility and 
incomprehension, and in all cases presenting themselves as the 
advocates of unity of the class in the struggle for its defence and 
liberation. 

The "united front" of anti·fascist and anti-capitalist struggle which 
communists arc striving to create must aim at being an organized united 
front. i.e. at being based on bodies around which the masses as a whole 
can regroup and find a form. Such are the representative bodies which 
the masses themselves are tending to create today. from the factories 
and on the occasion of every struggle. since the possibilities for the trade 
unions to function normally began to be limited. The communists must 
take account of this tendency among the masses and be capable 
stimulating it. developing the positive elements which it contains and 
combating the particularist deviations 10 which it may give rise. The 
matter must be considered without fetishization of any particular form 
of organization. bearing in mind that our fundamental purpose is to 
achieve an ever·increasing mobilization and organic unity of forces. To 
accomplish this purpose. it is necessary to be able to adapt ourselves to 
every terrain offered us by reality: to make use of every agitational 
theme: and to stress one form of organization or another. depending on 
what is needed and depending on each one's p.)ssibilities for 
development (Trade·ullion Theses: chapters dealing with internal 
commissions. agitational committees and factory conferences). 

41.  The slogan of workers' and peasants' committees must be 
considered as a synthetic formula for all the party's activity. insofar as it 
proposes to create an organized united front of the working class. The 
workers' and peasants' committees are organs or unity of the working 
class. whether mobilized for a struggle of an immediate nature or ror 
political actions or broader scope. The slogan calling ror the creation of 
workers' and peasants' committees is thus a slogan to be implemented 
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. mediately, in all cases where the party succeeds through its activity in 
Im

obiliZing a fairly extensive section or the working class (more than a 
:ngle factory, or a single categ?ry.in a locality). But at �he same time it 
. a political solution and an agltatlonal slogan appropnate ror a whole �riod of the party's existence and activity. It makes evident and 

oncretc the need ror the workers to organize their rorces. and �ounterpose them in practice to those of all groups of bourgeois origin 
and nature. in order to become the determining and prelX'nderant 
element in the political situation. 

42. The tactic of the united front as political activity (manoeuvre) 
designed to unmask so-called proletarian and revolutionary parties and 
groupS which have a mass .base. is closely linked with th� �roble� of 
how the Communist Party IS to lead the masses and how It IS to wm a 
majority. In the form in which it has been defined by the World 
Congresses. it is applicable in all cases in which. because of the mass 
support of the groups against which we are fighting. frontal struggle 
against them is not sufficient to give us rapid and far·reaching results. lOa 

The success of this tactic is related to the degree to which it is preceded 
or accompanied by an effective unification and mobilization of the 
masses. achieved by the party through action from below. 

In Italy. the united front tactic must continue to be utilized by the 
party, insofar as it is still far from having won a decisive influence over 
the majority of the working class and the working population. The 
specific Italian conditions ensure the vitality of intermediate political 
formations. based on ambiguity and favoured by the passivity ofa great 
pan of the masses (MaximaJists. Republicans. Unitary Socialists). The 
centre group which will very probably emerge from the collapse of the 
Aventine will be a formation of this kind. It is not IX'ssible to struggle 
fully against the danger which these formations represent other than 
through the united front tactic. But one should not rely on achieving 
Success except on the basis of the work carried out simultaneously to 
wrench the masses from their passivity. 

42. bis. The problem of the Maximalist party must be considered in 
the context of the problem of all the other intermediate formations 
Which the Communist Party combats as obstacles to the revolutionary 
preparation of the proletariat. and towards which il adopts (depending 
On the circumstances) the united front tactic. There is no doubt that in 
Certain regions the problem of winning a majority is specifically linked 
far us to the problem of destroying the influence of the PSI and its 
newspaper. The leaders of the Socialist Party. moreover. are situating 
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from implementing its plan of permanently fragmenting the proletariat 
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front. i.e. at being based on bodies around which the masses as a whole 
can regroup and find a form. Such are the representative bodies which 
the masses themselves are tending to create today. from the factories 
and on the occasion of every struggle. since the possibilities for the trade 
unions to function normally began to be limited. The communists must 
take account of this tendency among the masses and be capable 
stimulating it. developing the positive elements which it contains and 
combating the particularist deviations 10 which it may give rise. The 
matter must be considered without fetishization of any particular form 
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every terrain offered us by reality: to make use of every agitational 
theme: and to stress one form of organization or another. depending on 
what is needed and depending on each one's p.)ssibilities for 
development (Trade·ullion Theses: chapters dealing with internal 
commissions. agitational committees and factory conferences). 

41.  The slogan of workers' and peasants' committees must be 
considered as a synthetic formula for all the party's activity. insofar as it 
proposes to create an organized united front of the working class. The 
workers' and peasants' committees are organs or unity of the working 
class. whether mobilized for a struggle of an immediate nature or ror 
political actions or broader scope. The slogan calling ror the creation of 
workers' and peasants' committees is thus a slogan to be implemented 
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. mediately, in all cases where the party succeeds through its activity in 
Im

obiliZing a fairly extensive section or the working class (more than a 
:ngle factory, or a single categ?ry.in a locality). But at �he same time it 
. a political solution and an agltatlonal slogan appropnate ror a whole �riod of the party's existence and activity. It makes evident and 

oncretc the need ror the workers to organize their rorces. and �ounterpose them in practice to those of all groups of bourgeois origin 
and nature. in order to become the determining and prelX'nderant 
element in the political situation. 

42. The tactic of the united front as political activity (manoeuvre) 
designed to unmask so-called proletarian and revolutionary parties and 
groupS which have a mass .base. is closely linked with th� �roble� of 
how the Communist Party IS to lead the masses and how It IS to wm a 
majority. In the form in which it has been defined by the World 
Congresses. it is applicable in all cases in which. because of the mass 
support of the groups against which we are fighting. frontal struggle 
against them is not sufficient to give us rapid and far·reaching results. lOa 

The success of this tactic is related to the degree to which it is preceded 
or accompanied by an effective unification and mobilization of the 
masses. achieved by the party through action from below. 

In Italy. the united front tactic must continue to be utilized by the 
party, insofar as it is still far from having won a decisive influence over 
the majority of the working class and the working population. The 
specific Italian conditions ensure the vitality of intermediate political 
formations. based on ambiguity and favoured by the passivity ofa great 
pan of the masses (MaximaJists. Republicans. Unitary Socialists). The 
centre group which will very probably emerge from the collapse of the 
Aventine will be a formation of this kind. It is not IX'ssible to struggle 
fully against the danger which these formations represent other than 
through the united front tactic. But one should not rely on achieving 
Success except on the basis of the work carried out simultaneously to 
wrench the masses from their passivity. 

42. bis. The problem of the Maximalist party must be considered in 
the context of the problem of all the other intermediate formations 
Which the Communist Party combats as obstacles to the revolutionary 
preparation of the proletariat. and towards which il adopts (depending 
On the circumstances) the united front tactic. There is no doubt that in 
Certain regions the problem of winning a majority is specifically linked 
far us to the problem of destroying the influence of the PSI and its 
newspaper. The leaders of the Socialist Party. moreover. are situating 
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themselves more and morc clearly among the counter-revolutionary 
forces acting to preserve the capitalist order (campaign for the 
intervention of American capital; de/aclo solidarity with the reformist 
union leaders). Nothing allows us to rule out cnlirely the possibility of' 
their aligning Ihemselves with the Reformists, and subsequently 
with them. The Communisl Party must bear this possibility in m"M 'ncl 
mUSI already sel itself the aim of ensuring that - in the event of . 
occurring - the masses still COni rolled by the Maximalists 
nevertheless conserving a class outlook detach themselves decisively 
from them. and link themselves as closely as possible to the masses 
grouped around Ihe communist vanguard. The good results achieved by 
the fusion with the IIIrd-lnternationalist faction that was decided upon 
by the Fifth Congress have taught the Italian party how. in given 
conditions. with a shrewd policy, results can be achieved which could 
not be obtained through the normal activity of propaganda and 
organization. 

43. While it advances its programme of immediate class demands, 
and concentrates its activity upon achieving the mobilization and 
unification of the working-class forces. the party - in order to facilitate 
the development of its own activity - may presem immediate solutions 
to general political problems. and put forward these solutions .mon.l! 
the masses still supporting counter-revolutionary parties and 
formations. This presemation of, and agitation around. intermediate 
solutions - far removed both from the party's own slogans. and from 
the programme of inertia and passivity of the groups we wish to combat 
-allows us to assemble broader forces behind the party: to counterpose 
the words of the leaders of the counter-revolutionary mass parties to 
t�eir real intentions; to push the masses towards revolutionary solu. 
tlons: and to extend our influence (example: the "Anti-parliament"). 
These intermediate solutions cannot all be foreseen. because they must 
in all cases be adapted to reality. But they must be such as to be able to 
constitute a bridge towards the party's slogans; and it must always be 
evident to the masses that if they were to be realized. this would lead to 
an acceleration of the revolutionary process and a beginning of wider 
struggles. 

The presentation of. and struggle for. such intermediate solutions is 
the specific form of struggle which must be used against the so-called 
democratic panies - which are in reality one of the strongest props of 
the toltering capitalist order. and as such alternate in power with the 
reactionary groups - when these so-called democratic parties are linked 
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o sizeable and decisive layers of the working population (as in Italy. in 
t
he first months of the Matteoni crisis). and when a serious reactionary 

�anger is imminent (tactic adopted by the Bolsheviks towards Kerensky 

during the Kornilov coup). In such cases. the Communist Pany will 

obtain the best results by advancing the actual solutions which would be 

thoSC of the so-called democratic panics. if they were in fact capable of 
",aging a consistent struggle for democracy with all the means required 

bv the situation. These panies. thus subjected to the test of deeds. will 
u�mask themselves before the masses and lose their influence over 
them. 

44. All the particular struggles led by the party. and its activities on 
every front to mobilize and unite the forces of the working class. must 
come IOgether and be synthesized in a political formula which can be 
easily understood by the masses, and which has the greatest possible 
agitational value for them. This formula is the ;;workers' and peasants' 
government". It indicates even to the most backward masses the need to 
win power in order to solve the vital problems which interest them; and 
it provides the means to transport them onto the terrain of the more 
advanced proletarian vanguard (struggle for the dictatorship of the 
proletariat). In this sense. it is an agitational slogan. but only 
corresponds to a real phase of historical development in the same sense 
as the intermediate solutions dealt with in the preceding paragraph. The 
party cannot conceive of a realization of this slogan except as the 
beginning of a direct revolutionary struggle: i.e. of a civil war waged by 
the proletariat. in alliance with the peasantry. with the aim of winning 
power. The pan)' could be led into serious deviations from its task as 
leader of the revolution if it were to interpret the workers' and peasants' 
government as corresponding to a real phase of development of the 
struggle for power: in other words. if it considered that this slogan 
indicated the possibility for the problem of the State to be resolved in the 
interests of the working class in any other form than the dictatorship or 
the proletariat. 

Lyons. January 1926. 
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70. THE PARTY'S FIRST 
FIVE YEARS 

Given the difficulty of publishing at once a journalistic account of the 
proceedings of our party's Third Congress. we nevertheless think it 
proper to provide comrades and the readership as a whole with a 
general report and general information on the results of the Congress 
itsclf.!Oi But we haSlen to announce that the proceedings of the 
Congress will be published in our paper in the very near future. and that 
the discussion and theses in their definitive form will subsequcnlly be 
assembled in a volume. 

The numerical results of the voting at the congress were as follows: 

Absent and nOI voting 18 ·9 per cent. 
Of those attending the Congress: 
VOles for the Central Committee 90· 8 per cent. 
votes for the far left 9·2 per cent. 

Our party was born in January 1921.  i.e. at the most critical moment 
of the general crisis of the Italian bourgeoisie and of the crisis of Ihe 
workers' movement. The split, even though it was historically necessary 
and inevitable. nevertheless found the broad masses unprepared and 
reluctant. In such a situation. the material organization of our party 
encountered the most difficult conditions. The result was. therefore. that 
purely organizational work, given the difficulty of Ihe conditions in 
which it had to be carried out, absorbed the creative energies of the 
pany almost completely. The political problems which confronted us. 
on the one hand due to Ihe decomposition of the old bourgeois leading 
groups. on the other hand due to an analogous process in the workers' 
movement. could not be adequately analysed. The whole political line of 
the party in the years immediately following the split was primarily 
conditioned by this necessity: to keep the ranks of the party closed, as it 
Was assaulted from one side physically by the fascist offensive, and 
from the other by the corpse-like stench of the Socialist decomposition. 
It was natural that. in such conditions, there should have developed 
Within Our party attitudes and outlooks of a corporate and sectarian 
Character. The general political problem inherent in the presence and 
development of our party was nol seen in terms of an activity through 
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which the party should have aimed to win over the broadest masses 
organize the social forces necessary to defeat the bourgeois and win 
power. I nstead, it was seen in terms of the party's existence ilself. 

The Lil'orllo Split 

The fact of the splil was seen in terms of its immediate and 
mechanical value. and we were guilty. even if in another direction. of the 
same error as Serrati. Comrade Lenin had given the lapidary [ormula 
for the significance of Ihe split in Italy. when he had told comrade 
Serrati: "Separate yourselves from Turali. and then make an alliance 
with him," This formula should have been adapted by us to the split. 
which occurred in a different form from that foreseen by Lenin. In other 
words. we should - as our indispensable and historically necessary task 
- have separated ourselves not just from reformism, but also from the 
maximal ism which in reality represented and still represents the typical 
Italian opportunism in the workers' movement. But after that, and 
though continuing the ideological and organizational struggle against 
them. we should have sought to make an alliance against reaction. But 
for leading elements in our party. every action of the International 
designed to obtain a reorientation along these lines appeared as ifi! 
an implicit disavowal of the Livorno split - a sign of repentance. 
said that if such an approach to the political struggle were accepted. 
would mean admitting that our party was nothing but a 
whereas it was correct and necessary to assert that our party. by 
birth. had definitively resolved the problem of the historical 
of the party of the Italian proletariat. This view was reinforced by 
not·so-distant experiences or the Soviet revolution in Hungary. where 
the fusion between communists and social·democrats had 
been one of the elements which contributed to the defeat. 

The Sigl/ificance of the Hungarian Experience 

In reality. the way in which this problem was viewed by our party 
was false. and increasingly appeared as such to the mass of party 
members. Precisely the Hungarian experience should have convinced 
us that the line rollowed by the International in the formation of the 
communist parties was not that which we attributed to it. It is in faeC 
well known that comrade Lenin sought strenuously to prevent the 
fusion between communists and social·democrats in Hungary. in spite 
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f the fact that the latter declared themselves in ravour of the 
�. tatorship of the proletariat. Can one. therefore, say that comrade 
L

'C
nin was generally opposed to fusions? Certainly not. The problem :5 seen by comrade Lenin and by the International as a dialectical w

rocess. through which the communist element. Le. the most advanced :nd conscious part of the proletariat. both in the organization of the 
arty of the working class and in the task of leading the broad masses, P
utS ilself at the head of everything healthy and active that has been p 

. . h I created and that eXIsts In t e e ass. 
In Hungary. it was an error to destroy the independent communist 

organization at the moment of the seizure of power: it was an error to 
dissolve and dilute the regroupment that had been achieved, into the 
vaster and more amorphous social·democratic organization which 
could not fail to regain predominance. In the case or Hungary too. 
comrade Lenin had formulated the line of our former party as an 
alliance with social-democracy, not as a fusion. Fusion would have 
been achieved at a later stage, when the process of predominance of the 
communist regroupment had developed on the broadest scale in the 
fields of party organization. trade-union organization and the State 
apparatus - in other words. with the organic and political separation 
of the revolutionary workers from the opponunist leaders. 

For italy. the problem was posed in even simpler terms than in 
Hungary. because not only the proletariat had not won power. but 
also. precisely at the moment of the party's formation. a great 
movement or retreat began. To pose in Italy the question of the party's 
formation in the way which comrade Lenin indicated. in the formula he 
ga\'e to Serrati. meant - in the conditions of proletarian retreat which 
were then emerging - giving our pany the possibility or regrouping 
around itself those elements of the proletariat which wanted to resist. 
but which under Maximalist leadership were caught up in the general 
rout and falling progressively into passivity. This meant thaI the tactic 
proposed by Lenin and by the International was the only one capable of 
reinforcing and developing the results or the Livorno split. and of 
making our party genuinely, from that moment on. not just abstractly 
and as a historical affirmation. but in an effective form. into the leading 
pany of the working class. As a result of this false approach to the 
problem. we maintained our advanced positions. alone and with the 
rraction of the masses immediately closest to the party. But we did not 
do what was necessary to hold the proletariat as a whole on our 
pOsitions. though the latter was still imbued with a strong will to fight. as 
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is shown by the numerous heroic episodes of the resistance that 
opposed to the enemy advance. 

The Party in the Years 192J�2 
Another of the elements of weakness of our organization consisted in 

the fact thai such problems - given the difficulty of the situation 
given that the forces of the party were absorbed by Ihe ;mm.<i;,,,.' 
struggle for its own physical defence - did not become the object 
discussion at the base, and hence an clemen! in developing the 
ideological and political capacity of the parly. 

As a result. the First Congress of the party. the one held in the 
Marco theatre at Livorno immediately after the split. merely carried 
tasks of a directly organizational nSlUre: formation of the ce'''"d 
organs and overall structuring of the party. The Second Cc,"'"'' 
could. and perhaps should. have examined and confronted 'h" p,co);I""" 
outlined above; but the following factors prevented this. 

I .  The fact that not only the rank and file. but also a great part of 
most responsible elements in the party and those nearest to 
leadership. literally did not know that there were deep and r,"d.mc",,11 
differences between the line being followed by our party and 
advocated by the International. 

2. The fact that the party was absorbed in the direct ph,,;,,'1 "" I,gI.: 
led to an underestimation of ideological and political questions, 
opposed to purely organizational ones. It was thus natural for there 
appear within the party a state of mind that was a priori opposed 
going deeply into any question that might hold the danger of ,,,;0,.1 
conflicts within the leading group constituted at Livorno. 

3. The fact that the opposition which emerged at the Ro"m
�;

'
,
;::.

�
;
�����i 

and which claimed to be the sole representative of the II 
directives. was - in the given situation - an expression of the state 
mind of weariness and passivity that existed in certain areas of 
party. 

The crisis which both the ruling class and the proletariat 
through in the period before fascism came to power once again 
our party face to face with problems which the Rome Congress had 
had the possibility of resolving. In what did this crisis consist? Th" '"R 
groups of the bourgeoisie, favourable in words to a dem,lC''';C 
government that would aim to stem the fascist movement with 
energy. had left it to the free choice of the Socialist ParlY wl",I", 0<' ",,, 
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PI this solution. in order to liquidate Ihe party politically under 
. - ' ' f  ' 'ght of responsibility for the faLlure to reach an antl- aSClst 
Ihe \\CL . . . 

cnt. In this very way III which the democrats posed the question. 
agreem 

.
' 

. � h f ' was implicit their prevIous caplwlatlon belore I e aSClst Ihere . 
OO d '  h me"' _ • phenomenon whIch was then reproduc urlng t e mO\'e 

MatteoUi crisis. ·
Ho\\e\"er. such an approach. although it could at first have brought 

about a clarification within the Socialist Party. since the split between 

M imalists and Reformists had already taken place at the base, "
" heless made the situation of the proletariat worse.lLO In fact. the nc\'e, . ' 

I', made the tactic proposed by the democrats frUitless. Insofar as the Spl . 
h ' 00 1 ft ovcrnment proposed by them was supposed to mclude t e Unit e g 

" f h f Socialist Party. in other words was supposed to slgnl y t e ca�ture 0 

the majority of the organized proletarian class within the machinery of 

the bourgeois State. anticipating fascist legislation and making th
.
e 

directly fascist experiment politically unnecessary. Moreover. the spht 

(as appeared more clearly subsequently) had only led in a mechanical 

sense 10 a leftward leap on the part of the Maximalists. For the lalter. 

although they claimed they wanted to join the Communist Intern
.
ational 

and thus to recognize the mistake they had made at Llvorno. 

nevertheless proceeded with so many unspoken mental reservations as 
10 nCUlralize the revolutionary reawakening which the split had 
stimulated among the masses. and thus led those masses to fresh 
disappointments and a new relapse into passivity. which fascism 
exploited to carry out the March on Rome. 

The Party's Nell' Course 

This new situation was reflected at the Fourth Congress of the 
Communist International. where the formation of a fusion committee 
was achieved after uncertainties and resistance that were related to the 

conviction. rooted in the majority of our party's delegates. that the 
change of position on the part of the Maximalists merely represented a 

transitory oscillation leading nowhere. In any case. it was from that 
moment that there began within our party a process of differentiation 
within the Livorno leading group: a process which steadily continued. 
and which left the phase ofa group phenomenon to become a feature of 
the party as a whole when the clements of the crisis of fascism which 
began with the Turin Congress of the Popular Party firsl started to 
appear and develop.l I I  
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�;

'
,
;::.

�
;
�����i 
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II seemed increasingly clear [hat it was necessary to move Ihe P""I 
away from the position thai had been maintained in 192 1-2, if 
communist movement was to develop pari passu wilh the crisis Ih,ou,U 
which the ruling class was passing. The premise which had been 
important in the past. according 10 which the first essential was 
maintain Ihe organizational unity of the party, ceased 10 operate 
For in Ihe situalion of conflict between our . 
a slate of latent faction was being crealed in our ranks, which 
its expression in groups thai were clearly righI-wing and 
liquidalionist in characlcr. To delay any longer in posing to Iheir I 
extent the fundamental tactical questions. on which hitherto we 
hesitated 10 open up a discussion. would have meant bringing about 
general crisis orthe party. with no way out. 

New regroupments thus occurred and developed rurther and 
up to the eve or our Third Congress. when it was possible to ''''''"Iailt 
that not only the great majority or the party base (which had 
openly been appealed to). but also the majority orthe old "��i

;!::
;;
�: had detached itselr clearly rrom the political conceptions and 

or the rar left. and had moved over completely on to the terrain 
International and Leninism. 

The Importallce a/the Third Congress 

What has been said hitherto makes it clear how great ::::':i�
:
:a and the tasks or our Third Congress were. It had to close a 

in the lire or our part) . puuing an end to the internal crisis and I 
a stable combination or rorces capable or allowing a 
development or the party's capacity to provide political leadership 
the masses. and hence or its capacity ror action. 

Has t.he Congress really rulfiJled these tasks? Undoubtedly, all 
p:oce�mgs or t�e C�ngress have shown how. notwithstanding 
difficuilles or the SItuatIOn. our party has succeeded in resolving: ii:�

:
:::
,
: j 

or development. achieving a remarkable level or homogeneity. c. nnd stabilization - and one that is certainly higher than that in 
other se�lions or the international. The intervention or delegates 
the base In the Congress debates, delegates who in some cases had 
rrom those regions where party activity encounters most difficulty, 
showed the way in which the rundamentaJ elements or the debate 
between the International and the Central Committee on the one hand. 
and the opposition on the other. had not simply been absorbed 
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hanically by the party, but had brought about a conscious and 

:�espread conviction. so that they contributed to rais
.
ing the t�ne or 

h intellectual lire of the mass of comrades and their capacity for 
t �itiCal leaderShiP and initiative to a degree that was not foreseen even 
po . . . d b the most 0pllmlstlc comra es. 

y This seems 10 me to have been the key significance of the Congress. 

The result is that our party can call itself a mass party. not simply 

because of the influence it exercises on broad strata of the working class 
nd the peasant masses, but because it has acquired in the single 

:Iements of which it is composed a capacity for analysing situations. for 

political initiative an� for �trong le�dership whi�h in the pa�t it lacked, 
and which is the baSIS for Its capacity for collective leadership. 

Moreover. the whole way in which the work was carried on at the 
base 10 organize the congress. both ideologically and practically, in 
those regions and provinces where police repression keeps the most 
intensive watch over every movement on the part of our comrades. and 
the fact that we succeeded for seven days in keeping more than sixty 
comrades assembled for the party congress, and almost as many again 
for the youth congress. are in themselves a proof of the development 
referred to above. It is clear to everyone that all this activity of 
comrades and units of the organization is not just a purely 
organizational fact. but constitutes in itself a very striking 
demonstration of political ability. 

A few figures in this respect. in the first phase of the Congress 
preparations. between two and three thousand meetings were held at the 
base: these culminated in more than one hundred provincial congresses 
where. after thorough discussion. the Congress delegatcs were chosen. 

Political Sigllificallce and Results Achiel'ed 

Every worker is able to appreciate the full significance of these few 
figures which can be published. at five years distance from the epoch of 
the occupation of the factories, and after three years of fascist 
government which has intensified its general control over every mass 
activity and accomplished an organization of the police which is far 
sUperior to the police organizations which existed previously. 

The greatest weakness of the traditional working-class organization 
lay essentially in the permanent imbalance - which became 
catastrophic at the climactic moments of mass activity - between the 
capaCity of the organizing cadres of the party and thc spontaneous 
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upsurge from the base. It is thus clear that OUf parly has succeeded. 
spite of Ihe extremely unfavourable conditions of the present period, ill 
overc�ming this weakness to a notable degree. and in predisposing 
coordmated and centralized organizational forces which can insure the 
working class against the errors and inadequacies which appeared in 
Ihe past. This is another of the most important ways in which our 
congress was significant. The working class is capable of action. and 
shows that it is historically capable of accomplishing its mission 
leadership in the anti-capitalist struggle, to the extent that it succeeds in 
producing from within itself all the lechnical elements which in modem 
society have proved to be indispensable for the concrete organization of 
the institutions in which the proletarian programme will be realized. 

It is from this point of view that the entire activity of the fascist 
movement from 1921 up to the most recent ultra-fascist laws must be 
analysed: it has been systematically directed towards destroying the 
cadres which the proletarian and revolutionary movement has 
painstakingly formed over almost tiny years of history. In this way. 
fascism has succeeded in an immediate. practical sense in depriving the 
working class of its political autonomy and independence, and in 
reducing it either to a state of passivity. i.e. to an inert subordination to 
the State apparatus. or else. at moments of political crisis like the 
Matteotti period. to seeking cadres for its struggle in other classes that 
have been less exposed to the repression. Our party has remained the 
sole mechanism which the working class has at its disposal for 
selecting new leading cadres for the class: in other words, for winning 
back its political independence and autonomy. The Congress has 
shown that our party has succeeded brilliantly in fulfilling this essential 
task. 

There were two fundamental objectives which the congress had to 
achieve. 

I. Aner the debates and the new alignment of forces which took place 
In the way we have already described. it was necessary to unite the 
party. both on the terrain of organizational principles and practice and 
on the more narrOwly political terrain. 

2. The congress had the task of establishing the political line of the 
party for the immediate future. and of working out a programme of 
practical work in all fields of mass activity. 

The problems which faced us if various concrete objectives were to 
be achieved were. of course. not mutually independent one from 
another. but coordinated in the framework of the overall conception of 
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inism. The Congress discussion. therefore, even when it revolved 
L<' 

f h ' I  ' I ' ,d the technical aspects 0 eac partlcu ar practlca question, aroU 
sed the general question of the acceptance or non-acceptance of 

�ninism. Thus the Congress served to show to what degree our party 

had beCome a Bolshevik party. 

The Fundall/en/af Objectil'es 

Starting off from a historical and directly political assessment of the 

function of the working class in our country. the congress gave a 

solution to a whole series of problems which can be grouped as follows. 

I .  Relations between the Central Committee of the party and the 

membership. 
(a) This group of problems includes the general discussion on the 

nature of the party: on the need for it to be a class party. not just 

abstractly. i.e. insofar as the programme accepted by its members 

expresses the aspirations of the proletariat. but so to speak 

physiologically. i.e. insofar as the great majority of its members is made 

up of proletarians and it reflects and focuses only the needs and 

ideology of a single class: the proletariat. 
(b) The complete subordination of all the party's energies. socially 

unified in this way. to the leadership of the Central Committee. The 

loyalty of all the elements of the party towards the Central Commillee 

must become not just a purely organizational and disciplinary fact. but 
a real principle of revolutionary ethics. It is necessary to infuse in the 
memberShip as a whole so rooted a conviction of this necessity that 
factional initiatives and. in general. any allempt to disrupt the cohesion 
of the party will meet with a spontaneous and immediate reaction at the 
base that will stine them at birth. The authority of the Central 
Committee. between one congress and the next. must never be put in 
question. and the party must become a homogeneous bloc. Only on 
these conditions will the party be capable of conquering its class 
enemies. How could the masses who are outside any party have 
confidence that the instrument of revolutionary struggle. the party. will 
succeed in waging an implacable struggle to win and keep power. 
without hesitation or wavering. if the party's Central Committee does 
nOt have the capacity and energy necessary to eliminate all the 
weaknesses which can crack its solidarity? 

The two preceding points would be impossible to realize if. within the 
party. the social homogeneity and monolithic solidity of the 
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organization were not accompanied by the widespread ,ons,oio,,,,,,,, 
oran ideological and political homogeneity. 

Concretely. the line which the party must follow can be expressed 
the following formula: Ihe nucleus oflhe party organization consists 
a strong Central Committee, closely linked to Ihe proletarian base ,or,ib 
party itself. on the lerrain of the ideology and tactics of M,uxi"" 
Leninism. 

On this series of problems. the overwhelming majority 
congress clearly declared itself in favour of the Central C()mmill." 
positions. and rejected - nOI only without the least concession, 
indeed insisting on the need for theoretical imransigence and ' 
bility in praclicc - the conceptions of the opposition. which 
maintain the party in a state of deliquescence and of political and 
amorphism. 

2. Relations between the party and the proletarian class (i.e. lh. "II .. 
of which the party is the direct representative; the class which has 
task of leading the anti-capitalist struggle and organizing the 
society). This group of problems includes the assessment of 
proletariat's function in Italian society: in other words of the de.",. , 
which that society is ripe for a transformation from capitalism 
socialism. and hence of the possibility for the proletariat to 
independent and dominant class. The Congress. therefore. i 
(a) the trade-union question. which for us is essentially 
organi'lation of the broadest masses. as a class apart. on the basis 
immediate economic interests and as a terrain for i 
political education: (b) the question of the united front. i.c. of 
relations of political leadership between the most advanced part of 
prolctariat and the less advanced fractions of it. 

J. Relations between the proletarian class as a whole and the 
social forces which are objectively on the anti-capitalist ,«",n, ,,,,,,,, 
led by parties and political groups linked to the bourgeoisie: hence. 
the first place. the relations between the proletariat and the p"", .. ts, () 
this whole series of problems too. the overwhelming majority 
congress rejected the incorrect conceptions of the opposition 
pronounced itself in favour of the solutions given by the 
Committee. 

The Aligmnem of Forces at the Congress 

We referred earlier to the altitude which the overwhelming 
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he Congress took up with respect to the solutions to be given to the 
al t 'ad I ' h '  h i " roblems of the present pen . t iS, t erelore. wort ana ysmg In 
key �er detail the attitude taken up by the opposition: and referring. 
gre�

ever briefly. to other positions which were presented to the 
ho" 

ress as individual ones, but which could in the future coincide with Cong 
' h  I r h I l' " 

specific transitory moments m t e deve opment 0 t e ta Ian situation. 

d which therefore must be denounced and combated at once. We 

�:ve already referred in th� first para
.
g�aphs of this report to the mod�s 

nd forms which characteTlzed the CTISIS of development of our party In 

�he years from 1921 to 1924. Let us briefly recall how at the Fifth World 

Congress the crisis itself met with a provisional organizational solution. 

with the constitution of a Central Committee which as a whole placed 

itself totally on the terrain of Leninism and the tactics of the Communist 

International. but which was composed of three parts. One of these. 

which had a majority plus one on the committee. represented the 
elements of the left which had detached themselves from the old 
Livorno leading group after the Fourth World Congress. A second 
represented the opposition which had formed at our Second Congress 
against the Rome Theses. The third represented the "J1Ird Inter· 
nationalists". who had entered the party aner the fusion. Despite its 
intrinsic weaknesses. since the leading role within it was clearly played 
by the so·called "centre" group. i.e. by the len elements who had 
detached themselves from the Livorno leading group. the Central 
Committee succeeded in confronting and forcefully resolving the 
problem of Bolshevizing the party and securing its complete agreeement 
with the directives of the Communist International. 

PositiollS oflhe Far Left 

Certainly there was some resistance. and the culminating episode in 
this. which all comrades will recall. was the creation of the ComilOlO 
d'/mesa: i.e. the attempt to create an organized faction which would 
counterpose itself to the Central Committee in the leadership of the 
pany. In reality. the creation of the Comilato d'/mesa was the most 
�lriking symptom of the disintegration of (he far len. which. since it felt 
Itself progressively losing ground in the ranks of the party. sought by a 
dramatic act of rebellion to galvanize the few forces remaining to it. It is ;OtewoTlhy that. after the ideological and political defeat suffered by the 

ar 
.
17ft in the pre-congress period. its hard nucleus began to adopt 

PDsillons that were increasingly sectarian and hostile to the party. from 
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which each day it felt more distant and detached. These comrades 
only continued to remain on the terrain of the most 
opposition to certain concrete points of the ideology and politics 
party and the International: they systematically sought motives 
opposition on every point, in such a way as to present themselves 
bloc aimasl like a party within the party. It is easy to imagine 
slarting off from such a position, they should have arrived during 
course of the congress at theoretical and practical positions in which 
drama which was a reflection orlhe general situation in which the 
has to operate could only wilh difficulty be distinguished from a 
histrionicism. which appeared affected to anybody who had 
struggled and and sacrificed themselves for the proletarian class. 

In this category should be included, for example, the P���:
r
�::l 

motion presented by the opposition. right at the start of the 
contesting its deliberative validity and in this way seeking to create 
advance an alibi for a possible renewal of factional activity and for 
possible refusal to recognize the authority of the new 
leadership.lIl To the mass of congress delegates. who knew 
sacrifices and what organizational efforts the preparation of 
congress had cost. this procedural motion appeared as an out and 
provocation; and it is not without significance that the only apI,llau,. 
(the congress regulations for understandable reasons prohibited 
noisy demonstration of agreement or condemnation) was 
bestowed on the speaker who stigmatized the attitude adopted by 
opposition, and argued for the need to demonstratively reinforce 
new committee which was to be elected, by giving it a specific m,,,d.,, 
for implacable sternness against any initiative that in practice 
doubt on the authority of the congress and the validity of 
deliberations. 

In this same category. and in a way that was aggravated by 
mannered and theatrical form. must be included also the atl;",d, tak .. 
up by the opposition, before the congress ended. when we were about 
draw the political-organizational conclusions of the proceedings of 
congress itself. But the elements of the opposition themselves could 
clear proof of the general state of mind in the ranks of the pany. 
party does not intend to allow any more playing at factionalism 
indisciplinc. The party wishes to achieve the maximum degree 
collective leadership. and will not allow any individual - whatever 
personal merits - to counterpose himsclfto the party. 
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First SigllS 0/ Right Deviations 

In the plenary sessions of the congress, the far len opposition was the 

only official and declared opposition. The position of opposition on the 

trade· union question that was taken up by two members of the old 

Central Committee, because of its improvised and impulsive character, 

should be considered more as an individual phenomenon of political 
hysteria Ihan as one of opposition in a systematic sensc.lIJ During the 
"'ork of the political commission, however, there was a demonstration 
which. if for now it can be regarded as being of a purely individual 
character. must - given the ideological elements which formed the basis 
for il - be seen as an out and out right-wing platform, which could be 
presented 10 the party in a given situation and. therefore, must be (as it 
was) rejected without hesitation, especially in view of the fact that a 
member of the old Central Commiuee made himself the spokesman 
for il.w 

The ideological elements involved are: 1. the assertion that the 
workers' and peasants' government can be constituted on the basis of 
the bourgeois parliament; 2. the assertion that social·democracy should 
not be secn as the left wing of the bourgeoisie, but as the right wing of 
the proletariat : 3 .  the assertion that, in assessing the bourgeois State, it 
is necessary to distinguish the function of oppression by one class or 
another from the function of production of certain satisfactions for 
cerlain general requirements of society. The first and second of these 
elements are contrary to the decisions of the Third Congress; the third is 
Outside the Marxist conception of the State. All three together reveal an 
orientation towards conceiving of the solution to the crisis of bourgeois 
SOCiety outside revolution. 

The Political Line Defined by the Party 

Since the forces represcnled at the Congress aligned themselves in 
this way. i.e. as a most inflexible opposition on the pari of the relics of 
"'ultra·leftism'· to the theoretical and practical positions of the majority 
of the party. we will refer rapidly only to a few points concerning the line 
established by the congress. 

Ideological Question. On this question. the congress declared that it 
wa� necessary for the party to develop a whole process of education whIch would reinforce knowledge of our Marxist doctrine in the ranks 
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of the party. and develop the capacity of the broadest leading The oppposition sought to create a skilful diversion here: il some old articles and extracts from articles by 
in the party. in order 10 show that they have only relatively accepted integrally Ihe conception of historical materialism as from the works of Marx and Engels. and that they were M'.;'"'' supponing the interpretation of historical materialism given Benedetto Croce. Since it is well known that the Rome Theses 100 been judged to be essentially inspired by Croccan philosophy, of argument by the opposition appeared animated by the congress demagogy. In any case. since the question is nOI one of I individuals but of the mass of members, the line fixed by the cong,," concerning the need for specific educational work to raise the level general Marxist culture in the party, reduces the OPposition"" 's::,);::�;:� an erudite exercise in research on more or less inleresting bi details in the inlellectual development of individual comrades. 

Party Tactics. The congress approved and forcefully against 
.
the opposition's attacks the tactic followed by the party in last penod �f Italian history, characterized by the Matteoui crisis. should be saId that the opposition did not attempt to counlerpose analysis of the Italian situation made by the Cenlral Committee for congress, either another analysis which would lead 10 I of � �ifferent

, 
la�tical line. or partial correetions sufficienl to justify poSItIOn of prmclple. Indeed. the fact that its observations and cd,;c;,," were

. 
based neither on a deep study, nor even on a superficial relatIon 0: f�rces and general conditions existing in Italian society characteristIc of the far left's false position. It was thus clear to all the method of the far left. which the latter declares to be . I not the method of Marx's materialist dialectics. but the old method conceptual dialectics which characterized pre-Marxist and even Hegelian philosophy. 

. 
In place of an objective analysis of the forces in conflict and dIrection which these take - in cOnlradictory fashion - in relation to development of the material forces of society, the opposition sulbsthu,ecI a c�aim that they possessed a special and mysterious 'nose' according whIch the party should be led. A strange aberration, which i the congress to judge as extremely dangerous and damaging for party such a method, which would lead only to a policy improvisation and adventures. 
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fhe fact that the opposition never possessed a real method capable of 
loping the forces of the party and the revolutionary energies of the de\'c . . . 

rolelariat, which could be counterposed to the MarXist a
.
nd Lemmst 

P hod. was shown by the activity carried out by the party 10 1921 and roci . ed "bl 1922- when it was led politically by some of the presen � ITT
. 

UCI
. 

e 

oppositionists. In this connection. two moments ofthe Itahan Situation 

were analysed by the Congress: the first was the atti�ude assumed �y 

h Party leadership in February 1921. when faSCism launched Its , , 
" h  " d  f ntal offensive in Tuscany and Apulia; and the other was t e atlitu e TO 

" d / / '" of the same leadership towards the ardlt� e POPO 0 movement. 

From an analysis of these two moments. It clearly emerg� �hat the 

melhod advocated by the opposition only leads to passIvity and 

inaction: it consists in the last resort simply in drawing lessons of a 

urely pedagogic and propagandistic kind from events that have :ITeady taken place without the intervention of the party as a whole. 

The Trade-union Question In the trade-union field. the difficult task of 

the party consists in finding a harmonious balance between the 
following two lines of practical activity_ 

1. Defending the class unions, by seeking to maintain the maximum 

degree of trade-union cohesion and organization among the masses 

who have traditionally participated in the union organization itself. This 
is a task of exceptional importance. since the revolutionary party must 
always. even in the worst objective situations. aim to presene all the 
accumulated experience and technical and political skill which h�ve 
been formed through the developments of past history in the proletartan 
masses. For our party. the C.G.L. constitutes in Italy the organization 
which historically expresses. in the most organic manner, this 
accumulated experience and skill. and hence represents the terrain upon 
which this defence must be conducted. 

2. Taking account of the fact that the present dispersal of the great 
Working masses is essentially due to motives which are not internal to 
the working class. and that therefore there exist immediate 
organizational possibilities of a not strictly trade·union character, t

.
he 

pany must aim to encourage and promote these possibilities in an actiVe 
Way. This task can be carried out only if the mass organizational work 
is transferred from the corporate terrain onto the industrial terrain of 
the factory. and if the links of mass organization become elective and 
representative as well as by individual membership through the union 
Card. 
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It is clear. moreover. that this tactic of the pany corresponds to 
normal development of proletarian mass organization, as was 
during and after the War, i.e. in the period when the proletariat 
confront the problem of an all-out struggle against the bourgeoisie 
the conquest of power. In this period, the traditional o��,

�
:;::::� 

form of the craft union was completed by a whole system 
repreScnt31ion in the faclory; in other words, by the internal 
missions. It is also well known that. especially during the War, 
the trade-union federations joined the committees of industrial 
ation ll6 and thus brought about a situation of "industrial 
in some aspects analogous to the present one, the working-class 
in all countries (Italy. France. Russia. England and even the 
States) rediscovered the paths of resistance and struggle under 
guidance of the elected representatives of the workers in lhee::::�,: 

The trade-union tactic of the party consists essentially in d 
all the organizational experience of the broad masses, but me" •• 
those possibilities that can most immediately be realized - given 
objective difficulties which are created for the trade-union m"v,'m,en'. � 
the bourgeois regime on the one hand. and by the reformism of 
national union leaders on the other. 

This line was approved in 1010 by the overwhelming majority 
congress. However. the most passionate debates took place around 
and the opposition was represented not only by the far left but 
two members of the Central Committee. as we have alreadY:,:��:':� 
One speaker argued that the trade union is historically 
since the only mass aclion of the party should be that which is 
on in the factories. This thesis, linked to the most absurd positions 
infantile leftism. was clearly and forcefully rejected by the congress. 

For another speaker. on the other hand. the sole activity of the 
in this field should be organizational 'Cll;v;'y or, 'ca";';on,' 'm,de-"', .. 
type. This thesis is closely related to a right-wing conception. Le_ 
the desire not to clash too sharply with the reformist ,,,,d,,-w,;' 
bureaucracy. which strenuously opposes all mass organization. 

The far left opposition developed two basic lines of argument. 
first. designed essential1y for debating purposes at the congress. i 
to show that the tactic of factory organizations supported by 
Central Committee and the majority of delegates was linked to 
views of the weekly Ordine Nuovo. which according 10 the far left 
to be Proudhonian and not Marxist. The second was related to 
question of principle whereby the far left clearly counterposes 
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Leninism: Leninism says that the party leads the class through �ass 

anizalions. and hence says that one of the key tasksohhe party IS to 

�:�
'eloP mass organization: �or 

.
the far le�. by �ntrast. this p�oblem 

does nol exist. and the party IS gIven funCtions which can lead either to 

he worst disasters or to the most dangerous forms of adventurism. 
t 

The congress rejected all these distortions of communist trade-union 

tactics. while considering it necessary to stress with particular force the 

need for a greater and more active participation by communists in work 

in the traditional union organization. 

The Agrarian Question. The party has sought. so far as its activity 

among the peasants is concerned. to leave the sphere of simple ideo

logical propaganda aimed at disseminating in a purely abstract sense 

the general terms of the Leninist solution to the problem itself. and to 

enter the practical lerrain of real political organization and action. It is 

obvious that this was easier to achieve in Italy than in other countries. 

because in our country the process of differentiation of the broad 

masses of the population is in certain aspects more advanced than 

elsewhere. as a result of the present political situation. Moreover. in 

view of the fact that the industrial proletariat in Italy is only a minority 
of the working population. this question is posed morc sharply than 
elsewhere. The problems on the one hand of what the motor forces of 
the revolution are. and on the other of the leading role of the proletariat, 
present themselves in Italy in forms such as to requin: particular 
attention from our party, and a search for concrete solutions to the 
general problems which can be summed up in the expression: agrarian 
question. 

The overwhelming majority of the congress approved the approach 
of the party to these problems. and asserted the need for an 
intensification of the work according to the general line that is already 
panially being applied. In what does this activity consist in practice? 
The pany must aim to create. in every region. regional unions of the 
Peasants' Defence Association, m  However. within this broader 
organizational framework. it is necessary to distinguish four basic 
grOupings of the peasant masses. for each of which it is necessary to find 
a precise and complete political position and solution_ 

One of these groupings consists in the mass of Slav peasants in Istria 
and Friuli. the organization of whom is closely linked to the national 
question. A second consists in the particular peasant movement which 
can be classified under the heading ofthe Peasant Pany. and which has 
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Leninism: Leninism says that the party leads the class through �ass 

anizalions. and hence says that one of the key tasksohhe party IS to 

�:�
'eloP mass organization: �or 

.
the far le�. by �ntrast. this p�oblem 

does nol exist. and the party IS gIven funCtions which can lead either to 

he worst disasters or to the most dangerous forms of adventurism. 
t 
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its base especially in Piedmont; for this grouping. of a "�;,;:�;:;�;;;: 
and more strictly economic character. it is enough to apply 
terms of the agrarian tactics of Leninism - especially since it 
the region where there is to be found onc of the most ,�ecti� 
proletarian centres in Italy. The two other groupings are far 
important. and require most attention from the party: I .  the mass 
catholic peasants, grouped in central and northern italy. who 
directly organized by Catholic Action and the Church apparatus ' 
general, in other words by the Vatican; 2. the mass of peasants 
southern Italy and the Islands. 

So far as the catholic peasants are concerned, the congress i 
that the party must continue and develop the line which consists 
encouraging the leO-wing groupings which emerge in this field, 
are closely linked to the general agrarian crisis that began even 
the War in central and northern Italy. The congress declared that 
position taken up by the party towards the catholic peasanlS, a't"""11 
it contains within it some of the essential elements for a solution to 
politico-religious problem in italy, must in no way lead us to ,",eo.",. 
any ideological movements of a strictly religious nature that 
emerge. The party's task consists in explaining the conflicts that arise 
the terrain of religion as deriving from class conflicts : and in aiming 
bring out with increasing clarity the class features of these conflicts. 
does not. by contrast. consist in encouraging religious solutions to 
confl.icts. even if such solutions appear left-wing insofar as they call . 

question the authority of the official religious organization. 
The question of the southern peasants was examined by the ",,",, ... 

with particular attention. The congress rccognized as correct 
assertion contained in the theses of the Central Committeee"

,
��:��:

��: 
to which the function of the southern peasant masses in the e· 
the anti·capitalist struggle in Italy must be examined independently, 
must lead to the conclusion that the southern peasants are - after 
industrial and agricultural proletariat of northern Italy - the 
revolutionary social element of Italian society. 

What is the material and political basis for this function 
peasant masses in the South? The relations which link Italian c:

:
�;

:
:� := 

and the southern peasants do not consist solely in the normal I 
relations between city and countryside. as they were created by 
development of capitalism in all countries in the world. I n  the context 
this national society, these relations are aggravated and radicalized 
the fact that. economically and politically. the whole zone of the 
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d the Islands functions as an immense countryside in relation to 
a:rthCrn Italy. which functions as an immense city. This situation leads 
n 

the formation and development in southern Italy of specific aspects t� a national question, even though in the immediate these do not a
ssume an explicit form of such a question as a whole, but only that of a
n extremely powerful struggle of a regionalistic kind. and of deep 

;urrents in favour of decentralization and local autonomy. 
What makes the situation of the southern peasants a specific one is 

Ihe fact that. unlike the three groupings described previously. they do 
nol - taken as a whole - have any autonomous organizational 
experience. They are incorporated within the traditional structures of 
bourgeois society. so that the landowners, an integral part of the 
agrarian/capitalist bloc, cOnlrol the peasant masses and direct them in 
accordance with their own aims. 

As a result of the War and the working-class upheavals of the post
war period. which profoundly weakened the State apparatus and almost 
destroyed the social prestige of the above-mentioned upper classes, the 
j)(asant masses of the South awoke to a life of their own and painfully 
sought their own structures. Thus we saw monments of war-veterans. 
and the various so-called parties of " renewal", which attempted to 
exploit this reawakening of the peasant masses: at times supporting it, 
as in the period of the land occupations: more often seeking to sidetrack 
it, and thus stabilize it on a position of struggle for so-called democracy 
- as has been the case most recently with the establishment of the 
National Union. 

The most recent events of Italian life. which have caused the southern 
petty bourgeoisie to go over en masse to fascism, have made the 
necessity to give the southern peasantry an orientation of its own, for 
re

.
moving itself definitively from the influence of the rural bourgoisie. 

stIll more urgent. The only possible organizer of the mass of peasants in 
the South is the industrial worker. represented by our party. But for this 
Work of organization to be possible and effective. it is necessary for our 
�arty to draw close to the southern peasant: for it to destroy in the 
Industrial worker the prejudice instilled by bourgeois propaganda. that 
t�e So�th is a ball and chain which hinders the greatest developments of 
t e nallonal economy: and for it to destroy in the southern peasant the ;
.et more dangerous prejudice. whereby he sees in the North of Italy a 
Ingle bloc of class enemies. 

int
TO �btain these results. it is necessary for our party to carry out an 
enslve prOpaganda activity. including within its own organiZation, to 
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give all comrades a precise awareness of the terms of this qU'''t;o. 
which. if it is not resolved in a rar-sighted. revolutionary and 
manner by us, will make it possible for the bourgeoisie. defeated in 
own area. to concentrate its forces in the South and make this part 
lIaly into the marshalling-ground of counter-revolution. 

On this whole series of problems, the far left opposition had 
to contribute except jokes and cliches. Its basic position consisted 
denying a priori that these concrete problems exist as such. without 
analysis or evidence even ora potential nature. Indeed. onc ",, ,,yU. 
11 was precisely with respect to the agrarian question that the 
essence of the far left's conception was revealed. This co'nc,�",
consists in a kind of corporatism, which mechanically awaits 
realization of revolutionary aims from the mere development of 
general objective conditions. Such a conception was. as we have 
clearly rejected by the overwhelming majority of thc congress. 

Other Problems Dealt With 

So far as the question of the concrete organization of the pany 
present period is concerned. the cO"O''''' ''';Ir."j .'hh,ouot d;,,'u,,;o,n t_ 
deliberations of the recent organizational conference, 
lished in L 'Unlta.IU 

The Congress was not able - in view of the conditions i 
was held and the aims it set itself. which concerned in particular 
internal organization of the party and the healing of the crisis - to 
amply with certain questions which arc nonetheless crucial ones for 
revolutionary proletarian party. Thus only in the Congress Theses 
the international situation examined. in relation to the political 
the Communist International. In the discussion at the Congress, 
question was only touched upon; and the only aspect of ;.t,ern,at;o," 
problems that was dealt with was that related to the "',oaon;,.t;o" 
forms and relations of the Comintern. since this was an clement 
party's internal crisis. The Congress did. however. have a very full 
exhaustive report on the proceedings of the recent congress of 
Russian party. and on the significance of the discussions which 
place at it.m 

Similarly. the Congress did not deal wilh the problem i 
in the women·s field. nor with the organization of the press -
questions for our movement which should have merited a 
discussion. The question of drawing up the party's programme. 
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had been placed on the agenda, was also not dealt with by the congress. 

\'Ie think it is necessary to remedy these defects by party conferences, 

specialty convened for the purpose. 

conclUSion 

In spite of thcse panial deficiencies, one may say. in conclusion. that 
the quantity of work which the congress accomplished was really 
impressive. The congress drew up a series of resolutions. and a 

programme of eo�crete wo
.
rk. which

. 
will enable

. 
t
.
he proletaria� cI

.
ass to 

develop its energies and Its capacity for pohlical leadership m the 

present situation. 
One condition is especially necessary, if the congress resolutions are 

not just to be applied. but are to bear all their possible fruits. It is 
necessary for the party to remain closely united; for no germ of 
disintegration. of pessimism. of passivity 10 be allowed to develop 
within it. At! comrades in the party are called upon to realize this 
condition. No one can doubt that the achievement of this will be greeted 
with the most intense disappointment by all the enemies of the working 
class. 

Unsigned. L'Uniui. 24 February 1926. 
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7 1 .  A STUDY OF THE 
ITALIAN SITUATION'� 

It is necessary to slUdy three basic elements of the Italian pol;,;" .. : 
situation. 

I. The positive revolutionary element, i.e. the progress achieved 
the united front tactic. The present situation in the organization of 
Committees of Proletarian Unity. and the tasks of the 
factions in these committees, llI 

2. The political element represented by the disintegration of 
fascist landownerlbourgeois bloc. Internal situation in the ruling 
and significance of the crisis it is passing through. 

3. The political element represented by the tendency to constitute . 
left democratic bloc, with its pivot in the RepUblican Party. in that a 
repUblican stance is supposed to provide the basis for this democratic 
coalition. 

United Front Tactics 

The study of the first point must have the aim of testing the 
correctness of the political line fixed by the Third Congress. The Third 
Congress of our party was characterized by the fact that it has not 
merely posed. in a generic sense. the problem of the need to realize the 
leadership of the Communist Party within the working class, and ofthc 
working class within the working population of Italy: but it has also 
sought to concretize. in a practical way. the political elements through 
which this leadership might be accomplished. In other words. it has 
sought to identify those parties and associations through which 
Ixmrgcois or petty-bourgeois inHuence over the working classes is 
disseminated. and which are open to the possibility of an ovenurning. a 
reversal of class values. Thus it is necessary to test. by results, the 
correctness of the organizational terrain fixed by the party as that most 
appropriate for immediate regroupment of the forces set in motion by 
the united front tactic: i.e. the agitation committees. 

On the positive side. one may say that our party has succeeded in 
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winning a clear position of political initiative among the working 

masses. In this last period, all the journalistic organs of thc panics 

l4'hich control the mass of the Italian people have been filled with 

polemiCS against the successful actions of our party. All these panies 

are on the defensive against our actions: in fact. they are indirectly led 

by us. since at least 60 per cent of their activity is devoted to repelling 

our offensives. or is devised to give their mass base some satisfaction 

thaI will free it from our influence. 
It is clear that i n  the conditions of oppression and control represented 

by fascist politics. the results of our tactics cannot be statistically 
measurable at the levcl of the broad masses. However. it is undeniable 
th31 when specific elements of democratic and social-democratic panies 
shift over. even in a molecular fashion. towards the tactical terrain 
argued for by the communists, this shift cannot be ascribed to chance or 
have a purely individual significance. In practical terms. the question 
can be posed as follows: in every party. and especially in the democratic 
and social-democratic parties in which the organizational apparatus is 
\'ery loose. there exist three strata. III The very tiny top stratum. which is 
usually made up of parliamentary deputies and intellectuals often 
closely linked to the ruling class. The bottom stratum. made up of 
workcrs. peasants and urban peny-bourgeois, which provides the mass 
of party members or the mass of those influenced by the party. An 
intermediate stratum. which in the present situation has an even greater 
importance than it had in normal periods. insofar as it often represents 
the only active and politically alive stratum in these parties. It is this 
intermediate stratum which maintains the link between the leading 
group at Ihe top. and the mass of members and those influenced by the 
part)'. It is on the solidity of this middle stratum that the leading groups 
are COunting. for a future renewal of these various panies and their 
reconstruction on a broad basis. 

Now. it is precisely on a significant part of these middle strata of the 
various popular parties that the influence of the movement in favour of a 
lInited front is making itself felt. It is in this middle stratum that there is 
�cllrring this molecular phenomenon of disintegration of the old 
Ideologies and old political programmes. and that the beginnings of a 
new political formation on the terrain of the united front can be seen . 
Old reformist or maximalist workers who exercise a wide influence in 
Certain factories or certain urban neighbourhoods. Peasant elemcnts 
who in the villages or little provincial towns represent the most 
advanced individuals in the rural world. to whom the peasants of those 
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villages or little towns regularly turn for advice and p,ac,,;c,.1 '];"'CI;V" 
Peuy intellectuals in the cities, who as exponents of the left c',lh,olio 
movement radiate an inftuence in the surrounding areas which 
and must not be measured by their modest stature. but must instead 
measured by the fact that outside the city they appear as a tendency 
the party which the peasants were accuSlomed to follow. These then 
the elements on which our party exercises a constantly " 'OW' ;;, " PO W<! 
of attraction, and whose political exponents arc a sure index or _.,,
ments at the base that are often even more radical than appears 
these individual shins. 

Particular attention must be paid to Ihe function fulfilled by 
youth in the activity for the united front. It is. therefore. necessary 
keep in mind the fact that a greater flexibility must be allowed in 
actions of the youth organization than is allowed to the party. It 
obvious that the party cannot go in for fusion with other po];I;,,, 
groups. or for recruitment of new members on the basis of the 
front. whose purpose is to create unity of action of the working 
and the alliance between workers and peasants. and which cannot 
the basis for party formations. For the young communists. on the 
hand. the question is posed differently. By their very nature, the 
communists represent the party's elementary. formativ"'
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to join the " youth organization", candidates cannot be r, 
to be communists in the complete sense of the word. but simply to 
the desire to struggle and to become a communist. Hence this 
must serve as a general point of reference. in order to define 
clearly the tactics appropriate for the communist youth. 

One element which must always be taken into account. because 
historical significance is not negligible, is the following. The fact 
maximalist. a reformist, a republican, a member oflh., Popul,,, , .. ,Iy . 
the Sardinian movement, or a democrat from the South should 
the programme of the proletarian united front and workers' 
peasants' alliance is certainly important. But the fact that a member 
Catholic Action as such should support such a programme is of 
greater importance. In fact. the opposition parties. albeit in ;�'.�:': 
and inchoate ways. tend to create and maintain a separation 
the popular masses and fascism. Catholic Action. On the other 
today represents an integral part of fascism. It tends through "II;,;". 
ideology to give fascism the agreement of broad masses of the 
And it is destined in a certain sense, in the minds of a very 
tendency within the Fascist Party (Federzoni. Rocco. etc.), to 
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the Fascist Party itself in its function as a mass party and organism for 
political control of the population. Every success on our part. however 
limited. in the Catholic Action field therefore means that we are 

ucceeding in preventing the accomplishment of fascist policy in a field 

�hiCh seemed shut off from any kind of proletarian initiative. 
To conclude on this point. we may assert that the political line of the 

Third Congress has been verified as correct, and the balance-sheet of 
our actions for the united front is extremely positive. 

It is necessary to include a special point on trade·union activity -
bOth in the sense of the position which we occupy today in the class 
unions. and also in the sense of a real trade-union activity to be carried 
out and in that of our position with respect to the corporations. 

The Two Tendencies of Fascism 

On point 2. it is necessary to define with preCISion the internal 
situation of the fascist bourgeois/agrarian bloc. and of the fascist 
organization properly speaking. On the one hand. the Federzoni, 
Rocco. Volpi. etc., tendency wants to draw the conclusions from this 
whole period since the March on Rome. It wants to liquidate the Fascist 
Party as a political organism. and incorporate into th� Stat� apparatus 
the bourgeois position of strength created by fascism in its struggles 
against all the other parties. This tendency is working together with the 
Crown and the general stafT. It wants to incorporate into the central 
forces of the State. on the one hand, Catholic Action. i.e. the Vatican, 
putting an end de facto and possibly even formally to the quarrel 
between the House of Savoy and the Vatican: and on the other hand, 
the more moderate elements of the former A ventine opposition. It is 
certain that while fascism in its nationalist wing. given the past and the 
traditions of old Italian nationalism, is working towards Catholic 
Action. on the other hand the House of Savoy is once again trying to 
exploit ilS traditions in order to draw into government spheres the 
members of the Di Cesaro and Amendola groups. The

. other tendency is officially represented by Farinacci. It 
Objectively represents two contradictions of fascism. I. The con�radiCtion between landowners and capitalists. whose interests clash In particular over tariffs. It is certain that the fascism of today typically rep�esents the clear predominance of finance capital over the State: Capital which seeks to enslave all the country's productive forces. 2. The second Contradiction_ which is far more important. is that between the 
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petty bourgeoisie and capitalism. The fascist petty bourgeoisie sees 
the party Ihe instrument for its defence. its Parliament. its deml)c'.., 
Through the party. it seeks to put pressure on the government 
prevent it from being crushed by capitalism. 

One clement which must be kepi in mind is the fact of the 
enslavement to America 10 which haIr has been subjected by the 
government. In the liquidation of its war debt to both America 
England. the fascist governmenl did nOI lake the trouble to obtain 
guarantee of the negotiability of Italian obligations. The Italian 
market and exchequer are at all times exposed to the poll;!;,,,1 blac]Im. 
of the American and English governments. who can at any 
release enormous quantities of Italian currency onto the world 
Moreover. the Morgan . debt was incurred under even 
conditions.llJ Of the hundred million dollars of this loan. the 
government has only JJ million at its disposal. The other 67 m':

�
li�:,� 

Italian government can only make use of with the generous 
consent of Morgan. which means that Morgan is the real head 
Italian government. These elements may cause the petty bourgeoisie. 
defending its interests through the Fascist Party as such. to take on 
nationalist intonation - against the old nationalism and the 
leadership of the party. which has sacrificed the country's 
sovereignty and political independence to the interests of a "".", .' .... 
of plutocrats. In connection with this. one of our parlY's tasks must 
that of putting especial stress on the slogan of the United Soviet 
of Europe. as an instrument of political initiative among the 
rank-and-file. 

In general. it can be said that the Farinacci tendency in the 
Party lacks unity. organiz.ation. general principles. It is more a 
state of mind than a tendency properly speaking. It will not be yo,'y t". 
for the government to disintegrate its constitutent nuclei. What 
imporlant. from our point of view. is that this crisis. insofar as 
represents the detachment of the petty bourgeoisie from the 
bourgeois/landowner coalition. cannot fail to be an element n' m;li,,'" 
weakness for fascism. 

The general economic crisis is the fundamental element 
political crisis. It is necessary to study the elements of this 
because cerlain of them are inherent in the general Italian situation 
will operate negatively in the period of proletarian dictatorship as 
These main elements can be defined as follows: of the three elll,m""' 
which traditionally make up the assets in the Italian balance of 
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_ remittances from emigrants and the tourist industry - have tW�apscd. The third element. exports. are going through a crisis. If to CO 
tl'o'O negative factors (emigrants' remiuances and tourist industry) 

Ih� 
to the third. panially negative factor (exports), one adds the need 

;; heavy imports of grain due �o the failure of the harvest� it is clear 

h t the perspectives for the commg months look catastrophic. 

I 
a
lt is necessary 10 keep these four elements in mind. in order to 

dcrstand the impotence of the government and the ruling class. 
"" 

h' h' Certainly. if the government can do not mg. or next to not mg. to 

increase remittances from emigrants (take account of the initiative 

roposed by signor Giuseppe Zuccoli, expected successor to Volpi at 

ihe Ministry of Finance) or to make the tourist industry prosper. it can 

ne\-ertheless do something to increase exports. At all events. a grand 

strategy is possible here. which even ifit did not heal the wound would 

at least lend to cicatrize it. Some people are thinking in terms of the 

possibility of a labour policy based on inflationism. Naturally Ihis 

possibility cannot be absolutely excluded. but: J .  even if it came to pass. 

its results in the economic field would be relatively minimal; 2. its results 
in the political field. on the other hand. would be catastrophic. 

In reality. it is necessary to keep the following elements in mind. 
I. Ellports represent only a pari of the credit side of the Italian balance 

of trade. at most two-thirds. 2. To wipe out the deficit. it would be 
necessary nOI only to obtain the maximum yield from the existing 
productive base, but to enlarge the productive base itselfby buying new 
machinery abroad. which would increase the trade deficit even further. 
J. The raw materials for Italian industry are imported from abroad. and 
must be paid for in a hard currency. An increase of production on a 
large scale would lead to the necessity ror an enormous mass of 
circulating capilal for the acquisition of raw materials. 4. It must be 
borne in mind that fascism as a general phenomenon has. in Italy. 
reduced the wages and salaries of the working class to a minimum. 
Inflation makes some sense in a country with high wages. as an 
alternative to fascism. in order to lower the standard of living of the 
Working classes and thus restore freedom of manoeuvre to the 
bourgeoisie. It makes no sense in Italy. where the working class's 
Standard of living is already at subsistence level. 

. . Amon.& the elements of the economic crisis: the new organization of 
JOint-Stock companies with preferential voting. which is one of the 
�lements of ruplure between petty bourgeoisie and capitalism : and the 
IInbalance which has recently appeared between the gross capital of tile 
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joint·Slock companies, which is becoming concentrated in fewer and 
fewer hands. and the gross national savings. This imbalance shows that 
the sources of savings are drying up, since current incomes arc no 
longer sufficient for needs. 

The Democratic Coalition 

On the third political element. It is clear that a certain regroupment is 
laking place in the democratic field. of a more radical character than in  
the past. Republican ideology is  becoming monger. in the same sense 
as for the united front, i.e. among the middle strata of the democratic 
parties. and in Ihis case also to a considerable degree among the higher 
strata. 

Old former Aventine leaders have refused the invitation to resume 
eonlaet with the monarchy. It is said that even Amendola himself had 
become totally republican in the last period of his life. and carried out 
personal propaganda along these lines. The papa/ari have apparently 
become disposed to republicanism too, etc. It is certain that great efforts 
are being made to bring about a nee-democratic regroupment on the 
terrain of republicanism: a regroupment designed to take power when 
fascism collapses. and to instal a dictatorship aimed both against the 
reactionary right and against the communist leO. The most recent 
European events. like the Pilsudski adventure in Poland and the dying 
convulsions of the French cartel. have contributed to this democratic 
republican reawakening.lH Our party must confront the genera1 
problem of the country's political perspectives. 

The elements can be established as follows. Though it is true that, 
politically. fascism may be succeeded by a dictatorship of the 
proletariat - since no intermediate party or coalition is capable of giving 
even the most minimal satisfaction to the economic requirements of the 
working classes. who will burst violently onto the political scene the 
moment existing relations are broken -it is nevertheless not certain. and 
not even probable. that the passage from fascism to the dictatorship of 
the proletariat will be a direct one. It is necessary to take account of the 
fact that the existing armed forces. given their composition. cannot at 
once be won over. and that they will be the determining element in the 
situalion. 

Hypotheses may be made with a continually increasing degree of 
verisimilitude. It is possible that the present government will give way to 
a coalition government. in which men like Gioliui. Orlando. Oi Cesaro, 
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De Gasperi will provide a greater immediate flexibility. The most recent 
parliamcntary events in France show what flexibility bourgeois policy is 
capable of. in order to postpone the revolutionary crisis. dislodge 
ad\·ersaries. tire them out and disintegrate them. A sudden. unexpected 
economic crisis. not improbable in a situation like the Italian one. could 
bring the republican democratic coalition to power. since it would 
present itself to the officers of the army. to a part of the fascist militia 
itself. and to the state functionaries in general (an element which has to 
be taken great account of in situations such as the Italian one). as 
capable of checking the revolution. 

These hypotheses only serve us as a general perspective. They serve 
to fix the following points. I .  W: must. from today. reduce to a 
minimum the influence and organization of the parties which may 
constitute the leO coalition. in order to make more and more probable a 
revolutionary collapse of fascism. insofar as the energetic and active 
elements of the population are on our ground at the moment of the 
crisis. 2. In any case. we must strive to make the democratic interlude as 
brief as possible, by beginning from today to arrange the greatest 
number of favourable conditions to our advantage. 

It is from these elements that we must derin the guidelines for our 
immediate. practical activity. 

Intensification of the general activity of the united front and the 
organization of more and more new agitation committees. in order to 
cemrali�.e them at least on a regional and provincial level. In the 
committees. our fractions must seek first of all to obtain the maximum 
represemation of the various left political currents. systematically 
avoiding all party sectarianism. The questions must be posed 
objectively by our fractions as an expression of the interests of the 
working class and the peasants. 

Tactic towards the Maximalist party. 
Need to pose the Southern problem more energetically. If our party 
does not begin to work seriously in the South. the South will be the 
strongest base for the leO coalition. 
Tactic towards the Sardinian Action Party. in view of its forthcoming 
congress. 
For Southern Italy and the Islands. creation of regional work groups in 
the rest of Italy. 
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" 
So far as the international siluation is concerned. it seems to me to be 

dominated especially by the question of the English general strike. and 
[he conclusions to be drawn from il.m The English strike has posed two 
fundamental problems for our movement. 

The first of these is the problem of general perspeclives: i.e. the 
problem of a precise assessment of the phase Ihrough which the 
capitalist order is currently passing. Is the period of so-called 
stabilization over? What point have we reached. with respect to the 
capacity of the bourgeois order for resistance? It is clear thai nOI only 
from a theoretical and scientific point of view. but also from a practical 
and immediate point of view, it is interesting and necessary 10 verify 
precisely the exact point which the capitalist crisis has reached. But it is 
also clear that any new political orientation based on a different assess
ment of the precise level of the capitalist crisis would be stupid, if this 
different assessment is not immediately reflected in genuinely different 
political and organizational directives. 

The problem to be posed, it seems to me, is the following. In the 
international field - and this. in practice, means two things: I .  in the field 
of the group of capitalist states which form the keystone of the 
bourgeois system; 2. in the field of those states which represent. as it 
were. the periphery of the capitalist world - are we about to pass from 
the phase of political organization of the proletarian forces. to the phase 
of technical organization of the revolution? Or. on the other hand. arc 
we about to pass from the former of the phases mentioned to an 
intermediate phase. in which a particular form of technical organization 
can accelerate the political organization of the masses. and hence 
accelerate the passage to the concluding phase of the conquest of 
power? These problems in my view should be discussed. But it is 
obvious that it is not possible to solve them at a purely theoretical level. 
They can only be solved on the basis of concrete data. with respect to 
the real effectiveness both of the revolutionary and of the bourgeois 
forces. 

A certain number of observations and criteria must form the basis for 
this study. The first of these concerns the fact that in the advanced 
capitalist countries. the ruling class possesses political 
organizational reserves which it did not possess. for instance. in Russia. 
This means that even the most serious economic crises do nOi have 
immediate repercussions in the political sphere. Politics always lags 
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behind economics. far behind. The state apparatus is far more resistant 
than is onen possible to believe; and it succeeds. at moments of crisis, in 
organizing greater forces loyal to the regime than the depth of the crisis 
might lead one to suppose. This is especially true of the more important 

capitalist states. 
In the typical peripheral states. like Italy, Poland. Spain or Portugal, 

the state forces are less efficient. But in these countries. one finds a 
phenomenon of which the greatest account must be taken. This 
phenomenon, in my view, consists in the following. In these countries, a 
broad stratum of intermediate classes stretches between the proletariat 
and capitalism: classes which seek to carry on. and to a certain sense 
succeed in carrying on, policies of their own. with ideologies which onen 
influence broad strata of the proletariat. but which particularly affect 
the peasant masses. France too. although it occupies a prominent 
position in the first group of capitalist States. belongs by virtue of 
certain of its characteristics to the situation of the peripheral states. 

What seems to me to be characteristic of the present phase of the 
capitalist crisis is the fact that. unlike in 1920-2. today the political and 
military formations of the middle classes have a len radical character, 
or at least they present Ihemselves to the masses �s len radicals. The 
development of the Italian situation. given its particular features, seems 
to me 10 be able, in a certain sense. to serve as a model for the various 
phases traversed by other countries. In 1 9 1 9  and 1920. the military and 
political formations of the middle classes were represented in our 
country by primitive fascism and by D'Annunzio. It is well known that 
in those years. the fascist movement and D' Annunzio's movement alike 
were willing to ally themselves even with the revolutionary proletarian 
forces in order to overthrow the Nitti government. which appeared as 
American capital's go-between for the e'lslavement of Italy (Nitti was 
the precursor of Dawes in Europe).U6 

The second phase of fascism - 1921 and 1922 - was clearly 
reactionary. From 1923 on. a molecular process began through which 
the most active elements of the middle classes moved over from the 
reactionary fascist camp to the camp of the Aventine opposition. This 
process crystallized in a manner which might have proved fatal to 
faSCism in the period of the Matteoui crisis. Because of the weakness of 
OUr movement. a weakness which moreover was itself significant, the 
phenomenon was interrupted by fascism and the middle classes were 
thrown back into a new state of political pulverization. Today, the 
mOlecular phenomenon has begun again. on a scale far greater than that 
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which was started in 1923, and is accompanied by a 
phenomenon of regroupment of the revolutionary forces around 
party. which ensures that a new crisis of the Matteaui type co"ld h.,dly 
culminate in a new 3 January.1l1 

These phases traversed by Italy, in a form which I would 
classical and exemplary, we find in all those countries which we 
called peripheral capitalist countries. The present phase in Italy. Le. 
regroupment of the middle classes on the left. we can find in 
Portugal. Poland and in Ihe Balkans. Only in (wo countries, Czecho
slovakia and France, do we find a continuity in the permanency 
of the left bloc - a fact which in my view should be particularly closely 
studied. 

The conclusion to be drawn from these observations, which ofcourse 
will have to be improved and set out in a systematic manner, it seems to 
me might be the following. In reality, we are entering a new phase in the 
development of the capitalist crisis. This phase takes different forms, on 
the one hand in the countries of the capitalist periphery. and on the 
other in the advanced capitalist countries. Between these two series 
states, Czechoslovakia and France represent the two connecting links. 
In the peripheral countries. the problem arises ofthe phase which I have 
called intermediate between the political and the technical preparation 
of the revolution. In the other countries, including France and 
Czechoslovakia. it seems to me that the problem is still one of political 
preparation. For all the capitalist countries. a fundamental problem is 
posed - the problem of the transition from the united front tactic, 
understood in a general sense. to a specific tactic which confronts the 
concrete problems of national life and operates on the basis of the 
popular forces as they are historically determined. 

From a technical point of view. the problem concerns the appropriate 
slogans and forms of organization. If I did not have a certain fear or 
hearing cries of Ordine Nuol'o-ism, I would say that today one of the 
most important problems we face. especially in the major capitalist 
countries. is the problem of factory councils and workers' control - as 
the basis for a new regroupment of the proletarian class, which will 
permit a more effective struggle against the lTade-union bureaucracy 
and will permit us to organize the immense masses of non-unionized 
workers, not just in France. but also in Germany and in England. 

In the case of England. it seems to me that in any case the problem of 
regrouping the proletarian masses can even be posed on the trade·union 
terrain itself. Our British party must have a programme for the 
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democratic reorganization of the Trade Unions. Only insofar as local 

trade-union branches in England begin to coordinate their activities like 
our Chambers of Labour, and give these Chambers of Labour adequate 
powers. will it be possible: I .  to free the English workers from the 
influence of the trade-union bureaucracy; 2. to reduce the influence 
exercised within the Labour Party by MacDonald's party (I.L.P.), 
which today functions precisely as a local centralizing force in a context 
of trade-union fragmentation: 3. to create a terrain upon which it is 
pOSsible for the organized forces of our party to exercise a direct 
influence on the mass of English workers. I think that this kind of 
reorganization of the trade unions, stimulated by our pany, would have 
the significance and imponance of a veritable soviet germination
process. Moreover, it would be in the line of the historical traditions of 
the English working class. from Chartism to the Action Committees of 
1919. 

The second fundamental problem posed by the English general strike 
is thai of the Anglo-Russian Committee.221 I think that despite the 
indecision, weakness and if you like betrayal of the English leO during 
Ihe general strike. the Anglo-Russian Committee should be maintained, 
because it is the best terrain to revolutionize not only the English trade
union world, but also the Amsterdam unions. In only one event should 
there be a break between the communists and the English left: if 
England was on the eve of the proletarian revolution. and our party was 
strong enough to lead the insurrection on its own. 

Poslscripl. These notes have been written solely to prepare the work 
oflhe Icading Committee. They are far from being definitive. but simply 
represent the draft for a first discussion . 
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72. THE PEASANTS AND 
THE DIeT A TORSHIP OF 

THE PROLETARIAT 
(Notes for II Mondo) 

So we have a new article in II Mondo, entitled - in accordance with the 
technique beloved of the old Barzinism and the new Calzinism -
"Looking for Communism",m Naturally, it is in workers' and 
peasants' Russia that /I Mondo looks for communism. )fwe wanted to 
imitate the diaJeclical lcchnique beloved of /I Mondo. we might write a 
whole series of articles entitled 'Looking for democracy', and 
demonstrate that democracy has never existed. And indeed, . 
democracy meant, as it cannot but mean, rule of the popular masses. 
expressed through a Parliament elected by universal suffrage, then in 
which country has the government ever existed which meets such 
criteria? In England itself, homeland and cradle of the par liamentary 
regime and of democracy, Parliament is flanked in government by the 
House of Lords and the Monarchy. The powers of democracy are in 
reality null. It does not exist. Before the War, in other words when the 
social-democrats and all the " friends orthe people" could not yet accuse 
Bolshe\o"ism of having "provoked" the bOurgeoisie and induced it (poor 
thing!)to abandon legality and resort to dictatorial means, Lord Carson 
was already able to arm and raise an army against the parliamentary 
bill on Irish freedomJJO 

And does democracy perhaps exist in France? Alongside Parliament 
there exists in France the Senate. which is elected not by universal 
suffrage. but by two levels of electors who in their turn are only partially 
an expression of universal suffrage; and there also exists the institution 
of the President of the Republic. The different terms of power fixed for 
the three basic institutions of the French Republic are intended to serve, 
according to official statements, to temper the possible excesses of the 
Parliament elected by universal suffrage. In reality, they are the 
mechanism through which the ruling class prepares to organize civil 
war in the best conditions for agitation and propaganda. 

In Germany. there does not exist any institution of an aristocratic or 
oligarchic nature alongside Parliamenl. Yet we have recently been able 
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ce the formidable braking power exerted on the so-called national 

:il� by the fact that the President of the Republ
.
ic has an electoral.base 

., t<mporally different from the one whIch forms the nallonal that I . . 
bly The votes obtained in the referendum for expropnatlng the assem . 

r er princes without indemnity were more numerous than those won lorm . " . P ·d r h Marshal Hindenburg for hIS nommatlon as resl ent 0 t e by 
·d · H · · ed Rcpublic.1JI Nevertheless. Hindenbu�� dl ��t resl�n. avmg ISSU 

the blackmailing threat of a grave pohllcal CnslS dunng the referendum 
campaign. after the referendum he continued to exert pressure to render 
he will oflhe popular masses null and void. t 

Certainly. we do not propose to convince the writers of II Mondo. We 
knoW them, as we know their various bosses, from the Perr�ne brothers 
to Max Bondi. Count Matarazzo, Commander Pecoramo and the 
Banca CommercialeH2 - in whose service they write the most 
contradictory articles, but always designed to deceive the toiling 
masses. It is only for the masses' sake that we are writing to inquire: " Is 
it fair to ask of the new working-class regime that emerged in Russia in 
1917. during the World War, after the greatest social and economic 
disaster that history has known. a one hundred per cent application of 
the maximum programme of the party which is in power in Russia. if 
one oneself represents and supports a regime which - in some centuries 
of existence - has not succeeded in realizing any of its programmatic 
promises. but has failed shamefully. capitulating before the most 
reactionary currents only to merge with them forthwith?" 

Our paper must publish a whole series of documents which reply 
exhaustively to the questions raised by the writers of 1/ Mondo, 
questions which are essential for the international workers' movement, 
even if II Mondo raises them in the most contorted and unintelligent 
way one could imagine. One confession which is implicit in a whole 
scries of articles and in II Mondo's prose must be taken up at once: for 
what exactly does II Mondo mean by seeking to demonstrate that in 
Russia there does not exist the least element of social life. and by 
systematically keeping silent about the working·class character of the 
Russian State institutions. including cooperatives. banks and factory 
managements? II Mondo means only to maintain the illusion among the 
broad mass of the people. that it is at least possible to obtain what exists 
today in Russia without a revolution. and without the total conquest of 
State power by the working class and peasants. 

All 1/ Mondo's arguments - from the one about the historical 
judgment to be made on Italian fascism. to this genuinely wretched 
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critique on principle of the Russian economic and social structure
at this single goal. For us communists. the fascist regime is 
expression of the most advanced stage of development of OOIPi".IiI. 
society. It precisely serves to demonstrate how all the conquests and 
the institutions which the toiling classes succeed in realizing i n  
relatively peaceful period of development o f  the capitalist order 
destined for annihilation, if at a given moment the working class 
not seize State power with revolutionary means. So onc can u::��;:�:

�
� 

how the writers of II Mondo have an interest in maintaining that 
is a pre-democratic regime; that fascism is related to an incipient 
still backward phase of capitalism. 

So onc can understand how the writers of II Mondo - by p",,,,nli"l 
the readership of their paper (a readership unfortunately made u p  
large measure o f  workers and peasants) with a model o f  Russian 
in which the bourgeois and petty-bourgeois e����,:�:�s �';;'I

:::�;'
i���;:� ;= structure of the workers' State, over which they are destined 

to triumph through a restoration of the old regime - are seeking to 
present, in an updated form, the old utopian schema of democracy 
reformism. According to this, the socialist elements - such as 
unions, cooperatives, socialist local councils, etc., etc. - which 
under the capitalist order could permeate the structure of the latter 
the point where they would modify it completely, so leading to 
bloodless victory of socialism. But, precisely, fascism has Ii' , npla" atlll 
destroyed such schemas, by destroying all the socialist (insofar 
linked to the working class) elements which had been being formed 
the period of development of the capitalist class. 

There exist today in Russia socialist elements which 
preponderant. and elements of petty-bourgeois economy 
theoretically can develop, just as theoretically the socialist ,I,m,," 
which existed in Italy before fascism could develop. But in Italy 
proletariat has not conquered State power. The old 
organization. at a certain moment, put an end to the concessions it 
made to the cooperatives. the unions, the socialist local councils: i.e. 
the working class. In Russia. the working class in power - the 
class which regulates and manages the essential parts of the 
economy. the eontrol-Ieversofthe whole 
society - has made and does make concessions: not to the old 
the capitalists and big landowners, which was overthrown arms i n  
and has been stripped of all property and all political rights, but to 
peasant masses from whom theoretically the new capitalism 
emerge. 
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There is. however. a little question which the gentlemen of II Mondo 

seem to want to ignore. which is the following. Capitalism. as it emerges 

and develops. creates proletarians in numbers which far exceed that of 

the capitalists themselves. So the question - which the writers of II 
MOl/do think can be ignored - of establishing which class holds State 
power in its hands becomes a key question. In Russia today, the 
working class which has the State in its hands has an interest. ifit wants 

to create an internal market capable of absorbing industrial production, 
in promoting and encouraging the development of agriculture. Since 
agricuh ure in Russia is still backward and can only be organized on an 
individual basis. the e(;onomic development of the Russian agricultural 
classes necessarily leads to a certain enrichment of an upper layer in the 
countryside. Every worker understands that if one carrirs out a policy 
10 ensure that one hundred peasants will move from a yearly income of 
one thousand lire to one of two thousand lire, so that they will become 
able to buy more objects from socialized industry than they were able to 
with their origi nal thousand /ire. it is impossible to prevent certain of 
those one hundred peasants from moving not just from one to two 
thousand lire. but as a result of specific highly favourable circum
stances reaching five or six thousand. While, at the other extreme, 
five or six peasa.nts not only do not succeed in moving from an income 
of one to an income of two thousand lire, but as a result of extremely 
unfavourable circumstances (death of stock. hurricanes. etc.) will see 
their income of a thousand lire reduced to zero. 

What is essential for the policies of the working class in Russia is that 
the central mass of peasants. through legislative provision. should 
achieve the results which the workers' State proposes: i.e. should 
become the basis for the formation of national savings which will serve 
to Sustain the general apparatus of production in the hands of the 
working class. allowing this apparatus not just to maintain itself. but to 
develop. There does. however. exist this 4 or 5 per cent which develops �yond the limits foreseen by the legislation of the workers' State. And 
In a country like Russia. where the peasant masses represent a 
pOpulation of 100 million inhabitants. this 4 or 5 per cent becomes a 
�jal force - which can appear quite massive - of 4 or 5 million 
mhabitants. But if the working class. which in Russia today numbers at 
least 20 million inhabitants. retains its links to the great mass of 
peasants. which numbers scores of millions. the figure represented by t�c enemies of socialism is reduced to its just proportions in the overall 
PiCture. and the relatively peaceful victory of the socialist forces over 
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�
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the capilalist forces is ensured. We say relatively peaceful, because in 
fact in Russia the prisons are in the hands of .he workers. the courts are 
in the hands of the workers. the police is in the hands of the workers, the 
army is in the hands of the workers. In other words. in Russia there 
exists a dictatorship of the proletariat, a socialist element which we arc 
so foolish as to judge just a tiny bit more important than it is judged to 
be by the friends of the Perrone brothers. of Max Bondi. of Count 
Matarazzo and of Commander Pecoraino! 

Unsigned, L 'Unila, 1 7  September 1926. 

73. ONCE AGAIN ON THE 
ORGANIC CAPACITIES OF THE 

WORKING CLASS '" 

Six years have passed since September 1920. In the intervening period, 
many things have changed among the working-class masses who in 
September 1920 occupied the ractories in the metal-working industry. 
A notable part or the most active and combative workers. who in those 
years of heroic struggle represented the vanguard of the working class, 
are outside Italy. Marked with a triple cross on the black lisls; after 
months and months of unemployment; after having tried every way (by 
changing trade, isolating themselves in small plants. etc .• etc.) of 
remaining in their homeland to continue the revolutionary struggle. and 
to reconstruct each day the links which each day reaction was 
destroying: after unheard of sacrifices and sufferings -they were forced 
to emigrate. Sill: years are a long time. A new generation has already 
entered the factories: of workers who in 1920 were still adolescents or 
children. and who at most took part in political life by acting out in the 
streets the war between the Red Army and the Polish Army. and by 
refusing to be the Polish one even in a game. Yet the occupation of the 
factories has not been forgotten by the masses. and this is true not just 
of the working·class masses but also of the peasant masses. It was the 
general test of the Italian revolutionary class, which as a class showed 
that it was mature; that it was capable of initiative: that it possessed an 
incalculable wealth or creative and organizational energies. If the 
movement failed. the responsibility cannot be laid at the door of the 
working class as such. but at that orthe Socialist Party. which failed in 
its duty: which was incapable and inept; which was at the tail of the 
working class not at its head. 

The occupation of the factories is still on the agenda in the 
Conversations and discussions which take place at the base. between 
Vanguard elements and those who are more backward and passive. or 
between the former and class enemies. Recently. in a meeting of 
peasants and anisans in a village of Southern Italy (all sympathizers of 
Our pany) •. after a brief report on the present situation two kinds or 
questions were raised by those present. 

t .  What is happening in Russia? How are the local authorities 
organized in Russia? How do they succeed in getting the workers and 
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peasants 10 agree, given thai the former want to buy foodstuffs 
and the latter want to sell them at a decent price? Are the officers 
Red Army and the functionaries of the Soviet State like officers 
functionaries in our country? Are they a different class, or are 
workers and peasants? 

2. Explain to us why we workers (an artisan was speaking, 
blacksmith) abandoned the factories which we had occupied 
September 1920. The gentry still say to us: "Did you occupy 
factories, yes or no? Why then did you abandon them? C,nai.., 
because without 'capital' onc cannOI do anything. You sent away 
capiiaiisis and so the 'capital' was not there, and you went b"nk,cu, .. • 
Explain the whole question to us. so that we will be able to reply. 
know that the gentry are wrong. but we do not know how to put 
arguments and often have to shut our mouths. 

The revolutionary impact of the occupation of the factories 
enormous. both in Italy and abroad. Why? Because the working 
saw in it a confirmation of the Russian revolution, in a W,"I,,,,,,,,.,11tl 
more industrially advanced than Russia. with a working class that 
better organized. technically more skilled. and industrially 
homogeneous O:Ind cohesive than was the Russian proletariat in Delot .. 
1917. Are we capable of running production for ourselves, 

accordance with our interests and a plan of our own? - wondered 
workers. Are we capable of reorganizing production in such 
transfer society as a whole onto new tracks leading to the abolil:iool � 
classes and economic equality? The test was positive. within i 
in which it took place and developed; within the limits in which 
experiment could be carried through; in the sphere of the pn,bllorr" IhIj 
were posed and resolved. 

The experiment was limited. in general. to relations within 
factory. Contacts between one factory and another were minimal 
the industrial point of view; they occurred only for purposes I 
defence. and even in this sense they were rather empirical 
rudimentary. 

The positive aspects of the occupation of the factories can be 
resumed under the following headings. 

1 .  Capacity for self-government of the mass of workers. In 
mass activity. the working class generally appears as a P�

,
':

,
:e

,
:�:;: 

awaiting orders. During struggles, strikes, etc .• the masses are 
to show the following qualities: solidarity. obedience to the 
organization. faith in their leaders, a spirit of resistance and ",,,ifi'" 
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But the masses 
.
are static, like a n  immense body with a tiny head. 

The occupation of the factories required an unprecedented 

ultiplicity of active. leading elements. Each factory had to put 

:gether its own 
.
governm�nt. which was invested at o��e with politi.cal 

nd with industnal authonty. Only a pan of the techOiclans and whlte:Ollar employees remained at their posts; the majority desened the 
plants. The workers had to choose from their own ranks technicians, 
clerks. managers. foremen, accountants. etc. etc. This task was 
performed br�lIiantly. The o�d. ma�age�ent. �hen it took up its 
functions agam. had no admlOistratlve difficulties to overcome. The 
normal functions of an enterprise had been kept up to date. in spite of 
the fact that the technical and administrative personnel was extremely 
limited and made up of "crude. ignorant" workers. 

2. Capacity of the mass of workers to maintain or exceed the 
capitalist order's level of production. The following occurred. The work 
force was reduced - because a tiny proportion did desert their work; 
because a certain proportion was assigned to military defence; because 
a certain proportion was working to produce objects that were not 
precisely for current use. although they were very useful for the 
proletarial:1H and because workers had had to replace the majority of 
technicians and white·collar workers who had deserted - and in spite of 
all this. production kept up to the earlier level and oOen exceeded it. 
More cars were produced at FIAT than before the occupation, and the 
"workers'" cars displayed to the public daily by proletarian FIAT 
were not among the least of the reasons for the undeniable sympathy 
which the occupation enjoyed among the general population of the city 
of Turin. including among intellectuals and even tradesmen (who 
accepted the workers' goods as excellent currency). 

3. Limitless capacity for initiative and creation of the working 
masses. An entire volume would be needed to cover this point fully. 
Initiative developed in every direction. In the industrial field. because of 
the need to resolve technical questions of industrial organization and �roduction. In the military field. in order to turn every slight possibility 
Into an instrument of defence. In the artistic field. through the capacity 
shown on Sundays to find ways of entertaining the masses by theatrical 
and other performances. in which mise·ell·scene. production. e�erYthing was devised by the workers. It was really necessary to see 
With On,' s own eyes old workers. who seemed broken down by decades u::on. decades of oppression and exploitation. stand upright even in a p YSlcal sense during the period of the occupation _ see them develop 
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fantastic aclivities; suggesting, helping. always active day and 
was necessary to see these and other sights. in order to be eo";,,,,, 
how limitless the latent powers of the masses are. and how they 
revealed and develop swiftly as soon as the conviction takes root 
the masses that they are arbiters and masters of their own destinies. 

As a class. the Italian workers who occupied the factories 
themselves to be up to their tasks and functions. All the problems 
the needs of the movement posed for them to resolve were 
brilliantly. They could not resolve the problems of re-stockin. 
communications. because the railways and merchant fleet were 
occupied. They could not resolve the financial problems, because 
institutes of credit and commercial firms were not occupied. They 
not resolve the big national and internalional problems, because 
did not conquer State power. These problems should have 
confronted by the Socialist PaTlY and by the unions, which i 
capitulated shamefully, giving the immaturity of the masses as a 
In reality, it was the leaders who were immature and incapable, not 
class. This was the reason why the Livorno split took place and a 
party was created. the Communist PaTiY. 

First NOle. The Tribuna finds that our method of reading 
"subjective". On questions of method, Tribuna's author gives a 
hand to the Mondo correspondent, who despite the intellectual 
of Adriano Tilgher has managed to call in question Einstein 
relativism.m With thc "objective" method of Tribuna, men WO,"),) � 
be clinging to the idea that the earth stands still while the sun 
round it. We think Tribuna's correspondent is confusing " ",bj,,,tivi •• 
with common ·'intelligence". 

Second note. A correspondent from Regime Fascista has intervened 
the discussion about the organic capacity of the working 
demonstrating merely that he does not know even the 
nomenclature in Soviet Russia. We are told that the Regime 
writer is a certain Father Pantaleo, who has thrown off the habit. 
remarkable how many talented unfrocked priests and monks 
fuelling the anti-working-class and anti-Bolshevik campaign in 
country. under the banner of religion and Catholicism -they who 
least excommunicated : Romolo Murri. political columnist of II 
del Carlino: Don Preziosi of Vita Italiana and IIM.",.og'io,>n,,, 't", .. 

REAROUARD ACTION 42) 

100ieri. the former Jesuit who serves as parsley in every anti-Soviet 
pa _ . and this Father Pantaleo of Regime Fascista. 
sau ", � ' 

Unsigned. L'Unita. I October 1926 
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74. WE AND THE REPUBLICAN 
CONCENTRA nON 

In the article which we reported on at length yesterday, 
Repubblicana seeks to convince us to replace our analysis of,h, h'lII 
situation and our perspectives by its own fossilized models.u• 
Voce's model is as follows: the 'Republican Concentration' sh"uld' 
seen by the communists as a favourable element for its own game I 
because it is potentially capable of breaking the present equilibrium 
endowing political struggle with a rapid tempo, pregnant 
possibilities. I n short, we ought to reason as follows. Before the 
Revolution, there was the February Revolution. Before Lenin, 
was Kerensky. Come on then! Conscious Communists, let us sct 
looking for the Italian Kerensky. Who will it be? Who will it not 
Found him. It will be Arturo Labriola, the theorizer of the •.• :e,.ub.l;' 
Concentration " .  

Well, this whole way of reasoning proposed by Voce seems 
mously puerile to us. We communists do not have any " game" , we 
not " playing" with history. We seriously want todo a great deal, 
not have any pre-arranged model to apply, not even the Russian 
We have principles: a doctrine: concrete ends to achieve. It is 
relmion to our principles, our doctrine and the ends to be ac!hiii"edli 
we establish our real political line. Our 'Machiavelli' is the works 
Marx and Lenin. not the editors of Voce Repubblicana and H�:�

I

�:: 
Labriola - who, in any case, only resemble Master Nicolo ' 
in the sense of the well·known lines: 

Behind the tomb of Machiavello 
Lie the bones of Stenterelloll1 

For us, the form which our relations with the 
Concentration should take is clear. In Italian society, 
attained the highest degree of capitalist development which 
historically could attain, given the conditions of time and place, 
one class is revolutionary in a complete and permanent sense: 
industrial proletariat. BUI as a result of its specific development, 
specific nalional conditions of capitalist development. Italian 
has conserved many relics of the past: a whole series of Ii' , "" i"" io." . 
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litical relations which weigh
. 

on the situ8ti�n 
. 
and cloud itS 

pO damental lines. [n other countnes tOO, where capItalist forces are far fun 
re developed than in Italy, ancient institutions and political relations rt1�vi \'e. In England, there is the monarchy, despite the fact that 85 per SU 

nl of the population is industrial. In England, the Church is a very 
ce v .. erful institution, even if it is not formally centralized like the 

�Iican. In England, the Upper Chamber carries out a function of 

rime importance, especially when the Conservative Pany does not �a ... e a majority in the House of Commons. Shall we, therefore, say that 

England is a back ward, pre·capitalist, semi-feudal country? And again: 

in England there is no republican party, although the monarchy exists. 
This means that the republican party does not necessarily exist and 
de ... elop because there is a monarchy: but because there exist a class 
and considerable social groups which find the republican terrain most 
suitable for defending their own position and their own class or group 
interests. 

However. we recognize that in the Italian situation the specific weight 
of the " relics" mentioned earlier is greater than in oth.:r countries. 
Precisely for this reason, within the general world situation there exists a 
specific Italian situation: in other words, a situation in which there exist 
certain peculiar features; in which the fascist government exists and not 
that of Baldwin or that of Poincare - to express ourselves like the 
Seigneur de La PaliceY' So the question is the following: what assess
ment should we make of the specific weight of the "relics" peculiar 
to Italy? They exist, they must be overcome. We are in agreement about 
that. But do Ihey represent the content of the historical work of a whole 
epoch, a whole generation or more than a generation? Are they the 
main item on the agenda which history implacably compels us to 
complete? Or are they not rather only details, secondary aspects of our 
hard historical work? This is the problem that is posed. For us, the 
Content of the historical work imposed upon the present generations is 
the realization of socialism. On the arduous and difficult road leading to 
this realization, we find corpses to be buried, relics to be brushed aside. 
We must do this, and we will do it because it is necessary. But there is 
One particular corpse which we have the specific task of burying: that of 
capitalism. And one road which we have to open up: that which leads to 
SOcialism. This is our specific duty, and nothing else. As we proceed 
along this road, we shall attend to the secondary tasks and questions of 
detail. 

The Republican Concentration expresses these secondary questions 
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I

�:: 
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of del ail in the Italian situation. We recognize the existence and 
weighl of the issues which it raises. Therefore. we pay attention to 
Concenlration. we discuss with its representatives, we have so"glhll llld 
will in all probability continue to seek a relationship of alliance with 
But if we take into consideration the historically positive sides of 
political current. we cannot and must not hide from ourselves or 
the proletariat ils negative sides. Two classes face each other 
proletariat and bourgeoisie. The present situation is determined by 
fundamental struggle between these two classes. But neither 
two classes is isolated; each has real and potential allies. 
bourgeoisie has the upper hand b«ause it is helped by its .II,ies .. be,. .... 
it has at its disposal a system of forces which it controls and leads. 
proletariat struggles partly in order to take these allies away from 
bourgeoisie and make them into its own auxiliary forces. 

The Republican Concentration is the political expression of 
oscillation of the intermediate forces; of this latent disequilibrium 
forces which will decide the outcome of the historic duel between 
two fundamental classes. If these forces shift en masse. if there is 
social landslide of the intermediate layers towards the I 
Concentration, the bourgeoisie as a "class" will at once shift onto 
same terrain and will be<::ome republican in twenty·four hours. For 
will not want to remain isolated. and will understand that only 
moving in this way could it preserve its essential positions. The 
touchingly naive when it invokes the altitude of the left groups 
anli·fascist bourgeoisie (Papo/ar; and Constitutional ��:��::,:�:� 
Today in Germany, the President of the Republic is called } 
and the Prime Minister is called Dr. Marx, of the Catholic Centre: ' 
very probable that as recently as October 1918, neither one of 
thought to become the Head of State or Prime Minister of a Gem'" 
RepUblic. 

For (and this is the point) when could the social landslide of 
intermediate layers occur? It could only occur in the event of 
menacing renewal of the proletariat's revolutionary energies: only 
capitalism showed itself incapable of satisfying any longer the essenllill 
needs of national life. But we believe that precisely at that moment 
necessary for the proletariat to be politically and ideologically united 
a class, so that it will be able to resolve its essential problems 
coordinating them naturally with the solution of the other n •• io,,11 
questions linked to classes and social groups which will fight at its 

There: we are working for the proletariat to be the ruling class in 
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enewed lIalian society. The Republican Concentration is working to :ubOrdinate the proletariat to other social forms - which in practice can 
only be capitalism, because only one of these two classes can govern the 
country. On this terrain, no Machiavellism - whether an old or a new 
brand - will succeed in disturbing the limpidity of the relationships 
",hich fascism has so brutally created. Only one republican 
concentration has a 'permanent' and historically stable perspective of 
success in Italy today: that which has the proletariat as its fundamental 
axis. Our party has seen the problem in its full dimensions since June 
1923. and it is no accident that the present 'concentrationists' have only 
marked time. 

Unsigned, L 'Unitti, 13 OClOber 1926. 
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75, ON THE SITUA nON IN THE 
BOLSHEVIK PARTY 

Gramsci to Togliatti 

Dearest friend. 
I enclose the document mentioned to you in another letter.m 

will have it recopied and translated, adding if you wish our 
which in any case should not be published. You can gooverthe text 
make any changes of detail or form, in view of the haste with which 
was composed. The essemial terms of it, however, must be kept i 
Since we want to help the majority of the Central Committee, you 
come to an agreement with the more responsible of them about 
changes. Send immediately a copy of the definitive text. 0,,, ;,m"",,,;,,,, 
is fairly pessimistic; that is why we felt the letter was necessary. 

I am waiting for the corrected and collated text of Antonio Lalbr;"la', 
letters. with Ryazanov's preface. It is needed for the first issue 
L 'Qrdine NUOI'O.l40 The utmost speed is necessary. 

I will send the anides for I.C. shortly. I hope. Greetings to all. 

II 

To the Central Committee of the Soviet Communist Pany 

Dear comrades, 
The Italian communists and all the conscious workers of (,ur ooun"'l4 

have always followed your discussions with the greatest attention. 
the eve of every congress and every conference of the 
Communist Party we were confident that, despite the sharpness of 
polemics. the unity of the Russian pany was nOl in danger. We 
indeed confident that, having achieved a greater ideological 
organizational homogeneity through such discussions. the party 
be better prepared and equipped to overcome the multiple d;'i n",It;'� 
which attend the exercise of power in a workers' state. Today. on 
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f your XV Conference, we no longer have the confidence we had in the 
a aSt. We cannot free ourselves from a sense of anguish. It seems to us 

�hat the present attitude of the opposition bloc and the sharpness of the 
pOlemiCS within the Communis� Pa�y of �he USSR. neces

.
sit�te 

intervention by the fraternal panics. It IS precisely by thiS conVlctlon 
that we are motivated, in addressing this letter to you. It may be that the 
isolation in which our pany is forced to exist has led us to exaggerate the 
dangers in connection with the internal situation in the Communist 
Party of the USSR. In any case. our judgement of the international 
repercussions of this situation is cenainly not exaggerated, and as 
internationalists we wish to carry out our duty. 

The present situation in our brother pany in the USSR seems to us 
different and far more serious than in previous discussions, because 
today we see occurring, and deepening, a split in the Leninist central 
group which has always been the leading nucleus of the pany and the 
International. A split of this kind, independently of the numerical results 
of the congress votes, can have the most serious repercussions. not only 
if the oppositional minority does not accept with the greatest loyalty the 
fundamental principles of revolutionary pany discipline. but also if, in 
carrying on its polemics and its struggle, it goes beyond cenain limits 
which are above all formal democracy. 

One of Lenin's most precious lessons was that we should pay great 
attention to the opinions of our class enemies. Well, dear comrades, it is 
cenain that the strongest press organs and statesmen of the 
international bourgeoisie are counting on this organic character of the 
conllict that exists within the fundamental nucleus of the Communist 
Party of the USSR: are counting on a split in our brother pany, and are 
convinced that this must lead to the disintegration and slow death
agony of the proletarian dictatorship: that it will bring about the ruin of 
the revolution. which the invasions and the white·guard revolts did not 
succeed in bringing about. The very coolness and circumspection with 
which the bourgeois press today seeks to analyse Russian events, and 
the fact that it seeks to avoid so far as it can the violent demagogy which 
Was more characteristic of it in the past, are symptoms which should 
cause the Russian comrades to reflect and make them more conscious 
of their responsibility. 

For another reason too, the international bourgeoisie is counting on a 
POSSible split or on a worsening of the internal crisis in the Communist 
p

.
arty or the USSR. The workers' stale has now existed in Russia for "me years. It is certain that only a little minority. not merely of the 
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working classes but even of the communist parties themselves, in 
other countries is capable of reconstructing in its entirety the 
development of the revolution, and of finding even in the details 
which everyday life is made up in the Soviet state the continuity 
red thread which leads to the general perspective of,h, ,,,,",,,,,,,,;or, . 
socialism. This is true. not only in those countries where freedom 
association no longer exists and freedom of the press has been 
suppressed or subjected to unprecedented limitations, as in Italy 
the courts have confiscated and forbidden the printing of th.,,:

.
::::: 

Trotsky. Lenin, Stalin. Zinoviev and most recently of the ( 
Ma"ifeslo as well). but also in those countries where our parties 
have the possibility of supplying their members and the masses 
general wilh an adequate documentation. 

In these countries. the great masses cannot understand 
discussions which are taking place in the Communist Party of 
USSR. especially if they are as violenl as the present one and 
not some question of detail. but the political line of the party in 
entirety. Not just the working masses in general. but even the mass 
members within our parties see, and wish to see, in the R"p"bl;cc� 
Soviets and in the party which is in power there. a single combat 
that is working in the general perspective of socialism. Only ;' , , .of"" 
the West European masses see Russia and the Russian party from 
point of view. do they accept freely and as a historically necessary 
that thl! CPSU should be the leading party in the International; only 
that reason. are Ihe RepUblic of the Soviets and the CPSU today 
formidable element of revolutionary organization and propulsion. 

The bourgeois and social·democratic parties. for the same 
exploit the internal polemics and the conflicts which exist within 
CPSU. They want to combat this influence of the Russian ,,,,olu';on;. 
combat Ihe revolUlionary unity which is being forged around the 
throughout Ihe world. Dear comrades. it is extremely significant 
a country like Italy - where the fascist State and party 0",,,,;>1," 
succeeds in stifling every nOleworthy manifestation of autonomous 
on the part of the great mass of workers and peasants - it is s;;g.;;fio. 
that the fascist papers, especially those in the provinces. are fuD 
articles. technically well constructed for propaganda purposes. 
minimum of demagogy or insulting comment. in which an ",empl l 
made to demonstrate with a manifest effort to achieve objectivity 
now. as is proved by the best·known leaders of the loint Opposition 
the CPSU themselves. the Slate of the Saviels is inexorably be,:o,.;" 
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purely capitalist State, and that hence in the world duel between fascism 
and Bolshevism. fascism will come out on top. This campaign. if it 
shoWS that the Republic of the Soviets still enjoys limitless sympathy 
among the great mass of the Italian people. who in some regions have 
only received a trickle of illegal party literature for six years now, also 
shoWS that fascism. which knows very well the real internal situation in 
Italy and has learnt to deal with the masses. is seeking to utilize the 
political stance of the Joint Opposition to break definilively the firm 
aversion of the workers to M ussolini's government. and to bring about a 
state of mind i n  which fascism can appear at least as an ineluctable 
historical necessity, notwithstanding the brutalities and other ills which 
accompany it. 

We believe that, in the entire International. our pany is the one which 
feels most keenly the repercussions of the serious situation which exists 
in the CPSU. This is the case, not just for the reasons set out above. 
which are so to speak external ones, which relate to the general 
conditions of revolutionary development in our country. You know that 
all the parties of the International have inherited, both from the old 
social·democracy and from the differing national traditions that exist 
in the various countries (anarchism, syndicalism, etc .• etc.). a mass of 
prejudices and ideological features which represent the breeding· 
ground for all deviations. of both the right and the left. In the last years, 
but especially after the Fifth World Congress, our parties were 
beginning to achieve, through painful experience and through 
wearisome. exhausting crises, a secure Leninist stabilization; they were 
beginning to become true Bolshevik parties. New proletarian cadres 
were being created from below, from the factories. The intellectual 
elemenls were subjected to a rigorous selection· process. and to a 
pitilessly strict test on the basis of their practical work, on the terrain of 
action. This reworking took place under the guidance of the CPSU as a 
united e?semble and of all the great leaders of the CPSU. 

Well. the sharpness of the present crisis. and the threat of an open or 
latent split that it contains. is halting this process of development and 
elaboration: crystallizing right and left deviations; putting ofT once 
again the achievement of an organic unity of the world party of 
..... orkers. It is upon this aspect, in particular. that we believe it is our 
duty as internationalists to call the anention of the most responsible 
�lTlrades of the CPSU. Comrades, in these past nine years of world hIStory you have been the organizing and propulsive element of Ihe reVolutionary forces in all countries. The function which you have 
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action. This reworking took place under the guidance of the CPSU as a 
united e?semble and of all the great leaders of the CPSU. 

Well. the sharpness of the present crisis. and the threat of an open or 
latent split that it contains. is halting this process of development and 
elaboration: crystallizing right and left deviations; putting ofT once 
again the achievement of an organic unity of the world party of 
..... orkers. It is upon this aspect, in particular. that we believe it is our 
duty as internationalists to call the anention of the most responsible 
�lTlrades of the CPSU. Comrades, in these past nine years of world hIStory you have been the organizing and propulsive element of Ihe reVolutionary forces in all countries. The function which you have 
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fulfilled has no precedent to equal it in breadth and depth, in the 
history of humanity. But today you are destroying your work. 
degrading, and run the risk of annihilating. the leading function 
the CPSU won through Lenin's contribution. It seems to us that 
violent passion of Russian affairs is causing you to lose sight of 
international aspects of Russian affairs themselves; is causing you 
forget that your duties as Russian militants can and must be carried 
only within the framework of the interests of the 
proletariat. 

The Political Bureau ofthe Italian Communist Party has studied 
the greatest care and attention of which it was capable all t�:' !:��!��� 
which are today under discussion in the CPSU. The questions 
posed for you today, may be posed for our party tomorrow. 
country too, the rural masses make up the majority of ttlh;�'�

I
:

;
::�=� 

population. Moreover. all the problems inherent in the p I 
hegemony will certainly present themselves in our country in a 
complex and sharp form even than in Russia - because the d,nsitv< � 
the rural population in Italy is enormously greater; because 
peasants have an extremely rich tradition of organization, and 
always succeeded in making their specific mass weight felt very 
in national political life; because the organizational apparatus 
Church has two thousand years of tradition behind it in our country, 
has specialized in propaganda and in the organization ofth����:::� 
a way which has no equal in other countries. lfit is true that 
more developed in our country. and the proletariat has a 
material basis. it is also true that this industry does not 
materials within the country and is therefore more to 
Hence. the proletariat will only be able to carry out its l'

s:��;" ;��;:1�:= if it is very rich in the spirit of sacrifice, and has freed itself 
from every residue of reformist or syndicalist corporativism. 

From this realistic and we believe leninist point of view, the Politi"" 
Bureau of the Italian Communist Party has studied your d;i;se,,,,io's 
Hitherto. we have expressed a party view only on the 
disciplinary question of factions, since we wished to respect the 
you made after your XIV congress not to take the Russian disc",,,i,. 
into the other sections of the International. Now we declare that 
consider basically correct the political line of the majority of the C"nttc. 
Committee of the CPSU. and that the majority of the Italian Party 
certainly take the same position, if it becomes necessary to pose 
whole question. We do not wish, and we think it useless. to carry 
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agiHltion or propaganda l'is'(I-I'is you, or �·is·ti·vis the comrades of the 

Joint Opposition. We will not, therefore, make a list of all the specific 
questions with our opinion in the margin. We repeat that we are struck 

by the fact that the attitude of the opposition concerns the entire 
pOlitical line of the Central Committee, and touches the very heart of the 
Leni nist doctrine and the political action of our Soviet party. It is the 
principle and practice of the proletariat's hegemony that are brought 
intO question; the fundamental relations of alliance between workers 
and peasants that are disturbed and placed in danger: i.e. the pillars of 
the workers' State and the revolution. 

Comrades. history has never seen a dominant class. in its entirety, 
eltperiencing conditions of living inferior to those of certain clements 
and strata of the dominated and subjected class. This unprecedented 
contradiction has been reserved by history as the destiny of the 
proletariat. In this contradiction lie the greatest dangers for the 
dictatorship of the proletariat, especially in those countries where 
capitalism has not had any great development or succeeded in unifying 
the productive forces. It is from this contradiction, which moreover 
already appears in certain forms in those capitalist countries where the 
proletariat has objectively reached a high social function, that 
reformism and syndicalism, the corporate spirit and the stratifications 
of the labour aristocracy are born. 

Yet the proletariat cannot become the dominant class if it does not 
overcome this contradiction through the sacrifice of its corporate 
interests. It cannot maintain its hegemony and its dictatorship if, even 
when it has become dominant. it does not sacrifice these immediate 
interests for the general and permanent interests of the class. Certainly. 
it is easy to be demagogic in this sphere. It is easy to insist on the 
negative sides of the contradiction: "Are you the ruler. 0 badly dressed 
and badly fed workers? Or is the Nepman in his furs. with all the goods 
of the earth at his disposal, the real ruler?" Similarly the reformists, 
after a revolutionary strike which has increased the cohesion and 
diSCipline of the masses. but which as a result of its long duration has yet 
further impoverished the individual workers involved. say: "What was 
the point of struggling? You are ruined and impoverished!" It is easy to 
be demagogic in this sphere. and it is hard not to be when the question 
has been po�d in terms of corporate spirit and not in those of Leninism. �he dOCtrine of the hegemony of the proletariat, which historically finds 
Itself in one particular position and not in another. 

For us. this is the essential element in your discussions: it is in this 
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elemenl lhat the root ofthc errors Oflhc Joint Opposition, and the o,iliot 

of Ihe latent dangers contained in its activities, lie. In the ideology 

practice of the Joint Opposition are born again, to the full, the 

tradition of social·democracy and syndicalism which has hi
·
t h"� 

prevented the Western proletarial from organizing itself as a 

class. 
Only a firm unity and a firm discipline in the party which governs 

workers' State can ensure proletarian hegemony under the regime 

New Economic Policy - i.e. amid the full development of 

contradiction 10 which we have referred. But the unity and i 
. 

this case cannot be mechanical and enforced. They must be Joyal 

due to conviction, and not those of an enemy unit imprisoned 

besieged, whose only thought is of escape or an unexpected sortie. 

This. dearest comrades, is what we wished to say to you, b,otl,OII 

and friends, even if younger brothers. Comrades Zinoviev. T,ot.,k" 

Kamenev have contributed powerfully to educating us for 

revolution; they have at times corrected us with great force 

�verity; they have been among our masters. To them especially 

address ourselves. as those principally responsible for the 

situation. because we like to feel certain that the majority of the 

Committee of the USSR does not intend to win a crushing victory 

struggle. and is disposed to avoid excessive measures. The unity 

brother party in Russia is necessary for the development and i 

the world revolutionary forces. To this necessity. 

internationalist must be prepared to make the greatest sacrifices. 

damage caused by the error of a united party is easily mended; 

caused by a split. or a prolonged condition of latent split. may easily 

irreparable and fatal. 
With communist greetings. 

The Political Bureau of the 

III 

Togliatti to Gramscp41 

Dearest Antonio. 
This is to give you. very briefly, my opinion concerning the letter 

the Political Bureau of the Italian Communist Party to the 

Committee of the Communist Party of the USSR. I do not agree 
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that leller. for �veral reasons. which I will mention in a very schematic 

fashion. 
I. The basic defect of the leiter lies in its point of departure. The fact 

of the split that has taken place in the leading group of the Union's 

communist Party is put in the foreground, and the problem of the 
correctness or otherwise of the line being followed by the majority of the 

Central Committee is only confronted al a secondary level. This 
procedure is characteristic of the way in which many comrades in the 
Western parties consider and judge the problems of the Communist 
Party in the Union: but it does not correspond to an adequate approach 
to these prob�ems. There is 

.
no doubt that the unity of the leading group 

of the RUSSian Communist Party has a value which cannot be 
compared with the value of unity in the leading groups of other parties. 
This value derives from the historical task which has fallen to this group 
in the constitution of the International. Yet however great this may be. it 
should not lead us to judge the problems of the Russian Communist Par�� on the basis of a line other than the line of political principles and 
posItions. 

The danger inherent in the position that is taken in your letter is a 
great one. because probably, from now on, the unity of the Leninist old 
guard will no longer be - or will be only with difficulty _ realized in a 
conti

.
nuous manner. In the past. the main factor in this unity was 

pr�\llded by the enormous prestige and the personal authority of Lenin. 
ThIs element cannot be replaced. The line of the party will be fixed 
through discussion and debate. We must become accustomed to remain 
cool. and to see to it that the comrades at the base remain cool. And we ;ust. initiate ourse

.
lves and the party militants into a knowledge of 

to 
ussla� prOblems: �n suc� a �ay as to be able to judge them according 

th� hne of political pnnclples and positions. It is in this study of 
RUSSian problems. and not in appeals to the unity of the leading group. 
that the help which the other parties of the International should give to 
the R . r. u�slan Communist Party consists. What you say about the neod C:�n .mtcrvenlion of th�s

.
e p�rties in the clash between the Central 

mlltcc and the OppoSItion IS therefore correct; but this inlervenlion 
can on�y take place in the form of a contribution _ on the basis of our 
revolutlo . 
Le 

'
. 

nary expenence - towards fixing and confirming the correct 

h 
nmlSt line in the SOlution of the Russian problems. If our intervention 

as any th . r 
II r 

0 er pomt 0 departure, there is a danger that it will not be S4,' ul. but damaging. 
2. The consequence of this incorrect point of departure is the fact 
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that in thc first half of your letter, that precisely in which are set out the 
consequences which a split in Ihe Russian party (and in its I 
nucleus) can have in the Western movemem, you speak In,dlfir''''ntly';; 
all ihe leading Russian comrades: i.e. you make no distinction between 
Ihe comrades who are leading the Cenlral Commillee and the leaders of' 
the opposition. On page two of Antonio's handwritten text, the RussillJl 
comrades are invited " to reflect and be more conscious of their 
responsibilily". There is not the slightest hint of a distinction betweeq 
them. On page six the text says: " It is upon this aspect, in particular. 
that we believe it is our duty as internationalists to call I 

the most responsible comrades of the CPSU. Comrades, in these past 
nine years of world history you have been the organizing and propulsive 
element of the revolutionary forces in all countries. The function which 
you have fulfilled has no precedem to equal it in breadth and depth, in 
the entire history of humanity. But today you are destroying your wort. 
You arc degrading, and run the risk of annihilating, the leading functioD 
which the CPSU won through Lenin's contribution. It seems to us that 
the violent passion of Russian affairs is causing you to lose sight of the 
international aspects of Russian affairs themselves : is causing you to 
forget that your duties as Russian militants can and must be carried out 
only within the framework of the intcrests of the international 
proletariat." Here again. even the faintest distinction is lacking. The 
only possible conclusion to be drawn is that the Political Bureau ohhe 
Italian Communist Party considers that all are responsible, all must be 
called to order. 

It is true that in the last part of the leiter. this attitude is corrected. 
Zinoviev. Kamenev and Trotsky are said to be those "mainly· 
responsible. and the letter goes on: "we like to feel certain that the 
majority of the Central Committee ofthc USSR does not intend to wiD 
a crushing victory in the struggle, and is disposed to avoid excessive 
measures." The expression "we like to feel certain" implies ""n.� 
reservations. i.e. it means that one is not certain. 

Now. aside from any considerations about whether it is "pedl'�� 
when intervcning in the presem Russian debate, to say that the C"nU" 
Committee is partly to blame too: aside from the fact Ihat such 
position can only end up by benefiting solely the opposition: aside 
these considerations of expediency - can one say that the 
Committee is partly to blame'? I do not think so. The proof lies in 
anempts made before the Fourteenlh Congress to reach ,a�:n: ���:.:: 
and. more importantly. it lies in the policy followed after tl 
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Congress, which was prudent and can in no way be accused of being a 
policy followed blindly in one direction. As for the internal lif(: of the 
party. the Russian central leadership is no more responsible for th(: 
discussion, for the factionalism of the opposition. for the sharpness of 
the crisis, etc., than were we, the Italian central leadership, responsible 
for Bordiga's factionalism, for the establishment and the activity of the 
Comitato d'lntesQ, etc. There is no doubt a certain rigour in the internal 
life of the Communist Party of the Union. But there must be. If the 
Westcrn parties sought to intervene with the leading group to secure the 
disappearance of that rigour, they would be committing a very serious 
error. If they did that, the dictatorship of the proletariat could really be 
compromised. 

Thus I think that the first half of your letter, and the observations 
which are appended in its conclusion, are politically a mistake. This 
mistake spoils what is good in the letter (including in its first part). 

Another observation on this point. It is true that the foreign parties 
view with anxiety a sharpening of the crisis in the Russian Communist 
Party. and it is true that they seek as far as they can to render it less 
sharp. However, it is certain thai, when one agrees with the line of the 
C��tr�l Committee, the best way of contributing to overcoming th(: 
�n�ls IS t

.
o express one's own support for that line without putting any 

hmlt� to II. Ift
.
h.e Russian opposition had not counted on the support of 

certam opposlllon groups, or of entire parties in the International it 
would not have laken the attitude that it has taken since the Fourtee�th 
Congress. Experience shows that the opposition also utilizes the least 
waverings thai are manifested in the positions of groups and parties 
known to agree with the Central Committee. 

3. In the passage which I have already quoted. where the Russian 
co�rad�s are reminded of their responsibilities. it is stated that they are 
losmg Sight of the international aspects of Russian questions. This 
state�ent loses sight of the fact that after th(: Fourteenth Congress. Ihe �usslan discussion shined from mainly Russian problems to 
lOternational ones. H! The failure to remember this explains the fact that the I

.
elter makes no reference 10 these international problems. and this is a Ihlrd serious defect. 

h 
4. Your letter is too optimistic when it speaks of the Boishevization t at has bee ' d  ' h 'n that 

� carne out s�nce t e FI h Congress, and it seems 

Co 
you

. atlnbute the halt In the process of consolidation of the 

lim�:u�Jst parties solely t� the Russian discussion. Here. too, there is a 
Judgement, and an mcorrect assessment. It must be recognized. 
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.
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hmlt� to II. Ift
.
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.
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Co 
you
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on the onc hand, that the Bolshevik solidity of certain of the lea.d;". 
groups placed at the head of our parties by the Finh Congress 
purely eXlernal (France, Germany, Poland), so that the ,ul>sequ"nt 
crises were incvilabJe,w In the second place, it is also necessary 
recognize that these crises are related 10 the change in the ,�;�::i� 
situation, and its repercussions within the vanguard of the 
class, far morc Ihan they are 10 the Russian discussion. The 
crisis too is related to this change, in the same way incidentally as alI 
previous crises and discussions, and in particular. for example, as 
which was closed by the Tenth Congress and which has the &",at,.,. 
analogy with the present one. zu 

5. The lener is too pessimistic, by contrast, not merely with ""POet 
to the consequences of the Russian discussion, but in general 
respect to the ability of the proletarian vanguard to understand what 
line of the Russian Communist Party is. and to get it understood by 
mass of workers. For this reason, you overestimate the �;:I;':�:� 
consequences of the Russian discussion within the Western p i 
and your pessimism gives the impression that you consider the line 
the party to be not entirely correct. If this line is correct 
corresponds to the objective conditions. we must be able to ensure 
the masses understand its validity, and we must also be able to keep 
masses closely assembled around Russia and the Bolshevik 
spite of the discussions. Through discussions and splits, the Bol, h,,;k' 
Party succeeded in winning the leadership of the Russian proletariat. 
seems to me that today you see the historic function of the R,,, , ; .. 
parly and the Russian revolution in an external manner. It is not 
much the unity of the leading group (which anyway has never 
something absolute) that has made the Russian party the 0",.,,;,,., and 
propUlsive force of the world revolutionary movement since the War. 
is rather the fact that the Russian party has enabled the working class 
win power and maintain itself in power. Does the party's present I 
condemn it to fall short in this historic task. yes or no? ThiS

�
·�'

, 

:;�:�:::� 
which the question of the Russian party's position in the 
workers' movement should be posed, ifone does not wish to fall 
into the opposition's arguments. 

These are just a few observations made in haste. But they 
believe. the fundamental ones. Let me know what you think. 

Fraternally. 
Palmiro Tno!;,,,d 

REARGUARD ACTION 4)7 

IV 

Gramsci to Togliaui 

26 October 1926 

Dearest Ercoli, I have received your letter of the 18th. I am replying personally. 
although J am sure that I also express the view of the other comrades. 

Your letter seems to me too abstract and too schematic in its manner 
of reasoning. We started off from the point of view. which seems to me 
correct. that in our Countries there do not exist just parties. in the sense 
of technical organizations, but also the great working masses. which are 
politically stratified in a contradictory fashion. but which as a whole 
tend towards unity. One of the most forceful elements in this unitary 
process is the existence of the USSR, linked to the real activity of the 
CPSU and to the widespread conviction that the USSR is moving along 
the road to socialism. Insofar as our parties represent the entire active 
complex of the USSR, they have a specific influence on all political 
layers of the broad masses; they represent the unitary tendency; they 
operate on a historical terrain which is basically favourable. despite the 
contradictory superstructures. 

But it should not be thought that this factor, which makes the CPSU 
the most powerful mass organizer that has ever appeared throughout 
history. has now been acquired in a stable and decisive form: quite the 
contrary. It is always unstable. Thus it should not be forgotten that the 
Russian revolution already has nine years of existence behind it. and 
that its present activity is an ensemble of partial actions and acts of 
government which only a very highly developed theoretical and political 
consciousness can grasp as an ensemble, and in its overall movement 
towards socialism. Not only for the great working masses. but also for a 
considerable part of the membership of the Western parties, who are 
distinguished from the masses only by that radical but initial step 
towards a devcloped consciousness which entry into the party 
represents. the overall movement of the Russian revolution is concretely 
represented by the fact that the Russian party moves in a united 
faShion: that the representative figures, whom our masses know and are 
used to knowing. work and move together. The question of unity. not 
only of the Russian party but also of the Leninist nucleus. is therefore a 
question of the greatest importance in the international field. It is,from 
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Ike mass point a/view, the most important question in this h;sto,;toI 
period of intensified contradictory process towards unity. 

It is possible, and probable, that unity cannot be preserved - at 
in the form which it had in the past. It is also certain that in any ,,"setl. 
world will not come to an end, and that it is necessary 10 prepare 
comrades and the masses for the new situation. That does not 
fact that it is our absolute duty to recall to the political cons<,;ouS<1es" . 
the Russian comrades, and recall forcefully. the dangers 
weaknesses which their attitudes are going to cause. We would be 
miserable, irresponsible revolutionaries if we passively allo"'«1 
accomplis to come into being, simply justifying their inevitability 
priori. 

The fact that our fulfilment ofthisduty may. as a side effect, ais" ht", 
the opposition, should worry us to some extent. In fact. our aim is 
contribute to the maintenance and creation of a unitary plan, in 
the various tendencies and personalities can draw closer and 
even ideologically. But I do not think that in our letter. which natu'· ... 
should be read as a whole and not in isolated passages torn out 
context, there is any danger whatever of weakening the position 
Central Committee majority. In any case, precisely in view of this 
the possibility of any such appearance, in a covering leiter I 
authorized you to modify the form. You could perfectly well 
reversed the two parts. and put our statement about the �!:::�::�� 
'·responsibility" right at the beginning. For this reason, the '01. 
you argue has made a very painful impression on me. 

I would also like to inform you that there is not the least shad,ow . 
alarmism in our attitude. only careful, cool reflection. We are 
that the world will not come to an end in any case; but it would bestupi 
only to act if the world were about to come to an end, it seems to 
Thus no stock phrases are going to shift us from our conviction 
have the right line. the Leninist line. in our way ofiooking at the 
questions. The Leninist line consists in struggling for the 
party. and not just for external unity, but for the rather m,,,e ;nt;m,_ 
variety which consists in there not being within the party twO 
lines which arc completely different on all questions. Not just in 
countries with respect to the ideological and political leadership 
International. but also in Russia with respect to the hegemony 
proletariat and thus the social content of the State, the unity of the 
is a condition of existence. 

You confuse the international aspects of the Russian question, 

REARGUARD ACTION 439 

e a reflcction of the historical fact of the link between the working ar 
asses and the first socialist state. and the problems of international 

111 anization in the trade-union and political spheres. The two orders of �:�tS arc closely inter-related. but nevertheless distinct. The difficulties 
which are met, and which have been arising. in the narrower 
organizational field are dependent on the fluctuations which take place 
·n the wider field of diffuse mass ideology: i.e. on the shrinking of the 

�ussian party's influence and prestige in certain popular areas. As a 
queslion of method. we wished to speak only of the more general 
aspects. We wished to avoid falling into the "first school essay" style 
which unfortunately appears in the documents of certain other parties, 
and robs their intervention of all seriousness. 

Thus it is not true, as you say, that we are too optimistic about the 
real Bolshevization of the Western parties. Quite the contrary. The 
process of Bolshevization is so slow and difficult that even the tiniest 
obstacle halts it and slows its progress. The Russian discussion and the 
ideology of the opposition contribute all the more to this halting and 
slowing down. in that the opposition represents in Russia all the old 
prejudices of class corporatism and syndicalism which weigh upon the 
tradition of the Western proletariat, and delay its ideological and 
political development. Our observation was entirely directed against the 
opposition. II is true that the crises of the various parties. including that 
of the Russian party. are linked to the objective situation, but what does 
that mean? Does it perhaps mean that we should therefore cease 
struggling? That we should cease striving to modify the subjective 
elements in a favourable direction? Bolshevism consists precisely also 
in keeping a cool head, and in being ideologically and political1y firm 
even in difficult situations. Your comment is therefore inert and has no 
yalidity. 

So is the one contained in point 5. since we were speaking of the 
broad masses and not of the proletarian vanguard. However, in a 
secondary sense, the difficulty also arises for the latter, which is not 
SUSpended in mid air but united to the masses. And it arises all the more 
in that reformism. with its tendencies to class corporatism - i.e. to not 
understanding the leading role of the vanguard : a rolc to be preserved eYen at the price of sacrifices _ has far deeper roots in the West than it ha� in R�ssia. Then you forget too easily the technical conditions in 

,
"':hlCh the work is carried on in many panics, which do not permit the ISS( · . mmatlon of more complex theoretical problems. except among Small groups of workers. Your whole argument is tainted by 
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"bureaucratism". Today, al nine years distance from October ) 91 

no longer Ihe/acl of/he seizure o/po .... 'er by the Bolsheviks which 

revolutionize the Western masses. because this has already 

allowed for and has produced its effects. What is active 

ideologically and politically, is the conviction (if il exists) that 

proletariat, once power has been taken, call construct socialism. 

authority of the party is bound up with this conviClion. wn"C/l ",mlOl 

instilled in the broad masses by the methods of school pedagogy, 

only by those of revolutionary pedagogy, i.e. only by the pol'iI"'aIJr� 

that the Russian Pany as a whole is convinced of it, and is fighting in 

united fashion. 
I am sincerely sorry that our letter was not understood by you, "n" .. 

all. and that you did not in any case. in view of my personal note. try 

understand better. Our letter was a whole indictment of the 0ppos,I"OII; 

not made in demagogic terms, but precisely for that reason 

effective and more serious. Please transmit this letler formally. 101''''"' 

with the Italian text of the letter and my personal note. 
Warm greetings. 

76. SOME ASPECTS OF THE 
SOUTHERN QUESTION 

These notes were initially stimulated by the publication of an article on 

the Southern question by " Ulenspiegel" in the 18 September issue of the 
journal Quarto Stata, and by the somewhat comical editorial 
presentation which preceded it. m "Ulenspiegel" informed his readers of 
Guido Dorso's recent book La Ril'Qluzione meridionale (pub. Piero 
GobcUi. Turin, 1925), and alluded to the author's assessment of our 
party's position on the southern question.l" In their presentation, the 
editors of Quarto Stato -who proclaim themselves to be ';young people 
who know the Southern problem thoroughly in its general lines" Isicl 
protest collectively at the idea that the Communist Party can be 
accorded any "merits". Nothing wrong so far: young people of the 
Quarto Stata type have always and everywhere expressed extreme 
opinions and violent protests on paper, without the paper rebelling. But 
then these "young people" add the following words: "We have not 
forgotten that the magical formula orthe Turin Communists used to be: 
divide the big estates among the rural proletariat. This formula is at the 
antipodes from any sound, realistic vision of the Southern problem." 
And here it becomes necessary to set the record straight, since the only 
thing that is "magical" is the impudence and superficial dilettantism of 
the "young" writers of Quarto Stata. 

The "magical formula" is a complete invention. And the "young 
people" of Quarto Stato must have a low opinion indeed of their 
e�tremely intellectual readers if they dare to distort the truth in this way, 
W�th s�ch garrulous presumption. Here. in fact, is a passage from 
L Ordme NUOI'Q, no. 3. January 1920. which sums up the viewpoint of 
the Turin Communists: 

The Northern bourgeoisie has subjugated the South of Italy and the Islands. 
Ind. r�uced them to uploitable colonies; by emancipating itself from 
clPllahst slavery, the Northern proletariat will emancipate the Southern 
�asant masses enslaved to the banks and the parasitic industry of the North. . e economic and political regeneration of the peasants should not be sought 
In a d· . . 
th 

. IVISlon of uncultivated or poorly cultivated lands, but in the solidarity of 
h e Industrial proletariat. This in turn needs the solidarity of the peasantry and as an "interest" in ensuring that capitalism is not rebom economically from 
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landed property: that South�rn Italy and the Islands do not become a 
base for capitalist counler·revolution. By introducing workers' control 
industry. the proletariat will orient industry to the production 
machinery for the peasants, clothing and footwear for the 0<''''"'''; dl""� 
lighting for the peasants, and will prevent industry and the 
exploiting the peasants and subjecting them as slaves to the strongrooms. 
smashing the factory autocracy. by smashinglhe oppressive apparatus of 
capitalist State and setting up a workers' Stale that will subject 
the law of useful labour. the workers will smash all ihe chains that bind 
peasant to his poverty and desperation. By selting up a 
and laking over the industries and banks. the proletariat will swing 
enormous weight of the State bureaucracy behind the peasants in i 
against the landowners, against the elements and against poverty, 
proletariat will provide the peasants with credit, set up cooperatives, 
security of person and property against looters and carry out public 
reclamation and irrigation. It will do a1llhis because an increase: \;., ""ri'ull� 
production is in its interests; because to win and keep the solidarity of 
peasants is in its interests; because it is in its interests to orient · 
production to work which will promote peace and brotherhood between 
and countryside, between North and South.l�l 

That was written in January 1920. Seven years have gone by and we 
seven years older politically 100. Today. certain concepts might 
expressed better. The period immediately following the conquest 
State power, characterized by simple workers' control 

�

�
�

f�:·����3 
could and should be more clearly distinguished from the 
periods. But the important thing to note here is that the 
concept of the Turin communists was not the "magical formula" 
dividing the big estates, but rather the political alliance 
Northern workers and Southern peasants, to oust the bourgeoisie 
State power. Furthermore, precisely the Turin communists 
they supported division of the land, subordinated to the 
of the two classes) themselves warned against 'miraculist' I . 

mechanical sharing out of the big estateS. In the same article of 
January, we find: "What can a poor peasant achieve by 
uncultivated or poorly cultivated lands? Without maChinery, 
accommodation on the place of work, without credit to tide him over 
harvest-time, without cooperative institutions to acquire the harvest 
- long before harvest time - the peasant has not hung himself frOOl 
the strongest bush or the least unhealthy-looking wild fig in till 
undergrowth of his uncultivated land!) and preserve him from lh8 
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hes of the usurers - without all these things, what can a poor 
clute . " .. 

aSsnt achieve by occupymg. . . .  " . " 
pe We were still for the very realistIC and m no way magIcal formula 

f1 nd to the peasants. But we wanted it to be incorporated in a general 
o 

a 
lutionary action of the two allied classes, under the leaderShip of the revo . . 

fQ S h . cd ·  I . d trial proletanat. The wnters 0 uarlO tato ave LOvent entIre y m us . . .  
he ·'magical formula" they attnbute to the Tunn Communists: they � ve thus revealed their journalistic unseriousness and a lack of scruple :oper to village pharmacy intellectuals (and these too are significant �lilical factors, which bring their o."'n conseq�ences). 

. 
In the proletarian camp, the Tunn communists had one undemable 

'·meri,": that of bringing the Southern question forcibly to the attention 

of the workers' vanguard. and identifying it as one of the essential 

problems of national policy for the revolutionary proletariat. In this 

sense. they contributed in practice to bringing the Southern question out 

of its indistinct, intellectualistic, so-called "concretist" phase and 

impelling it into a new phase.l�' The revolutionary worker of Turin 
and Milan became the protagonist of the Southern question, in place 
of the Giustino Fortunatos, the Gaetano Salveminis, the Eugenio 
Azimontis and the Arturo LabriolasH9 - to mention only the names of 
the patron saints beloved of the "young people" of Quarto StalO. 

The Turin communists posed concretely the question of the 
"hegemony of the proletariat" ; i.e. of the social basis of the proletarian 
dictatorship and of the workers' State. The proletariat can become the 
leading Idirigente! and the dominant class to the extent that it succeeds 
in creating a system of class alliances which allows it to mobilize the 
majority of the working population against capitalism and the 
bourgeois State.HO In Italy. in the real class relations which exist 
there, this means to the extent that it succeeds in gaining the consent of 
the broad peasant masses. But the peasant question is historically 
determined in Italy; it is not the ··peasant and agrarian question in 
general", In Italy the peasant question. through the specific Italian 
tradition. and the specific development of Italian history, has taken two 
typical and particular forms _ the Southern question and that of the 
Vatican. Winning the majority of the peasant masses thus means. ror 
the Italian proletariat. making these two questions its own from the 
SOcial point of view; understanding the class demands which they 
represent; incorporating these demands into its revolutionary 
transitional programme; placing these demands among the objectives 
for which it struggles. 
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The first problem 10 resolve, for the Turin communists, was how 

modify the polilical stance and general ideology of the proletariat 
as a national element which exists within the ensemble of State life and 
unconsciously subjected to the influence of bourgeois education, 
bourgeois press and bourgeois traditions. It is well known what kind 
ideology has been disseminated in myriad ways among the masses ' 

the North, by Ihe propagandists of the bourgeoisie: the South is Ihe 
and chain which prevents the social development of Italy 
progressing more rapidly; the Southerners are biologically inr"rio.' 

beings. semi-barbarians or 100ai barbarians. by natural destiny: if 
South is backward, the fault does nol lie with the capitalist system 
with any other historical cause, but with Nature, which has made 
Southerners lazy, incapable, criminal and barbaric - only ,,,"perin,; 
this harsh fate with the purely individual explosion of a few 
geniuses, like isolated palm-trees in an arid and barren desert_ 
Socialist Party was to a great extent the vehicle for this bou'l!"" 
ideology within the Northern proletariat. The Socialist Party gave 
blessing to all the "Southernist" literature of the clique of writers 
made up the so-called positive school: the Ferri's. Sergi's, Ni"efon,· .. 
Orano's and their lesser followers, who in articles, tales, short 
novels, impressions and memoirs, in a variety of forms, reiterated 
single refrain.HI Once again, "science" was used to crush the wn"clhed 
and exploited; but this time it was dressed in socialist colours, 
claimed to be the science of the proletariat. 

The Turin communists reacted energetically against this iide�I"Il" : 
precisely in Turin itself, where war-veterans' reminiscences 
descriptions of " banditry" in the South and the Islands had 
powerfully influenced the popular traditions and outlook. They ... ",d 
energetically, in practical forms, and succeeded in achieving co,oo,'" 
results of the greatest historical significance. They succeeded 
achieving, precisely in Turin, embryonic forms of what will be 
solution to the Southern problem. 

Moreover, even before the War, an episode occurred in Turin 
potentially contained all the action and propaganda carried out 
communists i n  the post-war period. When in 1 9 1 4  the death n'P;lodlo 
Gay leli the city's fourth ward vacant and posed the question of a 
candidate, a group in the Socialist Party section which included 
future editors of L 'Ordine Nuol'O noated the idea ofpuning up G,,,"'" 
Salvemini. HZ Salvemini was at the time the most radical spokesman 
the peasant masses in the South. He was outside the Socialist 
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indeed was waging a vigorous campaign against the Socialist Party. and 
one that was extremely dangerous, since his assertions and accusations 
aroused in the working masses of the South hatred not simply for such 
individuals as Turati, Treves and D'Aragona, but for the industrial 
proletariat as a whole. (Many of the bullets discharged by the royal 
guards in 1919, 1920, 1921 and 1922 against the workers were cast 
from the same lead which served to print Salvemini's articles.) 
Nevertheless, the Turin group wanted to take a stand on Salvemini's 
name, in the sense which was explained to Salvemini himself by 
comrade Ouavio Pastore, who had gone to Florence to obtain the 
former's agreement to the candidature. 

"The Turin workers want to elect a deputy for the peasants of Apulia. 
The Turin workers know that in the general elections of 1913,  the 
peasants of Molfeua and 8itonto were overwhelmingly in favour of 
Salvemini. But the administrative pressure of the Gioliui government, 
and the violence of hired thugs and police, prevented the Apulian 
peasants from expressing their wishes. The Turin workers do not ask 
Salvemini for guarantees of any kind: neither to the party, nor to a 
programme, nor to the discipline of the Socialist parliamentary group. 
Once elected, Salvemini will be answerable to the Apulian peasants, not 
to the workers of Turin, who will carry out electoral propaganda 
according to their own principles and will in no way be committed by 
Salvemini's political activity." 

Salvemini did not agree to stand, although he was shaken and even 
moved by the proposal (in those days, no one yet spoke of communist 
"perfidy". and manners were honourable and unconstrained). He 
proposed that M ussolini should be the candidate, and promised to come 
to Turin to support the Socialist Party in the electoral campaign. In fact 
he held two huge meetings, at the Chamber of Labour and in Piazza 
S�atuto, where he spoke to mass audiences who saw and applauded in 
h1m the representati\le of the Southern peasants, oppressed and 
exploited in yet more odious and bestial ways than the Northern 
proletariat. The approach that was potentially contained in this episode, 
and which was not developed further purely because of Sal\lemini's 
decision, was taken up again and applied by the communists in the post
war period. Let us recall the most significant and symptomatic facts. 

In 1 9 1 9  the Gio\'ane Sardegna association was formed. first prelude or What was later to become the Sardinian Action Party.m Giovane �ardegna aimed to unite all Sardinians- both on the island itself and on t e mainland _ into a regional bloc capable or exerting effective pressure 
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on the government, lQ ensure that the promises made during the War to 
the soldiers were kept. The organizer of Giovane Sardegna on the 
mainland was a certain professor Pietro Nurra, a Socialist. who is very 
probably today a member of the group of "young people" who discover 
each week in Quarto Stala some new horizon to explore. The 
association was joined - with the enthusiasm which every new chance 
to get hold of badges, titles and little medals arouses - by lawyers, 
teachers and civil servants. The constituent assembly held in Turin, for 
Sardinians living in Piedmont, saw an impressive roster of 
interventions. The majority was made up of humble folk: men of the 
people with no discernible qualifications; unskilled labourers; retired 
people living on pensions; former carabinieri, former prison warden 
and former frontier guards now engaged in a wide variety of petty 
commercial enterprise. All of these were fired with enthusiasm by the 
idea of finding themselves among fellow-countrymen and hearin, 
speeches about their native land, to which they remained bound by 
innumerable bonds of kinship, friendship, memory, suffering and hope: 
the hope of returning to their country, but to a country more prosperous 
and wealthy, which would offer conditions for living, albeit modestly. 

The Sardinian communists, who numbered precisely eight, auendfd 
the meeting, presented a resolution of their own to the Chair. and asked 
to be allowed to make a counter-report. After the fiery rhetoric of the 
official report, embellished with all the Venuses and Cupids of 
provincial oratory: after those who intervened in the debate had wept at 
the memories of past griefs and of the blood spilled in battle by the 
Sardinian regiments, and had been fired with enthusiasm to the point of 
delirium at the idea ofa united bloc of all the generous sons of Sardinia
after all this, it was very difficult to "pitch" the counter-report right. The 
most optimistic forecasts were for - if not a lynching - at least a trip 
to police headquarters, after being rescued from the "righteous 
indignation of the crowd" . However, the counter-report, though it 
provoked great astonishment, was in fact listened to attentively. And 
once the spell had been broken, the revolutionary conclusion was 
reached swiftly and methodically. The dilemma - Are you poor devil s  
from Sardinia for a bloc with the gentry of the island, who have ruined 
you and who are the local overseers of capitalist exploitation? Or are 
you for a bloc with the revolutionary workers of the mainland, who 
want to destroy all forms of exploitation and free all the oppressed? -
this dilemma was rammed into the heads of all those present. The vote. 
by division of the assembly. was a tremendous success: on one side. 
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there was a handful of smartJy dressed gentry, top-hatted officials, 
professional people. livid with rage and fear, with a circle of forty-odd 
policemen to garnish the consensus; on the other side, there was the 
whole mass of poor folk, with the women dressed up in their party best. 
clustered around the tiny communist cell. An hour later. at the 
Chamber of Labour, the Sardinian Socialist Education Circle was set 
up. with 256 members. The founding of GiollOne Sardegna was put off 
sine die. and never in fact took place. 

This was the political basis for the activity carried out among the 
soldiers of the Sassari Brigade, a brigade with an almost totally regional 
composition. The Sassari Brigade had taken part in the repression of the 
insurrectional movement of August 1917  in Turin. It was confidently 
believed that it would never fratemize with the workers. because of the 
legacy of hatred which every repressive action leaves behind it -both in 
the masses, as a hatred which is also turned against the material 
instruments of the repression, and in the ranks, because of the memory 
of the soldiers who have fallen beneath the blows of the insurgents. The 
Brigade was welcomed by a throng of ladies and gentlemen. who offered 
the soldiers Rowers, cigars and fruit. The state of mind of the soldiers is 
well captured by t"'e following account, given by a tannery worker from 
Sassari involved in the first propagandistic soundings: ") approached a 
bivouac on X Square (in the first days. the Sardinian soldiers 
bivouacked in the squares as if in a conquered city) and I spoke with a 
young peasant. who had welcomed me warmly because I was from 
Sassari like him. 'What have you come to do in Turin?' 'We have come 
to shoot the gentry who are on strike.' 'But it is not the gentry who are 
on strike. it is the workers and they are poor.' 'They're all gentry here: 
they have collars and ties: they earn 30 /ire a day. I know poor people 
and I know how they are dressed. yes indeed. in Sassari there are lots of 
poor people; all of us " diggers" are poor and we earn It lire a day: 
'But I am a worker too and I am poor.' 'You're poor because you're a 
Sardinian.' 'But iff go on strike with the others, will you shoot me?' The 
soldier reRected a bit, then put a hand on my shoulder: ·Listen. when 
YOu goon strike with the others, stay at home!'." �UCh was the attitude of the overwhelming majority of the Brigade. 
which contained only a small number of mine-workers from the Iglesias ie1d. And yet, within a few months. on the eve of the general strike of 

0-21 July, the Brigade was moved away from Turin. the older soldiers 
were discharged and the unit was split into three: one third was sent to 
Aosta, one third to Trieste and one third to Rome. The Brigade was 
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moved Oul at night. without advance warning. No elegant 

applauded them at the stalion. Their songs, though still songs of war. 
longer had the same content as those they sang on their arrival. 

Did these events have no consequences? On the contrary. they 
had results which still subsist 10 this day and continue to work in 
depths of the popular masses. They illuminated, for an instant, 
which had nevcr thought in that way, and which remained marked 
them, radically modified. Our archives have been scattered, and 
have destroyed many papers ourselves for fear they might lead 
arrests and harassment. But we can recall dozens and indeed hund .... 
of letters sent from Sardinia to the Al'Onti! editorial offices in 
leuers which were frequently collective, signed by all '�� S,;�:��:,�.��= 
veterans in a particular village. By uncontrolled and 
paths. the political altitude which we supported was disseminated. 
formation of the Sardinian Action Party was strongly inftuenced 
the base. and it would be possible to recall in this respect episodes 
are rich in content and significance. The last verifiable repercussion 
this activity occurred in 1922. when, with the same aim as in ,h,,, ... , 
the Sassari Brigade. 300 carabinieri from the Cagliari Legion were 
to Turin. At the editorial offices of L 'Ordine Nuo�'O we received 
statement of principle. signed by a large proportion of,h,:s, ""abi,,'" 
It echoed in every way our positions on the Southern problem, and 
decisive proof of the correctness of our approach. 

The proletariat had itself to adopt this approach for it to 
politically effective: that goes without saying. No mass action 
possible. if the maSS€'3 in question are not convinced of the ends 
wish to attain and the methods to be applied. The proletariat. in 
become capable as a class of governing, must suip its.elfof,,,,,,, "sidt 
of corporatism. every syndicalist prejudice and incrustation. What 
this mean? That. in addition to the need to overcome the &51i,,,';'" 
which exist between one trade and another. it is necessary - in 
win the trust and consent of the peasants and of some semi-p,ol,"." 
urban categories - to overcome certain prejudices and conquer 
forms of egoism which can and do subsist within the working class 
such, even when cran particularism has disappeared. The 
worker, the joiner. the building-worker, etc .• must not only think 
proletarians, and no longer as metal-worker. joiner. b�:I�;;�'�;;��= 
etc.: they must also take a further step. They must think 
are members of a class which aims to lead the peasants and in,.lloe'''' 
Of a class which can win and build socialism only if it is aided 
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followed by the great majority of these social strata. If this is not 

achieved- the proletariat does not become the leading class: and these 

strata (which in Italy represent the majority of the population), 

remaining under bourgeois leadership, enable the State to resist the 
proletarian assault and wear it down. 

Well. what has occurred on the terrain of the Southern question 

shoWS that the proletariat has understood these duties. Two events 
shOuld be recalled: one took place in Turin; the other occurred at 
Reggio Emilia, i.e. in the very citadel of reformism, class corporatism 
and working-class protectionism which is cited as a prime example by 
the " Southernists" in their propaganda among the peasants of the 
South. 

After the occupation of the factories, the Fiat board proposed to the 
workers that they should run the firm as a cooperative. Naturally. the 
reformists were in favour. An industrial crisis was looming: the spectre 
of unemployment tormented the workers' families. If Fiat became a 
cooperative. a certain job security might be obtained by the skilled 
workcrs. and especially by the politically most active workers. who 
were convinced that they were marked out for dismissal. The Socialist 
Party section. led by the communists. intervened energetically on the 
question. The workers were told the following: 

.. A great firm like Fiat can be taken over as a cooperative by the 
workers. only if the latter have resolved to enter the system of bourgeois 
political forces which governs Italy today. The proposal of the Fiat 
board forms a part of Giolitti's political plan. In what does this plan 
consist? The bourgeoisie. even before the War. could not govern 
peacefully any longer. The rising of the Sicilian peasants in 1 894 and the 
Milan insurrection of 1898 were the experimentum crucis of the Italian 
bourgeoisie.B• After the bloody decade 1890--1900. the bourgeoisie 
�as forced to renounce a dictatorship that was too exclusive. too 
vlOl�nt. too direct. For there had risen against it simultaneously. even if 
nO( In a coordinated fashion. the Southern peasants and the Northern 
Workers. 

I .
··In the new century. the ruling class inaugurated a new policy of class a� lances. class political blocs: i.e. bourgeois democracy. It had to c OOse: either a rural democracy, i.e. an alliance with the Southern :easams. a policy of free trade. universal suffrage. administrative ecentralizat· d I . r '  . e . . Ion an ow pnces lor Industnal products: or a apltahst/work . d ' I bl " , 

b . er In ustna oc. without uO!versal suffrage. With tariff arners with 'h ' . e mamtenance of a highly centralized State (the 
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expression of bourgeois dominion over the peasants, especially in 

South and the Islands), and with a reformist policy on wages and 

union freedoms. It chose, not by chance. the latter solution. 

personified bourgeois rule; the Socialist Party became the instrument 

Giolitti's policies. 
"If you look closely. it was in the decade 1900--1910 that the 

radical crises occurred in the socialist and working-class m:�:�;,::: 
The masses reacted spontaneously against the policy of the 

leaders. Syndicalism was born: the instinctive. elemental, primitive 

healthy expression of working-class reaction against the bloc with 

bourgeoisie and in favour of a bloc with the peasants - andfirsr 

foremost with the Southernpeasams. Precisely that. Indeed, in a 

sense, syndicalism is a weak attempt on the part of the Sout� ... 

peasants, represented by their most advanced intellectuals, to lead 

proletariat. Who forms the leading nucleus of Italian syndicalism, 

what is its ideological essence? The leading nucleus of 
. I 

made up almost eltclusively of southerners: Labriola, 

Longobardi, Orano. The ideological essence of syndicalism is a 

liberalism, more energetic, more aggressive, more pugnacious than 

traditional variety. If you look closely there are two fu"da,m,'nO 

themes around which the successive crises of syndicalism and 

gradual passage of the syndicalist leaders into the bourgeois camp 

place: emigration and free trade, two themes closely bound up 

Southernism. The phenomenon of emigration gave birth to the idea 

Enrico Corradini's 'proletarian nation'; the Libyan war appeared 

whole layer of intellectuals as the beginning of the 'great 

offensive against the capitalist and plutocratic world. m A whole 

of syndicalists went over to nationalism; indeed the Nationalist 

was orginally made 
Davanzati, Maraviglia). Labriola's book History ofTen Years (the 

years from 1900 to 19  J 0) is the most typical and 

tltpression of this anti·Giolittian and Southernist neo-liberalism. 

" In the ten years in question. capitalism was strengthened 

developed, and directed a part of its activity towards 

the Po Valley. The most characteristic feature of those ten 

mass strikes of the agricultural workers of the Po Valley. A 

upheaval took place among the Northern peasants: there 

deep class differentiation (the number of braccianti I ';:��':;:�,�:t��� 
increased by .sO per cent, according to the 1 9 1  J census 

this there corresponded a recasting of political currents and 
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allitudes. Christian democracy and Mussolinism were the two most 
outstanding products of the period. Romagna was the regional crucible 
of these two new activities; the bracciante seemed to have become the 
social protagonist of the political struggle. The len organs of social 
democracy (like A zione in Cesena) and Mussolinism too soon fell under 
the control of the 'Southernists'. A ziane in Cesena was a regional 
edition of Gaetano Salvemini's Unilo. AI'anlf1, under Mussolini's 
editorship. slowly but surely became transformed into a tribune for 
syndicalist and Southernist writers. People like Fancello, Lanzillo 
Panunzio and Ciccotti became frequent contributors. Salvemini himself 
did not hide his sympathies for Mussolini, who also became the darling 
ofPrezzolini's Voce. Everyone remembers that, in fact, when Mussolini 
left A mllli! and the Socialist Party, he was surrounded by this cohort of 
syndicalists and Southernists.H6 

''The most notable repercussion of this period in the revolutionary 
camp was the Red Week of June 1914: Romagna and the Marches were 
the epiccntrc of Red Week. m In the field of bourgeois politics, the most 
notable repercussion was the Gentiloni pact. m Since the Socialist 
Party. as a consequence of the rural movements in the Po Villey, had 
returned after 1 9 1 0  to an intransigent tactic. the industrial bloc 
supported and represented by Giolitti lost its effectiveness. Giolitti 
shifted his rifle to the other shoulder. He replaced the alliance between 
bourg�isic and workers by an alliance between bourgeoisie and the 
cathoiJcs, who represented the peasant masses of Sorthern and Central 
Italy. As a result of this alliance, Sonnino's Conservative Party was 
tOtally

. 
destroyed. preserving only a tiny cell in Southern Italy, around 

Anlomo Salandra.U9 
" �he War and post-war period saw a series of molecular processes of 

the hIghest importance take place within the bourgeois class. Salandra 
a�� �itti were the first two Southern heads of government (leaving aside 
SICIlians, of course, such as Crispi. who was the most energetic 
representative of the bourgeois dictatorship in the nineteenth �entury).!60 They sought to realize the industrial bourgeois/Southern 

d
andowner plan - Salandra on a conservative basis Nitti on a 
emoe . 

, 
b 

rallc one. (Both thesc heads of government were solidly assisted 
Y II Carriere della Sera, i.e. by the Lombard textile industry.) Salandra 

Was alread . d . 
St 

y trYlOg uTJng the War to shin the technical forces of the 
ate or, . . . 

St 
aOlZatlon In favour of the South: i.e. to replace the Giolittian 

t]e
�e pe�.S?nnel with a new personnel which embodied the bourgeoisie's 

po Itlcal Course. You remember the campaign waged by La 
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Stampa, especially in 1917-18, for close collaboration 
Gioliuians and Socialists to prevent the ' Apuiianiz8tion' of the 
This campaign in La Stampo was led by Francesco i i .  
de/aclo an expression of the agreement which existed between 
and the reformists.lt• The question was not a small one, and 
Giolittians, in their defensive obstinacy. went so far that th"Y1 ,.,,,,1 til 
limits allowed to a party by the big bourgeoisie; they went as far 
those demonstrations of anti-patriolism and defeatism which afC 
in every memory. 

"Today, Giolitti is once more in power. and once more the 
bourgeoisie is puuing its trust in him, as a result of the panic which 
filled it before the impetuous movement ohhe popular 

. 

wants to tame the Turin workers. He has beaten them twice: in 
strike orlast April. and in the occupation of the factories -with the 
of the COL. i.e. of corporative reformism. He now thinks th,at I" "a.,1 
them into the bourgeois State system. What in fact will happen 
skilled workforce of Fiat accepts the board's proposals? The 
industrial shares will become debentures: in other words, 
cooperative will have to pay to debenture-holders a fixed 

. 

whatever the turnover may be. The Fiat company will be cut offin 
way from the institutions of credit. which remain in the hands of 
bourgeoisie. whose interest it is to get the workers at its mercy. 
skilled workforce will perforce have to bind itself to the State. 
'come to the assistance of the workers' through the activity of 
working.class deputies: through the subordination of the w,,,k'i"g-cl,. 
political party to government policies. That is Gioliui's plan as 
in full. The Turin proletariat will no longer exist as an i�;��:���

�:::
,
��: 

but merely as an appendage of the bourgeois State. Class 
will have triumphed, but the proletariat will have lost its position 
role as leader and guide. It will appear to the mass of poorer workers 
privileged. It will appear to the peasants as an exploiter just like 
bourgeoisie. because the bourgeoisie - as it has always done -
present the privileged nuclei of the work.ing class to the peasant 
as the sole cause of their ills and their misery:' 

The skilled workers of Fiat accepted almost unanimously our 
of view. and the board's proposals were rejected. But this "pe,;m,. 
could not be sufficient. The Turin proletariat. in a whole series 
actions. had shown that it had reached an extremely high level 
political maturity and capability. The technicians and wlliite-co� 
workers in the factories were able to improve their conditions in 19 
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only beCause they were supported by the workers. To break the 
militancy of the technicians, the employers proposed to the workers 
that they should themselves nominate, through elections, new squad 
and shop foremen. The workers rejected the proposal, although they 
had many points of difference with the technicians, who had always 
been an instrument of repression and persecution for the bosses. Then 
the press waged a rabid campaign to isolate the technicians, highlighting 
their very high salaries, which reached as much as 7,000 lire a month. 
The skilled workers also gave support to the agitation of the hodmen, 
and it was only thus that the latter succeeded in winning their demands. 
Within the factories, all privileges and forms of exploitation of the less 
skilled by the more skilled categories were swept away. Through these 
actions. the proletarian vanguard won its position as a social vanguard. 
This was the basis upon which the Communist Party developed in 
Turin. But outside Turin? Well, we wanted expressly to take the 
problem outside Turin, and precisely to Reggio Emilia, where there 
existed the greatest concentration of reformism and class 
corporatism.l6] 

Reggio Emilia had always been the target of the "Southernists", A 
phrase of Camillo Prampolini: .. Italy is made up of Northerners and 
filthy Southerners" could be taken as the most characteristic expression 
of the violent hatred disseminated among Southerners against the 
workers of the North.l6l At Reggio Emilia, a problem arose similar to 
the one at Fiat: a big factory was to pass into the hands of the workers 
as a cooperative enterprise. The Reggio reformists were full of 
enthusiasm for the project and trumpeted its praises in their press and at 
meetings.l'. A Turin communist165 went to Reggio, took the floor at a 
factory meeting, outlined the problem between North and South in its entirety. and the "miracle" was achieved: the workers. by an 
overwhelming majority, rejected the reformist, corporate position. It was shown that the reformists did not represent the spirit of the Reggio workers: they represented merely their passivity. and other negative aSpects. They had succeeded in establishing a political monopoly _ thanks to the notable concentration in their ranks of organizers and propagandists with certain professional talents - and hence in preventing the development and organization of a revolutionary current. But the presence of a capable revolutionary was enough to thwart them and show that the Reggio workers are valiant fighters and not Swine raised on government fodder. 

In April 1921. 5,000 revolutionary workers were laid off by Fiat. the 
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Workers' Councils were abolished, real wages were cut.z" At 

Emilia. something similar probably happened. In other wo�s. 

workers were defeated. But the sacrifice that they had made, had It 

useless? We do not believe so: indeed. we are certain that it was 

useless _ though it would certainly be difficult to adduce a whole 

of greal mass events which prove the immediate, 

of these actions. In any case, so far as the peasants are concerned, 

proof is always difficult. indeed almost impossible: and it is yet 

difficult in the case of the peasant masses in the South. 

The South can be defined as a great social disintegration. 

peasants. who make up the great majority of its �pulation. have 

cohesion among themselves (of course, some exce"P:;t
,
i,.;:;n�s�:�::i�: :�:: 

Apulia. Sardinia. Sicily, where there exist special c 
. . . 

the great canvas of the South's structure). Southern SOCiety IS a 

agrarian bloc, made up of three social layers: the great . 

disintegrated mass of the peasantry; the intellectuals of the peny 

medium rural bourgeoisie: and the big landowners and 

intellectuals. The Southern peasants arc in perpetual ferment, but 

mass they are incapable of giving a centralized expression 
,
to 

aspirations and needs. The middle layer of intellectuals receives 

impulses for its political and ideological activity from
, 
the peasant. 

The big landowners in the political field and the great mtellectuals In 

ideological field centralize and dominate. in the last analysis. this 

complex of phenomena. Naturally, it is in the ideological sphere 

centralization is most effective and precise. Giustino Fortunato 

Benedetto Croce thus represent the keystones of the Southern 

and. in a certain sense, are the twO major figures of Italian "",ction. 

The Southern intellectuals are one of the most interesting 

important social strata in Italian national life. One only has to 

the fact that more than three fifths of the State bureaucracy is made 

of Southerners to convince oneself of this. Now, to understand 

particular psychology of the Southern intellectuals. it is necessary 

keep in mind certain factual data. 
I. In every country, the layer of intellectuals has been 

modified by the development of capitalism. The old type ofint"11.,,," 

was the organizing element in a society with a mainly peasant 

artisanal basis. To organize the State. to organize commerce. 

dominant class bred a particular type of intellectual. Industry 

introduced a new type of intellectual: the technical organizer. 

specialist in applied science. In the societies where the economic 
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have developed in a capitalist direction, to the point where they have 

absorbed the greater part of national activity, it is this second type of 

intellectual which has prevail ed, with all his characteristics of order and 

intellectual discipline. In the countries, on the other hand, where 

agriculture still plays a considerable or even preponderant role. the old 
t)'pe has remained predominant. It provides the bulk of the State 

personnel: and locally too, in the villages and little country towns, it has 

the function of intermediary between the peasant and the 
administration in general. In Southern Italy this type predominates. 
with all its characteristic features. Democratic in its peasant face; 
reactionary in the face turned towards the big landowner and the 
government: politicking, corrupt and faithless. One could not 
understand the traditional cast of the Southern political parties. if one 
did not take the characteristics of this social stratum into account. 

2. The Southern intellectual mainly comes from a layer which is still 
important in the South: the rural bourgeois. In other words, the petty 
and medium landowner who is not a peasant, who does not work the 
land. who would be ashamed to be a farmer. but who wants to extract 
from the little land he has - leased out either for rent or on a simple 
share-cropping basis -the wherewithal to live fittingly; the wherewithal 
to �nd his sons to a university or seminary; and the wherewithal to 
provide dowries for his daughters, who must marry officers or civil 
functionaries of the State. From this social layer. the intelleetuals derive 
a fierce antipathy to the working peasant - who is regarded as a 
machine for work to be bled dry, and one which can be replaced, given I�e eKCess working population. They also acquire an atavistic. instinc
tive feeling of crazy fear of the peasants with their destructive violence; 
hence. they practise a refined hypocrisy and a highly refined art of 
deceiving and taming the peasant masses. 

J. Since the clergy belong to the social group or intelleetuals, it is 
ncessary to note the features which distinguish the Southern clergy as a 
whole rrom the Northern clergy. The Northern priest is generally the 
SOn or an artisan or a peasant, has democratic sympathies, is more tied 
to

.
the mass of peasants. Morally, he is more correct than the Southern 

pnest: who orlen lives more or less openly with a woman. He therefore �er
.
clscs a spiritual function that is more complete. from a social point 

View. in that he guides a family's entire activities. In the North, the �paralion of Church from State and the expropriation or ecclesiastical 

""
OOds was more radical than in the South. where the parishes and ......,nvent . h s elt er have preserved or have reconstituted considerable 

J 
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assets. both fixed and movable. In the South, the priest appears to 
pe8sanl: 1. as a land administrator, with whom the peasant '"'"'I' '' 
conflict on the question of rents; 2. as a usurer. who asks for "" .... 
high rates of interest and manipulates the religious element in 
make certain of collecting his rent or interest: 3. as a man subject to 
the ordinary passions (women and money), and who therefore, 
spiritual point of view. inspires no confidence in his discretion 
impartiality. Hence confession exercises only the most minimal 
guidance. and the Southern peasant. if often superstitious in a 
sense. is not clerical. All this. taken together, explains why in the 
the Popular Party (except in some parts of Sicily) does not have 
great position or possess any network of institutions and 
organizations. The attitude of the peasant towards the clergy is 
up in the popular saying: "The priest is a priest at the altar; outside, 
a man like anyone else." 

The Southern peasant is bound to the big landowner through 
mediation of the intellectual. The peasant movements, insofar as 
do not take the form of autonomous, independent mass o'g."izati .. 
even in a formal sense (Le. capable of selecting out peasant 
themselves of peasant origin. and of registering and accumulating 
differentiation and progress achieved within the movement), ah.a.y" . 
up by finding themselves a place in the ordinary articulations 
State apparatus - communes. provinces, Chamber of Deputies. 
process takes place through the composition and decomposition 
local parties. whose personnel is made up of intellectuals. but ;:�i,:: 
controlled by the big landowners and their agents - like 
Orlando. Di Cesaro. 

The War appeared to introduce a new element into this type 
organization. with the war-veterans' movement. In this, the 
soldiers and the intellectual-officers formed a mutual bloc that was 
closely united, and that was to some extent antagonistic to the 
landowners. It did not last long, and its last residue is the 
Union conceived of by Amendola, which has some phantom 
thanks to its anti-fascism. However, given the lack of any t"tditio.

� explicit organization of democratic intellectuals in the South, 
grouping must be stressed and taken into account, since it might 
transformed from a tiny trickle of water into a swollen, 
in changed general political conditions. 

The only region where the war-veterans' movement took on a 
precise profile. and succeeded in creating a more solid social su·.c.'" 
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waS Sardinia. And this is understandable. Precisely because in Sardinia 
the big landowner class is very exiguous, carries out no function, and 
doCS not have the ancient cultural and governmental traditions of the 
mainland South. The pressure exerted from below, by the mass of 
peasants and herdsmen, finds no suffocating counterweight in the 
higher social stratum of the big landowners. The leading intellectuals 
feel the full weight of this pressure, and take steps forward which are 
more remarkable than the National Union. 

The Sicilian situation has very specific features, which distinguish it 
bOth from Sardinia and from the South. The big landowners are far 
more compact and resolute there than in the mainland South. 
Moreover. there exists there a certain developed industry and 
commerce (Sicily is the richest region of the entire South and one of the 
richest in Italy). The upper classes feel very keenly their importance in 
national life and make its weight felt. Sicily and Piedmont are the two 
regions which have played a pre-eminent role since 1870. The popular 
masses of Sicily are more advanced than in the South. but their progress 
has taken on a typically Sicilian form. There exists a mass Sicilian 
socialism. which has a whole tradition and development that is peculiar 
to it. In the 1922 Chamber, it had around 20 of the 52 deputies who had 
been elected from the island. 

We have said that the Southern peasant is tied to the big landowner 
through the mediation of the intellectual. This type of organization is 
most widespread, throughout the mainland South and Sicily. It creates 
a monstrous agrarian bloc which, as a whole, functions as the 
intermediary and the overseer of Northern capitalism and the big 
banks. lis single aim is to preserve the rlatur quo. Within it. there exists 
no intellectual light, no programme, no drive towards improvements or 
progress. If any ideas or programmes have been put forward. they have 
had thcir origins outside the South. in the conservative agrarian 
POliticians (especially in Tuscany) who were associated in Parliament 
with the conservatives of the Southern agrarian bloc. Sonnino and Franchetti were among the few intelligent bourgeois who posed the Southern problem as a national problem, and outlined a government 
plan to solve il. m 

What was the point of view or Sonnino and Franchetti? They 
�tressed the need to create in Southern Italy an economically ��dependent middle stratum which would fulfil the role (as was said at 
e at time) or "public opinion" - and would. on the one hand, limit the ruel and arbitrary actions of the landowners. on the other. moderate 
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the insurrectionisrn of the poor peasants. Sonnino and Franchetti 
been terrified by the popularity which the Bakuninist ideas of the 
International had enjoyed in the South. This terror made them 
blunders which were onen grotesque. In one of their publications, 
instance. reference is made to the fact that a popular tavern or 
in a village in Calabria (I am quoting from memory) is named 
Strikers" IScioperanril, to demonstrate how widespread and 
rooted internationalist ideas are. The fact. if true (and it must 
given the intellectual probity of the authors), can be more 
e"plained if one recalls that there are numerous Albanian colonies 
South. and that the word skipelari [Albaniansl has undergone the 
strange and bizarre distortions in the various dialects (thus 
documents of the Venetian Republic speak of military fo,ma,;.on. , 
·;S'ciopetil'').lbl The fact is that it is not so much that Bakunin's 
were widespread in the South, as that the situation there was such as 
have probably suggested to Bakunin his theories. Certainly, the 
Southern peasants were thinking about a "great revolt" long 
Bakunin's brain had thought out the theory of "general d,",",';on", 

The government plan of Son nino and Franchetti never even 
be put into practice. And it could not be. The nexus 
North and South in the organization of the national economy and 
State is such, that the birth of a broad middle class 
(which means the birth of a broad capitalist bourgeoisie) is made 
impossible. Any accumulation of capital on the spot, any "" "m,,lal� 
of savings. is made impossible by the fiscal and customs system: 
the fact that the capitalists who own shares do not transform 
profits into new capital on the spot. because they are not from that 
When emigration took on the gigantic dimensions it did in the 
century, and the first remittances began to flood in from Mn,,;"', d 
liberal economists cried triumphantly: Son nino's dream will come 
A silent revolution is under way in the South which. slowly but 
will change the entire cconomic and social structure ofthe country. 
the State intervened, and the silent revolution was stifled at birth. 
government offered treasury bonds carrying guaranteed interest, 
the emigrants and their families were transformed from agents of 
silent revolution into agents for giving the State the financial means 
subsidize the parasitic industries of the North. Francesco Nitti, on 
democratic level and formally outside the Southern agrarian bl,x, m'. 
seem an effective realizer of Son nino's programme; but he was, in 
Northern capitalism's best agent for raking in the last resources 
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Southern savings. The thousands of millions swallowed up by the 
Banca di sconto were almost all owed to the South: the 400,000 

creditors of the Banca Italiana di Sconto were overwhelmingly 

Southern savers.169 

Over and above the agrarian bloc, there functions in the South an 

intellectual bloc which in practice has so far served to prevent the cracks 

ill the agrarian bloc becoming too dangerous and causing a landslide. 

Giustino Fortunato and Benedetto Croce are the exponents of this 

intellectual bloc, and they can thus be considered as the most active 
reactionaries of the whole peninsula. 

We have already said that Southern Italy represents a great social 
disintegration. This formula can be applied not only to the peasants, but 
also to the intellectuals. It is a remarkable fact that in the South, side by 
side with huge property, there have existed and continue to exist great 
accumulations of culture and intelligence in single individuals, or small 
groupS of great intellectuals, while there does not exist any organization 
of middle culture. There exist in the South the Laterza publishing house, 
and the review La Critica.2lO There exist academies and cultural bodies 
of the greatest erudition. But there do not exist small or medium 
reviews. nor publishing houses around which medium groupings of 
Southern intellectuals might form. The Southerners who have sought to 
leave the agrarian bloc and pose the Southern question in a radical form 
have found hospitality in, and grouped themselves around, reviews 
printed outside the South. Indeed, one might say that all the cultural 
initiatives by medium intellectuals which have taken place in this 
century in Central and Northern Italy have been characterized by 
Southernism, because they have been strongly influenced by Southern 
intellectuals: all the journals of the group of Florentine intellectuals,like 
VOCf> and Unita; the journals of the Christian democrats. like Azione in 
Cesena: the journals of the young Emilian and Milanese liberals 
Published by G. Borelli, such as Patria in Bologna or Azione in Milan; 
and lastly. Gobetti's Ril'O/uzione libera/e. 
. .Well. the supreme political and intellectual rulers of all these 
Initiatives have been Giustino Fortunato and Benedetto Croce. In a 
broader sphere than the stifling agrarian bloc, they have seen to it that 
the problems of the South would be posed in a way which did not go 
beyond certain limits; did not become revolutionary. Men of the highest �Iture and intelligence, who arose on the traditional terrain of the 

U 
Uth but were linked to European and hence to world culture, they had a the necessary gifts to satisfy the intellectual needs of the most sincere 
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Southern savings. The thousands of millions swallowed up by the 
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U 
Uth but were linked to European and hence to world culture, they had a the necessary gifts to satisfy the intellectual needs of the most sincere 
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representatives of the cultured youth in the South; to comfort 
restless impulses to revolt against existing conditions; to sleer 
along a middle way of classical serenilY in thought and action. 
called neo·protestants or Calvinists have failed to understand that 
Italy. since modern conditions of civilization rendered impossible 
mass religious reform, the only historically possible reformation 
laken place with Benedetto Croce's philosophy. The direction 
method of thought have been changed and a new conception 
world has been constructed, transcending catholicism and every 
mythological religion. In this sense, Benedetto Croce has fulfilled 
extremely important "national" function. He has detached the 
intellectuals of the South from the peasant masses. forcing them 
part in national and European culture; and through this culture, 
secured their absorption by the national bourgeoisie and hence by 
agrarian bloc. 

L 'Ordine Nuovo and the Turin communists - if in a certain ''''sc, .... 
can be related to the intellectual formations to which we have 
and if. therefore. they too have felt the intellectual influence orm,,,,. 
Fortunato or of Benedetto Croce - nevertheless represent at the 
time a complete break with that tradition and the beginning of a 
development. which has already borne fruit and which wil l 
do so. As has already been said, they posed the urban proletariat 
modern protagonist of Italian history, and hence also of the Soutll .. 
question. Having served as intermediaries between the proletariat 
cerlain strata of len intellectuals, they succeeded in modifying - if 
completely at least to a notable extent- their mental outlook. 

This is the main factor in the figure of Piero Gobetti, if m,,,,,fllccl 
carefully.m Gobetti was not a communist and would probably 
have become one. But he had understood the social and 
position orthe proletariat, and could no longer think in abstraction 
this element. Gobeni, in our work together on the paper, had 
brought by us into contact with a living world which he had .",vi,'" 
only known through formulae in books. His most ,uikiing. d,aca�I";iII 
was intellectual loyalty, and the total absence of every kind of 
vanity or meanness. Therefore, he could not fail to become convincodl 
the way in which a whole series of traditional ways of viewing 
thinking about the proletariat were false and unjust. 

What consequence did these contacts with the proletarian world 
for Gobetti? They were the source and stimulus for a conception 
we have no wish to discuss or develop: a conception which is to a 
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extent related to syndicalism and the way of thinking of the intellectual 
syndicalists. In it, the principles of liberalism are projected from the 
level of individual phenomena to that of mass phenomena. The qualities 
of excellence and prestige in the lives of individuals are carried over into 
classes, conceived of almost as collective individualities. This 
conception usually leads, in the intellectuals who share it, to mere 
contemplation and the noting down of merits and demerits; to an odious 
and foolish position, as referees of contests or bestowers of prizes and 
punishments. In practice, Gobetti escaped this destiny. He revealed 
himself to be an organizer of culture of extraordinary talents. and 
during this last period had a function which must be neither neglected 
nor under-estimated by the workers. He dug a trench beyond which 
those groups of honourable. sincere intellectuals who in 1919-1920-
1921 felt that the proletariat would be superior as a ruling class to the 
bourgeoisie did not retreat. 

Some people in good faith and honestly, others in extremely bad faith 
and dishonestly, went around saying that Gobelli was nothing but a 
communist in disguise: an agent, ifnot of the Communist Party. at least 
of the Ordine Nuo�'O communist group. It is unnecessary even to deny 
such fatuous rumours. The figure of Gobetti and the movement which 
he represented were spontaneous products of the new Italian historical 
climate. In this lies their significance and their importance. Comrades in 
the party sometimes reproved us for not having fought against the 
Ril'Oluzione Iiberale current of ideas. Indeed, this absence of conflict 
seemed to prove the organic relationship, of a Machiavellian kind (as 
people used to say), between us and Gobetti. We could not fight against 
Gobetti, because he developed and represented a movement which 
should not be fought against, at least so far as its main principles are 
Concerned. 
. Not to understand that. means not to understand the question of 
Intellectuals and the function which they fulfil in the class struggle. 
GObetti_ in practice. served us as a link: 1 .  with those intellectuals born 
On the terrain of capitalist techniques who in 1919-20 had taken 
up a leO position, favourable to the dictatorship of the proletariat; 
2. W�th a series of Southern intellectuals who through more complex: r�latlOnships, posed the Southern question on a terrain different from 
t
h

e traditional one, by introducing into it the proletariat of the North (of � esc: intellectuals, Guido Dorso is the most substantial and interesting gure). Why should we have fought against the Ril-oluzione liberall! 
movement? Perhaps because it was not made up of pure communists 
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who had accepted our programme and our ideas from A 10 Z? 
could not be asked of them. because iI would have been bo,h polil;cally 
and historically a paradox. 

Intellectuals develop slowly. far more slowly than any other 
group, by their very nature and historical function. They ,,�''''''nl t1" 
entire cultural tradition of a people. seeking to resume and synthesize 
of its history. This can be said especially of the old type of Ii; \leille ctull 
the intellectual born on the peasant terrain. To think it possible 

such intellectuals. en masse, can break with the entire past and 

themselves totally upon the terrain of a new ideology. is absurd. It 
absurd for the mass of intellectuals, and perhaps it is also absurd 
very many intellectuals taken individually as well - ,no"w;lh,,,and;n,:" 
the honourable efforts which they make and want to make. 

Now, we are interested in the mass of intellectuals, and not 
individuals. It is certainly important and useful for the, ��O�;::��:� �� 
one or more intellectuals, individually, should adopt its � 
ideas: should merge into the proletariat, becoming 
themselves to be an integral part of it. The proletariat, aS

i

��:���� 
in organizing elements. It does not have its own stratum 
and can only create one very slowly, very painfully, after 
State power. But it is also important and useful for a break 
the mass of intellectuals: a break of an organic kind, h;'''o';CI� 
characterized. For there to be formed, as a mass formation, a 
tendency, in the modern sense of the word: i.e. one 

revolutionary proletariat. 
The alliance between proletariat and peasant masses requires 

formation. It is all the more required by the alliance betwee.nn
l
�;�:���: 

and peasant masses in the South. The proletariat will ( 
Southern agrarian bloc insofar as it succeeds, through its 
organizing increasingly significant masses of poor peasants 
autonomous and independent formations. But its greater or 
success in this necessary task will also depend upon its ability to 
up the intellectual bloc that is the l1exible. but extremely ,,,;<1,'" 
armour of the agrarian bloc. The proletariat was helped towards 
accomplishment of this task by Piero Gobetti, and we think that 
dead man's friends will continue, even without his leadership, 
he undertook. This is gigantic and difficult. but precisely 
every sacrifice (even that of life, as in Gobetti's case) on 'h,' �.,rt o 
intellectuals (and there are many ofthern, more tha';n�;::s, ��:,���,:;:;� 
North and South - who have understood that only t 
essentially national and bearers of the future: the proletariat and 
peasants. 

NOTES 

The Communist Party was born during the first period of widespread 
fascist violence. This had begun, in the autumn of 1920, to take the form 
of raids on behalf of the landowners of Nonhero and Central Italy both 
against the Socialist and Catholic peasant associations, and against 
Socialist-controlled municipalities such as that of Bologna or Socialist 
papers such as the Trieste daily II Lavoratore. This anicle was Gramsci's 
first comment on the Livorno Congress, which had ended a week earlier, 
on 2 1  January 1921. The communist delegates had arrived at the PSI 
congress with 58,783 votes, as against 98,028 for the "Muimalist" 
Centre under Serrati and 14,695 for the reformist wing led by Turati. 
After Sill days of fruitless attempts to induce Serrati to expel the reformists 
and apply the Comintern's 21 Points, the communists left to found the 
new Communist Pany in a neighbouring hall. The military analogy used 
here by Gramsci to characterize the situation derives from the vicissitudes 
of Italian panicipation in the First World War: at Caporetto, in October 
1917. Italian forces were massively defeated by Austro-Hungarian 
troops. Luigi Cadorna, the Italian commander-in-chief. was held 
responsible: he is often taken by Gramsci as the symbol of an 
authoritarian leader who makes no attempt to win the " consent" of those 
he leads. The battles on the PiBve and at Vittorio Veneto, by contrast, 
were Italian victories in 1918, in the final stages of the War. 2 The Congress of Bologna was held from 5-8 October 1919. It saw the 
defeat or

.
the reformists and the adoption, by an overwhelming majority, 

of a motion from Serrati which among other things called for the PSI's 
adherence to the IIIrd International. A small minority voted for Bordiga's 
abstentionist position. 

J This episode from the Thirty Yean' War is the subject of a famous 
passage in the Prison Notebooks; see QC III, pp. 1788-9. 4 Pa":ia./ichismo ("belly full of figs"·ism). a play on words with padfismo 
(paCifism), was a term of abuse for the business lobby campaigning to 
draw Italy out orthe War. 05 A reference to Giovanni Giolitti, prime minister of Italy 1892-3, 1906--9, 
191 1_14 and 1920-1, who was unpopular with the nationalist and 
rascisl Right for his advocacy of Italian neutrality in 1914, and who had 
been brought back to power in 1920 in time to confront the occupation of 
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the factories - negotiating an end to the episode with an offer o("wm',_ 
control", La Slampa of Turin was the principal Giolittian newspaper, 

6 See SPN. p. 198 for another reference to (he syndicalist movemcm 
1 9 1 5-21 in Catalonia, and "hal), and Spain" on pp. 23-4 below for 
discussion of the Spanish reaction which had begun in 1918. 

7 This bill on workers' participation in the management of industry 
one thai Oiolilli had promised in order to bring the occupation 
factories to an end. II should be remembered thai control/o, although it 
here translated as "contro'"', in fact has a different meaning in Italian. 
Giolilli himself once wrote: "'n America and England. 'control' 
means command and statulory authority, whereas in Italy il 
·check· ... 

8 In view of the subsequent importance of '�:::;":;:;:�;i�';::,';:::,���::: 
for Gramsci (see SPN, pp. 55 ff.). I have given the origina l  in 
here, and have preferred the somewhat clumsy "leading class" to 
rendering which, though better English, would not bring out 
distinction. 

9 The first post-war congress orthe CGL took place from 26 February 
March 1921. At that time, the Confederation had two million ,�::E� 
its leadership was firmly in the hands of reformists like its 
Ludovico D'Aragona. The communist fraction intervened at the 
with a resolution proposing a radical overhaul of the structure 
functioning of the unions: separation from the Amsterdam ",.d,-"".., 
International: an end to the " pact of alliance" with the PSI: 
adherence to the Moscow trade-union International. 

10 In fact, the body in question was the All-Russian Central E" ,,,,ti. 
Committee of the Soviets of Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies. 
from the All-Russian Congress of Soviets of Workers' and g."ldiod 
Deputies held on 26 October (8 November) J 917. 

I I This motto of Romain Rolland's appeared on the front page of ever}' i 
of the weekly Ordine NuOI'O. until its conversion on I January 1921 
"communist daily". 

1 2  A reference to the "Trade-union Debate" which raged in the latter part 
1920 and the first months of 1921. culminating in an O;:';�,';�::: 
majority for Lenin's position at the Tenth Congress of the 
Party in March 1921. The All-Russian Extraordinary Commission 
Combat Counter-revolution and Sabotage (Cheka) was set up on 
December 1917. 

13 The real figures were some 10 million dead and 20 million wounded. 
14 In Emilia, fascist squads had launched a massive offensive against 

rural proletariat. aimed at destroying Socialist Party sections, 
leagues. cooperatives, etc. Similar actions were carried out in��:;:� 
behalf of the landowners. directed against the powerfully 
strength of the agricultural labourers there: on 25 February, 
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Bari went on strike in protest at the attacks which had taken place five 
days earlier on Socialist leaders. There was also a wave of repressive 
violence in Tuscany - at Florence, Empoli, Grosseto, Siena - aftcr the 
murder of Spartaco Lavagnini (a communist rail waymens' leader) had 
provoked angry demonstrations. At Casale Monferrato. workers fought 
off an attack on the Chamber of Labour by fascists brought from allover 
Piedmont: but there were many dead and wounded, and the Socialist 
Party premises were destroyed. 

1 5  In a speech on 1 0  March in Parliament. Giacomo Matteotti reaffirmed tbe 
PSI's position with respect to the fascist offensive: "We must not let 
ourselves be provoked, for even cowardice is a duty, an act ofhcroism.'" 

16 The Anglo-Soviet trade agreement was signed on 16 March 1921. Follow
ing as it did the Soviet defeat in Poland. and the final victory over Wrangel 
at home. it initiated a stabilization of the Soviet Union's relations with the 
capitalist powers. 

17 A reference to the "Red W�k". see note 1 19 below. 

18 Carlo Alberto, King of Sardina (Piedmont), granted a constitution to 
Piedmont on 4 March 1848. This " Albertine Statute" provided for a 
parliament. with ministers responsible to it rather than to the King. It was 
subsequently extended to the other regions which were annexed to form 
the Kingdom of Italy. 

19 The Constituent Assembly was convened in early December 1917, and 
dissolved by decr� oflhe All-Russian Central Executive Committee on 6 
January· 1918. 

20 In January 1921, Crillca Sociale had published an open letter from 
Arturo Labriola, comparing the Soviel Republic to the Paris Commune 
"slandered by all", and declaring thai it was the duty of aU socialists to 
support the new socialist state. Turati had appended a comment to the 
letter. in which he wrote: "We never suspected that conquest of power by 
the proletariat meant usurpation of power and systematic terror by a sect: 
suppression of the zemsn'tJ and the Constitution; replacement of 
Parliament by the Soviet (which is like replacement of the city by the 
horde) . . . .  " 

21 Gramsci carried on a long polemical feud with Mario Guarnieri in 
1921-2. as numerous articles in Sodolismo e Foscismo: L 'Ordine Nuol'O 
192/-1921 (Turin, 1966) and in Per 10 Verlla (Rome. 1974) testify. 
Guarnieri. like Nenni, had joined the PSI after the Livorno Congress, and 
had specialized in polemics against the Communist Party. especially in 
Turin. In Gramsci's first attack on Guarnieri (see Per 10 Verlla. op. cit . •  
pp. 14�7), provoked by the latter's threat of serious "revelations" 
concerning the Turin communists, he had written: "It seems that signor 
Guarnieri has a whole ars.c:nal of communist outrages: cockroach 
POwders. asphyxiating gases. all kinds of plagues and poisons. corrosive 
sublimates. chemicals, various stenches, c1ysters for horses. dirty shirts, 
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Bari went on strike in protest at the attacks which had taken place five 
days earlier on Socialist leaders. There was also a wave of repressive 
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192/-1921 (Turin, 1966) and in Per 10 Verlla (Rome. 1974) testify. 
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pp. 14�7), provoked by the latter's threat of serious "revelations" 
concerning the Turin communists, he had written: "It seems that signor 
Guarnieri has a whole ars.c:nal of communist outrages: cockroach 
POwders. asphyxiating gases. all kinds of plagues and poisons. corrosive 
sublimates. chemicals, various stenches, c1ysters for horses. dirty shirts, 
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etc., etC. So let us patiently wait for the archangel Guarnieri to sound 
clyster, and open this amazing performance of an utraordinary 
Judgement upon the Turin communists." 

22 This anide comments on the results in Turin of the general election 
May 1921. when the working�lass panies won 137 seals in ,.,,;,"". 
(122 for the PSI. 15 for the PCI). as compared with 156 in the 
election. The Popular Pany won 107 seats; the fascists 35 Qui of the 
won by a " nationalist bloc" which also included Liberals, Co,""",,, •• ''. 
Gialillians and Nationalists. 

23 Giuseppe Speranzini from Verona, former editor of 
newspaper of the white (i,e. Popular) :�;%:�:

�
:�:;�;::;�::�;;,�: 

Municipalities - and who subsequently became editor of 
Sindacali. founded in May 1921 -was expelled from the the end of 1920 btcaust the share-croppers union of Verona. 
led_ came om with a demand for transformation of the :::��i;;�: 
contract into a tenant farmtrs' contract_ Gramsci took this 
occasion for his article "Crisi dei PopolariT' (Sacialismo e 

COrd/TIe NuoVQ /9} 1-1 922. Turin, 1966. pp. 18-20). 
24 Armando Casalini was a fascist deputy. subsequently to be "::::::::: 

in 1924, Luigi Facta was a conservative politician who in 1922 
weak last government before the March on Rome, C6are Rossi was 
leading fascist. until his resignation as Musso!ini's press officer in 
wake of the Malleolli assassination. 

25 Uterally "will climb mirrors". 
26 Mussolini made his first spetch in Parliament on 21 June 

nalionalis! peroration on the questions of the Allo Adige region, 
and Montenegro. On domestic issues, he made overtures to the 
Party and to the Vatican, and attacked the Socialists and C

:
.�

O
���:::� 

though proposing reconciliation to the General Confederation 
provided it detached itselffrom the Socialist Party, 

27 In his speech, Mussolini boasted of having "been the first to infect 
people hhe communistsl when [he had1 put into circulation in 
socialism a little Bergson mixed with a lot of Blanqui". 

28 Mosca cocchiera, one of Gramsci's favourite terms of .:':,� .:�;��:: 
to La Fontaine's fable Le Cache et 10 Mouche, about a Hy who 
thanks to his efforts that a coach succeeds in ascending a st�p hill, 

29 On 3 August 1921, the PSI parliamentary group signed a 
pacijicoz.lorte" (conciliation pact) with the fascist deputies. in the 
securing an end to fascist violence: but the raids in r�:,: �.::�"; �:'�:�;;� 
the pact was abortive, It was precisely at this moment that the 
popolo movement was developing, with the participation of 
individual socialists. 

30 Stenterello is a traditional Florentine mask-character in Italian 
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tall. thin, clumsy. at once fatuous and crafty. See also note 237 below. 
) I Arturo Labriola. one of the main syndicalist leaders before the War 

beca�e �iolitti's Minister of Labour at the time of the occupation Ofth� 
ractones m 1920. Bruno Buozzi, the secretary of the metal-workers' 
union F10M, played a key "centrist" role in the occupation of the 
factories; he was a consistent, but courageous monnist. 

)2 Bonomi was a formtr socialist (expelled in 1912). who became War 
Minister in Giolitti's govemment in the summer of 1920, and himself 
Pri�e Mi��st� on 27"June 1921. Involv.ed in the negotia�ns preceding 
the conCihaUon pact • he was reported In the press as haVing said of the 
communists to a fascist delegation: "We will try to isolate them, and then we can all come down on them together" (II Popofo d'llolia, 18 August 
1921). 

33 During the War. the ordlll were volunteer commando squads in the 
Italian army. and the term was subsequenUy adopted by D'Annunzio for 
his nationalist volunteer �legions". The ardill d�1 popofo movement 
emerged i� the spring and summtr of 1921 to combat the fascist squads. 
Although It was formed outside the left parties, the mass of its local 
leaders and members were communists or socialists. The PSI. when they 
signed the "conciliation pact" with the fascists. condemned the 
organization. advocating a policy of non-resistance. The PCI also 
condemned the organization, for sectarian reasons, shortly afier the 
appearance of this article; pany policy was to form its own, purely 
communist defence squads. 

34 On 13 June 1921, some thirty fascist deputies attacked the communist 
deputy Francesco Misiano inside Parliament. beat him and threw him 
int� the street. They accused him of desertion. because as a conscientious 
ob}tClor he had emigrated 10 Switzerland during the War (where he edited t 'AVl'e

,
"ire �ei L,ororolon)',ln 1919 he took part in the Spanacist uprising � Berlin. Mmgnno. who tned to defend Misiano from his assailants, was hlms.elf t,o be the object of a fascist attack on 18 July, three: days after the publicallon of this article. 

35 Grosseto. run by a socialist council, was terrorized by fascist bands from all Over the region, betw�n 27 June and I July 1921. There were numerous dead and wounded, and a whole series of buildings was d�stroyed. including the Chamber of Labour and a socialist print shop, Vlle�bo. another working-class stronghold. was attacked on 9 July by faSCist squads drawn from Perugia, Orvieto and Rome; but the popular forc� resisted and prevented the fascists from entering the city. At TreVlso. on 13 July, fascist columns from Padua and Bologna destroyed :he premises of the local Catholic newspaper and attacked the strong 36 <>cal Republican and Catholic organizations. A reference to the "conciliation pact": see note 29 above, 
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37 At Sarzana, for the first time, a force of eleven carabinieri opposed 
v)oience, when an armed expedition of 600 men arriyed to free ten 
imprisoned for violent crimes. At the first shots, the fascist force 
leaving three dead and a number of wounded. The scattered remnants 
the force were subsequently given a hard time by the town's ;;, ,h.,b;, ... 
and the peasants of the surrounding countryside. 

38 On 1 5  August 1921, the Communist Trade-Union Committee I 
an appeal to the General Confederation of Labour, the Unione SI"d"", 

Italiana and the Railwaymens' Union, calting for "a class action 
whole organized proletariat with the aim of confronting the 
critical situation". 

39 On 7 August 1921, Dina Grandi organized in BoIOl'la a meeting 
fascists of Emilia and Romagna, in opposition to Mussolini. The 
was accused of betrayal because of his support for the ···,on,;,li." 
pact"; behind this lay a revolt of "agrarian fascism" 
parliamentary compromise and the abandonment of violence. 
resigned from the Executive Committee of the Fasci, together 
vice-secretary-general Cesare Rossi, but these resignations were 

40 See on this, "Origins of the Mussolini Cabinet", p. 130 below. 
4 1  Literally "transigence", by contrast with "intransigence". 
42 See note 23 above. 
43 Umanila Nora was the newspaper of the Unione Anarchica 

whose leading spirit was Errico Malatesta_ 
44 Sec "Partito e Sindacati', in L 'Ordine NUOl'O 1919-1920, Turin. 

404-8. This anicle, in fact dated 2 1  August rather than I 5 �'��:::: 
be the one referred to by Gramsci. It is in fact mainly directed 
Socialist Party leadership's failure to p",p.,,, ,h, p"," ''';'' ""II;';,,,.,. 
e1tpresses no opposition to the action as such, though it 
criticizes FIOM: "the metalworkers' ClIecutive (not bothering 
Pany? not bothering to inform the Pany or reach agreement 
would be useful to haye some information about this. in order '0 ''''', .. , 
spirit of discipline and the political intuition of certain comrades) hu 
its initiative determined the opening of a new phase of agitat)on 
strikes on a national scale, without the Party's central 
having yet thought it useful to express its opinion, to propose any 
for the metalworker comrades, or to discipline them to achieve 
Pany's own ends." 

45 Sec note 24 above. 
46 See note 29 above. 
47 Borghi was the anarcho·syndicalist secretary of the �:�,' :, �;�;:���� 

reformist secretary of the CGL. Malatesta the anarchist '  
the main leader of the PSI, Leone Sbrana and Augusto Castrucci 
prominent in USI, Mario Guarnieri (see note 2 1  aboYe) and 
Colombino were socialists. 
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48 Giuseppe Giulieni was a reformist leader of the �mens' union and a 
deputy, prominent in encourag,inllhc COL towards conciliation \'{S-Q-I';S 
fascism. Alceste Dt Ambris was secretary of USI until 1914. when he 
came out for intervenlion in the War. 

49 Umberto I was king from 1878 until his aU8ssination by an anarchist in 
1900. In 1897, Sidney Sonnino. a conservative polilician subsequently 
twice prime minister ( 1 906 and 1909-10) and wartime foreign minister 
( 1 9 14-19), wrote an article cntiuJed "Return 10 the Constitution" in 
which he called for an end to any aUempt to create an English-style 
parliamentary democracy in Italy and fOf a considerable strtngthening 
of the executive powers of the monarchy, to which alone ministers should 
henceforth be responsible as was ordained by the constitut)on. In fact,the 
King himself apparently shared the widespread hostile reaction to 
Sonnino's article. A weak and indecisive character, in general he tended to 
play little independent political role; the only exception was a half· hearted 
move to exceed his constitutional powers following the Milan rising of 
1898 - and this was speedily abandoned. Thus Gramsci oversimplifies 
somewhat here when he presents Umberto as Sonnino's partner in the 
lalter's attempt to curtail the powers of parliament. 

SO The AI/eonza dellallOro was established on 20 February 1922, between 
the leaders of the CGL. the USl,the Ull., the Rail waymens' Un)on and 
the National Federat)on of Portworkers. The Communist Trade·Union 
Committee was not invited to take pan in the meeting, and the pany's 
position was summed up in L 'Ordine Nuol'O on 23 February: "United 
front for Communists means 'act)on' of all the proletarian force! united 
for struggle. If this is also the purpose of the AI/eanza del ial'Oro, it must 
seek to base itself directly on the masses. Without the weight of the latter, 
its National Committee can only become a factory for Platonic 
resolutions." On the AI/eanza, see SPN, Introduction, pp. I-Ii. S I After an attempt by Giolitti to form a new cabinet to replace that of 
B�nomi - which resigned on 2 February 1922, as a result of the 
Withdrawal of suppon by Amendola's liberal democrats _ had failed 
because orthe Popular Pany's opposition, a second attempt by De Nicola 
and Orlando to form a new administration also came to nothing. due to 
the refusal of Facta (see note 24 above) to take pan. S2 F?r the essential passages of the PSI motion, see Socialismo e Fasdsmo, L Ordine NU01'O 1921-1922, Turin, 1966, p. 461 n. SJ Montecitorio is the building in Rome which houses the Italian Chamber 
of Deputies. 

" 
S4 This was h . d t e main ocument presented by the Party leadership to the ��nd Congress of the PCI. held at Rome from 20 to 25 March 1922. IS was the first true pany congress, since the founding congress of 
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January 1921 immediately after the split from the PSI was simply I 
demonstration, accompanied by a provisional settlement 0( 
organizational questions.) The document was published in L 'Ordi,. 
Nuol'O on 3 January 1922, and was complemented by ''Theses on the 
Agrarian Question" drafted by Sanna and Graziadei. and "Theses OIl 
Trade-union Tactics" drafted by Gramsci and Tasca. There was little 
disagreement with the "Rome Theses" prior to the Congress. But . 
Rome the Comintern delegates. notably Kolarav, expressed strona 
criticism of the pany leadership's refusal to extend the united froDl 
beyond the "Ide-union sphere. Kalatov suessed thai in the view of the 
Cominlern Ext<:utive. the status of the Rome Theses should only be to 
provide the basis for a future discussion throughout the Intemational. 
Kolarov's inlervention was coldly received; a series ofspeakers, includinl 
Gramsci as well as Bordiga, argued against his views on the united front 
and workers' government (see pp. 120-4 below). A resolution moved by 
Bordiga was passed unanimously, to the effect that the Rome Theses 
should be seen as ". formulation which can in no way prejudiCe 
international discipline". This ambiguous compromise was to set the tone 
for relations with the Comintern over the next twO years. At the Congress 
itself. two "rightist" oppositions emerged. The more extreme of these. 
however, led by Bombacci and Presutti and aligned with the vie.., 
expressed by Kolarov. subsequently withdrew its own resolution in 
favour of a more nuanced one put forward by Graziadei (in agreement 
with Tasca) - with the direct encouragement of the Cominlem delegates. 
In the final voting. the majority resolution approving the Romes Theses 
received 3 1 .089 votes. the Graziadei resolution 4.1 S 1. At the Congreu 
Gramsci, whatever his reservations about the Rome Theses. was 
primarily concerned about: 1. the danger of "liquidation� into social 
democracy if the political united front were to be accepted; 2. the danler 
that the right wing in the Party. led by Tasca and Graziadei. might come 
to power with Comintern backing if a compromise with the International 
was not reached. He was not to express any criticism of the Rome Theses 
before 1924. and then in private leiters (see e.g. p. 196 below); for a later 
judgement. see e.g. SPN, pp. 200-1. 

SS It has not been possible to identify the source oflhis quotation. probably a 
Comintern document, but cf. the "Theses on the World Situation and the 
Tasks of the Communist Inlernational" passed at the lIIrd Congress or 
the Communist International: 'Even though it is undeniable that in the 
present epoch the curve of capitalist development is a generally 
descending one, despite Heeting movements of revival, the curve of 
revolution is a rising one, though it shows a few dips." 

S6 The "Theses on Trade-union Tactics" drafted by Gramsci and Tasca 
(mainly by the latter) for the Rome Congress had been published in ninc 
instalments between 31 January and 9 February 1922: they numbered 
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thirty. The AJ/eanza dellal'Oro was formally constituted on 20 February 
1922. The article by Gramsci on pp. 83-4 above had represented an 
initial, individual reaction, but this intervention .t the Congress sho�1d 
certainly be seen as reflecting the collective view of the PCd'l leadership. 
The "Theses on Trade-union Tactics" are included .s an appendix to 
Soda/i,smo e Fo,scismo: L'Ordine Nuol'O 1911-/912 (Turin, 1966). but 
the three additional theses mentioned here by Gnmsci were probably 
never drafted. 

S1 See note 43 above. Among the anarchists, Malatesta was panicularly 
enthusiastic about the new organization. 

58 " ad' Aragno" in the original clearly is a misprint for "0 D'Aragona" (see 
note 41 above). 

S9 There was a debate in progress within USI on the question of whether or 
not formally to join the Red Trade·union International. At the 
organization's March 1922 congress. the current led by Bor�i in fact 
won a majority against joining, on the grounds that the InternalJonal was 
subordinate to the Communist Panies. 

60 In December 1921, the Executive Committee of the Comintern drew up a 
24-point document formulating the united front policy �i,s..Q·�is the social
democratic parties and the "yellow" unions. An appeal to the 
international proletariat in January 1922 motivated the new policy. At the 
end of February 1922. the first "Enlarged Executive" meeting took place 
_ these were to become almost as important as the World Congresses in 
the next few years. At this meeting, the italian delegates (together with the 
French and Spanish) clashed with the Comintern leadership. Though 
auacked by all the Bolshevik \caders present - Lunacharsky. Radek, 
Trotsky. Zinoviev _ they voted against the majority on the united front 
question. Nevertheless, they at the same time promi� to maintain.,a 
disciplined stance towards the policy of the InternatiOnal. Oramsci s 
position here was typical of the PCl's attitude in this period: to pay 
verbal homage to the line of the International, while in fact rejecting the 
whole spirit of the united front policy. 

61 The "Maffisti" were the "third-internationalist" current within the PSI. 
led by Fabrizio Maffi and Costantino Lazzari. The current was 
constituted before the party's Milan Congress in October 1921, to fight 
for adhesion to the IIIrd International in the face of Serrati's view that 
this was no longer on the agenda. 

62 Sec note S4 above for the emergence of the minority at the Rome 
Congress. 

111 
63 Gramsci had left Italy for Moscow in May 1922. soon after the Rome 

Congress, as the PCd'I's representative on the Comintet;t EJ.ecutive .. His 
first six months in the Soviet Union were mainly spent In a sanatonum. 
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bul in September he was well enough 10 send a kiter to Trotsky on 
futurism <at the latter's request). In November he wrote "The 
the Mussolini Cabinet", and participated (with Zinovie .... T;�;;k;: ;;;0;: 
Rakosi. lelkin, etc.) in (he "Italian Commission" at the Fourth 
Congress of the IIIrd International, where he had a long discussion 
Bordiga. and another with Rakosi. 

Camilla Raven, another of the Italian delegates to the Congress, 
given an account of the former: "With BOrdiga"'
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detaited discussion on Italian and international J: 
he said - an exchange of views, to clarify ideas mutually: w,," 'be 
aim. by means precisely of this formal approach. of excluding any i 
counter-position or open disagreement and rupture. The relations 
existed between Gramsci and Bordiga were affectionate. I 

displayed a very keen concern for Gramsci's health: and a 
admiration for his intelligence and wisdom. Gramsci admired Bo,'di .. � 
vigorous personality and general abilities and capacity for 
appreciated the positive aspect of what he had achieved, in very 
circumstances, in the initial construction and organization of the 
(see too Gramsci's own comment. p. 138 below). 

On the discussion with Rakosi, Gramsci wrote in another ''''�, ",., 
the IVth Congress. I had only been out of the sanatorium for ' "w da" 
(a few numerically, and not just in a metaphorical sense). after a stay 
around su months which had not helped much - which had 
prevented an aggravation of my illness and a paralysis of the legs 
could have kept me confined to my bed for years. From 
view, my exhaustion and inability to work as a result oflosses 
and insomnia continued. The Penguin IRakosil. with the 
delicacy which distinguishes him, assailed me with the aim 
offering me to become the leader of the party, eliminating 
was literally to be excluded from the I 
I said that I would do my best to help the International Executive to 
solve the hal ian question. but I did not believe thai one could in any 
(and certainly not with my person) replace Amadeo, without a . 
ary activity designed 10 reorient the party. To replace 
Italian situation. furthermore, meant having more than one element. 
Amadeo. in effect. in terms of general and working capacity, is wo''''' . 
least three - even allowing that it is possible to replace a man of his 
I was walking upon burning coals. and this was not the most 
activity for my condition of chronic weakness . . . .  What would 
happened if I had not 'wriggled', as unfortunately I had to do? 
majority of the delegates would have been with me. apart from a 
elements like Auario, and we would have had a crisis of the p,rt, "''''. 
distance, without any agreement with all of you. Urbani, Bruno. ""'""''' 
Ruggero and Amadeo ITerracini. Fortichiari. Repossi. Grieco 
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Bordig&. the memben of the party's Executive Committee) would have 
resigned, and the minority -even less prepared than it was subsequently
would have taken over a handful of flies. . . .. ' 

At the Fourth World Congress, the discussion on Italy was mainly 
concerned with the question of fusion with the PSI. who a month 
previously had expelled their reformist wing (who formed the Unitarian 
Socialist Party (PSU), led by Turati and Momigliano) and renewed their 
application 10 join the Comintern. The PCI Executive Committee was 
opposed to any fusion with the socialists. At the other extreme, Tasca, 
Vota and Graziadei were in favour of fusion of the two parties as 
advocated by the Comintern leaders. Gramsci and Scoccimarro, and the 
majority of the Italian delegates to the Congress, initially were only 
prepared to accept fusion with the so-called Hlrd-Internationalist cur
rent inside the PSI (formed at the previous congress., sec note 61 above). 
Uowever. under Comintem pressure, and frightened by the identity of 
views between the Intemational leadership and the Italian minority. they 
finally accepted the principle offusion. At the end of the World Congress, 
a mixed commission was created of Gram sci, Scoccimarro and Tasca for 
the PCI. Serrati, Tonelli and Maffi for the PSI. However, the work of this 
commission, in Moscow and subsequently in Italy. was soon rendered 
rruitless by the emergence of a new anti·fusion majority in the PSI under 
Nenni (see: note 72 below). 

After the Congress, Gramsci remained in Moscow. The Congress had 
taken no decision about the composition of the PCl leadership. pending 
the outcome of the fusion talks, but shortly after his return to Italy 
Bordiga was arrested (February 1923)., and the same fate berell Grieco 
and many other leading cadres soon after. Terracini assumed 
responsibility for rebuilding the party organization, but soon afterwards 
was shifted to Moscow and replaced by Togliatti, who was coopted on to 
the Executive for this purpose. In this situation, an Enlarged Ekecutive 
meeting of the Comintern was scheduled in Moscow from 18to 23 June 
1923, to discuss all aspecU of the "Italian Question". It was attended, in 
the event. by Gramsci, Terracini. Tasca. Vota and Scoccimarro. Togliatti 
was Originally supposed to be present too; in fact, he stayed in Italy. but 
wrote this letter to Gramsci to explain the situation in the party. 

64 �fter its Turin Congress in April 1923. the Popular Party -which despite 
Its participation in the government. was in its majority opposed to 
unconditional collaboration with its coalition partners, notably the 
fascisls - had launched the idea of "freedom blocs" to defend the 
constitution against fascist illegality. These were taken up by the reformist SOC.ialists. but in fact were rejected by the PSI and A ranll!, in keeping with theIr maximalist traditions. However, Toglialti was not wrong 10 point to 
� �ecp-going ambiguity in the PSI's positions, which tended to immobilize 
11 m practice. 
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65 When the Neon; group's ascendancy in the PSI made ff'U::'::;O
:

'�����: 
unattainable in early 1923 (see nOle 72 below), Zinovicv P' 
Italian communists should seek to form a political bloc between the 
parties. Terraeini, Ehen leading the party in Italy aner the arrest 
Bordig8 and Grieco (and most of the party's Central Committee 
regional organizers). had sent an angry letter \0 the . 

Presidium attacking Zinoviev's proposal as a capitulation to the 
fusioniSI majority in the PSI. before even the question of fusion. �;:.::� 
fought out at the party's April congress. Gramm had � 
Terraeini's letter illjudged, and had proposed that the latter 
transferred to Moscow while he himself moved \0 Vienna. . 

indeed move to Moscow, though Gramsci's transfer 10 Vienna was ' 
delayed until November 1923. 

66 In other words. the activity of Tasca and the minority tended. G,.", .. 
feared. to discredit the entire former Ordine Nuovo group - or 
doing so if the latter were to detach themselves from the 
leadership. 

67 For the Fourth World Congress and Gramsd's role. see note 63 

For Gramsci's position in the summer of 1920. sec introduction to 
pp. xli-ii. 

68 The USPD (Independent Social-Democratic Party of Germany) 
formed in the spring of 1917. mainly on the basis of opposition to 
voting of war credits. in defiance of party discipline in the �P

;
D

��

.

, 

�:�; 
for admission to the IIIrd International. but split after its 
in October 1920 on the question offul! application ofthc 
Points. Allhough the communists won a comfortable majority aI 
congress. they failed to carry thh"�k::'riY;':;:�::;�'����;�:'����� ��:� in practice. with not more Ihan 31 
these then merged with the 50,000 members of the Spartakusbund 
form the Communist Party of Germany. The rump ofthc USPD 
with the SPD in 1922. 

69 La Siampa. If Corril'''� della Sera and II Mondo. the main organs 
"liberal" bourgeoisie. waged a press campaign against fascism 
1923 that was interpreted by the PCI as reflecting the 
interests of the engineering and textile employers (in contrast to the 
fascist steel employers). 

70 See note 23 above. 
7 1  At the Enlarged EKeculive meeting in Moscow on 1 8-23 June 1923 

note 63 above). there was a confrontation all along the H·;'(.��::� 
the one hand. Zinoviev and the Comintern leadership 
included Trotsky. Lunacharsky, Bukharin. Zetkin. Kolarov. 
Manuilsky). together with Tasca and the representatives of the 
wing of the PSI; on the other hand. the representatives of the 
leadership in the PCI - Gramsci. Scoccimarro. Terradni. Fo'";' .... 
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Gennari - who closed ranks in defence of the record and organizational 
unity of the Communist Party as constituted at Livorno. (For all this. sec 
introduction to SPN, pp. Ivl-Ivii.) This report by the minority of the PCI 
delegation. delivered by Tasca. provided the basis for the Comintern's 
critique of the Italian majority leadership. 

71 At the PSI's Rome Congress in September-October 1922. the pany had 
split more or less in half (32,106 votes for the: maximalist resolution. 
29. 1 19 for the reformist one). and the reformist wing had formed the 
Unitary Socialist Pany. The majority had renewed its intention of joining 
the IIIrd International. and decided 10 send an official delegation to Mos
cow to discuss the modalities. (For the discussions. at the Fourth �orkl 
Congress and thereafter. sec note 63 above.) However. on 14 January 
1923. a group of socialist leaders headed by Nenni and Vella formed the 
National Committee of Socialist Defence. to fight against any liquidation 
of the PSI through fusion with the Communist Party. At the Milan 
Congress of the PSI. in April 1923. the anti·fusionists won a majority by 
5.361 votes to 3,908 over the "II I-internationalist" wing of the party 
(i.e. the Maffisti - see note 6 1  above - together with Serrati and the old 
leadership. who now genuinely favoured fusion). 

73 At the conference of the three internationals in April 1922. the social 
democrats led by Vandervelde. when asked for lind International 
support for the Soviet Union at the impending conference with the 
Western Powers at Genoa. made this conditional upon Russian 
acceptance of three political demands: self-determination for Georgia. 
freedom of press and propaganda for non· Bolshevik socialist parties. and 
freeing of the "social-revolutionary" leaders about to be tried for high 
treason in Moscow. Radek and Bukharin. who led the Soviet delegation, 
made some concessions on these demands to achieve agreement. but were 
criticited by Lenin and the party leadership subsequently (see Lenin's 
"We Have Paid Too Much" . Collected Works. Vol. 33. London. 1966. 
pp. 330-4). as having allowed united front tactics to be utilited to the 
disadvantage rather than the advantage of the Communists. In any Ca5e_ 
the limited agreements achieved at Berlin soon proved to be still·bom. For 
Serrati's illusions about what the Berlin Conference had achie\'ed. see 
fOur articles by Gramsci entitled "Words and Deeds". published in 
L 'Ordine Nuol"O on 12. 13. 15 and 18 April J 922 (Sociafismo e Fascismo: 
L'Ordine NuOl'O /92/-/922. Turin. 1966. pp. 482-8; Per fa Verita. 

PP. 255-6). and the correspondihg articles by Serrati in AI'Onli!. on 
1 1 . 12. 14 and 16 April 1922. 

14 The French "dissidents" or resistants were the heterogeneous bloc of 
Communist Party members who rejected the recommendation of the FOUrth World Congress that the French party should purge its ranks of freemasons (like its general secretary Frossard. who resigned in protest). sUPPOrters or the Ligue des DroilS dl' I'Homml'. etc. The St-Ouen 
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criticited by Lenin and the party leadership subsequently (see Lenin's 
"We Have Paid Too Much" . Collected Works. Vol. 33. London. 1966. 
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disadvantage rather than the advantage of the Communists. In any Ca5e_ 
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L 'Ordine Nuol"O on 12. 13. 15 and 18 April J 922 (Sociafismo e Fascismo: 
L'Ordine NuOl'O /92/-/922. Turin. 1966. pp. 482-8; Per fa Verita. 

PP. 255-6). and the correspondihg articles by Serrati in AI'Onli!. on 
1 1 . 12. 14 and 16 April 1922. 

14 The French "dissidents" or resistants were the heterogeneous bloc of 
Communist Party members who rejected the recommendation of the FOUrth World Congress that the French party should purge its ranks of freemasons (like its general secretary Frossard. who resigned in protest). sUPPOrters or the Ligue des DroilS dl' I'Homml'. etc. The St-Ouen 
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Congress referred to was the 1923 congress of the French Socialist 
7S Following the merger of the German SPD with the 

the summer of 1922 (see nole 68 above), the basis no longer exisled for 
so-called Two-and-a-Half International, which merged with the 
International at a Conference in Hamburg in the spring of 1923. 

76 The comrades in question were Enilio Ambrogi (delegate of the 
first in Moscow, then in Berlin), and Luigi Repossi. responsible r .. " •• 
union work. 

17 After the failure of the "March Action" in Germany in 1921. .,,"" ... 
and Ihe majority leadership of the German Communist Party 
conclusions which adumbrated the International's united front 
though they went much further 10 the right in the way in i 
interpreted il. A left minority emerged in the German party, initially 
wedded to the "theory orthe offensive" which had proved so dl""""o" . 
March. By the time of the IVth World Congress in late 1922. 

majority and minority accepted the principle of the united front, 
the differences in interpretation between them remained very 
Lenin's interventions at the Congress. and the final resolution 
there on the German question. sought to strike a balance between 
factions. making criticisms of both. 

78 In March 1923. the Comintern convened an international conference 
Frankfurt on the danger of fascism in Europe. and invited the 
democratic political and trade-union organizations. The conference 

. 

decided to pursue this initiative vis-a-viJ the social democrats 
appointing a German delegation to the "yellow" 
headquarters in Amsterdam, but this was to bear little fruit. 

79 Cf. "II disco dell'immaturita". in Sodalismo (! FQSciS?:O�',i�:�:':��= 
191/-11. Turin. 1966. p. 139; " Every rough fellow i 
bludgeon and his knife. can become a political leader • a chief, a 
someone capable of resolving the existential problems of society in 
death,throes." Marcellus. during the Punic Wars between Rome 
Carthage. was the first Roman general to show that Hannibal was 
invincible. and was often portrayed as the symbol of military virtues 
saviour of the Republic. Gramsci. in the article quoted here. w"" " .... 
that the collapse of the liberal bourgeois political order in Italy 
created a situation in which only adventurers - the fascists and 
collaborators on the one hand. the maximalists on the other -
prosper. In his notes on relations with the Comintern, he is saying that 
role of communist leadership must be qualitatively different. 

80 A clear reference to Tasca and the minority. This passage gives 
unambiguous record of the decisive difference of attitu�'

;
i:��; 

Gramsci at this moment - determined to prevent a minority I 
and Bordiga. who saw a minority leadership as the correct and i 
consequence of the line of the International. 
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81 In Hungary, the Communist Party was effectively eliminated from the 
country after the Soviet government was crushed by Rumanian troops in 
August 1919. In Yugoslavia. too. the Communist Pany virtually 
disappeared as a force within the country (after briefly having been the 
second largest political pany) when it was banned by government decree 

in 1919. In both cases. the parties proved unable to organize mass 
resistance, and the leaderships went into exile, 

82 The decision to tum the old majority leadership into a faction was a 
response to the allack on thatleadership's record made by Tasca and the 
minority at the Enlarged Executive meeting a month earlier (see preceding 
text). and represented a closing of the ranks in respect of the divisions 
which had opened up in the majority at the IVth World Congress (see 
note 63 above). Only the two interventions published here have survived, 
probably because they were copied for transmission to Bordiga in prison 
(he was considered to be the natural leader for the faction). 

83 The first of these fragments is an unfinished reply to a 16 July letter from 
Togliatti expressing his doubts as to whether he should agree to continue 
on the parly's Executive Committee, The second is probably a draft for 
part of the "plan of general action" spoken of in the first fragment; in 
other words, it might have been incorporated in the letter to Togiiatti if 
this had been completed. There is no way of ascertaining whether the third 
fragment was also intended to find its place in the same "plan of general 
action". or whether it dates from an earlier period, The fragments were 
found among Gramsci's papers after his arrest. and copied by Tasca, One 
can only speculate as to why the fragments were not completed; perhaps 
either because Gramsci was expecting to move imminently to Vienna 
(though his departure was in fact to be postponed until November); 
perhaps because he did not feel confident that he would find a receptive 
response, in view of the closing of ranks in the majority leadership of the 
PCI after the Enlarged Executive meeting of June. 

84 In April 1921. Gramsci made an abortive attempt to meet D'Annunzio 
and drive a wedge between his "legionaries" -disillusioned by their fiasco 
at Fiume (see note 226 below) and by Mussolini', coUaboratw,n with 
Giolitti in the 1921 parliamentary elections - and the fascists. Again in 
the spring of 1922, the CGL leaders had meetings with D' Annunzio, in an 
attempt to persuade him to lead an anti·fascist front and perhaps even a 
kind of Italian "labour" party, In the autumn of 1922. it was the tum of 
the traditional bourgeois and monarchist forces to look to D'Annunzio to 
save them from fascism. However, real though the tensions between 
MussoHni and D'Annunzio were, the latter was never again after Fiume 
to prove capable of organizing any serious independent initiative. 8S This letter, written by Gramsci shortly before he left Moscow for Vienna, 
arose from a decision of the Comintern Executive at the beginning of 
September that a new communist daily newspaper must be launched in 
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Italy. "to counlcr-baIancc the influence of A I'Ofltf! over the masses", TlIiI 

decision was taken when the new majority leadership thai had emerged It 
the PSI's Milan Congress (see note 72 above) expelled a number of key 

"JIIrd-internationalist" leaders (the editors of the review Pagine RoS&l) 

from the party: these included Serrati and Maffi. The name L 'U1lll4 

proposed by Gramsci was inspired by the pre-war journal of that "1InI 
edited by the "southcrnist" Salvernini (see nOlc 2.52 below), The mcetUta 

of the Comintern Enlarged EKcculive referred to is thai of June 1923 <_ 
notes 63 and 71 above). 

86 Sindacato Rosso was the organ of the communist tendency within 

General Confederation of Labour. Nicola Vecchi was the leader 

anarcho-syndicalisl tendency in USI. the Olher
,,�

m
�
:��':""�:�,:�:: 

federation: he was favourable to rapprochement with 

the IIlrd International. 
87 Internal commissions - elected factory grievance committees -

plied throughout Italian industry during the First World War, 

serving to organize rank-and-file militancy independently of the 

unions_ For their kcy importance in the development of the 

council movement, sec SPWI, pp. 66-7, 94-7, 1 14-24, and passim. 

88 This letter was scnt from Moscow in October to the Milan periodical 

della GiOI'f!ntu. which had replaced the official organ of the C"m'n .... 

Youth Federation after its suppression by the police. 

89 Giuffrida Giuseppe Dc Felice, Aurelio Drago and AI,,,,,",d,,, T"," 

Cuto were Sicilian reformist politicians, before the War oriemed 

Gioliui's policy of alliance with the organized labour movement, 

the War allies ofSalandra in his pro-War policies. Dc Felice had becD 
leader of the Fasci movement of 1893-4 (see note 199 below): he 

a syndicalist. and rallied to a nationalist perspective during the 

War. 
90 In 1898 the Milan workers demonstrated against rising prices and 

shortages. and were bloodily repressed by General Bava Beecaris. 

9 1  The national general strike of September 1904. sparked off by m .... _ 
of mine-workers in Sardinia and peasants in Sicily. was launched by 

!"evolutionary syndicalist leaders of the Milan Chamber of Labour 

lasted four days. This was the high point of revolutionary 
. 

influence in the PSI and the unions; but the collapse of the strike 

thc prime minister. simply waited it out. then called 

elections _ weakened the entire trade-union movcment. and 

rcvival of reformism and declinc of syndicalism. Many of thc 

lcadcrs wcrc to be ahsorbed by the ruling class in thc 
Gramsci as transformism (see SPN. p_ 58 notcs; also notc 19S and p. 

below)_ 
92 Ancr thc Risor8imento. the rcpublican tradition stcmming from 

was of diminishing importance. caught as it was belween the ,m,,'''' 
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socialist movement and the parliamentary "radicals" who had come to 
terms with the monarchy. However. in 1905 a Republican Pany was 
organized with some success. and in Romagna even won a mass base. 
coming to dominate the share-croppers unions and an important section 
of the agricultural labourers. The opposition of the majority of the party 
to thc Libyan War led to a split, bUI by contrast it was among the first 
forces to come out for Italian intervention in World War One. Aner the 
War. the Republican Party supported the Alleanza del Lavoro and later 
participated in the Aventine opposition to fascism. Never a large party, al 
the extreme left of the bourgeois spectrum, it won 29 seats in the 1900 
elections. 24 in 1904 and again in 1909, J7 in 1913, and together with 
"democratic" allies 43 seats in 1919, 22 in 1921 and 9 in 1924. 

9] For Bardiga's proposal that the majority leadership of the PCI should 
dran a manifesto to the party membership and the Italian workinl class. 
see Togliatti's letter, p. )]) above. From another letter from Toi1ialti to 
Gramsci. written on 29 December 1923, we know that Gramsci had 
refused to sign the manifesto - though it is not clear whether he had read 
the original or the second draft - whereas TOlliatti. Terracini and 
5coccimarro had accepted to sign the revised version, despite their 
differences with Bordiga. These differences concerned tactics vis-iHis the 
International (they were effectively running the party in Italy. while 
Bardiga was for a policy of refusing leadership responsibilities). and the 
purpose of the manifesto (they wanted it to provide a basis for opening a 
political discussion on perspectivC$ throughout the party. while Bordiga 
was mainly concerned with the reaffirmation of past positions). 

94 The Petrograd School was set up in 1922 to train Communist cadres from 
many countries, both politically and militarily. The Italian communists in 
fact took their courses at the Tolmachev Political and Military Institute. 

9S L 'Ordine Nuovo was to be re-Iaunched as a fortnightly review on I March 
460-62 below. 

96 Piero Gobetti (190 1-26) was a younlliberal intellectual, who despite his 
non-socialism had been powerfully influenced by the October Revolution 
and the Turin factory council movement. He shared the view of L 'O,dine 
Nuol'O in the post-war period that the key strategic problem was to forge a 
worker-peasant alliance - though he saw this. unlike the communists, as 
replacing fascism with a "democratic" stage. He collaborated as theatre 
Critic with the daily Ord(ne Nuovo in 1921. In January 1922. Gobelti 
founded La Rivoluzione Llberale. with a wide range of anti-fascist 
Contributors. For Gobelti, see the long footnote 42 in SPN. p. 73. and pp. 
46�2 below 

97 lIaUa libera �as founded as an anti-fascist war-veterans' movement in 
1923. and achieved wide support in 1924 aftcr the murder of the socialist 
de

.
�u

.
ty Matteotti (see note 154 below). even beginning to form its own 

mIlitIas. 
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98 The reference is to Terracini's letter of 2 January 1924, '��:� 
Oramsel's refusal to sign the manifesto drafted by Bardig •. . 
argued that at the Enlarged Executive meeting in June J 923. Gramsci 
accepted the need for the old majority leadership to consolidate 
unity in the fa� of pressure from the Intemational leadership and 
threat from Tasca and (he minority. His refusal to sign w". ;oop',""", 
precisely that unity. and undermining (he fragile understanding that 
been reached with Bordig. in the course of drafting the manifesto 
latter had modified his initial position Ihat "there is nothing 10 be 
wllh the Maximalists" , under pressure from Scoccimarro). 

99 In December 1923 Nicola Bombaeei (former vice�secretary of the 
and delegate to the Second Comintem Congress in June 1920; 
the most prestigious and typical representative of Italian 

�
;���;' := 

won to the new Communist Party; founder-member of the 
faction within the PSI in October 1920, and member of the 
Central Committee elected after the Livomo split) was at the centre 
minor political scandal. He had moved to the right during the .,,( ,''On " 
the party's existence. and though a parliamentary deputy was 
within the party itself. Now. on the occasion of a new trade ' . ' __ 
between Italy and the Soviet Union. Bombacci made a speecb 
parliament referring to an "affinity" between the two revolution. 
fascist and communist). Bombacci was forced by the party executive 
resign from parliament. He was subsequently to be expelled from 
party (1921) and to rally to fascism, becoming an adviser to M"",�.' I 
his last days under the Sal6 Republic; he was shot with Mussolini in 
Belloni and Remondino wefe both communist deputies in 1923. 

100 This project, conceived as a Marxist counterpart to Croce's ," ,"n," " 
Critica (see note 210 below), was never in fact realized. 

101 This refers to Togliani's letter of 29 December 1923. see note 93 
102 "Tito" was Bruno Fortichiari, who had been in charge of the .""i" . 

called "illegal" activity. Gramsci was under the impression that 
of work had been taken over by TogJiatti after Fortichiari's refUlli 
together with Bordiga - to join the new Exeeutive Commiuee, In 
was Scoccimarro who had replaced Fortichiari. 

103 "From the very bottom". 
104 The reference is to Terracini, who had been leading the party o,."ni,"'� 

inside Italy after the arrest of Bordiga and Grieco. 
105 The identity of this Russian CC member has not been established. 
106 Dr Grillo was a sixteenth-century charlatan, a self-proclaimed 

of peasant origin, who became the subject of numerous popular 
and stories after his death. 

107 See SPIV I, pp. 239-98. 
108 In other words, the Zinoviev, Kamenev, Stalin triumvirate. 
109 See Trotsky'S First Fil'f! Years of the Communis/ International, 
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2. New York, 1953, pp. 346-53. where its title is rendered as " 15 it 
possible to fix a Definite Schedule for a Counter·revolution or a 
Revolution?" 

1 10 For the February 1922 Enlarged Executive meeting, al which the Italian 
delegation headed by Terracini clashed with the Intemationalleadership. 
see introduction to SPN, p. I. Immediately following this. the Comintern's 
Executive Commiuee met to discuss the Rome Theses. and Trotsky and 
Radek criticized them in detail and proposed their rejection. It was finally 
decided that the Theses should be presented to the Italian Party Congress 
with a simply consullative status. as a contribution to the preparation of 
the Fourth World Congress. The Comintem Presidium thereupon drafted 
i[s own detailed criticisms and transmitted these in the form of an official 
Jelter to the Central Committee of the PCI. This letter was not published 
by the Italians until April 1924, but the International leadership made it 
public on the eve of the Founh Congre5S by printing it in its official organ, 
with an editorial note explaining that it had been �nt to the Italian 
comrades in mid-March 1922. See "Une contribution au projet de pro. 
gramme du PCd'!" (Observations by the ECCI Presidium). in L'lnter
nationale Communls/e, Year III, No. 23, October-November 1922. 

J II The reference is to the Imola convention of the communist faction inside 
the PSI, in November 1920. 

1 1 2  In a report entitled "The Tactics of the Communist Party discussed in the 
Turin Section", which appeared in If Comunista on 1 9  February 1922, we 
lind [he rollowing: "After a substantive report by comrade Gramsci, the 
assembly unanimously approved the theses which have been prepared on 
tacti�s, for presentation to the party congress . . .  the assembly 
unanimously acknowledged that there are circumstances of time and 
pl�ce in which the Communist Party can and must make compromises 
With other parties which enjoy the trust of the more backward layers of 
the working class and peasantry, and must insistently urge these parties to 
break all links with the bourgeoisie and establish a political coalition on 
the exclusive terrain of the working classes . . .  for these reasons the 
assembly judged that the only possible and useful tactic today is that of 
�he trade-union united front". Since Gramsci's speech has not survived, it 
IS hard to judge to what extent he really made his position as clear as he 

I 
claims in this lener; the repon certainly gives no such indication. IJ See p. 93 above. 

1 14 In h�s " And Now?" (in Whither Fran�). Trotsky wrote in 1 9 3 1 :  " The 
(ltahan) Communist Party did not appreciate the dimensions of the r�SCiSt danger, it entertained revolutionary illusions . . .  Fascism was only 
PiCtured as 'capitalist reaction'. The specific characteristics of rascism 
determined by the mobilization of the petty bourgeoisie against th� 
�roletariat. were not discerned by the Communist Pany. According to the Inrormation given by our Italian friends, with the exception of Gramsci 
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the Communist Party did not even admit the possibility of a seizure 

power by the fascists. Since the proletarian revolution had suffered 

defeat- since capitalism had managed to survive and the 

revolu�ion had thus won, what counter-revolutionary coup d'etat 

still take place? It was impossible after aU that the bourgeoisie should -

up against itself! This was. in essence, the political orientation of 

Italian Communist Party. Nevertheless. one should not forget that 

fascism was at that time a new phenomenon. in the process 

it would have been difficult even for an experienced party to define 

specific features." This passage from Trotsky, based:'::��":::�
;
:: 

he knew from Leonetti and Tresso who had recently been 

1 15 

1 16 

the PCI for their opposition to the Third Period and their contacts 

Trotsky, fully confirms Gramsci's own account here. 

passage which immediately follows seems hard to 

Gramsci says that the party ignored the 

government and did consider a fascist 

social-democratic "solution" was that generally seen as 

the PCI leadership in 1921-2, and Gramsci himself wrote of it 

imminent, e.g. on 1 3  February 1922 ("II processo della crisi", now 

Socia/ismo e Fascismo: l'Ordifle NuOl'O J 92 I-I 922, Turin. 1966). 

is certainly true is that Gramsci, whatever the uncertainty of 
. 

perspectives in 192 1-2, did differ from the rest of the 

in that he accorded real importance to the particular form 

regime. 
Seepp. 1 15_16 above.No first drafi ofthe i . 
so that it is not possible to identify corrections introduced by Gramsa. 

Arturo Caroti was an important maximalist leader from Pin. 

parliamentary deputy, who joined the Communist Party when it 

founded. His son Leopoldo, referred to here, had launched a 

called Spartac:us at Livorno in 1919, while still a student. 

IV 

1 1 7  L 'Ordifle Nuo�'O, Third Series, was launched as a fortnightly at 

beginning of March 1924, just twO weeks after the appearance of 
first issue of the new party daily L 'Un/ttl. It had a print run 

copies, and sill issues appeared in 1924: two in March, a double 

in April. one in September and two in November. 

1 18 lenin had died on 2 1  January 1924. 

1 1 9  On 7 June 1914, an anti-militarist demonSlTation at A""o"" o,.�'" 

by Malatesta and Nenni (then a republican), was fired on by the 

resulting in three deaths. The PSI called a general strike, and 

insurrectionary outbreaks throughout the country. Ancona was 

the insurgents for len days, and it took 10,000 troopS to subdue it. 

120 MussoHni became editor of A l'anti! in December 1912. and 
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immediate wide publicity with his fiery editorials on the occasion of a 
police mas�acre of agricultural labourers at Roccagorga in January 1913. 
(In the Prtson Notebooks, Gramsci was to cite Roccagorga as the real 
origin of the train of events culminating in the Red Week, see QC II, pp. 
1010--1 1 ). As a result of the Avanti! campaign, Mussolini and a number 
of other journalists and contributors to the paper were put on trial in 
Milan between 26 March and I April 1914; some ofthe braccianli who 
had escaped the massacre testified as defence witnesses. One of 
Mussolini's co-defenders was Giuseppe Sealarini, who was to continue as 
one of the principal contributors to A vanti! until its suppression in the 
mid-twenties. 

121 Romulus Augustulus, last of the Western Emperors of Rome was 
overthrown in A.D. 476 by the Heruli under Odoacer. 

' 

122 See note 28 above. 
123 See "Towards a Renewal of the Socialist Pany" , in SPW I. pp. 1 90---6. 

This was written for the National Council meeting of the PSI, originally 
scheduled to take place in Turin, but moved to Milan when the Turin 
general strike broke out - the meeting lasted from 18 to 22 April 1920. 124 The proposal was in fact made by Gramsci himself. who intervened in the 
abstentionist convention of 8-9 May (not July) 1920 as an "observer" 
(see p. 251 below). 

125 See note 1 above. 
126 See note 85 above. The fortnightly Pagine Rosse. organ of the "lIIrd

internationalists" in the PSI, was founded on 29 June 1923 and 
suppressed in August 1924 after the current fused with the Communist 
Pany. 

127 See pp. ?29-3 1 a�d 237-9 below. Piero Sraffa had been a young 
commumst student mfluenced by L 'Ordine NuollO in 1920. He did not SUb

.seq�ently, as Gramsci hoped, contribute to the PCI press; but he malO�a
�
ned a friendship which was to be of prime importance in sustalm�g Gramsci during his imprisonment. Sraffa was mainly responSible for supplying Gramsci with books; he visited him and report

.
ed on his situation to the party leadership in exile; and he helped to o�ga

.mle the international campaign of protest against the conditions of hiS 
. 

,�prisonment. Zino Zini was a philosopher and long-standing ""
19 

lahst from Turin. who had written regularly for L 'Ordiflc NuolJ() in 19-20 128 See . 
129 nOle 100 above. 

In 1 9� 1-2, the fascist squads systematically destroyed socialist union �rganllation among the peasants and agricultural labourers forcing th-m mstead ' . .  ' .. 
F 

lOtO faSCist umons. In 192 I, membership of the socialist National 
th
���:��n of Land Wo�kers dr�pped from 890,000 to 294,000. (In 1922. 

s . ISiS turned their attention to the catholic unions on the land mashmg them in the same way.) 
, 
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130 This "circular letter No. I I "  (0 atl local organizations orlhe Party 
no uncertain {crms that the entire activity orlhe P,n, .. ,d,h" Con'i.';'; 
vis.iHis the PSI, and in particular the eleclorai bloc for the April 

elections between communists and "II1rd-internationalists", had lhe 
aim of destroying the Socialist Party. The letter went on to warn all 

sections to combat the danger that the pact with the 

internationalists" might create the basis for some new centrist party. 

circular letter fell into the hands of the PSI and was PUbliShed:�f:· :�� 
on 5 March 1924, provoking the extreme indignation of the 

delegate in Italy. Jules Humbert-Droz. Togliatti describes the 

leiter to Terraeini on IS March 1924, stressing the fact that even 

had agreed to the drawing up of the circular [etter, and 
something of a rift between him and the "IIIrd-internationaliSlS". 

1 3 1  For the "lIlrd-internationalists", see notes 61, n. 85, 126 above. 
132 See note 123 above. 
133 The reference is to Piero Sraffa, see p. 218 and note 127 above. 
134 See note 28 above. 
135 See p. 2 1 8  and note 127 above. 
136 For Umberto Cosmo, see introduction to SPN, p. xxi. 
137 "Silvia" (Camilla Ravera) had written to Gramsci ;'

�

k:i�"
,
;.
,

;h
:

:irn�:,?;: 
resolution to be voted on at the Central Committee 
take place on 1 8  April, which was to prepare for the 
consultative conference at Como. 

138 The reference is to" Against Pessimism", see pp. 213-17 above. 
139 On 30 March, Scoccimarro had written 10 Gramsci describinl 

disarray of the minority (Bombacci expelled; a growing di·, "' ..... 
between Tasca and Vota on the one hand, Graziadei and the 
Remondino and Belloni - see note 99 above - on the other), ","·,m ... 
making any political discrimination between them of a qualitative kind. 

140 Bordiga was increasingly moving on from an intransigent defence 
PCl's past positions in the face of Comintern criticism and pressure, 
a critique of the Comintern itself, and in particular Russian d;�:

,

:� 
within it. This passage is extremely important in showing � 
contrasting attitude to the Comintern and its discipline, which was 
maintained throughout his subsequent leadership of the Party. 

141 Since the time of the June 1923 Enlarged Executive meeting in 
(see nOie 71 above) - when the Comintern had decided to 
temporary " mixed" leadership composed of Fortichiari, �.�:�i::;�:�:: 
Togliatti from the old majority, and Tasca and Vota from the 
Bordiga had advocated non-cooperation. When released from prison, 
refused to come onto the leadership, and he also persuaded Fortichiari 
withdraw. Bordiga's position was quite simply that the party must 
the Comintern's wrong line in a disciplined fashion, but that it rn,,,,n'" 
leadership made up of those who support that line. whereas the 

141 

i43 

144 
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formed at Livorno and Rome should fight for their line not only within the 
party but also and above all throughout the International. 
See note 139 above. Scoccimarro had referred to Tasca's proclaimed 
desire to withdraw for personal and family reasons from the Executive 
Committee, and his view that now that the question offusion with the PSI 
had been buried, the motivation which had led the Comintern Executh'e 
to nominate him to the PCl leadership no longer operated. Scoccimarro 

had expressed scepticism concerning Tasca's motives. 
For the PCl's consultative conference at Como, see introduction to 
SPN. p. Ixiv. These resolutions were in fact presented and put to the vote, 
at the Central Committee meeting of 18 April 1924 (see note 137 above) _ though in fact no representative of the Left allended the meeting in 
question. Each of the three tendencies then drafted substantial sets of 
political theses for the Conference itself (see A nnali of the Istituto 
Feitrinelli, 1966, pp. 186-240). Togliatti was subsequently to draw 
attention to the contrast between the resolution put forward by the new 
"centre" majority here and the indications contained in Gramsci's letter 
of 5 April (see pp. 240-2 above). At the 18 April CC meeting, the main 
dash was an organizational one, since Tasca launched a violent attack on 
the new CC majority, accusing them of political insincerity, complicity 
with Bordiga. duplicity in their acceptance of the united front, factional
ism. etc. - in short, presenting them as simply making an unprincipled bid 
for power in the party. At the conference itself, which took place in mid· 
May just a few days after Gramsci's return to Italy, the centre and left 
were still closer on domestic issues, while the centre and right were closer 
on international questions (relations with the Comintern). The vote at the 
conference demonstrated Bordiga's strength in the party; 35 federation 
secretaries out of 45 voted for the Left, 4 out of 5 inter-regional 
secretaries, the representative of the youth federation and one member of 
the Central Committee. The Centre was supported by 4 federation 
secretaries and 4 members of the Central Committee; the Right by 5 
federation secretaries. one inler·regional secretary and 4 members of the 
Central Committee. Thus the Centre was very much a minority in the 
party as a whole; it did, however. hold a real majority on the Central 
Committee, since the three members of that body who did nOi 
attend the conference were all Centre supporters. (The Left, of course, 
had withdrawn from all national leadership positions.) The three 
resolutions published here were all printed in Lo Stato Operaio, 16 May 
1924. 
On 19 July 1922 the fall ofthe Facta government opened a political crisis, 
and the A lIeanza del Lal'Oro (see note 50 above) cautiously raised the 
pOssibility of a general strike to express popular opposition to a right
Wing resolution of the crisis. On 26 July, Bordiga expressed the PCI 
attitude succintly in L 'O,dine Nuol'O: "Do the fascists want to demolish 
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attitude succintly in L 'O,dine Nuol'O: "Do the fascists want to demolish 
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the parliamentary side-show? Well we would be only 100 delighted. 
the collaborationists want a general sirike - which they have 
opposed and sabotaged when it was for the direcl and 'fl'�';'" d,r, .. ;: 
the workers - if it is necessary to help their manoeuvres in the 
E.cellent. The greatest danger is still thai they will all gel together 
agree not 10 rock the boat, in the interests of a legal and p'";"m,,,,''' 
solution:' The Alleonta del LQI'Oro finally called the 
"Iegalitarian" general strike on 31 July. to begin on 1 August. 
place as it did after a whole series of fascist attacks on socialist 
l'.'orking·c1ass institutions. and in the absence of any real 
coordination of resistance to the armed attacks now �::::'�::�:::��': 
mel with only a weak response; by 3 August, theAl/eanzadel 

called it off. The strike had been a demonstration, on the one 
working·class demoralization (with only a few. isolated '''·'g,gl,,,. wh ... ,, 
local armed organization existed and the tocal leaders were capable 
using it); on the other hand. of fascist military organization on a 
scak. with more or less open connivance of the government and 
authorities. When the strike formally ended, the fascist assault 
turning the failure into a rout - though in the face of the 
there was a desperate resistance in a whole number of 
strongholds (Ancona. Brescia, Milan, Bari. Genoa, 
Parma). In sum. the strike represented the last real manifestation 
popular resistance to fascism; a telling demOnstration

�
o::r:i'::h'�

'!:::�:: 
of the A/leanza del La�'Qro. whose leaders capitulated 
pressure almost as soon as the strike began; and a decisive 
the fascist advance to power. 

145 Set note 143 abo\·e. When the conference began Togliatti. in his "'''''', .. 
behalf of the new "centre" majority on the Central Committet, spoke 
the key importance of active participation in the leadership by the 
but this was rejecte(j by Bordiga. who was more than ever determined 
maintain an intransigent stance �·is-ti·vis the International. I 
who had previously known nothing of the differences that had emerged 
the leadership. for the most part expressed dismay at the outbreak 
factional divisions. and rallied to Bordiga. Most speeches ".,,"' .. 
hostility to the Right and deep suspicion of the Centre. It was in tbII 
climate that Gramsci made his intervention in the discussion. 

146 See the debate with Tasca. in SPW I. pp. 239-99. 
147 See p. 214 and note 124 above. Again, Gramsci gets the month wrona. 
148 At the Twelfth Congress of the Bolshevik Party. in April ';,;::�i:�:�: despite major disagreements with the majority on the Central 

above all in the economic domain - did not openly move into 
lie had not taken up Lenin's proposal in December 1922 i to 
stroke) that they should form a bloc at the Congress to defend 
monopoly of foreign trade. Although Lenin and he had joined forces � 
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the question of the right to self-determination of the non· Russian peoples 
of the Soviet Union (notably the Georgians), and though Lenin's attacks 
on the bureaucratic excesses of Rabkrin in January 1923 had certainly 
coincided with his own views, Trotsky perhaps hesistated to appear as an 
open contender for the role of Lenin's successor, when the latter was 
incapacitated in March. At the Congress, Trotsky contented himself with 
warning - in his Theses on Industry - of the dangers of the "scissors" 
effect (growing industrial prices and falling agricultural prices). and with 
calling for a central economic plan to be administered by Gosplan: his 
Theses were accepted by the Congress, but his recommendations were 
not in fact acted upon. 

Opposition both to the prevailing economic policies and to the growth 
of bureaucracy surfaced in October 1923, with the publication of the 
Platform of the Fony-Six. which called for an open discussion throughout 
the party. At more or less the same time. Trotsky. who did not identify 
himself with the Forty-Six although these included many of his principal 
co·thinkers, was moved by the defeat in Germany himself to write two 
letters to the Central Committee expressing parallel criticisms and 
indicating his intention to take these 10 the party membership as a whole if 
they were not met. The majority on the leadership responded by drafting 
the 50-called "New Course" Resolution. which was unanimously adopted 
by the Politburo (i.e. with TrotSky'S signature too). This recognized the 
growth of bureaucracy as a danger, and provided for a discussion 
throughout the pany up till the Thineenth Confer<nce in January 1924. 
During December 1923, Trotsky published a series of articles in Pral'da 

(they were assembled in book form as The New Course in January 1924). 
On the other side, on 1 5  December 1923 Stalin wrote an article attacking 
the Forty-Six. and bringing up against Trotsky all his pre-1911 
disagretments with Lenin: this article initiated a wKiespread press 
campaign against the Opposition. 

Elections for delegates to the Thineenth Conference took place under a 
system which sharply reduced oppositional representation from district to 
province level, and again from pro\'ince to national level. At the 
Conference itself. the Opposition thus had little presence. and was 
overwhelmingly defeated: Stalin threatened to suppress it under the Tenth 
Congress resolution banning factions. Trotsky was ill and unable to 
attend. In the next months. following Lenin's death at the end of January. 
some quaner of a million new mem�rs were taken into the Party in the 
50-called Lenin Enrolment. Trotsky returned to Moscow for the 
Thirt�nth Congress of the Bolshevik Party in May, and made a speech 
defendihg his actions over the past year. The Congress declared that the 
discussion which had been opened by the New Course Resolution had 
betn resolved. Since the Thirteenth Congress more or less exactly 
coincided with the Como conference. Gramsci must be: referring here to 
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the outcome of the Thineenth Conference four months cartier. when he 
says lhat the crisis has "today . . .  been overcome", 

149 The June 1923 Enlarged Executive meeting was thai made famous by 
Radek's " Schlageter sptt(:h". It was also of key imponance for the PCI 
(see Introduction to SPN. pp. tvi-lix and above pp. 143-53 and note 71), 
However. although Trotsky was nominated to the Presidium of this 
metling and 10 Rveral of its Commissions. there is no indicatKm from lhe 
proceedings in inpreroff thai he in fact attended - he certainly did not 
intervene. Thus it seems vinually cenain that Gramsci is really refemn, 
(0 the June 1922 Enlarged Executive meeting. at which a Resolution oa 
Ihe French Question was adopted on (he basis of Trolsk}"s report. This 
resolution contains a precise passage devoted to the danger of a " Len 
Bloc" and the tactics which the Party should follow in counterposition to 
it (see Trotsky, The First Fil'f! Years of the Communist /mernatlonal, Vol. 
2, New York, 1953. pp. 147-8). In fact, throughout 1923 the PCF was 
vainly to seek a united front with the socialists against the Poincare 
government, which had occupied the Ruhr in January of that year, and in 
solidarity with the German workers. In December. the socialists refused 
this option definitively. in favour ofa Carlel des Gaul'hes or bloc with lell 
bourgeois parties. above all the radicals. 

150 In the May 1924 elections. the Bloc National headed by Poincare was 
swept from office aller an overwhdming defeat by the Carlel dn 
Gaul'hes. under Herrio!'s leadership. 

1 5 1  Giovanni Antonio Colonna di Cesaro. the aristocratic leader of a Sicilian 
party called the Democratic Social Party (which mobilized a section of 
the peasantry behind the big landlords). was a minister in the coalition 
headed by Mussolini until the murder of Malleolli in June 1924, when he 
went into opposition to the fascists. Enrico De Nicola. president of the 
Chamber of Deputies in 1921.  was a traditional bourgeois politician from 
Naples. During the 1924 el«tion campaign, Bordiga challenged him to a 
public debate. but he refused and in fact shortly allerwards withdrew his 
candidature. 

152 For Buoni. see note 3 1  above. 
15] The April 1924 el«tions represented a significant stage in the 

consolidation of fascism's hold on Italy. A new electoral law gave the 
party which won a plurality - provided it managed to get over 25 per cent 
of the popular vote - two thirds of the seats in parliament. The Mussolini 
government had gained increasing bourgeois support by its economic 
policies and its repression of working·class militancy (hours lost in strikes 
had been reduced from 18.800.000 in 1919 and 16.400,000 in 1920 to 
295.929 in 1923). The PCI proposed an el«toral bloc in this situation 
to the other working·class parties (January 1924). and Togliani explained 
how the party understood this tactic in a letter to the Comintern 
secretariat: "If. in general. the communists base their propaganda on a 
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critique of bourgeois democracy and a demonstration ofthe incapacity of 
bourgeois democracy to bring about and initiate a process oniberation of 
the proletariat in Italy. then since the victory offascism and the creation 
of a dictatorship which aims merely to presen'e the mask of democratic 
legality. the theses of the communists have become so self-evident that 
they cannot be denied. Fascism has opened a period of permanent 
rn'Oiurian for the proletariat, and the proletarian party which forgets this 
point and helps to sustain the illusion among the workers that it is possible 
to change the present situation while remaining on the terrain of liberal 
and constitutional opposition will. in the last analysis. gi\<e support to the 
enemies of the italian working class and peasantry." Thus the offer of a 
pact iO the reformists - who pr«isely based their strategy on the attempt 
to create a coalition of liberal bourgeois and petty-bourgeois anti·fascist 
forces - was intended to meet with a refusal (as it in fact did from 
Giacomo Malleolli, secretary of the PSU - sec note 72 above - on 24 
January). A refusal was also expected from the PSI. and this was intended 
to provide a terrain upon which the "l l Ird·internationalist" current could 
agitate. Although the PSI at first kept the door open. at least if the PSU 
could be pulled into the pact as well. the negotiations soon broke down 
and the "lIIrd·internationalists" alone formed common slates with the 
communists (see note 130 above). In the event. the fascists won 66·9 per 
cent of the popular vote - 4.305,936 votes - with the Papaiari getting 
637.649. the Unitary Socialists 415. 148, lhe maximalis!s 341.528 and the 
communists 268.19 I.  

154 The new parliament opened on 24 May 1924. and on 30 May Giacomo 
Matteoui (see pr«eding note) made a long and courageous speech 
denouncing the violence. fraud and intimidation which had dominated the 
election and calling for it to be annulled. Mussolini responded with an 
article which said that Malleolli's provocation deSCTVed something more 
concrete than a merely verbal reply. On 10 June it became known that 
Matteolli had disappeared, and it transpired that he had been kidnapped 
and stabbed to death by a fascist squad belonging to the so-called 
··Chek.", which was directly under the control of Cesare Rossi, head of 
Mussolini's Press Office. The car used had been borrowed from Filippo 
Filipelli, editor of a fascist paper. There was a huge wave of reaction to the 
murder throughout the country. and the fascist party was at first shaken 
and demoralized. Mussolini made conciliatory speeches. and police 
investigation of the crime led quickly to the heart of the fascist apparatus. 
Mussolini ordered the resignations of Rossi. De Bono the Chief of Police, 
and Aldo Finzi, under·secretary at the Ministry of the Interor: Rossi. 
Filipelli and others were arrested shortly aller. On 13 June. all sections of 
the opposition in parliament -the liberal-democrats led by Amendola and 
Di Cesaro, the popalari, the Republicans, the two socialist parties and the 
communists - decided to take no further pari in the proceedings of 
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parliament until the whole affair had been cleared up and the degree of 
government complicity established. This led to the so-called AvcntiDt 
Secession. during which the opposition deputies met separately in another 
part of Rome. 

Meanwhile, three of the prominent fascists involved in the crime, Finzi. 
Rossi and Filipclli. angry or frightened at being cast as scapegoats, drew 
up memoranda claiming that Mussolini had always had ultimate 
responsibility for the Cheka's actions. These memoranda were 
transmitted to the opposilion, and thence to the King. who. however. 
refused to become involved in any way. Throughout the summer and 
autumn of 1924. as the crisis dragged on. the Aventine oppositiat 
concentrated its hopes on the possibility that the King would ultimatdJ 
decide 10 move against MUS5olini. But since nothing was done to mobilize 
the masses against the regime, the popular indignation of June soon g_ .. 
way once again to apathy. However. the crisis continued 
year, and was rekindled in November and December by new 
the complicity of leading fascists in violent assaults on 
opponents. Finally. when Amendola's liberal /I Mondo published 
Rossi memorandum in full on 29 December. Mussolin; ��' : :':��::�:: 
On 3 January 192.5 he made a speech denying all complicity in 
but at the same time assuming full responsibility for att 
happened: "If fascism has been a criminal association, I am the 
that association", etc. 

1.55 For the beginning of the Avenline Secession, see preceding note. 
communists returned to parliament on 1 2  November 1924. judging 
Aventine impotent (see pp. 216-9 and note 163 below). They 
followed by the PSI and some of the bourgeois democrats ;" h, won •• 
1925, though the A ventine in fact lasted until 1926. when the """"' .. 
finally decided to return to parliament. 

156 For Ril'Oluzione Liberote, see note 96 above. 
151 The 1913 General Election. 
158 This Central Committee meeting took place on the eve of G�::::: 

depanure for Moscow, where he was to participate in the 
Executive meeting of the Com intern. 

159 In the autumn of 1924, the Communist Party leadership launched 
slogan of Workers' and Peasants' Comminees. These were 
linked to the 1 9 1  �20 factory councils. and were seen as 
organizational form which could realize the united front among 
masses: "Before fascism is driven from power, the halian political 
wilt no doubt take on much deeper forms than it has done hitherto. 
question of power witt be placed before thc workers and peasants in 
direct and immediate way. And they will be in a much better position 
resolve it if they have already given birth to organisms in which 
is realized" (PC I internal �ulletin. October 1924). Gramsci referred 
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these comminees in a speech to the communists of Lazio (24 November) 
as "a basis for the creation of soviets". 

160 I.e. the speech of 3 January 192.5. sec note 154 above. 

161 For the documents in question - the Rossi and other memoranda - see 
note 1 54 above. The press laws in question were adopted in July 1924, but 
not used to the full until lhe beginning of 1925. when Mussolini's speech 
on 3 January was followed by a new wave of repression aimed at the 
A venline opposition forces. 

162 For republicans, see note 92 above. Guido Miglioli was leader of the 
catholic unions among the dairy farms of southern Lombardy. A left 
catholic deputy. he was attacked and badly hun by fascists during the 
May 1921 election campaign. after sharing a plalronn with a communist 
speaker. In June 1922. during the fascist campaign to smash the catholic 
unions (sec note 129 above). he was once again the Object of an attack and 
his house in Cremona was burned down, leading to the fall of the Facta 
government and the " Iegalitarian strike" (see note 1 44 above). Leader of 
the left wing of the Popular Party, Miglioli was expelled in June 1925. For 
I{alia Libera, sec note 91 above. 

163 On 12 November 1924 (see note 15.5 above), the communists formally 
returned to parliament. Just one deputy, Repossi, entered the chamber. 
rcad out a statement of principles which publicly accused the government 
of complicity in the Malleolli Affair. then left al once. Grieco spoke on 14 
January 1925, in a parliamentary debate on fascist proposals for a new 
electoral law. This marked the real - as opposed to purely rormal- return 
of the communist deputies to parliament. 

164 For Miglioli. see note 162 above. Emilio Lussu led the anti·fascist wing of 
the Sardinian Action Pany which split in 1922 when the rascists came to 
power. His followers were a small component of the Aventine opposition. 
Exiled in 1926, Lussu returned to revive the party during the Resistance 

'" 

166 

(1 943-5). 
Serrati and 2,000 "lIIrd·internationalists" fused with the Communist 
Party (which in this period grew in a few months from 12.000 to 20,000) 
in August 1924. The pamphlet referred to here was entitled "The situation 
of the Socialist Party (Open letter to a socialist worker of good faith)"'. 
In December 1924. the CGL held its Congress in Milan. Of 269,154 
members (at least on paper). 1.53,596 votes went to the refonnists (PSU). 
54,192 to the maximalists (PSI). 33.596 only to the communists, who 
challenged the validity of the vote. On 29 and 30 January 1925. the 
Confederation organized a conference to discuss the way forward. After 
a PCI motion attacking the Aventine and rcformism. the communist 
delegates' were ejected. On 5 February the CGL formally expelled all 
communists from membership. As the comrade in charge of trade·union 
Work. Azzario was responsible for the content of the motion. 
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167 The Vth Congress of the Communist Internalional had decided on the 
" BoIshevization" of all communist parties in order to strengthendiscipti .. 
and cenualization and combat "factionalism". The Comintem was thlll 
10 become a " true world party. homogeneous, communist. Bolsh� 
Leninist", The model was to be the Russian party, after the defeat oftbe 
1923 Opposition had been consecrated al the Thirteenth Congress (sec 
note 148 above). The parties were to be rwrganized on the basis at 
factory cells (as the Comintern Presidium had proposed as early .. 
February 1924). The Enlarged Executive meeting in Moscow 
March-April 1925 was to review the progress made in the Boishevizatioa 
campaign during the preceding year. and in particular to coordinate 
struggle against "Trotskyism" ,  (The struggle in the Russian party 
exploded into the open again following the publication of Trotsky's 
LelSons 0/ October in October 1924; prevented from expressing 
political positions outside the Politburo after the Thirteenth C,m,,, ... 
Trotsky had taken the opportunity offered him by the publication 
volume of his 1911 writings to include an introduction which 

. ' 

inter alia, embarrassing references to Zinoviev's and 
opposition to the insurrection of October 19 t 1, and which defended 
own record - which had been under attack in th" p'''' ''.'m'''''.'' ., ..... 
him before the Thirteenth Congress.) 

168 The reference is to Trotsky's speech of 28 July 1924, published in 
on 5 August under the title "The Premisses for the 
Revolution". Trotsky argued that hegemony 
was passing into the hands of the United States, which would 
the arbiter of all attempts by the European governments, above all 
Germany. to stabilize their currencies and redress their -:;;::: 
situations. He depicted European social-democracy as A 
capitalism's ally in cstablishing its world domination. and suggested 
the former's prospects were dependent above all "poo ,",' ,,,,,,,',,,",
But "the more American capitalism expands internationally. the 
commands the American bankers issue to the governments 
the greater, all the more centralized. all the more resolute will be 
resistance of the broadest masses of Europe", America "needs to 
her profits at the expense of the European toiling masses . . .  without 
American labour aristocracy. American capitalism cannot 
itself . . .  it is possible to keep the American labour aristocracy in 
privileged position only by placing the 'plebeians', the proletarian ' 
of Europe on rations of cold and hunger . . . .  The further 
development unfolds along this road , . .  all the more urgent, 
practical and warlike will the slogan of the all- European revolution 
state form - the Soviet United States of Europe - become for 
European workers . . . .  As against the little English isle. which rests 
colonies all o\'er the world, America is mighty. But we say: As 
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uniled proletarian'peasant Europe, bound logcther with us into a single 
soviet federation, America will prove impotent:' And Trotsky concluded: 
" I f we Americanize our still frail socialist industry, then we can say with 
tenfold confidence that the future is completely and decisivdy working in 
our favour. Americanized Bolshevism will crush and conquer imperialist 
Americanism." Gramsci's comments make it virtually certain that he had 
nOI read this text of Trotsky. but was relying on polemical accounts of it 
given during the later discussion sparked off by The Lessons oj OCtober 
(see preceding note). At all events, his presentation of the issues at stake in 
the Russian inner-party discussion here effectively te\'ersed the real 
positions of the participants. since it was precisely TrotSky's adversaries 
of the majority who argued that "the Russian working class will not for a 
long time be able to count on the support of the proletariat of other 
countries". 

169 Only two such batches of study notes were in fact e\'er sent out, both 
compiled entirely by Gramsci. and the text translated here constituted the 
introduction to the first of these, printed and distributed in April-May 
1925. 

170 Enrico Ferri ( 1 856-1929) penologist and politician, began his political 
career as a socialist (editor of AI'tlnti! 1900-I 905), but rallied to fascism 
in 1922. (See p. 246 and note.) 

171 Achille Loria (1857-I 94]) was an academic economist who put himself 
forward as an original thinker and enjoyed a �rtain \'ogue, nOt only in 
Italy. in the 1880s and 18905. His vulgarization and plagiarism of Marx 
were attacked by Engels in the Preface to Capital, Vol. II. Gramsci took 
Loria as the archetype of "certain degenerate and bizarre aspects of the 
mentality of a group of italian intellectuals and therefore of the national 
culture . .  :. to which he gave the name lorionismo (see SPN. p. 458. n. 
108. etc.). Gugliemo Ferrero and Paolo Orano were frequently cited by 
Gramsci in the Prison Notebooks as examples of the same phenomenon. 
Ferrero (1871-1942) was a sociologist and popular historian; Orano 
( 1875-I 945) a writer and journalist. for a time on the staff of A I'ar/Ii! and 
subsequently (J 924-5) editor of the Roman edition of 11 Popalo d'/IOUa. 

172 See pp. 93- 1 1 7  above. 
173 The reference is to Bukharin's His/orical !tfa/eria!ism; Q System oj 

SOCiology (New York, 1925). For Gramsci's own critique of this work. 
see SPN. pp. 419-72. 

114 The Enlarged Executive meeting of March-April 1925 (see nOie 167 
above) was preceded by an Organizational Conference. 

175 This was a report to the Central Committee on 1 1-12 May 1925. and 
was putilished in L 'Ur/ita on 3 July with the following prefatory note: 
''Comrade Gramsci's report which we publish today had been 
unanimously approved by the Central Committee of our party at its 
Session last May. in other words before the Executive had any knowledge 
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of the factional initiative of the ComitQlo d'/nlesa. It expresses the 
thinking of the Central Committee itself on the internal situation in the 
party and on the tasks of the forthcoming congress" (for the ComllQ10 
d'/mesa, see notc 191 below). 

176 See note 167 above. 
177 Bordiga's article " The Trotsky Question" was written on 8 February 

1925 and sent to L 'Unila for publication. The E1I:ecutive Committee or 
the Party blocked its publication and sent it to the Comintern secretariat. 
proposing that the matter should be placed on the agenda of the Enlarged 
Executive meeting in March. Bordiga was pressed to attend the meetin. 
both by the Italian leadership and by the Cominlern secretariat, bUI he 
refused on the grounds that his wife was not well. At the Enlarged 
Executive. the campaign against "Trotskyism" in the Russian party and 
the struggle against Bordiga were repeatedly linked by both Russian and 
Italian participants. most notably by Scoccimarro (Gramsci did not 
intervene in the formal sessions). The 1 1-12 May Central Commi�tee 
meeting to which Gramsci gave this report opened a pre-congrcu 
discussion in the Italian party, and Bordiga's article was finally pub
lished in this contcxt, on 4 July 1925. 

178 On party patriotism or "conceit" (boria). see SPN. p. 1 5 1 ,  note 41.  
179 What Lenin in fact wrote (see Selected Works in three volumes, Vol. Ill, 

Moscow. 1961, pp. 375--6) was: "Comrade Bordiga and his faction . . •  
are certainly wrong in advocating non-participation in parliament. But OQ 
one point, it seems to me, Comrade Bordiga is right . . .  Comrade Bordi .. 
and his group are right in attacking Turati and his partisans. who remaiD: 
in a party which has recognized Soviet power and the dictatorship of the 
proletariat. and yet continue their former pernicious and opportuni. 
policy as members of parliament. Of course. in tolerating this. Comrade 
Se�rati and the entire Italian Socialist Party are making a mistake . . •  
Such a mistaken. inconsistent. or spineless attitude towards the 
opportunist parliamentarians gives rise to "Left-wing" communism. 0lIl 
the one hand. and 10 a cerlain eXlent justifies its existence, on the other." 

180 See notes 6 L 72. 85 and 126 above. 
181 Count Antonio Graziadei (1873-1953) joined the PCI at Livorno. 

wrote the theses on the agrarian question for the 1922 Rome Congress. 
and became one of the main leaders of the Right after the congress. At the 
Fourth World Congress. he was the principal spokesman for the m;,m,;ty 
in the italian party. arguing for a futl acceptance of the united front policy. 
Coopted into the CC after the wave of arrests of communist leaders ill 
early 1923, he was violently attacked by Zinoviev at the Fifth 
Congress for his revision of Marxism - in his Prezzo e ,�p;:;.::;:: 
rrell'erorromia capilallstica ("Price and surplus price in 
economy"), subtitled "A Critique of Marx's Theory of Value". 
1923. Graziadei was expelled from the party in 1928. 

182 The party in fact had 25-27,000 members in early 1925. as compared 
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with perhaps linle more than 5,000 in April 1923 after the first anti
communist drive. 8,619 in November 1923, 12,000 (including candidate 
members) in the spring of 1924, 20,000 by the autumn of that year. 

183 The Prefect of Milan had suspended publication of L 'Unita, A �'Qrrri! and 
the PSU paper La Giustizia from 9 to 23 November 1925, following an 
attempt on Mussolini's life by Tito Zaniboni, a former PSU deputy and 
CGL leader. The discovery of his plot was made the pretext for dissolving 
the reformist party. for a massive attack on freemasonry throughout 
Italy, and for a new banery of repressive measures. 

184 Freemasonry was strong in haly from the time of the Risorgimento. and 
flourished aner the country's unification - being assisted by the half
century rin between the new State and the Vatican. Many leading 
politicians. such as Oepretis and Crispi, were freemasons. So too were a 
number of the reformist leaders in the early Socialist Party, up to the 
Ancona conference of April 1 9 14; then, however, the dominant Mussolini 
secured their expulsion. Ironically, a year later they and Mussolini were to 
find themselves allies in advocacy of Italian intervention in the War. After 
the War the freemasons were prominent in their support for 
O'Annunzio's Fiume expedition, and many of them helped to fund the 
March on Rome. Many leading fascists were initially freemasons -
Ciano, Balbo, De Bono, Farinacci, Rossi, etc. - but in February 1923. as 
Mussolini pursued a policy of reconciliation with the Vatican. 
mcmbership of the Fascist Party was declared incompatible with 
freemasonry. In May 1925. a parliamentary bill was introduced by 
Mussolini and Rocco to ban "secret associations". Ostensibly directed 
against freemasonry. it could clearly serve also against opposition parties. 

The debate on this bill in parliament was the occasion for Gramsci's 
only intervention there. He argued that freemasonry had been "the only 
real and effective party which the bourgeois class possessed for a long 
time . . .  the real ideology and organization of the capitalist bourgeois 
class"; that the Vatican had represented the "rural classes" in the past, 
but that it had subsequently been replaced in that role by fascism; that 
fascism's vaunted spiritual reunification of the nation thus represented a 
subordination of the capitalist bourgeoisie - which had shown itself 
incapable of controlling the working class -to the backward. rural ruling 
classes. He went on to speak of the weakness of Italian capitalism and its 
political order. and to outline the two strategies of the bourgeois for 
reinforcing it: I. Giolitti's pursuit of an alliance between Northern 
industrialists and labour aristocracy, to SUbjugate the mass of peasants; 
2. II Corriere della Sera's support for a bloc between Northern 
industfialists and Southern bourgeois-democratic politicians (Salandra. 
Orlando, Nitti. Amendola). on the terrain of free trade. What did fascism 
otTer? No alternative strategy. but "the replacement of one administrative 
personnel by another". This was the significance of the attack on 
freemasonry. Gramsci's speech is in La Cosma.iorre del PartilO 
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with perhaps linle more than 5,000 in April 1923 after the first anti
communist drive. 8,619 in November 1923, 12,000 (including candidate 
members) in the spring of 1924, 20,000 by the autumn of that year. 
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Orlando, Nitti. Amendola). on the terrain of free trade. What did fascism 
otTer? No alternative strategy. but "the replacement of one administrative 
personnel by another". This was the significance of the attack on 
freemasonry. Gramsci's speech is in La Cosma.iorre del PartilO 
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ComuniSla 1923-1926. Turin. 197 1, pp. 15-85. 11 was much interrupled. 
but the line of argument originally planned is also developed in " La 
Conquist8 Fascista dello Stato". Per la Veri/a. Rome. 1974, pp. 303-6, 

v 
185 The "Political Commission" met in the first stages of the pel's Third 

Congress at Lyons (21-26 January 1926). 
186 See note 162 above. 
187 L 'Unilo had published the first part - "General Queslions" - of the 

"Draft Theses of the Left" on 12. 14. 23 and 26 January 1926. (The 
majority's Theses had been published in the course of October and 
November, and the Left was repeatedly to complain of the late 
publication of oppositional contributions.) The Draft Theses as a whole
i.e. including " International Questions" and "Italian Questions" - were 
published in pamphlet form. 

188 For the Aventine, see notes 154 and ISS above. In the German 
presidential elections called after Ebert's death in early 1925, in the tint 
ballot Thalmann the communist candidate won I ,800,000 votes. 
compared with 8,000,000 for the social·democratic candidate Braun and 
4.000,000 for the right-wing centre politician Wilhelm Marx. In the 
second ballot, the German party decided against withdrawing Thalmann, 
although the social-democrats voted for Marx as the lesser evil. The 
election was won by Hindenburg, with 14,600,000 votes against 
13,700,000 for Marx; Thalmann's 1,900,000 votes thus could have 
tipped the balance. The recommendations spoken of by Bordiga 
expressed, POSI facto, at the March/April 1925 Enlargedl

,
;�:��:;! 

meeting, where Zinoviev and others criticized the intransigent " 1  
the new Fischer/Maslov leadership in the German party_ 

At the fourth congress of the French Communist Party, held at 
on 1 7  January 1925. Cachin presented theses on the application .. ,,, .. ;;,.' 
front tactics to the forthcoming municipal elections in May 1925: in the 
first ballot, the party-sponsored Worker and Peasant Bloc was to put 
forward its own candidates; in the second ballot a week later. :'� 

,
:h����: 

prepared to negotiate a common list with any other party on the 
immediate demands where failure to do so might mean a victory 
Right. In the event, following these prescriptions, the PC F withdrew aU' 
candidates in the second ballot in favour of the Socialist/Radical 
the Left. In all these three episodes, Bordiga identified the common 
as "non-Marxist counterposition of two fractions of the bourgeoisie". 

189 The inner-party conflict had exploded again in Russia following 
publication of Trotsky'S The Lessons of October in October 1924 
note 167 above). In sharp contrast to the "New 

previous year, the Russian press now only published one side in 
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dispute. A campaign continued for several months, in which Trotsky's 

views since 1904 were said to constitute a consistent trend hostile to 
Leninism and Bolshevism_ In particular, in December 1924 Stalin opened 
an auack on Trotsky's 1906 "theory of permanent revolution" - which 
had hitherto only bet'n conceived of as applying to the future course of the 
Russian revolution (it was not to be extended by Trotsky to colonial and 

semi-colonial countries in general before 1927). Throughout 1925, 
Trotsky remained silent on major political issues, but from the summer of 

that year a new rift began to appear between Zinoviev and Kamenev on 
the one hand and Stalin and Bukharin on the other, centring on the issues 
of industrialilation, town-country relations, " socialism in one country" , 
etc. This struggle came into the open at the Fourteenth Party Congress in 
December 1925 - the first congress not preceded by a full and open 
discussion. Trotsky still remained silent at this time, though shortly 
afterwards he was to form the Joint Opposition with Zinoviev and 
Kamenev_ The new split in the Russian leadership took most foreign 
Communist Parties by surprise, and there was no substantive discussion 
of it at the Lyons Congress, nor of the issues - above all "socialism in one 
country" - which were at stake. 

190 In June 1923, Stambulisky's Peasant Party government was o\<erthrown 
by a Macedonian-based military coup led by Zankov. The Communist 
Party. which had flourished under Stambulisky. remained passive. 
regarding the form of bourgeois rule as a matter of indifference. It did 
nothing to mobilize the masses, despite their high level of combativity. 
Subsequently, however, in September of the same year, under pressure 
from the Comintern directed against their abstract "leftism" and under 
the impact of anti-working-class repression by the Zankov military 
government, they organized a suicidal uprising without any mass 
support; the inevitable defeat was followed by a terrible wave of 
repression and the shattering of one of the strongest IIlrd International 
parties. 

1 9 1  The pre-congress discussion had been opened as early as the May 1925 
Centra! Committee meeting (see notes 175 and 177 above), since the 
lyons Congress was originally scheduled to take place in eariy autumn of 
that year. On 7 June 1925, CUniuj reported the formation, by four 
Communist deputies (including Fortichiari and Repossi from the original 
Livorno Executive) and a number of other prominent party members 
from the Left, of the Comilalo d'lmesa Iro g/i elementi della Siflis/ra 
(Committee of Accord between components of the Left). The letter which 
announced this posed a series of demands concerning the organization of 
the pre-congress discussion. Although Bordiga was not initially 
aSSOCiated with the Comitalo d'lfllesa (at least formally), he solidarized 
With it in an Open Letter to the Executive a few days later. after its leaders 
had been relieved of all their party functions. The subsequent pre-
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congress discussion was to a great degree dominated by mutual 

accusations of "factionalism" and "anti-democratic procedures" _ The 
Com[talO d'/ntr$Q was dissolved by urgent request of the Comintem; 

both the latter's letter (signed by Humbert-Droz) and the acceptance 

(though formally protesting) by Bordiga, Fortichiari and their co
thinkers, were published in L 'Unita on 18 July 1925. 

192 See note 33 above, 
193 For a discussion ofth� concepts. see SPN, pp. 186-90, etc. 

194 Five �ries of The�s were drafted by the majority of the PCl leadership 

and published in L 'Unita during October and November 1925: 1. on the 

international situation: 2. on the national and colonial question: 3. on the 
agrarian question: 4. on the Italian silUation and the Bolshevization of the 
PCI: 5. on the trade unions. By far the most important was the fourth. 

translated here. It was republished in pamphlet form with the new title 
given here after it had been approved by the Lyons Congress - by • 
majority of9O·8 per cent to 9 · 2  per cent for the Left. 

195 See pp. 362-3 below. 
196 For transformism - a term initially used from the 1880s onwards to 

describe the process whereby the so·called "historic" Left and 
parties which emerged from the Risorgimento tended to converge i 
of programme, while the personnel of the Left were .b,,,,,'''''; 
progressively into the dominant political conservative elite - see ,rN.,�, 
58, note 8. etc. 

197 Francesco Crispi (181S-1901) broke with the parliamentary Left 

Mazzini in IS65. rallying to the monarchy. He became Minister of 
Interior and Prime Minister on various occasions bet ..... een 1876 
IS96, and was the most consistent advocate of Italian colonial 
sion (see SPN, pp. 66-70). 

198 The Triple Alliance between Italy. Germany and Austro-Hungary 
concluded in 1882; it was directed principally against France.. 

199 The encyclical Rerum NOI'arum on "The Condition of the i 
Classes" appeared in March IS9\. It was. in fact. to some extent 
modification of earlier anti·socialist encyclicals. and 
confessional trade unions and mixed corporations of employers 
employees. It condemned laissez-faire capitalism and called for 
collaboration at all times. It laid the basis for what w."" .,,,,m,, mod, .. 
Christian democracy. 

200 Fa$ci dd /Ol'ooralori ("workers' leagues"). led by socialists. 
through Sicily in IS92-3. They were basically peasant orlanizations, 
their main aim was the break-up of the bil estates and distribution 
land, They had considerable success in securing improved '0".'" 
between peasants and landowners in 1893. In 1893-4, under the 
of the economic crisis of that year. the peasantry rose throughout 
island and was repressed with great brutality by Crispi. 
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20 I The modernist movement developed among catholic intell«tuals in the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Its proclaimed aims were to 
bring the Church into harmony with the cullUre and society of the 
contemporary world - especially with new de\'elopments in scientific and 
sociological thinking. It was thus in sharp contrast with the "anti
progress" stance of the Papacy's I S64 "Syllabus of Errors", which had 
dominated catholic thinking in the late nineteenth century. Modernism 
was condemned by the Papal decree Laml!n1obi/i and the encyclical 
Pascendi in 1907. However, via the work notably of Romolo Murri. it 
was an important ideological ancestor of contemporary Christian 
democracy. 

202 In IS71 the Vatican d«lared that it was " not expedient" (non rxprdil) for 
Catholics to vote in parliamentary elections (the ban was strengthened to 
a non licet- "it is not lawful" - in IS77). The non I!xpedi/ was relaxed in 
1904 and further in 1909, and finally abolished in 1 9 1 9. The Gentiloni 
Pact was concluded in 1913 between Giolitti and Count Gentiloni. the 
president orthe Catholic Electoral Union. It provided ror Catholic voters 
to support government candidates in the elections of that )'ear, in order to 
check the advance of the Socialists. 

203 The Popular Party was founded by Luigi Sturzo and others in January 
1919, and was initially encouraged by the papacy (as a political 

mO\'ement directed outwards, rather than towards reform of the Church 
itself like Modernism). It grew swiftly. especially in the agricultural areas 
of North and Central Italy. where it set up "white" unions whose strength 
among the small peasants onen outstripped that of their "red" ri ... a1s. In 
the 1 9 1 9  general election. the Popoiar[ won 1 00  seats. and in 1921 lOS. 
After vacillating in its attitude towards rascism between 1921 and 1925 
(Sturzo resisted Papal pressure for an accommodation). the Popular 
Party was suppressed at the same time as other opposition parties in 
October 1926 (though Sturzo had in fact been in exile since 1924). 

204 The anti-fascist National Union of Liberal and Democratic Forces was 
launched by the Liberal leader Amendola in November 1924. with the 
aim of winning back the middle classes from fascism to bourgeois 
democracy. with the goodwill of lhe working class. h held its only 
Congress in June 1925. but by that lime Amendola himself saw little hope for it in view of the stabilization of the fascist regime after Mussolini's 3 
January 1925 speech, which put an end to the Malleolli crisis of the year before. 

20S See note 1 8 1  above. 
206 See note 1 9 1  above. 
107 A t the 1907 Congress or the lind International at Stul!gart, a com-

prO�ise resolution was passed on the question of what the proper 
relatIons should be between socialist parties and trade unions. The 
reSOlution stressed the need to permeate unions with the spirit of 
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socialism. withoUi going so rar as to jeopardize their unity: it pronounced 
in favour of trade-union autonomy in Ihe economic field. and for clost 
relations between party and unions. without laking any posilion on the 
question of organic links betwccn them. The "pact of alliance" belWten 
PSI and CGL was signed in September 1918. and invo!\-ed mutual 
recognition of the aUlhority of each in its respective " sphere", 

208 Sec the passages on war of position and war of manoeuvre in SPN. W. 
229-39, etc. 

VI 

209 This report on the procudings of the Lyons Congress was dictated by 
Gramsci to Riccardo Ravagnan. on the editorial staff of L 'Unila. then 
read over and approved by him for publication. It ap�ared in lhe 
newspaper on 26 February 1926. 

210 See note 72 above. 
2 1 1  At the Popular Party's Turin Congress on 12-13 April 1923, a "centrist" 

resolution was passed. after a right·wing proposal to give unconditional 
support to the fascist government had been defeated. 

2 1 2  As soon as the Lyons Congress opened, the uft challenged its validity on 
the grounds that the pre·congress discussion had not been conducted 
democratically. and formally appealed to the International to intervene. 
The Comintern Presidium passed a resolution, on the basis of a decision 
by the International Control Commission. which rejected Bordig.'. 
appeal and confirmed "the entire validity of the Congress and the 
authority of its decisions. as of the Central Committee elected from it". 

213 Unfortunately, the minutes of the "Trade,union Commission" at the 
Lyons Congress have not survived in legible form. According to a report 
in February 1926 by "Aquila" (the Hungarian Sachs), who was briefly 
charged by the Comintern's Latin Secretariat with the task ofreportinl 
on the Italian situation, the t ..... o comrades in question were Bordiga and 
Tasca, who despite differences between them both wished to centre the 
party's trade·union activity around the slogan of "Defend the Trade 
Unions", and who were both sceptical about the practical viability of the 
Workers' and Peasants' Committees (see note 159 above). But see p. 394 
below, where the account given fits Tasca but hardly Bordiga. 

214 The reference is 10 Tasca's intervention. see pp. 324-8 above. 
215 For these episodes, see "Socialists and Communisls", "The Arditi del 

PopolO" and "Against Terror", pp. 25-6. 56-8 and 61-2 above: SCI 
too notes 14 and 33 above. The attitude of the whole PCl leadership -' 
the time tended 10 be that the destruction of the liberal bourgeois state w" 
hardly a matter of concern for communiSIS: that the advance of fascism 
would lead to the exposure of the reformists and maximalists of the 
and that these would be eliminated as direct rivals to the C"mm",i.< 
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Party, though they might find themselves in government as a last line of 
defence for the bourgeois order. 

216 In August 1 9 1 5, the government issued a decree setting up seven 
"Regional Committees of Industrial Mobilization". with the principal 
function of settling labour disputes. The qUestion of whether or not to 
cooperate with them became a subject of controversy between �fonnists 
and intransigents within the PSI. 

217 This Association was launched by the Communist Party in late 1924, in 
connection with the slogan of "Workers' and Peasants' Committees" (see 
note 159 above). It had some initial success. notably in the South. and 
Grieco gave a figure of 75.000 members in November of that year. The 
main responsibility for building up the Association fell to Giuseppe di 
Villorio, who joined the PCI with the "lIlrd·lntemationalists". The 
Association developed a series or demands aimed at defending the 
interests of share-croppers. tenant·rarmers and small·holders - none of 
them adequately represented in the past by the PSI. This led to friction 
with the socialists on this terrain. and the Federterra (the national 
peasants' trad�·union federation) was strongly opposed to the new 
association. 

21g Secootes 167 and 174 above. 
219 Sec note 189 above. Although there was no discussion of the new inner· 

party struggle in Russia. there was a report on the Fourteenth Congress of 
the Russian Pany by Humbert·Oroz. 

220 Report to the 2-3 August 1926 meeting of the Party's Executive 
Committee. The first part was published in March 1928 in Stato op€ralo, 
the second not until 14 April 1967 (Rlllasclta). 

221 Since the launching of the slogan of Workers' and Peasants' Committees 
(see note 159 above), the main effort of the PCI in the trade·union field 
had been directed towards the creation of so-<:a1led Agitational 
Committees of Proletarian Unity, within which other forces couki be 
grouped around communist nuclei. In March 1926, as a result of the 
dispute on the trade· union question at the Lyons Congress (see note 213 
above) and Sachs's report which was critical of party policy, the Enlarged 
Executive of the Comintern discussed the PCl's trade·union tactics. 
Lozovsky and other delegates were predisposed to accept Tasca's and 
Sachs's view that the party had nOl rid itself of lingering "Ordillt! Nuo�'O" 
ideas. or of residues of ultra· leftism in the form of acceptance of the united 
front only "from below". They saw the concentration on the 
"Committees" as a manifestation Oflhis, and argued that priority should 
instea9 be given to defence of the trade unions. However. in reality, the 
hostility of the PSI to any collaboration with the Communist Party that 
might jeopardize their relations with the reformist leaders of the COL 
made the idea of united action in derence of the trade unions illusory. At 
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the least, the " Commiltees" grouped a limited layer of workers sliD 
prepared to resist actively. 

222 5« SPN. pp. 152-3 for a development of this analysis. 
223 J. P. Morgan lent over a hundred million doll.ruo Italy in early 1926. on 

the assumption that fascism had created the conditions for profitable 
investment. 

224 In May 1926, Marshall Josef Pilsudski headed a military rising which 
overthrew the conservative bourgeois government. As a former socialist 
and anti-Tsaris! ttrrorist, Pilsudski was violently opposed by the right
wing partics in Poland: similarly, the Polish communists interpreted the 
"united front" policy - in the form in which it was advocated under 
Zinovicv's leadership in 1925 - to mean that they should take advantage 
of this contradiction in the ranks of the bourgeoisie and fight alongside 
Pilsudski. They expected Pilsudski's coup to initiate a process leading 10 
revolution. In fact. however, Pilsudski installed a regime which had much 
in common with fascism, and threw the communists who had fought for 
him into gaol. 

French diplomatic policy following the Fim World War had as a 
principal aim the establishment of a system of alliances with the smaller 
Central and Eastern European countries. against both Germany and 
Russia. In 1925, the Locarno Pact was accompanied by French-Polish 
and French-Czechoslovak military alliances, and France was also 10 
conclude treaties with Rumania in 1927 and Yugoslavia in 1928. In fact. 
the Pilsudski coup did not decisively worsen relations with France; 
moreover, it was the aristocratic prc-coup government. rather than the 
semi fascist Pilsudski regime which followed it, which pursued a policy of 
rapprochement with liberal-bourgeois Czechoslovakia. In the even!. iI 
was the rise of German Nazism which was finally to destroy the Frencb 
system of alliances. in the thirties. 

225 The General Strike took place from 4-13 May 1926. 
226 Nitti was prime minister from June 1919 until June 1920. It was only . 

the end of 1920. after the failure of the occupation of the factories. th. 
fascism began to get real financial backing (at first from landlords ia 
Central and Northern Italy) and to become a mass. anti-working-cl .. 
phenomenon. Before (hat. fascism had been a marginal and " subversive" 
movement. directing its main (verbal) fire against "plutocracy" and the 
government. D'Annunzio and his "legionaries" seized Fiume iJ 
September 1 9 1 9  to press Italian claims on the Eastern shores of the 
Adriatic; they held the town until - after Italy and Yugoslavia had signed 
the Treaty of Rapallo -they were forced to evacuate it in December 
O'Annunlio was certainly violently opposed to both �::::::"��::�,��:: 
and that of Giolitti which followed it. For his r, I . 
Communists in 192 1-2. see note 84 above. In the earlier ",,-,0<' "r",'" 
to here. Gramsci had described him at the time (October 19 I 9) as a 
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off lackey of Anglo-French freemasonry", and said that he "stands in 
relation to Nitti as Kornilov did to Kerensky". 

227 For Mussolini's 3 January �pe«h which brought the Matteoni crisis to a 
close, � note 154 above. 

228 The Anglo-Russian Trade-union Unity Committee was officially 
founded on 14 May 1925, with the proclaimed object of promoting 
international trade-union unity and struggling against capitalist reaction 
and the danger of new wars. After the capitulation of the General Council 
and the failure of the General Strike, the question of continued 
participation in the Committee became a central point of conHict betwttn 
the majority on the Russian leadership led by Stalin and Bukharin and the 
Joint Opposition led by Trotsky, Zinoviev and Kamenev. The Committee 
was in fact maintained in existence until the British union leaders 
withdrew from it in September 1927, on the grounds thaI the Russians 
were interfering in their "domestic affairs". 

229 The reference is to reports of visits to Russia published in II Corrieredella 
Sera in the preceding years by Luigi Barzini and Raffaele Calzini. The 
article commented on here was published in /I Mondo on 1 7  September 
1926. 

230 Sir Edward Carson organized a Protestant. Unionist army called Ihe 
Ulster Volunteers in 1913, to prevent the north-eaSlern part of Ulster 
becoming part of an Irish (home rule) state. 

231 For Hindenburg's election. see note 188 above. The German Left losl the 
referendum over the indemnification of the former princes in March 1926. 
but obtained 14t million votes. 

232 Mario and Pio Perrone were the owners of Ansaldo. the ligurian 
shipbuilding firm. which between 1914 and 1918 increased its capital 
from 30 to 500 million lire and its employees from 4,000 to 56.000, 
acquiring iron mines. and building steelworks and hydro·electric plants. 
Ansaldo. through the personal share-holdings of the Perrone brothers, 
also controlled the Banca Italiana di Scomo, one of the "big four" Italian 
banks. Max Bondi was the dominant figure among the directors of the 
giant steel trust IJva. which during the War had branched out into arms 
manufacture. shipbuilding, shipping. elc. Count Francesco Matarazzo 
( 1 854-1937) built up a vast industrial empire in Brazil; during World 
War I, he was in charge of all supplies for the Province of Naples. and 
became an early and heavy contributor to the coffers of fascism. It has 
not bet'n possible to identify "Commander Pecoraino". 

233 This article formed part of a series of polemical pieces collectively entitled 
" The Mondo-Tribuna United Front" which appeared on 24, 25. 26 
September. I and 14 October 1926. 

234 Obviously a reference to arms. 
235 Tilgher (1887-1941) was an essayist and literary critic. aUlhor of books 

on "The World Crisis" and on Pirandello. among many others. He was a 
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frequent contributor to II Mondo and for a time onc of its editors. One 01 
the most eminent Italian intellectuals of the Iwenlies. he is frequenUy 
referred to by Gramsci in the Prison Notebooks, often with considerahe 
contempt. In 1921. he published a book entitled "Contemporary 
Relativists" , which was perhaps in Gramsci's mind here. 

236 The formation of a Republican-Socialisl bloc (the "RepublicUl 
Concentration" ) had been proposed by Pietro Nenni and Carlo Rossdli 
in Quarto Slato. and by Arturo Labriola in La Voct' RepubblicQ1/tl. 1ft 
response. on 9 October 1926. in L 'Unita. the pel had reproposed the 
slogan of a " Republican assembly on the basis of workers' and peasanta' 
comminees", Lo Voct' RepubblicQno responded at length on I I  Celobe-, 
and L 'UnitQ reponed on this article on 12 October, giving its own 
comments. 

231 For Stenterello. see note 30 above. The lines " Dietro !'avello/ Di 
Machiavello/ Dorme [0 scheletro/ Di Stenterello" are by Giuseppe Giusti 
(/I Memen/omo. stanza 2). Some commentators have suggested I 
physical proJ[imity of Machiavelli's tomb to that of Stenterello's creator, 
Luigi Del Buono. but in fact they were in different F[orentine churches. 

238 The Seigneur de La Pa[ice was a French military captain, killed at the 
battle of Pavia in 1525. His soldiers composed a song in his honour with 
the lines: "Un quart d'heure avant sa mort. 11 etait encore en vie . . .  " (A 
quarter of an hour before he died, he was still alive . . .  ). A "La Paliceaa 
truth" became a common eJ[pression for a self-evident truth. so obviO\lll 
that it does not require pointing out. 

239 This note to Togliatti accompanied the following letter written bJ' 
Gramsci in October 1926. on behalf of the Political Bureau of the PCI 
and addressed to the Central Committee of the CPSU. during the cou,. 
of the inner-party struggle between the Stalin-Bukharin majority and tilt 
Trotsky-Zinoviev-Kamenev opposition. The Joint Opposition had beca 
formed in April-June 1926. and was officially announced at a Central 
Committee meeting in July by Trotsky. Disciplinary measures followed. 
with Zinoviev being removed from the Political Bureau. L 'Unlta carried I 
report at the end of July which gave unconditional support to the 
majority. but purely on the grounds of preserving party unity: there wu 
no comment on the issues at stake in the debate. In September, Gramsd 
wrote a series of articles on the Soviet Union (of which "The Peasants and 
the Dictatorship of the Proletariat" on pp. 412-16 above was one). On 
4 October 1926. the Opposition proposed a truce in the inner·pany 
struggle. declaring that they would cease 10 organize as a faction. 

240 Gramsc; planned to relaunch L 'Ordine Nuo�'O as a theoretical review, but 
his arrest intervened before the project could be realized. His essay OD 
the Southcrn Question (see pp. 441--62 below) was written for thit 
journal. 

241 Togliatti. in Moscow. did not transmit the letter from the PCI Political 
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Bureau to the Russian Central Committee. but instead sent this reply to 
Gramsci. 

2J2 See note 189 above. During the course of 1926. the divisions in the Soviet 
leadership had been sharpest over the Anglo-Russian Trade-union 
Committee (see note 228 above) and over the course of events in China. 

243 The French, Gennan and Polish "Left"' leaderships had all been replaced 
since the Fifth World Congress. When Comintern policy moved to the 
right in early 1925. Zinoviev organized the removal of the 
Fischer/Maslov group leading the German party. Souvarine. Monatte 
and Rosmer all came out in support of the Russian opposition and were 
expelled: Treint. who had also been guilty of "leftism" in the eyes of the 
1925 Comintern leadership. and was even more susp«t by 1926 as a 
protege of Zinoviev's. only managed to survive in the leadership by 
extraordinary suppleness in complying with international pressure. 
Warski, Kostrzewa and Walecki were replaced by a "Left" group headed 
by Lenski and Domski at the Fifth World Congress: but in the summer of 
1925. Domski's leftism was no longer in favour. and by the end of the year 
his association with Zinoviev was a further point against him: he was 
replaced by the reinstated Warski in Dccember, while Lenski rallied to the 
new majority. In these and other parties. Zinoviev during 1925 helped to 
remove precisely those leading communists who might have been allies 
for him in the inner-party struggle in Russia: thus he was never in fact able 
to use the International as a political power base, despite his long 
dominant role within it. 

144 The reference is to the Trade·Union Debate. which divided the Bolshevik 
leadership in the autumn and winter of 1920, and which was brought to a 
close by the Tenth Congress in March 1921 and by the adoption of NEP 
in May 1921. 

245 This essay was planned (see note 240 above) to be included in a new 
theoretical journal. Written in the period immediately prior to Gramsci's 
arrest. it was not completed or corrected. It was subsequently found 
among his papers by Camilla Ravera. and published in 1930 in Paris by 
Slota Operaia. As Gramsci writes. the piece was Originally stimulated by 
an article in Quarto Sta/O, a socialist review edited by Carlo Rosselli in 
Milan between March and October 1926. The author. "Ulenspiegel". was 
Tommaso Fiore. a contributor to Gobelli's La Rh'O/uzlone U�ra/e. 

246 The "Southernist" Guido Dorsa together with Piero Gobelli represented 
the most progressive wing of halian liberalism in the post·war period. 

247 See SPIV I. pp. 148-9. 
248 Salvemini (see note 252 below). when he left the Socialist Party. defined 

his politiCal views as "concrctism". 
249 Fortunato was a liberal conservative, author of /I Mezzogiorno e 10 Slato 

Italiano (191 1). Eugenio Azimonti was an agrarian, who contributed to 
Salvemini's L 'Unita and to Gobetti's La Ril'Oluzione U/Jera/e: he 
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241 Togliatti. in Moscow. did not transmit the letter from the PCI Political 
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Bureau to the Russian Central Committee. but instead sent this reply to 
Gramsci. 

2J2 See note 189 above. During the course of 1926. the divisions in the Soviet 
leadership had been sharpest over the Anglo-Russian Trade-union 
Committee (see note 228 above) and over the course of events in China. 

243 The French, Gennan and Polish "Left"' leaderships had all been replaced 
since the Fifth World Congress. When Comintern policy moved to the 
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1925 Comintern leadership. and was even more susp«t by 1926 as a 
protege of Zinoviev's. only managed to survive in the leadership by 
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Warski, Kostrzewa and Walecki were replaced by a "Left" group headed 
by Lenski and Domski at the Fifth World Congress: but in the summer of 
1925. Domski's leftism was no longer in favour. and by the end of the year 
his association with Zinoviev was a further point against him: he was 
replaced by the reinstated Warski in Dccember, while Lenski rallied to the 
new majority. In these and other parties. Zinoviev during 1925 helped to 
remove precisely those leading communists who might have been allies 
for him in the inner-party struggle in Russia: thus he was never in fact able 
to use the International as a political power base, despite his long 
dominant role within it. 

144 The reference is to the Trade·Union Debate. which divided the Bolshevik 
leadership in the autumn and winter of 1920, and which was brought to a 
close by the Tenth Congress in March 1921 and by the adoption of NEP 
in May 1921. 

245 This essay was planned (see note 240 above) to be included in a new 
theoretical journal. Written in the period immediately prior to Gramsci's 
arrest. it was not completed or corrected. It was subsequently found 
among his papers by Camilla Ravera. and published in 1930 in Paris by 
Slota Operaia. As Gramsci writes. the piece was Originally stimulated by 
an article in Quarto Sta/O, a socialist review edited by Carlo Rosselli in 
Milan between March and October 1926. The author. "Ulenspiegel". was 
Tommaso Fiore. a contributor to Gobelli's La Rh'O/uzlone U�ra/e. 

246 The "Southernist" Guido Dorsa together with Piero Gobelli represented 
the most progressive wing of halian liberalism in the post·war period. 

247 See SPIV I. pp. 148-9. 
248 Salvemini (see note 252 below). when he left the Socialist Party. defined 

his politiCal views as "concrctism". 
249 Fortunato was a liberal conservative, author of /I Mezzogiorno e 10 Slato 

Italiano (191 1). Eugenio Azimonti was an agrarian, who contributed to 
Salvemini's L 'Unita and to Gobetti's La Ril'Oluzione U/Jera/e: he 
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published a book called II Mezzogiorno agrario qual e in 1919. For 
Labriola, see note 3 1  lbo\'c. 

250 See note 8 above. 
251 Alfredo Niccforo. a prominent sociologisl and criminologist. argued in his 

book fralicnl del Nord e Ilaliani del Sud that Southern Italians were 
biologically inferior. Similar arguments were pul forward by GiuscpPe 
Sergi. Enrico Ferri (see note 170 above) and Paolo Orano. 

252 Gaetano Salvernini was a considerable influence on the young Gramsci, 
see SPN, Introduction pp. xx, xxvi. xxix. Leaving the PSI in 1 9 10, he 
founded a journal called L 'Unita (implying that the real unity of Italy
i.e. that between South and North - remained to be accomplished); this 
was published 1 9 1 1-15 and 1918-20. 

253 See note 164 above. The party was founded by Lussu in 1919. 
254 Set notes 199 and 90 above. 
255 Enrico Corradini (1865-1931) was, together with D'Annunzio, the 

dominant figure in the pre-war nationalist movement in Italy. He foun� 
the first nationalist review If R�gno in 1903. He made a particular study of 
Italian emigration, visiting the United States, Latin America and North 
Africa. and advocated colonial expansion into Africa so that Italians 
should go abroad as conquerors rather than as cheap labour. He 
developed the concept of Italy as a "proletarian nation" among the 
plutocracies - above all Britain and France. 

256 For Mussolin;'s role in the PSI in 19 14-15, see SPN, Introduction pp. 
xxvi-xxvii and xxx; SPW I, pp. 6-10 and Introduction p. xii. In the 
present volume, see pp. 2 1  1-12 and note 120 above. 

257 See note 1 1 9 above. 
258 See nOle 201 above. 
259 For Sonnino, see note 49 above. For Salandra (1853-1931), see note 261 

below. 
260 See note 196 above. 
261 Francesco Ciccotti was editor of the Rome edition of A ranti! in 1917. 1.4 

Stampa. of course, was Giolitti's mouthpiece. Antonio Salandra, till 
conservative prime minister in 1914-15 and 1 9 1 5-16. was a native 
Foggia in Apulia. His government had been brought down in 1916 after 
disagreements with the Army high command; it was opposed both bf 
Giolitti's neunalists and by those bourgeois forces who considered 
Salandra's conduct of the War too cautious. Arter the defeat of the Itali. 
army at Caporetto, in October 1917, the Minister of the Interior OrlandO 
took over the premiership. Although not a Giolittian or neutralist, he will 
unpopular with the pro-War forces for his "appeasement" of Giolitti and 
ofthe socialists. Giolitti's aim was to keep Orlando out of the 
the extreme pro·War lobby, and to prevent at the same time his 
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replaced by a more right-wing prime minister - perhaps Salandn or some 
other Southern conservative politician. 

262 Reggio Emilia had for long been the symbol of reformist socialism: sec 
e.g. SPW /, p_ 360. 

263 Camillo Prampolini (1859-1930). the man who built up the foremost 
base of Italian social-democracy at Reggio Emilia, was one of the leaders 
of the reformist socialist party (PSU) and editor of its paper La Giustizia 
until its suppression in 1925. The pun in the Original Italian "nordici e 
sudicr' is impossible to translate: "nordid' means northerners, but 
although "sue/" is indeed "south". "sudid" does not mean " southerners" 
but "filthy" (plural)_ 

264 See "Un asino bardato" ("An ass in harness") in Sociallsmoe Fascismo: 
L 'Ordine NuolY) 1921-/922. Turin, 1966, pp_ 64-7, for this episode_ 

265 Umberto Terracini. 
266 See " l'avvento deJia democrazia industriale" and "Uomini di came e 

ossa" ("The advent of industrial democracy" and "Men of flesh and 
blood") in Soc/alismo e Fascismo: L 'Ordine NuollO /921-/922, Turin, 
1966, pp. 120-30 and 154-6. 

267 Sonnino (see note 49 above) and Leopoldo Franchetti were both wealthy 
Tuscan conservatives; in 1873-5. they conducted an extensive private 
in\-estigation into the social and administrative conditions of the 
Neapolilan region and Sicily_ Franchetti published Condlzionl econo
miche ed ammistraril'(! delle prol'ince Napo/elane in 1875; they jointly 
published La Sicilia ne/ /876 in 1877. 

26g Gramsci himself had a Greek-Albanian great-grandfather. who had 
come from Epirus after 1821:  "I myself have no race: my father is of 
recent Albanian origin" (LeI/ere dal Carcere. Turin, 1965, p. 506). The 
very name Gramsci was originally Albanian; there is a village called 
Gramshi in south-easlern Albania today. 

269 The Banca Italiana di Sconto (see note 232 above) collapsed in December 
1921.  with lasting political consequences. 

210 La Criliea was I review founded by Benedetto Croce in 1903, and edited 
by him until 1944; in 1945 he re-Iaunched it as Quodernl della Critica. 

271 See note 96 above. 
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Yugoslavia. 156.477 n. 8 1 , 502 n, 226 

Zaniboni, Tito. 52. 495 n. 183 
Zankov. A1eksandr, 326. 497 n. 190 

Zimmerwald Conference (191 5). 233 

Zini. Zino, 218. 220. 483 n. 127 
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The index does not contain entries for Italy or Communist Party (PCI). and only more 
substantive references to the notes are included. 
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